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Chapter 1 
Different Bronze Ages: thick, rich, slow 
 
“Another metaphor is to compare archaeological research 
to working a giant jigsaw puzzle in which there is no 
picture on the box and from which someone has thrown 
out most of the pieces.” (Bogucki 1999, 10) 
 
“The past is not a three-dimensional jigsaw puzzle buried 
beneath the archaeologist, or a palimpsest. All such 
conceptions reduce the past to a monolithic structure, a 
synchronic structure of spatial relationships.” (Shanks & 
Tilley 1987, 95) 
 
The problem with current forms of archaeological synthesis is that the focus is on the best pieces of the 
jigsaw. In other words, not only an undefined “someone has thrown out most of the pieces” (Bogucki 
1999, 10), but also archaeologists themselves throw out a lot of the remaining pieces. This practice is 
problematic because it helps to “reduce the past to a monolithic structure, a synchronic structure of 
spatial relationships” (Shanks & Tilley 1987, 95). It is even more problematic in archaeological 
synthesis of so-called ‘transitional’ periods that tend to be characterised by a relatively ‘poor’ 
archaeological record, sandwiched between periods with relatively ‘rich’ records. If in archaeological 
synthesis not all of the pieces that make up a ‘poor’ archaeological record are taken into consideration, 
chances are high that a ‘transitional’ period is not studied in its own right, on its own terms. Then its 
position in historical trajectories is misrepresented as a self-evident step to get from one ‘rich’ period to 
another, without much relevance of itself. The past, however, is not “one damn thing after another” 
(Bintliff 2003), not a series of three-dimensional jigsaws making up “synchronic structure[s] of spatial 
relationships” (Shanks & Tilley 1987, 95), but rather a diachronic, four-dimensional jigsaw making up 
historical trajectories of network changes. It is in this sense that any period is transitional. In order to 
avoid synchronic constructs, the aim should be to conceptualise and substantiate historical trajectories 
as a series of network changes. Such a network approach requires a data-rich take on archaeological 
synthesis, one that does not focus on the best pieces of the jigsaw alone and definitely not throw out the 
remaining pieces that have been assembled painstakingly. 
 
1.1 The trajectory of a data-rich (syn)thesis 
The four-dimensional jigsaw of a data-rich synthesis is a lot of work, if not overambitious for a thesis 
project. On the other hand, where does an academic find the time for compiling a data-rich synthesis 
outside a doctoral trajectory? One way or another the road of this thesis has been a long and winding 
one, occasionally stepping off well-beaten tracks. It started with a master’s dissertation concerned with 
discourse on the Bronze Age in Italy (Van Rossenberg 1999, 2001) and moved on from there. 
Originally, the thesis plan was a contextual analysis of Bronze Age metalwork deposition in the Italian 
peninsula (Van Rossenberg 2002, 2003), following Fontijn’s example (2001/2002). However, the lack 
of a catalogue of Bronze Age axes in Italy created a significant gap in the evidential basis for 
recognising diachronic patterns, since axes are the class of Bronze Age metalwork that had been 
selected for deposition most frequently.1 In addition, so-called ‘interpretive’ landscape approaches are 
virtually non-existent in Italian Bronze Age studies and could therefore not be used as a frame of 
reference for a contextual analysis of metalwork deposition, following continental European examples 
(Bradley 1990, 2000; Fontijn 2001/2002). Faced with this situation, I decided on taking the scenery 
route and doing both at the same time, creating the data-rich frame of reference for a contextual study 
of metalwork deposition myself. As such the thesis project turned into compiling a data-rich synthesis 
of Bronze Age landscapes and networks, which in the process would make available as many details as 
possible in an English-language context. The project would not only engage with the tendency to 
overlook the Italian situation in European Bronze Age studies (e.g. Harding 2000; Kristiansen & 
                                                 
1 The Prähistorische Bronzefunde (PBF) catalogue of Final Bronze Age and Early Iron Age axes from the Italian peninsula is a 
second volume (Carancini 1984), but the first volume cataloguing Early, Middle and Late Bronze Age axes has not been 
published (yet). 
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Larsson 2005), but also constitute an attempt at reconciling European and Mediterranean approaches in 
Bronze Age studies. 
Keeping its diachronic perspective from the Early Bronze Age to the Early Iron Age, the 
thesis project was scaled down from the original focus on the peninsula as a whole to a case study of 
two Central Italian regions (§1.3). More precisely, the scope of the project was scaled down to a data-
rich synthesis of Abruzzo and Lazio, a cross-section from one side to the other at the heart of the Italian 
peninsula (Figure 1.1). Getting familiar with the pieces of the jigsaw from Abruzzo and Lazio by way 
of a literature review did not pose a major problem, nor did getting a general sense of order of Bronze 
Age trajectories in these regions (Van Rossenberg 2005, 2005a). Nonetheless, adopting a data-rich 
approach and taking all pieces of the jigsaw into consideration (and not focusing on the best ones 
alone) did raise a number of issues with current diachronic accounts. The non-selective focus on all of 
the details revealed inconsistencies in current generalised accounts of Bronze Age trajectories in 
Central Italy (with periods as units of analysis). These accounts show discrepancies with a data-rich 
perspective, interpreting the same trajectories as a series of network changes (in each subsequent 
phase). Unfortunately, the results of the thesis project are too many to be detailed and included in a 
single volume. Therefore it was decided to devote the thesis proper to the first part of Bronze Age 
trajectories, to Early Bronze Age networks and network changes in Abruzzo and Lazio in their Central 
Italian and wider context. This constitutes the first part of a trilogy, to be followed by volumes on 
networks and network changes in the Middle Bronze Age (Van Rossenberg forthcoming) and in the 
Late and Final Bronze Ages (Van Rossenberg in prep.). Together the three volumes will make up a 
“Slow archaeology of Bronze Age networks and trajectories in Central Italy”, a data-rich alternative to 
current generalised accounts. 
 
 
Figure 1.1: map showing the administrative regions of Italy, highlighting the five regions that 
make up Central Italy, including Abruzzo and Lazio, the main focus of this data-rich synthesis 
(adapted from http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Map_of_Italy_blank.svg). 
 
1.2 Bronze Age studies in Central Italy 
Archaeological synthesis of social transformation in Italian Bronze Age studies tends to be abstract and 
overly generalised (Van Rossenberg 1999, 2001) because of a selective focus on the best pieces of the 
jigsaw. But why is it necessary to keep stressing that current accounts of Bronze Age trajectories in 
Central Italy are overgeneralised? Here it should be appreciated that the geographical scope of the case 
study incorporates the Etruscan and (early) Roman heartlands in the region of Lazio (Figure 1.1). This 
area has long been recognised as a ‘hub’ in the world system that integrated continental Europe and the 
Mediterranean by the time of the Early Iron Age (Frankenstein & Rowlands 1978; Sherratt 1993; 
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Arafat & Morgan 1994; Guidi 1998; Herring & Lomas 2000), if not earlier. For this reason, plenty of 
time and resources have been invested, by Italian and non-Italian archaeologists alike, in the study of 
this particular core area of early state formation in Europe and the Mediterranean, to some extent 
including a concern with its ‘prehistory’. In fact, protohistory (Italian: ‘protostoria’) has emerged as a 
subdiscipline in Italian archaeology (Peroni 1994; Bietti Sestieri 1996). This subdiscipline is almost 
exclusively concerned with the study of the Bronze Age-Iron Age transition in the Italian peninsula, but 
seldom with Bronze Age trajectories in full (e.g. Bietti Sestieri 2010). The focus on early state 
formation at the Bronze Age-Iron Age transition has dictated the conceptualisation of Bronze Age 
trajectories in the field of Italian protohistory. ‘Later’ (Late-Final) Bronze Age networks tend to be 
approached mainly in terms of the Early Iron Age outcomes, not in their own right. In a reversal of 
chronological order ‘later’ Bronze Age networks are not regarded as the outcome of ‘earlier’ (Early-
Middle) Bronze Age networks and network changes. As a consequence, differences between the 
‘earlier’ Bronze Age and the ‘later’ Bronze Age are, in the end, based on Early Iron Age outcomes, 
thus engendering a divide that is not only dichotomous but also ahistorical (Van Rossenberg 1999, 
2001), juxtaposing the start of Bronze Age trajectories with its culmination. Instead, the focus should 
lie on Early to Middle to Late to Final Bronze Age network changes, as constitutive of trajectories that 
are historically significant in themselves, not ‘retrospectively’ as a corollary of Early Iron Age 
outcomes. 
 
1.2.1 Between Europe and the Mediterranean 
As a consequence of the prominent role of Central Italy in debates on Early Iron Age state formation, it 
has so far played only a minor role in European Bronze Age studies. This works both ways. On the one 
hand, distribution maps in archaeological syntheses of Bronze Age Europe often show Central Italy as 
a blank canvas (e.g. Harding 2000, 78 [fig. 3.1], 265 [fig. 7.9]; see also maps in Coles & Harding 1979; 
Kristiansen & Larsson 2005). A major reason for this lies in the scarcity of non-Italian language 
publications about the Bronze Age in Central Italy. On the other hand, scholars of Italian protohistory 
have created a world of their own, mainly deriving from their focus on the ‘later’ Bronze Age (or the 
Bronze Age-Iron Age transition). This has left ‘earlier’ Bronze Age networks in Central Italy to a large 
extent unexplored in a wider context, both in continental Europe and the Mediterranean. This two-way 
sense of disconnection has Central Italy cut off from recent developments in European Bronze Age 
studies, the latter increasingly concerned with interpretive forms of landscape studies (§2.1). It may not 
have been entirely unhealthy to have let the ‘first’ and ‘second’ generations of ‘postprocessual’ and 
‘interpretive’ archaeologies pass by in the 1980s and 1990s, as Guidi (1987, 1996, 1996a) has argued 
from an Italian perspective. However, Bronze Age studies can no longer do without Central Italy in a 
‘third’ generation of theoretical and methodological developments. The main challenge faced by this 
‘third generation’ is to deal with the recent convergence of so-called ‘processual’ and ‘postprocessual’ 
research questions in European later prehistory. Steering clear of ‘petite histoire’ approaches to 
archaeological interpretation that have been in vogue over the last two or three decades, now the time 
has come to bring archaeological synthesis back into the equation. 
The call for transnational projects in a pan-European context is a first step, provided that the 
‘big questions’ addressed by such projects are not only theoretically fashionable but also 
methodologically to the point (Harding 2009). Another prerequisite is that they do not shy away from 
‘unknown’ territiories such as Central Italy, in favour of better known Bronze Ages in Greece and 
Iberia. It is telling that two such recent transnational projects, “Forging Identities: The Mobility of 
Culture in Bronze Age Europe” (http://www.forging-identities.com) and “Tracing Networks: Craft 
Traditions in the Ancient Mediterranean and Beyond” (http://www.tracingnetworks.ac.uk), hardly 
touch upon Bronze Age networks and trajectories in Central Italy. The secluded status of Italian Bronze 
Age studies from the wider European context has created difference by default. Similarities with 
continental European and Mediterranean Bronze Age networks and trajectories are overlooked because 
of this sense of disconnection. In general, it has been uncommon to adopt a common approach to 
reconstructing Bronze Age cultural landscapes and social networks in Europe and the Mediterranean. 
The aim of this thesis project (§1.1) is to reinsert Central Italy in European Bronze Age studies by 
adopting a ‘European’ approach, without denying that regional differentiation in Bronze Age networks 
and trajectories should be acknowledged as part of historically specific situations. This includes 
appreciating regional differentiation in Bronze Age trajectories in the Italian peninsula itself. 
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Figure 1.2: map highlighting the central position of the Italian peninsula with respect to Europe, 
the western and eastern Mediterranean and North Africa (adapted from 
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Mediterranean_Sea_location_map.svg). 
 
For a start, the differences between Northern Italy, Central Italy and Southern Italy (Figure 
1.2) should be recognised, as established in the traditional ‘tripartite’ regionalisation of the Italian 
peninsula in Bronze Age studies (Van Rossenberg 1999). The incorporation of the north and the south 
of the Italian peninsula in the larger spheres (or networks) of continental Europe and the 
Mediterranean, respectively, has long been appreciated in the study of later prehistory. For instance, the 
Italian contribution to the pan-European project of the Bronze Age as the first European ‘Golden Age’ 
in the 1990s (e.g. Pluciennik 1998; Barber & Van Regteren Altena 1999; Demakopoulou et al. 1999; 
Eliten 1999) focused on Northern Italy. This larger region is intimately connected to the continent and 
culturally shared in the circum-Alpine tradition of Bronze Age lake-side settlements.2 Incidentally, 
these provided one of the main starting-points for scientific approaches to later prehistory in Europe, 
including Northern Italy, in the 19th century (Guidi 1987; Marzatico 2004). On the other hand, a key 
issue in Bronze Age studies of Southern Italy concerns the impact of the ‘Mycenaeans’ (or generally 
the Eastern Mediterranean) in the overall context of Mediterranean connectivity (Bietti Sestieri 1988; 
Bettelli et al. 2006; Jung 2006; Mee 2008; Vianello 2009; Copat et al. 2010). The incorporation of 
Northern Italy in the continental European sphere and Southern Italy in the Mediterranean sphere 
leaves Central Italy positioned inbetween those larger networks (Figure 1.2). In a general sense the 
mediating role of the Italian peninsula as a whole has been acknowledged, but the peculiar situation of 
Central Italy between the larger spheres of the Mediterranean and continental Europe has received 
relatively little attention in Bronze Age studies. In particular, the specific role of Central Italy in Bronze 
Age networks in the Italian peninsula itself, as well as in supra-regional connectivity between Europe 
and the Mediterranean, has to a large extent been left unexplored. 
 
1.2.2 Emancipating the Early Bronze Age 
The relative lack of interest for Central Italy in the wider context of Bronze Age studies is unfortunate, 
since the region incorporates one of the few areas with copper and tin sources, i.e. the COLLINE 
METALLIFERE (English: “Metal-Bearing Hills”) in Tuscany (cf. Giardino 1998; Harding 2000, 198 [fig. 
6.1]). These had probably been exploited since the Copper Age, but definitely more intensively since 
the Early Bronze Age.3 Similarly, the ‘local’ Bell Beaker network connecting Central and Northern 
Italy tends to be approached in its own regional context (Nicolis & Mottes 1998; Leonini 2004) and is 
seldom used as a comparandum in a wider European context (Vander Linden 2001/2002, 2006). Taken 
                                                 
2 Cf. Bernabò Brea et al. 1997, i.e. the catalogue accompanying a major exhibition on the Bronze Age in Northern Italy that was 
partly funded by the Council of Europe. 
3 Although lying immediately outside the geographical scope of the case study proper, the exploitation of copper sources in 
Tuscany can be linked to Early Bronze Age networks in Abruzzo and Lazio (Chapter 4). 
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together, the emergence of an Early Bronze Age area of metalwork production in Central Italy (Chapter 
4) in relation to a core ‘Bell Beaker’ region is a significant trajectory, not only in its own regional 
context but also in a supra-regional context. A closer look at this historical trajectory can both shed 
light on network changes at the start of the Bronze Age in the Italian peninsula at large and serve as a 
comparandum for those Late Neolithic/Copper Age-Early Bronze Age trajectories in continental 
Europe that are characterised by an equally prominent role for Bell Beaker networks. Ideally, such a 
closer look at network changes that make up the Copper Age-Early Bronze Age transition in Central 
Italy entails a data-rich synthesis, incorporating as much archaeological evidence as possible. However, 
Early Bronze Age archaeological records in Central Italy are ‘incomplete’ (or relatively ‘poor’), 
sandwiched between the ‘rich’ records of the Copper Age and the Middle Bronze Age. Incidentally, a 
similar problem is faced by archaeologists in other parts of Europe, including the ‘poor’ (or seemingly 
‘incomplete’) Early Bronze Age archaeological records in southern Britain (Brück 1999) and the 
Netherlands (Arnoldussen & Fontijn 2006; Bourgeois & Arnoldussen 2006; Fokkens & Arnoldussen 
2008). 
The wider geographical scope of this ‘Early Bronze Age’ problem does not only refer to the 
methodological issue of archaeological visibility related to so-called ‘transitional’ periods, or 
innovations in general (Fokkens 2008). It could also refer to shared characteristics related to a 
historically specific situation in which distinctive networks emerged at the start of Bronze Age 
trajectories. Both these issues will be addressed in this thesis, in the attempt at compiling a data-rich 
synthesis of Early Bronze Age networks and network changes in Abruzzo and Lazio in their Central 
Italian and wider context. The aim is to explore ‘poor’ archaeological records of a ‘transitional’ period, 
constitutive of a historically significant trajectory nonetheless, in this case the Early Bronze Age in 
Central Italy. Here it should be stressed that the relative lack of archaeological evidence sits uneasy 
with a practice that is common in Italian Bronze Age studies. There is a tendency to fill the ‘gaps’ in 
‘poor’ (or ‘incomplete’) archaeological records of Central Italy with evidence and patterns taken from 
Northern Italy and Southern Italy with ‘richer’ Early, Middle and Late Bronze Age records. The issue 
that this thesis project therefore has to address, is whether such an interpretive strategy of borrowing is 
necessary (or inevitable) to fill ‘gaps’ in Italian Bronze Age studies. It may have constructed peninsula-
wide similarities where regional differentiation should be expected. Regional differentiation is a major 
concern in Italian protohistory, hence the ‘later’ Bronze Age (specifically the Final Bronze Age), 
focused as this subdiscipline is on ethnogenesis at the Bronze Age-Iron Age transition (Negroni 
Catacchio 1998), but this has not so much been the case with the earlier phases of the Bronze Age. 
The publication of a series of conference proceedings and novel syntheses over the last two 
decades creates the opportunity to extend the appreciation for regional differentiation from the Final 
Bronze Age to the earlier phases of the Bronze Age in Central Italy, including the Early Bronze Age 
(Cocchi Genick 1996, 1998), the Middle Bronze Age (Congresso 1991/1992; Cocchi Genick 1995, 
2001, 2002) and the Late Bronze Age (Cocchi Genick 2004; Damiani 2010). At the same time, the 
deeper problem that ‘retrospective’ approaches tend to be adopted for reconstructing and 
conceptualising Bronze Age trajectories in Italian protohistory, cannot be overlooked and should be 
addressed. To reiterate, this subdiscipline is mainly concerned with the ‘later’ Bronze Age trajectory of 
social transformation resulting in Early Iron Age territorial entities, also known as ‘protourban’ centres 
(Pacciarelli 2000). These historically significant trajectories resulting in early state formation in Central 
Italy at the Bronze Age-Iron Age transition tend to be traced back to the Middle Bronze Age, but stop 
short of the Early Bronze Age and its ‘poor’ archaeological records. As a consequence, there is a strong 
tendency to explain ‘later’ Bronze Age trajectories in terms of their outcome (i.e. in Early Iron Age 
terms), not in themselves (as the outcome of ‘earlier’ Bronze Age trajectories). ‘Retrospective’ 
approaches have traditionally stressed differences between the ‘earlier’ Bronze Age and the ‘later’ 
Bronze Age in Central Italy. To a large extent, accounts of ‘earlier’ Bronze Age trajectories have been 
determined dichotomously, with reference to and starting from ‘later’ Bronze Age trajectories (if not 
Early Iron Age outcomes), not the other way around. It cannot be denied that a ‘dichotomous’ and 
‘retrospective’ approach does acknowledge that Early Bronze Age networks were different from Final 
Bronze Age networks. However, it does not appreciate that Final Bronze Age networks resulted from 
Late Bronze Age networks that had emerged from Middle Bronze Age networks and, in the end, had 
started from Early Bronze Age network changes. 
Here it is fair to say that, although a major problem in Italian Bronze Age studies, 
‘retrospective’ approaches to historical trajectories are a more general problem of diachronic 
interpretation in archaeological synthesis (Chapter 9). Instead, Bronze Age trajectories should be 
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followed and interpreted in chronological order, not ‘retrospectively’. Before making a diachronic 
comparison, the situation in each subsequent phase of the Bronze Age has to be substantiated and 
interpreted in its own right and on its own terms, as a ‘period piece’. One has to demonstrate (or 
substantiate) how, in a historically distinctive situation, practices and places were interrelated in 
cultural landscapes and social networks. This requires a detailed, data-rich form of archaeological 
synthesis, one that starts from an evidential basis that is more comprehensive than is usually the case in 
this genre. In turn, keeping the issue of chronological order in mind, each data-rich ‘period piece’ 
should be used as a starting-point for diachronic comparison with a subsequent data-rich ‘period piece’. 
In this respect, a data-rich approach appreciates that the situation in one phase sets conditions for the 
situation in a subsequent phase in historical trajectories, a notion that is lost in ‘retrospective’ 
approaches to diachronic comparison. Starting from this notion of consequential order, this thesis aims 
to emancipate the Early Bronze Age in Central Italy in a data-rich synthesis from later phases of the 
Bronze Age (if not the Iron Age), in order to understand the historically distinctive character of Early 
Bronze Age networks and network changes. At the same time, a data-rich understanding of Early 
Bronze Age networks is a prerequisite for a data-rich understanding of subsequent network changes in 
Bronze Age trajectories. The emancipation of the Early Bronze Age will have ramifications for current 
accounts of Bronze Age trajectories in Central Italy and the peninsula as a whole. This thesis is a first 
step towards a data-rich alternative to generalised diachronic accounts, one that follows chronological 
order in the trilogy (Van Rossenberg forthcoming & in prep.), different from ‘retrospective’ approaches 
ingrained in the field of Italian protohistory. 
 
1.3 Different Bronze Ages: the case of Abruzzo and Lazio 
The five regions that make up Central Italy are Tuscany, Umbria, Marche, Abruzzo and Lazio (Figure 
1.1). Generally, two approaches can be discerned in archaeological syntheses of the Bronze Age in this 
larger region. At one extreme, book-length ‘supra-regional’ syntheses usually deal with a single phase 
of the Bronze Age in Central Italy (or the Italian peninsula) as a whole (Peroni 1971; Cocchi Genick 
1995, 1998, 2001, 2002; Damiani 2010). At the other extreme, syntheses of Bronze Age trajectories 
covering more than one phase (and often including the Early Iron Age) adopt parts of regions as units 
of analysis (either administrative provinces or micro-regions), seldom one of the five administrative 
regions at large, let alone Central Italy as a whole. Other forms of supra-regional synthesis that cover 
Bronze Age trajectories on the scale of Italy as a whole, including Sicily and Sardinia, can be found in 
handbooks (e.g. Guidi & Piperno 1992; Bietti Sestieri 1996, 2010). By default, these tend to be less 
detailed (or more selective) than the book-length ‘supra-regional’ syntheses that deal with a single 
phase of the Bronze Age in Central Italy (or the Italian peninsula). Articles that focus on the details of 
one particular element in cultural landscapes (such as cave use, funerary practices, metalwork or 
settlement patterns) in a single phase or a series of phases making up a Bronze Age trajectory, 
constitute a final form of synthesis. Such overview articles can be found in the proceedings of the series 
of recent conferences on the Early Bronze Age (Cocchi Genick 1996), the Middle Bronze Age 
(Congresso 1991/1992) and the Late Bronze Age (Cocchi Genick 2004) in Italy. At present, syntheses 
of Bronze Age trajectories covering all of its constituent phases, incorporating as much detail as 
possible from one administrative region in Central Italy, do not exist.4 The aim of this thesis project is 
to fill this gap with a case study in data-rich synthesis of Bronze Age trajectories in two such regions 
(§1.1). 
 
1.3.1 Geographical considerations 
The geographical scope of two regions, in this case Abruzzo and Lazio (Figures 1.1 & 1.3), is a 
methodological prerequisite for the network approach adopted in this thesis project (§1.4). It is 
common practice to select micro-regions as units of analysis for the synthesis of Bronze Age 
trajectories, a symptom of ‘retrospective’ approaches (§1.2.2). The preference for micro-regions seems 
dictated by a notion of territoriality that is evident in the Early Iron Age of Central Italy (henceforth, 
the ‘Iron Age model’). The ‘protourban’ settlements that had emerged in the Final Bronze Age 
(Pacciarelli 2000) constituted nodes in networks (or ‘central places’) with a determining role in the 
                                                 
4 One regional synthesis of Abruzzo (D’Ercole 2000) compares the Bronze Age as a whole with the Iron Age as a whole, thereby 
collapsing several phases of the Bronze Age into a single, ‘synchronic’ Bronze Age entity that therefore does not reflect the past 
realities in separate phases. Another regional synthesis of the Bronze Age in Abruzzo (Bietti Sestieri 2003) to a large extent 
excludes the Early Bronze Age. 
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organisation of cultural landscapes. The ‘retrospective’ presumption is that the geographical scale of 
the ‘Iron Age model’ is also appropriate for the study of Bronze Age notions of territoriality and central 
places. However, the scale of the micro-region (or an administrative province) is not such a self-evident 
starting-point for the reconstruction of Bronze Age landscapes, networks and trajectories. Recent 
syntheses of the Early and Middle Bronze Ages in Central Italy as a whole (Cocchi Genick 1995, 1998, 
2001, 2002) have shown that in these phases notions of territoriality and central places differ 
considerably from the Early Iron Age (and presumably the Late and Final Bronze Ages). Early and 
Middle Bronze Age cultural landscapes covered a larger geographical scale than the ‘early state 
modules’ in the Early Iron Age. Such diachronic differentiation in notions of territoriality demonstrates 
that the micro-region cannot be regarded as a self-evident unit of analysis. In order to follow 
trajectories of network changes from the Bronze Age into the Early Iron Age, the analysis has to be 
scaled up beyond the micro-region of the ‘Iron Age model’. 
 
Figure 1.3: map (adapted from 
http://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Italy_topo
graphic_map-blank.svg) of the Italian 
peninsula, highlighting the location of 
Abruzzo and Lazio with respect to the 
APENNINE MOUNTAINS. 
 
A consequence of the preference for 
a sub-regional approach in Italian 
protohistory is that syntheses of Bronze Age 
trajectories in the Italian peninsula have 
focused on regions on either side of the 
peninsula. The APENNINE MOUNTAINS, 
commonly regarded as the ‘spine’ of the 
Italian peninsula (Figure 1.3), are often used 
as a convenient natural boundary delimiting 
units of analysis. As a consequence, 
mountainous zones tend to be excluded from 
areas of research. Syntheses of Bronze Age 
trajectories seldom cross the APENNINES, 
focused as they are on either the Tyrrhenian 
side or the Adriatic side of the peninsula. For 
instance, Pacciarelli (2000) compares Bronze 
Age-Early Iron Age trajectories in the 
Tyrrhenian parts of Central and Southern 
Italy. He follows the prevalent micro-regional scope in the form of a series of case studies that are 
spatially separated by long distances and cannot be linked up into larger networks. The same problem 
can be found in the Dutch “Regional Pathways to Complexity” (RPC) project, explicitly aimed at inter-
regional comparison and synthesis of long-term trajectories in the Italian peninsula (Attema et al. 1998; 
Burgers 2002; Attema et al. 2010). Both are methodologically not adept to address the issue of the 
geographical scope of Bronze Age networks, because they are based on micro-regions as units of 
analysis that are not contiguous but separated by long distances.5 Similarly, on the Adriatic side of the 
peninsula, it is common practice to select one of the many valleys with rivers running from the 
APENNINES to the coast as self-evident micro-regional units of analysis (e.g. Barker 1995; Fratini 
1997a, 1997b; Vermeulen et al. 2002; Ardesia 2006). 
The preference for sub-regional units of analysis situated on one or the other side of the 
peninsula does not only limit the scope of analysis, but it also leaves the cross-APENNINE dimension of 
networks in the Italian peninsula out of the picture. On the one hand, this bias has rightly stressed that 
the ‘spinal’ location of the APENNINES would have favoured social interaction over long distances to 
follow a ‘coastal’ axis of directionality, connecting the continental European sphere with the 
Mediterranean sphere (Figure 1.3). On the other hand, it has left cross-APENNINE interaction, 
                                                 
5 In addition, there has been a tendency in the RPC project to adopt the Bronze Age as a single, ‘synchronic’ unit of analysis in 
long-term trajectories, rather than its constitutive phases. 
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connecting the Tyrrhenian and Adriatic sides of the peninsula, to a large extent unexplored. A corollary 
of the ‘coastal’ focus in Italian Bronze Age studies is the emphasis on external stimuli for social 
transformation, to a large extent disregarding the role of cross-APENNINE interaction in Bronze Age 
network changes. In particular, the ‘coastal’ impact of seaborne ‘Mycenaeans’ since the Middle Bronze 
Age (Bietti Sestieri 1988; Bettelli et al. 2006; Jung 2006; Copat et al. 2010) has long been regarded as 
the main indicator of the incorporation of the Italian peninsula in supra-regional, so-called 
‘international’ networks covering long distances. Thereby the possibility of ‘local’, Italian Bronze Age 
seafaring tends to be disregarded despite the evidence for Neolithic and Copper Age traditions in the 
Tyrrhenian Sea (e.g. Tykot 1996; Copat et al. 2010) and the Adriatic Sea (e.g. Farr 2006; Forenbaher 
2008, 2009). At the same time, the role of ‘terrestrial’ exchange networks in the distribution of so-
called ‘Mycenaean’ material culture cannot be overlooked (Cazzella & Recchia 2009). Exploring the 
issue of seaborne connectivity in more detail requires a peninsula-wide approach and lies to a large 
extent outside the scope of this thesis project, following from the selection of Abruzzo and Lazio as the 
geographical scope of the case study (Figure 1.1). Taken together, however, these administrative 
regions make up a cross-section of the Italian peninsula that incorporates the highest peaks of the 
APENNINES (Figure 1.3). Contrary to sub-regional approaches, this geographical scope creates the 
opportunity, to appreciate the cross-APENNINE dimensions of Bronze Age networks in Central Italy.6 
 
 
Figure 1.4: map showing (on the left) the constituent administrative provinces of Abruzzo and 
Lazio and (on the right) the regions used as units of analysis in this study (adapted from 
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Map_of_Italy_blank.svg). 
 
Instead of taking the two administrative regions as units of analysis, in the case study the nine 
constituent provinces of Abruzzo and Lazio will be divided between three larger, ‘regional’ entities 
(Figure 1.4). The provinces of Teramo (TE), Pescara (PE) and Chieti (CH) make up ‘coastal Abruzzo’; 
Rieti (RI) and L’Aquila (AQ) the ‘intermontane region’; Viterbo (VT), Roma (RM), Latina (LT) and 
Frosinone (FR) ‘coastal Lazio’. The latter region will, given its relatively large size, stretching further 
north than ‘coastal’ Abruzzo and the intermontane region (Figure 1.4), on occasion be subdivided in the 
description and analysis of Bronze Age cultural landscapes and social networks in the case study 
(§1.4). In these cases the larger regional entity is divided between ‘northern Lazio’ (also known as 
Southern Etruria) and ‘southern Lazio’ (Figure 1.4). This subdivides the province of Roma (RM) and 
takes the lower course of the TIBER river that runs east-west into the Tyrrhenian Sea, as an analytical 
boundary. This does not only create two sub-regional entities of similar size, but ‘northern Lazio’ and 
‘southern Lazio’ can also be connected to two sets of cross-APENNINE routes, one through the province 
of Rieti (RI) (and the region of Umbria) and the other through the province of L’Aquila (AQ) (Figure 
1.4). A final geographical consideration is that Bronze Age networks in Abruzzo and Lazio would have 
extended into adjacent regions, situated immediately outside the geographical scope of the thesis 
project, i.e. Tuscany, Umbria and Marche to the north (Figure 1.1) and Campania and Molise to the 
south. The self-inflicted truncation of Bronze Age networks by these analytical boundaries is to some 
extent remedied by the general introduction of the Early Bronze Age in Central Italy at large that serves 
as a frame of reference, sketching relevant broader patterns in some detail (Chapter 3). 
                                                 
6 Here the sub-regional syntheses that have recently become available for the Bronze Age and Early Iron Age in the mountainous 
parts of Lazio (Belardelli & Pascucci 1996) and Abruzzo (Ialongo 2007), can be incorporated in the case study. 
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1.3.2 Chronological considerations 
The thesis project adopts a long-term approach to studying Bronze Age networks and trajectories in 
Central Italy (§1.1). It does not question the basic chronological framework of periodisation, in this 
case the subdivision of the Italian Bronze Age in four main phases (Table 1.1). The examination of 
absolute and relative chronologies will be limited to the Early Bronze Age in this part of the trilogy. 
Nonetheless, it does include a consideration of (typo)chronological issues at the Copper Age-Early 
Bronze Age transition and the Early Bronze Age-Middle Bronze Age transition. Each part of the trilogy 
deals with a period of the same duration, approximately 350-400 years in conventional (or quasi 
‘absolute’) dates, i.e. the Early Bronze Age, the Middle Bronze Age and the Late-Final Bronze Ages 
(Table 1.1). The approximate similarity in duration means that, in the end, temporalities of change can 
be compared with the Early, Middle and Late-Final Bronze Ages as units of analysis. 
 
English ‘Conventional’ dates Italian The data-rich trilogy 
Copper Age (CA) 4th-3rd millennium BC Eneolitico (E) - 
Early Bronze Age (EBA) c. 2200-1700 BC Bronzo antico (BA) this book 
Middle Bronze Age (MBA) c. 1700-1350 BC Bronzo medio (BM) Van Rossenberg 
forthcoming 
Late Bronze Age (LBA) c. 1350-1200 BC Bronzo recente (BR) 
Final Bronze Age (FBA) c. 1200-1000 BC Bronzo finale (BF) 
Van Rossenberg in prep. 
Early Iron Age (EIA) c. 1000-800 BC Prima età del ferro (FP) - 
Table 1.1: Bronze Age chronology in Central Italy (and abbreviations used). 
 
Here it should be noted that the chronological positions of the four phases of the Italian 
Bronze Age (Table 1.1) do not always align with the ‘same’ periods in a wider European and 
Mediterranean context. At present, these ‘mismatches’ cannot be remedied by an independent 
chronological framework that is clearly delimited by absolute dates for later prehistory in Italy. 
Although the numbers of radiocarbon dates for Bronze Age contexts from Central Italy have definitely 
increased over the last one or two decades (Skeates 1994; Skeates & Whitehouse 1994a, 1995/1996, 
1997/1998; Skeates 1999/2000, 2001/2003), still a lot of ground has to be covered before we can speak 
of a chronological framework based on absolute dates for Bronze Age studies in Central Italy (or the 
peninsula as a whole). For instance, the systematic radiocarbon dating programme of the University of 
Groningen is focused on the Iron Age around the Mediterranean (Van der Plicht et al. 2009) and 
thereby follows the concern in Italian protohistory with the ‘later’ Bronze Age-Early Iron Age 
transition (§1.2.2), to the detriment of a better grasp of ‘earlier’ Bronze Age chronology. In addition, 
when available, there is a tendency not to publish radiocarbon dates for ‘earlier’ Bronze Age contexts 
in full detail, excluding the radiocarbon date itself and limiting information to an undefined 1σ or 2σ 
date range. The paucity of an absolute chronological framework and related problems will be discussed 
in more detail in the general introduction, focused on the Early Bronze Age in Central Italy (§3.3). 
The absence of an absolute chronological framework turns the ‘four-dimensional jigsaw’ of 
Bronze Age studies in Central Italy into one that is predominantly based on typochronology. As a 
consequence, recent syntheses that are explicitly aimed at refining the existing framework of 
periodisation have a major impact. Subdivisions have been put forward for typochronologies of Bronze 
Age ceramics (Cocchi Genick 1999), in particular the Early Bronze Age (Cocchi Genick 1998), the 
Middle Bronze Age (Macchiarola 1987; Cocchi Genick 1995, 2001, 2002) and the Late-Final Bronze 
Ages (Domanico 1998; Negroni Catacchio 1998a; Cocchi Genick 2004a; Damiani 2010). It should be 
appreciated, however, that these subdivisions are not always uncontested. The chronological position of 
particular subphases is debated and sometimes their validity as a distinctive phase in Bronze Age 
trajectories has been questioned for Central Italy (or the Italian peninsula as a whole), for instance, 
subphases at the Early Bronze Age-Middle Bronze Age transition (Chapters 3 & 9). Nonetheless, the 
increasingly refined typochronologies of Bronze Age ceramics currently provide the best opportunity to 
refine our understanding of networks and trajectories in Central Italy, given the lack of chronological 
precision based on absolute dates (see above). Provided that agreement exists (or can be reached) on 
the order of (sub)phases, the grasp of chronological order in Bronze Age trajectories can be refined on 
the basis of ‘fuzziness’ in typochronologies. With the number of subphases that subdivide the four 
main phases of the Italian Bronze Age (Table 1.1), the degree of overlap between typochronological 
entities increases. The paradox is that where typochronologies do not fit neatly, it is the resulting 
overlap between periods, phases and subphases that can put and keep the pieces of a ‘four-dimensional 
jigsaw’ in place (Chapter 9). 
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This potential of ‘typochronological fuzziness’ is lost in syntheses of the Italian Bronze Age 
with the tendency to lump several (sub)phases together. In general, taking several (sub)phases of the 
Bronze Age together as a single unit of analysis increases the generalising character of a basic 
interpretive framework such as periodisation. In particular, a lack of appreciation for potential overlap 
between phases distorts in-depth understandings of historical trajectories (as network changes), 
including notions of continuity and discontinuity in past realities. The data-rich approach adopted in 
this thesis project breaks with the tendency to follow a generalising approach that takes the four main 
phases (i.e. Early Bronze Age, Middle Bronze Age, Late Bronze Age and Final Bronze Age) as units of 
analysis in diachronic comparison (Table 1.1). Instead, it takes subphases as units of analysis and tries 
to fit these in a ‘four-dimensional jigsaw’ before generalising about main phases (or periods) in a 
synthesis of Bronze Age trajectories. Such a ‘refined’ approach (with subphases as units of analysis) 
creates the opportunity to appreciate what a ‘generalising’ approach (with main phases or periods as 
units of analysis) glosses over, for instance, differentiation in archaeological visibility between 
(sub)phases of the Bronze Age. It helps to strengthen the notion that the Early Bronze Age, subdivided 
in two main phases or three subphases on the basis of ceramics typochronology (Chapter 3), constitutes 
a historical trajectory of network changes in and of itself. At the same time, it departs from syntheses of 
Bronze Age networks and trajectories on a European scale, which often only make a distinction 
between an ‘earlier’ phase and a ‘later’ phase of the Bronze Age (e.g. Coles & Harding 1979), thereby 
avoiding more specific issues of ‘typochronological fuzziness’ rather than exploring them from a 
network perspective (see above). 
A final concern is the synchronisation of the distinct typochronologies for ceramics and 
metalwork and the incorporation of Bronze Age metalwork in the ‘four-dimensional jigsaw’. Bronze 
Age depositional patterns tend to dissociate metalwork from ceramics, either in larger hoards of 
metalwork or as single object depositions (Chapter 4). The latter have been commonly described as so-
called ‘isolated objects’ (“oggetti isolati”) in Italian protohistory. This generally dissociative pattern 
means that ceramics and metalwork typochronologies have largely remained ‘floating chronologies’ 
despite attempts at their synchronisation in Italian Bronze Age studies (e.g. Carancini & Peroni 1999). 
In other words, it often remains unclear which instances of metalwork deposition should be situated in 
which networks of other places. This problem constitutes a form of ‘typochronogical fuzziness’ that is 
cross-classificatory, involving different types of place. Establishing the relationships between different 
types of place lies at the heart of the network approach adopted in this thesis project (§1.4). The 
particular issue to be addressed in this thesis is how the three or four phases (or ‘horizons’) in Early 
Bronze Age metalwork typochronology (Chapter 4) refer to the two main phases (or three subphases) 
that in Early Bronze Age ceramics typochronology in Central Italy (Chapter 3). The problem at hand is 
not one of a lack of pieces available, but establishing the particular places of types of metalwork and 
ceramics in the ‘four-dimensional jigsaw’ of Early Bronze Age networks. Suited as a data-rich 
approach is to pick up on similarities and differences in detail, its added value lies in a better grasp of 
chronological sequence, appreciating the notion that a prior situation sets conditions for each 
subsequent phase in Bronze Age trajectories. Only then the position of the Early Bronze Age as a 
‘transitional’ period in historical trajectories can be resolved. 
 
1.3.3 Archaeological records 
The numbers of pieces for the Early Bronze Age jigsaw in Central Italy are relatively low, but the 
question is whether these ‘poor’ archaeological records can be linked to the ‘transitional’ character of 
this period in historical trajectories (§1.2.2). The debate concerning archaeological records has 
relatively recently moved beyond mere source criticism, appreciating underrepresentation (‘gaps’) and 
overrepresentation in extant bodies of archaeological evidence. Currently, issues of temporalities and 
modalities of change are addressed, as well as how these can be approached by taking the structural 
properties of the archaeological record into account or historical trajectories of transitions and change 
(e.g. Olivier 2001; Fokkens 2008). At face value, the current state of Early Bronze Age archaeological 
records in Central Italy shows a high degree of regional differentation (Chapter 3). Archaeological 
records in the two regions selected for the case study in this thesis project show a pronounced 
imbalance. In general, the situation in each phase of the Bronze Age is not as well-known in Abruzzo 
as in Lazio. This imbalance largely results from the focus on ‘coastal’ Lazio (incorporating Southern 
Etruria and the city of Rome) as one of the key areas in studies of early state formation in Italian 
protohistory and world archaeology (§1.2). Regional differentiation in the general intensity of 
fieldwork and research means that the Early Bronze Age archaeological records of Abruzzo and Lazio 
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are not on an equal footing in an attempt at data-rich synthesis. However, this imbalance does not 
prevent a data-rich approach from appreciating whether particular ‘gaps’ in archaeological records 
should be regarded as missing pieces of the ‘four-dimensional jigsaw’ (i.e. absence of evidence) or as a 
past reality (i.e. evidence of absence). There is no doubt that reinterpretation and final publication of 
past research, as well as continuing and future research will continue to fill the ‘gaps’ in Early Bronze 
Age archaeological records. It remains to be seen, however, whether all of these ‘gaps’ in 
archaeological records can be filled in the end. 
The possibility has to be appreciated that some of the patterns of underrepresentation and 
overrepresentation refer to differentiated past realities following from historically specific situations 
and trajectories. Inherent in the notion of network changes is that trajectories of change create ‘gaps’, 
since things in a resulting situation would have been different from the one before. A consideration of 
the structure of archaeological records, including ‘gaps’, lies therefore at the heart of the network 
approach adopted in this thesis project, or in fact the issues that any attempt at inter-regional 
comparison has to address. There is a tendency in Italian Bronze Age studies to fill ‘gaps’ in 
archaeological records, based on the presumption that the presence of one type of place (e.g. a place of 
burial) in a given micro-region implies the presence of another type of place (e.g. a settlement) in the 
same micro-region. This presumption denies the possibility of historically specific situations that are 
not distinguished by such one-to-one relationships between different types of place. Instead, 
differentiation in the distribution of types of place should not be discounted offhand, but deserves to be 
explored as a historically specific situation in and of itself. A closer look at ‘inconsistencies’ in the 
distribution of types of place does not only have the potential to shed a different light on Bronze Age 
networks. Similar to ‘typochronological fuzziness’ (§1.3.2), patterns in uneven distributions can help to 
put and keep the pieces of the ‘four-dimensional jigsaw’ in place. Since absence of evidence may have 
resulted from network changes, ‘gaps’ are more informative about historical trajectories than often 
presumed. 
 
1.4 Thesis outline: a multi-dimensional jigsaw 
To address all of the issues highlighted so far seems too much to ask of a single theoretical and 
methodological framework. The issues at stake show that archaeological synthesis is complicated and 
should not be taken light-heartedly. In this thesis I will argue that the answer to resolving a jigsaw that 
is multi-dimensional and misses many pieces, lies in adopting a network approach, one that refines the 
concern with networks implicit in archaeological interpretation and synthesis. Archaeologists have 
been adopting a network approach since the inception of the discipline, although not always explicitly. 
In particular, a basic interpretive framework such as periodisation is an attempt at connecting 
archaeological sites and assemblages into a single frame of reference. Attributing sites to a particular 
period (or phase) implies that these are regarded as part of a network of broadly contemporary places. 
Similarly, attributing different types of place, such as settlements, seasonal sites and cemeteries, to a 
single period (or phase) implicitly adopts a relational, ‘multi-sited’ approach to social life. The 
presumption is that people’s lives were not confined to a single settlement, but followed courses that 
connected them to a range of places. Both these implicit notions of relationality in archaeological 
interpretation and synthesis can be made explicit by referring to sites (or rather, places) as nodes in 
networks. A network approach that interprets places in cultural landscapes as nodes in social networks, 
converges with the ‘multi-sited’ methodological concern in archaeological synthesis. In order to put the 
pieces of the ‘four-dimensional jigsaw’ in place, archaeological synthesis of Bronze Age networks and 
trajectories requires that all types of place are taken into consideration simultaneously, with special 
reference to their spatial distributions. 
 
Chapter 2: Archaeological synthesis of Bronze Age networks and trajectories 
The concepts and terminology, theory and methodology used in this thesis project will be elucidated in 
Chapter 2. It incorporates a critical analysis of the theoretical and methodological frameworks that 
underlie current landscape and network approaches. I will argue that these have unwillingly created a 
divergence between forms of archaeological synthesis in European and Mediterranean Bronze Age 
studies, respectively. The analysis starts with making a basic distinction between (cultural) landscapes 
and (social) networks. This distinction is analytical, as landscapes and networks are constituted by 
precisely the same places. Studying landscapes as networks of places is problematic, however, because 
European landscape approaches and Mediterranean network approaches are selective and generalising. 
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Both strands of archaeological synthesis focus on particular places and thereby introduce generalised 
notions of place in the equation. This selective focus is also a major impediment to spatial analysis, 
which should not deal with places in general, but with ‘actual’ places as nodes in networks. As an 
alternative, I will set out to reconcile a study of relationships between places in cultural landscapes with 
a study of the same places as nodes in social networks. By appreciating the basic complementarity of 
landscapes and networks, this approach can serve as a starting-point for interpreting historical 
trajectories as a series of network changes, in terms of changing relationships between ‘old’ and ‘new’ 
places. 
In order to be reconciliatory, this alternative approach should be data-rich, taking as much 
archaeological evidence into consideration as possible. In other words, the aim is a “slow archaeology” 
of Bronze Age trajectories. Starting from this theoretical and methodological framework, the broad 
classification of four types of place, established in Italian Bronze Age studies, has been followed in the 
thesis project (§1.1). Step-by-step, metalwork deposition (Chapter 4), burial (Chapter 5), cave use 
(Chapter 6) and settlement patterns (Chapter 7) will be discussed in detail, phase-by-phase and from 
two different angles. Each set of places (and/or practices) will first be described as a form of place-
making from the perspective of cultural landscapes, with a focus on spatial and contextual patterns. 
Subsequently, relationships between the same places will be approached from the perspective of social 
networks. The resulting data-rich, ‘thick’ descriptions of each set of places will then be juxtaposed in a 
‘multi-sited’ synthesis, with a focus on spatial and contextual relationships that together substantiate 
each historical situation as a network of places (Chapter 8). This step-by-step, phase-by-phase, ‘multi-
sited’ and data-rich approach assembles pieces of the ‘four-dimensional jigsaw’ into larger multi-
faceted elements (i.e. networks) that can be used for diachronic comparison (Chapter 9). It creates the 
opportunity to follow changes from one historical situation into another and to interpret these as 
network changes. It facilitates a synthesis of Bronze Age networks, network changes and trajectories in 
their own right and on their own, historically specific terms (this thesis; Van Rossenberg forthcoming 
& in prep.), different from ‘retrospective’ approaches in Italian protohistory (§1.2.2). 
 
Chapter 3: Introducing the Early Bronze Age in Central Italy 
The case study of networks in Abruzzo and Lazio (Chapters 3-8) starts with an introductory chapter 
that explores the basic interpretive frameworks in the study of the Early Bronze Age in Central Italy. 
The question is to what extent these frameworks are compatible (or at odds) with the network approach 
adopted in this thesis. First, I will address the issue of regional differentiation based on an overview of 
Early Bronze Age archaeological records in Central Italy (§3.1). This underscores the regional and 
historical peculiarities of the evidential basis for the reconstruction of Early Bronze Age cultural 
landscapes and social networks in Abruzzo and Lazio. Secondly, the relative chronology based on the 
most recent typological classification of Early Bronze Age ceramics in Central Italy (Cocchi Genick 
1998) will be assessed and explored from a network perspective (§3.2). Here the spatial, relational 
dimensions implicit in typochronologies will be visualised as a series of ‘typochronological networks’ 
(or ‘typo-networks’), one (or two) for each of the three subphases of the Early Bronze Age (i.e. BA1A, 
BA1B, BA2). Typochronological relationships between places (in terms of vessel types shared between 
their respective assemblages) are used as a proxy for Early Bronze Age networks in Central Italy, in 
each subphase and diachronic comparison. This exercise does not only appreciate that typochronology 
is a relational framework, but it also questions the framework of bounded culture-historical entities (i.e. 
cultural groups and boundaries) reconstructed on the basis of the same ceramics typochronology 
(Cocchi Genick 1998). The ‘floating’ chronology based on the typological classification of Early 
Bronze Age ceramics (§3.2) will at a later stage be juxtaposed and compared with the typochronologies 
and spatial distributions of Early Bronze Age metalwork in Central Italy (Chapter 4). 
The general introduction will proceed with the juxtaposition and comparison of relative with 
absolute chronologies (§3.3). In the meagre absolute chronological framework for the Early Bronze 
Age in Central Italy (§1.3.2) so-called ‘dating anomalies’ stand out and deserve attention, as these seem 
to be at odds with relative chronologies. The question is whether such dates are simply ‘anomalous’ or 
should be regarded as a cautionary tale, not to take relative chronologies for granted. These 
(typo)chronological issues need to be resolved as part of the attempt at getting the pieces of the ‘four-
dimensional jigsaw’ in place, appreciating and engaging with the currently ‘floating’ character of 
relative and absolute chronologies. The final interpretive framework concerns environmental and 
climatic sequences that are available for closed basins in Abruzzo and Lazio (§3.4). Several major 
environmental changes took place in the Early Bronze Age, including the eruption of the SOMMA-
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VESUVIUS volcano that destroyed villages in the region of Campania, to the south of Lazio, and the 
onset of drier conditions (a so-called ‘dry event’). Given the generally wide geographical impact of 
climatic and environmental changes, these can be used as another structuring element in getting the 
pieces of the ‘four-dimensional jigsaw’ in place. This thesis does not include a separate description of 
the physical landscapes of Abruzzo and Lazio, Central Italy or the peninsula as a whole (cf. Barker 
1981; Guidi & Piperno 1992), apart from the general remarks made above (§1.3.1). Additional 
specifics of physical landscapes can be found in the descriptive overviews of spatial patterns for each 
constitutive element of cultural landscapes (Chapters 4-7). This approach appreciates that climate and 
environment are not simply a backdrop for cultural landscapes and social networks, but an intricate part 
of historical trajectories. 
 
Chapter 4: From copper to bronze: deposition, exchange and production of Early Bronze Age 
metalwork 
The Copper Age-Bronze Age transition has traditionally been defined by the introduction of tin to the 
composition of metalwork. This transition does not only refer to a change in the material properties of 
metalwork, but also to network changes that facilitated the distribution of tin from a limited number of 
sources. Network changes in the Italian peninsula related to this metallurgical innovation are 
epitomised by the so-called Early Bronze Age ‘hoarding phenomenon’ in Central Italy (Carancini 
1996; Cocchi Genick 1998; Carancini & Peroni 1999). This ‘phenomenon’ will be approached as a 
historical trajectory in this thesis, based on the typochronological sequence of three (or four) ‘horizons’ 
and the spatial distributions of hoards consisting of axes, ingots and/or metal-hilted daggers (German: 
“Vollgriffdolche”; cf. Uenze 1938; Schwenzer 2004). In addition, composition analyses of raw material 
that are available for the constituent objects of hoards will be compared, in an attempt at reconstructing 
metallurgical spheres and at relating technological innovations to network changes in Central Italy 
(§4.1). Subsequently, a spatial and contextual analysis of Early Bronze Age metalwork from Abruzzo 
and Lazio (§4.2) will provide a starting-point for the interpretation of metalwork deposition as a form 
of place-making from the perspective of cultural landscapes. This analysis includes single finds of 
metalwork and thereby remedies the predominant, if not exclusive concern with hoards (i.e. multiple 
object depositions) in Italian Bronze Age studies (e.g. Cocchi Genick 1998). The patterns that emerge 
from the spatial and contextual analysis, will then be compared with the specifics available for the same 
pieces of Early Bronze Age metalwork from Abruzzo and Lazio (§4.3). This comparative analysis of 
the composition of raw material and the size distributions of classes of metalwork will address the 
question which metallurgical knowledge was (or became) available in Abruzzo and Lazio in the Early 
Bronze Age (§4.3). Bringing all of the patterns from these analyses together, the conclusion will entail 
an attempt at reconstructing the position of Abruzzo and Lazio in relation to Early Bronze Age 
exchange networks and metallurgical spheres (§4.4). 
 
Chapter 5: Doing away with the dead: the low archaeological visibility of Early Bronze Age burial 
Apart from the ‘hoarding phenomenon’ (Chapter 4), the most prominent element in Early Bronze Age 
network changes in Abruzzo and Lazio is the abandonment of Copper Age places of burial. A spatial 
and contextual analysis will show that this network change is part of a dramatic change in the 
archaeological visibility of funerary practices (§5.1). The few details that are available for Early Bronze 
Age funerary practices in Abruzzo and Lazio will be discussed in terms of evidence for selective burial, 
based on the age and sex/gender distributions of buried individuals, and in terms of evidence for 
secondary burial, based on patterns of over- and underrepresentation of particular skeletal elements 
(§5.2). The patterns that emerge from this analysis can be used to substantiate that the low 
archaeological visibility of Early Bronze Age funerary practices was a past reality. The same patterns 
can be linked to changes in notions of ancestorhood. In general, network changes seem to have turned 
burial into a less prominent form of place-making than before in Copper Age cultural landscapes. 
 
Chapter 6: Underground place-making: Early Bronze Age cave use 
Caves emerge as a distinctive form of place-making from Cocchi Genick’s synthesis (1998) of the 
Early Bronze Age in Central Italy. A spatial analysis will show that cave use in Abruzzo and Lazio did 
constitute a significant form of place-making in Early Bronze Age cultural landscapes, but not one that 
was widespread. Based on a diachronic analysis of the respective trajectories of cave use (or place 
histories), it can be argued that cave use in Abruzzo and Lazio largely followed Copper Age patterns 
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(§6.1). The uneven distribution of caves with traces of Early Bronze Age use underscores that these 
places occupied peculiar positions in cultural landscapes, but also that they constituted significant 
nodes in social networks. These spatial and diachronic patterns will be informed by a so-called 
polythetic classification of the constituent objects and substances of cave assemblages (§6.2). The 
resulting polythetic distinctions (i.e. patterns of differentiation and similarities) can be used to interpret 
cave use as a form of selective deposition. Based on these depositional patterns, the common practice 
to interpret caves as a single type of place (linked to a single notion of place) will be questioned. The 
spatial, diachronic, contextual and polythetic analyses can be used to substantiate that caves were 
distinctive places, occupying particular positions in networks. In turn, these patterns can be used to 
inform reconstructions of cultural landscapes as a whole and their interpretation as social networks. 
 
Chapter 7: Changing places: Early Bronze Age settlement patterns and mobility 
By far the majority of Early Bronze Age places in Abruzzo and Lazio are open-air sites (Italian: ‘sito 
all’aperto’, as opposed to caves). Open-air sites tend to be interpreted invariably as settlements in 
Italian protohistory, but from a network perspective the question is whether different forms of place-
making can be distinguished among open-air sites. First, the spatial distribution of open-air sites will be 
discussed in relation to other types of place (Chapters 4-6). These ‘thick descriptions’ of cultural 
landscapes on sub-regional scales will highlight that ‘gaps’ in Early Bronze Age archaeological records 
are not random. The distributions of different types of place are complementary and add up to a zonal 
structure of cultural landscapes (§7.1). Subsequently, trajectories of change in ‘regional’ settlement 
patterns in Abruzzo and Lazio will be discussed based on ‘typo-networks’ (§7.2), similar to the 
relational assessment of Early Bronze Age ceramics typochronology in Central Italy as a whole (§3.2). 
This analysis will incorporate the recent syntheses of settlement patterns in the intermontane FUCINO 
BASIN (Ialongo 2007) and ‘coastal’ southern Lazio (Alessandri 2007, 2009). These postdate Cocchi 
Genick’s synthesis of Central Italy (1998) and can therefore help to highlight changes in the structure 
of connectivity and settlement patterns in Abruzzo and Lazio in more detail (§7.2). This analysis of 
settlement patterns will be followed by a polythetic classification of the constituent objects and 
substances of open-air assemblages, including the presence (or absence) of structural remains and 
features (§7.3). Similar to cave assemblages (§6.2), the resulting polythetic distinctions between groups 
of assemblages can be linked to distinctive notions of place. This underscores the problematic character 
of interpreting any open-air site unequivocally as a settlement. Finally, the issue of mobility patterns in 
Early Bronze Age settlement patterns will be addressed (§7.4). In particular, this analysis concerns so-
called ‘pastoralist’ and ‘hunting’ signatures in faunal samples, commonly linked to seasonal and/or 
residential mobility. This analysis will add another dimension to the patterns that emerged from the 
‘thick descriptions’ of cultural landscapes, the diachronic analysis of regional settlement patterns and 
the polythetic analysis of the specifics of open-air sites. It provides a starting-point for rephrasing 
patterns of mobility in terms of cultural landscapes and social networks. 
 
Chapter 8: The first fifteen to twenty generations in Central Italy: a synthesis of Early Bronze Age 
cultural landscapes and social networks 
The order in which the four selected elements from Early Bronze Age cultural landscapes will be 
discussed, has an accumulative effect. The patterns established by the spatial and contextual analyses of 
metalwork deposition (Chapter 4), burial (Chapter 5) and cave use (chapter 6), set the agenda for the 
interpretation of settlement patterns (Chapter 7). As a result, the burden in recognising network changes 
is no longer on the latter alone, different from the focus on settlement patterns in the predominant, 
‘territorial’ form of archaeological synthesis in Italian Bronze Age studies (§1.2). To this end, the 
summaries of the analyses and interpretations of the constituent elements of cultural landscapes and 
social networks (§4.5; §5.3; §6.3; §7.5) will include a number of ‘multi-sited’ questions, concerning 
relationships of each selected element to other types of place. These questions can only be answered in 
a ‘multi-sited’ analysis that is non-selective and takes all forms of place-making into account 
simultaneously. The first part of this synthesis will consider the Early Bronze Age archaeological 
records for Abruzzo and Lazio in more detail (§8.1). A comparison of the archaeological visibility of 
all elements will check for correlations in the presence and/or absence of particular phenomena. This 
can provide clues for the subsequent ‘multi-sited’ analysis (§8.2) that will bring the distribution maps 
of several elements together in a single series of maps by subphase. Based on a ‘multi-sited’ analysis, a 
‘gap’ can be appreciated better for what it is, a lacuna (i.e. a research bias) or the result of distinctive, 
uneven spatial distributions, intimately related to the specifics of place-making (i.e. a cultural bias). 
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Then, bringing the ‘multi-sited’ analysis together with patterns that could be linked to distinctive 
notions of place (Chapters 4-7), an attempt will be made to interpret Early Bronze Age cultural 
landscapes in terms of relational notions of place or cosmologies (§8.3). A ‘multi-sited’ perspective on 
the generational changes in social reproduction that would have constituted the trajectories of network 
changes in this ‘transitional’ period (§8.4), will conclude the data-rich synthesis of Early Bronze Age 
networks in Abruzzo and Lazio. 
 
Chapter 9: Thick, rich, slow: implications for the study of Bronze Age trajectories 
In the end, What does a data-rich approach to archaeological synthesis of networks and trajectories 
contribute to Italian Bronze Age studies in particular and to European and Mediterranean Bronze Age 
studies in general? To underscore the implications of a network approach, the case study of Early 
Bronze Age networks will be extended to the full Bronze Age sequence in Central Italy. The 
‘transitional’ character of the Early Bronze Age will be substantiated with ample evidence for network 
changes in the ‘rich’ Middle Bronze Age archaeological records in Central Italy (§9.1.1). Here so-
called ‘time-transgressive’ issues in typochronological attributions to the Early and/or Middle Bronze 
Age already encountered in the case-study (Chapters 3-8) will be recalled. These ‘transitional’ 
phenomena prompt a consideration of the possibility of a ‘time-transgressive’ scenario of overlap 
between the Early and Middle Bronze Ages (§9.1.2). This scenario will be explored in a ‘diachronic’ 
comparison between Early Bronze Age networks and two larger cultural spheres that emerged in the 
Italian peninsula at the start of the Middle Bronze Age, the “Grotta Nuova” sphere in Central Italy 
(§9.2.1) and the “Protoappenninico” sphere in Southern Italy (§9.2.2). Based on this extension of the 
case study, I will argue that ‘time-transgressive’ issues at the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition are 
not only problematic, but also helpful in the conceptualisation of transitions between periods and 
(sub)phases as trajectories (§9.2.3). Subsequently, the case study in Early Bronze Age networks and 
trajectories in Central Italy will be discussed in the wider context of European and Mediterranean 
Bronze Age studies (§9.3.1). Although interaction over long distances was not a new phenomenon, it 
does seem that Early Bronze Age networks and trajectories changed the Copper Age (including ‘Bell 
Beaker’) structure of connectivity within and toward Central Italy and paved the way for a lot of things 
to happen and change in the Middle Bronze Age. Then, a brief comparison between ‘earlier’ and ‘later’ 
Bronze Age trajectories in Central Italy will show what a data-rich understanding of the former 
contributes to an understanding of the latter. Finally, the wider implications of the data-rich approach to 
archaeological synthesis (Chapter 2) will be charted for Bronze Age studies in general (§9.3.2). Given 
that so many pieces of the ‘four-dimensional jigsaw’ are missing or not in the right place yet, we cannot 
afford to be selective and focus on the best pieces alone, but should take as much pieces into account as 
possible. 
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Chapter 2 
Archaeological synthesis of Bronze Age networks and trajectories 
 
“Users of social science seem to consider that it’s rather 
straightforward to assemble, invoke, convoke, mobilize, 
and explain the social. Practitioners of social science 
know how painful, costly, arduous, and utterly puzzling it 
is. The ‘easy’ social is the one already bundled together, 
while the ‘difficult’ social is the new one that has yet to 
appear in stitching together elements that don’t pertain to 
the usual repertoire. Depending on which tracer we decide 
to follow we will embark on very different sorts of 
travels.” (Latour 2005, 165) 
 
Recent developments in archaeological theory have deepened divergence in Bronze Age studies 
between Europe and the Mediterranean, by creating another layer of methodological differentiation. 
The European focus in archaeological synthesis of later prehistory is on cultural landscapes and 
relationality, the Mediterranean focus in Bronze Age studies on social networks and connectivity. Both 
sets of approaches are concerned with archaeological synthesis of Bronze Age networks, but there is a 
major distinction in terms of scales of interpretation. Cultural landscape approaches are mainly 
concerned with Bronze Age networks and trajectories on micro-regional to regional scales. This makes 
it necessary for European archaeologists to introduce assumptions about regional to supra-regional 
scales, without questioning these assumptions (§2.1). On the other hand, social network approaches in 
the Mediterranean focus on inter-regional or supra-regional connectivity, thereby introducing 
assumptions about Bronze Age networks on (sub)regional scales (§2.2). Issues in archaeological 
synthesis of Bronze Age trajectories in the long term diverge accordingly, with a focus on social 
memory in relation to individual places in European cultural landscapes, as opposed to the persistent 
focus on regional trajectories of social transformation in the wider context of Mediterranean 
connectivity. This broad sweep characterisation (if not a caricature) of divergent approaches mystifies 
that current ‘European’ and ‘Mediterranean’ strands of archaeological synthesis in Bronze Age studies 
are to a large extent complementary. The premise for appreciating complementarity is that the 
distinction between cultural landscapes and social networks as parallel objects of study is an analytical 
one. The argument in this chapter will be that cultural landscapes (§2.1) and social networks (§2.2) 
intersect, in dealing with precisely the same places, and can therefore be added up, to result in a 
network approach to Bronze Age trajectories. 
 
2.1 Cultural landscapes: uncertainties and controversies 
As so many concepts, ‘cultural landscapes’ carry the burden of a range of meanings and interpretations, 
often distinctive between disciplines (e.g. Conzen 2004; Domosh 2004). The full range has been 
applied to archaeology (cf. David & Thomas 2008), but in European Bronze Age studies cultural 
landscapes have relatively recently become synonymous with a specific set of approaches. Bronze Age 
cultural landscapes are generally conceptualised as constituted by a range of ‘elements’, ‘places’ or 
forms of place-making, such as metalwork deposition, funerary practices, cave use and settlements. 
Cultural landscape approaches argue that these elements have to a large extent been treated separately, 
as types of place, to the detriment of an appreciation of their interrelationships. Although sites are 
implicitly regarded as contemporary through typochronological dating, it is still not common practice 
to compare, let alone connect, different elements in cultural landscapes explicitly in terms of networks 
of places. Critiquing this tendency to ‘compartmentalise’ past realities, proponents of cultural 
landscape approaches advocate that these should, theoretically and methodologically, be regarded as 
series of interrelated places (cf. Brück 2008; Fokkens & Arnoldussen 2008; Jones 2008). Despite the 
emphasis on relationality between places, uncertainties remain. Cultural landscapes can turn out to be 
controversial and, from a network perspective, far from relational. 
There is always the risk of a ‘holistic’ tendency towards closure in adopting cultural 
landscapes as a form of archaeological synthesis. The problem lies in regarding relationality between 
places as all-encompassing, within the singular and bounded entity of a cultural landscape. Such 
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holistic landscapes are as ahistorical as compartmentalised landscapes are in wholesale separation. Both 
tendencies, either ‘holistic’ or ‘compartmentalised’, are extremes that carry assumptions about 
relationships between places. The middle ground is that relational notions of place should be firmly 
based on associative patterns (i.e. positive relationships between places) and dissociative patterns (i.e. 
negative relationships between places), in combination with spatial analysis. This should help to 
overcome the tendency (and paradox) in cultural landscape approaches that spatial analysis has become 
increasingly irrelevant in archaeological interpretation and synthesis. Here I will adopt the Latourian 
notion of ‘flat’ networks to reinvigorate the disciplinary strength in spatial analysis as a methodological 
prerequisite. The notion that networks should be kept ‘flat’ (sensu Latour 2005) in analysis, 
interpretation and synthesis, means that relationships between places are not taken for granted as self-
evident and stacked away in assumptions. Moving from one place to another (or making a connection) 
involves ‘real costs’ and lies at the heart of multi-sited lifeworlds. A ‘flat’ perspective should help 
avoiding too abstract, ‘holistic’ a notion of networks. 
The methodological consequence of such a data-rich form of interpretation and synthesis of 
Bronze Age networks is that a cultural landscape approach should be ‘non-selective’ (which is different 
from ‘holistic’). It should not favour one type of place over another to begin with, but take all places 
into account. To underscore this problem, the argument will start with the uncertainties inherent in 
landscape approaches as a form of archaeological synthesis. It includes a critique of the selective focus 
of particular landscape approaches, which is at odds with the ‘non-selective’ aim of synthesis (§2.1.1). 
Subsequently, I will consider polythetic classification as an archaeological network methodology to 
approach cultural landscapes (§2.1.2). Polythetic classification of archaeological assemblages, using 
classes of objects as units of analysis, has the potential to reveal relationships between places in terms 
of associations and dissociation that cross-cut assumptions based on generalised notions (or types) of 
place, thereby putting these to the test. In the same context, the relation between deposition as a form of 
place-making and the structure of Bronze Age archaeological records will be explored, including the 
issue of ritual in archaeology. Based on these considerations, the network approach to cultural 
landscapes adopted in this thesis can be outlined, vis-à-vis current approaches that focus on the 
relational character of notions of place and landscape in terms of relational ontologies (§2.1.3). In turn, 
this will provide a starting-point for the argument that cultural landscapes intersect with social 
networks (§2.2). 
 
2.1.1 Archaeological synthesis and landscape studies 
Landscape has become increasingly popular in social sciences and the humanities as a “trendy catch-all 
term”, if not a “growing cult of landscape” (Lowenthal 2007, 640). Underscoring its popularity in 
archaeology, David & Thomas (2008) have recently published a handbook with a state of the art in 
landscape archaeology. Arguably, the main reason that the study of archaeological landscapes has 
become increasingly prominent in the discipline, is that the notion of landscape is more or less all-
encompassing and can serve as a proxy for archaeological synthesis. It has been suggested that the 
manifold notions of landscape provide a framework for the reconciliation of different theoretical 
perspectives. Anschuetz et al. (2001, 159) have summed up this stance as follows: “Landscape 
approaches allow researchers to accommodate, if not integrate, different theoretical perspectives even 
while these constructs exist in tension with one another. Through this characteristic, an explicitly 
defined landscape approach might facilitate bridging the divide between processual and postprocessual 
archaeologies.” However, other scholars are more skeptical about the commensurability of distinctive 
approaches in terms of landscape (e.g. Fleming 2006). 
Paradigmatic reconciliation is not simply a matter of putting two and two together, since these 
sets of approaches generally focus on different scales of social life. On the one hand, the focus in 
erstwhile ‘processual’ archaeologies has remained on the bigger picture of landscapes and societies as 
systemic wholes. By contrast, the first and second generations of ‘postprocessual’ or ‘interpretive’ 
approaches have shifted the emphasis in the study of past realities to the microscale of people, places, 
practices and objects. ‘Interpretive’ case studies tend to focus on issues of microsociology, adopting 
concepts such as agency, identity, personhood, body and biography, places, experience, memory and 
fragmentation (e.g. Hamilakis et al. 2002; Fowler 2004; Gardner 2004; Oliveira Jorge & Thomas 
2006/2007; Boric & Robb 2008). The focus on minutiae has (so far) been to the detriment of 
archaeological synthesis. Currently, a third generation of ‘interpretive’ archaeologies has started to use 
the notion of landscape to reinstate an interest in the social dimensions of past realities beyond the scale 
of individual places and bodies (cf. Schiffer 2000; Ashmore 2002, 2004; Meskell & Preucel 2004; 
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David & Thomas 2008). It is not a coincidence that the issue of methodological rigour in 
archaeological synthesis, has surfaced in the more general shift in focus to landscapes within the 
discipline (cf. Blake 2004). 
Theoretical and methodological debates, as well as case studies in interpretive archaeology, 
have highlighted that notions of landscape cannot be disconnected from notions of place (cf. Thomas 
2001; Blake 2004; Fowler 2008a; Thomas 2008; Van Dyke 2008). However, these approaches have 
tended to focus on later prehistory (if not specifically the Neolithic in northwestern Europe) and on a 
particular set of places, preferably monuments with long-term trajectories of (re)use (e.g. Barrett 1994; 
Bradley 1998, 2002). Of course, a selective focus on monuments is at odds with a non-selective 
methodological concern in archaeological synthesis. The overemphasis on close reading (or contextual 
analysis) of individual places, if not very peculiar ones, steers away from the notion that social life is 
‘multi-sited’, not situated in one place but in the relationships between places (i.e. networks). The 
unintended consequence of the proliferation of epistemologically, theoretically and methodologically 
informed case studies in ‘interpretive’ archaeology (or ‘petites histoires’) is not only a shift away from 
a concern with archaeological synthesis. It has also resulted in an unfavourable starting-point for the 
exploration of intersections between cultural landscapes and social networks. A closer look at the genre 
of interpretive ‘petites histoires’ is required to bring microsociological issues in archaeological theory 
to bear on the methodology of archaeological synthesis. 
Stereotypically, articles (rather than full-length monographs) that introduce microsociological 
concepts to archaeology, comprise a minimalist case study, following a lenghty discussion of one or the 
other concept from a theoretical perspective. Such case studies are generally nothing less than inspiring 
and have rightly highlighted the fragmented character of past realities. At the same time, the 
proliferation of this genre (or, discursive modality) cannot hide the fact that there is a paucity of more 
thorough and extensive research, explicitly aimed at providing a wider context for the issues raised. 
Increasingly, ‘interpretive’ authors are encouraged by publishers (as well as forced by output-based 
academic funding) to collect their articles in monographs as a form of archaeological synthesis (e.g. 
Bradley 1998, 2000, 2002, 2005; Jones 2007). However, the selective focus on a particular element, 
practice or place, inherent in the original articles, remains unchanged in the monograph. It is highly 
problematic that collections of case studies do generally not add up to a non-selective form of synthesis 
that considers relationships between all places in cultural landscapes. Arguably, such monographs 
cannot be regarded as a methodologically sound form of archaeological synthesis. They are more of the 
same, a compilation of theoretical informed arguments and case studies (“articles writ large”), and not 
explicitly concerned with the methodology of archaeological synthesis. 
What remains, is an unresolved tension in the genre of ‘petite histoires’ between the aim to 
construct ‘fragmented’ narratives, on the one hand, and their limited scope, on the other. The tension is 
sustained by a dependency in archaeological interpretation and synthesis on assumptions about wider 
contexts that are largely left unsubstantiated (cf. Renfrew in Hodder et al. 2007, 222-223; Brittain & 
Harris 2010). This unresolved tension creates the paradox that ‘interpretive’ case studies reinforce 
(rather than fragment) grand narratives. In this respect, there is a growing awareness that ‘interpretive’ 
landscape studies (should not) have been restricted to those places that continue to have a visual and 
conceptual impact. This can be discerned in the growing appreciation for archaeologically more 
ephemeral sites, such as settlements. These are used to to contextualise sites of ritualised practice that 
have featured from the start in ‘interpretive’ archaeologies, such as monuments and so-called natural 
places. In a similar vein, regional archaeological projects in the Mediterranean, based on field survey, 
have explicitly aimed at addressing the overrepresentation of urban and monumental, ritual sites, with 
respect to more ephemeral, rural sites (Van Dommelen & Prent 1996; Van Dommelen 1998; Attema et 
al. 2002). In many cases, however, the original bias is not redressed, but juxtaposed with the 
underrepresentation of sites of ‘ritual’ practice, subsuming the latter under ‘rural’ settlement patterns in 
the interpretation of survey evidence. 
Another convergence is that the increasingly non-selective focus on a range of places in 
cultural landscape approaches takes the adoption of praxis theory in archaeology to another level. 
Archaeological case studies had often not surpassed a veneer of sociology in using concepts such as 
habitus, agency and structuration as buzzwords, paying lip service to Bourdieu and Giddens. The full 
potential of praxis theory is finally acknowledged in archaeology, not misreading agency as individuals 
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or events.7 As such, it contributes to a relational perspective on past realities that appreciates the ‘multi-
sitedness’ of social life (e.g. Preucel & Meskell 2004, 215). Rather than a selective focus on particular 
elements, an all-inclusive approach is required to study places as locales within fields of practice, 
which can be both complementary and overlapping. In other words, a full-fledged adoption of praxis 
theory in archaeology implies the adoption of a network approach to archaeological synthesis. It comes 
with the realisation that resolving theoretical and methodological issues of archaeological synthesis is 
key to arriving at an understanding of cultural landscapes as networks of places. 
One such issue that is at odds with archaeological synthesis from a network perspective, is that 
‘landscape’ as a unit of analysis (or analytical entity) tends to substitute for a bounded notion of 
culture. Following from its all-encompassing capacity, the notion of landscape in many cases serves as 
a ‘container metaphor’ (sensu Lakoff & Johnson 1980), rather than allowing for the open-ended 
character of networks (§2.2). The current focus on fragmented narratives in archaeological theory is 
one way to avoid the pitfall of misrepresenting analytical constructs, such as cultures and landscapes, as 
bounded entities. As argued above, however, the problem is that it does so at the cost of 
methodological rigour in archaeological synthesis. Even in seemingly ‘non-selective’ landscape 
approaches, there is an ‘holistic’ tendency that puts emphasis on those elements that constitute the ‘best 
fit’ in archaeological synthesis, thereby disregarding other elements. The most telling examples of such 
a selective practice are those landscape reconstructions that start from the assumption of an overarching 
cosmological scheme, so-called sacred or ritual landscapes (Knapp & Ashmore 1999), exemplified by 
Mesoamerican landscape archaeologies (e.g. Ashmore 2009). A fairly similar notion of ‘ritual 
landscape’ underlies interpretive archaeologies in a European context as another unsubstantiated 
assumption (cf. Robb 1998). These particular landscape approaches (§2.1.3) can be termed relational in 
the sense that they reconstruct interrelationships between places, but at the same time there is a 
partiality to them in the adoption of a bounded understanding of past realities, within the confines of a 
cosmological framework with an holistic tendency towards closure. 
In short, archaeological synthesis should be a theoretical and methodological concern for a 
new generation of interpretive landscape archaeologies. The challenge is to come up with forms of 
archaeological synthesis that create structure from the archaeological record and are at the same time 
data-rich enough to afford a concern with both structure and fragmentation, without making too many 
assumptions about past social realities. In the end, neither structure nor fragmentation can be regarded 
as an uncompromised starting-point for research in itself and both have to remain a major research 
problem in (social) archaeology. Rather than a start from scratch, a shift in emphasis is required to 
bring issues of archaeological synthesis to bear on landscape approaches, in particular a closer look at 
ingrained assumptions about notions of place. Such a shift will be outlined in the following section 
where current approaches to place-making in archaeology are discussed from a network perspective. 
 
2.1.2 Place-making: polythetic classification, deposition and the archaeological record 
In order to put archaeological assumptions about notions of place under scrutiny, ‘place-making’ will 
be considered here from several, interrelated angles. The aim is to make explicit the relational 
connotations of place that tend to remain implicit in archaeological theory and methodology. First, I 
will discuss polythetic classification as a starting-point for a relational methodology to approach 
cultural landscapes as networks of places. Secondly, place-making will be linked to depositional 
practices, with a closer look at the question of ritual. Then deposition can be discussed in terms of the 
structural properties (or structure) of archaeological records. Finally, taking object biographies as an 
example for current forms of archaeological synthesis, I will argue for a shift in emphasis in the study 
of Bronze Age exchange networks, in order to make relational notions of place explicit (and explicitly 
spatial). 
 
Polythetic classification as relational methodology 
Introduced by David Clarke in the instant classic “Analytical archaeology” (1968), a polythetic model 
of culture addresses the methodological issue of treating archaeological cultures as bounded entities. 
Cultural practices and classes of objects are adopted as units of analysis (instead of cultures), with an 
emphasis on their partially (rather than fully) overlapping distributions (Clarke 1968). In effect, 
archaeological synthesis that is based on a polythetic notion of culture, can be regarded as a network 
                                                 
7 Cf. Knapp & Van Dommelen 2008 for a recent attempt at returning archaeological approaches in terms of agency to the context 
of structuration theory; and Pauketat 2001 for praxis theory as a multiscalar approach to historical trajectories. 
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approach to past realities, one that appreciates the open-ended character of the latter. Polythetic 
classification has recently been ‘rediscovered’ as an approach and applied to situations in later 
prehistoric Europe and the Mediterranean. Vander Linden (2001/2002, 2004, 2006) stays closest to 
Clarke’s polythetic notion of culture in terms of its formulation, its application (i.e. on a continent-wide 
scale) and its choice of case studies (i.e. the Bell Beaker phenomenon). The novelty of his adaptation of 
polythetic modelling is that he explicitly introduces the notion of networks, which he calls ‘polythetic 
networks’ (see below). At the same time, Vander Linden regains the non-selective character that was 
lost by Clarke, who set so-called prestige goods apart, and he reincorporates these in his polythetic 
definition of networks (Vander Linden 2001/2002, 2004, 2006, 2007b). By contrast, Briault (2007) has 
adopted polythetic classification in a more selective manner, as a method to compare a particular group 
of site assemblages, attributed to a particular type of place (i.e. the peak sanctuary in the Bronze Age 
Aegean), yet on a regional scale. 
The latter approach is adopted in this thesis, including the stricter sense of site assemblages, 
distinctive from the Clarke’s wider sense of multi-sited (cultural) assemblages in his polythetic notion 
of culture (1968). Polythetic classification in the stricter sense can be described as intercontextual,8 a 
comparative analysis of (site) assemblages in terms of their associations and dissociations (i.e. presence 
and/or absence of classes of objects). It makes explicit that the definition of types of place in 
archaeology is, essentially, based on discriminating between compositions of (site) assemblages. The 
premise is that assemblages can be dissociated from each other as distinctive types of place on the basis 
differences in their composition. At the same time, polythetic classification in the stricter sense is a 
data-rich form of archaeological synthesis. It can reveal associations between (site) assemblages in 
terms of shared classes of objects. It has the potential to highlight (partial) overlap of assemblages that 
have been attributed to distinctive types of place on the basis of assumptions. Similarities that cross-cut 
generalised distinctions, based on assumptions about types of place (and their relationships), can 
indicate the existence of ‘multi-sited’ practices (or, fields of practice). Along these lines, polythetic 
classification can be used to substantiate a network approach to cultural landscapes, revealing relational 
notions of place. 
In this respect, polythetic classification has several methodological advantages that are briefly 
discussed here, although the proof of a pudding is in the eating, i.e. the case study (Chapters 3-8). 
 First of all, the focus in polythetic classification is on objects, which complements the focus 
on places in the study of cultural landscapes. It starts from archaeological evidence, not from 
assumptions about site function, types of place and their interrelationships. Heuristically, analytical 
decisions about distinguishing between types of assemblages are made in the case study (i.c. cave 
and open-air assemblages). However, the possibility remains that the resulting ‘polythetic’ patterns 
cross-cut these analytical categories and initial assumptions, because the approach to pattern 
recognition is focused primarily on objects. 
 Secondly, polythetic classification can therefore be regarded as non-selective. It can be used to 
overcome the tendency in landscape archaeologies to focus on one particular type of place (§2.1.1). 
Although such methodological rigour seems self-evident, even ‘traditional’ landscape approaches 
favour settlements (or settlement patterns) over other types of place, as a starting-point for 
reconstructions of past realities (e.g. Anschuetz et al. 2001). 
 A third methodological advantage of polythetic classification is that it circumvents ‘gaps’ in 
archaeological records (§1.3.3). The issue of ‘gaps’ concerns those situations in which limited 
research has not yielded enough information to build up a general picture for the research area as a 
whole. Rather than placing emphasis on what is not (yet) known, polythetic classification starts 
from the details that are (already) available. Even for relatively unknown past realities, usually 
some detailed information is available in the form of a limited number of assemblages. Polythetic 
classification of these assemblages can inform hypotheses about ‘polythetic’ relationships (of 
association and dissociation) between places that go beyond generalised assumptions. In turn, it 
allows for comparison of ‘informed’ hypotheses with well-researched past realities (different 
regions or periods) in more detailed terms than simply stating the obvious (‘absence of evidence’). 
 Finally, polythetic classification conforms to the same general principles that underlie the 
study of past realities from a network perspective (§2.2). Given that social life is ‘multi-sited’ (not 
                                                 
8 Intercontextual is used here in its generic sense, to describe a relational approach of (site) assemblages, such as polythetic 
classification. This is distinctive from the term as coined for a specific approach, an “intercontextual archaeology” (Kristiansen & 
Larsson 2005, 10-15), which is not a form of polythetic classification. 
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limited to one place but situated in networks of places), place-making cannot be studied from the 
analytical isolation of one place (cf. Preucel & Meskell 2004). Pattern recognition of associations 
and dissociations between assemblages preserves, at least analytically, the notion that social life is 
distributed over a wider range of places. 
On the whole, polythetic classification is a useful starting-point for any network approach to 
archaeological synthesis, but especially one that is data-rich and aims to incorporate patterns based on 
classes of objects as units of analysis. 
 
From polythetic classification to place-making 
The open-ended character of a polythetic notion of culture was a significant methodological and 
analytical improvement on Childe’s classic ‘bounded’ notion of culture (cf. Gamble 2001, 57-58). The 
Childean approach is relational in the sense that it acknowledges recurrent patterns of associated traits 
(i.e. objects and practices), but in its aim at analytical closure it is not (cf. Jones 2007, chapter 4). Even 
polythetic models that are aimed at substituting fuzziness for boundedness, however, are still concerned 
with the delineation of ‘cultures’ (or ‘cultural assemblages’), rather than fully appreciating the open-
ended character of networks (§2.2). The same applies to ‘holistic’ approaches that, in the end, take 
cultural landscapes as units of analysis in their entirety. The distinction between ‘cultural landscapes’ 
and Childean ‘cultures’ (or ‘cultural assemblages’, sensu Clarke 1968) is a matter of scale, with the 
latter defined predominantly on regional to supra-regional scales and the former on micro-regional to 
regional scales. These scales are seemingly bridged by what Vander Linden (2004) calls ‘polythetic 
networks’, which he then uses interchangeably with ‘interaction networks’. Together his ‘polythetic’ 
groups and networks preserve the notion of ‘regional’ building blocks on the continent-wide scale of 
the Bell Beaker phenomenon.9 As such, he adopts polythetic classification in a ‘classic’ sense (see 
above) and as a heuristic device, but his approach cannot be regarded as a form of network analysis on 
micro-regional to regional scales. 
It is only with the adoption of polythetic classification as a relational means to study site 
assemblages, with classes of objects as units of analysis, that its potential can be fulfilled in a network 
approach to archaeological synthesis. Whereas ‘cultural assemblages’ tend to refer to classes of objects 
and types of place in a generic, generalised or ‘conceptual’ sense (in terms of the overall distribution of 
cultural practices), in the context of ‘cultural landscapes’ (as networks of places) classes of objects can 
be subjected to a more detailed approach. Objects can be considered in an ‘actual’, practical and 
explicitly spatial sense on a (sub)regional scale, as part of forms of place-making. In this context, 
‘place-making’ makes explicit the practical and relational notions of place that often remain implicit in 
cultural landscapes. It captures the notion that associations and dissociations, similarities and 
differences between (site) assemblages are emergent from depositional practices. In other words, 
particular classes of objects are selected for use in particular cultural practices, constitutive of particular 
places. A study of place-making has the potential to address the methodological problem of depending 
on generalised notions of place by adopting a non-selective form of polythetic classification. This 
approach can challenge (or substantiate) assumptions about distinctions and relationships between 
assemblages, instead of taking these for granted. The sensitivity of polythetic classification to pick up 
on subtle differences in place-making can lend necessary structure to microsociological, fragmented 
accounts, withouth introducing and reproducing assumptions underlying compartmentalised approaches 
to cultural landscapes and their selective focus on a particular type of place (§2.1.1). 
Apart from polythetic (hence relational) classification of site assemblages, structure can be 
found in taking the ‘actual’, spatial distributions of depositional contexts of classes of objects into 
account (as places). Following generalised notions (or types) of place, compartmentalised (thematic or 
‘elementary’) approaches tend to leave the uneven spatial distributions of elements across cultural 
landscapes unexplored. Admittedly, understanding uneven spatial distributions is a principal aim of 
polythetic models of culture, thereby introducing fuzziness to cultural boundaries (see above), but this 
often remains ‘conceptual’ and has seldom been realised in terms of ‘actual’ networks of places. In 
general, there is a tendency to regard places as interchangeable and expect that each element was 
omnipresent, rather than comparing the spatial distributions of each element with respect to other 
elements. This is, for instance, encapsulated in the presumption in Italian Bronze Age studies that each 
micro-region should in principle (and in the end) yield evidence of every element found in any other 
                                                 
9 Admittedly, Vander Linden (2004, 38, 54) does make this aim at establishing a global, interregional framework to feed back 
into (intra)regional research explicit. 
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micro-region (§1.2.2). By contrast, a network approach to cultural landscapes should not start from 
presumptions about interrelationships between places. It should appreciate the possibility that ‘gaps’ in 
site distributions and archaeological records can be ‘real’ (i.e. significant in terms of past realities), not 
necessarily a research bias. Only then the issue of historically distinctive notions of territoriality can be 
addressed in terms of place-making (constitutive of cultural landscapes) by exploring the spatial 
dimensions of ‘polythetic’, relational notions of place. This will be underscored by the following 
discussion of deposition and ritual from the perspective of polythetic classification and place-making. 
 
Place-making: cultural landscapes, deposition and the question of ritual 
The term ‘depositional practices’ (in short, deposition) tends to be reserved for a particular subgroup of 
deliberate practices. The latter are overrepresented in Bronze Age studies because of their relative 
detail, which is a tempting but deceptive short-cut to intentionality (cf. Andrews et al. 2000), and their 
particular structural properties in the archaeological record (§2.1.3). In this thesis ‘depositional 
practices’ are taken to refer, indiscriminately, to objects and substances in any archaeological 
assemblage, from the perspective of polythetic classification (see above). This addresses the 
methodological issue in ‘interpretive’ approaches to favour one element or type of place over another, 
which results in partial and disconnected ‘petites histoires’ (§2.1.1). Studies of later prehistoric 
deposition have often focused on ‘special deposits’ or ‘structured deposits’, referring to features that 
are particularly telling on the deliberate placement and treatment of objects, especially in pits (but then 
not graves). These studies have now been subsumed under the banner of social memory or memory 
work (Mills & Walker 2008a; Van Dyke 2008) in archaeology. At the same time, however, the 
usefulness of a concept such as ‘structured deposition’ has increasingly been questioned because of its 
selective focus. Instead, “the fallacy of the idea that deposits can be unstructured” (Mills & Walker 
2008a, 13 paraphrasing Pollard 2008) has been put forward (cf. Verhoeven 2002, 27). In other words, 
‘structured deposition’ should be applied in its more generic sense to depositional practices in general. 
The notion that depositional practices in general are structured is the starting-point of 
polythetic classification (see above). It can highlight patterning in archaeological assemblages, even in 
the absence of high-quality evidence such as so-called ‘structured deposits’. The most clear-cut pattern 
that polythetic classification can reveal (in terms of associations and dissociations between classes of 
objects and site assemblages) is ‘selective deposition’. It entails the exclusive association of a particular 
class of objects with a particular type of depositional context and its dissociation from other contexts. 
The concept of selective deposition is commonly used in the interpretation of metalwork deposition, to 
stress that it was constitutive of places in itself (cf. Fontijn 2001/2002, chapter 3), in other words, a 
form of place-making. Counterintuitively, such exclusive patterning is more frequent than one might 
expect, as shown in the case study of Early Bronze Age forms of place-making (Chapters 3-8), and 
does not only concern metalwork. The relatively frequent occurrence of patterns of selective deposition 
provides the opportunity to interpret these in terms of the selection of particular classes of objects for 
deposition in place-making strategies. Especially in those cases in which several classes of objects can 
be differentiated in terms of selective deposition, it sheds light on relational notions of place in cultural 
landscapes (to be linked to ‘emic’ categorisations of objects and places). 
The assumption that depositional practices in general are structured and should therefore be 
studied as a whole, does not preclude that particular objects and substances were set apart in the act of 
deposition. Following from its sensitivity as an object based approach to contextual variability, 
polythetic classification can reveal these instances in the light of broader patterns (see above). It can 
address specific questions concerning selected – rather than all – archaeological assemblages (e.g. 
Briault 2007). A recurrent one of such specific questions in the study of later prehistory is the debated 
issue of how to distinguish ‘ritual’ from ‘non-ritual’ practice (Garwood et al. 1991; Barrett 1994; Hill 
1995; Wilkins 1996; Brück 1999b; Verhoeven 2002; Bradley 2005; Barrowclough & Malone 2007; 
Lamdin-Whymark 2008; Berggren & Nilsson Stutz 2010; Insoll 2011). The issue of ritual is often 
implied by assumptions about types of place, hence frequently avoided or taken for granted by 
archaeologists. It is common practice to label archaeological assemblages on the basis of generalised 
notions of place and site function as either ritual (e.g. cult place, burial) or non-ritual (e.g. settlement). 
This is problematic because it cannot be precluded that ‘ritual’ and ‘non-ritual’ practices coincided at a 
given site (or alternated in place histories). Compartmentalisation cannot be taken for granted and, 
again, underlying assumptions about site function have to be tested. However, as is so often the case in 
archaeology, there is no final answer to the question of ritual. Polythetic classification cannot be 
decisive because of the problem of equifinality in the archaeological record. This means that the same 
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classes of objects can be present as a result of depositional practices with a distinctive character, a key 
issue in the study of domestic ritual practice (e.g. Bradley 2003, 2005). 
In itself, such ambiguity could indicate that the deposition of the same class of object in 
distinctive archaeological contexts can be interpreted in terms of a single field of practice.10 Moreover, 
the potential of polythetic classification to answer this specific question can be extended, based on the 
quality of archaeological evidence available. There is considerable variability in the standards of 
excavation and publication, which can make attempts at detailed comparison problematic. Although it 
is not unusual to encounter a lack of contextual information in older excavation and find reports, 
present-day publications regularly fail to provide contextual details, too. Differentiation in the quality 
of archaeological evidence does not only concern the composition of site assemblages, hopefully 
reported completely enough to be compared in polythetic classification, but also other contextual 
details. Parts of site assemblages can be treated separately, if they are circumscribed to particular 
features, without being acts of ‘structured deposition’ in a strict sense (see above). This could be of 
help in recognising ritualised practice and appreciating a spatial dimension of ritual that has not 
received as much attention as one might expect in archaeology. What has been termed ‘bracketing’ or 
‘framing’ in ritual theory, explicitly refers to forms of place-making in which objects and substances 
are differentiated and set apart in the act of deposition (cf. Barrett 1994, chapter 3; Brück 1999b; 
Fontijn 2001/2002, chapter 2; Verhoeven 2002). Current approaches to ‘memory work’ in archaeology 
have begun to acknowledge the spatial dimension of ‘framing’, but tend to focus selectively on ‘special 
deposits’ (cf. Mills & Walker 2008), to the detriment of a more comprehensive polythetic 
classification. Arguably, most of the answers to the question of ritual in archaeology do not scrutinise 
the structure of the archaeological record enough, which will therefore be the next stop. 
 
Notions of place and archaeological records 
It is widely acknowledged that the archaeological record (or archaeological evidence) is fragmentary 
and incomplete, often as an obligatory statement of general source criticism, if not a lamentation of the 
condition of the discipline.11 Archaeological records are partial in another sense, too, that is in terms of 
structured patterns of over- and underrepresentation (or their structural properties). One such pattern is 
that the remains of acts of deposition tend to be overrepresented in archaeological records. Objects and 
substances that were selected for deposition, followed a short-cut to ‘fossilisation’, in the deliberate 
engagement of these practices with the subsurface. In other words, there is an overall bias towards 
deposition in archaeological records. This is perhaps even more a characteristic (or structural property) 
of later prehistoric records, hence the temptation of a selective focus on ‘structured deposition’ in a 
strict sense (see above). In the end, the selective focus follows from the age-old distinction in 
archaeology between so-called ‘open’ and ‘closed’ finds (or contexts) and the common practice to let 
this distinction inform the dichotomy between ‘routine’ and ‘ritualised’ practices. The problematic 
character of this alignment is underscored by the paradox that so-called ‘routine’ and ‘ritualised’ 
practices have counterintuitive outcomes as to their respective archaeological visibility. 
Generally, routine practices will have occurred most frequently and, moreover, at the same 
location (e.g. settlements), which makes it harder for archaeologists to recognise these in any detail (cf. 
Smith 1992, 29-31). On the other hand, ritualised practices can often be recognised in far more detail in 
the archaeological record, because these occurred less frequently and often in a more structured form of 
acts of deposition at specific places (e.g. burial, cult places or votive deposits). At first glance, this 
distinction between ‘routine’ and ‘ritualised’ practices seems to coincide with the traditional distinction 
between ‘open’ and ‘closed’ finds (or contexts). In this structured pattern of over- and 
underrepresentation in archaeological records lies the the temptation of a selective focus on particular 
types of place (e.g. ‘structured depositions’). Thus, a distinction between ‘routine’ and ‘ritualised’ 
practice should not be based on the assumptions underlying the notions of ‘open’ and ‘closed’ finds. As 
any dichotomy, these distinctions should probably not be adhered to, too eagerly. In this respect, 
recognising structured acts of deposition at sites of (predominantly) routine practice has become one of 
the flourishing fields of interpretation in current archaeological practice, thereby questioning the 
                                                 
10 An object based definition of a field of practice by polythetic classification (see above), linking ‘ritual’ and ‘non-ritual’ 
practices, could help to undermine their arguably often misplaced distinction (cf. Brück 1999b). 
11 Even the notion of the archaeological record itself has been questioned (cf. Patrik 1985), or alternatively regarded as an object 
of study in itself, rather than a means to an end, for instance in archaeological ‘time perspectivism’ (cf. Bailey 2007; Lucas 2012 
for recent overviews). 
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relevance of the dichotomy (e.g. Brück 1999a, 1999b; Bradley 2003, 2005).12 From a network 
perspective, the key issue is that making such distinctions should not undermine the ‘multi-sited’ 
interpretation of cultural landscapes (as networks of places). This problem is related to a more general 
concern about relational narratives in archaeology. Here I turn to the emergent field of studies 
concerned with object biographies for an initial discussion of relational notions of place and the 
structure of archaeological records. 
 
Object biographies and notions of place 
Archaeologists have embraced the concept (or metaphor) of ‘object biography’ as a framework to 
discuss the lifecourse of objects (e.g. Gosden & Marshall 1999; Joyce 2000; Fontijn 2001/2002; 
Whitley 2002; Jones 2002, 2004; Meskell 2004; Vandkilde 2005; Lindenlauf 2006; Wentink 2006; 
Marshall 2008; Watts 2008; De Grummond 2009; Joy 2009; Caple 2010; Richard 2010).13 The study of 
object biographies is one of the few fields in the discipline that makes the overall bias towards 
deposition in the archaeological record explicit. Biographical approaches are relational in their aim at 
producing accounts that go beyond the bias towards the end of the lifecourse of objects (i.e. 
deposition), and thereby acknowledge which stages in the life of objects are underrepresented. 
Nonetheless, archaeologists are tempted to follow the linearity inherent in the narrative structure of the 
biography concept (birth, life and death) for the sake of coherence. Stereotypically, biographical 
accounts follow objects from raw material and production through exchange and (re)use to 
discard/deposition (or, alternatively, ‘non-ritual’ into ‘ritual’). On the one hand, such a sense of 
linearity is implicit in the initial source of inspiration for archaeologists (Appadurai 1986a; Kopytoff 
1986), notably its focus on recontextualisation of objects. On the other hand, linearity sits well with an 
underdeveloped notion of context and meaning in archaeology, related to the structural properties of 
archaeological evidence (see below). 
The simplicity of a ‘linear’ approach has been criticised, most recently by Joy (2009) who 
argues that object biographies can “also be seen as non-linear, consisting of a series of connected jumps 
as the object becomes alive within certain clusters of social relationships and is inactive at other points 
in time and space, undergoing a series of different lives and deaths” (Joy 2009, 544). This illustrates 
that currently more sophisticated notions of object biography are adopted in archaeology. For instance, 
a distinction is made between ‘generalised’ and ‘specific’ biographies, or a ‘typical’ biography is used 
to expose other object biographies that deviate from the ‘norm’ (Gosden & Marshall 1999; Fontijn 
2001/2002; Joy 2009). Similarly, a distinction between ‘inscribed’ objects and ‘lived’ objects 
differentiates between biographies (Marshall 2008; Joy 2009). Alternatively, approaches that are 
explicitly relational, ‘follow’ objects in series of places and/or study biographies of not one but several 
classes of objects and substances simultaneously (Jones 2002, 2004; Brück 2006a, 2006b). Rather than 
starting from assumptions about types of place, these approaches focus on the (mutually) constitutive 
role of objects in place-making, hence on relational notions of place. What remains problematic, 
however, is a selective focus, rather than the ‘non-selective’ stance necessary in archaeological 
synthesis. The focus on particular classes of objects means that biographical case studies depend on 
unsubstantiated assumptions about their position in networks of objects, people and places as a whole 
(§2.1.1). To reiterate, from a network perspective, the problem boils down to a dependence on 
unsubstantiated assumptions about places and their interrelationships. 
It cannot be denied that object biographies have relational qualities and lend structure by 
connecting several stages in the life of an object in a single framework. The heuristic value of object 
biographies is unmistakable, yet it comes at the price of generalisation (as any concept) (cf. Witmore 
2012). In particular, each stage can more or less be equated with a generalised notion of place, i.e. sites 
of production, exchange, (re)use and deposition. There is a risk that stages in object biographies will – 
as types of place – be conflated with contexts in an unsophisticated, bounded, non-relational sense. 
Erstwhile ‘contextual archaeology’ defined context as “the totality of the relevant environment, where 
                                                 
12 Some archaeologists would even go so far as to argue that such instances are perhaps our only source of evidence for any kind 
of interpretation of routine practices: “If domestic life really had been ritualized in the ways suggested here, it might mean that 
some of the deposits investigated in a traditional manner had already been modified through social practices of which 
prehistorians are just becoming aware. Perhaps ritual itself was one of the formation processes that gave their raw material the 
coherence that allows it to be interpreted at all” (Bradley 2003, 21). 
13 The increasing popularity of the study of object biographies in archaeology is parallelled as one (if not the main) strand of 
(re)emergent concerns with material culture in anthropology (cf. Jeudy-Ballini & Juillerat 2002; Hoskins 2006; Bell & Geismar 
2009 for recent overviews). 
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‘relevant’ refers to a significant relationship to the object – that is, a relationship necessary for 
discerning the object’s meaning” (Hodder 1986, 139). Paradoxically, this leaves the object (and the 
object’s meaning) fixed in a system of signification (cf. Yates 1990). The paradox is that an object 
biography is then not object based but place based, in the sense that the reconstructed meaning of 
objects is based on assumptions about types of place (and their relationships). The tendency to define 
context as bounded (again, a container metaphor, sensu Lakoff & Johnson 1980) implies that in a given 
context only one meaning was attached to an object. Then, stages in object biographies – as contexts – 
are turned into a series of containers, a relational straitjacket that forces archaeologists to tell stories 
following a linear narrative structure. 
Whereas sociologists can substantiate a trajectory of continuous recontextualisation of an 
object (notably, the oft-cited Appadurai 1986a and Kopytoff 1986), archaeologists should be more 
appreciative of ‘gaps’ in archaeological records and not use the biography concept to fill ‘gaps’. Joy’s 
‘non-linear’ approach to object biographies as “a series of connected jumps” (2009, 544; see quote 
above) goes some way to resolving the problem of narrative linearity inherent in the biography concept, 
but not entirely. On the one hand, it entails a relatively sophisticated approach in stressing that 
biographies of objects are punctuated, akin to life changing, lifecourse events that punctuate the 
biographies of people. On the other hand, it preserves the relational straitjacket, in suggesting that a 
new object emerges (or an object emerges renewed) in each (social) context. In addition to such 
punctuated sequences of recontextualisation in the ‘classic’ sense of object biographies, other ‘non-
linear’ scenarios should be taken into account, too. ‘Non-linear’ permutations of stereotypical object 
biographies are actually not uncommon in Bronze Age studies. Some of these permutations will be 
discussed next in terms of notions of place and the structure of archaeological records, with the 
interpretation of metalwork as an example. Here I will substantiate that, from a network perspective, 
object biographies constitute a relational straitjacket. 
 
Bronze Age exchange networks: metalwork and movement 
Apart from the overall bias towards deposition, the structural properties of archaeological evidence 
related to Bronze Age metalwork would seem to create another ‘gap’ in object biographies. Whereas 
places of metalwork deposition are definitely overrepresented in Bronze Age records (hence cultural 
landscapes), places with direct evidence for metalwork production and sources of raw material tend to 
be underrepresented (cf. Ottaway & Roberts 2008; Roberts 2008). At the same time, the presumption is 
that places where metalwork was exchanged and, to a lesser extent where it was (re)used, cannot be 
excavated, only inferred. Additional information for these stages in object biographies can be gathered 
from traces of production and (re)use on the objects themselves. However, object studies are similarly 
biased against exchange, in the sense that handling of objects in the exchange stage does rarely 
‘fossilise’, so to say (see Wentink 2006 for an exception). Provenance studies of metalwork can be used 
to remedy the bias against exchange, but only to a certain extent, in the absence of data-rich 
reconstructions of Bronze Age networks. Arguably, the ‘black box’ character of exchange is so 
ingrained in archaeological interpretation that the elusive character of places of exchange is not 
considered a problem in Bronze Age studies. Exchange networks are used by archaeologists mainly as 
a concept for its intermediary capacity, to create connections between one bounded cultural entity and 
another. 
The notion of exchange networks tends to be used in a very generic sense to fill ‘gaps’, 
thereby creating flows of substances (in this case raw material or finished pieces of metalwork) on a 
supra-regional scale.14 I would argue that the ‘gap’ created from an elusive stage of exchange is 
necessary to create flow in object biographies (see above). The ‘real costs’ involved in moving from 
one place to another in multi-sited lifeworlds disappear from the picture in archaeological interpretation 
and synthesis. Admittedly, there has been a growing concern in landscape archaeologies with travel, 
journeys and mobility (or movement) in general (e.g. Bender 2001; Hofmann et al. 2005; Kristiansen & 
Larsson 2005; Farr 2006; Cummings & Johnston 2007a; Gibson 2007; Roberts 2007; Roberts 2008b; 
Aldred & Sekedat 2010, 2011a, 2011b, 2011c). A major impetus for such research, however, is the 
need to bridge self-inflicted ‘gaps’ in an attempt to connect disparate, bounded entities, such as cultural 
groups and types of place. All in all, the growing concern with mobility, the black-box character of 
exchange networks and the popularity of object biographies arise from (or dodge) the same problem: 
                                                 
14 For instance, the uneven distribution of metallic resources on the basis of which the presence of exchange networks can be 
postulated, has become a truism, a trope, if not self-explanatory in Bronze Age studies. 
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generalised notions of place that are relational in a conceptual sense but not in the spatial sense of 
‘actual’ networks. By consequence, biographies of so-called ‘exotic’ objects, for which a distant origin 
is plausible, tend to be pursued most frequently. 
In these cases, exchange over long distances can be postulated as a significant stage, without 
having to specify the ‘costs’ of actual movement.  Even if an ‘exotic’ object can be sourced to a 
specific location, based on provenance studies, it is the generalised connotation of ‘distance’ (far away 
from places of deposition), not the place of origin itself, nor the actual path followed by people 
(carrying substances and/or objects) between a source and a depositional context, that is invoked to 
instill a lasting, ‘mythological’ dimension into an object in order to rationalise its deposition (e.g. Jones 
2002). In other words, such an object biography is a derivative, a secondary rationalisation of the label 
‘exotic’, defined from the perspective of the ‘actual’ place of deposition, juxtaposed with ‘distance’ 
(i.e. a generalised distant place). At the same time, this interpretive strategy is prompted by the 
narrative linearity in the biography concept, which presupposes that an object acquires several 
meanings only along its lifecourse (see above). The focus on accumulation of meaning denies, for 
instance, the possibility that an object (or substance) had been polyvalent from the start. In general, the 
object is regarded as creating a network of places (as if in a void), which denies (or mystifies) the prior 
existence of a network of places through which the object follows a path. Placing emphasis on the 
(conceptual, seldom ‘actual’) paths that objects follow between (conceptual, seldom ‘actual’) places 
reinforces the ‘black-box’ character of exchange. It denies the ‘real costs’ of a network by allowing 
objects to move, but leaving people in place. 
The focus on special cases, such as ‘exotic’ objects, obscures the more general notion that 
movement is inherent in the ‘multi-sitedness’ of social life and landscapes (as networks of places). 
Exchange as practice (connecting ‘actual’ places and involving movement of people) is left implicit in 
‘Strathernian’, relational ontologies in which flows of substances are exchanged between people, 
objects and places (§2.1.3). Object biographies in archaeology illustrate that such flows often need a 
‘gap’ created by a language game that juxtaposes the ‘local’ (i.e. depositional context) and the ‘non-
local’ or ‘exotic’ (i.e. origins, outside the ‘local’ context that is taken as a starting-point).15 On the one 
hand, archaeologists tend to overlook that depositional contexts are actually places and that deposition 
is an act of place-making, part of a mutually constitutive relationship with cultural landscapes (cf. 
Ballmer 2010). Misguided by the bias towards deposition in archaeological records, the emphasis is on 
the incorporation of conceptually ‘non-local’ objects in ‘local’ contexts, without reference to networks 
of places. This leaves implicit the places where exchange actually took place, inbetween ‘distant’ 
origins and deposition, and where people had to negotiate notions of ‘non-local’ and ‘local’ (e.g. 
Fontijn 2001/2002, 2009). By leaving the movement of people implicit, the cross-cultural character of 
exchange as social practice remains placeless and undertheorised. Exchange is left “somewhere in the 
middle”, a ‘non-place’ inbetween places with archaeological visibility in Bronze Age records. 
The elusive, ‘black-box’ character of exchange is to a large extent self-inflicted, following 
from the same generalised notions of place and interrelationships between types of places that turn 
object biographies into a relational straitjacket (see above). This can be illustrated by debates 
concerning the ‘classic’ Childean scenario of so-called “travelling artisans” in the interpretation of 
Bronze Age metalwork production and exchange (cf. Childe 1930, 1957). This scenario rightly 
deserves criticism if it treats (crafts)people as a mechanism to fill a ‘gap’ in archaeological 
interpretation and synthesis and to connect bounded entities, in this case groups (or cultures) with and 
without metallurgical knowledge. At the same time, it deserves rehabilitation and full exploration, if it 
can be substantiated from a network perspective. Then the relational straitjacket of object biographies 
that confines people with metallurgical knowledge to sites of production, separated from places of 
(re)use and deposition, can and should be questioned. It remains to be seen to what extent metallurgical 
skills and knowledge were widely available (or not). This question is addressed in the quest for the 
earliest, incipient, Neolithic and Copper Age metallurgies (cf. Roberts 2008a, 2008b), but is often left 
implicit in Bronze Age studies. It has been subsumed under the notion of exchange as an intermediary, 
seemingly elusive stage (see above). For a start, it can be argued that metallurgical knowledge was not 
as widespread in the ‘earlier’ Bronze Age as in the ‘later’ Bronze Age. By implication, the scenario of 
“travelling artisans”, making (otherwise unavailable) technological knowledge available at their 
destination, cannot be dismissed offhand. 
                                                 
15 Cf. Van Rossenberg 1999 on the pervasiveness of outside/external : inside/internal dichotomies in interpretation and synthesis 
in Bronze Age studies. 
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Limited availability of metallurgical knowledge would distort the narrative linearity of object 
biographies. If the destination of “travelling artisans” is a settlement, then places of production, 
exchange and use of Bronze Age metalwork are actually one and the same. Another set of ‘non-linear’ 
permutations presumes that people without metallurgical knowledge are not ‘sitting ducks’, confined to 
their settlements. They can travel to places of production to acquire objects elsewhere, again linking a 
place of exchange to a production site. Alternatively, they can travel to a designated place, for instance 
a shared cult place, where people with and without technological knowledge met and were involved in 
exchange. These ‘non-linear’ permutations that allow (if not force) Bronze Age people to move about, 
highlight that the stages that are kept separate in the relational straitjacket of object biographies, could 
have coincided in actual networks of places. Exchange is not necessarily elusive, taking place 
somewhere inbetween. ‘Black-box’ notions of exchange in archaeology overlook that, for travel to be 
successful, people actually have to meet other people. It requires knowledge and skills, as well as 
adaptability to unforeseen circumstances (cf. Farr 2006, 2010), and last but not least designated (or 
emergent) meeting-places. Archaeologists should feel prompted to unpack the ‘black box’ and explore 
the embeddedness of exchange, as a ‘multi-sited’ practice situated in places that are already known 
from the archaeological record. Incidentally, this is consistent with the notion of so-called ‘down-the-
line’ exchange in Bronze Age studies, often invoked but seldom substantiated. The overall implication 
should be that exchange is an epiphenomenon of settlement patterns (or networks of places). 
To sum up, I would argue that, because of the tendency to reinforce generalised notions of 
place that follow a linear narrative, a collection of biographies of several (or even all) classes of objects 
does not add up to a network of actual places. Networks are not created by ‘one-way’ traffic from one 
place to another. More than one direction and a wider range of places should be accounted for. Bronze 
Age metalwork deposition created a demand for objects, to be supplied by metalworkers, but also the 
other way around. There would have been no deposition without supply, no production without 
demand. Networks stretch the full length of object biographies, back and forth, with people on the 
move between places, releasing objects from their relational straitjacket. 
 
2.1.3 A network approach to cultural landscapes: relational notions of place 
So far the notion of cultural landscapes has to a large extent been left implicit in the phrase “networks 
of places” in this chapter. The discussions of interpretive landscape studies (§2.1.1) and object 
biographies (§2.1.2) highlighted the problem of adopting a ‘selective’ focus on particular types of 
place, on the one hand, and generalised notions of place, on the other. Both these problems also apply 
to cultural landscape approaches, with the implication that the spatial dimensions of cultural landscapes 
tend to be generalised. If reconstructions of cultural landscapes are not explicitly phrased in terms of 
networks of places, there is the risk that relational notions of place are ‘imagined’ and do not refer to 
‘actual’ spatial relationships between places. Placeless notions are problematic for the study of 
historical trajectories, because imagined dimensions of cultural landscapes cannot be subjected to 
spatial analysis and, therefore, are ahistorical (i.e. dehistoricised). To put it differently, whereas places 
(hence networks of places) have trajectories, cultural landscapes based on ‘imagined’ relationships do 
not. The problem of generalised notions of place will be underscored in a discussion of so-called 
‘relational ontologies’, a set of approaches that has become increasingly fashionable as a form of 
archaeological synthesis. In particular, I will take the notions of ancestorhood, sacred (or ritual) 
landscapes and natural places as examples and make an attempt at rephrasing these in terms of a 
network approach. Then I will outline how relational notions of place can be phrased in an explicitly 
spatial sense, with special reference to the structure of archaeological records. Finally, the relevance of 
polythetic classification (§2.1.2) for the case study will be specified by examples of relational source 
criticism, cross-cutting generalised notions of place. 
 
Relational ontologies 
Biographical approaches to objects (§2.1.2) are often subsumed under the more general heading of so-
called ‘relational ontologies’ in recent archaeological theorising. Advocating nonhuman agency, 
relational ontologies conceptualise biographies of objects, substances and people as meshed and as 
constitutive of notions of personhood and sociality. The source of inspiration is Oceanic or Melanesian 
ethnography, often termed “Strathernian” after Marilyn Strathern’s pioneering work on partible and 
dividual (rather than discrete, bounded and individual) relationships between objects and people in the 
perpetual creation of personhood and sociality (cf. Strathern [Marilyn] 1996; Goldman & Ballard 1998; 
Stewart & Strathern [Andrew] 2001; Jeudy-Ballini & Juillerat 2002; Hoëm & Roalkvam 2003; Rio & 
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Smedal 2008; Stewart & Strathern [Andrew] 2008; Bell & Geismar 2009; Holbraad & Pedersen 2009; 
Rio 2009; Boric & Strathern [Marilyn] 2010). The adoption of relational ontologies as an interpretive 
framework in archaeology suffers from the same generalising tendency as biographical approaches 
(§2.1.2), in the sense that both approaches are relational in a conceptual sense but tend to be uprooted 
from networks of places (e.g. Thomas 1999; Tilley 1999; Jones 2002; Jones & MacGregor 2002; Brück 
2004; Fowler 2004; Jones 2004; Brück 2006a, 2006b; Cochrane 2006/2007; Hofmann 2006/2007; 
Fowler 2008a, 2008b; Boric & Robb 2008a; Gaydarska & Chapman 2008; Knappett & Malafouris 
2008; Malafouris 2008; Marshall 2008; Pollard 2008; Sørensen & Rebay 2008; Spriggs 2008; Alberti 
& Bray 2009; Roscoe 2009; Brittain & Harris 2010; Herva 2010; Herva & Salmi 2010; Herva & 
Ylimaunu 2010; Mlekuz 2010; Creese 2011; Hill 2011; Gosden 2012). In the case of relational 
ontologies, the problem of placelessness partly derives from the original focus in Melanesian or 
Oceanic ethnography on the flows (or exchanges) of substances between objects people and 
environment. Such flows serve as an interpretive framework for relational notions of place in terms of 
lifeworlds or cosmologies in a generic sense. This generic framework tends to undertheorise place-
making, both ‘locally’ and on the scale of landscapes as a whole. A new generation of Oceanic 
ethnographies, however, shows an increased concern with sociality in relation to landscape. This holds 
the promise of broadening the convergence with landscape studies in archaeology (cf. Hoëm & 
Roalkvam 2003; Stewart & Strathern 2003). In this respect, the shared source of inspiration in 
Australian Aboriginal ethnographies will only deepen the convergence between the emergent larger 
comparative Oceanic project and archaeological landscape studies. 
Oceanic ethnographies increasingly acknowledge that substances connecting objects, people 
and environment do not flow in a cosmological void, but from somewhere to someplace. In 
archaeology, at present, the placeless notion of flows of substances seems to prevail in the adoption of 
relational ontologies. This is apparent in the adoption of text-based (or hypertext-based) concepts such 
as ‘indexical fields’ (Jones 2007) or ‘fields of agentic relationships’ (Pauketat 2008), in which ‘fields’ 
tend to refer to conceptual grids used by people for ‘citation’ in the deployment of objects and 
substances. Such reconstructions (or sketches) of relational ontologies cannot be regarded as a form of 
archaeological synthesis because of their inherently placeness notion of networks. By contrast, case 
studies that explicitly link flows of substances to depositional practices, do show a concern with place-
making (e.g. Joyce 2008, Pollard 2008). As argued, however, these instances tend to suffer from a 
selective focus on ‘special cases’ or ‘structured deposits’ (§2.1.2). The presumption is that such 
deposits can be interpreted as socially or cosmologically significant acts of place-making (as social 
memory or memory work; cf. Mills & Walker 2008a; Van Dyke 2008). Even if in some cases this 
presumption can be substantiated, ‘special cases’ cannot be regarded as condensed instantiations of 
relational ontologies by default. What case studies of ‘memory work’ do show is the potential 
relevance of relational ontologies in archaeology, but without substantiating it. There is no 
methodologically sound short-cut, other than a non-selective approach. All acts of place-making have 
to be taken into account indiscriminately, with the aim to define relational notions of place 
polythetically, from which a relational ontology may (or may not) emerge, including particular acts of 
place-making as its condensed instantiations. 
 
Personhood and ancestorhood 
The problematic character of a placeless approach to relationality can be illustrated by making a 
comparison between personhood and ancestorhood, the former an ‘object based’ notion and the latter 
‘place based’. Following the ethnographic, “Strathernian” source of inspiration, relational approaches 
to personhood tend to start from disarticulated human remains (or other evidence for secondary burial) 
as a short-cut to dividuality, as opposed to a modernist sense of individuality (cf. Fowler 2004). At the 
same time, more sophisticated approaches have adopted the notions of partibility and dividuality in the 
interpretation of articulated burials without such evidence for secondary treatment of human remains, 
explicitly avoiding the temptation of the application of a modernist sense of individuality (e.g. Brück 
2004; Rebay-Salisbury et al. 2010). Both these relational approaches to personhood are primarily 
focused on objects and substances, either disarticulated human remains as partible substances in 
themselves, or dead bodies, objects and substances as a relational whole. In the latter case, the 
traditional interpretation of objects and substances as grave goods (in the sense of personal belongings) 
is extended to include mutually constitutive relationships between objects and people (in the sense of 
relational ontologies). This interpretive extension rightly highlights the problematic character of the 
notion that so-called individual burials constitute closed finds (or contexts), on the basis of which 
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funerary assemblages can be used as a short-cut to social structure. For instance, it has underscored that 
idealised, cosmologically defined notions of persons should be taken into account. 
Nonetheless, approaches to personhood in general still focus on human bodies as a metaphor 
for sociality (or cosmology) at large.16 As a special case of relational ontologies (see above), 
archaeological case studies in personhood often fail to make a connection with relational notions of 
place. This is especially the case, if the ‘actual’, spatial distribution of funerary contexts (as places) in 
relation to other elements in cultural landscapes (as networks of places) is left unexplored. Again, the 
problem here is one of a selective focus on a particular type of place. In establishing that disarticulated 
human remains (were) moved between different places, assumptions based on generalised notions of 
place are introduced to substantiate the otherwise normal character of ‘non-funerary’ contexts (e.g. 
settlements) where human remains ended up. Another problem that tends to be overlooked in relational 
notions of personhood, is that Bronze Age situations are more often than not characterised by selective 
burial (at least from the perspective of archaeological visibility). If so, the evidential basis for relational 
ontologies is even smaller (in the sense of socialities at large), as it does not simply concern a selective 
focus on ‘special cases’ but a selective focus on ‘special cases’ in a selective context. The 
underrepresentation of funerary evidence makes the exploration of spatial relationships between the 
few places of burial (that are archaeologically visible) and all other places more pregnant and, arguably, 
by definition rewarding from a network perspective. 
Admittedly, notions of ancestorhood suffer from the same generalising tendency as relational 
ontologies. In this respect, relational ontologies seem to make explicit what remains implicit when 
archaeologists use terms such as ‘ancestors’ and ‘ancestral’ (cf. Whitley 2002a; Davies & Robb 2004). 
In common use, more often than not these terms invoke a generic notion of ancestorhood, intimately 
connected to a generic notion of fertility, with reference to a universal principle taken from 
ethnographic records that remains unspecified (cf. Steadman et al. 1996). Implicitly or explicitly 
references are made to conceptual synchronisation (by metaphorical relationships) of cyclical rhythms 
in the environment (including agriculture) and social life (or reproduction), again more often than not 
in a generic sense (cf. Williams 2003). At the same time, the use of terms such as ‘ancestral places’ and 
‘ancestral landscapes’ does indicate that the notion of ancestorhood has a strong connotation of place 
(arguably, stronger than personhood), both in common use and in archaeological interpretation. Still, 
the notion of ancestral place tends to be linked to a particular type of place, notably standing 
monuments (§2.1.1). In particular, the STONEHENGE environs have come to be regarded as eponymous 
of a monument-ridden ancestral landscape and this micro-region keeps on stealing the spotlight as the 
icon of English ancestry (e.g. Barrett 1994; Barrett & Fewster 1998; Bender 1998; Parker Pearson & 
Ramilisonina 1998a, 1998b; Whittle 1998; Parker Pearson 2002, 2004; Parker Pearson et al. 2006, 
2009; Pollard 2009; Darvill & Wainwright 2011). Within the focus on monuments, however, more 
sophisticated approaches have been adopted to notions of ancestorhood in later prehistory, too, such as 
making a distinction between ‘mythological’ (or ‘apical’) and ‘genealogical’ (or ‘emergent’) ancestors, 
with special reference to intersections with notions of place.17 
The place based connotation inherent in notions of ancestorhood is acknowledged in a 
growing body of work. Place history approaches (cf. Ashmore 2002) have singled out places that show 
trajectories of (re)use in the long term, in particular monuments (e.g. Barrett 1994; Bradley 1998, 
2002).18 Often the phenomenon is interpreted in terms of curation (or later adoption) of ancestral places 
to create a sense of rootedness with their land on the part of later prehistoric communities (cf. Whitley 
2002a for a critique). Nowadays place history (or so-called ‘past in the past’) approaches are subsumed 
under memory studies in archaeology (cf. Van Dyke & Alcock 2003; Van Dyke 2008). This 
underscores their shared concern with (and selective focus on) ‘special cases’ and/or particular types of 
place. It should be appreciated, however, that not only a selection of particular places, but cultural 
landscapes in general have inherently diachronic dimensions, if they are considered as palimpsests of 
existing, prior places juxtaposed with new places. Arguably, the relational notion that cultural 
landscapes are palimpsests, gets lost in the small geographic scale (if not a very selective focus on a 
single monument) of case studies in place history. Here I’d like to stress that this relational notion of 
cultural landscapes as palimpsests is different from the ‘residuality’ trope that is frequently adopted in 
                                                 
16 Cf. Meskell 1996 for a more careful analysis of the nature of discourses on individuals and society. 
17 Cf. Fontijn 1996, distinguishing between mythological and genealogical ancestors; and, Fokkens 2012, adopting Helms’ 
distinction between apical and emergent ancestors (1998). 
18 Because of a general lack of later prehistoric traditions of monumentality on the surface, Central Italy has been left outside this 
strand of interpretive archaeologies, unlike Northern Italy (e.g. Bradley 2002, 96-102) and Southern Italy (e.g. Robb 2008). 
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‘past in the past’ approaches and stresses the generically persistent, material quality of objects as a self-
evident explanation for their so-called ‘multi-temporality’ (e.g. Bradley 2002; Jones 2007). As a 
universalistic trope, it does not stress enough that material conditions are historically specific (hence 
relational). 
Instead, it should be understood that (prior) objects and places have to be (re)activated as part 
of (subsequent) networks, as they could have been left aside as easily (if not more easily) and excluded 
from networks. To consider cultural landscapes as a ‘palimpsest’ in this relational sense captures the 
notion that places provide a starting-point for further place-making, and extends it to their 
conceptualisation as networks of places (e.g. Wallis 2008). In short, it adds a diachronic dimension to 
relational notions of place. Cultural landscapes should not be reified as bounded (synchronic) entities, 
but rather considered as (potentially) relational in a diachronic sense, too. 
 
Sacred landscapes, natural places and liminality 
Two related misconceptions may have arisen in the discussion of cultural landscapes so far, that they 
can be equated with sacred or ritual landscapes and distinguished from physical landscapes. In line with 
the issue of the presumed discreteness of places following from generalised notions of place (§2.1.2), 
criticism has been raised about regarding ritual or sacred landscapes (or geographies) as an object of 
study in themselves, in particular the sense of disconnectedness it creates (cf. Van Dommelen 1999). 
Although there is an overt sense of relationality to the notion of sacred landscapes, it is based on the 
assumption of a coherent and overarching scheme underlying cosmology or landscape perception. The 
implication is that a ritual landscape or sacred geography is a project or system of signification on a 
regional to supra-regional scale that asigns all places a fixed position in an overarching cosmological 
scheme, and that its maintenance is based on a division of labour between all parties involved. Starting 
from an overarching cosmological scheme, social networks and intergroup relations are often 
conceptualised primarily in terms of cosmology, too. A small group of people acts as representatives on 
behalf of local communities or even exercise a monopoly in religious matters on a (supra)regional 
scale, such as securing the flow of non-local, ritually significant objects. On the one hand, this 
recognises the social dimensions of cosmology and highlights exchange (networks) as a field of 
practice that overlaps and interconnects with other fields of practice. On the other hand, if a 
connotation of socio-political power is added to exchange in terms of prestige goods and elite practice, 
the question is to what extent an overarching cosmological scheme is a vision that is shared by 
communities as a whole, rather than an elitist field of practice. 
Such closed systems of signification are exemplified in archaeology by Mesoamerican 
cosmovisions that supposedly permeated everyday life and were symbolically nested (e.g. person – 
house – village/city – micro-region – region – cosmos), following structuralist principles (cf. Ashmore 
2009). Paradoxically, the misconception of sacred landscapes as a closed system, as a single field of 
practice or as a concerted effort on a (supra)regional scale, entails a lack of appreciation for relational 
notions of place. Because of this aim for conceptual closure, sacred landscapes are synchronic and 
bounded entities by definition, no matter how complicated the underlying cosmologies and their 
intercontextual ramifications. The tendency to interpret places from a regional perspective (within a 
cosmological framework) in the study of sacred landscapes, is to the detriment of a more detailed 
analysis of places themselves. For instance, the incorporation of ‘non-local’ objects in ‘local’ contexts 
is left unexplored as a form of place-making. Depositional patterns are regarded as self-evident by 
taking the bias towards deposition in the archaeological record at face value (§2.1.2). In a similar vein, 
natural places, such as mountains, rivers, lakes, springs, etc., are linked to general notions of place from 
the perspective of sacred geography, following the generalising tendency inherent in the adoption of an 
overarching cosmological framework (see above). The assumption is that any mountain, river, lake, 
spring would do in the mental template of a sacred geography. This is at odds, however, with the 
relational notion that not any, but particular natural places were selected, were subjected to place-
making, and thus constituted nodes in networks. 
No matter how many times Australian Aboriginal landscapes of Dreaming (e.g. Taçon 1999; 
Strang 2002; McNiven 2003; Morphy & Morphy 2006; Bradley 2008; Strang 2008) are invoked as a 
‘useful’ ethnographic parallel for the intersection of natural places, notions of ancestorhood, journeys 
and social formations in later prehistory (e.g. Dickins 1996), later prehistoric cultural landscapes should 
not be equated with them to begin with, without a close understanding of relational notions of (natural) 
place. A network perspective is therefore the answer to Bradley’s question, “how far is it possible to 
study the ancient landscape when the monuments are stripped away?” (2000, 14). Similar to ancestral 
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places (see above), natural places are prior (pre-existent) places, with which people did (or did not) 
engage in their acts of place-making. Monument-less landscapes, such as Central Italy in the ‘earlier’ 
Bronze Age (Chapters 3-9), challenge archaeologists to study the selective incorporation of natural 
places, as evidenced by their ‘actual’, spatial distributions with respect to other elements of cultural 
landscapes (as networks of places). In this respect, a growing body of work demonstrates that intimate 
knowledge of the physical landscape was available, and acted upon, in past realities, including the 
procurement of particular raw materials (cf. Boivin 2004). Case studies in this field (e.g. Jones 2007; 
Bradley 2008; Fowler 2008a; Reynolds 2009; Brumm 2010) intersect both with biographies of ‘exotic’ 
objects (§2.1.2) and the notion of flows of substances in relational ontologies (see above). In addition, 
there is a growing concern with ‘actual’ places in the study of past bodies of knowledge about physical 
landscapes and related geographical knowledge. Overall, this field of study benefits from its 
intersection with the never-ending concern with provenance studies of the raw material of objects in 
archaeology, which have become increasingly sophisticated (cf. López-Romero González de la Aleja & 
Montero-Ruiz 2006; Thornton 2009 on metallurgy).19 Still, the lipservice of the latter to the placeless 
character (or ‘black box’ notion) of exchange networks should not be overlooked (§2.1.2). 
Another intersection of the study of past geographical knowledge is the growing concern with 
travel in later prehistory. In particular, the practical, social and cosmological dimensions of seaborne 
travel have received ample attention (e.g. Cooney 2003; Chapman & Gearey 2004; Sturt 2005; Farr 
2006; Needham 2006; Samson 2006; Fontijn 2009; Farr 2010; Kerns 2010; Garrow & Sturt 2011; Le 
Bihan 2011). By contrast, the study of land-based travel and journeys has been divided between 
generalising approaches subsumed under the black-box notion of exchange (§2.1.2) and the 
particularism of phenomenological approaches to later prehistoric landscapes.20 Different from travel in 
general, Kristiansen & Larsson (2005) have argued for the significance of very specific journeys, 
connecting Scandinavia and the Mediterranean, albeit highly contested in Bronze Age studies. The 
social and cosmological connotations of travel are often linked to crossing boundaries or traversing 
‘empty’ spaces, such as seas, deserts and mountains, and interpreted in terms of liminality (e.g. Cooney 
2003; Kerns 2010).21 Similarly, natural places tend to be conceptualised as liminal in themselves, to a 
large extent deriving from a modernist dichotomy between nature and culture that leaves natural places 
on the margins of, or even outside cultural landscapes (from the perspective of settled communities) 
(cf. Bradley 2000). This can also be discerned in the common use of marginality to describe 
mountainous areas, deserts and wetlands, with the implication that their exploitation was occasional or 
seasonal at the most.22 This interpretive strategy can also be subsumed under the methodological 
problem of generalised notions of place. 
Tagging places or larger areas with labels such as ‘marginal’ or ‘liminal’ creates a sense of 
disconnectedness between places that is at odds with a network perspective. It mystifies that they 
actually lie at the heart of travel and creating connectivity (cf. Aldred 2008; Aldred & Sekedat 2010, 
2011a, 2011b, 2011c). The conceptualisation of particular (generally natural) places as ‘liminal’ in 
landscape studies often aligns with making a distinction between ‘ritual’ and ‘non-ritual’ in terms of 
generalised notions of place, rather than polythetically in terms of practices (§2.1.2). It should be 
understood that depositional practices that engage with natural places (such as bodies of water, caves or 
mountains) are not about marking out their liminality, but rather about incorporating them in cultural 
landscapes (as networks of places). Because of their geographical locations, so-called ‘liminal’ or 
‘marginal’ places were situated at the heart of social interaction and intergroup relations. 
Anthropologists have long recognised that liminality is not so much a spatial concept with ritual 
connotations, as a social concept, i.e. a form of spatial categorisation that is ritually enmeshed in social 
practices and interaction between insiders and outsiders (i.e. group definition) (cf. Helms 1998, chapter 
5). Liminality is not simply a cosmologically informed category, but one that is enmeshed in practices 
of place-making and social networks, including but not exclusively connected with human-
(super)natural interactions. Incidentally, such a rephrasing of liminality does not only help to 
incorporate natural places in cultural landscapes, but also puts emphasis on (and helps to restore) place-
based notions in relational ontologies (see above). More often than not a link can be made between the 
selection of natural places (such as springs, river sources and caves) as a focus for deposition and their 
                                                 
19 Arguably, the electability of science-based archaeology (over so-called interpretive archaeology) in funding is a major impetus. 
20 For current (debates on) phenomenological approaches to landscape in archaeology, see Bender et al. 1997; Tilley 1999, 2004, 
2008 and critics (e.g. Fleming 2006; Barrett & Ko 2009). 
21 Cf. Babcock 2004 on overstretching the original notions of liminality. 
22 But cf. Olwig 2005; Sturt 2006 for more sophisticated approaches to liminality, seasonality and landscape. 
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physical characteristics, defined by the exchange or flow of (natural) substances between the 
subsurface and surface. 
Then, depositional practices can be regarded as engaging with (or tapping into) flows of 
substances at particular places. Although such an understanding of natural places recalls generic 
cosmological notions of land, ancestorhood, environment and fertility and their metaphorical 
intersections (see above), it does appreciate their place-based character and the reality of flows of 
substances. This means that they can be studied in terms of networks of places, thereby taking issue 
with the second misconception about cultural landscapes, that they can be distinguished from physical 
landscapes. Following the modernist culture-nature dichotomy, the general tendency in archaeology 
remains to consider the ‘natural’ environment as a backdrop to ‘cultural’ realities (cf. Barrett 1999a).23 
Given the focus on the long term in environmental reconstructions, there has long been a problem with 
their chronological resolution in an archaeological sense. The resulting ecological and/or geological 
phases (or horizons) have traditionally exceeded the duration of phases in archaeological periodisation. 
However, the current concern with climate change has prompted a focus on fluctuations in the shorter 
term and, accordingly, more detailed dating programmes. This has brought the chronological resolution 
of environmental reconstructions more in line with archaeological periodisation and opened up new 
ways for cooperation. Interdisciplinary research is facilitated by the online availability of the majority 
of geological and ecological publications, which is not yet matched by archaeological publications.24 
This opportunity poses archaeologists with the challenge to incorporate the dynamics of physical 
landscapes in their reconstructions of cultural landscapes. For instance, if depositional practices did 
engage with (super)natural flows of substances (see above), the intersections of changes in these flows 
with changes in notions of place (or network changes) are open to enquiry. 
 
Relational notions of place and period-specific archaeological records 
To sum up, the uncertainties and controversies concerning cultural landscapes mainly derive from 
generalised notions of place, including assumptions about relationships between places. A lack of 
concern with ‘actual’ places makes it difficult (if not impossible) to conceptualise cultural landscapes 
as networks of places. From a network perspective, generalised notions of place introduce relational 
dimensions that are ‘imagined’ and cannot be subjected to spatial analysis. Consequently, the 
methodological problem arises that historical trajectories cannot be phrased in terms of cultural 
landscapes. Unless a cultural landscape is conceptualised as a network of places, place histories (or 
biographical approaches to places) cannot be upgraded to a so-called “cultural biography of landscape” 
(e.g. Roymans 1995; Roymans & Gerritsen 2002; Roymans et al. 2009). The selective focus on 
particular types of place in cultural landscape approaches is at odds with the notion that social life is 
‘multi-sited’, whereas their (sub)regional scope introduces a reliance on unsubstantiated assumptions 
about (supra)regional contexts. The introduction of generalised notions of place results in a series of 
‘imagined’ cultural landscapes (or synchronic constructs) that does not add up to a historical trajectory 
of changes in spatial relationships between places. Instead of adopting a selective and generalising 
approach, it should be appreciated that relational notions of place, underlying cultural landscapes, are 
historically specific and emergent from movements between (actual) places. Here I will argue that the 
structure of archaeological records, in this case the bias towards deposition (§2.1.2), can provide a 
methodological starting-point for a better grasp of relational notions of place, hence an understanding 
of cultural landscapes as networks of places. 
Networks require movement, movement presupposes gaps and archaeologists need gaps to 
reconstruct networks. ‘Gaps’ are created by making assumptions about the relationships between places 
that spill over from generalised notions of place based on archaeological contexts as types of place (in 
the discrete sense of bounded entities). Whereas these ‘gaps’ are largely self-inflicted, a network 
approach that appreciates the notion that social life is ‘multi-sited’, should start with the ‘gaps’ that 
emerge from uneven spatial distributions. These are the ‘gaps’ that require movement between actual 
places (and thereby inform relational notions of places). In this respect, ‘gaps’ that result from the 
                                                 
23 Even structural history approaches in archaeology, which are concerned with the interconnectedness of different rhythms of 
change in phenomena (Bintliff 1991a; Knapp 1992a), generally conceptualise the significance of geological and ecological 
phenomena in the long term, disregarding their shorter term fluctuations. 
24 In this unbalanced situation lies a risk of mutual reification of archaeological, ecological and geological periodisation. For 
instance, environmental reconstructions often quote archaeological periodisation in a broad sense (Neolithic, Copper, Bronze and 
Iron Ages) and uncritically. This means that, in their turn, archaeologists should not adopt environmental reconstructions 
uncritically. 
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overall bias towards deposition in archaeological records (§2.1.2) can refer to a past reality (i.e. 
‘evidence of absence’), not necessarily to a lack of research (i.e. ‘absence of evidence’). This tends to 
be overlooked in so-called ‘time perspectivism’ (cf. Bailey 2007), which is a critical approach to the 
structure (or structural properties) of archaeological records, including the interpretations it can afford 
(or not). Since ‘time perspectivists’ are often dealing with early prehistory (i.e. Palaeolithic and 
Mesolithic) and/or hunter-gatherer archaeology (e.g. Stern 1993; De Lange 1999; Murray 1999a; De 
Lange 2001; Lucas 2005, chapter 2; Holdaway & Wandsnider 2006; Murray 2006; Bailey 2007; Lucas 
2007, 2010, 2012), they do not always address the structural properties that are specific to Bronze Age 
archaeological records. Nonetheless, issues that are akin to ‘time perspectivism’ have been addressed in 
later prehistoric, protohistoric, classical and historical archaeologies (e.g. Barrett 1994, 2001; Olivier 
1999; Foxhall 2000; Olivier 2001).25 This underscores the relevance of ‘period specific’ concerns in 
archaeological records, in reply to Lucas’ call (2010) to apply ‘time perspectivism’ beyond the 
Palaeolithic. 
Recognising that each specialised field (or archaeological subdiscipline) is constituted by its 
own particular modalities of analysis and interpretation, highlights that – in addition to general 
considerations – ‘time perspectivism’ should entail more specific considerations about the structural 
properties of archaeological evidence. To put it differently, distinctive forms of place-making result in 
distinctive structural properties of archaeological records, hence require a distinctive form of time 
perspectivism. What sets ‘later prehistoric’ records apart from ‘early prehistoric’ records, for instance, 
is the more generalised occurrence of artificial, man-made structures or features (e.g. houses, graves, 
pits) in the former, whereas these are largely absent from the latter. Admittedly, this is a generalisation, 
but it cannot be denied that deposition in later prehistoric features results in archaeological evidence 
with particular structural properties. The overrepresentation of so-called ‘structured deposits’ results in 
archaeological records that are punctuated with instances of relatively detailed evidence (§2.1.2). 
Punctuatedness as a structural property of Bronze Age archaeological records does therefore not only 
derive from their incompleteness or fragmentary character (in a general sense), but also from particular 
forms of place-making.26 In other words, the bias towards deposition in the case of Bronze Age 
archaeological records is intimately related to particular forms of place-making as part of the ‘multi-
sited’ character of social life. Depositional practices create punctuatedness (and gaps) in archaeological 
records, thereby underscoring the notion that movement is required between places (in a culturally and 
historically specific sense). 
This line of reasoning seems circular and reductionist in the sense that place and deposition, 
site and site formation are regarded as interchangeable. To be more precise, it engages with the 
tautology that is the archaeological condition. What you find is what you have to base your argument 
on, while being aware that it’s only a fraction of everything there is to know.27 I would argue that it is 
the tautological character of the discipline that is lamented in concerns with the fragmentary character 
of archaeological records (as a generic form of archaeological source criticism; cf. Lucas 2012 for an 
in-depth analysis and a genealogy of notions of archaeological record). Working with the bias towards 
deposition, however, time perspectivism can be adapted to approach the structure of archaeological 
records in a ‘period specific’ or ‘culturally specific’ way.28 Precisely because Bronze Age 
archaeological records are punctuated and skewed towards deposition and place-making (see above), 
they can serve as a starting-point for exploring cultural landscapes as networks of places. Any 
archaeological site, in the conventional sense, can be regarded as a place, hence a node in a network (if 
not several networks at the same time). The task of archaeologists is to find out which networks, by 
trial and error, starting from the polythetic dimensions of depositional practices (§2.1.2). ‘Period’ or 
‘culturally specific’ time perspectivism recognises the intersection of structural properties of 
archaeological records and forms of place-making. It calls for a form of source criticism that goes 
beyond checking for presences and absences (i.e. what is archaeologically visible or not), towards 
relational source criticism. 
                                                 
25 In addition, studies of settlement abandonment processes show similar concerns with formation processes and might be 
considered as a subfield (e.g. Cameron & Tomka 1993; Inomata & Webb 2003). 
26 Cf. Joy 2009 on the notion of punctuatedness from the perspective of object biographies (§2.1.2). 
27 Cf. Garrow & Yarrow 2010a, Yarrow 2010 and other contributions to Garrow & Yarrow 2010 for a comparison between 
archaeological and ethnographic records. 
28 Cf. Hill 1995 on the formation of a specific, Iron Age archaeological record. 
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Relational source criticism 
Similar to polythetic classification as a relational methodology for the study of place-making (§2.1.2), 
source criticism can (and should) be relational. To be more precise, polythetic classification as an 
object oriented approach that is explicitly aimed at defining notions of place in a relational manner, 
encourages intercontextual source criticism. This provides a relational starting-point for an assessment 
of those generalised notions of place that spill over into unsubstantiated one-to-one relationships 
between types of place. For instance, settlements and cemeteries are often regarded as interchangeable 
by default. Following a one-to-one relationship, the presence of a cemetery is often presumed in the 
vicinity of a settlement that has been identified by excavation or survey (and vice versa). However, 
presuming a research bias (i.e. ‘absence of evidence’) denies the possibility of a cultural bias (i.e. 
‘evidence of absence’). The presumption of a one-to-one relationship could, therefore, wrongly fill a 
gap, if it refers to the latter, a cultural bias that spatially dissociates cemeteries from settlements. As 
always, presumptions or generalisations should be distrusted and not taken for granted. Consequently, 
relational source criticism that starts from a one-to-one-relationship, should include a comparison with 
other scenarios, however unlikely these may seem. To conclude this theoretical and methodological 
introduction to cultural landscapes and relational notions of place, I will present a few examples where 
relational source criticism is required, extending current issues in Bronze Age studies to the case study 
(Chapters 3-9). It is an attempt at exposing generalisations and assumptions about types of place, as 
well as interrelationships between places, that are (or were) common in Bronze Age studies, but have to 
be addressed as problematic in relational approaches to place-making and cultural landscapes. 
Starting with funerary practices, a first example of relational source criticism concerns 
disarticulated human remains from ‘non-funerary’ contexts. So-called ‘loose bones’ from settlements 
and natural places have long been regarded as ‘out of context’, as ‘intrusions’ resulting from post-
depositional, taphonomic processes (and explained away as ‘disturbed burials’). Nowadays 
disarticulated human remains are often taken as a starting-point for scenarios of funerary practices in 
which primary and secondary treatment of the dead occurred distributed over a range of places and 
were not necessarily confined to a single place (e.g. Brück 2006a, 2006b, 2008). Although ‘traditional’ 
funerary contexts will have a higher archaeological visibility, a growing appreciation for ‘loose bones’ 
shows that they were not uncommon but a regular phenomenon in later prehistory. If human remains 
follow recurrent patterns of turning up ‘out of context’, then the bias towards deposition in 
archaeological records argues in favour of their contextual relevance and cultural significance. As part 
of this interpretive shift, it has become an increasingly common practice to radiocarbon date human 
remains. Discrepancies in absolute and relative dates can be used to substantiate scenarios such as the 
curation of ‘ancestral’ remains (before deposition) or secondary handling (after deposition), or the 
deposition of (later) human remains in prior, ‘ancestral’ places (e.g. Parker Pearson et al. 2005). The 
appreciation of a wider range of interpretive possibilities shows that (re)deposition of disarticulated 
human remains can be a distinctive form of place-making in itself (Chapter 5), one that can tell as much 
about notions of personhood as about place-based notions of ancestorhood (see above). In general, it 
should be appreciated that the peculiar forms of creating relationships between places in the movement 
of selected human remains, also apply to so-called ‘normal’ forms of burial. Even a one-to-one 
relationship between a settlement and a cemetery in close proximity would have required movement 
between places. 
Akin to ‘loose bones’ (see above), single finds or so-called ‘isolated’ finds of Bronze Age 
metalwork have long been interpreted simply as lost items or as grave goods dispersed from destroyed 
contexts of primary burial, rather than resulting from acts of place-making in themselves. A growing 
body of research in Europe has demonstrated that it was not uncommon for Bronze Age metalwork to 
end up as ‘isolated’ finds, dissociated from other classes of objects and following patterns of 
association with particular categories of natural places (e.g. Bradley 1990; Fontijn 2001/2002, 2007; 
Harding 2007; Fontijn 2008a; Ballmer 2010; Yates & Bradley 2010a, 2010b). These studies highlight 
that single finds of metalwork can be linked to ‘rule-governed’ place-making in cultural landscapes, 
including patterns of selective deposition (§2.1.2). Given the tendency of ‘earlier’ Bronze Age 
metalwork to occur dissociated from other classes of objects, it ends up constituting a separate group in 
polythetic classification of site assemblages, but a polythetically defined type of place nonetheless. 
Moreover, polythetic classification is invaluable for diachronic comparison with ‘later’ Bronze Age 
metalwork, thus pinpointing changes in depositional contexts (e.g. Fontijn 2001/2002; Van Rossenberg 
2003). In the wider context of European Bronze Age studies, it is problematic that in some overviews 
and syntheses of the Italian Bronze Age ‘isolated’ finds of metalwork (so-called “oggetti isolati”) are 
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upgraded to burials or settlements without mentioning that this interpretive strategy is adopted. The 
presumption that these types of place are interchangeable by default, does not only inflate settlement 
patterns, but also distorts a relational understanding of notions of place underlying cultural landscapes, 
in this case selective deposition of metalwork. Equally problematic is the exclusion of ‘isolated’ finds 
(or single object depositions), unlike hoards of metalwork (or multiple object depositions), from 
syntheses of the ‘earlier’ Bronze Age in Central Italy (Cocchi Genick 1998, 2002). It gives the wrong 
impression that hoards are more informative about place-making and cultural landscapes than single 
finds of metalwork (Chapter 4). 
Another example of relational source criticism concerns the growing body of research that 
focuses on deposition in the context of later prehistoric settlements in Europe (cf. Bradley 2003, 2005). 
Acts of deposition in the context of settlements are often interpreted in terms of marking (social) events 
in the intersecting lives of inhabitants, houses and settlements (e.g. Brück 1999a; Gerritsen 1999, 
2008). These studies work with the bias towards deposition in archaeological records, especially the 
prominence of features in ‘later prehistoric’ records (see above). Acts of deposition are interpreted as 
forms of place-making related to lifecourse (or life-changing) and other social events. This interpretive 
strategy can benefit from the particular structural properties of Bronze Age archaeological records, as 
long as it refrains from adopting a selective focus on acts of structured deposition (§2.1.2). In general, 
acts of deposition in settlements will have involved the same classes of objects and substances that are 
also found in other depositional contexts, for instance, disarticulated human remains (see above). The 
‘multi-sited’ distribution of classes of objects and substances over a range of depositional contexts asks 
for an intercontextual approach. A non-selective approach to polythetic classification of site 
assemblages has the potential to highlight similarities and differences between assemblages related to 
different types of place (§2.1.2). In turn, the resulting polythetic groups can be used to explore 
intersections and connections between acts of deposition in different places (hence relational notions of 
place). Its potential to refine analytical categories will be sought here in a comparative analysis of Early 
Bronze Age assemblages from caves (Chapter 6) and open-air sites (Chapter 7). The term ‘open-air 
site’ is preferred in this thesis over settlements, because the case study will show that not every open-
air site can be interpreted indiscriminately as a settlement.29 
Generalised distinctions in terms of site function underscore the tendency to set caves apart as 
a distinctive type of place in European Bronze Age studies (e.g. Harding 2004), even if the presumption 
is that caves were integral to settlement patterns (cf. Bergsvik & Skeates 2012), such as in Italian 
Bronze Age studies. I will initially follow this broad distinction in a polythetic classification to 
distinguish between groups of site assemblages for each type of place, notably caves and open-air sites. 
On the basis of polythetic differentiation I will argue that one group of cave assemblages is different 
from another and that these groups can be linked to distinctive notions of place (Chapter 6). Then, in 
the case of open-air sites, a more general problem has to be addressed, i.e. the interpretation of surface 
assemblages. These have implicitly (or explicitly) been approached in a polythetic sense, distinguishing 
between types of place (e.g. settlements, cemeteries or cult places), especially in the study of later 
(Roman and medieval) periods in Central Italy. By contrast, there is a tendency to interpret Bronze Age 
assemblages identified in surface surveys generically and invariably as settlements. This common 
practice takes the difficulties of interpreting excavated and surface assemblages at face value, for 
instance problems related to differences in sample size. Polythetic classification can be adopted to 
make a comparison between (smaller) surface assemblages and (larger) excavated assemblages, as a 
‘special’ case of its methodological advantage to circumvent ‘gaps’ (§2.1.2). Disregarding the absence, 
but based on the presence of particular classes of object (and substances), particular surface 
assemblages can be set apart and interpreted in terms that are more specific than ‘settlement’ in a 
generic sense (Chapter 7). 
All of these examples of relational source criticism are relevant to the case study and show the 
benefits of adopting a polythetic approach that cross-cuts conventional classifications in terms of 
generalised notions (or types) of place. They substantiate that place-making is relational and that this 
can be recognised archaeologically, if a non-selective approach is adopted and one type of place is not 
favoured over another. Polythetic overlaps (or similarities between polythetic groups) across analytical 
                                                 
29 Here it has to be stressed that general distinctions in archaeological terminology incorporate assumptions about relationships 
between sites and refer to ingrained notions of place. For instance, the use of the term ‘open-air sites’ (“sito/siti all’aperto”, as 
opposed to caves) in Italian Bronze Age studies is a consequence of the initial focus on caves as the presumably predominant 
form of settlement. Similar to English, settlement (“insediamento”) in Italian has both a generic and a specific connotation and is 
used for site distributions in general, as well as indiscriminately for both caves and open-air sites. 
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categories (i.e. types of place) can only be substantiated in the context of cultural landscapes as a 
whole. Following the structure of the thesis (§1.4), the full polythetic classification of Early Bronze 
Age assemblages will come together in the data-rich synthesis (Chapter 8). This appreciates that 
relational notions of place follow from the notion that social life was ‘multi-sited’, distributed over a 
range of places and across cultural landscapes (as networks of places). At the same time, it cannot be 
overlooked that reconstructions of relational notions of place in archaeology depend on (and will 
probably always remain biased towards) depositional practices. This understanding comes with the 
realisation, however, that forms of place-making intersect with the structure of archaeological records. 
This intersection creates culturally or period-specific properties in archaeological records. Working 
with the bias towards deposition, data-rich archaeological synthesis can aim for polythetically defined 
notions of place that are intimately related to the sort of depositional contexts that places formed, as 
part of networks (of places) that constituted Bronze Age cultural landscapes. Overall, a detailed, data-
rich understanding of patterns in terms of the presence or absence of particular classes of objects and 
substances can be used as a starting-point for reconstructing relational notions of place in cultural 
landscapes (in short, networks of places). 
 
2.2 Social networks: uncertainties and controversies 
The recurrent emphasis put on ‘actual’, spatial distributions of places, rather than assumptions about 
their interrelationships based on generalised notions of place (§2.1), ensures that cultural landscapes (as 
networks of places) can be made commensurable with social networks. In this respect, data-rich 
archaeological synthesis reinvigorates the strength of the discipline in spatial analysis. It restores to 
archaeological synthesis an explicitly spatial dimension that tends to get lost in so-called interpretive 
archaeologies. This particular problem does not only apply to the ‘imagined’ dimensions of cultural 
landscapes, since generalised notions of place are implicit in applications of network analysis in 
archaeology, too. Although connectivity between places as nodes in social networks is invariably 
spatial, archaeological case studies in network analysis tend to suffer from the same selective focus on 
particular places as landscape studies (§2.1.1). In network analysis the focus is not so much on 
individual places (as it is on networks of places), but the definition of notions of place still favours 
peculiar places, based on their particular position and network characteristics. In particular, 
archaeological case studies in network analysis tend to focus on identifying ‘central’ nodes (or ‘hubs’) 
from presumably less significant places. This way of making distinctions carries as many assumptions 
about relationships between places (or nodes in networks), as do types of place in cultural landscapes 
(§2.1.2). Again, the main problem is that the polythetic specifics of the respective (site) assemblages 
are generally not taken into consideration from the start, but only reintroduced as unsubstantiated 
assumptions. 
The methodological issue of generalised notions of place will be illustrated by a discussion of 
current approaches to connectivity in Mediterranean Bronze Age studies, in particular, and 
archaeology, in general (§2.2.1). Subsequently, the notion of typochronological networks (or typo-
networks) is introduced, as a form (or derivative) of network analysis adopted in the case study 
(Chapters 3-9). The visualisation of ‘ceramic connectivity’ (in terms of vessel types shared between 
assemblages) is a data-rich ‘proxy’ for networks on regional to supra-regional scales. It can make 
explicit notions of relationality and connectivity that have remained implicit in the use of 
typochronology in archaeological synthesis. At the same time, it provides a starting-point for 
addressing the issue of the fuzziness of chronological entities (i.e. periods, phases and subphases) in 
periodisation, as well as spatial entities (i.e. cultural groups and territories), including the 
conceptualisation of cultural and social boundaries (§2.2.2). Finally, issues of scale will be addressed 
by changing perspective from regional to supra-regional connectivity to (sub)regional networks and 
network changes. Whereas archaeological case-studies in network analysis tend to be concerned with 
connectivity on supra-regional to regional scales, the intersection of cultural landscapes (§2.1) and 
social networks should be the principal focus on (sub)regional scales. In particular, the ‘multi-sited’ 
character of social life will in its intersection with places in cultural landscapes be linked to the 
reproduction of social formations (in short, social reproduction) (§2.2.3). This will ensure the 
commensurability of cultural landscapes and social networks, a prerequisite for data-rich 
archaeological synthesis of historical trajectories. 
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2.2.1 Connectivity and social network analysis 
The study of social networks has been a vibrant field in social sciences, mainly in the form of the 
graph-based mathematical approaches of social network analysis (SNA) (cf. Scott 2000; Pattison & 
Wasserman 2004; Carrington et al. 2005). Graph-based network analysis has only relatively recently 
become more popular in archaeology (e.g. Collar 2007; Sindbæk 2007a, 2007b; Isaksen 2008; 
Knappett et al. 2008; Mizoguchi 2009; Brughmans 2010; Bright 2011; Knappett 2011; Knappett et al. 
2011). It is a significant strand in the increasing convergence of processual and postprocessual 
approaches (§2.1.1), in its explicit aim at reinvigorating spatial analysis on regional to supra-regional 
scales in archaeological synthesis. Nonetheless, a serious problem in archaeological applications of 
social network analysis is their reductive character. The selection of particular types of place as units of 
analysis, predominantly (larger) settlements (i.e. ‘central places’), means that reconstructions of social 
networks tend to be based on a select group of places from the start (e.g. Sindbæk 2007a; Knappett et 
al. 2008, 2011). The problem gets worse when a micro-region (or region) as a whole is used as a unit of 
analysis (or dot on the map) and consequently misrepresented as a single node in networks (rather than 
a network of places in itself) (e.g. Mizoguchi 2009). Although generalisation is inevitable in 
archaeological synthesis, a selective focus on selected groups of sites (or larger areas) as units of 
analysis in the initial analysis can only be to the detriment of understanding networks of places in full. 
In this respect, the generally fragmentary character of the archaeological record should not be 
overlooked (§2.1.2; §2.1.3). The bodies of evidence that archaeologists have to work with – by default 
– result in the reconstruction of incomplete networks. Reconstructed networks are not only ‘truncated’ 
on their margins, delimited by the geographical scope of analysis, but also on the inside due to the 
fragmentary character of archaeological records. The self-inflicted research bias of a selective approach 
reinforces the truncation of networks on the inside, rather than minimising it by taking as many sites 
and classes of objects and substances as possible into account (e.g. Sindbæk 2007b). 
To put it differently, archaeologists can methodologically not afford to be selective at the 
outset of a network analysis, as argued for cultural landscape approaches (§2.1). A selective focus 
creates a generalising tendency in network analysis that is also apparent in the growing body of work 
on Mediterranean connectivity and networks. Two books in particular have prompted the increase in 
interest in Mediterranean connectivity over the last decade. Horden & Purcell’s “The corrupting sea” 
(2000) is a source of inspiration for ancient historians and classical archaeologists and Broodbank’s 
“An island archaeology of the early Cyclades” (2000) for prehistorians. Recent approaches to networks 
in the Mediterranean almost invariably focus on seaborne connectivity over long distances, with an 
instrumental role for islands (e.g. Harris 2005; Knapp 2008; Forenbaher 2009; Malkin et al. 2009; Van 
Dommelen & Knapp 2010). The preference for islands as self-evident entities (in the bounded sense of 
a container metaphor, sensu Lakoff & Johnson 1980) and as a short-cut to understanding Mediterranean 
connectivity in terms of ‘exchange networks’ and ‘long distance interaction’ (in a generic sense) carries 
the risk of merely stating the obvious. As seaborne mobility can be presumed for islands, supra-
regional connectivity tends to become self-explanatory, too. This is especially the case if network 
analysis starts from a selective focus on those places where ‘influences’ from the outside can be 
established,30 to the detriment of studying networks on (sub)regional scales in more detail. 
The focus on Mediterranean wide connectivity creates a tension with the explicit aim of those 
case studies to contextualise the ‘local’ in the ‘global’. To a large extent, the adoption of concepts such 
as mobility, materiality and identity (cf. Van Dommelen & Knapp 2010) as an expression of ‘local’ 
concerns remains firmly set in the context (or straitjacket) of ‘global’ connectivity and supra-regional 
interaction (cf. Naerebout 2006/2007; Hodos 2010), similar to the adoption of world-systems 
terminology (e.g. Parkinson & Galaty 2009). Although world-systems approaches have become 
increasingly sophisticated (cf. Kardulias & Hall 2008 for a recent overview), this is generally not the 
case in European and Mediterranean Bronze Age studies. Following from the generalising tendency in 
approaches to supra-regional connectivity and a poor understanding of (sub)regional networks, case 
studies often incorporate (parts of) the Mediterranean as a single unit of analysis in an even wider 
geographical context (e.g. Sherratt 1993, 1994). More often than not, in world-systems approaches and 
network analysis alike, it is the language game that sets ‘local’ apart from ‘non-local’ all over again, as 
discussed for object biographies and the ‘black box’ notion of exchange in Bronze Age studies (§2.1.2). 
The presence of so-called ‘exotic’ objects and substances (and, ideas and people, to complete the list of 
                                                 
30 The term ‘influence’ can be regarded as synonymous with ‘external’ in the ‘internal : external’ dichotomy (cf. Van Rossenberg 
1999). 
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usual suspects in the archaeological project of mobility and exchange) cannot be regarded as self-
explanatory in determining the status of a place as a central node or a ‘hub’ in social networks. The 
centrality of particular places in regional to supra-regional networks cannot be disconnected from their 
position in (sub)regional networks. 
Archaeological synthesis of connectivity over long distances starts with provenance studies 
and sourcing (or mapping) of flows of objects and substances, but does not end at their destination. In 
this respect, Knapp & Van Dommelen (2010) adopt the concept of ‘object diasporas’ in archaeology 
from sociology and museum studies (e.g. Basu & Coleman 2008; Basu 2011), but this can only be a 
first step, acknowledging that the distribution of objects and substances flows through networks. 
Similarly, mobility on the part of humans established through science-based methods (e.g. Price et al. 
1998, 2001; Bentley et al. 2002; Budd et al. 2004) should be contextualised in data-rich syntheses from 
a network perspective, in order to avoid too simplistic reconstructions of mobility (cf. Bickle & 
Hofmann 2007). In the case of supra-regional, Mediterranean wide connectivity, island-based networks 
should be complemented by land-based networks. The latter are usually invoked in a generic sense as 
‘local context’, which is seldom explored as a network of places in itself and thus remains a single dot 
on the map (or a bounded entity), juxtaposing unexplored ‘local’ with generalised ‘global’. This issue is 
not resolved by making a distinction between between social interaction over shorter and longer 
distances (in a generic sense), the former often land-based and the latter seaborne in the context of the 
Mediterranean. Making such a distinction merely represents (sub)regional networks and supra-regional 
connectivity in terms of geographical scale and (potentially) denies land-based networks wider 
significance. Preserving the heuristic value of distance as a discriminant, the study of inter-regional or 
supra-regional connectivity should not be uprooted from local, micro-regional, sub-regional or regional 
networks. 
In the end, supra-regional networks can be regarded as an epiphenomenon of an interrelated 
series of (sub)regional networks. Those nodes in networks where inter-regional or cross-cultural 
interaction took place, were situated at (and/or historically constituted by) the intersection of supra-
regional and (sub)regional networks. Consequently, answering questions such as “What sort of a ‘node’ 
is constituted by a particular place?” and “What sort of a ‘relationship’ is constituted by places that are 
regarded as connected?” requires more than establishing the network characteristics of nodes (including 
their connections) from a mathematical, graph-based perspective. The study of social networks in 
archaeology is about actual places, not dots on a map, and ‘connecting the dots’ should be data-rich and 
informed by polythetically defined, relational notions of place (§2.1.2) as much as possible and from 
the start. 
 
2.2.2 Reconstructing connectivity, regional differentiation and cultural boundaries 
Typochronology is often taken for granted, as a basic framework in archaeological synthesis. It was 
suggested that implicit in relative dating is the notion that social life ‘multi-sited’ (§2.1.1). The 
presumption in typochronology is that places that share a particular type are contemporary, hence part 
of the same cultural landscape and/or network. In addition, it is common practice to regard 
differentiation between assemblages in terms of the presence and absence of types as an indication of 
spatial and cultural patterns, in terms of regional differentation and distinctions between cultural 
groups, respectively. Given the notion that (site) assemblages linked by typochronology can be 
regarded as (a proxy for) a network, including regional and cultural differentiation, a related question is 
how cultural and/or social boundaries can be conceptualised from a network perspective. This issue of 
boundaries does not only regional to supra-regional scales, but also (sub)regional scales, delimiting 
social and cultural formations on several levels. The multi-scalar character of ‘boundary work’ will be 
addressed before turning to the ‘multi-sited’ character of social life with a focus on (sub)regional 
networks (§2.2.3) and after discussing the inherent limitations of typochronology, as well as 
introducing ‘typochronological networks’ as a proxy for regional to supra-regional connectivity. 
 
Typochronological fuzziness 
Despite the proliferation of absolute dating, typochronology remains the principal means in 
archaeology to decide which sites should appear as dots on which distribution maps. Since it is 
generally impossible to subject surface finds to absolute dating and because there is a practical limit to 
the number of samples from excavations that can be submitted for dating, data-rich archaeological 
synthesis will always have to rely heavily on forms of relative dating. Still, it is necessary for 
archaeologists to remain suspicious of (and explicit about) the limitations of typochronology, for 
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instance by acknowledging the ‘fuzziness’ of chronological entities (i.e. periods, phases and subphases) 
in periodisation (cf. Lucas 2001, 2005). Limits between typochronological entities (in other words, 
‘transitions’ from one period, phase or subphase to another) are seldom clear-cut. So-called ‘battleship 
curves’ that result from seriation of archaeological assemblages, underscore that a certain degree 
(sometimes a considerable degree) of overlap between chronological entities should be accounted for, 
akin to overlapping tiles to make a roof waterproof. Typochronological ‘fuzziness’ has serious 
consequences for the conceptualisation of historical trajectories (Chapter 9). 
This has, for instance, been appreciated in the conceptualisation of trajectories of innovation 
(such as ‘battleship curves’ in seriation), comprising several stages, including the introduction, 
proliferation and demise of a particular object (or practice). Each stage in the trajectory cannot only be 
linked to a distinctive social context (and related interpretation), but should also be appreciated for its 
distinctive visibility in archaeological records, from one instance (i.e. introduction) to many instances 
(i.e. proliferation and/or peak) and back (i.e. demise) (cf. Fokkens 2008). At the same time, Bronze Age 
studies have increasingly shown that novelties tend to end up in deliberate acts of deposition and 
peculiar depositional contexts that have higher archaeological visibility and a higher chance at 
‘fossilisation’, following from the bias towards deposition (§2.1.2; §2.1.3). Because of the structure of 
archaeological records, there is a risk in typochronology of misrepresenting the introduction of a new 
class of objects (or practice), by placing it (as a dot) on the same distribution map as the larger number 
of instances that make up the peak of its proliferation. Alternatively, the possibility that a first instance 
was actually situated in relative ‘isolation’ from the peak distribution (and should be placed on the 
distribution map for a previous phase or period), should also be explored. This does not only 
acknowledge and restore inevitable ‘fuzziness’ in typochronology, but it is also a necessary step in 
answering the question through which networks a novelty was introduced. 
‘Fuzziness’ related to uncertainty about the specific context of a novelty, opens up the 
possibility of so-called ‘time-transgressive’ scenarios. A single object can be interpreted in the context 
of two distribution maps, as part of the initial and/or the peak distribution, related to consecutive phases 
differentiated on the basis of typochronology. In other words, the ‘fuzziness’ of entities in 
typochronology adds a rationale to diachronic comparison (apart from its aim at reconstructing 
historical trajectories). Diachronic comparison should therefore include an exploration of ‘time-
transgressive’ scenarios, in order to get distribution maps (hence, networks of places) ‘right’, either 
substantiating that there’s only one possibility or raising the interpretive problem of two (or more) 
possibilities. This is not to say, however, that the opening up of possibilities by taking more than one 
scenario into consideration is unlimited. The ‘actual’ spatial distributions of an object (or practice) and 
its (likely) sources are a constraint. One spatial dimension that – in ideal situations – constrains 
interpretations of the introduction of a novelty, is its spatial relationship with a source area or location 
of production, based on provenance studies of raw material and/or finished objects. In the case study I 
will substantiate the emergence of an Early Bronze Age centre of metalwork production related to a 
source area of copper in Tuscany as a trajectory that coincides with the increasing proliferation of 
metalwork with a particular compositional signature (Chapter 4). Such an ideal situation can in turn 
inform a reconstruction Early Bronze Age connectivity in Central Italy in general (Chapters 8 & 9). 
In situations that are less ideal, the question through which (nodes in) networks a novelty was 
introduced, requires a non-selective approach, not limited to assemblages with the one particular class 
of objects (or practice) that has been singled out for interpretation. The paradox is that a data-rich 
approach that takes as many assemblages into consideration as possible at the same time, does not so 
much open up an unlimited range of possibilities in archaeological interpretation and synthesis. From a 
network perspective, adding further elements constrains the number of possibilities, as long as the 
focus remains on spatial distributions and relationships between places. 
 
Typochronological networks (or typo-networks) 
The appreciation that typochronological ‘fuzziness’ is an issue (see above) has serious consequences 
for archaeological synthesis in general. From a network perspective, overlap of chronological entities 
means that the question which places were nodes in which networks, is not self-evident. This issue will 
be acknowledged in the case study (Chapters 3-9), in adopting a data-rich approach to visualise and 
explore supra-regional connectivity in Central Italy as whole (§3.2; §9.2). In particular, relationships 
between sites that emerge from typochronologies of Early Bronze Age and Middle Bronze Age 
ceramics in Central Italy and the peninsula as a whole (Cocchi Genick 1995, 1998, 2001, 2002), will be 
‘spatialised’in this thesis as typochronological networks (or ‘typo-networks). Spatial relationships 
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inherent in typological classification concern the implicit (or explicit) assumption that a) assemblages 
sharing vessel types were contemporary and part of the same network of places; and, b) those 
recurrently sharing vessel types belonged to the same cultural (or social) group. As a starting-point for 
the case study, these relationships between places in terms of shared vessel types (or ‘ceramic 
connectivity’) will be visualised by connecting the respective dots on the distribution map into a typo-
network . A typo-network makes the basic presumption that typochronology is a form of archaeological 
synthesis and concerns relationships between places explicit, and can be used as a proxy for regional to 
supra-regional connectivity (§3.2; §7.2; Chapter 9). Ideally, this results in a visual representation of 
groups of well-connected sites that can be interpreted as social formations or cultural groups. This does 
not mean, however, that ‘typo-networks’ are self-evident and unproblematic, hence a proxy. A ‘typo-
network’ turns typochronology (an archaeological construct) into networks, which do not necessarily 
bear a resemblance to a past network of places. Despite this limitation, several benefits argue in favour 
of using typo-networks as a proxy for regional and supra-regional connectivity. 
 
 First, the approach is non-selective in the sense that by far the majority of (site) assemblages 
consist predominantly of (or include) ceramics. This means that typo-networks can be used as a 
data-rich starting-point for the reconstruction of ‘actual’ networks, rather than focusing on a select 
group of sites from the start.31 For instance, an assemblage comprising a single vessel type can still 
be included in a typo-network. This does not deny, of course, that larger (often excavated) 
assemblages have a higher chance at showing connections than smaller (often surface) 
assemblages. On the other hand, larger surface assemblages have a higher chance at being linked 
into ‘ceramic connectivity’ than smaller excavated assemblages. In other words, typo-networks do 
incorporate research biases but, at the same time, offer the opportunity to circumvent these (or at 
least make them explicit), for instance making a connection between surface and excavated 
assemblages. 
 Secondly, the presence of ceramics can cross-cut generalised notions of place, based on types 
of place such as settlements, burials and cult places (§2.1). Such polythetic dimensions in the 
distribution of ceramics across a range of places, hence relational notions of place, will show up in 
the visualisation of ‘ceramic connectivity’ in typo-networks (see below). 
 Finally, typo-networks can be used to put the chronological entities that are based on 
typological classification, to the test. Spatialising typochronological relationships can reveal ‘gaps’ 
(or regional differentiation) in the spatial distribution of assemblages attributed to a particular 
phase and their connections (in terms of shared vessel types). For instance, a spatially 
circumscribed, regionally specific distribution and ‘closed’ (sub)regional network means that a 
particular (sub)phase is not chronologically valid on a regional, let alone supra-regional scale. This 
particular sort of ‘gap’ can be linked to the notion of ‘fuzziness’ (see above) and resolved by 
adopting a ‘time-transgressive’ scenario that allows for a high degree of overlap (if not full 
overlap, i.e. contemporaneity) between (sub)phases, in other words, regional differentiation in 
typochronological sequences (Chapter 9). 
 
A diachronic approach to typo-networks can be adopted to explore the issue of typochronological 
‘fuzziness’ (see above) in a data-rich way on a regional to supra-regional scale. Diachronic comparison 
has the potential to explore to what extent a ‘gap’ can be regarded as a past reality (if it persists in 
several phases). Alternatively, it can reveal that a ‘gap’ in one typo-network results from ‘fuzziness’ 
and can be filled with ‘ceramic connectivity’ based on vessel types attributed to a typochronologically 
earlier or later (sub)phase (i.e. other typo-networks). To reiterate, resolving the issue of ‘fuzziness’ is 
key in network analysis, in order to establish which places were contemporary (or not) and should 
appear on the same distribution map (or not). If this issue is resolved, typo-networks can be used as a 
proxy for connectivity on regional and supra-regional scales (§3.2; §7.2; Chapter 9). Spatial patterns in 
connections between sites that consistently link particular regions (or micro-regions), will result in one 
main axis (or several senses) of directionality in typo-networks. This general impression of 
directionality in connectivity can be used as a data-rich starting-point for exploring the spatial 
dimensions of innovations from a network perspective. Ceramics-based typo-networks are particularly 
useful to make a comparison with the directions of regional and supra-regional flows of non-ceramic 
classes of objects in networks, based on the spatial distributions of the latter. For instance, typo-
                                                 
31 Cf. Brughmans 2010 for a data-rich, graph-based approach to Roman ‘ceramic connectivity’ in the eastern Mediterranean. 
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networks will be used as a constraint in the reconstruction of networks through which Early Bronze 
Age metalwork would have flowed. Given its generally dissociative pattern from ceramics at 
deposition, there is unclarity about (or a ‘time-transgressive’ potential in) the position of metalwork 
within networks of (other) places. Diachronic comparison of typo-networks (based on ceramics) with 
the spatial distributions of metalwork (Chapter 4) is a means to explore current scenarios for the 
synchronisation of the respective ‘floating’ relative chronologies, rather than taking the chronological 
validity of the respective entities at face value. 
 
From polythetic classification and typo-networks to small-worlds 
Another data-rich capacity of ceramics typochronology is its potential to reveal polythetic groups based 
on vessel types that are exclusive to particular types of place. Cocchi Genick’s refinements of 
typochronologies for Early to Middle Bronze Age ceramics in Central Italy (1998, 2001, 2002) have 
explored this methodologically relational potential. This will be used as the starting-point for the 
visualisation of ‘typo-networks’ in the case study (see above). Moreover, she has recognised polythetic 
groups based on the contextual circumscription of particular vessel types related to ‘subtypes’ of place, 
in particular caves and crater lakes. Based on the presence of vessel types exclusively shared between 
cave and lake-side assemblages, types of places that are normally treated separately can be connected 
into a single polythetic group. This underscores the potential of polythetic classification to cross-cut 
generalised notions of place that follow from assumptions about types of place (§2.1.2). The joint 
interpretation of this polythetic group, both caves and crater lakes, as cult places argues against the 
interpretation of crater lake sites as settlements (Cocchi Genick 1998, 2001, 2002). This will be further 
substantiated in the case study based on a polythetic classification of the full range of constituent 
elements of cave and lake-side assemblages (i.e. not limited to ceramics), together with such details for 
all open-air assemblages available (Chapters 6-8). By definition, those connections that are based on 
ceramics will already show up in the discussion of typo-networks (§3.2). The main problem with 
Cocchi Genick’s argument (1998, 2002), however, is that she does not explore the spatial dimensions 
of these polythetically defined, relational notions of place. 
As so many archaeologists, Cocchi Genick (1998, 2002) stops at delimiting cultural groups in 
a traditional, bounded sense, rather than adopting a network perspective on the definition of groups 
(§3.2; see below). She recognises that ceramic connections exclusive to cave and lake-side assemblages 
create a supra-regional network of cult places in the ‘earlier’ Bronze Age of Central Italy, but this is 
phrased in terms of exchange of ritual practices between cult places themselves. ‘Earlier’ Bronze Age 
cult places are not contextualised in full networks of places, including ‘normal’ open-air assemblages. 
Although it crosses the analytical boundary between caves and open-air sites (see above), in this case a 
supra-regional network of cult places is not a ‘flat’ network (sensu Latour 2005). Cult places are 
severed from networks as a whole, thereby undoing a relational notion of place and reintroducing a 
generalised type of place. Out of the context of networks as a whole, the ‘real costs’ involved in 
moving to and from cult places are not taken into account, as argued for the ‘black box’ notion of 
exchange networks (§2.1.2). In a similar vein, ‘typo-networks’ in themselves are not ‘flat’ networks 
without further spatial analysis and can only serve as a proxy for regional to supra-regional 
connectivity (see above). Taken together, however, a typo-network that incorporates a supra-regional 
network of cult places, polythetically defined by ‘ceramic connections’, can give insight into general 
network characteristics. The question is whether cult places making up a supra-regional network served 
as supra-regional meeting-places, to and from which people moved from several directions (and other 
types of place). 
In order to arrive at such a ‘flat’ understanding networks that appreciates ‘actual’ movements 
between places, a polythetic definition of relational notions of place should include spatial analysis. In 
this case the question is which position a cult place occupied with respect to settlement patterns and 
other types of place (in networks as a whole). Does a polythetically defined notion of place equal 
particular network characteristics in the overall context of site distributions (i.e. with respect to other 
places)? The extent to which polythetic groups of places equal distinctive nodes in networks, cannot be 
based on assumptions about relationships between places. One scenario that has to be explored is to 
what extent they constituted ‘central’ nodes (or ‘hubs’) linking two (or more) so-called ‘small-worlds’ 
in social network analysis (cf. Pattison & Wasserman 2004; Collar 2007; Sindbæk 2007b; Brughmans 
2010). The ‘small-world’ phenomenon refers to a close-knit group of sites in which one or a few tend 
to constitute ‘central’ nodes, channeling links from one to other ‘small-worlds’. This phenomenon is 
particularly relevant in later prehistoric contexts because of the tendency towards clustering in 
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settlement patterns. If ‘small-worlds’ are pertinent to the ‘globalised’ Roman world (cf. Collar 2007; 
Brughmans 2010), they are arguably even more relevant in presumably less densely populated 
prehistoric worlds. 
Clusters of Bronze Age settlements on (sub)regional scales can be regarded as ‘small-worlds’ 
almost by definition. The punctuated pattern resulting from ‘gaps’ in the overall spatial distribution of 
settlements requires movement in regional to supra-regional social interaction. If a clustered settlement 
pattern can be established, it is likely that ‘central’ nodes in (or inbetween) ‘small-worlds’ have to be 
interpreted as meeting-places. As such, the ‘small-world’ phenomenon is indicative of a network with a 
particular structure and characteristics that requires further exploration, for instance in answering the 
question through which places innovations were introduced into (sub)regional networks (see above). 
Moreover, ‘small-worlds’ constitute a dynamic, highly adaptive network structure, in the sense that 
adding a ‘central’ node (i.e. establishing a settlement or a cult place and/or meeting-place) in an 
intermediate position between existing ‘small-worlds’ has the potential to ‘instantly’ change the 
structure in regional to supra-regional connectivity. These network dynamics can be revealed by 
diachronic comparison of typo-networks (see above), in combination with a data-rich, polythetic 
approach to cultural landscapes as networks of places (§2.1) that includes spatial analysis on one or 
several (sub)regional to supra-regional scales. 
 
Regional differentation and boundary work 
Changes in the location of cultural boundaries can be regarded as an indication of network dynamics, 
particularly in relation to regionalisation. The current state of Italian Bronze Age studies shows that the 
geographical scope of the case study is appropriate to address the issue of cultural boundaries and 
regional differentiation. Using the cultural spheres (in Italian: ‘facies’32) that have been recognised so 
far in the peninsula as a starting-point, the main boundaries between larger cultural entities in several 
phases of the Bronze Age are situated in Central Italy, more precisely in Abruzzo and Lazio (cf. Cocchi 
Genick 1995, 1998, 2002; Guidi et al. 2002). Selecting these particular regions as the geographical 
scope of the case study (§1.3.1). therefore provides the opportunity to address the issue of cultural 
boundaries and changes in their location in the synthesis of Bronze Age networks and trajectories. Two 
related issues are at stake, in particular, the conceptualisation of ‘cultural groups’ (or spheres) and 
‘cultural boundaries’ from a network perspective. The problematic character of boundedness in the 
conceptualisation of ‘cultural groups’ (or similar spatio-temporal entities) was already addressed in the 
context of polythetic classification, object biographies and the ‘black-box’ notion of exchange (§2.1.2). 
In particular, a polythetic notion of culture based on overlapping distributions of types and/or classes of 
objects (or practices) has the potential to restore a sense of ‘fuzziness’ in the notion of boundaries. 
From a network perspective, however, the problem of ‘bounded’ cultural (or social) entities 
(and, to a lesser extent, polythetically defined cultural groups, too) is that it leaves the nature of their 
boundaries implicit (and undertheorised). The spatial dimensions of regional differentation and cultural 
groups are often taken for granted in archaeological synthesis, thereby implicitly (or explicitly) 
regarding boundaries as self-evident (or given). Once again, Cocchi Genick’s typochronology of earlier 
Bronze Age ceramics in Central Italy (1998, 2001, 2002) can serve as an example because of its 
polythetic character. She has reconstructed a number of cultural groups within a larger cultural sphere 
on the basis of permutations of the presence (or absence) of vessel types (§3.2; Chapter 9). Despite the 
polythetic dimensions of her typological classification, she takes the reconstructed cultural boundaries 
as a given (in a bounded sense) in the subsequent synthesis. In adopting these cultural groups as self-
evident units of analysis, potentially distinctive spatial distributions of polythetically defined (types of) 
places that can reveal network characteristics (see above), are overlooked. Cocchi Genick’s ‘earlier’ 
Bronze Age cultural groups and cultural boundaries (1998, 2001, 2002) are therefore still generalised to 
such an extent that, although used as units of analysis, they are not necessarily spatial entities that make 
sense from a network perspective. 
The ‘fuzziness’ introduced by overlapping spatial distributions in a polythetic notion of 
culture (§2.1.2) underscores that cultural boundaries are not clear-cut in a conceptual sense, but 
additional spatial analysis is required to explore ‘actual’ distributions of classes of objects (or 
practices). There lies a risk, for instance, in placing emphasis on the ‘fuzziness’ created by overlapping 
                                                 
32 ‘Facies’ are not different from the entities arising from traditional notions of culture, with all their implications of boundedness 
that may run counter to relational notions of networks (cf. Jones 2007, chapter 4). For a ‘local’, Italian critique of the concept, cf. 
Cocchi Genick 2008 on Copper Age ‘facies’. 
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distributions. It may hide structure in ‘fuzziness’, such as recurrent patterns that – within overlap – a 
number of distributions can share the same boundary (e.g. Müller 2006). Overlap that is spatially 
circumscribed to a particular micro-region, is another form of structure in ‘fuzziness’. This could 
indicate the location of a border zone (or ‘frontier zone’) where social interaction took place, with or 
without the presence of a ‘border’ (or ‘frontier’) community. In general, a network perspective shifts 
the focus in the interpretation of boundaries from division to interaction, to what in the social sciences 
has been termed ‘boundary work’ (cf. Lamont 2004). Sociological approaches to boundary work are 
not so much concerned with the spatial dimensions as with the practical dimensions of the demarcation 
of (sub)groups in contemporary society (e.g. Gieryn 1983; Cohen 1985; Edgeworth 2010; Espirito 
Santo 2010). In the case study I will adopt the notion of ‘boundary work’ to incorporate place-making 
in the conceptualisation of boundaries. The spatial sense of ‘boundary work’, that a boundary is not 
given but emerges from practices, will introduce notions of place (and nodes) to boundaries and make 
them compatible with a network perspective. 
 
Networks and boundaries 
In the study of boundaries, frontiers and border zones in archaeology (cf. Burmeister & Müller-
Scheessel 2006; Naum 2010; Sapwell & Spry-Marqués 2010; Mullin 2011) ‘fuzziness’ has been 
translated into notions (sometimes tropes) such as ‘permeability’ and ‘fluidity’. The notion of 
‘permeability’ recognises that many but not all flows of objects, substances, people, practices and ideas 
stop at a reconstructed boundary. In addition, the notion of ‘fluidity’ acknowledges the possibility that 
boundaries are subject to periodic (or diachronic) changes in location. From a network perspective, 
however, there is a serious problem with these notions. The paradox is that, despite their explicit aim to 
avoid it, the notions of ‘permeability’ and ‘fluidity’ actually start from (and reinforce) a ‘linear’ 
conceptualisation of boundaries. They do therefore not address the issue that lies at heart of the 
methodological issue of boundedness of spatial entities. Alternatively, cultural boundaries can be 
conceptualised as an emergent phenonemon, as a characteristic of connectivity in the spatial terms of 
networks. Boundaries emerge from a majority of flows of objects, substances, etc., that stopped at (or 
did not even reach) a certain point in networks, as opposed to a limited number of flows that did not 
stop there. From a network perspective, flows of objects, substances, etc., do not stretch in a void from 
one bounded entity to another (and back), but are channeled through particular places. This is what 
creates fuzzy boundaries in a polythetic sense. To put it differently, a boundary is an epiphenomenon of 
places situated at (or constitutive of) an intersection of open-ended networks, where exchange and other 
forms of interaction take place (sometimes literally). 
Boundaries are a form of place-making, at nodes that constitute intersections between 
(sub)regional networks, social formations, if not ‘small-worlds’ (see above). By consequence, a 
boundary is not a linear entity (or a dividing line), but a series of nodes or meeting-places (that make up 
a nodal area at the most), occupying a peculiar position in networks. A ‘nodal’ approach underscores 
that boundaries are not given, but an emergent phenomenon from connectivity. To underscore that 
boundaries can be regarded as a particular form of place-making, I will recurrently use the term 
‘boundary work’ in the case study (Chapters 3-9), thereby adding a spatial dimension to the concept 
borrowed from the social sciences (see above). Here the discussion of liminality in relation to place-
making should be recalled (§2.1.3). In particular, there is tendency in European Bronze Age studies to 
interpret some selective, dissociative patterns in the deposition of metalwork in terms of marking (out) 
‘liminal’ or ‘marginal’ places or areas. From a network perspective, deposition does not mark out a 
place (or area) as a border zone. Rather, it is ‘boundary work’, a form of place-making on the margins 
of one (sub)regional network, but at the same time inbetween two or more (sub)regional networks. 
A similarly double connotation can be discerned in natural features that are commonly 
associated with physical boundaries, such as major rivers and mountain ranges. On the one hand, it 
cannot be denied that these features pose a serious challenge for later prehistoric travellers and are 
‘good to think with’ as a boundary. This provides a condition of possibility for the intersection of these 
features with cultural and social boundaries. On the other hand, flows of objects, people, etc. did not 
stop at these ‘natural’ boundaries and would also have followed major rivers to their source areas into 
(and across) mountain ranges. In this respect, rivers and mountain ranges can convey a double sense of 
directionality, at the same time a boundary and an axis of connectivity. This underscores that these 
features are as much a constraint as they provide opportunities for travel. Which routes were taken, 
however, did also depend on ‘actual’ settlement patterns. Following from presumably lower population 
densities in later prehistory, larger ‘gaps’ in settlement patterns had to be dealt with, too, in 
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connectivity. For this reason, it seems likely that only a limited number, if not a single axis constituted 
the principal one for cross-APENNINE connectivity in the cross-section of the Italian peninsula under 
study (§1.3.1; Figure 1.3) at a given time in the ‘earlier’ Bronze Age (Chapters 3-9). The prominence of 
one principal axis does not deny the possibility that cross-APENNINE connectivity between Abruzzo and 
Lazio was a more widespread, distributed phenomenon, following more than one route. Diachronic 
comparison of typo-networks can provide a starting-point for exploring (changes in) directionality in 
connectivity (see above). 
Ceramics-based typo-networks also offer the opportunity to make a preliminary assessment of 
network dynamics, including boundaries between cultural groups (see above). These proxies will show 
that ‘ceramic connectivity’ cross-cuts the boundaries of reconstructed groups, rather delimiting them 
(§3.2; §9.2). This is in line with a network perspective that does not only expect ‘fuzzy’ boundaries to 
emerge from connectivity (see above), but also looks for a proxy for the channeling of flows through 
places. To reiterate, typo-networks can, in general, be used as a proxy for (changes in) directionality in 
regional to supra-regional connectivity. In particular, the position of well-connected assemblages in 
typo-networks can be compared with reconstructed boundaries, as to their role as meeting-places in a 
network structure defined by ‘small-worlds’ (see above). Then a diachronic comparison in search of 
network dynamics can put predominantly static (or ‘synchronic’) notions of regional differentiation to 
the test, acknowledging that boundaries are a form of place-making and an emergent phenomenon. In 
this respect, Cocchi Genick (1998, 2002) presumes that boundaries were more or less ‘stationary’ 
persisting in several main phases (or periods). Adopting her refinements in typochronology as a 
starting-point for a subphase-by-subphase comparison (§3.2; §9.2), however, I will show that her 
cultural boundaries are not a self-evident starting-point for reconstructions in a more detailed 
diachronic perspective (than a period-by-period comparison) and that they result from place-making 
and were an epiphenomenon of network changes. 
A network perspective that regards boundaries as an emergent phenomenon, de-centres 
notions of territoriality that are focused too much on boundaries instead of networks. It provides a 
theoretical and methodological framework for understanding ‘earlier’ Bronze Age cultural landscapes 
and social networks as dynamic and subject to a high degree of change, fairly similar to the ‘later’ 
Bronze Age situation that has taken center stage in the reconstruction of trajectories of change and 
social transformation in Italian protohistory (§1.2). 
 
2.2.3 Social reproduction and ‘multi-sited’ social formations 
Current accounts of late prehistoric (or protohistoric) social transformation in Central Italy are 
explicitly concerned with a major network change, juxtaposing the ‘earlier’ Bronze Age (as a whole) 
with the ‘later’ Bronze Age in their focus on the Bronze Age-Iron Age transition (§1.2). Because of the 
focus on social transformation as a major (if not the main) network change in Bronze Age trajectories, 
these diachronic accounts fail to take into account all of the changes that may (or may not) have 
occurred before the ‘later’ Bronze Age, in the course of several phases of the ‘earlier’ Bronze Age. The 
case study will provide a closer look at cultural landscapes and social networks and substantiate that 
several significant network changes did take place in the ‘earlier’ Bronze Age (Chapters 3-9). The 
question whether these trajectories of change should be termed ‘social transformation’ (or not) is 
academic. From a network perspective, a distinction between ‘social reproduction’, which commonly 
refers to the (relative) stability of (sub)regional networks (or social formations) in the shorter and 
medium term, and ‘social transformation’, which commonly refers to major network changes in the 
longer term, can only be analytical. I will highlight that network changes are inherent in social 
reproduction, too, and that, as such, both ‘reproduction’ and ‘transformation’ refer to trajectories of 
change (see below). If the heuristic value of the distinction can be preserved, it would entail that a 
trajectory of ‘social transformation’ starts from the baseline of ‘social reproduction’ (not vice versa), as 
both refer to the same networks of places (hence the same network changes). Because the distinction 
between ‘transformation’ and ‘reproduction’ is analytical, the issue that should be addressed is to what 
extent diachronic accounts leave continuity and change in the ‘reproduction’ of social networks 
unsubstantiated, by adopting more abstract notions of ‘social transformation’ (§1.2). Although a 
network approach does not change the basic outline of diachronic accounts, in the sense that – in terms 
of periodisation – the same Bronze Age trajectories are followed, the difference in the 
conceptualisation of social change is not academic. 
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Appropriating Latour 
Methodologically, the main problem in archaeological synthesis of social change is similar to Latour’s 
stance against sociology of ‘the social’ (2005). Paraphrasing this stance for archaeology, Webmoor & 
Witmore state that the problem is not so much the banner of ‘the social’ itself, as what archaeologists 
try to conceal when they adopt ‘social’ terminology “as a stand-in, a modifier, a catch-all prefix” (2008, 
53). They problematise archaeology of ‘the social’ in its entirety, starting from Meskell & Preucel’s 
edited volume “A companion to social archaeology” (2004), and advocate a network approach under 
the banner of ‘symmetrical archaeology’, with its strong focus on human/things relations. Although I 
subscribe to their critique and Latour’s symmetrical approach that puts ‘nonhuman’ entities on a par 
with humans in Actor-Network-Theory (ANT), the major problem of ‘symmetrical’ approaches in 
archaeology (e.g. Witmore 2006; Knappett & Malafouris 2008; Malafouris 2008; Webmoor and 
Witmore 2008) is that, because of the miniature scale of the respective case studies, these fail to 
address the methodological issues related to archaeological synthesis. The same problem of a selective 
focus, steering clear of archaeological synthesis, was argued for case studies in postprocessual and 
interpretive archaeology, in general (§2.1.1). Following ethnographic examples (Hoskins 2006), the 
focus of case studies in symmetrical archaeology (e.g. Malafouris 2008; Webmoor and Witmore 2008) 
is usually on selected classes of objects (if not a single object). Similarly, archaeological case studies in 
network analysis focus on a smaller or larger collection of key sites or whole regions as nodes, not on 
as large a sample of sites as possible (§2.2.1). A selective focus on those objects or nodes that are most 
illustrative, means that case studies rely on the introduction of unsubstantiated assumptions and 
generalisations from elsewhere, leaving pieces of conflicting evidence out of the equation. 
The safe ground of the generally limited and selective scope of archaeological case studies in 
network analysis is problematic from the symmetrical perspective of ANT, because it is reductive and 
challenges the flat and open-ended character of networks (Latour 2005). A further problem with 
archaeological case studies in network analysis is that because of their limited and selective character 
they are often synchronic, not diachronic in scope. Different from most archaeologists who, following 
the object orientation of the discipline, would see the epistemological stance of symmetrical 
relationships between people and things as the main tenet of ANT, both in past practices (e.g. 
Malafouris 2008) and present archaeological work (e.g. Holtorf 2002; Webmoor and Witmore 2008; 
Edgeworth 2010), I would argue that it is the methodological premise of ANT that goes to the heart of 
archaeology. This premise emerged from the laboratories studied in sociologies of science (Pickering 
1992), also the context of discovery of ANT (Latour 2005). It is as pertinent to archaeology as 
symmetrical relationships, because it can be brought to bear on the core business of the discipline. The 
notion that networks can only be traced when they leave traces at moments of change (Latour 2005) 
reads as a synopsis of diachronic comparison, the fundamental form of archaeological synthesis. The 
question is how this notion of Latourian traces can be translated to archaeological tracing of network 
changes, to which I will return, with the benefit of hindsight, in the conclusion (Chapter 9). Here I’d 
like to place emphasis on why keeping networks ‘flat’ (sensu Latour 2005) is a prerequisite in 
archaeological interpretation from a network perspective. 
It is useful to stress again that the distinction made in this thesis between cultural landscapes 
and social networks is analytical (§1.3). The recurrent emphasis on ‘actual’ spatial dimensions in the 
critical discussion of landscape approaches was aimed at problematising the ‘imagined’ dimensions of 
cultural landscapes (§2.1). On the one hand, this acknowledges the methodological problem of 
generalising tendencies and is akin to the Latourian concern with keeping networks as ‘flat’ as possible. 
On the other hand, avoiding (or exposing) unwarranted generalisations ensures that cultural landscapes 
and social networks are made commensurable, both phrased in spatial terms as networks of places (or 
nodes). In this respect, the issue whether ‘social’ can be used as a prefix for networks (or not), is 
irrelevant (contra Webmoor & Witmore 2008), as long as the aim is to come up with a different 
approach to archaeological synthesis in terms of ‘flat’ (or at least ‘flatter’) networks, not replete with 
unsubstantiated generalisations. What is relevant in problematising ‘the social’, is the issue of scalarity 
(or ‘multi-scalarity’). The introduction of a series of scales which are not explicity spatial, does not 
help in keeping networks ‘flat’ (sensu Latour 2005), nor social (in a ‘flat’ sense). The issue of scalarity 
will be addressed first, from a network perspective, in the discussion of the ‘multi-sited’ character of 
social life. Subsequently, trajectories of change inherent in ‘social reproduction’ will be discussed, 
illustrating and substantiating the argument that its distinction from ‘social transformation’ is analytical 
(see above). I will argue that, in the end, the realisation that ‘social reproduction’ is all about networks 
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and network changes, provides the starting-point for extending a (flat) network perspective to include 
the study of historical trajectories (Chapters 8 & 9). 
 
The issue of scalarity: social life as multi-sited 
The issue of ‘social formations’ is a thorny one in a Latourian sense (see above). Rather than a ‘flat’ 
understanding, it is common practice to adopt notions of ‘scales’ to conceptualise the many dimensions 
of social life. Over the last decade attempts have been made to question and bridge the gap in 
archaeological methods and theory between the ‘household’, as the most elementary social formation, 
and ‘society’ at large. Social formations on intermediate levels, such as neighbourhoods and so-called 
‘local communities’, have increasingly become a research focus in themselves (e.g. Canuto & Yaeger 
2000; Joyce & Gillespie 2000; Gerritsen 2004; Meskell & Preucel 2004; Van Dommelen et al. 2005; 
Düring 2005, 2006, 2007; Nanoglou 2008; Samson 2010), including their trajectories (see below).33 
This particular interest is another strand in the convergence of theoretical and methodological concerns 
in archaeology and anthropology, in addition to the study of object biographies (§2.1.2). In a sense, the 
common ground found in the Lévi-Straussian notion of ‘house societies’ is another form of 
biographical approaches, conceptualising the lives of houses and their inhabitants as mutually 
constitutive (cf. Carsten & Hugh-Jones 1995; Joyce & Gillespie 2000; Düring 2006; Beck Jr. 2007). On 
the one hand, the archaeological interest in ‘intermediate-level’ social formations has helped to 
question the usefulness of a catch-all notion such as ‘society’ at large, similar to Latour’s argument 
against sociology of ‘the social’ (2005). On the other hand, the indiscriminate addition of separate, 
intermediate scales (or layers of social life) is unhelpful from a network perspective, especially if these 
are regarded as intrinsically paired with an equally layered series of distinctive ‘collective identities’.34 
In particular, each layer in the series of a household, a neighbourhood, a local community, a (larger) 
community and society (at large) tends to be used interchangeably in the double sense of a ‘collective 
identity’ (or a social group) and analytical scale (in a spatial sense). 
The conflation of social groups with spatial entities is problematic, if it adopts a static 
conceptualisation of social formations, instead of regarding ‘formation’ in its dynamic sense as an 
ongoing outcome (cf. Arroyo-Kalin 2004). Such a conflation would reinforce the misconception of (or, 
reify) ‘social formations’ as bounded spatio-temporal entities (§2.2.2). From a network perspective, 
social life has to be regarded as ‘multi-sited’, involving a range of places (not one place), hence 
networks.35 Social formations are an emergent phenomenon from networks of places (not vice versa). 
Social formations are therefore regarded as ‘(sub)regional networks’ in this thesis, rather than cultures 
or groups, and not infrequently juxtaposed with an apparently generic sense of ‘(supra)regional 
connectivity’ (§2.2.2). In this relational sense, social formations are open-ended and together make up 
an overall sense of connectivity (cf. Torres 2005), not vice versa. In other words, the distinction 
between networks and connectivity is analytical, acknowledging that both networks and connectivity 
should be conceptualised similarly (as one and the same). In this respect, the question “What sort of a 
‘node’ is constituted by a particular place?” cannot be disconnected from the question “What sort of a 
‘relationship’ is constituted by places that are regarded as connected?”. In combination, these questions 
address the issue of scalarity, both in a social and a spatial sense. The multi-sited character of social life 
in itself implies movement between places. Making connections (or creating connectivity) in open-
ended networks creates intersections at particular places. As a consequence, one place can be part of 
more than one ‘multi-sited’ social formation at the same time. This aligns with a Latourian, ‘flat’ 
understanding networks that appreciates the ‘real costs’ of moving from one place to another and back 
(§2.1.2), rather than introducing an unsubstantiated assumption about a (type of) place. Rather than 
adopting a predefined notion of scale (uprooted from networks), nodes can be interpreted in terms of 
distance, again both in a social and a spatial sense, based on the ‘actual’ movements were involved. 
                                                 
33 The relatively recent anthropological synthesis by Helms (1998) raises related issues, although her use of the term “The 
House” for ‘intermediate level’ social formations can be regarded as a misnomer, since it does not seem to refer so much to 
‘households’ as to ‘local communities’ (Helms 1998, chapter 2). 
34 In my earlier work I have used the term ‘collective identities’ (e.g. Van Rossenberg 2005), without referring explicitly to 
established uses of this particular concept in the social sciences (cf. Snow 2004). In this thesis I have decided to refrain from 
using any identity-related terminology altogether. 
35 The translation of ‘multi-sited ethnography’ into archaeology is still in its early stages (cf. Ryzewski 2012 for a recent 
overview), but its main concern seems to lie with a ‘synchronic’ understanding of multi-sitedness, not with networks for the sake 
of diachronic forms of archaeological synthesis. 
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Grounded in a network perspective, a basic distinction can be made between ‘local’, 
‘communal’ and ‘intercommunal’ nodes. A node can be regarded as ‘communal’, if it constitutes a 
place that is shared by a number of settlements (i.e. otherwise unconnected places or ‘local’ nodes). A 
‘communal’ node connects several smaller ‘multi-sited’ social formations (or constitutes their 
intersection) and is – by definition – instrumental in the social reproduction of a larger community 
(than an individual settlement). Following the same ‘multi-sited’ principle, a meeting-place at the 
intersection of two (or more) (sub)regional networks can be interpreted as an ‘intercommunal’ node 
that is instrumental in the social reproduction of an even larger ‘multi-sited’ social formation (or a 
regional to supra-regional network). Larger formations can be temporary, if they depend solely on the 
occasional or periodic co-presence of people. However, a larger social formation (or network) can 
never solely be a so-called ‘imagined community’, given the ‘actual’ connections and movement 
required in a Latourian sense (see above). For this reason, it is not unlikely that (inter)communal nodes, 
‘temporary’ or more permanent, can be recognised as such archaeologically, as they were often 
constituted by particular, polythetically distinctive forms of place-making (§2.1.2; §2.2.2). Given that 
burial was often a selective practice in later prehistory, for instance, those places of burial (or 
cemeteries) that are archaeologically visible tend to be (inter)communal (rather than ‘local’) nodes. To 
be more precise, there is a higher chance that assemblages related to (inter)communal nodes are 
polythetically distinctive, because they are by definition part of several, smaller and larger ‘multi-sited’ 
social formations at the same time. Although making such a distinction between ‘local’, ‘communal’ 
and ‘intercommunal’ nodes does not resolve the issue of social and spatial scalarity altogether, a 
network perspective does shift the emphasis towards place-making. It acknowledges the ‘multi-sited’ 
character of social life and avoids the conflation of social groups with spatial entities (see above). 
A network approach does not conceal that social formations are multi-sited and open-ended, 
which does happen when archaeologists adopt notions of layers and scales in common practice. If 
networks should be kept ‘flat’ in a Latourian sense, this means that they bulge at particular places. As 
networks, social formations cannot be layered, but particular places can be (or emerge as) layered, if 
they constituted nodes in several ‘multi-sited’ social formations at the same time. Here, for places (as 
nodes in networks), I prefer ‘layered’ over ‘nested’, because a place cannot be ‘nested’ in itself. Similar 
to networks, the notion of ‘nesting’ (e.g. Bender et al. 1997; Gillespie 2000c) has relational qualities 
and cannot be studied in a single place. However, it carries the risk of conflating social formations with 
bounded entities (see above) in the misconception that formations overlapped (as a whole), rather than 
the notion that particular places (as nodes in networks) constituted intersections in otherwise open-
ended formations. For instance, to determine whether a particular place was ‘layered’ (or not), the 
conceptualisation of social formations as an emergent phenomenon (from networks of places) 
reinvigorates spatial analysis in archaeology. Network characteristics of nodes cannot be assessed with 
a selective focus on particular places, but requires a non-selective approach (§2.2.1). The resulting 
focus on nodes in terms of the ‘multi-sited’, relational character of place-making ensures that networks 
are commensurable with cultural landscapes (§2.1), in dealing with precisely the same places. 
Descriptions and interpretations in the case study (Chapters 3-9) will approach sites as both 
places and nodes, charting both their landscape and network connotations. In particular, patterns and 
questions that emerge from the chapters dealing with ‘distinctive’ practices such as metalwork 
deposition (Chapter 4), burial (Chapter 5) and cave use (Chapter 6), will be incorporated in so-called 
‘thick descriptions’ (after Geertz 1973, cf. Luhrmann 2004). In the description of settlement patterns 
(Chapter 7) I will focus on relationships between places in cultural landscapes as networks. The spatial 
dimensions of place-making that emerge from these ‘thick descriptions’ will be interpreted from a 
network perspective, equating places with nodes (and vice versa). The descriptive approach can only be 
dictated by the particular structure of ‘earlier’ Bronze Age archaeological records in Central Italy, 
which are characterised by uneven spatial distributions of different types of places (Chapters 8 & 9). In 
most cases the polythetic groups are so clear-cut that the places that make up these groups can, at the 
same time, be interpreted as distinctive sorts of nodes, linked to distinctive (yet relational) notions of 
place. For this reason, ‘earlier’ Bronze Age places can seldom be characterised as ‘layered’ (see 
above), contrary to ‘later’ Bronze Age places in Central Italy (Van Rossenberg 2005). Rather, there is 
strong indication of ‘zones’ in cultural landscapes that results from the selective character of ‘multi-
sited’ place-making (Chapters 8-9), in the sense that particular places ended up as distinctive nodes in 
social networks, as part of ‘boundary work’ (see above). This relational understanding of ‘earlier’ 
Bronze Age notions of territoriality would be lost in the adoption of scales that are conflated with 
bounded spatio-temporal entities. 
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Trajectories and rhythms of social reproduction 
The issue of scalarity has so far been addressed in a predominantly spatial sense, focusing on the 
‘multi-sited’ character of social life (see above). It is beyond question, however, that archaeologists are 
fully aware that the phenomena (here networks) they study, have both spatial and temporal dimensions. 
Nonetheless, the trajectories of change inherent in ‘social reproduction’ tend to be overlooked, 
especially if social formations are not conceptualised in their dynamic sense and conflated with spatial 
entities (see above). With the analytical framework of periodisation as the main structuring principle of 
archaeological synthesis, there is a risk of disconnecting spatial, ‘synchronic’ dimensions of 
archaeological phenomena from their temporal, ‘diachronic’ dimensions. As Smith puts it: “Periods are 
synchronic constructs in that events and conditions occurring within a given period are treated as 
analytically contemporaneous … In the study of change, we are thus required to construct periods or 
phases and then make comparisons among them” (Smith 1992, 27-28). In this manner, most of the 
temporal rhythms of past realities are taken for granted, although they are inherent in the ‘multi-sited’ 
character of social life and have contributed immensely to the structural properties of archaeological 
evidence. In doing so, a false sense of trajectory can follow from assumptions implicit in the analytical 
framework of periodisation. This is especially disadvantageous for Annaliste (or Braudelian) 
approaches that tend to equate archaeological periods with the medium term (cf. Bintliff 1991a; Knapp 
1992a), leaving trajectories and rhythms within such a given, bounded entity unexplored. To 
underscore this, trajectories and rhythms that are inherent in social reproduction and can be recognised 
(and/or conceptualised) archaeologically, irrespective of periodisation, are discussed here and will be 
used in the case study (Chapters 3-9). In particular, the ‘annual cycle’, the ‘domestic cycle’ and 
‘trajectories of community formation’ are discussed here in terms of ‘multi-sited’ place-making in 
cultural landscapes and social networks. 
 
Annual cycle 
The ‘annual cycle’ is a first structuring principle of life in Bronze Age farming communities, following 
the seasonal rhythms inherent in agricultural practices (cf. Foxhall 2000; Williams 2003; Mlekuz 
2010). Agriculture is only one element in a wider range of activities that can be linked to seasonality in 
the Mediterranean, where evidence for a seasonal subsistence strategy such as transhumance 
pastoralism is relatively widespread. Pastoralist practices are a recurring element in Italian Bronze Age 
studies, often based on comparisons with historically known situations (e.g. ethnohistorically 
documented transhumance routes).36 Pastoralism is therefore one of the topics that will be discussed at 
greater length in the case study (Chapters 6 & 7). As a form of seasonal mobility, it would have been a 
crucial element in the exploitation of mountainous resources, the organisation of cultural landscapes, as 
well as patterns of mobility beyond a micro-regional scale in general. Whereas a tendency can be 
discerned in Italian Bronze Age studies to focus on cave use in substantiating pastoralist practices, a 
‘multi-sited’ approach will be adopted in this thesis, based on a comparison of faunal samples from 
both cave and open-air assemblages (§7.4). Other seasonal (or periodic) actvities on the temporal scale 
of the annual cycle, singled out in the case-study for their potential role in creating (inter)communal 
nodes (see above), are, for instance, depositional and/or ritual practices carried out at cult places 
beyond settlements. Starting from ethnographic records, one may think of social interaction in terms of 
gatherings and feasts (or festivals), providing a context for intercommunal rituals (e.g. initiation, 
ancestor veneration), marriage arrangements, exchange, etc. (cf. Helms 1998), although these events 
did not necessarily follow an annual periodicity.37 In general, it can be expected that (inter)communal 
interaction in later prehistory was structured in the annual cycle. For social interaction involving 
several groups to take place, especially in presumably less densely populated situations, it would have 
been set at particular times of the year and, arguably, at particular places, too. To reiterate, this is one of 
the reasons that ‘small-worlds’ are a likely characteristic of later prehistoric networks (§2.2.2). 
 
Domestic cycle 
Another structuring principle of life in Bronze Age farming communities is the so-called ‘domestic 
cycle’. This concerns the generational rhythms that are inherent in the lifecourses of individuals, 
                                                 
36 Puglisi 1959 is the classic study on Bronze Age pastoralism in the Italian peninsula, which has recently been extended to 
Copper Age (cf. Manfredini 2005a). More recent studies include Barker 1989; Barker & Grant 1991; Santillo Frizell 2004a. 
37 Complex kinds of feasting have been connected with the notion of “tournaments of value” (Appadurai 1986a), cf. Theuws 
2003 on early medieval festivals. 
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punctuated by social events such as initiation, marriage and death. Such rhythms structured the social 
dynamics characteristic of the lifecourses of domestic groups or households (and vice versa). The study 
of houses and households constitutes a major (if not the main) field in which the disciplines of 
archaeology and anthropology have increasingly converged over the last decades (e.g. Wilk & Rathje 
1982; Parker Pearson & Richards 1994; Carsten & Hugh-Jones 1995; Allison 1999; Brück & Goodman 
1999; Gerritsen 1999; Goodman 1999; Joyce & Gillespie 2000; Gerritsen 2004; Hendon 2004; Düring 
2005, 2006; Beck Jr. 2007; Gerritsen 2008; Nanoglou 2008; Herva 2010; Mlekuz 2010; Samson 2010). 
Archaeologists have recently extended the study of houses and households to the longer term, 
following trajectories of social reproduction through so-called “household series” (Smith 1992, 30). In 
specific cases, the physical structure of the house has been put forward as a major structuring element 
in household dynamics over several generations, as shown by the elaboration and transformation of the 
house into a focus for ritualised practices in the longer term (notably in terms of so-called ‘house 
societies’; cf. Gillespie 2000a, 2000b; Joyce & Gillespie 2000; Beck Jr. 2007). Despite the relative 
scarcity of Early Bronze Age houses excavated in Central Italy (Chapter 7), it can be argued that the 
first instances of the elaboration of particular houses (or house locations) in a ‘house society’ sense 
only emerged in the Middle Bronze Age and subsequently turned into a stronger tradition in the later 
Bronze Age (Van Rossenberg in prep.). The adoption of an explicit form of house symbolism in the 
shape of urns (the well-known ‘hut urns’; Italian: “urna a capanna”) translated the house as a material 
metaphor for social dynamics of domestic groups in the field of mortuary practices in the Final Bronze 
Age and Early Iron Age (Van Rossenberg 2005, 2005c). This should be regarded as a second or third 
stage in a longer trajectory that started in the Middle Bronze Age (Van Rossenberg forthcoming). 
Funerary evidence, the other main element in cultural landscapes linked to the social 
reproduction of domestic groups, is as scarce as excavated settlements in the ‘earlier’ Bronze Age of 
Central Italy. In particular, funerary use of caves started to emerge as the predominant form of burial in 
the Early Bronze Age, with a peak in the Middle Bronze Age (Chapters 5 & 9), but only as one element 
in a wider range of depositional practices in repetitive cave use (Chapters 6 & 9). Although 
incorporating individuals from domestic groups, the question is to what extent funerary cave use can be 
informative about the ‘domestic cycle’, or (inter)communal social reproduction (see below), as it 
constitutes a situation of selective burial (Chapter 6). In particular, a recurrent assumption in Italian 
Bronze Age studies is that a one-to-one relationship existed between settlements and cemeteries, in 
terms of proximity and synchronicity. In the end, the presumption derives from the interrelationship 
between settlements and cemeteries in ‘Iron Age models’ (§1.2; §2.1.3), exemplified by the spatial and 
conceptual organisation of relatively well-known Etruscan city state territories consisting of a large 
settlement surrounded by a number of cemeteries (cf. Riva & Stoddart 1996). Although a one-to-one 
relationship can often not be upheld on closer inspection in the Bronze Age,38 this presumption has left 
the alternative scenario that cemeteries were meeting-places in ‘multi-sited’ social formations, to a 
large extent unexplored. In addition, there is a tendency to interpret places of burial (or cemeteries) in a 
‘synchronic’ sense, taking age distributions of buried individuals merely as a reflection of household or 
community composition, not in terms of a trajectory emerging from repetitive, intergenerational use of 
the same place for burial (cf. Sayer 2010). Wherever possible, the ‘diachronic’ dimension of cemeteries 
should be stressed, as a trajectory in itself and the counterpart of ‘household series’ (see above). This 
provides a context for interpreting a burial simultaneously as an act of deposition in a cemetery and 
marking a significant event in the trajectory of a domestic group (or household), thereby underscoring 
the ‘multi-sited’ character of social life. 
 
Community formation 
Trajectories of ‘community formation’ run the greatest risk of getting lost in later prehistoric and 
protohistoric periodisation, as they take shape on the Braudelian medium timescale of ‘conjonctures’ 
(cf. Bintliff 1991a; Knapp 1992a). These tend to be equated with sequences of constructed spatial-
temporal entities in archaeology (§2.2.2), such as phases, periods and cultures (or ‘facies’ in Italian 
terminology). Failing to incorporate the temporality of trajectories of community formation results in 
the reification of periodisation and makes it impossible to recognise trends in the medium term (on the 
Braudelian timescale of ‘conjonctures’) that are independent of the building blocks of the analytical 
framework of periodisation itself. In this respect, it should be recognised that later prehistoric and 
                                                 
38 It has been argued that more circumscribed, strictly defined ‘territorial’ entities can be recognised starting with the Early Iron 
Age (cf. Guidi 2000; Bietti Sestieri 2010). 
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protohistoric periods, including (sub)phases, more often than not span hundreds of years (i.e. non-
experiential entities) rather than decades (i.e. on the timescale of generations). For instance, regional 
projects based on field survey normally reconstruct period-based, ‘synchronic’ settlement patterns, 
which add up to a series of consecutive phases that can be compared ‘diachronically’ on centennial 
scales (and, ideally, inter-regionally). Most of these studies focus on transformations of settlement 
patterns and territoriality in the long term (cf. Bintliff 1999), thereby disregarding finer-grained 
rhythms of settlement dynamics and community formation as it happened. Archaeologies of 
communities (sometimes more specifically ‘local communities’) have only relatively recently emerged 
at the intersection of the longer-established fields of household archaeology and settlement archaeology 
(cf. Brück & Goodman 1999a; Goodman 1999; Yaeger & Canuto 2000; Gerritsen 2004; Van 
Dommelen et al. 2005). This emerging field of studies has started to address questions about 
trajectories of community formation in more detail and from a ‘multi-scalar’ perspective. On the one 
hand, the finer-grained rhythms of the ‘domestic cycle’ (see above) are incorporated in reconstructions 
of trajectories of community formation. On the other hand, attempts are made at establishing a 
connection with ecological rhythms that constrain the sustainability of communities (such as soil 
degradation) and that could have determined patterns of settlement abandonment (e.g. Roymans & 
Gerritsen 2002). However, the focus remains selective, in both these cases on houses and settlements. 
A failure to consider cultural landscapes and social networks in full means that the role of other places 
than settlements in trajectories of community formation cannot be appreciated. 
To put it differently, the ‘multi-sited’ character of community formation has been left 
unexplored and, therefore, the intersection of places in cultural landscapes (§2.1) and nodes in social 
networks (§2.2) unappreciated. Trajectories of social reproduction were entangled with the histories of 
particular places that constituted (sub)regional networks. Later features replaced (or were juxtaposed 
with) prior features and other remains of activities at cult places, cemeteries and settlements. By 
default, these defining ‘moments’ in place histories (or trajectories) can be interpreted as constitutive of 
network changes, most notably the establishment and the abandonment of a place. At the same time, 
the latter acts of place-making (and place-undoing) cannot be regarded indiscriminately as breaks in 
trajectories of social reproduction. Rather, household and community formation would have followed a 
continuous and intergenerational trajectory, albeit a punctuated one, as it is defined by social events 
such as moving house, marriage, death, and other lifecourse and periodic (inter)communal events. 
Since in many cases deposition as an act of place-making can be interpreted in terms of social events,39 
here the bias towards deposition in the archaeological record can be regarded as an advantage (§2.1.2; 
§2.1.3). In other words, the bias towards deposition results in the overrepresentation of defining 
moments in trajectories of social formations, especially in Bronze Age archaeological records. 
Moreover, (temporary) closure and starting-points of place histories can be conceptualised as highly 
interdependent. For instance, settlement abandonment in one place almost invariably means the 
establishment of the (remaining) members of the respective community elsewhere, either in a new 
settlement or merging with another community in a persistent settlement. Working with the bias 
towards deposition, archaeologists can focus more on reconstructing ‘multi-sited’ trajectories (in a 
diachronic sense) than they usually do. 
It is the multi-sited, relational character of trajectories of community formation that created 
structure in the past, as well as in archaeological records. In this respect, Bronze Age studies have 
increasingly shown that particular acts of deposition are ‘time-transgressive’ and can refer to the 
transfer of objects and substances from a ‘prior’ place and incorporating these in ‘new’ place-making. 
In the context of network changes, such acts of deposition almost literally materialise the ‘punctuated’ 
continuity inherent in trajectories of social formations (i.e. social reproduction). These cases can be 
recognised archaeologically by their typochronological ambiguity and, for this reason, make more 
sense as a social practice of transfer (as a material form of social reproduction).40 In general, the notion 
of trajectories of community formation captures the finer-grained rhythms and continuity inherent in 
social reproduction, as well as the ‘multi-sited’ character of social life and its trajectories. As a 
consequence, this notion will be used most frequently in the case study of Early Bronze Age networks 
and trajectories (Chapters 3-8). Capturing the intersection of cultural landscapes (§2.1) and social 
networks (§2.2), trajectories of community formation are also a significant part of a network approach 
                                                 
39 Elsewhere I have referred to this structural property of archaeological records as its ‘punctuatedness’ (Van Rossenberg 2005a). 
40 Here a focus on multi-sitedness can add an ancestral dimension to place-making, steering clear of the notion of ‘heirlooms’ in 
too pregnant a sense (cf. Joyce 2000). 
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to historical trajectories in the long term. This is the third thread of the theoretical and methodological 
framework that will be taken up again after the case study (Chapters 3-8), extending a non-selective, 
multi-sited and data-rich approach of cultural landscapes and social networks to the study of network 
changes in the longer term of Bronze Age trajectories (Chapter 9). 
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Chapter 3 
Introducing the Early Bronze Age in Central Italy 
 
“Questa sommaria rassegna delle fonti disponibili valga a 
mettere sull’avviso il lettore. La trama del nostro racconto 
è dunque povera e discontinua, tale da lasciare campo, nel 
nostro tentativo di ricostruzione storica, più a congetture 
che a positive certezze.” (Peroni 1971, 13)41 
 
The Early Bronze Age (EBA)42 is a relatively elusive period in later prehistory of Central Italy, 
sandwiched between two well-documented periods, the Copper Age and the Middle Bronze Age. For a 
long time, this has made it necessary to scale up any attempt at synthesis of this period in Italy to the 
scope of the peninsula as a whole. Peroni’s L’antica età del bronzo (1971) can be considered as the first 
comprehensive synthesis of the Early Bronze Age. In his synthesis Central Italy still plays a relatively 
minor part, particularly with respect to Northern Italy. Moreover, some of the evidence that had been 
regarded as EBA in date at the time of Peroni’s synthesis, has been redated to the late-final phase of the 
Copper Age or the first phase of the Middle Bronze Age (MBA). Because of the relative scarcity of 
EBA evidence in Central Italy, regional syntheses have been equally scarce. In the case of Abruzzo, 
discussion of the EBA situation was limited to a couple of pages in a comprehensive overview of 
prehistory in the 1970s (Radmilli 1977, 381-385). However, even a recent overview of the Bronze Age 
in the same region by Bietti Sestieri (2003) is only more substantial from the MBA onwards. For 
instance, the list of sites in this overview follows a periodisation that excludes the Early Bronze Age 
(Bietti Sestieri 2003, 305-307). In contrast, EBA archaeological records are generally better known in 
Lazio, but overviews tend to be restricted to site lists. Two such lists present a significant increase from 
45 sites in the 1970s (Guidi 1979) to 87 sites in the 1990s (Guidi & Pascucci 1996). Although site 
numbers had almost doubled within these two decades, overall these have remained relatively low. This 
means that the discrepancy between the number of sites and the duration of the Early Bronze Age, 
estimated at 400-500 years (§3.3), has remained. 
The synthesis that is currently authoritative was published relatively recently by Cocchi 
Genick in 1998: L’antica età del bronzo nell’Italia centrale: Profilo di un’epoca e di un’appropriata 
strategia metodologica. It follows up her earlier study (Cocchi Genick 1996a) that had resulted in a 
more refined typochronology of EBA ceramics in Central Italy (§3.2). As a consequence, the main 
body of Cocchi Genick’s synthesis entails the classification of EBA ceramics, but she takes all other 
elements into consideration, too, involving a range of places in EBA cultural landscapes. The 
methodological rigour that she adopts and advocates in the subtitle of the synthesis, has led her to 
disregard some sites that other scholars have regarded as EBA in date. This concerns those assemblages 
that consist of only a limited amount of material or had not been published in detail at the time of the 
synthesis and could therefore not be included in her meticulous classfication of ceramics (Cocchi 
Genick 1998, 16-21). In addition, a considerable controversy has arisen over the chronological 
attribution of the so-called “Luni Tre Erici-Norchia” style of decorated ceramics (Di Gennaro & 
Pacciarelli 1996). This concerns very limited assemblages (mainly isolated fragments) circumscribed to 
northern Lazio (§7.1.3). For this reason, Cocchi Genick (1998, 19-21) has excluded these from her 
synthesis and subsequently regarded this particular style as an ‘early’ Middle Bronze Age phenomenon 
(Cocchi Genick 2001, 2002). In this thesis I will argue that these particular assemblages can be 
interpreted as a regional style of ceramics (§7.1.3; §7.2), which seems to make most sense at the Early-
Middle Bronze Age transition (§9.2.1). 
As the most recent and authoritative synthesis of the period, incorporating both Abruzzo and 
Lazio, Cocchi Genick’s study (1998) will be used as the starting-point for this case study in data-rich 
synthesis of EBA networks, without overlooking archaeological evidence that was published more 
                                                 
41 “The reader should note the brevity of this overview of the sources available. The fabric of our account is therefore so poor and 
discontinuous that it gives way to conjectures, in our attempt at historical reconstruction, rather than positive certainties” (Peroni 
1971, 13; my translation). 
42 For the sake of the English-language readership, throughout this thesis Early Bronze Age will be abbreviated as EBA, despite 
the potential confusion on the part of readers familiar with the common Italian abbreviation BA = “Bronzo antico” (Table 1.1). 
However, the Italian abbreviation (BA) will be used in references to typochronological subphases, albeit mostly with the addition 
of ‘subphase’ as a prefix (§3.2; Table 3.2). 
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recently (Chapters 4-8). This introductory chapter starts with an exploration of general issues 
concerning the Early Bronze Age in Central Italy as a whole. First, archaeological records will be 
introduced (§3.1), followed by a discussion of ceramics typochronology in relation to cultural 
boundaries from a network perspective (§3.2). Then I will discuss absolute chronology (§3.3), followed 
by environmental reconstructions in Abruzzo and Lazio, including a consideration of the EBA eruption 
of SOMMA-VESUVIUS in Campania (§3.4). 
 
3.1 Archaeological records 
An overview of the types of place and the respective numbers of sites adapted from Cocchi Genick’s 
synthesis of the Early Bronze Age (1998), can give an indication of extant archaeological records in 
Abruzzo and Lazio, in the context of Central Italy as a whole (Table 3.1). It shows the discrepancy in 
the evidence in terms of numbers of sites available for Abruzzo [n=12] and Lazio [n=39], respectively. 
The overview also highlights significant gaps in the EBA archaeological records in terms of types of 
place (Table 3.1), which are discussed in greater detail in the respective chapters. In general, however, 
regional differentiation in archaeological visibility underscores that it is tempting to extrapolate (i.e. to 
fill in the gaps with information) from other regions in archaeological synthesis. Without going into too 
much detail in this introduction, some initial observations can be made on the presence of regional 
differentiation in the form of overrepresentation and underrepresentation of particular types of place (or 












Total number of 
sites 
Marche 3 1 - 3 7 
Umbria - 1 - 3 4 
Tuscany 9 22 1 21 53 
Lazio 29 6 2 2 39 
Abruzzo 5 3 1 3 12 
Total 46 33 4 32 115 
Table 3.1: overview of site numbers for each of the five Central Italian regions in Cocchi 
Genick’s synthesis (1998), following her classification of sites in terms of types of place. 
 
Open-air sites (commonly interpreted as settlements) are overrepresented in Lazio, with 
respect to other regions (Table 3.1). Arguably, this derives from a strong tradition of field survey 
projects on the part of both Italian and non-Italian archaeologists, with a particular interest in the 
protohistoric periods in the light of early state formation (§1.2). Nonetheless, EBA sites tend to remain 
underrepresented in the systematic, (sub)regional field survey projects of non-Italian archaeologists, 
due to a lack of expertise to recognise EBA ceramics. This is remedied to some extent by current 
attempts at reassessment and redating of material from sites recorded by these projects, with the help of 
Italian specialists, for instance in the context of continued research by the British School at Rome 
focused on Southern Etruria (Di Gennaro & Stoddart 1982; Patterson et al. 2000; Patterson 2004; 
Stoddart 2004/2007) and the AGRO PONTINO survey of the University of Groningen (Alessandri 2007, 
2009). At the same time, there is a lack of excavations of EBA open-air sites, on the basis of which the 
interpretation of surface assemblages as settlements can be corroborated (Chapter 7). 
The relative underrepresentation of evidence for EBA metalwork deposition in Abruzzo and 
Lazio (Table 3.1) is largely an artifact of the selective focus on multiple finds and the exclusion of 
single finds of metalwork from Cocchi Genick’s synthesis (1998). In both these regions more single 
finds of metalwork have been recorded than hoards, the latter defined as multiple depositions (Chapter 
4). The case study will show that the spatial distributions of single finds of metalwork, which have been 
studied predominantly from a typochronological perspective, can fill a gap in our understanding of 
EBA cultural landscapes in Central Italy (Chapters 4 & 8). This does not mean, however, that the 
relative underrepresentation of hoards in Abruzzo and Lazio, with respect to Tuscany [n=21] (Table 
3.1), is irrelevant. It is a strong indication that the copper deposits in the latter region were the most 
likely, or most frequent, source of raw material in Central Italy as a whole (Chapter 4). 
On a general note, the relatively low total number of sites in Abruzzo [n=12], with respect to 
Lazio [n=39], does pose a serious problem for the inter-regional comparative approach adopted in the 
case study. Still, there are no obvious qualitative gaps in our knowledge, such as the absence of 
evidence for settlements and burials in Umbria (Table 3.1). The fact that several types of place are 
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represented in both Abruzzo and Lazio does seem to allow for adopting a cultural landscape 
perspective in the case study. On the other hand, the reconstruction of social networks, to a large extent 
dependent on spatial distributions of places (as nodes), may turn out to be a problem, in particular 
affecting the reconstruction of settlement patterns (Chapter 7). It is shown that more detailed inter-
regional comparisons are possible concerning metalwork deposition (Chapter 4), burial (Chapter 5) and 
cave use (Chapter 6). Before turning to these discussions of the constituent elements of EBA cultural 
landscapes, three general frameworks will be discussed in the remainder of this introductory chapter: 
first and foremost, Cocchi Genick’s typochronology of EBA ceramics (1998), the main relative 
chronology43 that has also been used as a basis for the delineation of cultural groups (§3.2); secondly, 
the slowly increasing body of absolute dating evidence pertaining to EBA contexts (§3.3); and, finally, 
the rising number of reconstructions of environment and climate that are relevant for EBA trajectories 
(§3.4). 
 
Italian terms and abbreviations (typochronology after Cocchi 
Genick 1998) 
English terms and abbreviations (in this thesis) 
“orizzonte di passaggio” (so-called ‘transitional’ horizon) “Copper Age-EBA transition” (CA-EBA1; or 
“Copper Age-EBA1 transition”) 
Bronzo antico (BA; BA1-BA2 or “BA generico”) Early Bronze Age, or “generically EBA” 
Bronzo antico 1 (BA1) Early Bronze Age (first phase) (EBA1) 
BA1A & BA1B subphase BA1A & subphase BA1B 
Bronzo antico 2 (BA2) Early Bronze Age (second phase) (EBA2), rather 
than subphase BA2 [since Cocchi Genick 1998 
does not subdivide BA2] 
BA2A & BA2B [only used occasionally] EBA2 & ‘late’ EBA2 
Bronzo antico/Bronzo medio 1 (BA/BM1) “Early-Middle Bronze Age transition”, or “EBA2-
MBA1 transition” (EBA2-MBA1) 
Bronzo Medio 1-2 (BM1-2) Middle Bronze Age (first phase) (MBA1) 
BM1A & BM1B (Cocchi Genick 2001, 2002) subphase BM1A (or “EBA2-MBA1 transition”) & 
subphase BM1B (see Chapter 9) 
Table 3.2: abbreviations and terminology based on ceramics typochronology. 
 
3.2 Typology of ceramics: relative chronology and regionalisation 
The core of Cocchi Genick’s synthesis (1998) is her meticulous classification of EBA ceramics. This 
has made an invaluable contribution to the relative chronology of this period (§3.2.1), as well as the 
delineation of cultural groups (or subgroups) in Central Italy (§3.2.2). Still, she herself mentions a 
number of problems in constructing a relative chronology based on this particular typological 
classification. One such problem is the general lack of absolute dates from EBA contexts in Central 
Italy as a whole (§3.3) that can be used to ‘calibrate’ relative chronologies. Another problem is the lack 
of stratified assemblages in some regions. Relative chronologies are mainly based on stratigraphies in 
caves, which in Abruzzo and Lazio have yielded in general only limited amounts of EBA material 
(Chapter 6). This situation is not balanced by stratigraphical information from other archaeological 
contexts, given the current lack of excavations of EBA open-air sites in Abruzzo and Lazio (Chapter 7). 
In the case of Abruzzo, the main problem remains the overall scarcity of EBA sites and assemblages 
(§3.1; Table 3.1). Nonetheless, Cocchi Genick (1998) has been able to distinguish two main 
typochronological phases, i.e. an earlier phase [BA1] and a later phase [BA2], and to subdivide the 
earlier phase in subphases [BA1A & BA1B], whereas the later phase is subdivided only very 
occasionally (Table 3.2). This relative chronology based on EBA ceramics has been corroborated by 
further typochronological studies and is generally accepted as the standard in EBA studies in Central 
Italy (cf. Belardelli et al. 2007; Ialongo 2007; Alessandri 2007, 2009), with the exception of 
typochronological issues at the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition (Chapter 9). 
 
3.2.1 Typochronology, ceramic connections and typo-networks 
Excluding hoards of metalwork (§3.1; Table 3.1), generally dissociated from ceramics (Chapter 4), the 
majority of assemblages including ceramics (75 out of 83) have been attributed to a specific phase (or 
both main phases) of the Early Bronze Age (Table 3.3). Including assemblages with evidence for 
                                                 
43 The other main relative chronology, based on typological classification of EBA metalwork, will be discussed in the context of 
metalwork deposition (§4.1). 
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EBA1-EBA2 continuity in the comparison, EBA2 assemblages [56%] are better represented than 
EBA1 assemblages [44%]. 
 
 EBA1 EBA1-EBA2 EBA2 total 
Marche 2 1 1 4 
Umbria - 1 - 1 
Tuscany 6 12 9 27 
Lazio 10 8 18 36 
Abruzzo 1 3 3 7 
total 19 25 31 75 
EBA1 (total) 44 EBA2 (total) 56  
Table 3.3: overview of site numbers in terms of the relative chronology based on EBA ceramics in 
Central Italy (compiled after Cocchi Genick 1998). 
 
These proportions show a strong correlation with those of overall numbers of vessel types, 
attributed to EBA1 [n=145] and EBA2 [n=191], respectively (Table 3.4). Arguably, this broad 
similarity underscores that the classification is internally sound and the division into two main phases 
valid. At the same time, some deviations in proportions can be found that on closer inspection reveal a 
diachronic pattern. A significant change seems to have occurred in terms of the proportions of vessel 
types, handles and decorations between the two subphases of EBA1 (Table 3.4). Whereas the 
proportions of vessel types and handles increased between BA1A and BA1B, the proportion of 
decorations decreased, accordingly. In this respect, subphase BA1B seems to have constituted a 
‘transitional’ phase in EBA trajectories, corresponding with the lowest number of vessel types (Table 
3.4). 
 
Table 3.4: overview of the numbers of vessel types, handles and decorations in terms of EBA 
typochronology (compiled after Cocchi Genick 1998; including variants and unica as separate 
types and excluding types that are ‘non-diagnostic’ or generically EBA in date). 
 
This broad diachronic pattern is culturally significant in itself and will be explored further in 
terms of the spatial dimensions of ‘ceramic connections’ (or sharing of vessel types between sites). In 
this respect, a major omission from Cocchi Genick’s synthesis (1998) concerns one or several maps 
that could have served as a starting-point for spatial analysis and substantiated her typochronology.44 
‘Typochronological networks’ (or typo-networks) that visualise relationships between assemblages (or 
places) in terms of vessel types, can be used as a proxy for regional to supra-regional connectivity 
(§2.2.2). The question is whether Cocchi Genick’s typological classification (1998) can be used to 
visualise such typo-networks. Because of the overall high number of types that she distinguishes (Table 
3.4), her approach to classification is one that is characteristic of so-called ‘splitters’ (as opposed to 
‘lumpers’). In the end, the number of sites to which each type is linked, ranges from one to ten at the 
most, with two or three on average. Based on the assumption that a typological or ‘ceramic connection’ 
is more likely to be found between two adjacent sites than covering long distances, one would expect 
that this approach favours the distinction of micro-regional ceramic traditions, not supra-regional 
patterns of connectivity. In addition, given the gaps in extant EBA archaeological records in Central 
Italy (§3.1; Table 3.1), one would not expect larger networks to emerge. However, the reverse seems to 
be the case, in the sense that larger ‘typo-networks’ do emerge from adding up ‘ceramic connections’ in 
each subphase. Visualising the spatial relationships inherent in typological classification of site 
                                                 
44 The only map entails a general site distribution map with indiscriminate dots, not even distinguishing between types of place 
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assemblages, these typo-networks will be used as a starting-point for such a spatial analysis of ceramics 
typochronology. 
Types not dated specifically to one of the three (sub)phases (BA1A, BA1B, BA2) have been 
excluded from the following analysis. Because of their lack of chronological resolution (or precision) 
‘undated’, ‘undiagnostic’ types and those generically dated to EBA, in vogue in both main phases BA1-
BA2 (Table 3.2), have not been included in the typo-networks. Similarly, those types that are only 
generically EBA1 in date and those dated to a so-called ‘transitional’ phase (“orizzonte di passaggio”) 
at the Copper Age-EBA1 transition (Table 3.2) have been excluded, although those more specifically 
dated to the final Copper Age and subphase BA1A are included in the respective typo-networks (Figure 
3.1). The two main types of place are rendered as distinctive icons in the following series of typo-
networks, showing caves (and rock shelters) as ‘triangles’ and open-air sites as ‘circles’. Visualising 
these types of place as distinctive icons in typo-networks helps to appreciate the spatial dimensions of 
Cocchi Genick’s observation (1998, passim) that caves constituted crucial, ‘central’ places in supra-
regional connectivity. She interprets this phenomenon, specifically connected with caves as 
depositional contexts (Chapter 6), in terms of the circulation of ritualised forms of practice in a supra-
regional context. As a consequence, the following typo-networks will emerge predominantly from 
‘ceramic connections’ over long distances in Central Italy based on vessel types that are shared 
between and often exclusive to caves. By contrast, places that lack ‘ceramic connections’, not sharing 
vessel types with other sites, can be interpreted (ex silentio) as a proxy for the presence of sub-regional 
(or ‘local’) ceramic traditions. Finally, the EBA sites from the adjacent region of Emilia-Romagna in 
Northern Italy that Cocchi Genick incorporates in her synthesis (1998 [nos. 1-11]), will also be 
included in the following series of typo-networks.45 
 
Copper Age-EBA1 transition 
The first couple of typo-networks refers to subphase BA1A, one based on vessel types (Figure 3.1a) 
and the other on decorations (Figure 3.1b). Typochronological connections between sites are rendered 
as connecting lines that visualise these spatial dimensions as a typo-network. Those sites that 
participate in the typo-network are highlighted (in dark), different from the remaining, contemporary 
but unconnected sites (in white). Sites dated generically to EBA1 (or main phase BA1) have been 
included in the ‘typo-networks’ of subphase BA1A (Figure 3.1) and subphase BA1B (Figure 3.2). 
Because generically EBA1 vessel types have been excluded from the typo-networks (see above), the 
respective sites are, by definition, unconnected and add to the number of white icons. They have been 
included here, however, to give an impression of potential EBA1 site distributions in Central Italy as a 
whole. 
A first observation is that the typo-network based on BA1A vessel types (Figure 3.1a) is 
geographically limited to the region of Tuscany and excludes the majority of site assemblages from 
Abruzzo and Lazio. This can be regarded as a proxy for a focus on Tuscany in connectivity over longer 
distances. Given the overrepresentation of decorations in subphase BA1A (see above; Table 3.4), a 
comparison can be made between typo-networks based on vessel types and decorations. By 
comparison, the typo-network based on decorations is more extensive on the Tyrrhenian side of the 
peninsula and includes connections to two sites in southern Lazio (Figure 3.1b). Still, a similar focus on 
Tuscany can be discerned in the typo-network, corroborating the lack of ceramic connections in the 
larger part of Central Italy in supra-regional connectivity in subphase BA1A. It should be recalled, 
however, that the gaps in EBA archaeological records from Marche and Abruzzo (§3.1; Table 3.1) 
contributes to the lack of connectivity on the Adriatic side of the peninsula, both in terms of vessel 
types (Figure 3.1a) and decorations (Figure 3.1b). 
In order to interpret these typo-networks in terms of connectivity, it should be recalled that 
subphase BA1A was connected to the final Copper Age in a diachronic trend in numbers and 
proportions of types (Table 3.4). In particular, the overrepresentation of decorations (see above) can be 
linked to a persistent Bell Beaker tradition of decorated ceramics. It may therefore not be a coincidence 
that the same geographically limited focus on Tuscany that is shown by typo-networks at the Copper 
Age-EBA1 transition (Figure 3.1), can be found in the spatial distribution of comprehensive Bell 
Beaker assemblages in Central Italy. This ‘core’ Bell Beaker distribution is focused on Tuscany and 
only extended by a percolated pattern in the distribution of limited amounts of decorated ceramics, 
focused on Lazio and excluding Abruzzo (cf. Cocchi Genick 1998a; Fugazzola Delpino & Pellegrini 
                                                 
45 These Northern Italian sites were not included in the discussion of EBA archaeological records (§3.1). 
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1998a; Sarti 1998; D’Ercole & Pennacchioni 2001). This ‘fall-off’ pattern on the Tyrrhenian side of the 
peninsula coincides with the typo-network based on decorations (Figure 3.1b), as these are generally 
defined in terms of a persistent ‘Bell Beaker’ tradition of decorated ceramics.46 To be more precise, the 
two southernmost nodes in the border zone between Tuscany and Lazio in the typo-network for vessel 
types (Figure 3.1a) can be interpreted as connecting elements in the typo-network for decorations that 
extends into southern Lazio 
(Figure 3.1b). 
 
Figure 3.1: map (adapted from 
http://commons.wikimedia.org/
wiki/File:Italy_map-blank.svg) 
showing the ‘typo-networks’ of 
subphase BA1A in Central 
Italy based on (a) vessel types 
(above) and (b) decorations 
(below). Connecting lines 
between caves (triangles) 
and/or open-air sites (circles) 
indicate that at least one vessel 
type is shared between two 
sites, while lineweight increases 
with the number of connections 
(compiled after Cocchi Genick 
1998). The one lozenge-shaped 
icon in northern Lazio is the 
cult place of FOSSO CONICCHIO. 
 
These two nodes are 
situated in northernmost Lazio 
and constitute the only 
comprehensive ‘Bell Beaker’ 
assemblages in the region, one 
(FOSSO CONICCHIO) a funerary 
context and/or cult place 
(Chapter 5; Appendix 2 [#11]) 
and the other (TORRE 
CROGNOLA) an extensive surface 
assemblage that is commonly 
interpreted as a settlement 
(Chapter 7; Appendix 4 [#61]). 
The historically particular 
significance of these two nodes in 
northernmost Lazio as supra-
regional meeting-places, in the 
context of a relatively ‘close-
knit’ network focused on 
Tuscany (Figure 3.1), will be 
substantiated in the data-rich 
synthesis of the case study 
(Chapter 8). One reason to 
interpret the supra-regional focus 
on Tuscany as a past reality, is 
the location of the COLLINE 
METALLIFERE at the heart of this 
region and the typo-network of subphase BA1A in Central Italy. This particular area seems to have 
                                                 
46 In fact, ‘Bell Beaker’ types of decoration seems to have persisted in Tuscany into EBA2 (cf. Sarti 2004). 
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The diachronic trend in the proportions of types (Table 3.4) indicates a change between subphases 
BA1A and BA1B (see above) and requires a closer look, by making a comparison of the respective 
‘typo-networks’ (Figures 3.1 & 3.2). Here it should be recalled that the lowest proportion concerns 
vessel types specifically dated to subphase BA1B (Table 3.4). This could suggest that the respective 
typo-network will be less representative as a proxy for regional to supra-regional connectivity. 
Nonetheless, the ‘typo-network’ of subphase BA1B (Figure 3.2) does not seem to show a significant 
change in connectivity with the previous subphase (Figure 3.1a). The main focus of the network on the 
region of Tuscany persists, again underscored by the relative lack of ceramic connections elsewhere in 
Central Italy (Figure 3.2). It underscores that acquisition of raw material for metalwork production (or 
finished objects) from central-southern Tuscany (Chapter 4) probably remained crucial in creating a 
supra-regional network in terms 
of ‘ceramic connectivity’. 
 
Figure 3.2: map (adapted from 
http://commons.wikimedia.org/
wiki/File:Italy_map-blank.svg) 
with ‘typo-network’ of 
subphase BA1B in Central 
Italy based on vessel types. 
Connecting lines between caves 
(triangles) and/or open-air sites 
(circles) indicate that at least 
one vessel type is shared 
between two sites, while 
lineweight increases with the 
number of connections 
(compiled after Cocchi Genick 
1998). 
 
A new characteristic, 
however, is that the typo-network 
of subphase BA1B shows 
connectivity between Tuscany 
and the intermontane, APENNINE 
parts of Abruzzo (Figure 3.2). 
This extension of the ‘typo-
network’ corresponds with the northernmost extension of the larger Southern Italian sphere into 
southern ‘coastal’ Abruzzo (§3.2.2). It could indicate that patterns of mobility linking the Adriatic side 
of the peninsula to southern Tuscany followed an intermontane route, apparently by-passing the larger 
part of Lazio (Figure 3.2). This apparent network change seems to have coincided with the 
abandonment of one of the two ‘well-connected’ places in northernmost Lazio, on the Tyrrhenian side 
of the peninsula (see above). Although the lozenge-shaped icon (FOSSO CONICCHIO) is shown because 
of the presence of generically EBA1 vessel types in its assemblage (Figure 3.2), its lack of connections 
in the typo-network of subphase BA1B contrasts with its previous role as a node in subphase BA1A 
(Figure 3.1) and arguably indicates its abandonment. This scenario will be explored in the context of 
regional connectivity in Abruzzo and Lazio (§7.2) and the multi-sited analysis (Chapter 8). Another 
characteristic of connectivity that requires further exploration in the case study, is the persistent lack of 
ceramic connections that leaves the larger part of Lazio seemingly disconnected in EBA1 (Figures 3.1 
& 3.2). In particular, the micro-regional synthesis of settlement patterns in the intermontane FUCINO 
BASIN (Ialongo 2007), including full publication of the respective assemblages, can be used to 
substantiate regional connectivity between Abruzzo and Lazio (Chapter 7), in greater detail than was 
possible at the time of Cocchi Genick’s synthesis (1998). 
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EBA2 
In the subsequent phase (EBA2) typo-networks emerge from a relatively large number of vessel types 
specifically attributed to subphase BA2 (Table 3.4). The correspondingly higher number of ceramic 
connections provides the opportunity to distinguish those based on types that are exclusive to caves 
(Figure 3.3a) from other connections, based on types that have also (or exclusively) been found in other 
types contexts (Figure 3.3b). Despite the higher number of ceramic connections, the resulting EBA2 
typo-networks give to a large extent the same general impression as EBA1 typo-networks (Figures 3.1 
& 3.2). The general focus on Tuscany (see above) persists as a characteristic of EBA2 connectivity in 
Central Italy, especially among 
caves (Figure 3.3a). At the same 
time, a number of differences 
with EBA1 connectivity can be 
discerned, mainly the increase of 
connections that involve EBA2 
open-air sites (Figure 3.3b). 
Different from EBA1 
typo-networks (Figures 3.1 & 
3.2), a series of open-air sites on 
the Adriatic side of the peninsula 
are included in the EBA2 typo-
network (Figure 3.3b). This adds 
a regional, ‘coastal’ network in 
the northern Adriatic to the close-
knit, regional network focused on 
Tuscany in which caves 
predominate (Figure 3.3a). By 
contrast, the majority of sites in 
Abruzzo and Lazio remain 
unconnected from the EBA2 
typo-networks (Figure 3.3). Still, 
a new cluster of open-air sites at 
the present border between 
Tuscany and Lazio does change 
overall site distributions on the 
Tyrrhenian side of the peninsula. 
 
Figure 3.3: map (adapted from 
http://commons.wikimedia.org/
wiki/File:Italy_map-blank.svg) 
with ‘typo-networks’ of 
subphase BA2 in Central Italy 
based on (a) vessel types 
exclusive to caves and LAGO DI 
MEZZANO (above) and (b) 
vessel types that include open-
air sites (below). Connecting 
lines between caves (triangles) 
and/or open-air sites (circles) 
indicate that at least one vessel 
type is shared between two 
sites, while lineweight increases 
with the number of connections 
(compiled after Cocchi Genick 
1998). 
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This new cluster includes the largest EBA2 assemblage (LAGO DI MEZZANO) that has been 
interpreted as a lake-side cult place, situated in northernmost Lazio (Chapter 7). For this reason, 
connections based on vessel types from LAGO DI MEZZANO that are otherwise exclusive to caves, have 
been incorporated in the typo-network based on vessel types exclusive to caves (Figure 3.3a). In itself, 
the emergence of a large cluster of EBA2 sites in northernmost Lazio constitutes a significant effort in 
place-making. It is significant, however, that it did not change the basic structure of EBA1 connectivity 
(see above). Arguably, the nodal character of the border zone between Tuscany and Lazio in a supra-
regional context was preserved (Chapter 8), constituting the southern margins of the close-knit network 
focused on Tuscany (Figures 3.1, 3.2 & 3.3). To reiterate, the most likely explanation for the nodal role 
of northernmost Lazio is its spatial proximity to the area of copper resources, situated further to the 
north, at the heart of Tuscany (Chapter 4). 
Finally, EBA2 ‘typo-networks’ based on vessel types (Figure 3.3) show a higher number of 
connections over shorter distances, a higher degree of regional (or even micro-regional) connectivity 
than before in EBA1 (Figures 3.1 & 3.2). This pattern is more pronounced in the ‘typo-network’ based 
on EBA2 handle types (Figure 3.4). Here it should be recalled that the number and proportion of 
handles had increased with respect to EBA1 (see above; Table 3.4). The resulting typo-network (Figure 
3.4) preserves the basic structure of supra-regional connectivity in terms of vessel types (Figure 3.3). It 
divides Central Italy roughly in a ‘northern’ sphere (i.e. Tuscany) and a ‘southern’ sphere (i.e. Abruzzo 
and Lazio), and perhaps also an ‘eastern’, northern Adriatic sphere (Figure 3.4). This division of 
Central Italy in two (or three) spheres indicates that ‘regional’ traditions of handles can be recognised 
as socially and culturally significant in EBA2. In particular, the typo-network shows that the two main 
‘handle spheres’ intersect in the Tuscany-Lazio border zone (Figure 3.4), thereby underscoring the 
nodal role of this particular area (see above). 
 
Figure 3.4: map (adapted from 
http://commons.wikimedia.org/
wiki/File:Italy_map-blank.svg) 
with ‘typo-network’ of subphase 
BA2 in Central Italy based on 
handle types. Connecting lines 
between caves (triangles) and/or 
open-air sites (circles) indicate 
that at least one vessel type is 
shared between two sites, while 
lineweight increases with the 
number of connections 
(compiled after Cocchi Genick 
1998). Two EBA2 ‘handle 
spheres’ can be recognised, with 
LAGO DI MEZZANO at their 
intersection, and perhaps a 
third along the northern 
Adriatic coast. 
 
From the perspective of 
the case study, it is significant that 
the ‘southern handle sphere’ is 
mainly constituted by Abruzzo 
and Lazio (Figure 3.4). It is an 
indication that a larger, regional network existed in the area of the case study that is not based on a lack 
of connections and its exclusion from the relatively close-knit regional network focused on Tuscany 
(i.e. generalised absence of evidence). Still, it should be stressed that the general lack of ceramic 
connections in Abruzzo and Lazio in EBA1 ‘typo-networks’ (Figure 3.1 & 3.2) is culturally and 
socially significant in itself and cannot wholly explained by gaps in EBA archaeological records 
(Chapter 8). In this respect, the intermediate position of Abruzzo and Lazio between the regional 
network focused on Tuscany and the larger Southern Italian sphere, should be taken into account. 
Overall, the general observations made in this section on the basis of a series of typochronological 
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networks (or ‘typo-networks’) can be used as a proxy for (changes in) regional and supra-regional 
connectivity and should be kept in mind in the following section that discusses the cultural groups that 
Cocchi Genick (1998) has distinguished on the basis of the same classification of EBA ceramics. 
 
3.2.2 Regionalisation and cultural groups 
Despite considerable gaps in EBA archaeological records (§3.1; Table 3.1), Cocchi Genick (1998, 307-
333) has been able to delineate a series of cultural groups in Central Italy (Figure 3.5). Her 
reconstruction is mainly based on patterns of cultural exclusiveness of particular vessel types in her 
classification of ceramics. This includes the majority of vessel types without parallels that, by 
definition, do not appear as ceramic connections in the series of ‘typo-networks’ (Figures 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 
& 3.4). Cocchi Genick acknowledges that her classification and delineation of cultural groups is 
‘polythetic’ in character, in the sense that ‘cross-cultural’ connections help to create a polythetic sense 
of overlap between cultural groups. She substantiates this in a series of tables with the permutations of 
vessel types exclusive to a particular group and common vessel types shared between cultural groups 
(Cocchi Genick 1998, 330-333 [tab. 4-8]).47 
 
Figure 3.5: map (adapted from 
http://commons.wikimedia.org/
wiki/File:Italy_map-blank.svg) 
with cultural groups in Central 
Italy delineated on the basis of 
EBA ceramics typology 




rigour in her classification has 
allowed Cocchi Genick to study 
intercultural interaction on a 
supra-regional in a polythetic 
sense, going beyond a territorial 
notion of cultural boundaries. At 
the same time, however, she does 
not substantiate her analysis by 
visualising connectivity and 
cultural distinctiveness in 
distribution maps. This reifies her 
cultural groups (as bounded 
entities), thereby paradoxically 
denying them a polythetic 
character (Figure 3.5). 
To be more precise, the map with reconstructed cultural groups, based on her classification in 
the initial publication (Cocchi Genick 1996a, 89 [fig. 1]), was excluded from Cocchi Genick’s final 
synthesis (1998). This does seem to caution not to misinterpret the respective, reconstructed cultural 
boundaries (Figure 3.5) in a territorial sense. However, the lack of maps also leaves implicit the 
benefits of visualising reconstructed cultural groups as networks, as a critical counterpart to the use of 
typo-networks as a proxy for regional to supra-regional connectivity (§3.2.1). Building on the latter, 
some critical remarks can be made about the reconstructed cultural groups, both in a ‘synchronic’ and a 
‘diachronic’ sense, which have the potential to reinforce their polythetic character. The discussion starts 
from a comparison of the delineated groups (Figure 3.5) with actual site distributions (Figure 3.6). 
                                                 
47 She has also used this polythetic approach to highlight similarities and differences between assemblages from contexts of 
burial (Chapter 5), caves (Chapter 6) and settlements (Chapter 7), rather than following preconceived notions of site function. 
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Cultural landscapes and social networks 
A first problem is that remains implicit in the reconstructed EBA cultural groups (Figure 3.5) is that 
they refer to both EBA1 and EBA2. In a diachronic sense, units of analysis cultural groups that collapse 
three subphases into a single ‘synchronic’ construct could hide network changes between EBA1 and 
EBA2, including changes in the respective cultural boundaries. Secondly, in terms of types of place, 
some of the delineated groups are predominated by caves, with only a limited number of open-air sites, 
or none at all (Figure 3.6). 
 
Figure 3.6: map (adapted from 
http://commons.wikimedia.org/
wiki/File:Italy_map-blank.svg) 
with reconstructed cultural 
groups in Central Italy (see 
Figure 3.5) in relation to site 
distributions (a) in EBA1 
(above), highlighting caves, 
TORRE CROGNOLA and FOSSO 
CONICCHIO, and (b) in EBA2 
(below), highlighting caves and 
LAGO DI MEZZANO (compiled 
after Cocchi Genick 1998). 
 
For instance, the presumption in 
interpreting cave-dominated 
clusters as cultural groups is that 
a ‘gap’ (in terms of contemporary 
open-air sites) exists in the 
respective archaeological record, 
denying the possibility that 
absence of evidence equals 
evidence of absence. Here it 
should be appreciated that two 
such groups (GRUPPO DI ASCIANO 
and GRUPPO DEL BEATO 
BENINCASA) rank among the 
smaller reconstructed cultural 
groups (Figure 3.5). 
These smaller groups 
could misrepresent a ‘complete’ 
cultural landscape that would 
actually have extended beyond 
the reconstructed cultural 
boundary. Since both these 
groups are situated at significant, 
cross-APENNINE nodes in a 
supra-regional context (Figures 
3.1, 3.2, 3.3 & 3.4), each of them 
could have constituted not so 
much a cultural group in itself as 
a group of places used for 
deposition and shared between 
cultural groups. Rather than the 
presumption that a gap in EBA 
archaeological records (§3.1) will 
inevitably be filled with open-air 
sites in the future, the possibility 
should be taken into account that 
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GRUPPO DI ASCIANO and GRUPPO DEL BEATO BENINCASA are actually defined by the role of cave use in 
social interaction over longer distances (see above), therefore not necessarily cultural groups in 
themselves. 
The peculiarity of caves as nodes in networks was already underscored by their crucial role in 
the connectivity, as visualised by ‘typo-networks’ (§3.2.1; Figures 3.1, 3.2 & 3.3). In addition, caves 
stand out for the relatively high incidence of continuity in their trajectories of use between EBA1 and 
EBA2 (Table 3.5). Whereas trajectories of open-air sites show a high degree of discontinuity, the 
majority of caves seem to have been used both in EBA1 and EBA2.48 This diachronic pattern shows 
that, in general, notions of place related to caves (Chapter 6) would probably have differed from those 
related to settlements (Chapter 7). Still, the persistence of caves as nodes in networks does not mean 
that they were not subjected to the same network changes that are highlighted by discontinuity in 
settlement patterns between EBA1 and EBA2 (Table 3.5). The same, persistent caves have to be 
situated and studied in each historically distinctive situation (i.e. EBA1 and EBA2 networks). One 
‘network characteristic’ of caves in cultural landscapes that can already be appreciated in this general 
introduction is that their distribution over the physical landscapes of Central Italy is spatially 
circumscribed. In particular, caves tend to be situated at the margins of reconstructed EBA cultural 
groups (Figure 3.6), a spatial pattern that would further underscore their crucial role in intercommunal 
interaction (Chapter 6). Recursively, the ‘marginal’ position of caves on a regional scale, with respect 
to contemporary open-air sites in some of the cultural groups (Figure 3.6), could lend some credibility 
to these reconstructed entities, with caves as connecting elements between sub-regional groups of 
settlements as small-worlds (§2.2.2). 
 




caves 1 - - Marche 
open-air sites 1 1 1 
caves - 1 - Umbria 
open-air sites - - - 
caves 4  [21%] 12  [63%] 3  [16%] Tuscany 
open-air sites 2 - 6 
caves 1 2 2 Lazio 
open-air sites 7  (24%) 6  (21%) 16  (55%) 
caves - 2 1 Abruzzo 
open-air sites 1 1 2 
caves 6  [21%] 17  [58%] 6  [21%] Total 
open-air sites 11  (25%) 8  (18%) 25  (57%) 
Table 3.5: overview of the numbers of caves and open-air sites in terms of relative chronology 
based on EBA ceramics in Central Italy (compiled after Cocchi Genick 1998). 
 
A third problem with the delineation of cultural groups in Cocchi Genick’s synthesis (1998) is 
her attempt at incorporating hoards of EBA metalwork (§4.1) in the definition of those entities. This 
approach starts from the presumption that types of place can be regarded as interchangeable in cultural 
landscapes and social networks. In other words, a hoard can be equated with the presence of a settled, 
‘local’ community in its immediate vicinity (§2.1). This presumption will be questioned in the data-rich 
synthesis of EBA networks in Abruzzo and Lazio starting from a multi-sited analysis (Chapter 8) and 
here by visualising the spatial distribution of hoards with respect to the reconstructed cultural groups in 
Central Italy (Figure 3.7). In order to bring this distinctive pattern to the fore, the boundaries of the 
reconstructed cultural groups (Figure 3.5) have been drawn solely on the basis of ceramic assemblages 
(Figure 3.6), independently from hoards of metalwork. 
The distribution of EBA hoards shows that these acts of place-making tend to occupy 
positions at the margins of the reconstructed cultural groups (Figure 3.7). This spatial pattern situates 
hoards of metalwork in intermediate positions in cultural landscapes and social networks, similar to 
caves (see above). It seems, however, that this pattern applies to hoards to a higher degree, given their 
location outside and between reconstructed cultural groups (Figure 3.7). In this respect, EBA hoards 
also ‘delimit’ GRUPPO DI ASCIANO and GRUPPO DEL BEATO BENINCASA, the two smaller cultural groups 
that mainly comprise caves (Figure 3.5; see above). In other words, the spatial pattern that hoards 
                                                 
48 Of course, these patterns are skewed towards the region with the majority of caves (Tuscany) and the region with the majority 
of open-air sites (Lazio), respectively (§3.1; Table 3.1), cf. highlighted proportions in Table 3.5. 
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occupied ‘marginal’ positions (Figure 3.7), to an even larger extent than caves (Figure 3.6), would have 
corroborated Cocchi Genick’s cultural groups, provided that she had left them out of her initial 
reconstruction. The spatial distribution of EBA hoards in Central Italy will be discussed in more detail 
in the case study, including their typochronology and the notions of place they convey (Chapter 4). 
Here a final, general observation should be made concerning the spatial pattern that the majority of 
hoards (Figure 3.7) are 
intimately linked with GRUPPO 
DELLO SCOGLIETTO (Figure 3.5). 
Again, it seems to underscore the 
significance of the COLLINE 
METALLIFERE at the heart of 
Tuscany as a major source of 
raw material for EBA metalwork 
production in Central Italy 
(Figure 3.7). 
 
Figure 3.7: map (adapted from 
http://commons.wikimedia.org/
wiki/File:Italy_map-blank.svg) 
with reconstructed cultural 
groups in Central Italy (see 
Figure 3.5) in relation to the 
spatial distribution of EBA 
hoards of metalwork (compiled 
after Cocchi Genick 1998). 
 
In turn, it recalls the 
scenario that the persistent focus 
on Tuscany in supra-regional 
connectivity (§3.2.1) would have 
been metalwork-based. In other words, metalwork was a ‘prime mover’ in EBA exchange networks on 
a supra-regional scale (Chapter 4), with ceramic-based connections in the typo-networks (Figures 3.1, 
3.2, 3.3 & 3.4) as a ‘secondary’ phenomenon. For instance, here the possibility should be taken into 
account that ceramics served as a container of metalwork in exchange, which may partly explain the 
long-distance patterns of ceramic connectivity (§3.2.1). 
 
Cultural boundaries: Abruzzo and Lazio 
It was argued that the ‘marginal’, intermediate positions of caves and hoards would to a large extent 
corroborate the EBA cultural groups reconstructed by Cocchi Genick (1998), despite a number of 
interpretive problems (see above). The question is whether these entities do not only make sense on a 
supra-regional scale but also on regional to sub-regional scales. Here the focus shifts to more specific 
issues concerning cultural boundaries in relation to the case study of Abruzzo and Lazio. 
On the Tyrrhenian side of the Italian peninsula, Cocchi Genick (1998, 320-327) incorporates 
all sites from Lazio in a single cultural group, GRUPPO DI TORRE CROGNOLA-MEZZANO, as well as two 
open-air sites from the adjacent province of Grosseto in southern Tuscany, immediately to the north 
(Figure 3.6). This group has been distinguished from GRUPPO DELLO SCOGLIETTO, consisting of sites in 
the southernmost province of Tuscany and probably extending further north (Cocchi Genick 1998, 316-
318); and from GRUPPO DEL BEATO BENINCASA with sites in southeastern Tuscany and a single site in 
Umbria to the northwest of Lazio (Cocchi Genick 1998, 318-320). GRUPPO DI TORRE CROGNOLA-
MEZZANO represents the largest entity in a geographical sense (Figure 3.5), but is characterised by the 
lowest degree of ceramic connectivity in the series of ‘typo-networks’ (§3.2.1; Figures 3.1, 3.2 & 3.3). 
It was argued that such a general lack of connectivity to the regional network focused on Tuscany can 
be regarded as significant in itself, corroborated by the distinctive ‘southern handle sphere’ in EBA2, 
separate from Tuscany (§3.2.1; Figure 3.4). Moreover, the presence of a cultural boundary between 
Tuscany and Lazio is underscored by the concentration of EBA hoards at the intersection of the 
SCOGLIETTO, BEATO BENINCASA and TORRE CROGNOLA-MEZZANO groups (Figure 3.7). 
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If the existence and the location of this particular cultural boundary can be accepted, a 
methodological problem arises from the fact that the two eponymous, type sites of GRUPPO DI TORRE 
CROGNOLA-MEZZANO are both situated in the border zone between Tuscany and Lazio. It was already 
indicated in the discussion of typo-networks (§3.2.1) that the EBA1 type site (TORRE CROGNOLA) 
constituted the southernmost node of a network focused on Tuscany (Figures 3.1 & 3.2) and that the 
EBA2 type site (LAGO DI MEZZANO) constituted a major, well-connected cult place that was included 
in a supra-regional network of caves (Figures 3.3 & 3.4). As such, the term ‘type site’ seems a 
misnomer for both these sites in northernmost Lazio, in the sense that they are not representative for the 
situation in Lazio as a whole. In fact, both ‘regional’ type sites have yielded ceramic assemblages that 
show the most variety in terms of vessel types in the context of Central Italy as a whole (Cocchi Genick 
1998, 284-286 [tab. 2]). This seems more consistent with their interpretation as nodes to which vessel 
types were introduced from several directions in a supra-regional context (than ‘type sites’ in a regional 
context). One of the main questions that has to be addressed in the case study (Chapters 4-8), is 
whether the site distributions in Lazio that make up GRUPPO DI TORRE CROGNOLA-MEZZANO, the 
largest EBA cultural group (Figure 3.5), can and should actually be divided into two (or more) smaller 
groups. In this respect, the persistent ‘gaps’ in overall EBA1 and EBA2 site distributions in Lazio 
(Figure 3.6) deserve a closer look. 
Turning to the Adriatic side of the peninsula, Cocchi Genick herself considers the two 
reconstructed territorial entities, GRUPPO DI ANCARANO-SANT’ANGELO (1998, 327-328) and GRUPPO 
ABRUZZESE (1998, 328-330) as hypothetical cultural groups (Figure 3.5) because of the overall scarcity 
of EBA sites in Marche and Abruzzo (§3.1; Table 3.1; Figure 3.6). In the case of Abruzzo, it is often 
difficult to distinguish between late Copper Age and EBA material in archaeological assemblages 
(Cocchi Genick 1998, 327-330; Bietti Sestieri 2003, 299-300). Traditionally, this phenomenon has 
been explained in terms of a prolongued duration of Copper Age cultural traditions in Abruzzo, in 
comparison with other Central Italian regions (e.g. Radmilli 1977, passim; Cremonesi & Vigliardi 
1988, 311; Di Fraia 1996a). These explanations are often phrased in terms of “retardation”, which 
highlights a tendency to stereotype Adriatic regions as backward with respect to Tyrrhenian regions.49 
Still, this scenario could explain the relatively low archaeological visibility of EBA1 assemblages in 
Abruzzo and seems to be corroborated by Cocchi Genick’s classification of ceramics, in which EBA2 
vessel types are predominant, if not exclusive, in this region (Cocchi Genick 1998, 344). Another 
explanation for the relatively low archaeological visibility of EBA1 assemblages can be found in the 
exclusion of Abruzzo from the ‘Bell Beaker’ phenomenon in Central Italy (§3.2.1), focused on the 
Tyrrhenian side of the peninsula (Fugazzola Delpino & Pellegrini 1998a, 155-157; D’Ercole & 
Pennacchioni 2001). However, a synthesis of the FUCINO BASIN in the intermontane province of 
Abruzzo (Ialongo 2007) that adopts Cocchi Genick’s relative chronology (1998), argues against such a 
meagre state of affairs. This recent study has more than doubled the number of EBA1 open-air sites in 
the region as a whole (§7.1.2). 
Although the two Adriatic groups (GRUPPO DI ANCARANO-SANT’ANGELO and GRUPPO 
ABRUZZESE) should be regarded as hypothetical, they highlight the possibility of a boundary that 
divides Abruzzo between a northern and a southern cultural group (Figure 3.5). Such a division shows 
that Cocchi Genick’s methodology (1998) is sensitive enough to avoid reification of modern regional, 
administrative boundaries as past cultural boundaries. However, it should be appreciated that the 
‘southern Adriatic’ group (GRUPPO ABRUZZESE) is one of the smallest EBA entities reconstructed in 
Central Italy (Figure 3.5). It seems likely that the delineation of this particular cultural group has 
suffered from the geographical scope of Cocchi Genick’s synthesis, especially in the light of ceramic 
connections observed between this group and sites in the Southern Italian region of Puglia (Cocchi 
Genick 1998, 329-330). The wider horizon of a larger Southern Italian sphere extending into Central 
Italy also has to be kept in mind in the interpretation of hoards in GRUPPO ABRUZZESE (Figure 3.7). 
Composition analyses of EBA metalwork from the Adriatic side of the peninsula seem to corroborate 
that Central and Southern Italian metallurgical spheres articulated (or overlapped) in southern Abruzzo 
(Chapter 4). On the Tyrrhenian side of the peninsula, the southern boundary of Central Italy does seem 
to coincide with a modern regional, administrative boundary. At least, southern Lazio can be 
distinguished from the adjacent EBA cultural group (i.e. the “Palma di Campania” ‘facies’) in northern 
Campania, Southern Italy (Cocchi Genick 1998, 327). This Southern Italian ‘facies’ or style of 
ceramics has become increasingly well-known following recent excavations of sites buried by the 
                                                 
49 Cf. Barker 1991 on similar perceptions of the adjacent Adriatic region of Molise, to the south of Abruzzo. 
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EBA2 ‘Avellino’ (Plinian style) eruption of SOMMA-VESUVIUS (§3.4). Nonetheless, connectivity across 
this cultural boundary is highlighted by the percolated pattern in the spatial distribution of “Palma di 
Campania” ceramics into southern Lazio (Chapters 6-7). 
Consequently, the overlap between the larger Central and Southern Italian spheres (Figure 1.2) 
lies within the scope of the case study of Abruzzo and Lazio and will be taken into account in more 
detail than was possible at the time of Cocchi Genick’s synthesis (1998). On the other hand, the case 
study does stop at the northern borders of Abruzzo and Lazio (§1.3.1). This means that, for instance, a 
data-rich study of the intersection of three reconstructed EBA cultural groups in southern Tuscany 
(Figures 3.5, 3.6 & 3.7) lies beyond the scope of this thesis. Nonetheless, the focus of this general 
introduction on Central Italy as a whole has already helped to underscore the peculiar position of 
northernmost Lazio in its historically distinctive, supra-regional context (§3.2.1 and see above). 
Moreover, the extended case study will show that the main boundary between the Central and Southern 
Italian spheres shifted to the heart of the geographical scope of the case study at the Early-Middle 
Bronze Age transition (Chapter 9). All in all, the focus of the case study on network changes will 
address the static notion of boundaries implicit in Cocchi Genick’s reconstruction (1998) of cultural 
groups (see above) from a network perspective. 
 
3.3 Absolute chronology: radiocarbon dates from archaeological contexts 
A major problem in interpreting the relative chronology based on ceramics typology (§3.2) in terms of 
absolute chronology is the scarcity of radiocarbon dates from EBA assemblages in Central Italy as a 
whole (Cocchi Genick 1998, chapter 8; 2002, 285-287). This scarcity contrasts with the wealth of 
radiocarbon dates available from Copper Age assemblages, including its late-final phase. The youngest 
dates for the latter corroborate the conventional date for the Copper Age-EBA1 transition, traditionally 
set around 2200-2100 BC. At the other end, the conventional date for the EBA2-MBA1 transition, 
traditionally set around 1800-1700 BC is to a large extent corroborated by radiocarbon dates from 
MBA1 assemblages in Abruzzo and Lazio. However, a ‘time-transgressive’ issue emerges from earlier 
dates for this transition in other Central Italian regions (Cocchi Genick 2002, 285-287; cf. Figure 3.10). 
In the following discussion of absolute chronology the focus will be on radiocarbon dates from 
Abruzzo and Lazio between 3300-4000 BP (Tables 3.6 & 3.7), the uncalibrated range that incorporates 
both the Copper Age-EBA1 transition and the EBA2-MBA1 transition. In general, only a few EBA 
assemblages have been sampled from archaeological contexts in both these regions. The majority of 
radiocarbon dates in the ‘EBA’ range (~3400-3800 BP) are ‘anomalies’, unexpected dating results of 
supposedly earlier or later assemblages. It will be argued that these unexpected results, on closer 
inspection, cannot always be regarded as anomalies, resulting from sampling errors and/or post-
depositional intrusions. 
 
Copper Age-EBA1 transition 
The youngest radiocarbon dates from Copper Age assemblages (in the 3800-4000 BP range) in 
Abruzzo and Lazio predominantly result from recent dating programmes (Table 3.6; Figure 3.8). The 
only date from Abruzzo in this range concerns an isolated late-final Copper Age burial (SANTA TERESA 
DI SPOLTORE). In one case from southern Lazio it concerns the youngest in a sequence of dates for 
features (3935±60 BP) and burials (3930±65 BP) in a Copper Age settlement and cemetery (OSTERIA 
DEL CURATO-VIA CINQUEFRONDI) excavated in the suburbs of the city of Rome (Anzidei et al. 2007, 
499 [tab. I]). More recently, the trajectory of this particular site has been extended with a considerably 
younger date (3740±70 BP) for one of the burials (Anzidei et al. 2011a, 306). The same pattern is 
shown by the youngest dates (3944±50 BP; 3717±50 BP) in the sequence from the Copper Age 
cemetery excavated at ROMANINA in the same micro-region (Table 3.6; Figure 3.8). This suggests that 
burial still took place at Copper Age cemeteries in southern Lazio after (or at) the Copper Age-EBA1 
transition (cf. Anzidei et al. 2011a, 306). Such an extension of the trajectories of these places has made 
the youngest dates in another sequence, deriving from a dating programme on human remains from a 
Copper Age cemetery (LA SELVICCIOLA) in the far north of Lazio, less anomalous. 
The SELVICCIOLA sequence shows a gap in the series between ~4000-4200 BP, but then 
extends into the EBA range (Tables 3.6 & 3.7). So far, two or three collective tombs have yielded 
‘anomalous’, younger dates. The youngest date from tomb 5 has a wide margin of error (3893±121 
BP), but could still represent an episode of EBA1 reuse. The youngest date from tomb 14 (3704±54 
BP) is a more certain instance of EBA1 reuse (Figure 3.8). This seems to be corroborated by the 
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superposition of the later deposition with respect to the other, late Copper Age individual (4337±94 
BP) in the same tomb (Conti et al. 1997, 180-181). Recently, radiocarbon dating of human remains 
from tomb 3 has revealed further episodes of EBA1 reuse (2213-1983 BC [1σ]), EBA2 or MBA1 reuse 
(1920-1705 BC [1σ]) and perhaps Iron Age reuse (803-534 BC [1σ]) (Petitti et al. 2006, 75 [fig. 4]). 
Contrary to the EBA1 episode for which parallels exist in the same cemetery, the two most recent dates 
from tomb 3 are regarded as anomalies (Petitti et al. 2006, 68). Alternatively, I would argue that at least 
the second youngest, EBA2-MBA1 date can be interpreted as culturally significant in its coincidence 
with the EBA2-MBA1 trajectories of the ‘rock-cut tomb’ (without human remains) in a Copper Age 
cemetery (NAVIGLIONE) and an ‘isolated’ rock-cut tomb (PRATO DI FRABULINO), both situated in the 





no. & dated 
material) 
Uncalibrated 
in years BP 
Calibrated 
(OxCal 4.1) in 
years BC 
References 
S. Teresa di Spoltore 
(PE) 




4000±40 2831-2356 [2σ] 
2569-2474 [1σ] 
Cutilli et al. 2006, 119 
Osteria del Curato-via 
Cinquefrondi (RM) 
late Copper Age 
fireplace (US 2362) 
LTL-987A: 
charred cereal 
3992±40 2622-2350 [2σ] 
2569-2471 [1σ] 
Anzidei et al. 2007, 499 
[tab. I] 
Osteria del Curato-via 
Cinquefrondi (RM) 




3989±55 2835-2301 [2σ] 
2617-2459 [1σ] 
Anzidei et al. 2007, 499 
[tab. I] 
Luni sul Mignone 
[unspecified location] 
(VT) 
Kl 2: human femur 
[disarticulated in MBA 
context (i.e. “acropoli”) 




3955±200 3010-1893 [2σ] 
2855-2155 [1σ] 
Engstrand 1967, 437; 
Skeates 1994, 189, 246 
Romanina (RM) late Copper Age burial 
(“tomba 11”) 
??: 3944±50 2574-2292 [2σ] 
2562-2347 [1σ] 
Anzidei et al. 2011a, 306 
Osteria del Curato-via 
Cinquefrondi (RM) 
late Copper Age oven-




3935±60 2579-2210 [2σ] 
2561-2341 [1σ] 
Anzidei et al. 2007, 499 
[tab. I] 
Osteria del Curato-via 
Cinquefrondi (RM) 




3930±65 2579-2206 [2σ] 
2550-2301 [1σ] 
Anzidei et al. 2007, 499 
[tab. I] 
La Selvicciola (VT) Copper Age collective 
rock-cut tomb (5 H.18) 
OZC-169: 
human bone 
3893±121 2853-2028 [2σ] 
2566-2155 [1σ] 
Conti et al. 1997, 180 
[tab. I]; Skeates & 
Whitehouse 1997/1998, 
159; Petitti et al. 2006, 
75 [fig. 4] 
Luni sul Mignone-Tre 
Erici (VT) 
late Copper Age-EBA1 
[BA1A?] [trench 1, 
stratum 8; fire-place or 
“living floor”] 
St-1343 (=Luni 6, 
Tre Erici): 
charcoal 
3800±80 2471-2026 [2σ] 
2432-2065 [1σ] 
Engstrand 1965, 285; 
Skeates 1994, 190, 246 
Montisola (RI) archaeological layer 
(“unità b”) in geological 
test-pit 
GX-17919 3785±155 2832-1771 [2σ] 
2461-2032 [1σ] 
Skeates & Whitehouse 
1994a, 146; Belardelli & 
Pascucci 1996, 22 
Osteria del Curato-via 
Cinquefrondi (RM) 
late Copper Age burial 
(“tomba 29”-buried 
individual 3) [EBA1?] 
?? 3740±70 2433-1945 [2σ] 
2278-2034 [1σ] 
Anzidei et al. 2011a, 306 
Romanina (RM) late Copper Age burial 
(“tomba 23”) [EBA1?] 
??: 3717±50 2282-1965 [2σ] 
2197-2035 [1σ] 
Anzidei et al. 2011a, 306 
La Selvicciola (VT) Copper Age collective 
rock-cut tomb (3 F.B) 
[unpublished] [unpublished] reported as: 
2213-1983 [1σ] 
Petitti et al. 2006, 75 [fig. 
4] 
La Selvicciola (VT) Copper Age collective 




3704±54 2280-1944 [2σ] 
2197-2026 [1σ] 
Conti et al. 1997, 180 
[tab. I]; Skeates & 
Whitehouse 1997/1998, 
159; Petitti et al. 2006, 
75 [fig. 4] 
Montisola (RI) archaeological layer 
(“unità b”) in geological 
test-pit 
GX-17920 3690±215 2836-1528 [2σ] 
2456-1777 [1σ] 
Skeates & Whitehouse 
1994a, 146; Belardelli & 
Pascucci 1996, 22 
Roma-Giardino 
Romano (RM) 
Bronze Age sequence 
[without EBA material] 
Rome-1318: 
charcoal 
3665±60 2204-1889 [2σ] 
2135-1961 [1σ] 
Cazzella 2001, 266 
Torre Spaccata-
Fosso del Patrone 
(RM) 




3663±100 2341-1753 [2σ] 
2198-1908 [1σ] 
Baroni et al. 2008, 140-




layer covering Copper 
Age settlement 
[unpublished] 3660±40 2190-1926 [2σ] 
2131-1965 [1σ] 
Carboni et al. 2002, 215 
[fig. 1]; Manfredini 2005; 
Di Rita et al. 2010 
Trasacco 1 (AQ) lake-side Bronze Age 
sequence [including 





3640±90 2283-1754 [2σ] 
2137-1896 [1σ] 
Radi 1995, 440; Skeates 
& Whitehouse 
1995/1996, 186 
Table 3.6: overview of radiocarbon dates in the range 4000-3600 BP from archaeological contexts 
in Abruzzo and Lazio [cf. multi-plot in Figure 3.8]. 
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Rather than anomalies, the outliers from the cemetery at LA SELVICCIOLA seem to add up to a 
culturally significant pattern of EBA1 and EBA2 episodes of reuse of collective tombs in a Copper Age 
cemetery, seemingly after a gap in its trajectory between ~2500-2200 cal.BC.50 The extent to which 
reuse of prior places of burial was a wider phenomenon in other cemeteries of Copper Age tradition, 
can only be demonstrated by extending the dating programme beyond a single cemetery. In this respect, 
the dating programme of human remains from the Copper Age cemetery at PONTE SAN PIETRO VALLE 
(Dolfini 2010) did not yield evidence for episodes of EBA reuse. In this case, however, sampling was 
specifically aimed at dating a select group of funerary contexts with copper metalwork, not trajectories 
of tomb use in the cemetery as a whole. The promise of comprehensive dating programmes on human 
remains is underscored by the recent dates extending into the EBA range from the Copper Age 
cemeteries at OSTERIA DEL CURATO-VIA CINQUEFRONDI and ROMANINA in southern Lazio (see above). 
The possibility of a cultural practice in which these Copper Age places were revisited for episodes of 
burial (or had remained in use continuously), could partly explain the currently low archaeological 
visibility of EBA funerary practices, especially in Lazio (Chapter 5). In the light of the evidence for 
accessing prior funerary contexts, the wide Copper Age-EBA range of a radiocarbon date on a 
disarticulated human femur, possibly from a later, MBA context at LUNI SUL MIGNONE (Table 3.6: 
3955±200 BP), should not 
necessarily be regarded as an 
anomaly. It can, for instance, 
be interpreted in terms of later 
reuse, as secondary handling 
and circulation of earlier 
human remains, including their 
transfer from a prior place of 
burial. 
 
Figure 3.8: multi-plot of 
radiocarbon dates (4000-3600 
BP) for archaeological 
contexts in Abruzzo and 
Lazio with OxCal 4.1 
(http://c14.arch.ox.ac.uk/oxcal/
OxCal.html) [cf. Table 3.6 for 
further details]. 
 
Another date from the 
site of LUNI SUL MIGNONE was 
sampled from the stratigraphy 
at the TRE ERICI location 
(Table 3.6: 3800±80 BP), with a data range that covers the Copper Age-EBA1 transition (Figure 3.8). 
This is in line with a recent revision of the relative chronology of the assemblage from LUNI SUL 
MIGNONE-TRE ERICI (Ialongo 2007), which suggests that it includes ‘early’ EBA1 [subphase BA1A] 
ceramics (§7.1.3). Similarly, the range of the single date (Table 3.6: 3663±100) from the alluvial 
deposit at TORRE SPACCATA-FOSSO DEL PATRONE is consistent with the associated final Copper Age-
EBA2 assemblage (§7.1.4). By contrast, the two radiocarbon dates from a geological testpit 
(MONTISOLA) in the RIETI BASIN remain ‘anomalous’, in the absence of associated Copper Age-EBA 
assemblages, unless they can be connected to reported MBA remains (Appendix 4 [#28]), given their 
wide margins of error (Table 3.6: 3785±155 BP & 3690±215 BP). Two further dates, with a smaller 
margin of error, can also be regarded as ‘geological’ dates, dissociated from contemporary, EBA1 
remains. Nonetheless, the first ‘EBA1’ date on charcoal (Table 3.6: 3665±60 BP) from a Bronze Age 
sequence in the city of Rome (ROMA-GIARDINO ROMANO) is not necessarily unrelated to human EBA 
activity, in the light of finds from adjacent areas, such as metalwork (Chapter 4) and isolated ceramic 
fragments (§7.1.4). The second ‘EBA1’ date (Table 3.6: 3660±40 BP) is significant in both a cultural 
and environmental sense, because it dates a alluvial layer that seals a Copper Age settlement 
(MACCARESE) in a coastal wetland area (§3.4). 
                                                 
50 It should be noted, however, that not all of the tombs from LA SELVICCIOLA have been dated yet. 
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Taking the younger dates from Copper Age contexts into account, it seems likely that the 
Copper Age-EBA1 transition should be dated to ~2200 cal.BC (Figure 3.8). The premise of 
‘typochronological fuzziness’ (§2.2.2) implies that the youngest dates (3750-3700 BP) in the sequences 
from three Copper Age cemeteries in ‘coastal’ Lazio (LA SELVICCIOLA; OSTERIA DEL CURATO-VIA 
CINQUEFRONDI; ROMANINA), should be interpreted as EBA1 episodes of (re)use. However, none of the 
few radiocarbon dates currently available for archaeological assemblages with EBA ceramics from 
Abruzzo and Lazio (see below) can corroborate this scenario. If available, these dates would show the 
overlap postulated by typochronological fuzziness as a shared date range at the Copper Age-EBA1 
transition. Still, it seems that ~2300 cal.BC (Figure 3.8) is the most likely earliest ‘starting-point’ for 
EBA1 in Abruzzo and Lazio, incidentally the same date at which Cocchi Genick (1998, chapter 8) 
arrives for the start of the Early Bronze Age in Central Italy as a whole, without making a comparison 




Sample (lab. no. 
& dated material) 
Uncalibrated 
in years BP 
Calibrated 










[unpublished] reported as: 
2000-1800 
Angle & Guidi 2007, 
154 [note 4] 






3530±50 2016-1739 [2σ] 
1931-1773 [1σ] 
Irti 2001; Irti 2001a, 95 
Tenuta 
Radicicoli 
Maffei area 86 
(RM) 
pit bottom in MBA1-




3515±35 1936-1746 [2σ] 
1892-1773 [1σ] 
Nijboer 2008, 51 [tab. 
1], 52 [fig. 30] 
La Selvicciola 
(VT) 
Copper Age collective 
rock-cut tomb (3 F.G) 
[unpublished] [unpublished] reported as: 
1920-1705 [1σ] 










3500±250 2572-1260 [2σ] 
2194-1518 [1σ] 
Alessio et al. 1964, 




Maffei area 86 
(RM) 
pit bottom in MBA1-




3485±35 1898-1694 [2σ] 
1878-1754 [1σ] 
Nijboer 2008, 51 [tab. 
1], 52 [fig. 30] 
Gran Carro 
(VT) 
Early Iron Age lake-
side settlement 
[square Q1, 10 cm 
below lake base] 
R-1121 (sample too 
small) [Gran Carro 3]: 
darkened wood 
fragments 
3470±80 2021-1541 [2σ] 
1890-1690 [1σ] 
Alessio et al. 1978, 








[unpublished] reported as: 
1835-1675 [1σ] 
Di Gennaro et al. 
2002, 676 
Ortucchio-
strada 28 (AQ) 
lake-side assemblage 
[late Copper Age-
EBA1-2, MBA1, etc.] 
Pi-80: 
charcoal 
3366±130 2020-1401 [2σ] 
1871-1505 [1σ] 
Ferrara et al. 1961, 
102-103; Skeates 








wood from pile 
3320±60 1745-1456 [2σ] 
1668-1526 [1σ] 
Alessio et al. 1975, 
317; Skeates 1994, 
195, 244 
Table 3.7: overview of radiocarbon dates in the range 3600-3300 BP from archaeological contexts 
in Abruzzo and Lazio [cf. multi-plot in Figure 3.9]. 
 
Absolute dates from EBA contexts 
The virtual lack of absolute dates of EBA contexts from Abruzzo and Lazio (Tables 3.6 & 3.7) 
underscores the problem of substantiating relative chronologies (see above). At present, it is impossible 
to differentiate EBA1 from EBA2 in terms of absolute dates in both these regions. The problem is 
illustrated by the ‘reversal’ of two dates from assemblages in the intermontane FUCINO BASIN. Despite 
its wide margin of error (Table 3.6: 3640±90 BP) the radiocarbon date from TRASACCO 1 seems to refer 
to a pre-MBA phase of this lake-side assemblage. Although the start of the trajectory of TRASACCO 1 
had originally been considered as MBA1 in date (Radi 1995, 440), Ialongo (2007) has extended the 
relative date of the assemblage to include EBA2. Still, this EBA2 date for TRASACCO 1 overlaps and 
even seems to ‘precede’ (Figure 3.9) the one on human bone (Table 3.7: 3530±50 BP) from GROTTA DI 
MONTE SALVIANO, a funerary context dated to EBA1 on the basis of ceramics. This suggests that the 
ceramics were not associated with the radiocarbon dated human remains as grave goods (unless curated 
‘heirlooms’) and that the dated burial was a later addition. At the same time, a reason for regarding the 
TRASACCO 1 date not as ‘too early’ (and its range as covering both EBA1 and EBA2), is the evidence 
for regional differentiaton in absolute chronology for the EBA2-MBA1 transition (Figure 3.10; cf. 
Cocchi Genick 2002, 285-287). It suggests that the traditional date of ~1800/1700 BC for this transition 
is too low, at least for Central Italy as a whole. 
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Figure 3.9: multi-plot of 
radiocarbon dates (3600-3300 
BP) for archaeological 
contexts in Abruzzo and 
Lazio with OxCal 4.1 
(http://c14.arch.ox.ac.uk/oxcal/
OxCal.html) [cf. Table 3.7 for 
further details]. 
 
A higher chronology 
for the Early-Middle Bronze 
Age transition would be in line 
with a pair of ‘anomalous’ dates (Table 3.7: 3515±35 & 3485±35; Figure 3.9) for a later, MBA2 
settlement (TENUTA RADICICOLI) in southern Lazio (§9.2.1). Again, none of the few radiocarbon dates 
currently available for EBA assemblages from Abruzzo and Lazio can further corroborate this scenario. 
However, a number of reported (but as yet unpublished) date ranges are relevant. In particular, the 
earliest date in a series deriving from a comprehensive dating programme on wooden elements (mainly 
posts) from a major lake-side assemblage (LAGO ALBANO-VILLAGGIO DEL MACINE) in southern Lazio 
has been reported as EBA2 in date (Table 3.7).51 A second reported date range, from a funerary context 
(PIAN SULTANO) in northern Lazio (§5.1.3; §6.1.3), does not necessarily refer to the earliest, EBA2 
stage of its trajectory, but rather to MBA1 (Table 3.7: 1835-1675 [1σ]). The latter predates the earliest 
date (Table 3.7: 3320±60 BP; Figure 3.9) in the series on wooden posts from an EBA2-MBA1 lake-
side assemblage (LAGO DI MEZZANO) in northernmost Lazio (§7.1.3). Arguably, the discrepancy 
between the presence of a comprehensive EBA2 assemblage and the lack of ‘contemporary’ wooden 
posts at LAGO DI MEZZANO 
indicates that the structural 
remains were introduced only at 
a later, Middle Bronze Age stage 
in its trajectory (cf. Cocchi 
Genick 1998, 377). 
 
Figure 3.10: multi-plot of 
radiocarbon dates (3600-3300 
BP) from archaeological 
contexts in other regions in 
Central Italy than Abruzzo 
and Lazio with OxCal 4.1 
(http://c14.arch.ox.ac.uk/oxcal/O
xCal.html) [cf. Cocchi Genick 
2002, 285-287 for further 
details]. 
 
Three further radiocarbon dates between 3300-3500 BP (GROTTA DEL FAUNO; GRAN CARRO; 
ORTUCCHIO-STRADA 28) are to a large extent irrelevant for the discussion, in the sense that they have 
not been sampled from EBA assemblages and/or are characterised by too wide a margin of error. Both 
the absence of EBA remains and its wide margin of error (Table 3.7: 3500±250 BP) make the date from 
GROTTA DEL FAUNO inconclusive. A recent, more precise radiocarbon date (LY-10210: 2960±55 BP) 
of the same sequence (Agostini et al. 2008) lies at the lower end of the wide range of the ‘older’ date, 
but the stratigraphical relationship of these samples is unclear. In the case of the sample with an early, 
‘EBA-MBA1’ date in the series from the Early Iron Age lake-side assemblage at GRAN CARRO (Table 
3.7: 3470±80 BP), its limited size prevented it from receiving the full preparation (Alessio et al. 1978, 
69), which might explain the anomalous outcome. On the other hand, evidence for both Copper Age 
and MBA1 activity has recently been reported from the same area (Tamburini 2006). Finally, the date 
with a wide margin of error from ORTUCCHIO-STRADA 28 (Table 3.7: 3366±130 BP) is consistent with 
                                                 
51 Reportedly, the majority are a couple of centuries later and refer to MBA1, in agreement with the proportions of the 
assemblage (Angle & Guidi 2007, 154 [note 4]). 
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the long, late Copper Age-Bronze Age sequence at this lake-side location, but it derives from a bulk 
charchoal sample collected from several locations (Ferrara et al. 1961) and should therefore be 
excluded from consideration. 
To sum up, the absolute timeframes of EBA1 and EBA2 in Central Italy seem to correspond 
with 2300/2200-2100/2000 and 2100/2000-1900/1800 cal.BC, respectively, but these scenarios cannot 
be substantiated in Abruzzo and Lazio because a lack of absolute dates (see above). For this reason, the 
chronological resolution and/or cultural relevance of the three EBA subphases (i.e. BA1A, BA1B and 
BA2) in ceramics typochronology (§3.2.1) remains unsubstantiated. The virtual absence of well-dated 
assemblages from Abruzzo and Lazio (Tables 3.6 & 3.7) means that, at present, Cocchi Genick’s 
‘refined’ relative chronology based on EBA ceramics typology (1998) remains the basic framework for 
assessing temporalities of change in these regions, with due caution. However, the ‘time-transgressive’ 
possibility of an earlier date of the EBA2-MBA1 transition, as evidenced in other regions (Figure 3.10; 
cf. Cocchi Genick 2002, 285-287), cannot be overlooked (Chapter 9). 
 
3.4 Reconstructions of climate and environment 
The final section of this introductory chapter is devoted to interpretive frameworks that entail 
reconstructions of climate and environment in Abruzzo and Lazio. In general, geological and 
environmental reconstructions tend to be focused on sedimentation basins, such as (crater) lakes, 
intermontane basins and (alluvial) plains (Figure 3.11). These can be contrasted with the highly 
dynamic nature of river catchments, determined by the APENNINE source of the majority of (major) 
rivers in Central Italy. This is to the detriment of the accessibility (or existence) of early to mid 
Holocene deposits in river catchments, which obviously affects archaeological visibility of (potential) 
EBA assemblages in such environments. Archaeological assemblages can be relatively inaccessible in 
major river contexts, either eroded away or buried at considerable depth, but they are relatively 
accessible and well-preserved, if embedded in the fine-grained matrix of closed sedimentation basins 
(Chapter 7). Coastal environments tend to be a mix of favourable and unfavourable depositional 
circumstances, divided between coastal sedimentation regimes and the erosive impact of marine 
transgression (Antonioli et al. 2009, 2011; Lambeck et al. 2011). Although present-day transgression 
exposes Bronze Age remains, it seems that the coastline of Lazio was relatively stable and at least did 
not shift significantly landward since EBA (Alessandri 2007, 2009). By contrast, the coastline of 
Abruzzo seems to have shifted seaward since the Copper Age, especially in the context of river mouths. 
For instance, a late Copper Age radiocarbon date (SSAMS ANU-6010: 4125±35 BP) has recently been 
reported for marine sediments at a depth of ~6m below the present surface, ~ 600m landward from the 
present shoreline in the LOWER PESCARA valley (Parlagreco et al. 2011). Given these distinctions in 
depositional circumstances, the 
discussion in this section follows 
the focus of environmental 
reconstructions on closed basins 
and coastal wetland zones. 
 
Figure 3.11: map (adapted from 
http://commons.wikimedia.org/
wiki/File:Italy_map-blank.svg) 
showing the location of 
intermontane lake basins, crater 
lakes and wetland areas in 
Abruzzo and Lazio with 
reconstructions of climate and 
environment (including other 
places mentioned in this section). 
 
Relatively fine-grained 
dated sequences for environmental 
reconstructions in closed basins 
have emerged from multi-
disciplinary projects. Here it 
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should kept in mind that the suitability of closed basins for environmental reconstructions is derived 
from sedimentation in catchment areas, such as crater lakes, with particular micro-topographical 
characteristics. These may limit the extent to which those reconstructions can be extended from local 
(or micro-regional) to regional, let alone supra-regional scales. In this respect, another consideration is 
that the discussion in this section is skewed towards Lazio, since crater lake basins with deep, 
laminated sequences are situated on the Tyrrhenian side of the Italian peninsula (Figure 3.11). 
Moreover, climatically induced environmental changes would have differed between ‘coastal’ and 
mountainous regions (Zanchetta et al. 2012). Despite such constraints, reconstructions of climate and 
environment have revealed a so-called ‘dry event’ that seems to have started in EBA2 and lasted into 
MBA1 (see below). Geological dating of this ‘event’ is partly based on tephrochronology, relating to 
the EBA2 ‘Plinian-style’ eruption of SOMMA-VESUVIUS in Campania. This event will also be discussed 
here in terms of its (potential) impact on connectivity and social networks, as well as notions of place 
related to the subsurface connotation of volcanoes and earthquakes. The brief discussions of these two 
issues that are archaeologically relevant, will spill over into a more general consideration of 
environmental ‘events’ in relation to EBA cultural landscapes. 
 
Climatic ‘dry event’ and deforestation 
The chronological resolution of ‘geologically’ well-dated sequences is relatively fine-grained in the 
long term of environmental reconstructions. On the other hand, it is difficult to translate absolute and 
relative dates from geological contexts into absolute and relative chronologies from an archaeological 
perspective, dissociated as the former tend to be from archaeological assemblages. Nonetheless, several 
environmental reconstructions based on sequences from lake basins indicate that the impact of human-
induced and/or climate-induced deforestation started (or became more pronounced) around ~3500-3700 
BP (Table 3.8; Figure 3.12). 
 
Figure 3.12: multi-plot of 
radiocarbon dates related to 
‘dry event’ signatures from 
Lazio with OxCal 4.1 
(http://c14.arch.ox.ac.uk/oxcal/O
xCal.html) [cf. Table 3.8 for 
further details]. 
 
Quoting Magri (1997, 526), “The 
question whether this recession 
of woodland was natural or human-induced should be interpreted also in the light of archaeological, 
palaeohydrological and sedimentological data.” Given the closed nature of the lake basins, signatures 
of deforestation in these reconstructions predominantly relate to the catchment of the basins 
themselves. Still, a signature of deforestation shared by most of the (smaller) lake basins in Lazio 
(Table 3.8), makes sense in a wider, regional context, especially in its coincidence with an EBA 
climatic ‘dry event’ (Magri 1997; Magri 1999, 199-200).52 It should be stressed, however, that the 
chronological resolution of a date range of 3500-3700 BP for the start of a ‘dry event’ is diffuse by 
default, as it concerns the geological visibility of a prolongued period of increasingly drier conditions. 
In addition, the relatively imprecise origin of absolute dates for (bulk) samples from geological 
contexts should be taken into account. Such a caution also applies to seemingly precise varve dates 
(Table 3.8) based on laminated sequences (see below). 
Despite all of these considerations, the date range of 3500-3700 BP would suggest that from 
an archaeological persistent this ‘dry event’, a prolongued period of dry (or drier) climatic conditions 
(Figure 3.12), started approximately ‘halfway’ the Copper Age-EBA1 and EBA2-MBA1 transitions 
(§3.3). The relative chronology of lake-side assemblages found in some of the same basins on which 
environmental reconstructions are based, seem to corroborate that the ‘dry event’ postdates EBA1 and 
started in EBA2, although the number of lake-side assemblages increased again in MBA1 (Table 3.8). 
On the other hand, a recent study that synchronises environmental changes between coastal and 
mountainous areas in Central Italy (Zanchetta et al. 2012), has distinguished two stages in the sequence 
                                                 
52 The term ‘aridity crisis’ is also used in this context, but climatic ‘dry event’ is preferred in this thesis. 
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of the so-called ‘dry event’, using the ‘Avellino’ eruption of SOMMA-VESUVIUS as a tephra marker (see 
below). A renewed phase of growth of the CALDERONE GLACIER in the GRAN SASSO massif in 
Abruzzo, the highest peaks of the APENNINES (Figure 3.11), predated the ‘Avellino’ event, whereas 
major changes in the crater lake basins in ‘coastal’ Lazio postdated this EBA2 eruption (Zanchetta et al. 
2012). More importantly, this study stresses regional (or geographical) differentiation in trajectories of 
environmental changes, as well as their prolongued character. This means that the ‘dry event’ cannot be 
linked to a single phase or period in archaeological sequences, but has to be regarded as yet another, 
multifaceted piece of the four-dimensional jigsaw of ‘earlier’ (Early-Middle) Bronze Age networks in 
Central Italy. Overall, the various strands of evidence indicate that deforestation was the result of a 
coincidence of climate change (i.e. the ‘dry event’) with increased human activity inside closed lake 








evidence in lake 





intermontane basin, with 
‘lakes’ along active river 
course 
change in hydrological 
regime around 3680±70 BP 
EBA?, MBA1, etc. Magri 1997 
Fucino basin (AQ) closed intermontane basin 
with large (former) lake 
drop in lake level between 
5000-2800 BP 
Neolithic, Copper Age, 
EBA, MBA, etc. 
Giraudi 1989 
Lago di Mezzano 
(VT) 
small crater lake originally: dry and cool 
climatic deterioration 
between 5000-4000 calBP 
(varve dated); aridity crisis: 
later ‘recalibrated’ to 3800 
varve years BP 
EBA2-MBA1, etc. Ramrath et al. 1999, 
2000; Sadori et al. 
2004 
Lagaccione (VT) small crater lake deforestation after 3750±80 
BP 
- Magri 1997, 1999 
Lago di Vico (VT) crater lake deforestation around 
3710±50 BP 
Neolithic; MBA1-MBA2 Magri 1997; Magri & 
Sadori 1999 
Maccarese (RM) coastal lagoon temporarily lower lake-levels 
after 3660±40 BP 
Copper Age; MBA1-
MBA2 
Carboni et al. 2002; Di 
Rita et al. 2010 
Lago Albano (RM) crater lake deforestation and human 
impact around Avellino 
tephra layer; 4000-3650 
calBP (extrapolated varve 
dates) 
EBA2-MBA1 etc. Lowe et al. 1996; 
Oldfield 1996; 
Guilizzoni et al. 2002 
Lago di Nemi (RM) small crater lake deforestation, 4900-4100 
calBP & 3890-3500 calBP 
(extrapolated varve dates) 
MBA1 Guilizzoni et al. 2002 
Lago di Castiglione 
(RM) 
(former) crater lake deforestation around 
3480±50 BP 
MBA2 Magri 1997 
Table 3.8: overview of ‘dry event’ and/or deforestation signatures from lake basins in Abruzzo 
and Lazio. 
 
The sustained decrease in precipitation would have resulted in a widely experienced change in 
hydrological regimes. The latter included the lowering of water levels in closed basins by several 
metres, in addition to seasonal lake-level fluctuations. In turn, these changes may have prompted 
increased human activity in such basins (including land reclamation). The ‘human-induced’ aspect of 
this climatic and environmental signature cannot only be found in the ‘synchronised’ start of 
trajectories of lake-side assemblages in EBA2 (Chapter 7), but also in their apparently ‘synchronised’ 
abandonment in the course of the Middle Bronze Age. The latter, arguably, coincided with the end of 
the climatic ‘dry event’, when lake-levels would have risen again.53 Because of the climate change 
towards wetter conditions, increased precipitation and the steady rise of water levels in lakes (since 
MBA2), ‘earlier’ Bronze Age (EBA2-MBA1) lake-side assemblages have been preserved relatively 
well under water-logged conditions, the more so if embedded by continued sedimentation. These 
circumstances have saved these sites from later ‘dry events’, for instance in the later Bronze Age, but 
the current ‘dry event’ (and present-day overuse of water) has started to threathen these conditions over 
the last decade. This has resulted in the exposure of, for instance, LAGO ALBANO-VILLAGGIO DELLE 
MACINE, prompting rescue excavations (§7.1.4). Given the correlations between environmental 
changes and human activity in closed basins, the impact of the ‘dry event’ on physical landscapes 
                                                 
53 Different from larger crater lakes, most of the open-air sites at the lake-side in smaller basins seem to have been abandoned in 
MBA2 (cf. Van Rossenberg forthcoming). 
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should be taken into account in the reconstruction of EBA cultural landscapes. The question is whether 
distinctive notions of place would have been connected to dynamic ‘natural places’ such as crater lakes 
(Chapters 7 & 8). 
In the larger intermontane basins with distinctive micro-topographical characteristics, such as 
the RIETI BASIN and the FUCINO BASIN (Table 3.8; Figure 3.11), changing settlement patterns do not 
seem to have been so intimately related to changing hydrological regimes in EBA2. At the same time, 
the possibility of regional differentiation in sequences of environmental changes should not be 
overlooked (see above), including distinctive hydrological regimes in the APENNINES as evidenced by 
glacier growth (Zanchetta et al. 2012). A methodological issue arises, however, from circular reasoning 
in reconstructions of large fluctuations in lake levels in the FUCINO BASIN and the RIETI BASIN based on 
changes in the position of relatively large numbers of lake-side assemblages (§7.1.2). Micro-regional 
studies of these intermontane basins have shown that ‘earlier’ Bronze Age open-air sites were generally 
situated on lower elevations than ‘later’ Bronze Age open-air sites. This is explained in the sense that 
the corresponding lake levels would have been lower as well, due to a climatic deterioration, both in the 
FUCINO BASIN (Giraudi 1989) and the RIETI BASIN (Carancini et al. 1986, 1990). A degree of circularity 
emerges from the assumption that all open-air sites would have been situated at the lake-side, an issue 
that will be addressed in more detail in the discussion of these assemblages (§7.1.2). In general, the 
strong possibility that ‘natural’ deforestation due to the climatic ‘dry event’ occurred on a wider scale, 
means that particular areas across a range of geographic environments in the physical landscapes of 
Abruzzo and Lazio were opened up. This constituted a condition of possibility that could have 
facilitated (or prompted) new patterns of mobility and connectivity to emerge in EBA2, different from 




Context Sample Uncalibrated in 






Lago di Accesa 
(Grosseto, 
Tuscany) 
core Accesa 3/4 [two 
tephra layers, depth 
563 cm & 445 cm] 
VERA-2135 [643-
644 cm] & VERA-
2134 [305-307 




2299 [2σ] and 
1755-1510 [2σ] 
Drescher-Schneider 
et al. 2007 
core with tephra layer 
in laminated 
sequence [depth 586 
cm] 




depth 542-544 cm Beta-105871: bulk 
sediment sample 
before 3290±40 before 1682-1464 
[2σ] 
Ramrath et al. 1999, 
2000 
Lago Albano 
(RM) & Lago di 
Nemi (RM) 
PALICLAS cores: 
tephra layer in 
laminated sequences 
macrofossils before 1910 BC 4100 calBP Calanchi et al. 1996; 
Chondrogianni et al. 
1996 
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1995 ±10 calBC 
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human bone? 3560±110 2205-1620 [2σ] Passariello et al. 
2009 
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3451±60 1921-1620 [2σ] Albore Livadie & 
Vecchio 2005a; 
Lubritto et al. 2006 
buried EBA2 village DSH 103, 145 & 










EBA village (earlier 
phase?) [US 1A1] 
DSA-214: 
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3436±71 1926-1535 [2σ] 
1877-1640 [1σ] 









3492±23 1890-1740 [2σ] 
1880-1770 [1σ] 















Passariello et al. 
2009 
Table 3.9: overview of absolute dates from geological and archaeological contexts related to the 
Avellino eruption of SOMMA-VESUVIUS (Campania). 
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Tephrochronology: the Avellino eruption 
One means to calibrate the relative chronologies of environmental reconstructions based on sequences 
in (smaller) lake basins, is tephrochronology. At least one so-called ‘marker tephra’ can be linked to an 
EBA event in the Italian peninsula and has been identified in several lake and sea cores in Italy and the 
Mediterranean. It concerns the so-called ‘Avellino’ eruption of SOMMA-VESUVIUS (Campania), part of 
a longer series of Copper Age through Bronze Age eruptive events, including those from the CAMPI 
FLEGREI in the immediate vicinity (Albore Livadie 1993; Guzzo & Peroni 1998; Narcisi & Vezzoli 
1999; Isaia et al. 2004; Mastrolorenzo et al. 2006; Milia et al. 2007; Santacroce et al. 2008; Sulpizio et 
al. 2008, 2008a; Giaccio et al. 2009; Passariello et al. 2010). The absolute chronology of the ‘Avellino’ 
eruption has long depended on radiocarbon dating of soil samples, which yielded a wide range of dates 
between 3900-3500 BP (Table 3.9). This lack of chronological resolution has changed with systematic 
excavations (including dating programmes) of a series of EBA2 settlements, buried by the ‘Avellino’ 
eruption in the environs of the SOMMA-VESUVIUS volcano. The first date from the EBA2 settlement at 
NOLA, destroyed by the ‘Avellino’ eruption, had already indicated the lower end of the range of age 
estimates from geological contexts as the more likely for the event (Albore Livadie & Vecchio 2005a, 
45 [fig. 48]; Lubritto et al. 2006; Milia et al. 2007; Terrasi et al. 2008, 2223). More recently, its 
archaeological date has been set at 3550±20 BP (Table 3.9), an averaged date of a series of three on a 
single bone (pertaining to one of the penned goats buried alive at NOLA) that sits well in a Bayesian 
sequence of pre- and post-‘Avellino’ dates available.54 
Until recently, dates from archaeological contexts (Table 3.9) were excluded from geological 
syntheses of the ‘Avellino’ eruption, as these preferred to adopt the higher end of the range of age 
estimates (as a ‘maximum age’).55 A preference for the higher end of the range of 3900-3500 BP 
misrepresents the ‘Avellino’ eruption as an EBA1 event. By contrast, the ‘geological’ date (1995±10 
cal.BC) based on recent fieldwork in the AGRO PONTINO (Table 3.9), is more in line with the recent 
archaeological ‘standard’ (Sevink et al. 2011). Although it is slightly earlier than the Bayesian date 
from NOLA, both dates refer to the twentieth century cal.BC (Figure 3.13) and historically situate the 
‘Avellino’ eruption in EBA2 (§3.3). Further radiocarbon dates on samples from archaeological contexts 
(from NOLA and other settlements that were similarly destroyed by the eruption) can and should once 
and for all corroborate the lower age estimate for the ‘Avellino’ event. However, in the preliminary 
publication of another EBA2 settlement destroyed by the ‘Avellino’ eruption (AFRAGOLA) the higher 
age estimate (~3800 BP) is still followed and an additional dating programme is not explicity 
mentioned (Di Vito et al. 2009; but cf. Matarazzo et al. 2010). 
 
Figure 3.13: multi-plot of 
radiocarbon dates of 
archaeological contexts related 
to the Avellino eruption of 
SOMMA-VESUVIUS, with recent 
robust date (Sevink et al. 2011) 
as a marker, with OxCal 4.1 
(http://c14.arch.ox.ac.uk/oxcal/O
xCal.html) [cf. Table 3.9 for 
further details]. 
 
Archaeological corroboration of the lower age estimate for the ‘Avellino’ eruption has 
ramifications for the chronology of those environmental studies that are based on a (wrongly) 
postulated absolute date in the higher range of age estimates for the marker tephra.56 This might 
explain, for instance, the discrepancy of one or two centuries between varve dating and radiocarbon 
chronology at LAGO DI MEZZANO (Table 3.9).57 The chronological resolution of the environmental 
                                                 
54 Cf. Passariello et al. 2009, 2010 for the full series, here reproduced only partially (Table 3.9; Figure 3.13). 
55 E.g. Santacroce et al. 2008, 2 [tab. 1] who reserve the lower range for two subsequent, ‘interplinian’ eruptions (Rolandi et al. 
1998), which archaeologically are MBA events. 
56 Some studies (e.g. Narcisi & Vezzoli 1999) had already followed the lower age estimates (3360±40 BP, after Vogel et al. 
1990), but these can now be disqualified as too low (Table 3.9; Figure 3.12). Cf. Sevink et al. 2011 for a discussion of such 
examples from Southern Italy. 
57 Sadori et al. 2004, 7-8. The discrepancy may have arisen from intrapolation that starts from an age estimate for the ‘Avellino’ 
event that is too high (Ramrath et al. 2000, 89), but at the same time it creates another discrepancy with the estimated varve date 
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reconstructions related to the two remaining lake basins (LAGO ALBANO, LAGO DI NEMI) in the ALBAN 
HILLS is even more complex (Figure 3.11; Tables 3.8 & 3.9). Here varve dates have been estimated by 
extrapolation of sedimentation rates from one lake to the other by way of the corresponding tephra 
layer and intrapolation starting from a higher age estimate for the ‘Avellino’ event (Calanchi et al. 
1996; Chondrogianni et al. 1996; Lami et al. 1997). 
The issue is complicated further by the recent debate that Holocene phreatomagmatic volcanic 
activity (‘lahar’) originated from the ALBANO crater in the ALBAN HILLS, including Neolithic, Copper 
Age and Late Iron Age-Archaic events (Funiciello et al. 2002, 2003).58 To be more precise, Funiciello 
et al. (2002, 2003) argue that Holocene volcanic activity could explain a major hiatus in the 
sedimentation and laminited sequences of LAGO ALBANO, which in turn may acount for the 
discrepancies in the (limited) radiocarbon chronology of the sequence (Table 3.8). Still, in adopting the 
tephra layer as a ‘terminus ante quem’, they wrongly start from the higher age estimate for the 
‘Avellino’ event (Table 3.9). Finally, another event has recently been added to the ‘lahar’ sequence for 
LAGO ALBANO, the scenario that an EBA ‘eruptive’ event (or cycle) may have occurred in the same 
area (Arnoldus-Huyzendveld 2008). It remains to be seen, however, whether the dramatic changes in 
the course and regime of rivers and streams in this scenario can equally be explained by changes in 
hydrological regimes in the EBA2-MBA1 ‘dry event’ and/or due to the subsequent change to wetter 
conditions in MBA (see above). 
 
Environmental ‘events’ and cultural landscapes 
The climatic ‘dry event’ and the ‘Avellino’ eruptive event (see above) are distinctive in terms of 
duration and geographical extent. The former will have had longer-lasting repercussions on physical 
landscapes and, by implication, cultural landscapes in Abruzzo and Lazio. The sustained impact of the 
EBA2-MBA1 ‘dry event’ may have had significant consequences for patterns of settlement and 
connectivity, but it remains to be seen to what extent EBA1-EBA2 discontinuity in trajectories of open-
air sites (Table 3.5) should be understood solely or even partially in terms of climatic and 
environmental change (Chapter 7). On the other hand, the impact of the ‘Avellino’ eruption on EBA2 
communities in Abruzzo and Lazio cannot be underestimated. The ‘Avellino’ eruption entailed a 
‘Plinian’ style reactivation of the dormant SOMMA-VESUVIUS volcano in EBA2, similar to the well-
known Roman event in AD 79. Moreover, the area was the only area in the Italian peninsula with an 
active volcanic complex, including a sequence of prehistoric and protohistoric ‘Plinian’ and ‘sub-
Plinian’ eruptions of SOMMA-VESUVIUS (Albore Livadie 1993, Rolandi et al. 1998, Santacroce et al. 
2008) and for a series of seven Copper Age-EBA1 eruptive events in the adjacent CAMPI FLEGREI 
caldera (Isaia et al. 2004). For this reason, it would have been widely known throughout the peninsula, 
if only through oral history and/or geomythology.59 Especially in the case of people living in southern 
Lazio, intimate first- or second-hand knowledge of an active volcanic complex further to the south 
seems likely on the basis of spatial proximity (Figure 3.11). This can also be deduced from the 
occasional occurrences (or limited archeological assemblages) of ceramics that archaeologically date 
the ‘Avellino’ horizon. Instances of so-called “Palma di Campania” ceramics follow a percolated 
distribution from Campania into southern Lazio (§3.2.2; §7.2). Arguably, these refer to social 
interaction with people living under the volcano in Campania, including the sharing of geological 
and/or cosmological knowledge. 
In the case of the ‘Avellino’ eruption, the question is how unnoticeable the impact of a 
reconstructed ‘Plinian’ column of 36km in height or other episodes in the eruptive sequence (pumice 
deposits, tephra, tsunami) would have been (Milia et al. 2007; cf. Tinti et al. 2011 for the potential 
aftermath along the coast of southern Lazio). Although the scenario of a landslide causing a tsunami 
(Milia et al. 2007) has been rejected (Sulpizio et al. 2008a), the distribution of fine ash and/or tephra 
was wide (Sulpizio et al. 2008). Even if the direct impact of the EBA2 eruption may have been 
marginal outside Campania, the destruction of several settlements in the vicinity of the volcano could 
also have been incorporated in the oral history of EBA2 (and later) communities outside the region (cf. 
Torrence & Grattan 2002). Since the larger part of the population seems to have survived (Di Vito et al. 
                                                                                                                                            
(4020 calBP) starting from radiocarbon dates in the laminated sequence. Still, the varve date is more in line with the new robust 
date of 3945±10 calBP proposed by Sevink et al. 2011. 
58 The Archaic lahar event has been identified ethnohistorically as the early 4th century BC event, regarded as a prodigy in the 
context of early Rome’s battle over the South Etruscan city of Veii (De Benedetti et al. 2008). This prompted the construction of 
a tunnel in 398 BC, draining the ALBANO crater at a certain water level to prevent overflows of the lake (Drusiani et al. 2007). 
59 Cf. Mayor 2005, Clendenon 2009; Stoppa et al. 2010 on the field of geomythology. 
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2009), the question is how far and in which directions the many ‘refugees’ travelled to escape the 
aftermath of the disaster and establish new settlements. One scenario is that such a trajectory of 
renewed community formation would have followed existing social networks, thereby intensifying 
connectivity into southern Lazio. Moreover, the occurrence of a high-magnitude eruptive event of a 
dormant volcano may also have changed the appreciation of remnant, dormant, if not moderately active 
volcanic craters, such as the crater lakes in the ALBAN HILLS (see above), in the physical and cultural 
landscapes of Lazio. It could be significant that the ‘Avellino’ eruption (Figure 3.13) more or less 
coincided with the climatic ‘dry event’ (Figure 3.12). The changes that took place in the hydrological 
regimes of crater lakes in EBA2 due to the latter (see above) included the exposure of subsurface 
sources (and gas vents) as a result of lower lake levels (Chapter 7) and could have (re)activated 
‘volcanic’ notions of place in Lazio. 
Earthquakes may have constituted another class of events with a potentially large impact, 
given the high degree of background seismicity in the APENNINES, incorporating the highest peaks in 
Abruzzo (Bagh et al. 2007). Cultural elaboration of the impact of high-magnitude earthquakes and their 
aftermath (such as landslides and destruction far beyond epicentres) can be expected in Abruzzo and 
Lazio, as recorded since Roman history (cf. Stoppa 2010a, 2010b). Major earthquakes are reconstructed 
to have taken place on major and minor faults throughout prehistory and protohistory until present-day 
(Galadini et al. 1997; Galadini & Galli 1999; Galli & Galadini 2001; Palumbo et al. 2004; Galli et al. 
2008). On individual faults high magnitude events have a periodicity of up to several millennia, but the 
intermontane parts of Abruzzo and Lazio would have suffered on a more regular basis on a regional 
scale. However, major earthquakes remain more elusive than volcanic eruptions, in the sense that 
geological dating of the former can only arrive at wide date ranges. Nonetheless, at least two (or three) 
major earthquakes with Bronze Age date ranges have been revealed in intermontane Abruzzo. Here the 
scientific aftermath of the L’AQUILA event on April 6, 2009 holds a promise. It has prompted more 
intense and detailed seismological research of the intermontane part of Abruzzo that can only help to 
refine the ‘geological’ dates of earthquakes in the region and perhaps bring these in line with relative, if 
not absolute Bronze Age chronology. 
Despite their differentiation in duration and chronological resolution, all of the environmental 
‘events’ that were discussed in some detail in this section, contribute to the dynamics of physical 
landscapes. Both the EBA2-MBA1 climatic ‘dry event’ (in terms of deforestation, changing 
hydrological regimes and the exposure of subsurface sources in crater lake basins), the EBA2 
‘Avellino’ eruption of SOMMA-VESUVIUS and the continuous occurrence of smaller and larger 
earthquakes with epicentres in the central APENNINES can be characterised as subsurface phenomena, 
originating from underground physical activity. As such, they may have increasingly directed the 
attention of EBA communities on the surface to the impact of the subsurface realm. Familiarity with 
environmental change related to subsurface phenomena would have deepened the intimate knowledge 
of the physical landscape on the part of EBA communities. Although it is not the focus of the following 
chapters on metalwork deposition (Chapter 4), funerary practices (Chapter 5), cave use (Chapter 6) and 
settlement patterns including lake-side assemblages (Chapter 7), cultural elaboration of subsurface 
phenomena does emerge as a common theme in depositional practices. This will be explored in the 
synthesis, in the discussion of changes in cultural landscapes, as well as cosmology, between EBA1 
and EBA2 (Chapter 8). 
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Chapter 4 
From copper to bronze: deposition, exchange and production of 
Early Bronze Age metalwork 
 
“il fenomeno della metallurgia nell’epoca in esame è stato 
ampiamente trattato sotto tutti i suoi possibili aspetti” 
(Cocchi Genick 1998, 347). 
 
The opening statement of the short chapter on metalwork in Cocchi Genick’s recent synthesis of the 
Early Bronze Age in Central Italy (1998, 347-353) is that “the phenomenon of metallurgy in the period 
in question has been widely covered in all of its possible aspects” (1998, 347; my translation of the 
quote above). Nonetheless, I will show in this long chapter that there are a few issues concerning EBA 
metalwork that have so far not received enough attention (or have not been studied at all), although 
these would contribute immensely to a data-rich understanding of cultural landscapes and social 
networks in general (Chapter 8). The traditional focus on typochronology still prevails, only to a very 
limited extent complemented by a synthesis of composition analyses of raw material used in the 
production of metalwork (Carancini 1996; Carancini & Peroni 1999; Bietti Sestieri & Giardino 2003; 
Bietti Sestieri & Macnamara 2007). The reconstruction of metallurgical spheres has predominantly 
been based on typological classification (Peroni 1971; Carancini 1982), although considerable numbers 
of composition analyses have been available for Central Italy (at least since Junghans et al. 1974). So 
far, no comprehensive attempt has been made to corroborate and substantiate typochronologies of EBA 
metalwork in terms of its distinctive and/or changing compositions and, by implication, metallurgical 
innovations. 
It is common practice to make broad comparisons with more detailed studies of EBA 
metallurgical knowledge in Northern Italy, rather than starting to establish such an interpretive 
framework for Central Italy itself (e.g. De Marinis 2001). New composition analyses of metalwork 
from Central Italy are often presented in themselves (e.g. Corsi et al. 2005; Bietti Sestieri & 
Macnamara 2007; Hook 2007), without contextualising these in the existing body of evidence for 
metallurgical knowledge. Such a lack of appreciation for relevant metallurgical details that are 
available, boils down to a denial of the relevance of a major copper source such as the COLLINE 
METALLIFERE in Tuscany (cf. Giardino 2008) and, in the end, the existence of EBA metalwork 
production of (supra)regional significance in Central Italy itself.60 It leaves the presumably crucial role 
of metalwork in the creation of (supra)regional connectivity (§3.2) unexplored. A final set of issues 
concerns EBA practices and contexts of metalwork deposition, which have not been studied in detail, if 
at all, in Central Italy. These and other issues will be addressed in four main sections that add up to a 
consideration of the production, exchange, (re)use and deposition of EBA metalwork in Central Italy. 
First, typochronologies of EBA metalwork, based on the seriation of types in (and between) 
hoards, or multiple finds of metalwork, will be discussed (§4.1). The discussion will include an 
analysis of the spatial distribution of EBA hoards in each typochronological phase (or ‘horizon’), in a 
diachronic comparison with the series of typo-networks based on ceramics that were put forward as a 
proxy for supra-regional connectivity in Central Italy (§3.2.1). It will also entail an attempt at 
establishing a basic interpretive framework of metallurgical knowledge, based on composition analyses 
currently available for metalwork from EBA hoards in Central Italy. As a result of the traditional focus 
on hoards in typochronology, single finds of metalwork (or single object depositions) are generally 
excluded from spatial and contextual analyses. For instance, Cocchi Genick (1998) has only taken into 
consideration hoards and excluded single finds of metalwork from her synthesis. A focus on hoards as 
seemingly more informative is at odds with the fact that in some regions, such as Abruzzo and Lazio, 
single (or so-called ‘isolated’) finds are considerably more numerous than hoards in terms of events 
and/or places. 
A major reason for the common exclusion of single finds from the discussion seems to lie in 
the circumstance that the most frequently encountered class of EBA metalwork (i.e. axes) has not been 
catalogued in the same manner (yet) as the next main class of metalwork (i.e. daggers) (Bianco Peroni 
                                                 
60 In turn, it results in downplaying of the potential lingering impact of EBA mining and metallurgy in environmental studies of 
arsenic pollution in the COLLINE METALLIFERE, which is more readily accepted in the case of Etruscan mining and metallurgy 
(Costagliola et al. 2008, 2010; Harrison et al. 2010). 
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1994). Only the second volume of the “Prähistorische Bronzefunde” (PBF) catalogue of Italian bronze 
axes, i.e. those dated to the Final Bronze Age and Early Iron Age, has been published (Carancini 1984). 
The lack of a comprehensive catalogue of EBA axes makes it difficult to get an overview of this 
particular class of metalwork and, consequently, the phenomenon of EBA metalwork deposition 
comprising both hoards and single finds. To remedy the selective focus on hoards, both single and 
multiple finds of EBA metalwork in Abruzzo and Lazio will be subjected to spatial and contextual 
analyses (§4.2; Appendix 1). The patterns emerging from these analyses can provide a starting-point 
for the reconstruction of the notions of place related to metalwork deposition in the wider context of 
EBA cultural landscapes. 
In the third section I will focus on metallurgical knowledge and start from composition 
analyses currently available for copper and early bronze metalwork from Abruzzo and Lazio (§4.3). 
These predominantly concern single finds and will be compared with those available for hoards from 
Central Italy as a whole (§4.1). Although both concern samples and by no means all pieces of 
metalwork, several patterns emerge that in a synchronic sense differentiate classes of metalwork (i.e. 
axes, daggers and halberds) in terms of composition and in a diachronic sense in terms of innovations 
and technological change (§4.3). Taking these patterns together with the discussion of hoards in Central 
Italy as a whole (§4.1) and the spatial and contextual analysis of metalwork deposition in Abruzzo and 
Lazio (§4.2), a data-rich attempt will be made to interpret regional differentiation in terms metallurgical 
spheres. The spatial and diachronic dimensions of composition analyses can be linked to changes in 
(supra)regional connectivity that were related to the production and exchange of metalwork (§4.4). In 
the light of the current absence of direct evidence for ‘local’ production of metalwork in Abruzzo and 
Lazio, here the focus will lie on connectivity by metalwork exchange. Finally, the basic patterns will be 
highlighted (§4.5) and further, ‘multi-sited’ questions that have to be addressed in the synthesis 
(Chapter 8), will be raised. 
 
4.1 Hoards on the horizon: typochronologies, spatial distributions and 
metallurgical spheres 
The relative chronology of EBA metalwork in Central Italy has been based on the seriation of the 
constituent objects of a consistent number of hoards found throughout the Italian peninsula (Carancini 
& Peroni 1999, 9-11). Here the Italian terminology will be followed that defines a ‘hoard’ (Italian: 
“ripostiglio”) as a multiple object find (or multiple object deposition) of metalwork, as opposed to 
‘isolated’, single object finds (or single object depositions) of metalwork. The majority of EBA hoards 
from Central Italy contain almost exclusively either axes, daggers or ingots, with only a few ‘mixed’ 
hoards (Table 4.1). Axe hoards outnumber dagger and ingot hoards by far and seem to have defined the 
so-called EBA hoarding phenomenon. The typochronological framework for EBA metalwork is 
constituted by a series of four ‘horizons’ (Italian: “orizzonte”) for types of axes and a series of three 
horizons for types of daggers. The three ‘dagger horizons’ have been aligned with the second to fourth 
‘axe horizons’ (Carancini & Peroni 1999, 9-11). Ingot hoards can in most cases not be dated on 
typochronological grounds, in the absence of associated classes of metalwork. 
 
 Axes Daggers Ingots Mixed Total 
Marche 2 1 - - 3  [9%] 
Umbria 3 - - - 3  [9%] 
Tuscany 14 - 4 3 21  [66%] 
Abruzzo 2 1 - - 3  [9%] 
Lazio 1 1 - - 2  [6%] 
Total 22  [69%] 3  [9%] 4  [13%] 3  [9%] 32 
Table 4.1: overview of the composition of EBA hoards in Central Italy in terms of classes of 
metalwork (compiled after Cocchi Genick 1998, 85-86). 
 
4.1.1 Typochronologies of EBA hoards in Central Italy 
The typochronologies have been used for EBA metalwork from the Italian peninsula as a whole, but 
the majority of hoards have been found in Central Italy, with a significant concentration in Tuscany 
(Table 4.1; Figure 3.7). In all likelihood, this concentration of hoards has to be interpreted in 
connection with the presence of copper (and other metallic) sources in Tuscany (§3.2). For instance, 
Peroni (1971, 170, 189, 198, 230, 234-235, 262, 342) envisions the emergence of a larger Central 
Italian metallurgical sphere (or a ‘koinè metallurgica’), with a principal role of the COLLINE 
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METALLIFERE, predominantly on spatial and typological grounds, and the absence of ingots from the 
Adriatic side of the peninsula. Exploitation of ‘regional’ copper sources in Tuscany has not been 
established yet by provenance studies that source the raw material of EBA metalwork in specific 
deposits (cf. Giardino 2008). Nonetheless, a radiocarbon date at the Early-Middle Bronze Age 
transition for a vessel filled with (pre)processed raw material at the coastal site of PUNTA ALA 
(Aranguren no date) seems telling, given its location at the COLLINE METALLIFERE (Chapter 9). 
Two additional observations concerning EBA hoards seem to corroborate the existence of 
mineral exploitation and metalwork production in Tuscany itself. In a diachronic sense, practices of 
metalwork hoarding seem to have started earlier in Tuscany than in other Central Italian regions, given 
that both ‘horizon I’ hoards are reported from this region (Table 4.2). More importantly, although 
undated, ingot hoards are spatially circumscribed to Tuscany (Table 4.1; Figure 4.1). Recently, an 
isolated, single ingot find (CARTALANA) has been reported from the far north of Lazio (Appendix 1 
[#28]), at the border with Tuscany (Ciavatta & Lucarelli 1995), and does therefore not distort the 
overall focus in the spatial distribution of ingots on Tuscany.61 This privileged situation in terms of 
access to raw material, including the presence of copper sources and archaeological evidence for 
metalwork production in the form of ingots, raises the question to what extent metallurgical knowledge 
was available in other Central Italian regions than Tuscany, or not (§4.3; §4.4). 
Before embarking on a diachronic analysis of the spatial distribution of EBA hoards in Central 
Italy (§4.1.2), a number of general remarks should be made about the value of metalwork 
typochronologies as a relative chronology. A first problem that has to be addressed, concerns the 
potential ‘time-transgressive’ character of the metalwork selected for deposition in hoards. 
Traditionally, the problem of earlier objects in later depositional contexts is only addressed in the 
practice of seriation, if individual hoards do not neatly fit the resulting classification (e.g. Carancini & 
Peroni 1999, 9-11). This is apparent in the group of hoards with objects that have been dated to a 
transitional ‘horizon II-III’ (Table 4.2). These probably have to be regarded as ‘horizon III’ hoards that 
include objects common in ‘horizon II’ hoards. On the other hand, spatial analysis could reveal 
distinctive distributions of ‘horizon II’ and ‘horizon III’ types of metalwork that can be interpreted in 
terms of regional differentiation. 
The deeper problem, however, is the synchronic character of the notion of a ‘horizon’, in the 
sense that it leaves implicit the notion that objects were selected for deposition in historically specific 
contexts. The notion of a ‘horizon’ does not only impose synchrony in terms of timing, but also in 
terms of a uniform interpretation of the hoarding phenomenon on a supra-regional scale. There is a 
strong possibility that the few EBA hoards found in Abruzzo and Lazio (Table 4.1; §4.2) have to be 
interpreted differently from those that make up the core distribution of hoards focused on Tuscany 
(Figure 3.7). In general, each of the four ‘horizons’ of EBA hoards, if valid as a chronological unit, 
would refer to a historically specific context, not to a single phenomenon. This diachronic dimension is 
underscored by the presence of a peak in the so-called EBA hoarding phenomenon, dated to ‘horizon 
II’, ‘horizon II-III’ and ‘horizon III’ (Table 4.2). This suggests that at least two network changes 
occurred in Central Italy, one related to the onset and the other to demise of the hoarding phenomenon. 
 
 Horizon I Horizon II Horizon II-
III 
Horizon III Horizon IV Undated Total number 
of hoards 
Marche - 1 1 1 - - 3  [9%] 
Umbria - 2 1 - - - 3  [9%] 
Tuscany 2 2 2 8 1 6 21  [66%] 
Lazio - - - 2 - - 2  [6%] 
Abruzzo - 2 - 1 - - 3  [9%] 
Total 2  [6%] 7  [22%] 4  [13%] 12  [38%] 1  [3%] 6  [19%] 32 
Table 4.2: overview of the periodisation of EBA hoards in Central Italy (compiled after Cocchi 
Genick 1998, 85-86). 
 
Another problem in contextualising the spatial distributions of EBA hoards is that metalwork 
typochronologies are still largely so-called ‘floating’ chronologies, contrary to the relative chronologies 
based on ceramics (§3.2.1). Hoards of EBA metalwork have generally been found dissociated from 
                                                 
61 The hoard of copper ingots, reportedly found in the coastal area of PYRGI, further south in Lazio, during underwater 
reconnaissance by local archaeologists, and putatively dated to the Copper Age based on reconstructed sea-level curves (Frau 
1989), is still circumstantial and questioned (Enei 2008, 86 [no. 35]). 
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other classes of objects, a contextual pattern that is also followed by single finds of metalwork in 
Abruzzo and Lazio (§4.2). Unfortunately, in those cases that hoards have reportedly been found in 
ceramic containers (Cocchi Genick 1998, 85 [no. 26], 86 [no.117]), these have been lost (without a 
more detailed description). In itself, the dissociation of metalwork from other classes of objects 
highlights a pattern of selective deposition and suggests that metalwork deposition constituted 
particular notions of place in cultural landscapes (§4.2). An additional pattern, in terms of relative 
chronology, is that occasional associations of the main classes of EBA metalwork (i.e. axes and 
daggers) with other classes of objects tend to be a later phenomenon. Based on such occasional 
associations of metalwork with ceramics, it has been argued that the majority of ‘horizon II-III’ and 
‘horizon III’ hoards should be dated to EBA2 (Cocchi Genick 1998, 347). 
Numerically, the EBA2 ‘peak’ of the EBA hoarding phenomenon would concern at least half 
(16 out of 32 hoards) and should, arguably, also include some of the undated ingot hoards (Table 4.2). 
By comparison, the earlier hoards in a typochronological sense (‘horizon I’ and ‘horizon II’) only make 
up a minor part (9 out of 32 hoards) of the phenomenon. The two ‘horizon I’ hoards are both from 
Tuscany, whereas ‘horizon II’ hoards occur throughout Central Italy, except for Lazio, where the 
‘earliest’ hoards are attributed to ‘horizon III’ (Table 4.2). The sample from Central Italy includes a 
single hoard attributed to ‘horizon IV’, which probably refers to the EBA2-MBA1 transition (Chapter 
9). This chronological attribution should be seen in the light of the revised typochronology that redates 
a particular type of axe, including a group of hoards, from EBA2 to MBA1 (cf. Carancini 1979 contra 
Peroni 1971). This has extended the so-called EBA hoarding phenomenon with another, MBA1 
‘horizon’,but it should be appreciated that this extension concerns a distinctive historical context (i.e. 
MBA1) and requires a different, historically specific explanation (Van Rossenberg forthcoming). In 
order to avoid interpretations of EBA hoards as a single, unchanging phenomenon, the diachronic 
dimension of their spatial distributions have to be taken into account. 
 
Ceramics typochronology Spatial extent of ceramic 
connectivity (§3.2.1) 
Metalwork typochronology and 
stages of the ‘hoarding 
phenomenon’ (Table 4.2) 
EBA1 [subphase BA1A] limited to Tuscany horizon I (introduction) 
EBA1 [subphase BA1B] extending from Tuscany, reaching 
into Abruzzo but excluding Lazio 
horizon II (increase) 
EBA2 [subphase BA2] more extensive, including northern 
Lazio 
horizon II-III & horizon III (peak) 
EBA2-MBA1 transition (Chapter 9) horizon III-IV & horizon IV (demise) 
Table 4.3: synchronisation of EBA typochronologies of ceramics and metalwork based on their 
spatial distributions and extent. 
 
4.1.2 Spatial distributions and metallurgical spheres: a diachronic comparison with 
ceramic connectivity 
Despite the general dissociation of hoards of metalwork from EBA ceramics (§4.1.1), regional 
differentation in the distributions of hoards by ‘horizon’ (Table 4.2) and the differentiation in the 
spatial extent of ‘typo-networks’ based on ceramics by subphase (§3.2.1) show broadly similar patterns 
(Table 4.3). These similarities will be explored in more detail, by selectively plotting the EBA hoards 
by ‘horizon’ on the ‘typo-networks’ by subphase (§3.2.1). The resulting maps will discriminate 
between hoards in terms of their mutually exclusive composition (i.e. either axes or daggers). Bringing 
the composition of hoards (Table 4.1) together with typochronologies (Table 4.2) in ‘actual’ 
distributions has the potential to reveal spatial and diachronic patterns. It should be highlighted that the 
only three ‘mixed’ hoards known from Central Italy are all situated in Tuscany (Table 4.1). In the light 
of the prevalence of axes (and ingots) over daggers in mixed hoards, these will be subsumed under ‘axe 
hoards’ in the distribution maps. To be more precise, two mixed hoards consist of axes and ingots (with 
proportions of 12:5 and 6:6, respectively) and the third consists of three axes, a dagger, a halberd and 
an ingot (Cocchi Genick 1998, 85-86 [nos. 42, 53 & 54]). Another consideration for treating these 
mixed hoards as ‘axe hoards’ is that they have been found in spatial proximity to hoards that consist 
exclusively of axes. Similar to ‘undated’ ingot hoards, two ‘undated’ axe hoards (Cocchi Genick 1998, 
85 [nos. 36 & 47]) will not be taken into consideration in the comparison of spatial distributions of 
hoards and ‘typo-networks’ based on ceramics (see below). This diachronic comparison will be 
preceded, however, by a brief discussion of the spatial distribution of ‘undated’ EBA ingot hoards, in 
relation to copper sources. 
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Ingot hoards and copper sources 
For a start, the general pattern in the spatial distributions of EBA hoards that was highlighted in the 
previous introductory chapter, should be recalled (§3.2.2). With respect to the reconstructed cultural 
groups, EBA hoards occupied marginal and/or intermediate positions (Figure 3.7). This observation 
also applies to ingot hoards and the three mixed hoards that include ingots (see above), which have 
been found exclusively on the margins of the largest cultural group reconstructed in Tuscany (GRUPPO 
DELLO SCOGLIETTO). Unsurprisingly, the same ‘territorial’ entity incorporates the sources of copper 
(and other metals) in the COLLINE METALLIFERE (Figure 4.1).62 Another major copper source was 
situated in Liguria, immediately to the northwest of Tuscany (Figure 4.1). This area features 
prominently in current debates about the earliest copper mining in Europe, given its exploitation 
throughout the Copper Age in the 4th and 3rd millennia BC (cf. Maggi & Pearce 2005; Campana et al. 
2006; Pearce 2007, 62-71). Here I’d like to stress the other end of its trajectory, its decommissioning as 
a mining area immediately before (or at) the Copper Age-EBA1 transition. The latest radiocarbon date 
in the sequence of the MONTE LORETO mining area in Liguria [Beta-170964: 3980±50, 2590-2340 
calBC (2σ) (Maggi & Pearce 2005, 67 [tab. 1])] overlaps with the latest Copper Age dates from 
Abruzzo and Lazio (§3.3: Table 
3.6). 
 
Figure 4.1: map (adapted from 
http://commons.wikimedia.org/
wiki/File:Italy_map-blank.svg) 
showing the spatial distribution 
of hoards with (or consisting 
solely of) ingots in Central Italy 
(compiled after Cocchi Genick 
1998, 85-86) in relation to 
reconstructed EBA cultural 
groups (§3.2.2; Figure 3.5) and 
selected copper sources. 
 
Without suggesting that 
copper sources in Tuscany had 
not been used in the Copper Age, 
it does seem that the trajectory of 
exploitation of the COLLINE 
METALLIFERE was inversely 
related to the mining area in 
Liguria. The abandonment of the latter would have coincided with a dramatic increase in significance 
of the former, as evidenced by the emergent concentration of EBA hoards in Tuscany (Table 4.2; 
Figure 3.7). If such a shift in mining locations from Liguria to Tuscany (Figure 4.1) occurred at the 
Copper Age-Early Bronze Age transition, it can be regarded as a relatively minor change in 
connectivity on a European scale, but it would obviously have entailed a significant network change in 
Central Italy itself. In this respect, the persistent ‘Bell Beaker’ core area in northern Tuscany (cf. Sarti 
2004) is situated in a ‘strategic’ position with respect to both the Ligurian copper mines and the 
COLLINE METALLIFERE (Figure 4.1). One could argue that the localised persistence of the ‘Bell Beaker’ 
tradition is related to the continuously ‘strategic’ position of this ‘nodal’ area with respect to copper 
sources, despite a ‘shift’ in locations of mining from Liguria to central Tuscany. Further to the south, 
however, networks from Abruzzo and Lazio would have to stretch and cover shorter distances to get to 
the principal copper supplies in the Early Bronze Age than before (§4.4). 
A comparison of the composition of axes (and ingots) from the earliest, ‘horizon I’ and 
‘horizon II’ hoards may shed light on the provenance of their constituent raw material at the transition 
                                                 
62 The location of the COLLINE METALLIFERE, a larger source area of metals (Giardino 2008), is sometimes misrepresented in 
maps showing the distribution of copper sources on a European scale. They are, for instanc, placed too far to the south, along the 
coast of Lazio rather than at the heart of Tuscany (e.g. Ottaway & Roberts 2008, 198 [fig. 4.8a]). In such cases, the COLLINE 
METALLIFERE are no longer situated in connection with the core distribution of EBA hoards (Figure 3.7) and out of their proper, 
historical context. 
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from copper to bronze metalwork. Unfortunately, a detailed study of single finds in Central Italy as a 
whole lies beyond the scope of this thesis in the absence of a catalogue of ‘earlier’ Bronze Age axes in 
Italy. Such an overview of provenance details and inventory numbers would have been helpful in 
linking pieces of metalwork to specific composition analyses (Junghans et al. 1960, 1968, 1974). The 
following comparison and reconstruction of metallurgical spheres in Central Italy will therefore be 
limited to hoards, but in the case study of Abruzzo and Lazio composition analyses of single finds will 
also be taken into account (§4.3). 
 
Figure 4.2: map (adapted from 
http://commons.wikimedia.org/w
iki/File:Italy_map-blank.svg) 
showing ‘horizon I’ axe hoards 
(compiled after Cocchi Genick 
1998, 85-86) and the typo-
network of subphase BA1A in 
Central Italy (§3.2.1; Figure 3.1). 
 
Horizon I 
The two earliest, ‘horizon I’ axe 
hoards have both been found in 
Tuscany (Table 4.2). This spatially 
circumscribed distribution provides 
a good fit with the impression that 
the ‘typo-network’ of subphase 
BA1A is focused on this particular 
region (§3.2.1). Both hoards are 
situated at the heart of the regional 
network focused on Tuscany 
(Figure 4.2). More precisely, they 
are situated to the east and south of 
the presumed source area of raw 
material in the COLLINE METALLIFERE and to the south of the persistent ‘Bell Beaker’ core area in 
northern Tuscany (cf. Sarti 2004). Still, the location of the two ‘horizon I’ hoards does not necessarily 
imply exploitation of regional copper sources. Raw material or finished metalwork could also have 
originated from elsewhere (i.e. Northern or Southern Italy, or from overseas). Composition analyses are 
only available for one ‘horizon I’ hoard (MONTE MAGGIO), consisting of two axes (Cocchi Genick 
1998, 85 [no. 49]). Both axes show a similar, ‘true’ bronze composition (Table 4.4), without other main 
elements and almost exclusively trace elements (<0.1%), albeit with low tin contents (<5%). The ‘true’ 
bronze signature of these axes is unparallelled in other EBA axe hoards. This underscores the historical 
particularity of ‘horizon I’ hoards with respect to later stages of the ‘hoarding phenomenon’ (see 
below). The lack of composition analyses for the second axe hoard (SANTA FIORA) is unfortunate in the 
sense that these could have shed light on the issue of (potential) regional differentiation in 




Apart from the increase in numbers from two to seven (Table 4.2), the spatial distribution of ‘horizon 
II’ axe hoards is more extensive and includes the regions of Umbria, Marche and Abruzzo (Figure 4.3). 
This spatial pattern provides a good fit with the impression of an extension of connectivity in the typo-
network of subphase BA1B that extends into Abruzzo (§3.2.1; Figure 3.2; Table 4.3). On the other 
hand, the spatial extent of this typo-network does not incorporate all of the ‘horizon II’ hoards on the 
Adriatic side of the peninsula (Figure 4.3a). The discrepancy in this spatial pattern could indicate 
regional differentiation between the Tyrrhenian and Adriatic sides of the peninsula and suggest 
distinctive copper sources used for EBA axe production in Central Italy. A comparison of the 
compositional signatures of ‘horizon II’ axe hoards sheds light on this issue of regional differentiation. 
 


















other elements References 
Horizon I          
~97 2.7 0.09 0.07 0.02 0.03 0.03 Fe (.2) > Ag (.01) > 
Bi (.002) 
Junghans et al. 1960 





~95 4.7 0.05 0.09 0-0.1 0.05 trace Fe (.14) > Bi (.005); 
Ag (<.01) 
Junghans et al. 1960 
[no. 615] 
Horizon II          
~95.5 1.1 - - 1.55 0.26 0.76 Ag (.59) > Co (.03) > 
Fe (traces) 
Junghans et al 1968 
[no. 8127] 
~97 0.03 - - 1.55 0.2 0.86 Ag (.48) > Co (.04) Junghans et al 1968 
[no. 8128] 
~97 0.04 - - 1.3 0.12 0.68 Ag (.68) > Co (.03) Junghans et al 1968 
[no. 8129] 
~96.5 0.15 - - 1.55 0.27 1.05 Ag (.67) > Co (.04) . 
Bi (.004) > Fe 
(traces) 
Junghans et al 1968 
[no. 8130] 
~96 0.66 - - 1.35 0.54 0.91 Ag (.57) > Co (.04) . 
Bi (.003) > Fe 
(traces) 
Junghans et al 1968 
[no. 8131] 
~97 0.05 - - 1.3 0.2 0.86 Ag (.75) > Co (trace) 
> Fe (traces) 
Junghans et al 1968 
[no. 8132] 
~95.5 0.01 - - 1.6 1.15 1.15 Ag (.71) > Co (.06) . 
Bi (.005) > Fe 
(traces) 
Junghans et al 1968 
[no. 8133] 
~94.5 0.01 - - 1.9 0.82 1.35 Ag (.86) > Co (.37) . 
Bi (.004) > Fe 
(traces) 
Junghans et al 1968 
[no. 8134] 
~95.5 0.02 trace - 1.9 0.61 1.25 Ag (.8) > Co (.13) > 
Fe (traces) 
Junghans et al 1974 
[no. 20453] 
~95.5 0.03 - - 2.2 0.44 1.15 Ag (.76) > Co (.07) . 
Bi (.004) > Fe 
(traces) 
Junghans et al 1974 
[no. 20454] 
~94.5 0.05 - - 2.3 0.5 1.6 Ag (.8) > Co (.06) . Bi 
(.006) 




~95.5 1.05 - - 1.65 0.28 0.98 Ag (.64) > Co (.04) . 
Bi (.005) 
Junghans et al 1974 
[no. 20456] 
~85 8.1 1.3 1.4 2.6 1.05 trace Ag (.17) > Bi (.12) > 
Fe (traces) 




~80 10.5 4.9 2 0.88 1.5 trace Bi (.2) > Ag (.13) > 
Fe (traces); Co 
(trace) 





91.3 8.338 0.282 - - 0.014 - S (0.038) > Fe: 0.028 
[Bi not detected] 
Mosso 1910, 351 
Table 4.4: overview of composition analyses available for ‘horizon I’ and ‘horizon II’ axe hoards 
from Central Italy (with reconstructed copper contents included for comparison) [excluding the 
‘horizon II’ hoard from CAMPIGLIA D’ORCIA, cf. Table 4.5]. 
 
First of all, none of the composition analyses available for axes from ‘horizon II’ hoards in 
Central Italy (Tables 4.4 & 4.5) shows a ‘true’ bronze signature, such as the ‘horizon I’ axe hoard from 
MONTE MAGGIO (see above). The exception is the reportedly ‘true’ bronze composition of one of the 
axes from the ALANNO-FRATICELLI hoard in Abruzzo (§4.3), but this should be regarded with caution. 
It represents an analysis according to early twentieth-century standards on a poorly provenanced object, 
disconnected as it currently is from the other axes of the hoard as a consequence of ‘antiquarian’ 
exchange between museums (Mosso 1910). The problem is that the ALANNO-FRATICELLI analysis 
concerns only one object from a multiple find, which prevents internal comparison (and corroboration) 
of its composition with respect to the other axes from the same hoard. In general, each ‘horizon II’ 
hoard is characterised by a distinctive compositional signature that is shared between its constituent 
objects (Tables 4.4 & 4.5). The two axe hoards that are situated inside the typo- network (CAMPIGLIA 
D’ORCIA63; AMELIA) are broadly similar to one another, but at the same time distinctive from the two 
‘Adriatic’ hoards (FERMIGNANO; ALANNO) outside the network (Figure 4.3). If this relatively small 
sample of hoards (n=4) is representative of metalwork production in the context of Central Italy, three 
metallurgical spheres can be discerned on the basis of composition analyses. A ‘Central Italian’ sphere 
                                                 
63 Junghans et al. (1974) use the same location for the 12 axes reported from the ‘horizon II’ hoard and the 48 axes from two 
‘horizon II-III’ hoards at CAMPIGLIA D’ORCIA (Cocchi Genick 1998 [nos. 53-55]). The axes can therefore not be distinguished 
without a more detailed study and are listed and discussed here as one group (Table 4.5). 
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(CAMPIGLIA D’ORCIA; AMELIA) linked to the exploitation of the COLLINE METALLIFERE in Tuscany can 
be distinguished from a ‘northern Adriatic’ sphere (FERMIGNANO) and a ‘southern Adriatic’ sphere 
(ALANNO). The two latter ‘metallurgical spheres’ could indicate supra-regional connectivity along the 
Adriatic coast to the larger spheres of Northern and Southern Italy, respectively (§1.3.1), and other 
copper sources than the COLLINE METALLIFERE. 
 
Figure 4.3: map (adapted from 
http://commons.wikimedia.org/
wiki/File:Italy_map-blank.svg) 
showing (a) ‘horizon II’ axe 
hoards (compiled after Cocchi 
Genick 1998, 85-86) and the 
typo-network of subphase BA1B 
in Central Italy (§3.2.1; Figure 
3.2) (above); and (b) 
compositional similarity and 
postulated metallurgical spheres 
(below). 
 
Following from the 
composition analyses available for 
‘horizon II’ axe hoards in Central 
Italy (Tables 4.4 & 4.5), the raw 
material used in the postulated 
metallurgical spheres can be 
characterised as follows. The axes 
in the ‘northern Adriatic’ sphere 
(FERMIGNANO) are characterised 
by a composition of copper (Cu)-
antimony (Sb)-nickel (Ni)-silver 
(Ag)-arsenic (As) signature and 
extremely low (or virtually non-
existent) tin contents (<1%), with 
cobalt (Co) and bismuth (Bi) as 
trace elements (Table 4.4). The 
‘southern Adriatic’ sphere in 
Central Italy is based on a single 
axe from a hoard (ALANNO) with 
a ‘true’ bronze composition 
(Table 4.4). If valid (see 
discussion above), it could 
indicate that this technology was 
already more widespread in the 
larger ‘Southern Italian’ sphere, 
given its location at the southern 
margins of Central Italy (Figure 
4.3b). The extension of a 
‘Southern Italian’ metallurgical 
sphere into Central Italy seems to 
be corroborated by single finds of 
metalwork from southern Abruzzo 
and southern Lazio with a broadly 
similar, ‘true bronze’ composition 
(§4.3; §4.4). Unfortunately, the second ‘horizon II’ axe hoard (CAPESTRANO) in Abruzzo has been lost 
(§4.2) and cannot be tested for its composition and compared with the ALANNO hoard. The extension of 
the ‘typo-network’ into Abruzzo (Figure 4.3a) could indicate a concomitant extension of the 
‘Tyrrhenian’ sphere to the Adriatic side of the peninsula. 


















other elements References 
(Junghans et al. 
1974) 
~84 12 0.61 2 0.42 1.1 trace Ag (.04) > Bi (.03) > Fe (trace) [no. 20196] 
~81 11 5 1.5 0.4 1.05 - Ag (.08) > Bi (.078) > Fe (trace) [no. 20203] 
~82 11 5 0.19 0.42 1 trace Ag (.34) > Bi (.2) > Fe (trace) [no. 20207] 
~86 10.5 1.45 0.55 0.68 0.72 0.03 Bi (.065) > Ag (.03) > Fe (trace) [no. 20189] 
~81.5 9.8 5 1.1 0.39 1.8 0.02 Ag (.11) > Bi (.071) > Fe (trace) [no. 20202] 
~81.5 9.4 5 2 0.6 1.3 0.02 Ag (.13) > Bi (.12) > Fe (trace) [no. 20206] 
~84 9.4 5 0.33 0.39 0.89 trace Bi (.12) >Ag (.1) > Fe (trace) [no. 20220] 
~87 9.4 2 0.62 0.24 0.63 0.02 Bi (.058) > Ag (.04) > Fe (trace) [no. 20204] 
~86 9.3 2.5 1.05 0.33 0.7 trace Bi (.061) >Ag (.05) > Fe (trace) [no. 20217] 
~86 9 3.2 0.19 0.5 0.96 0.03 Ag (.08) > Bi (.062) > Fe (trace) [no. 20197] 
~86.5 8.6 2.7 0.94 0.37 0.75 0.02 Bi (.061) > Ag (.03) > Fe (trace) [no. 20198] 
~89 8.4 1.7 0.38 0.11 0.19 - Bi (.02) >Ag (.01) > Fe (trace) [no. 20229] 
~89 8.4 1.5 0.4 0.15 0.35 trace Ag (.05) > Bi (.02) >Fe (trace) [no. 20227] 
~83.5 8.1 5 1.9 0.33 1.2 0.03 Bi (.13) > Ag (.06) > Fe (trace) [no. 20193] 
~83.5 8 5 2 0.18 0.92 trace Ag (.12) > Bi (.035) > Fe (trace) [no. 20200] 
~87 7.9 2.2 1.3 0.48 0.76 0.02 Ag (.06) > Bi (.056) >Fe (trace) [no. 20219] 
~86.5 7.7 3.2 1.6 0.21 0.82 0.03 Ag (.05) > Bi (.031) > Fe (trace) [no. 20201] 
~90 7.7 0.81 0.73 0.21 0.34 trace Ag (.04) > Bi (.024) > Fe (trace) [no. 20192] 
~84 7.5 5 2 0.84 0.66 trace Bi (.083) >Ag (.05) > Fe (trace) [no. 20226] 
~88.5 7.4 2.3 0.66 0.35 0.78 trace Ag (.05) > Bi (.048) > Fe (trace) [no. 20190] 
~91 7.4 0.57 0.66 0.12 0.08 - Bi (trace), Ag (trace), Fe (trace) [no. 20565] 
~89 7.3 1.05 2 0.18 0.46 trace Ag (.04) > Bi (.018) > Fe (trace) [no. 20199] 
~90 7.2 1.1 0.76 0.14 0.57 0.02 Bi (.019) >Ag (.01) > Fe (trace) [no. 20216] 
~89.5 7.2 0.84 1.2 0.12 0.87 0.01 Bi (.021) >Ag (.02) > Fe (trace) [no. 20213] 
~90 7.1 0.99 1 0.19 0.86 trace Ag (.04) > Bi (.029) >Fe (trace) [no. 20230] 
~91.5 7.1 0.95 0.35 0.09 0.19 trace Ag (.03) > Bi (.01) >Fe (trace) [no. 20231] 
~91.5 7.1 0.5 0.4 0.02 0.26 - Ag (trace), Fe (trace) [no. 20237] 
~87.5 7 2.4 1.9 0.5 0.56 trace Ag (.04) > Bi (.037) >Fe (trace) [no. 20223] 
~90 6.9 1.6 0.48 0.21 0.62 0.03 Ag (.08) > Bi (.031) >Fe (trace) [no. 20222] 
~88.5 6.7 3.8 0.15 0.29 0.42 - Bi (.027) >Ag (.02) > Fe (trace) [no. 20224] 
~89 6.7 3.2 0.6 0.15 0.2 - Ag (.03) > Bi (.02) > Fe (trace) [no. 20567] 
~90.5 6.5 2.3 0.27 0.21 0.26 - Bi (.016) > Ag (.01) > Fe (trace) [no. 20564] 
~93 6.5 0.07 0.16 0.01 0.04 trace Ag (trace), Fe (trace) [no. 20566] 
~92 6.4 1.05 0.11 0.4 0.05 - Bi (.02) >Ag (.01) > Fe (trace) [no. 20236] 
~91 6.4 0.93 0.34 0.1 1.4 trace Ag (.03) > Bi (.019) >Fe (trace) [no. 20238] 
~86.5 6.2 5 0.17 0.82 0.92 0.03 Ag (.09) > Bi (.088) > Fe (trace) [no. 20195] 
~88.5 6.2 1.4 2.2 0.31 1.15 0.02 Bi (.051) > Ag (.03) > Fe (trace) [no. 20194] 
~90 6 2.6 0.38 0.34 0.54 trace Bi (.057) > Ag (.05) > Fe (trace) [no. 20191] 
~90.5 6 1.8 0.9 0.19 0.56 0.01 Ag (.07) > Bi (.032) >Fe (trace) [no. 20221] 
~91.5 6 0.58 0.22 0.14 1.5 trace Ag (.02) > Bi (.018) >Fe (trace) [no. 20233] 
~86 5.8 4 2 0.55 1.25 0.01 Bi (.11) > Ag (.07) > Fe (trace) [no. 20205] 
~91.5 5.8 0.85 0.51 0.12 1.2 trace Bi (.013) >Ag (.01) > Fe (trace) [no. 20235] 
~86 5.7 5 0.96 0.53 1.5 trace Bi (.18) >Ag (.09) > Fe (trace) [no. 20228] 
~92 5.7 0.73 0.32 0.07 0.91 trace Ag (.02) > Bi (.01) >Fe (trace) [no. 20239] 
~89 5.6 3.1 0.72 0.55 0.93 0.03 Bi (.14) >Ag (.06) > Fe (trace) [no. 20211] 
~92.5 5.4 1.45 0.3 0.27 0.2 trace Ag (.04) > Bi (.024) >Fe (trace) [no. 20240] 
~86 5.3 4.5 1.6 0.66 1.5 0.02 Bi (.14) >Ag (.07) > Fe (trace) [no. 20212] 
~89 5.3 2.1 1.7 0.52 1 0.01 Bi (.13) >Ag (.06) > Fe (trace) [no. 20208] 
~91.5 5.2 2.1 0.21 0.3 0.48 trace Bi (.052) >Ag (.05) > Fe (trace) [no. 20225] 
~93.5 5.2 0.63 0.19 0.53 0.13 trace Ag (.03) > Bi (.014) >Fe (trace) [no. 20232] 
~87.5 5.1 3.5 2 0.47 1.2 0.02 Bi (.12) >Ag (.06) > Fe (trace) [no. 20209] 
~93.5 5.1 0.22 0.16 0.95 0.2 trace Ag (.08) > Bi (.014) > Fe (trace) [no. 20563] 
~85.5 4.8 5 0.93 1.15 2.2 0.03 Bi (.11) >Ag (.05) > Fe (trace) [no. 20214] 
~87.5 4.6 5 0.07 0.64 1.8 0.02 Bi (.13), Ag (.13) > Fe (trace) [no. 20218] 
~88 4.5 5 0.44 0.64 0.98 0.02 Bi (.2), Ag (.2) > Fe (trace) [no. 20215] 
~91 4.5 2.9 0.58 0.5 0.35 trace Ag (.06) > Bi (.047) >Fe (trace) [no. 20210] 
~94 4.2 1.15 0.28 0.29 0.26 trace Ag (.04) > Bi (.023) >Fe (trace) [no. 20234] 
~92.5 2.8 3.5 0.08 0.32 0.72 0.02 Ag (.08) > Bi (.053) > Fe (trace) [no. 20188] 
~95.5 2.8 0.95 0.21 0.15 0.15 - Bi (.01), Ag (.01) > Fe (trace) [no. 20562] 
Table 4.5: overview of composition analyses [n=59] available for axes in the three ‘horizon II’ 
and ‘horizon II-III’ axe hoards from CAMPIGLIA D’ORCIA (Siena, Tuscany), sorted by tin 
contents (with reconstructed copper contents included for comparison) [cf. Table 4.6 for ingots]. 
 
Both ‘Adriatic’ signatures (see above) are distinctive from the axes in the ‘Tyrrhenian’ or 
‘Tuscan’ sphere (CAMPIGLIA D’ORCIA; AMELIA). These are characterised by a composition that is 
based on copper (Cu)-tin (Sn) but also includes a series of other main elements, i.e. lead (Pb)-zinc (Zn)-
arsenic (As)-antimony (Sb), with considerable variability in their proportions, as well as silver (Ag), 
bismuth (Bi) and nickel (Ni) as trace elements (Tables 4.4 & 4.5). This signature sets the ‘Tuscan’ axes 
apart from those in the ‘northern Adriatic’ hoard (FERMIGNANO), especially in terms of the consistent 
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presence of tin (~5-10%), the absence of silver (Ag) and nickel (Ni) as main elements and the absence 
of cobalt (Co) as a trace element (see above). 
Having detailed the distinctive compositional signatures of ‘horizon II’ axes, I’d like to stress 
that such differentiation in the composition of ‘Central Italian’ metalwork is often misrepresented. 
Axes (and other classes of metalwork) are generally classified as ‘bronzes’ on the basis of their 
consistently high tin contents. This implies a ‘true bronze’ composition, thereby disregarding the 
consistently high lead and/or zinc contents (Tables 4.4 & 4.5), as well as the low tin contents of the 
‘northern Adriatic’ hoard (see above). To distinguishing them from a ‘true bronze’ signature, I will use 
the term ‘early bronze’ to stress the particular compositions of ‘Tyrrhenian’ and ‘northern Adriatic’ 
axes, heavy on other main elements (in addition to tin). ‘Early bronze’ signatures argue agains a 
simplistic, linear perspective on technological change from copper to bronze metalwork (cf. Kienlin 
2008). For instance, the change from the ‘true bronze’ signature of the ‘horizon I’ axe hoard from 
MONTE MAGGIO (see above) to the ‘early bronze’ signatures of ‘horizon II’ axe hoards in the ‘Tuscan’ 
sphere indicates a technological change, but should not be regarded as an evolutionary lapse. The 
apparent ‘reversal’ to an ‘early bronze’ signature underscores the historical particularity of ‘horizon I’ 
in the sequence of the EBA hoarding phenomenon. In this respect, I will argue that the ‘horizon II’ 
compositional signature in the ‘Tuscan’ sphere refers to the historical particularity of the emergent 


















other elements References 
(Junghans et al. 
1974) 
~100 - 0.02 0.06 trace trace - Ag (trace), Fe (trace) [no. 20241] 
~100 - trace 0.05 0.02 0.02 - Ag (trace), Fe (trace) [no. 20560] 
~100 - trace 0.13 0.01 0.11 - Ag (trace), Fe (trace) [no. 20570] 
~99.5 - 0.08 0.07 0.05 0.09 - Ag (.03) > Fe (trace) [no. 20569] 
~99.5 - 0.06 0.11 0.05 0.11 - Ag (trace), Fe (trace) [no. 20571] 
~99 trace 0.11 0.26 0.07 0.58 0.01 Ag (.03) > Fe (trace) [no. 20243] 
~99 - 0.14 0.96 0.02 0.04 - Ag (trace), Fe (trace) [no. 20561] 
~98.5 trace 0.28 0.13 0.7 0.14 0.01 Ag (.02) > Bi (.018) > Fe (trace) [no. 20572] 
~98.5 - 0.19 0.5 0.07 0.56 0.01 Ag (.01) > Bi (.007) > Fe (trace) [no. 20568] 
~97.5 - 0.29 2 0.11 0.11 trace Ag (.02) > Bi (.012) > Fe (trace) [no. 20242] 
~97.5 - 0.97 1.4 0.09 0.01 trace Ag (trace), Fe (trace) [no. 20559] 
Table 4.6: overview of composition analyses [n=11] available for ingots in ‘horizon II’ and 
‘horizon II-III’ axe hoards from CAMPIGLIA D’ORCIA (Siena, Tuscany), sorted by reconstructed 
copper contents [cf. Table 4.5 for axes]. 
 
Because of their proximity to the COLLINE METALLIFERE it is likely that the ‘early bronze’ 
signature of the axes from the CAMPIGLIA D’ORCIA and AMELIA hoards (Figure 4.3b) refers to the 
composition of ‘regional’ copper sources in central Tuscany. This particular signature is to some extent 
corroborated by the presence of Cu-Pb-Zn ores in an arsenic rich context (cf. Costagliola et al. 2008 
[fig. 1]). Although a reconstruction of EBA metallurgical practice is beyond the scope of this thesis, 
somewhat more detail will be added here by comparing the compositional signatures of axes and 
ingots, the latter exclusively found in Tuscany (Figure 4.1). The only ingots from Central Italy that 
have been subjected to composition analyses (Table 4.6), are those found at CAMPIGLIA D’ORCIA in 
association with ‘horizon II’ and ‘horizon II-III’ axes (Table 4.5).64 These ingots can be divided in two 
groups on the basis of their composition (Table 4.6). One group is distinguished by relatively pure 
(reconstructed) copper contents (>99%) and the other by lower (reconstructed) copper contents (~97-
99%) including zinc (Zn), lead (Pb), antimony (Sb) and/or arsenic (As) as impurities (>0.2%). As in the 
case of the main elements in the composition of the axes from the same hoards (Table 4.5), a 
correlation in the proportions and permutations of these impurities in ingots seems absent (Table 4.6). 
Still, the frequently higher levels of lead (Pb), arsenic (As) and antimony (Sb) in the axes from 
CAMPIGLIA D’ORCIA are generally incompatible with the composition of the copper ingots, whereas a 
similar range in levels of zinc (Zn) (<2%) does occur both in axes and ingots (Tables 4.5 & 4.6). In 
                                                 
64 Similar to the axes from CAMPIGLIA D’ORCIA (Table 4.5), the same location has been attributed to the 11 ingots from two 
assemblages, one ‘horizon II’ hoard and another ‘horizon II-III’ hoard (Cocchi Genick 1998 [nos. 54-55]), analysed by Junghans 
et al. (1974). These can therefore not be distinguished without a more detailed study and are listed and discussed here as one 
group (Table 4.6). Potentially, this group also includes some of the 6 ingots from the VAL D’ORCIA ingot hoard (Cocchi Genick 
1998 [no. 52]), as the analyses have been presented in three separate groups (Junghans et al. 1974 [nos. 20241-20243, 20559-
20561 & 20568-20572]). 
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terms of the trace elements found in axes, silver (Ag) is consistently present in the copper ingots, but 
higher levels of silver and the presence of bismuth (Bi) and nickel (Ni) are correlated with the presence 
of impurities in raw material (Table 4.6). This seems to be corroborated by the absence of bismuth as a 
trace element in two of the ‘purest’ bronze axes (Table 4.5 [nos. 20237 & 20566]). 
Overall, the relative purity of ingots (Table 4.6) with respect to axes (Table 4.5) suggests that 
the ingots did not constitute the raw material for the axes. Arguably, ingots were cast from the same 
raw material as axes (i.e. Cu-Pb-Zn ores), but in a more refined state (or alternatively from copper from 
a different source).65 Extending the comparison to the other ‘horizon II’ axe hoards, it seems that 
neither the ‘northern Adriatic’ axes (FERMIGNANO) nor the ‘southern Adriatic” axe (ALANNO) are 
compatible with the composition of the ingots. The absence of lead and zinc in the former and the 
absence of zinc, antimony, nickle and bismuth in the latter (Table 4.4) contrasts with the presence of 
lead, zinc, antimony and bismuth as trace elements in the ‘Tuscan’ copper ingots (Table 4.6). 
Retrospectively, the two ‘true bronze’ axes in the ‘horizon I’ hoard from central Tuscany (MONTE 
MAGGIO) are compatible with the ‘horizon II’ and ‘horizon II-III’ ingots, in showing the same, full 
range of trace elements (Tables 4.4 & 4.6). This is corroborated by the similar composition of one of 
the ‘purest’ bronze axes from CAMPIGLIA D’ORCIA (Table 4.5 [no. 20566]), although it shows a 
significantly higher tin content than the two ‘horizon I’ axes (Table 4.4). In other words, the ‘horizon I’ 
axes could have been cast from the same ‘regional’ copper sources as the CAMPIGLIA D’ORCIA ingots 
and axes. This would preserve the connection between the start of the EBA hoarding phenomenon and 
the (subsequent) emergence of a ‘Tuscan’ metallurgical sphere after the abandonment of the Ligurian 
mining area at the Copper Age-EBA1 transition (see above). Tuscany had definitely become one of the 
main areas of EBA mining and metalwork production in the Italian peninsula by the time of ‘horizon 
II’, when ‘early bronze’ axes seem to have been ‘mass-produced’ from regional copper sources (Table 
4.5), as well as refined copper ingots (Table 4.6). On the basis of the compositional signatures of axe 
hoards, however, there is no indication that these axes and ingots reached the other side of the 




The majority of hoards in Central Italy have been dated to ‘horizon II-III’ and ‘horizon III’ (Table 4.2), 
including all of the three dagger hoards (Table 4.1).66 The latter are not only outnumbered by axe 
hoards, but also characterised by a distinctive spatial distribution and compositional signature (see 
below). It can be argued that dagger hoards were special cases in the ‘horizon III’ hoarding 
phenomenon in which axes remained predominant. The ‘specialised’ character of dagger hoards is 
corroborated by the constituent objects, which different from axes (and ingots) are composite pieces of 
metalwork consisting of a cast handle attached to the blade with rivets (i.e. metal-hilted daggers; in 
Italian: “pugnali a manico fuso”; in German: “Vollgriffdolche”). Schwenzer (2004) has elaborated on 
many aspects of metal-hilted daggers in a recent synthesis, including specimens from the Italian 
peninsula among the southernmost instances (‘Italian types’) of a pan-European EBA phenomenon. 
The core of the distribution of “Vollgriffdolche” is situated in southeastern France and continental 
Central Europe (cf. Schwenzer 2002, 2004). Because of its focus on a single specialised class of 
metalwork on a European scale, however, this recent synthesis does not contextualise the Central 
Italian daggers in ‘regional’ metallurgical traditions. To remedy this, the discussion of the spatial 
distributions and composition analyses of axe hoards and ingots, in the light of ‘typo-networks’ based 
on ceramic connectivity in Central Italy, will continue here and include a comparison with dagger 
hoards. 
Within the increase in the number of hoards and the extension of their spatial distribution to 
northern Lazio, a more clear-cut concentration can be discerned in the spatial distribution of ‘horizon 
II-III’ and ‘horizon III’ hoards in central-southern Tuscany (Figure 4.4) than before (Figures 4.2 & 
4.3). In this respect, the three dagger hoards are outliers in the main distribution of ‘horizon III’ hoards, 
which underscores the focus of axe hoards on Tuscany (Figure 4.4). This spatial pattern is consistent 
                                                 
65 The alternative scenario that the ingots were used as raw material in axe production, would imply that the wide range of main 
elements in axes, in particular lead (Tables 4.4 & 4.5), was (re)introduced in the process of adding tin to refined copper. 
66 On the basis of a revised typochronology of metal-hilted daggers De Marinis (2001 [tab. 1-2]) has recently argued that the 
RIPATRANSONE hoard preceded the LORETO APRUTINO hoard, effectively dating the former to ‘horizon II-III’. As such, it seems 
to constitute a ‘horizon III’ hoard that includes ‘horizon II’ dagger types, and will be discussed in the context of ‘horizon III’ 
hoards, similar to ‘horizon II-III’ axe hoards (§4.1.1). 
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with the persistent focus on this particular region in the ‘typo-network’ of subphase BA2 despite its 
extension (§3.2.1; Figure 3.3; Table 4.3). This typo-network incorporates the outlying axe hoards, but 
not the dagger hoards (Figure 4.4). The latter seem to have been spatially circumscribed to the so-called 
‘southern handle sphere’ in Central Italy (§3.2.1; Figure 3.4). The distinctive spatial distributions of axe 
hoards and metal-hilted dagger hoards suggest that they were linked to separate spheres. This would be 
consistent with ‘regional’ production in the case of the former (see above) contrary to the 
‘international’, European wide 
character in the case of the latter 
(cf. Schwenzer 2002, 2004). 
Peroni (1971) has appreciated 
this pattern of regional 
differentiation between the 
Tyrrhenian and Adriatic sides of 
the peninsula within his Central 
Italian metallurgical ‘koinè’. The 
question is what the respective 
composition analyses will add to 
this spatial pattern. Did either 
side of the peninsula ‘specialise’ 
in the production of a particular 
class of metalwork using the 
same sources of raw material? 
Or, did the metallurgically 
distinctive ‘horizon II’ spheres 
(see above) persist in ‘horizon 
III’? 
 
Figure 4.4: map (adapted from 
http://commons.wikimedia.org/
wiki/File:Italy_map-blank.svg) 
showing (a) ‘horizon II-III’ 
and ‘horizon III’ axe and 
dagger hoards (compiled after 
Cocchi Genick 1998, 85-86) 
and the typo-network of 
subphase BA2 in Central Italy 
(§3.2.1; Figure 3.3) (above); 
and (b) compositional 
similarity and postulated 
metallurgical spheres (below). 
 
Axes and ingots 
In the absence of composition 
analyses for ‘horizon II-III’ and 
‘horizon III’ axe hoards from the 
Adriatic side of the peninsula the 
issue of regional differentiation 
remains unresolved (Figure 
4.4b). In addition to the ‘horizon 
II-III’ axe and ingot hoards from 
CAMPIGLIA D’ORCIA (Tables 4.5 
& 4.6), composition analyses are 
only avaible for one further axe 
hoard (MONTEMERANO I) out of 
the many that make up the core 
of the distribution in central-southern Tuscany and one of the outlying axe hoards (VERRUCCA), 
situated in northern Tuscany. The axes in the MONTEMERANO I hoard show a copper (Cu)-tin (Sn)-lead 
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(Pb)-zinc (Zn)-arsenic (As) compositional signature, with silver (Ag), bismuth (Bi) and nickel (Ni) as 
trace elements (Table 4.7). This signature is compatible with those from the ‘horizon II’ and ‘horizon 
II-III’ hoards at CAMPIGLIA D’ORCIA (Table 4.5) and shows the persistence of the ‘regional’ 
metallurgical tradition established in ‘horizon II’ or earlier (see above). It seems likely that the majority 
of the remaining ‘horizon III’ axe hoards found in central and southern Tuscany should also be 
attributed to the core of this metallurgical sphere (Figure 4.4b), but this cannot be substantiated by 
composition analyses (yet). With respect to these axe hoards in southern Tuscany, the outlying ‘horizon 
III’ axe hoard (VERRUCCA) in northern Tuscany shows a distinctive composition, with zinc (Zn) 
reduced to a trace element and the order in terms of the proportions of silver (Ag) and bismuth (Bi) as 
trace elements reversed (Table 4.7).67 Although this compositional signature is not inconsistent with the 
use of refined copper from the COLLINE METALLIFERE in the form of ingots (Table 4.6), it does seem to 
indicate a different metallurgical tradition (or sphere).68 In this respect, its outlying location in northern 

















other elements References 
(Junghans et 
al. 1974) 
~90.5 6.4 1.45 0.13 0.21 1.05 0.02 Ag (.04) > Bi (.03) > Fe 
(trace) 
[no. 20554] 
~85 8 4.6 0.14 0.79 0.86 0.18 Ag (.21) > Bi (.07) > Fe 
(trace) 
[no. 20555] 
~88.5 9.3 1.8 trace 0.14 0.2 0.03 Ag (.03) > Bi (.027) > Fe 
(trace) 
[no. 20556] 





~91 8.6 0.38 trace 0.01 0.09 0.03 Ag (.03) > Bi (.014) > Fe 
(trace) 
[no. 20558] 
~89 5 2.9 1.55 0.17 1.25 0.01 Bi (.09) > Ag (.06) > Fe 
(trace) 
[no. 20573] 
~87.5 6.2 3.6 1.35 0.54 0.5 - Bi (.05) > Ag (.02) > Fe 
(trace) 
[no. 20574] 
~84.5 7.1 4.9 1.2 0.29 1.55 trace Bi (.2) > Ag (.06) > Fe 
(trace) 
[no. 20575] 
~88 6.8 3.2 0.58 0.21 0.96 trace Bi (.036) > Ag (.03) > Fe 
(trace) 
[no. 20576] 
~86 6.3 3.9 2 0.19 1.45 trace Bi (.079) > Ag (.03) > Fe 
(trace) 
[no. 20577] 
~87 6.7 3 2 0.21 0.82 trace Bi (.049) > Ag (.02) > Fe 
(trace) 
[no. 20578] 
~87 5.6 4.2 2 0.33 0.9 - Bi (.021) > Ag (.01) > Fe 
(trace) 
[no. 20579] 
~88.5 5.8 2.2 2 0.17 1.25 trace Bi (.035) > Ag (.01) > Fe 
(trace) 
[no. 20580] 
~89 6 2.8 0.5 0.29 1.05 trace Bi (.098) > Ag (.03) > Fe 
(trace) 
[no. 20581] 
~87.5 5.8 3.3 2 0.38 0.76 - Bi (.1) > Ag (.04) > Fe 
(trace) 
[no. 20582] 





~90 5.4 3.1 0.4 0.23 0.94 - Bi (.054) > Ag (.03) > Fe 
(trace) 
[no. 20584] 
Table 4.7: overview of composition analyses available for ‘horizon III’ axe hoards (with 
reconstructed copper contents included for comparison). 
 
In the absence of composition analyses for axe hoards outside Tuscany, in particular the 
Adriatic sphere (Figure 4.4b), a comparison with those for axes in the ‘horizon III-IV’ hoard (“TERNI”) 
from Umbria (Table 4.8) is useful.69 Its generic provenance situates it outside, immediately to the 
southeast of the main distribution of ‘horizon III’ axe hoards in central-southern Tuscany. The “TERNI” 
axes show a similar composition to the VERRUCCA axe hoard in northern Tuscany, with main elements, 
                                                 
67 The ‘early bronze’ signature in terms of the presence of lead in the axes from the VERRUCCA hoard (Table 4.7) distinguishes 
these from the ‘true bronze’ axes in the northernmost ‘horizon I’ hoard of MONTE MAGGIO (see above; Table 4.4; Figure 4.2). 
68 The distinctive composition could be due to the use of tin from a different source (than the tin used in southern Tuscany), 
which was added to ‘regional’ copper sources in the COLLINE METALLIFERE. 
69 The “TERNI” hoard is represented by a group of eight axes in the British Museum (Bietti Sestieri & Macnamara 2007, 39 [nos. 
52-59]) with consecutive inventory numbers (PRB 1964.12-1.204-211) and copper-tin-lead signatures (Hook 2007 [nos. 52-59]; 
Table 4.8). As the hoard is later in date and imprecisely provenanced, it has not been included in the distribution map (Figure 
4.4). 
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other than tin (Sn), limited to lead (Pb), albeit with somewhat higher levels of zinc (Zn) (Tables 4.7 & 
4.8). Bietti Sestieri & Macnamara (2007, 10) regard the compositional signature as a copper-tin alloy 
and the remaining elements as trace elements, misrepresenting it as ‘true bronze’ instead of ‘early 
bronze’ metallurgy that is common in Central Italian axes (see above). The order in the proportions of 
trace elements in these axe hoards cannot be compared directly because of the different methods used 
in composition analysis (Junghans et al. 1974; Hook 2007). Nonetheless, the potential presence of 
cobalt (Co) as a trace element in the latter (and typochronologically later) hoard could be an indication 
of a distinctive metallurgical sphere. This particular trace element could link it to the ‘horizon II’ axe 
hoard from FERMIGNANO on the basis of which a ‘northern Adriatic’ sphere was postulated (see above). 
It would be consistent with the intermediate position of the “Terni” hoard, in the intermontane region 
between the ‘Tuscan’ and ‘Adriatic’ spheres. Another scenario appreciates that the “Terni” hoard has 
been dated to a later typochronological phase and may therefore refer to a different metallurgical 
tradition at the EBA2-MBA1 transition (Chapter 9), potentially related to the same ‘regional’ copper 


















other elements References 
92.3 5.17 1.20 0.727 0.09 0.24 0.011 S (.15) > Fe (.049) > Bi (.024) 
> Ag (.013) > Co (<.003) 
Hook 2007 [no. 
52] 
88.1 7.01 4.09 0.061 0.04 0.14 0.019 Bi (.131) > S (.11) > Ag (.105) 
> Fe (.004) > Co (<.003) 
Hook 2007 [no. 
53] 
90.2 7.82 0.47 0.042 0.11 0.09 0.023 S (.08) > Ag (.074) > Bi (.037) 
> Fe (.004) > Co (<.003) 
Hook 2007 [no. 
54] 
89.5 7.50 0.69 0.220 0.17 0.47 0.030 S (.11) > Fe (.031) > Bi (.024) 
> Ag (.021) > Co (<.003) 
Hook 2007 [no. 
55] 
91.4 5.64 1.60 0.116 0.02 0.11 0.017 S (.18) > Fe (.067) > Ag (.031) 
> Bi (.018) >Co (.003) 
Hook 2007 [no. 
56] 
88.4 7.57 0.90 0.072 0.09 0.18 0.031 S (.09) > Bi (.042) > Ag (.041) 
> Fe (.007) > Co (<.003) 
Hook 2007 [no. 
57] 
93.0 4.48 2.17 0.486 0.17 0.15 0.013 S (.23) > Fe (.200) > Ag (.026) 
> Bi (.019) > Co (<.003) 
Hook 2007 [no. 
58] 
“Terni” 
88.5 8.44 1.65 0.180 0.07 0.10 0.015 S (.15) > Bi (.052) > Ag (.027) 
> Fe (.021) > Co (<.003) 
Hook 2007 [no. 
59] 
Table 4.8: overview of composition analyses available for ‘horizon III-IV’ and/or ‘horizon IV’ 
axe hoards. 
 
Overall, the persistence of a particular compositional signature in the core of the spatial 
distribution of EBA axe hoards (AMELIA; CAMPIGLIA D’ORCIA; MONTEMERANO I) strongly suggests 
the presence of a ‘Tuscan’ metallurgical tradition, intimately related to the ‘regional’ copper sources in 
the COLLINE METALLIFERE (Figures 4.3b & 4.4b). This should be seen in the light of the spatial 
coincidence between the distribution of ingots (Figure 4.1) and the concentration of hoards (Figure 
4.4). It argues in favour of ‘mass’ production of ‘early bronze’ axes (and refined raw material in the 
form of ingots) in central-southern Tuscany (see above). I will show that its supra-regional significance 
is further substantiated by the spatial dimension of the composition analyses of single finds of EBA 
axes from Lazio and Abruzzo (§4.3). From the perspective of a ‘Tuscan’ area of metalwork production, 
I will argue that the coincidence of the spatial distribution of axe (and/or ingot) hoards with the 
reconstructed intersection of the boundaries of three reconstructed cultural groups (Figure 3.7; Figure 
4.1) does not only refer to a form of boundary work in cultural landscapes, situating metalwork 
deposition in intermediate positions (§3.2.2). The coincidence of the ‘Tuscan’ metallurgical sphere and 
the focus of connectivity in typo-networks on Tuscany (Figures 4.3a & 4.4a) also begs the question to 
what extent EBA metalwork production (and metallurgical knowledge) was spatially circumscribed to 
central and southern Tuscany (§4.3). Such a supra-regional ‘division of labour’ could have entailed 
periodic mobility of groups of people over longer distances to the copper mines or to the area of axe 
production, not only for the purpose of exchange (cf. Peroni 1971) but perhaps also as workforce 
(§4.4). 
 
Metal-hilted daggers (“Vollgriffdolche”) 
The spatial distribution of ‘horizon III’ (and ‘horizon II-III’) dagger hoards is distinctive from axe 
hoards and circumscribed to the southern half of Central Italy (Figure 4.4). Single finds of metal-hilted 
daggers follow the same spatial pattern of an uneven, regionally differentiated distribution (Table 4.9), 
in the context of the Italian peninsula as a whole (cf. Schwenzer 2004, 14 [Abb. 4]). Although 
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Schwenzer (2004) distinguishes three ‘Italian’ types with a main distribution in Central and Southern 
Italy, the distributions of ‘continental European’ types extend into Northern Italy.70 In this wider 
European context, the isolated location of the two Adriatic dagger hoards (RIPATRANSONE; LORETO 
APRUTINO) in Central Italy (Figure 4.4; Table 4.9) seems consistent with long-distance connectivity to 
and from continental Central Europe (rather than to and from Switzerland and southern France). The 
‘isolated’ location of the third dagger hoard (CERVARA ALFINA), situated immediately outside the 
concentration of ‘horizon III’ axe hoards in southern Tuscany (Figure 4.4), underscores the spatial 
dissociation of this specialised class of metalwork from the ‘Tuscan’ metallurgical sphere of axe 
production (see above). In this respect, the absence of dagger hoards from Tuscany seems corroborated 
by the presence of single finds (CETONA; CHIUSI; “SIENA”) in a selected part of the region (Table 4.9), 
more precisely in connection with the cultural group (GRUPPO DEL BEATO BENINCASA) reconstructed in 
southeastern Tuscany (Figure 3.5). This was not only a core area of EBA metalwork production, in the 
light of the spatial distribution and number of ingots (Figure 4.1), but also strategically situated in 
cross-APENNINE connectivity. Taken together, the spatial pattern of mutually exclusive distributions in 
Central Italy of multiple versus single finds of metal-hilted daggers suggests that these composite 
pieces of metalwork were not ‘mass produced’ in Tuscany (if at all), contrary to axes (see above). 
 
 Single finds Dagger hoard (or multiple 
finds) 
Mixed hoard (or mixed 
groups) 
Northern Italy    
Piemonte “Piemonte” [no. 191] 
Villa del Foro [no. 220] 
- - 
Lombardia Lavagnone [no. 168] 
Polada [no. 192] 
Piattamala [nos. 189-190] - 
Trento-Alto 
Adige 
“Lombardia” [no. 170] Lago di Ledro [nos. 164-167] 
Lodi [no. 169] 
- 
Veneto - - - 
Friuli-Venezia 
Giulia 
- - - 
Emilia-Romagna Cella presso Cadè [no. 157] 
“Parma” [no. 186] 
Castione dei Marchesi [nos. 151-156] 
Parpanese [nos. 187-188] 
San Lorenzo in Nuceto [no. 
216] 
Liguria Arma di Taggia [no. 147] - - 
Central Italy    
Tuscany Cetona [no. 161] 
Chiusi [no. 162] 
“Siena” [no. 217] 
- - 
Lazio “dal Tevere” [no. 218] Cervara Alfina [nos. 158-160] - 
Umbria - - - 
Marche Fossombrone [no. 163] Ripatransone [nos. 193-215] - 
Abruzzo “Abruzzi” [no. 146] Loreto Aprutino [nos. 171-180 & 229] “Mascion” (?) [no. 181] 
Southern Italy    
Molise - - - 
Puglia - - - 
Campania Boscoreale [no. 148] 
“Campania” [no. 150] 
Torre Annunziata [no. 219] 
Nocera dei Pagani [nos. 183-185] - 
Basilicata - - Matera [no. 182] 
Calabria - - - 
Table 4.9: overview of regional differentiation in the spatial distribution of metal-hilted daggers 
from Italy [compiled after and nos. refer to Schwenzer 2004]. 
 
If metal-hilted daggers were an ‘Adriatic’ specialty (cf. Peroni 1971), the question is to what 
extent this shows in their constituent raw material. Similar to axes from ‘horizon III’ hoards, by no 
means all of the metal-hilted daggers from Central Italy have been subjected to composition analysis. 
However, a couple of daggers have been sampled from each of the three dagger hoards, as well as two 
(of the three) single finds from Tuscany (Tables 4.9 & 4.10). This creates the opportunity to make a 
comparison between almost all of the metal-hilted dagger finds from Central Italy. On the other hand, 
the comparison of each dagger hoard in itself is more limited in terms of its constituent objects, unlike 
axe hoards that tend to be subjected to compositional analysis in their entirety (see above). Moreover, 
as a composite object, each metal-hilted dagger has generally been subjected to two (or three) 
                                                 
70 Cf. Schwenzer 2004, 62 [Abb. 39: “Baltisch-Padanischer Typ”], 67 [Abb. 42: “Alpiner Typ”], 72 [Abb. 46: “Rhônetyp”], 76 
[Abb. 49: “Italischer Typ 1”], 82 [Abb. 54: “Italischer Typ 2”], 85 [Abb. 57: “Italischer Typ 3”]. 
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composition analyses, one for the hilt and another for the blade, sometimes extended to one of the 
rivets (if remaining). Here I will limit the discussion to blades (Table 4.10), but extend it to include all 
two (or three) composition analyses for each object in the case of Abruzzo and Lazio (§4.3). Finally, in 
the absence of earlier, exclusively ‘horizon II’ dagger hoards from Central Italy, diachronic comparison 
will be limited to earlier axe and/or ingots hoards. A consideration of composition analyses of daggers 
and halberds from single finds in Central Italy as a whole lies beyond the scope of this thesis. However, 
the composition of earlier, so-called ‘simple’ daggers (and halberds) from single finds will be taken 
into consideration in the case of Abruzzo and Lazio, in order to differentiate between classes of 
metalwork in terms of their raw material in both ‘synchronic’ and diachronic comparison (§4.3). 
Despite these limitations, a first observation is that the majority of the blades of metal-hilted 
daggers are ‘true bronze’ and lack lead (Pb) and zinc (Zn) as main elements (Table 4.10). In general, a 
broad distinction can be made between a group of ‘true bronze’ compositions and a group of ‘early 
bronze’ compositions of dagger blades, based on the absence or presence of higher levels of lead (Pb), 
zinc (Zn), antimony (Sb), arsenic (As), nickel (Ni) and/or silver (Ag), as well as on differentiation in 
trace elements (Table 4.10). This opens up the possibility of making a comparison with the ‘early 
bronze’ signature of the majority of ‘horizon II’, ‘horizon II-III’ and ‘horizon III’ axe hoards (Tables 
4.4, 4.5, 4.7 & 4.8) and refined copper in the form of ingots (Table 4.6). In this respect, the complete 
absence of zinc (Zn) in the majority of dagger blades (Table 4.10) precludes these from being cast from 
the same raw material as used in metalwork production related to the COLLINE METALLIFERE, as zinc is 
prominent in both ‘Tuscan’ axes and ingots (see above). The question is whether the metal-hilted 



















other elements References 
~86.5 13.5 0.15 - trace trace - Ag (trace), Fe (trace) Junghans et al. 
1974 [no. 20345] 
Ripatransone 
(Ascoli 
Piceno) ~93.5 2.1 0.03 - 1.4 0.37 1.6 Ag (1.0) > Co (.09) > 
Fe (trace) 
Junghans et al. 
1974 [no. 20349] 
~94 3.1 0.08 - 0.24 2.1 0.19 Ag (.33) > Bi (.006) Junghans et al. 
1974 [no. 20341] 
~92 7.3 0.18 - 0.01 0.3 trace Bi (.01) > Ag (trace) Junghans et al. 










~93 0.42 0.01 - 2.19 0.71 2.57 Ag (1.16) > Co (.06) > 





~89 10.38 0.05 - 0.08 0.01 0.09 Au (.08) > Bi (.06) > Ag 
(.01), Co (.01), Fe (.01) 
Schwenzer 2004 
[no. 162] 
~93.5 6 0.09 0.21 0.03 0.008 trace Bi (trace), Ag (trace), 
Fe (trace) 
Junghans et al. 
1974 [no. 19794] 
~92.5 7.3 0.05 - 0.11 0.005 trace Ag (.02) > Fe (trace) Junghans et al. 




~90.5 9.6 trace - 0.08 0.005 - Ag (trace), Fe (trace) Junghans et al. 
1974 [no. 20250] 
89.0 11.2 <0.01 <0.03 <0.02 <0.03 0.007 Bi (<.03), S (<.03) > Fe 
(.015) > Co (<.006) > 
Ag (<.003) 
Hook 2007 [no. 60] “Lazio” 
88.6 9.35 1.03 <0.02 0.09 0.16 0.016 Bi (.029) > Ag (.026) > 
S (<.02) > Co (<.004), 
Fe (<.004) 
Hook 2007 [no. 61] 
Table 4.10: overview of composition analyses available for blades of metal-hilted daggers 
(“Vollgriffdolche”) from Central Italy (with reconstructed copper contents included for 
comparison) [cf. Table 4.9 for the number of constituent objects of hoards]. 
 
The second observation is that considerable differences can be discerned in the composition of 
the daggers from the same hoard. At the same time, similarities in composition can be found between 
individual daggers from different hoards and/or single finds. One of the two dagger blades analysed 
from the largest metal-hilted dagger hoard (RIPATRANSONE) is characterised by a ‘true bronze’ 
composition, whereas the other shows the same main elements (antimony, nickel and silver) (Table 
4.10) as the axes from the ‘horizon II’ axe hoard (FERMIGNANO) found in the same region (Table 4.4). 
On the one hand, it highlights the possibility that one dagger blade constitutes a recast from a prior, 
‘early bronze’ axe, whereas the other can be regarded as a new, ‘true bronze’ object. On the other hand, 
it corroborates the existence of a separate, ‘northern Adriatic’ (or ‘Adriatic’) metallurgical sphere in 
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Central Italy, characterised by low tin contents and cobalt (Co) as a trace element (see above), in which 
the production of metal-hilted dagger was incorporated (Figure 4.4b). Moreover, the similarity in 
composition of the ‘early bronze’ dagger blade from RIPATRANSONE with one of the three metal-hilted 
daggers (CETONA) from single finds in Tuscany (Table 4.10) shows that the latter was probably 
produced in the ‘Adriatic’ sphere, compatible with the composition of the FERMIGNANO axes (Table 
4.4). The second metal-hilted dagger blade (CHIUSI) from a single find in Tuscany subjected to 
composition analysis constitutes a ‘true bronze’ object (Table 4.10). This dagger seems incompatible 
with the ‘Tuscan’ metallurgical tradition, but the combined presence of gold (Au) and cobalt (Co) as 
trace elements links it to the CETONA dagger and perhaps also to the ‘Adriatic’ sphere. To underscore 
this connection, both these single finds (CHIUSI; CETONA) and some of those in the RIPATRANSONE 
hoard have been classified as ‘Italian type 3’ daggers (cf. Schwenzer 2004). 
The three blades subjected to composition analysis from the dagger hoard (LORETO 
APRUTINO) found in Abruzzo (§4.2) show a similar pattern as the other, larger dagger hoard on the 
Adriatic side of the peninsula (RIPATRANSONE). It concerns one ‘true’ bronze and two ‘early bronze’ 
dagger blades, one characterised by high arsenic (As) contents and the other by high zinc contents 
(Table 4.10). The analyses of the latter (Junghans et al. 1968 [nos. 8087-8088]) attributed to the 
“Loreto Aprutino” hoard, had been rejected and left unpublished because of its high zinc contents, but 
have recently been published by Schwenzer (2004, 300-301 [no. 229]). I would argue, however, that 
this dagger is not incompatible with being cast from one of the ingots found at CAMPIGLIA D’ORCIA 
(Table 4.6 [no. 20242]) and that it does therefore not necessarily constitute a ‘modern’ specimen. This 
sets it apart in a different metallurgical sphere from the other ‘early bronze’ and the ‘true bronze’ blade 
from which zinc (Zn) is absent (Table 4.10), which suggests that its raw material did not derive from 
Tuscany (see above). At the same time, the absence of cobalt (Co) as a trace element seems to preclude 
their inclusion in the ‘northern Adriatic’ sphere (see above), but could be consistent with the 
incorporation of metalwork from southern Abruzzo in the ‘Southern Italian’ metallurgical sphere (§4.3; 
§4.4). 
On the Tyrrhenian side of the peninsula, the three blades subjected to composition analysis 
from the third dagger hoard (CERVARA ALFINA) in northern Lazio (§4.2) can all be characterised as 
‘true’ bronzes. Although located in the vicinity of southern Tuscany (Figure 4.4), only one of the 
blades from this hoard is compatible with being cast from ‘Tuscan’ copper sources with a full range of 
trace elements, whereas the complete absence of zinc in the two other blades would seem to preclude 
this (Table 4.10). To sum up, a recurrent pattern can be recognised despite the small sample of metal-
hilted daggers subjected to composition analysis (n=2 or n=3) from each hoard (Table 4.10). At least 
one blade is a ‘true bronze’ and at least one other blade is compatible with the composition of ‘early 
bronze’ axes (and/or ingots), following the three ‘horizon II’ metallurgical spheres in Central Italy (see 
above). The same pattern can be recognised in the pair of unprovenanced metal-hilted daggers in the 
collection of the British Museum that had originally been attributed to “LAZIO” (Table 4.10; §4.2). If 
cobalt (Co) is present as a trace element in these blades, they may have to be attributed to the ‘northern 
Adriatic’ (or ‘Adriatic’) metallurgical sphere (see above). This would make a provenance in Lazio less 
likely (§4.3), which is underscored by the fact that each of the “LAZIO” daggers typologically find its 
closest parallel in one of the ‘Adriatic’ daggers from the RIPATRANSONE hoard and the LORETO 
APRUTINO hoard, respectively. This typological ground to revise their generic provenance from 
“PROBABLY LAZIO” (Bietti Sestieri 2001/2003) to “PROBABLY CENTRAL ITALY” (Bietti Sestieri & 
Macnamara 2007, 39-40 [nos. 60-61]), is matched by their compositional signatures. 
Another pattern to be stressed is the prominence of a ‘true bronze’ composition in metal-hilted 
dagger blades (Table 4.10) that sets them apart from the ‘early bronze’ signatures of EBA axes from 
hoards in Central Italy, on both sides of the peninsula (see above). This seems to indicate that metal-
hilted daggers were intimately linked to the introduction of ‘true bronze’ metallurgy as a technological 
innovation in ‘horizon II-III’ and/or ‘horizon III’. As such, the mix of ‘early bronze’ and ‘true bronze’ 
compositions in dagger hoards (Table 4.10) can be interpreted as a meeting of metallurgical traditions. 
Rather than raw material alone, this could quite literally have involved people with metallurgical 
knowledge from the ‘Tuscan’ and ‘Adriatic’ spheres. This scenario highlights that the technological 
innovation related to metal-hilted daggers followed the spatial pattern of regional differentiation 
between distinctive metallurgical spheres in Central Italy. This technological knowledge was first 
introduced to the ‘Adriatic’ sphere, in the form of “Vollgriffdolche” with ‘international’, continental 
European connotations. ‘Adriatic’ primacy (and production) is underscored by the larger size of the 
RIPATRANSONE and LORETO APRUTINO dagger hoards with respect to the CERVARA ALFINA hoard on 
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the Tyrrhenian side of the peninsula (Table 4.9). In this respect, metal-hilted daggers had initially only 
reached the margins of the ‘Tuscan’ metallurgical sphere as single finds (Table 4.9). Metal-hilted 
daggers were incorporated in depositional practices in Tuscany, as items of exchange from the Adriatic 
sphere, but generally not produced from the same ‘raw material as Tuscan’ axes and ingots (see above). 
Future composition analyses of axes, ingots and metal-hilted daggers from EBA hoards in Central Italy 
can complicate this scenario or prove it wrong. For now, the postulated regional differentiation between 
‘Adriatic’ and ‘Tuscan’ metallurgical spheres (Figures 4.3b & 4.4b) provides the best fit for the details 
at hand. It will be put to the test by taking composition analyses available for single finds from 
Abruzzo and Lazio into account (§4.3), in combination with their spatial and contextual details (§4.2). 
 
4.1.3 The interpretation of hoards 
The diachronic comparison of typo-networks by subphase and the spatial distributions of hoards by 
horizon (§4.1.2; Table 4.3) has highlighted that the EBA hoarding phenomenon in Central Italy was not 
a single, unitary phenomenon, but an emergent one. Regional differentiation could be recognised on the 
basis of spatial patterns, including distinctive compositional signatures in axe hoards as early as 
‘horizon II’, and this was preserved at the peak of the EBA hoarding phenomenon in ‘horizon III’ 
(§4.1.2). The notion that EBA hoards were an emergent phenomenon (i.e. introduction, increase and 
peak), underscores that for each consecutive phase a historically particular interpretation is required. 
These interpretations should also appreciate regional and diachronic differentiation in the availability of 
metallurgical knowledge, as a proxy for social networks and the potential extent of metallurgical 
spheres. In addition, it seems likely that axe and dagger hoards should be interpreted differently, given 
their distinctive compositional signatures and relative frequencies. Keeping all of these indications of 
differentiation in the EBA hoarding phenomenon in mind, I will turn to a discussion of current 
interpretations of the same hoards as a cultural practice. Again, I will argue that there has been a 
tendency to approach EBA hoards as a single, unitary phenomenon. Still, not one but two main strands 
can be recognised in the interpretation of collections of metalwork in Italian Bronze Age studies and 
protohistory in general, i.e. the production-trade scenario and the (wealth) accumulation scenario. At 
the same time, interpretations of EBA hoards in terms of votive deposits have not been excluded, but 
these are not predominant and tend to be reserved for special cases.71 
First, the accumulation scenario (in Italian: “accumulazione” or “tesaurizzazione”, cf. Peroni 
1994, 17-18, 251-254) often links hoarding of metalwork directly to an individual or a group of 
collectors, socially and/or territorially circumscribed, that would have benefited from hoarding in terms 
of social, political and/or economic status. This notion of accumulation follows the ‘prestige goods 
model’, presuming a one-to-one relationship between valuables and social status, the latter acquired 
from strategic positions tapping into exchange networks that channelled the former. This interpretive 
strategy disregards the possibility that (members of) not one, but several groups were involved in the 
practice (or trajectory) of accumulating metalwork. Then hoards would be intercommunal and the 
result (or a form) of social interaction across group (or cultural) boundaries. One particular adoption of 
the accumulation scenario suggests that EBA hoards in Central Italy can be regarded as ‘territorial 
markers’. Cocchi Genick (1998, 348) argues that they can be linked to the laying out of territorial 
structures, as an initial stage of a more general process of settlement stabilisation at the EBA2-MBA1 
transition. It is problematic that this interpretation assumes that the punctuated availability of 
metalwork in hoards should be interpreted as a form of accumulation and display of wealth in terms of 
ownership by social formations (or groups) as territorial entities. Alternatively, I would argue that the 
tendency of hoards to occur at the intersection of cultural groups (§3.2.2; Figure 3.7) conveys an 
intercommunal sense of social interaction across boundaries, hence boundary work (i.e. constitutive of 
a boundary, but not divided by one). Another problem is that the peak of the EBA hoarding 
phenomenon is interpreted in terms of its MBA1 outcome and not in its own right. For instance, so-
called ‘settlement stabilisation’ (see above) could wrongly imply the absence of network changes 
between EBA2 and MBA1 (Chapter 9). 
Secondly, the production-trade scenario links the punctuated availability of metalwork 
(resulting in hoards) to a context of local (or ‘regional’) production, using labels such as “founder’s 
hoard” or “trader’s hoard”. The case of Tuscany with the largest number of EBA hoards in the context 
                                                 
71 For instance, Peroni (1971, 235-237, 263) evokes a religious connotation for the selection of natural places for deposition (e.g. 
rock fissures) or links the fragmentary state of objects to a ritualised act of deposition, both supposedly at odds with the two main 
strands of interpretation. 
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of Central Italy (§4.1.1; Tables 4.1 & 4.2) has so far implicitly and explicitly been discussed in terms of 
production. The presence and evidence for the exploitation of copper sources in the COLLINE 
METALLIFERE (§4.1.2) implies that Tuscany would have provided a starting-point for trade (or 
exchange). It is tempting to regard the production-trade scenario as a ‘closed system’ and presume that 
all metalwork would have been produced from the same source of raw material, in this case these 
‘regional’ copper sources (cf. Peroni 1971). This is at odds, however, with the evidence for regional 
differentiation in terms of metallurgical spheres based on distinctive compositional signatures in EBA 
axe hoards (§4.1.2). Apart from the issue of tin sources, the distinctive ‘Adriatic’ sphere argues in 
favour of at least one other copper source in use, situated either in Central Italy or elsewhere. The 
parallel use of distinctive copper sources in Central Italy complicates the notion of production and trade 
as a single ‘closed system’, with miners, founders and traders as protagonists (cf. Peroni 1971). 
Another form of differentiation in the production-trade scenario that should be highlighted is 
distinctions in the availability of technological knowledge on the part of founders and traders, 
respectively. This means that the presence of a hoard in itself does not equal the availability of 
technological knowledge to produce metalwork at a place of deposition. This opens up a third scenario 
(or permutation) that implies intercommunal interaction in the form of the presence of members of 
communities from elsewhere that made metallurgical knowledge available occasionally or periodically. 
This ‘travelling artisans’ scenario suggests that an EBA hoard could represent the remains of 
production, exchange and deposition of metalwork all at once (§2.1.2), thereby constituting a 
‘tournament of value’ (Table 4.11). 
 





non-local, ‘exotic’ objects; 
the production of which is 
situated outside local or 
‘regional’ communities (i.e. 
uneven distribution of 
technological knowledge) 
accumulation, in which 
social status is equalled 
with strategic positions in 
exchange networks (as 
social networks) 
hoards as wealth destroyed 
(taken out of circulation) in 
the act of deposition 
(‘competitive exchange’ or 
‘conspicuous consumption’) 
production-trade 
scenario (as a closed 
system) 
location of hoards equals 
location of production (so-
called “founder’s hoards”) 
exchange of objects 
stopped in (or before) 
motion (including so-called 
“trader’s hoards” as special 
cases, extending from 
areas of production) 
functional interpretation of 
hoards as surplus, stored 




production related to 
uneven distribution of 
technological knowledge 
(either circumscribed to 
areas of production, or 
periodically available in the 
form of travelling 
specialists); especially in 
the case of novelties (both 
finished objects and 
technological innovations) 
transactions dependent on 
(periodic) production event 
making metalwork available 
for exchange; requiring 
travel, either to acquire 
metalwork in an area of 
production, or to introduce 
technological knowledge 




results in ‘overproduction’, 
with the surplus deposited at 
location of production, for 
functional (i.e. ‘storage’) or 
ritual purposes 
Table 4.11: three scenarios for the interpretation of hoards of metalwork. 
 
These three scenarios for EBA hoards share two basic assumptions; that a hoard constitutes a 
single event (or an act of deposition) and that the technological knowledge required in metalwork 
production was distributed unevenly over EBA communities (Table 4.11). Both these assumptions 
would seem to apply to the majority of hoards in the case of Central Italy, especially those consisting of 
axes and/or ingots. On the one hand, axe and/or ingot hoards show a relatively uniform compositional 
signature in each case (§4.1.2), which is consistent with a single production event. On the other hand, 
the concentration in the overall distribution of axe and ingot hoards focused on a central area of 
production in central-southern Tuscany (Figures 3.7, 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 & 4.4) is consistent with the 
punctuated, uneven availability of metallurgical knowledge. The case of metal-hilted dagger hoards is 
less clear-cut in the sense that the constituent objects show a higher degree of variability in 
composition. Moreover, dagger hoards follow a distinctive spatial distribution outside the main area of 
axe production in the ‘Tuscan’ sphere, with one or several areas of production in all likelihood situated 
in the ‘Adriatic’ sphere (§4.1.2). Because of these characteristics, dagger hoards could be consistent 
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with the accumulation scenario that implies that objects were introduced from distinctive locations of 
production (see below). In general, the mutual exclusiveness in the composition of hoards in terms of 
classes of metalwork and the significant difference in their numbers (Table 4.1) suggest that a 
distinction should be made in the interpretation of metalwork deposition between axe hoards and 
dagger hoards. Differentiation in interpretation would be in line with the potentially different meanings 
attached to each class of metalwork and seems also likely in terms of EBA hoards as an emergent 
phenomenon. Dagger hoards were a later, ‘horizon II-III’ addition to the EBA hoarding phenomenon in 
Central Italy (§4.1.2), when the notion of axe hoards would already have been established. 
Despite all of these indications for differentiation that have to be taken into account in the 
interpretation of hoards (see above), the historical peculiarity of EBA hoards as a period-specific 
phenomenon should be appreciated, too. Before I will turn to a comparison with single finds of 
metalwork from Abruzzo and Lazio (§4.2; §4.3), the general observation that the spatial distribution of 
EBA hoards coincided with cultural boundaries in Central Italy (§3.2.2; Figure 3.7), deserves a closer 
look. To conclude this overview of EBA hoards, I will discuss what sort of indications hoards can 
provide about place-making in cultural landscapes and social networks, with cross-references to the 
three scenarios outlined above (Table 4.11). 
 
Axe and/or ingot hoards 
Starting with axe hoards, most of these are compatible with the production scenario. In particular, the 
concentration in the spatial distribution of axe hoards in central and southern Tuscany stands out, where 
they are associated with ingots and connected with copper sources (Figure 4.1; §4.1.2). The core of this 
concentration of axe (and/or ingot) hoards is situated to the southeast and south of the COLLINE 
METALLIFERE, where the boundaries of three cultural groups intersect (§3.2.2; Figure 3.7). The 
intersection with the spatial distribution of ingots suggests that these axe hoards did not only constitute 
deposition events but also production events. What remains to be seen, is to what extent ingot and/or 
axe production took place in the same context as mining, or raw material was moved to distinctive 
locations of production. Outside the core distribution in central-southern Tuscany, spatially dissociated 
from copper sources, axe hoards imply both production and exchange of metalwork. In particular, axe 
hoards in the ‘Adriatic’ sphere with a distinctive compositional signature show a relatively dispersed 
spatial distribution (§4.1.2) from which no likely candidate for a particular copper source emerges. In 
the absence of ingots from this metallurgical sphere, it seems more likely that axes circulated as 
finished objects and that axe hoards emerged at nodes in exchange networks, or should be linked to the 
periodic availability of metallurgical knowledge that resulted in ‘overproduction’ of axes (or, 
punctuated availability). 
These permutations show that linking protagonists such as miners, founders and traders (cf. 
Peroni 1971) to particular places (or regions) can be complicated, especially if people that moved and 
carried raw material, finished objects and/or technological knowledge have to be taken into account. In 
the case of the ‘Tuscan’ sphere, however, the areas of mining and production seem obvious, ‘fixed’ 
and/or stable nodes in social networks (§4.1.2). The question is to what extent people travelled to 
Tuscany from elsewhere in Central Italy to participate in mining and/or metalwork production as 
workforce, especially at the ‘horizon III’ peak. If metalwork production was such an intercommunal, 
cross-cultural enterprise, it would have constituted temporary (perhaps seasonal) mining and metalwork 
producing communities, comprising people from regions beyond central-southern Tuscany, for instance 
Lazio (§4.4). This would mean that the main concentration of hoards should not necessarily be linked 
to one particular cultural group (Peroni 1971, Cocchi Genick 1998), but to several cultural groups that 
were united in metalwork production. In turn, this scenario could explain the spatial pattern that EBA 
hoards intersect with reconstructed cultural boundaries between groups (§3.2.2; Figure 3.7). The same 
groups ‘united’ in metalwork production, ‘divided’ themselves by boundary work (§2.2.2) at particular 
places in cultural landscapes and social networks, in this case place-making in the form of the 
deposition of hoards of metalwork. 
This interpretation is not mutually exclusive with one that regards the axes (and ingots) as 
‘stored’ surplus, ready for use or exchange (Table 4.11). In this respect, those axe (and/or ingot) hoards 
that have been explicitly reported from natural and man-made subsurface features, commonly 
categorised as ‘retrievable’ hoards,72 are spatially circumscribed to central and southern Tuscany. 
Cocchi Genick (1998, 85-86) lists an ingot hoard found in a ceramic vessel (TORRENUOVA [no. 26]), 
                                                 
72 Cf. Bradley 1990; Fontijn 2001/2002, 2008 for a critical view of this terminology. 
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two axe hoards from pits (CAPALBIO [no. 40]; CAMPIGLIA D’ORCIA-LA MURICCIA [no. 55]), a ‘mixed’ 
axe-ingot hoard under a slab of rock (CAMPIGLIA D’ORCIA-LA CASETTA [no. 54]), two axe hoards from 
rock fissures (SCANSANO [no. 36]; CETINALE [no. 50]) and an axe hoard from a small travertine cave 
(MONTEMERANO I [no. 41]). Incidentally, the hoards in question have all been dated to ‘horizon II-III’ 
and ‘horizon III’, which could indicate an alternative scenario. The surplus of axes could have been left 
because of their ‘early bronze’ composition, which made them useless for recycling, trade or exchange 
after a technological innovation in MBA1 metalwork production in favour of a ‘true bronze’ 
composition of axes (Van Rossenberg forthcoming). This is contradicted, however, by the inclusion of 
refined copper in the form of ingots (Table 4.6) in the same series of ‘retrievable’ hoards, which would 
still have been useful. Therefore, surplus in the sense of overproduction seems a more likely 
explanation in the case of central-southern Tuscany, in the light of the overall peak in the number of 
hoards (Table 4.2). The apparent ‘retrievability’ of the surplus of finished objects and ingots from 
hoards in the heartland of ‘Tuscan’ axe production could suggest that metalwork production was not an 
annual (i.e. seasonal) activity, but that production events were more punctuated and followed a longer 
periodicity. People who were in the know and could locate hoards, would have had access to newly (or 
recently) produced axes ‘out-of-season’, too. 
The problem with the notion of ‘retrievable’ hoards, including so-called “trader’s hoards” (or 
in fact any hoard), is that they were never retrieved (cf. Fontijn 2008). This is a cautionary tale that the 
spatial patterns in the distribution of hoards cannot be taken at face value and not interpreted as a 
straightforward ‘reflection’ of exchange networks. On the one hand, the production-trade scenario has 
the potential to appreciate the historically particular position of metalwork production and exchange in 
social networks, hence the spatial distribution of hoards. It is common sense that especially “trader’s 
hoards” would have ended up ‘on the road’, in between or at the margins of groups, in coincidence with 
cultural (or group) boundaries. On the other hand, the production-trade scenario is an attempt at a 
single, uniform explanation of all hoards, starting from the notion of production and trade as a ‘closed 
system’. Given the location of copper sources and an area of production, the outliers with the same 
compositional signature in the distribution, in this case with respect to the heartland of the ‘Tuscan’ 
sphere (or other source areas), can as “trader’s hoards”. Because of its selective focus on hoards, 
however, this scenario does not engage with single finds of metalwork. Those hoards that seem outliers 
in the overall distribution of axe hoards may in the context of single axe depositions constitute special 
cases of metalwork deposition in general. In this respect, I will argue that notions of place-making that 
placed EBA hoards in association with cultural boundaries, also applied to single object depositions in 
the context of cultural landscapes in Abruzzo and Lazio (§4.2), where hoards are not so prominent an 
EBA phenomenon as in Tuscany (§4.1.1; Tables 4.1 & 4.2). 
The incorporation of axe hoards in the wider, more general phenomenon of single object 
depositions, not necessarily related to production or exchange, highlights the possibility of equifinality 
with pan-European patterns of metalwork deposition (cf. Bradley 1990; Fontijn 2001/2002). The 
intermediate, ‘marginal’ positions of EBA hoards with respect to settlement patterns in Central Italy 
(§3.2.2; Figure 3.7) recall structured forms of place-making that generally put metalwork on the 
margins of, or outside the immediate sphere of settled (or ‘local’) Bronze Age communities. For 
instance, the interpretation of those hoards of metalwork found in natural and man-made subsurface 
features as a form of ‘storage’ (see above) in the production-trade and (wealth) accumulation scenarios 
(Table 4.11) is not mutually exclusive with a cosmological connotation of the same features. Given 
their association with the area of mining and metalwork production related to the COLLINE 
METALLIFERE, one could argue that placing these objects (both axes and ingots) in such features 
represented a reversal of their biography, putting them back into custody of the Tuscan subsurface from 
which they originated. Particular hoards can in such a generic sense be interpreted as “offerta votiva 
alla divinità” (Peroni 1971, 236), but I will argue for the wider relevance of subsurface places in EBA 
depositional practices, as forms of place-making that constituted cultural landscapes and social 
networks (Chapter 8). These cosmological connotations of metalwork deposition would add a similar 
dimension to the scenario that people who were in the know and participated in mining and/or 
production, would have been able to ‘retrieve’ axes from hoards (see above). Such acts of ‘retrieval’ 
would then have constituted a ritualised practice, both based on and enhancing the cosmological 
character of geographical, perhaps ‘secret’ knowledge about the location of so-called ‘retrievable’ 
hoards. Here I’d like to stress that these considerations are prompted by the historically particular 
situation of a concentration of axe and/or ingot hoards in central and southern Tuscany, which may 
therefore refer to the special case of copper mining, to mining (or metallurgical) lore. 
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The question is how far the ‘Tuscan’ metallurgical sphere stretched, or more in particular, to 
what extent metallurgical and cosmological knowledge would have been shared throughout this sphere. 
In this context, it should be recalled that the series of ‘typo-networks’, focused on Tuscany, mainly 
emerged from ceramic connectivity over long distances between cave assemblages (§3.2.1) and that the 
spatial distribution of EBA hoards provided a good fit with these networks (§4.1.2). Moreover, it was 
argued that the positions occupied by caves and hoards were similarly marginal with respect to cultural 
boundaries of reconstructed groups (§3.2.2; Figures 3.6 & 3.7), both outside the immediate realm of 
open-air sites and settlement patterns. In addition, the main area of EBA metalwork production, based 
on the number of ingots and the size of axe hoards found in CAMPIGLIA D’ORCIA (Tables 4.5 & 4.6), 
was closely connected to the cult places in caves that make up GRUPPO DEL BEATO BENINCASA (§3.2.2; 
Figures 3.5 & 3.6). Although the concentration of hoards in central-southern Tuscany is not 
representative of the situation in Central Italy as a whole, the metalwork produced specifically in this 
area may have carried ‘subsurface’ connotations. Such cosmological connotations could have referred 
to both the origin of metallic substances from mining and the parallel, prominent role of cave use. The 
wider distribution of axes in Tuscany (Figures 4.2, 4.3 & 4.4), with respect to ingots (Figure 4.1), 
suggests that the former represent the main form in which raw material circulated, instead of the latter. 
If so, the circulation of cosmologically significant metallurgical knowledge would not have been linked 
to ingots, but rather have been ‘axe-based’ (or mystified as axes). 
Reuse of axes as raw material was suggested in the case of some of the metal-hilted daggers, 
based on blades with an ‘early bronze’ signature, different from the signature of ingots (§4.1.2). On the 
other hand, a taboo could have existed on the destruction of metalwork after its transformation from 
raw material into finished objects. Such a taboo would have destined surplus axes for hoarding. 
Irrespective of their cosmological potential, axes can be regarded as ‘mass produced’ and widely 
available on the basis of their sheer numbers. The proliferation of axes, especially at the ‘horizon III’ 
peak of ‘Tuscan’ production, is at odds with the notion of ‘prestige goods’ in the accumulation 
scenario. Still, outliers in the distribution of axe hoards could constitute ‘tournaments of value’, 
following the third scenario put forward here (Table 4.11). Such events would have introduced 
metalwork production into areas where metallurgical knowledge or raw material was not readily 
available. Given the presence of distinctive ‘Tyrrhenian’ and ‘Adriatic’ metallurgical spheres that were 
recognised on the basis of distinctive compositional signatures of axes (§4.1.2), ‘tournaments of value’ 
in axe production would not seem to have been cross-APENNINE in character. However, additional 
composition analyses of EBA axe hoards (Figures 4.3b & 4.4b) may change this general impression in 
the future. In the context of this thesis I will extend this discussion by including the spatial distributions 
and compositional signatures of single finds of EBA axes from Abruzzo and Lazio (§4.2; §4.3). This 
will give a more detailed impression of metallurgical spheres and related technological and 
cosmological knowledge in Central Italy as a whole (§4.4). 
 
Dagger hoards 
Contrary to axes, metal-hilted daggers are commonly regarded as ‘prestige goods’ and have therefore 
more frequently linked to the (wealth) accumulation scenario (Table 4.11). The ‘prestigious’ character 
of “Vollgriffdolche” is based on the relative scarcity of this ‘specialised’ class of metalwork in Central 
Italy (Table 4.9), as well as their ‘international’ character, following from long-distance connectivity 
with continental Europe (§4.1.2). Moreover, as composite and decorated pieces of metalwork, they are 
generally interpreted as items of display that would have been used for ceremonial purposes (rather 
than actual pieces of weaponry). A putative link with a European-wide notion of martiality and warfare 
is less clear-cut in Abruzzo and Lazio, apart from the strike marks reported on one of the two metal-
hilted daggers without provenance (“PROBABLY LAZIO” or “CENTRAL ITALY”) (Bietti Sestieri 
2001/2003, 31; Bietti Sestieri & Macnamara 2007, 39 [no. 60]). Other scholars stress that the 
compositional signature of metal-hilted daggers would have made them less effective as a weapon and 
use this to argue for a ceremonial function (Hoekstra 2001, 29), as Schwenzer (2002, 2004) does on the 
basis of the composition of Central European metal-hilted daggers. More frequently, however, the 
ceremonial, ‘specialised’, display character of metal-hilted daggers has been based on their 
connotations of craftmanship and aesthetics (i.e. shape and decoration) (Bianco Peroni 1994, 179). For 
all of these reasons, the accumulation scenario (Table 4.11) tends to be favoured in the interpretation of 
metal-hilted dagger hoards. 
Accumulation of objects from distinctive origins can be corroborated by the ‘mixed’ character 
of dagger hoards in terms of the compositional signature of their constituent objects (§4.1.2; Table 
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4.10). The overall lack of standardisation in the composition of metal-hilted daggers argues against a 
central area of production and seems to suggest that each dagger was imbued with a certain 
individuality. The ‘individual’ character of metal-hilted daggers does not only concern their distinctive 
composition, but also their size and decoration (§4.2; §4.3). This has prompted several scholars to 
interpret collections of these presumed ‘prestige goods’ in terms of concerted, ritual acts of deposition 
of ceremonial objects, in which (high-status) members of several communities participated (e.g. Bianco 
Peroni 1994, 179; Hoekstra 2001, 28-30). In this context, metal-hilted daggers have been regarded as 
the personal belongings of high-status individuals, but there is no evidence to support this assumption, 
in the absence of funerary acts of deposition from Central Italy. Following the (wealth) accummulation 
scenario, dagger hoards tend to be distinguished from axe hoards, the latter interpreted predominantly 
in functional terms of the production-trade scenario (see above). However, by definition, an 
accumulation scenario does not take into account single finds of metal-hilted daggers. This has left the 
spatial pattern of the distinctive distributions of single versus multiple finds (Table 4.9) out of the 
equation. To reiterate, the exclusive presence of “Vollgriffdolche” as single finds on the margins of the 
area of metalwork production in southern Tuscany was taken as an indication that the majority of 
metal-hilted daggers would have been produced in the ‘Adriatic’ sphere, where the largest collections 
have been found in two dagger hoards (§4.1.2; Figure 4.4b). 
As an alternative for the (wealth) accumulation scenario, I’d like to make a case for the 
scenario of ‘tournaments of value’ in the interpretation of dagger hoards (Table 4.11). In this respect, 
“Vollgriffdolche” seem to have introduced one or two novelties, in terms of objects and/or 
technological knowledge that had not been available before. First, metal-hilted daggers constitute a 
new class of metalwork and, secondly, ‘true bronze’ metallurgy probably represented a technological 
innovation in some parts of Central Italy where these objects occur (§4.1.2). In addition, the two metal-
hilted daggers without provenance (“PROBABLY LAZIO”) have been reported with tinned blades (Bietti 
Sestieri & Macnamara 2007, 39-40 [no. 60-61]), which for being a European wide rarity (Hook 2007, 
310 [no. 60]) could represent another novelty in the context of Central Italy. In the light of these 
connotations of ‘novelty’ and the fact that the two ‘Adriatic’ hoards comprise the majority of metal-
hilted daggers reported from Central Italy (Table 4.9), the accumulation scenario seems unlikely. To 
situate a central area of production in the ‘Adriatic’ sphere seems more reasonable than to presume that 
the ‘specialised’ knowledge to produce “Vollgriffdolche” was widely available and that dagger hoards 
were (re)assembled from many locations of production. The alternative is that multiple daggers were 
produced in one or several events but in the same area (or even at the same location). The most likely 
candidate is southern Marche, where the largest dagger hoard (RIPATRANSONE) is situated that includes 
both earlier, ‘horizon II-III’ and later, ‘horizon III’ types (§4.1.2). In other words, novel metallurgical 
knowledge was introduced from elsewhere in the prior metallurgical sphere based on ‘northern 
Adriatic’ axe production (Figure 4.3b) and applied in the new form of “Vollgriffdolche” to ‘new’ (‘true 
bronze’) and ‘local’ (‘early bronze’) raw material (Table 4.10). 
The scenario of a ‘tournament of value’ where technological knowledge was exchanged, is 
consistent with such a ‘mixed’ character of dagger hoards in terms of compositional signatures of the 
constituent objects. At the same time, it could explain the occurrence of single finds with ‘non-local’, 
rather than ‘local’, signatures in Tuscany (§4.1.2; Table 4.10), as exchanged objects deriving from 
‘tournaments of value’ held elsewhere. A final consideration is that the location of all three dagger 
hoards at cultural boundaries (§4.2). This is consistent with the location of intercommunal, cross-
cultural events such as a ‘tournament of value’, including both the production, exchange and the 
deposition of novelties. It should be recalled, however, that the intersection with cultural boundaries 
seems to have been a characteristic of the majority of EBA hoards (§3.2.2; Figure 3.7). In this respect, 
there is a high degree of spatial equifinality in the scenarios of accumulation, trade and tournaments of 
value, in the sense that cultural (or group) boundaries are likely candidates for punctuated availability 
of metalwork (or the location of hoards). Given the intercommunal character of display, exchange of 
objects and technological knowledge, as well as deposition, it is not unlikely that these forms of social 
interaction would have taken place outside, in between or on the margins of settled communities, 
similar to mining and metalwork production in southern Tuscany (see above). To sum up, the scenarios 
for the interpretation of EBA hoards (Table 4.11) are by no means mutually exclusive, but this does not 
mean that a uniform explanation can be applied to all of them. The question that remains, is how the 
spatial distributions and interpretations of EBA hoards compare with the spatial distribution and 
interpretations of single finds of metalwork. This will be explored in the case of Abruzzo and Lazio, 
where axe and dagger hoards constitute outliers in the main distribution and a relatively late 
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phenomenon (Figures 4.3 & 4.4) but, more importantly, where hoards were outnumbered by single 
object depositions (Figure 4.5). 
 
4.2 Metalwork and notions of place: cultural landscapes and natural places 
It is common practice in Italian Bronze Age studies to limit the discussion of metalwork deposition to 
hoards (§4.1). This could give the wrong impression that depositional practices involving EBA 
metalwork were virtually non-existent and not widespread in Abruzzo and Lazio. A comparison of the 
spatial distribution of hoards from Abruzzo and Lazio in the context Central Italy (Figures 3.7, 4.3 & 
4.4) with the spatial distribution of all pieces of metalwork from these particular regions (Figure 4.5) 
that a significant part of the EBA phenomenon of metalwork deposition is left out of the equation, if 
single object depositions are not into consideration simultaneously. In this respect, it is difficult to spot 
the few EBA hoards (n=6) from Abruzzo and Lazio discussed so far (Figures 4.3 & 4.4) in the overall 
distribution of metalwork in these regions (Figure 4.5). This suggests that there is a considerable 
overlap in the locations of hoards and single object depositions and that the former should not be 
approached and interpreted as a phenomenon in itself. Rather than selectively focusing on hoards 
(§4.1), I will adopt a relational, comparative approach to all instances of metalwork deposition from 
Abruzzo and Lazio (Figure 4.5). A complete overview including single object depositions in the other 
Central Italian regions (i.e. Tuscany, Umbria and Marche) could have shed light on issues discussed for 
hoards (§4.1), but this was beyond the scope of this thesis. If a catalogue of the main class of 
metalwork (i.e. axes) had been available, it would have been a more feasible enterprise to provide a 
relatively detailed general overview of metalwork deposition in Central Italy as a whole. 
First, in this section, I will explore potential spatial and contextual patterns that can shed light 
on notions of place related to EBA metalwork in terms of cultural landscapes. One of the questions is 
to what extent different classes of metalwork (i.e. axes, daggers and dress-pins) show distinctive spatial 
distributions and contexts of deposition. If so, such indications of differentiation may add up to patterns 
of selective deposition (§2.1). The spatial and contextual patterns that emerge in this section, will 
subsequently be compared with the spatial dimensions of composition analyses available for single 
finds of metalwork (§4.3), in comparison with the discussion of hoards in Central Italy as a whole 
(§4.1). In turn, the evidence for metalwork deposition in Abruzzo and Lazio will be interpreted in terms 
of connectivity related to metallurgical spheres and exchange networks (§4.4). The discussion of the 
spatial distributions of metalwork will follow the tripartite regionalisation of the research area (§1.3.1; 
Figure 1.4), in this case dividing ‘coastal Lazio’ (§4.2.3) in a northern part and a southern part. This is 
not only more convenient because of the number of finds to be discussed in this region [#24-61], with 
respect to the intermontane region [#14-23] and ‘coastal’ Abruzzo [#1-13]. It is also relevant in the 
light of the expectation that distinctive patterns may emerge from the analyses in northern Lazio, given 
its proximity to the area of metalwork production in southern Tuscany (§4.1). 
Starting the discussion from a series of overviews on a regional scale will help to appreciate 
the diachronic dimensions of metalwork deposition on a micro-regional scale. This is not only the case 
in the specific context of locations or areas that were used repeatedly over a longer period of time (i.e. 
depositional zones), but also more generally in exploring changes or complementarity of EBA practices 
with prior, Copper Age depositional practices. Because the larger part of Copper Age metalwork 
derives from funerary contexts, there is a tendency to interpret ‘isolated’, single finds of copper 
metalwork as dispersed remains of burials that have been destroyed (e.g. Carboni 2002). Here I will 
argue, however, that non-funerary single object depositions of metalwork can already be recognised as 
a pattern and a culturally significant practice in Copper Age archaeological records. For comparative 
purposes, the non-funerary instances of Copper Age metalwork that will be discussed, have been 
included in the catalogue (Appendix 1) and in the overall distribution map (Figure 4.5). I’d like to 
stress that in this case, too, no attempt has been made to compile a complete overview of single finds of 
Copper Age metalwork, let alone the numerous finds from Copper Age burials from Abruzzo and 
Lazio. Although composition analyses of Copper Age metalwork from funerary contexts are used for 
comparative purposes (§4.3), these depositional contexts of metalwork have been excluded from the 
catalogue (Appendix 1) and the overall distribution map (Figure 4.5). In the absence of metalwork 
deposition from EBA funerary contexts in Abruzzo and Lazio, further details are not necessarily 
relevant for comparative purposes, but the demise of funerary metalwork deposition at the Copper Age-
EBA transition will be discussed as a significant diachronic pattern (Chapters 5 & 8). 
Incidentally, the inclusion of Copper Age metalwork in overviews of EBA metalwork is 
common practice because of the typochronological ambiguity of particular classes of metalwork, in 
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particular so-called ‘simple’ daggers and halberds. These can only be dated more precisely, if they can 
be linked to technological innovations, on the basis of diachronic patterns in compositional analyses 
(§4.3). For this reason, a phase by phase discussion of the overall distribution of metalwork deposition 
will be postponed to the reconstruction of metallurgical spheres (§4.4). Another (typo)chronological 
issue is that so-called ‘isolated’ finds of metalwork are, by definition, dissociated from other objects 
and cannot be linked to ceramics typochronology, similar to the majority of hoards (§4.1). Another 
problem that requires some attention before discussing spatial distributions and depositional contexts, 
is the imprecision in provenance details for metalwork. Provenances tend be published generically, in 
terms of the municipality (or an even larger area) that incorporates the location of the find (Appendix 
1). In the lack of contextual detail of single finds, it is difficult to be precise about the micro-
topography of depositional contexts of metalwork, but the range of possibilities can often be limited in 
a more generic sense. At the same time, there is a strong possibility that the lack of provenance and 
contextual detail constitutes a significant pattern in itself. The pan-European pattern that Bronze Age 
metalwork deposition was associated with so-called ‘natural places’ (cf. Bradley 1990, 2000; Fontijn 
2001/2002), is not wholly dissimilar from the Italian situation. In some cases it is not unlikely that 
‘isolated’ finds of EBA metalwork were connected with mountains and bodies of water such as rivers, 
intermontane basins, crater lakes and lagoons in Abruzzo and Lazio (see below). As a consequence, the 
following descriptive sections will provide further specifics of physical landscapes, as a ‘natural’ way 
to describe the spatial distribution and depositional contexts of EBA metalwork. 
 
 
Figure 4.5: map (adapted from http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Italy_map-blank.svg) 
showing the spatial distributions of Early Bronze Age metalwork in Abruzzo and Lazio 
(including isolated finds of Copper Age metalwork) [nos. refer to Appendix 1; objects imprecisely 
provenanced to provinces and regions are not shown]. 
 
4.2.1 Coastal Abruzzo 
The three provinces that make up ‘coastal’ Abruzzo (Figure 1.4) are each defined by a major river (i.e. 
TRONTO, ATERNO-PESCARA and SANGRO) that originates within the APENNINES and eventually runs, 
following more or less parallel southwest-northeast courses, into the Adriatic Sea (Figure 4.5). These 
rivers and their upper, intermontane tributaries would have provided communication routes in cross-
APENNINE (i.e. mountain-coast) connectivity. Minor river valleys, mostly starting from the foothills of 
the GRAN SASSO MASSIF and running parallel to the major rivers, would have served a similar purpose 
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in the regional context of ‘coastal’ Abruzzo. The spatial distribution of EBA metalwork shows two 
clusters, one in coincidence with the northern major river, the TRONTO, that defines the boundary 
between the regions of Marche and Abruzzo, and another in coincidence with the central major river, 
the PESCARA (Table 4.5). The actual locations of metalwork are slightly off these major rivers, either in 
association with the next parallel running valley (VIBRATA [#1-3], TAVO [#5]) or with tributaries 
(Table 4.12). The latter mainly concern PESCARA tributaries [#6-11], but also include a SANGRO 
tributary [#13] on the opposite side of the MAJELLA MOUNTAINS (Figure 4.5). Overall, the distribution 
shows two particular micro-regions that seem to have been a focus in EBA metalwork deposition, the 
VIBRATA valley and the UPPER PESCARA micro-region (Table 4.12). 
 
 Copper Age EBA1 
(horizons I-II) 
generically EBA EBA2 
(horizons III-IV) 
Vibrata valley (TE) ? ? [#1] dagger (Valle della 
Vibrata) 
[#2.1] dagger (Delfico) 
[#3] dress-pin (Faraone) 
[#2.2-4] 3 axes (Delfico) 
Tordino valley (TE) - - [#4] dagger(s)? (Teramo 
- burial) 
- 
Tavo valley (PE) -axe (Loreto Aprutino?) - - [#5] dagger hoard 
(Loreto Aprutino) 
Alanno (depositional 
zone) at tributary of 
Pescara river (PE) 
[#7.1] axe (Alanno) [#6] axe hoard (Alanno-
Fraticelli) 
[#7.2] axe (Alanno) 
[#7.4] 2 axes (Alanno) 
[#7.3] halberd (Alanno) [#7.5] axe? (Alanno) 
source area of minor 
Pescara tributary 
(Gran Sasso) (PE) 




Orta river (i.e. 
Pescara tributary) 
(PE) 
[#10] dagger (Salle) [#11] axe (Caramanico) - - 
source area of 
Pescara river (PE) 







- - - [#13] axe (Taranta 
Peligna) 
Table 4.12: overview of (late) Copper Age-EBA metalwork deposition in coastal Abruzzo [nos. 
refer to Figure 4.5 & Appendix 1]. 
 
Unfortunately, the collection of metalwork from the VIBRATA valley [#1-3], the next parallel 
minor river to the south of the TRONTO, suffers heavily from a lack of contextual and more precise 
provenance details. In particular, it is uncertain whether their original contextual ascriptions can 
survive scrutiny according to current standards.73 Many of the finds, including the metalwork, have 
been ascribed to so-called “fondi di capanna”, semi-subterranean houses, but these remain largely 
without parallels in the context of Central Italy, especially as far as the inclusion of metalwork is 
concerned. Despite these limitations, the composition analyses available for the VALLE DELLA VIBRATA 
daggers and axes [#1-2] can be used in the reconstruction of metallurgical spheres and exchange 
networks (§4.3; §4.4). The dress-pin (FARAONE [#3]) currently represents the only EBA ornament in 
metal from Abruzzo and fits in the ‘northern’ distribution of this class of metalwork in Abruzzo and 
Lazio (Figure 4.5). This is consistent with connectivity to the ‘Northern Italian’ sphere, from which the 
EBA dress-pins seem to have originated (§4.4). The concentration of metalwork in the VIBRATA valley 
is also significant in terms of regional networks, as it coincides with the reconstructed (or hypothetical) 
cultural boundary between GRUPPO DI ANCARANO-SANT’ANGELO and GRUPPO ABRUZZESE (§3.2.2; 
Figure 3.5), similar to hoards (Figure 3.7). The spatially circumscribed character of this cluster of EBA 
metalwork to a minor valley in the far north of ‘coastal’ Abruzzo (Figure 4.5 [#1-3]) is enhanced by 
typochronological ambiguity that makes an EBA date of the dagger(s) in the TERAMO burial (Appendix 
1 [#4]) uncertain. 
If this funerary context is MBA in date or even later (§5.1.1), the metal-hilted dagger hoard 
from the LORETO APRUTINO [#5] would be the nearest, southern neighbour of the collection from the 
                                                 
73 The VALLE DELLA VIBRATA collection is fraught with interpretative difficulties, as it derives from 19th century antiquarian 
explorations of Rosa (cf. Arancio et al. 1991/1992, 1991/1992a). His findings have been synthesized by Colini in a major study, 
which runs through several volumes of the journal Bullettino di Paletnologia Italiana (e.g. Colini 1906). 
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VIBRATA valley (Figure 4.5). This is the second, smaller dagger hoard in the ‘Adriatic’ sphere (§4.1.2), 
whereas the larger dagger hoard (RIPATRANSONE) is located on the oppposite side, in the next parallel 
minor river valley in Marche, to the north of the TRONTO (Figure 4.4). The LORETO APRUTINO-
CAMPOSACRO hoard, consisting of 11 (or 12) metal-hilted daggers [#5], mimicks the location of the 
RIPATRANSONE hoard (see above). It was found in the TAVO valley to the north and parallel to the 
major PESCARA river. Both dagger hoards are currently dated to ‘horizon II-III’ but the one from 
Abruzzo seems slightly later.74 There seems no reason to doubt that the LORETO APRUTINO hoard 
constituted a single act of deposition (§4.1.3). Incidentally, it may have followed the deposition of a 
copper flat axe, generically attributed to the same area (Table 4.12).75 The location of the dagger hoard 
from LORETO APRUTINO [#5] is somewhat secluded from a cluster of metalwork in the UPPER PESCARA 
micro-region [#6-11] (Figure 4.5). 
The core of the UPPER PESCARA cluster is the collection of metalwork from the area of 
ALANNO, which has yielded the ‘horizon II’ axe hoard [#6], perhaps of ‘true bronze’ metallurgy 
(§4.1.2; Figure 4.4), and a series of Copper Age-EBA objects [#7.1-5] (Table 4.12). Arguably, this 
series adds up to the presence of a depositional zone in connection with a minor PESCARA tributary, a 
circumscribed area that was used repeatedly for metalwork deposition. The nine axes of the ALANNO-
FRATICELLI hoard [#6] constituted a single act in this series. Reportedly, at the moment of its discovery 
the axe hoard was contained in a ceramic vessel, currently lost but circumscribing it as a separate and 
single act of deposition. The hoard had been preceded by a copper flat axe (fragment) [#7.1], it was 
broadly contemporary with a halberd [#7.3] and other axes [#7.2 & 7.4] and perhaps followed by an 
EBA2 axe [#7.5] (Table 4.12).76 The axes from ALANNO (and the hoard in particular) have been 
described as a typological mix (Bietti Sestieri & Giardino 2003, 413-415), with affinities both in 
Southern Italy (Puglia) and the remainder of Central Italy (Tuscany).77 The mixed character could be an 
indication that the ALANNO depositional zone was situated at the intersection of the larger ‘Central’ and 
‘Southern Italian’ spheres (§4.4). 
In addition to this depositional zone, the UPPER PESCARA cluster of EBA metalwork consists 
of a number of single object depositions. These include two ‘horizon I-II’ axes, one (CASTIGLIONE A 
CASAURIA [#8]) generically in the source area of a PESCARA tributary on the eastern edge of the GRAN 
SASSO MOUNTAINS and the other in the MAJELLA MOUNTAINS (CARAMANICO [#11]). The latter 
probably followed a late Copper Age dagger deposition (SALLE [#10]) further downstream the same 
intermontane river stretch (Table 4.12).78 On the other side of the passage of the PESCARA between the 
GRAN SASSO and MAJELLA MOUNTAINS, a halberd (POPOLI [#9]) has been reported from a putative 
burial in one of the main source areas of this major river.79 Following the main tributaries of the 
PESCARA river upstream, two further locations of EBA axes [#16-17] in the intermontane region 
(§4.2.2) should probably be added to the cluster of metalwork in the UPPER PESCARA micro-region 
(Figure 4.5). Typochronologically, the peak in deposition concerns EBA1 metalwork, attributed to 
‘horizons I and/or II’ (Table 4.12), perhaps with the exception of a single EBA2 axe in the ALANNO 
depositional zone. This could indicate a wider network change in EBA2 (§4.4), more or less in 
coincidence with the deposition of the LORETO APRUTINO hoard (see above) that breaks the spatial 
                                                 
74 On the basis of a revised typochronology of metal-hilted daggers, De Marinis (2001 [tab. 1-2]) has recently argued that the 
RIPATRANSONE hoard (horizon II-III) preceded the LORETO APRUTINO hoard (horizon III). This rejects the slightly revised date 
of the latter hoard (horizon II-III) proposed recently, based on the four types of dagger distinguished (Bietti Sestieri & Giardino 
2003, 415; after Carancini & Peroni 1999). 
75 The pure copper composition of the small flat axe (Bietti Sestieri & Giardino 2003, 412, 425) suggests that it predates EBA 
(§4.3) and, therefore, the dagger hoard. 
76 The pure copper composition of the flat axe (Bietti Sestieri & Giardino 2003, 412, 425) suggests that it predates EBA (§4.3), or 
at least the ‘horizon II’ hoard of axes, one of which was characterised as a ‘true bronze’ object (§4.1.2; Table 4.4). It has been 
suggested that two of the earlier objects would originally have been included in the hoard, but it does not become clear whether 
the revised typochronology of the hoard as ‘horizons I-III’ (Bietti Sestieri & Giardino 2003, 413-415) results from the inclusion 
of an axe and the halberd with the same generic location. Other scholars prefer to see these ‘contemporary’ objects as separate 
acts of deposition in the same area (Fratini 1997a, 27-28), to which recently two (or three) more axes have been added (Ardesia 
2006, 15). 
77 The typological mix of the hoard could suggest that the act of deposition was preceded by an act, or trajectory, of 
accumulation. 
78 The ORTA flows past a cult place (GROTTA DEI PICCIONI) with a trajectory since the Neolithic (Chapter 6). Both objects [#10-
11] are copper artefacts and no bronze metalwork has been found in the MAJELLA MOUNTAINS. 
79 Montelius’ (1910, 636) initial attribution of the halberd to a funerary context has been called into question in favour of a single 
object deposition, probably water-related (Ardesia 2006, 15 [note 19]). The original interpretation may refer to his 19th century, 
‘Scandinavian’ mental template of Bronze Age metalwork deposition. There is no parallel for daggers and halberds in EBA 
burials in Abruzzo and Lazio, contrary to Copper Age funerary practices (see below). 
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pattern of EBA1 metalwork. Geographically, it is significant that the locations of metalwork do not so 
much refer to the major PESCARA river itself as to its tributaries. The ‘isolated’ EBA2 axe (TARANTA 
PELIGNA [#13]) on the opposite, southern side of the MAJELLA MOUNTAINS can be added to this group 
on the basis of a similar depositional context, generically in the source area of the main SANGRO 
tributary (Table 4.12; Figure 4.5).80 
 
4.2.2 The intermontane region 
The amount of (late) Copper Age-EBA metalwork [#16-23] with provenance details in the 
intermontane region (Table 4.13) is significantly smaller than in ‘coastal Abruzzo’ (Table 4.12). Two 
intermontane depositional contexts of axes [#16-17] adjacent to the UPPER PESCARA-MAJELLA 
MOUNTAINS cluster (§4.2.1), should probably be included in this cluster (see below). Other 
intermontane ‘clusters’ coincide with the two largest basins, i.e. the RIETI BASIN to the north [#21-23] 
in the Rieti (RI) province and the FUCINO BASIN [#18-20] to the south in the L’Aquila (AQ) province 
(Figure 4.5). These basins are ‘connected’ by the upper intermontane stretch of the IMELE-SALTO-
VELINO river.81 Depositional zones seem to be lacking from the spatial distribution of late Copper Age-
EBA metalwork in the intermontane region (Table 4.13). 
 
 Copper Age EBA1 
(horizons I-II) 
generically EBA EBA2 
(horizons III-IV) 
source area of Tirino 
river, i.e. Pescara 
tributary (AQ) 
- [#16] axe hoard 
(Capestrano) 
- - 
Sulmona basin, i.e. 
Aterno-Pescara 
tributary (AQ) 
- - - [#17] axe (Sulmona) 
Fucino intermontane 
lake basin (AQ) 
- [#18] axe (Pescina) 
[#19] dagger (Fucino) 
- - 
upper reaches of the 
Imele-Salto river (AQ) 
-axe (Camerata di 
Tagliacozzo - burial) 
- - -axe [#20] (Albe-
Magliano dei Marsi) 
Rieti intermontane 
(lake) basin (RI) 
- - [#23] dress-pin 
(Montecchio) 
[#22] axe (Rieti) 
[#21] axe (Rieti?) 
Table 4.13: overview of (late) Copper Age-EBA metalwork deposition in the intermontane region 
[nos. refer to Figure 4.5 & Appendix 1]. 
 
It was suggested that two axe finds can be linked to the largest cluster in coastal Abruzzo 
(§4.2.1). One of these concerns an ‘isolated’ EBA2 axe from the SULMONA BASIN [#17], which 
connects the intermontane ATERNO river to the PESCARA in the latter’s source area at POPOLI [#9] 
(Figure 4.5). The other axe find is the second ‘horizon II’ hoard from Abruzzo (CAPESTRANO [#16]), 
situated in the source area of the TIRINO, a major tributary of the PESCARA river. The largest part of the 
rainfall collected by the GRAN SASSO MOUNTAINS discharges from sources in the TIRINO valley 
(Scozzafava & Tallini 2001). Because of the lack of more precise provenance details, the attribution to 
the source area is a generic one.82 Unfortunately, all of the 12 axes from the CAPESTRANO hoard have 
been lost, which precludes its attribution to a particular metallurgical sphere on the basis of 
composition analysis (§4.1.2). Nonetheless, both ‘horizon II’ axe hoards in Abruzzo (Figure 4.3) are 
connected with PESCARA tributaries. The location of one hoard (CAPESTRANO) suggests that the 
TIRINO-PESCARA valleys represented a supra-regional crossroads in cross-APENNINE connectivity, in 
the light of the typologically mixed character of the other hoard (ALANNO-FRATICELLI) (§4.2.1). 
Finally, it should be stressed that the axe hoards cannot be isolated from single object depositions 
(Figure 4.5). Rather, the overall pattern in EBA metalwork deposition for both hoards and single finds 
in this micro-region seems to have been focused on source areas and tributaries of the PESCARA river 
(Tables 4.12 & 4.13). 
                                                 
80 The group is also characterised by consistent evidence for deliberate acts of (minor) fragmentation of the axes, ALANNO [#7.1] 
(incomplete, not specified); CASTIGLIONE A CASAURIA [#8] (cutting edge); CARAMANICO [#11] (tail); TARANTA PELIGNA [#13] 
(cutting edge); SULMONA [#17] (cutting edge); in contrast with the majority of EBA axes in Abruzzo and Lazio that have been 
reported as complete (Appendix 1). 
81 More precisely, the intermontane IMELE-SALTO river stretches 55 km between the two intermontane basins and joins the 
VELINO river before entering the RIETI BASIN (Figure 4.5). 
82 In addition, there may have been a connection with a cave with a Neolithic and perhaps Bronze Age trajectory of ritual use in 
the vicinity (GROTTA DELLE MARMITTE at Ofena). 
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The small group of (late) Copper-Age EBA metalwork from the FUCINO micro-region (Table 
4.13) could highlight a diachronic pattern of alternating acts of deposition inside and outside the closed 
intermonate basin. The earliest piece of metalwork with a provenance in the micro-region is a copper 
axe from an articulated Copper Age burial (CAMERATA DI TAGLIACOZZO), found at the end of the 19th 
century (Pigorini 1888; Radmilli 1977, 376).83 Two EBA1 pieces, an axe (PESCINA [#18]) and a dagger 
(FUCINO [#19]), have been reported from inside the FUCINO BASIN (Figure 4.5).84 Finally, the EBA2 
axe (ALBE [#20]) is again located on the outside in the drainage area of the UPPER IMELE-SALTO river 
(Table 4.13; Figure 4.5). The EBA1 pieces should probably linked to the presence of a large lake (with 
fluctuating levels) inside the closed basin. In the case of the more precisely provenanced axe (PESCINA 
[#18]) it concerns the area where the GIOVENCO stream enters the closed basin and drains into the 
(former) FUCINO LAKE. The axe itself has been attributed to the ALANNO type, which could be an 
indication of the extent of the regional network that connected the UPPER PESCARA micro-region 
(§4.2.1) and the FUCINO BASIN. Unfortunately, it has not been subjected to composition analysis, in 
order to identify it as an ‘early’ or ‘true’ bronze object. This could have been insightful in the case of 
‘horizon II’ axes (§4.1.2; §4.3). 
Contrary to the closed FUCINO BASIN, recent reconstructions of the environmental situation in 
the RIETI BASIN no longer postulate a single large lake, but more likely smaller lakes along active river 
courses and marshes (cf. Segre 1990; Calderini et al. 1998). This provides an indication of the wider 
depositional context of two EBA2 axes reported from the RIETI BASIN, but which lack a more specific 
provenance (POSSIBLY RIETI [#21]; RIETI [#22]). The depositional context of a third piece of (possibly) 
EBA metalwork, a dress-pin (MONTECCHIO [#23]), is even more enigmatic. Reportedly, it was part of a 
Copper Age-EBA assemblage of vessels containing flint and metal objects placed on top of a rock on a 
hill in the RIETI BASIN.85 Despite its enigmatic character, the occurrence of ornaments in metal, in 
particular the EBA dress-pin, would be consistent with the circumscribed spatial distribution of this 
class of metalwork. The ‘northermost’ distribution of dress-pins in Abruzzo and Lazio (Figure 4.5) 
seems to refer to their typological affinities with the ‘Northern Italian’ sphere (§4.4). 
 
4.2.3 Coastal Lazio 
What distinguishes ‘coastal Lazio’ from the intermontane region and ‘coastal Abruzzo’, is the presence 
of large collection of Copper Age metalwork from (or ascribed to) funerary contexts, generally rock-
cut tombs, or cemeteries of collective and/or individual tombs (Chapter 5). Recently, however, several 
copper axes have been reported that can definitely not be linked to funerary contexts and should be 
interpreted as a distinctive practice of non-funerary metalwork deposition. These instances will be 
invoked here to argue that non-funerary single object depositions of metalwork constituted a 
phenomenon with a deeper, Copper Age history in this region (see below). Although a comprehensive 
analysis of the depositional contexts of Copper Age metalwork lies outside the scope of this thesis, 
such instances highlight the more general pattern that ‘funerary’ and ‘non-funerary’ practices of 
metalwork deposition would have coexisted.86 Moreover, the presence of a relatively large body of 
metalwork, including the concentration of Copper Age cemeteries in particular micro-regions of 
‘northern’ and ‘southern’ Lazio, will provide a better starting-point for a diachronic comparison than 
was the case in the intermontane region (§4.2.2) and ‘coastal’ Abruzzo (§4.2.1). This means that spatial 
patterns in copper metalwork deposition can be compared in more detail with patterns based on the 
spatial distributions of EBA metalwork in northern Lazio [#24-42] and southern Lazio [#45-61] (Figure 
4.5; Tables 4.14 & 4.15; Appendix 1). 
                                                 
83 The precise location of the burial is somewhat unclear in the sense that Cazzella (2003, 228-229 [fig. 4.5]) situates it at the 
border between Lazio and Abruzzo, probably mistaking the toponym for CAMERATA NUOVA or CAMERATA VECCHIA (i.e. the 
position of the dot on Cazzella’s map). The original find report explicitly refers to CAMERATA as a district of the municipality of 
TAGLIACOZZO (Pigorini 1888, 134), which would place it at the upper reaches of the SALTO river. The latter option seems more 
likely, as it coincides with the location of a Roman inscription with the same toponym (CAMERATA DI TAGLIACOZZO; CIL IX, 
nos. 3961, 4023). 
84 As a copper dagger, the FUCINO find may be ascribed to either the late Copper Age or EBA1, but I have interpreted it as an 
EBA1 find on the basis of its compositional signature (§4.3). 
85 The MONTECCHIO assemblage is currently lost, but the juxtaposition of a flint point with metalwork, in particular the dress-pin, 
seems to suggest that the assemblage arose from a series of acts, rather than a single act of deposition (Appendix 1 [#23]). 
86 It should be noted that metalwork was not a general category of grave goods, i.e. not included in every tomb in Copper Age 
cemeteries. Moreover, these tombs were ‘open’ contexts and used repeatedly as ‘collective tombs’. This means that the 
possibility cannot be excluded that some instances of ‘non-funerary’ deposition of Copper Age metalwork were actually acts of 
redeposition of objects that earlier in their lifecourse had been incorporated as grave goods in funerary contexts. 
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Northern Lazio 
Two larger clusters of (late) Copper Age-EBA metalwork can be discerned in northern Lazio (Table 
4.14; Figure 4.5 [#24-42]). One cluster in northernmost part of the region, adjacent to the emergent area 
of metalwork production in southern Tuscany (§4.1), includes both axes and daggers, halberds and 
dress-pins [#24-30]. The other cluster includes exclusively axes [#31-42], between the MARTA river 
that runs from the large crater of LAGO DI BOLSENA and TIBER river (Figure 4.5). 
 





generically EBA EBA2 
(horizons III-IV) 
middle Fiora valley 
(VT) 
[#29] dagger (Grotta 
della Paternale - cave) 
- - [#28] ingot (Cartalana) 
lower Fiora valey 
(VT) 
[#30] dagger & halberd 
(Montalto di Castro) 
- - - 
west of Lago di 
Bolsena (VT) 
- - - [#27] dress-pin (M1); 
axes (M1); silver spiral 
(M1); dress-pin (M2) 
(Lago di Mezzano) 
Paglia valley, north 
of Lago di Bolsena 
(VT) 
- - - [#24] axe hoard 
(Acquapendente) 




- - [#25] halberd 
(Germanignano) 
[#26] dagger hoard 
(Cervara Alfina) 
Agro Falisco with 
Tiber tributaries (VT) 
[#33] 2 axes (Agro 
Falisco) 
[#34] axe (Civita 
Castellana) 
- - 
upper Marta river 
and its tributaries 
(VT) 
[#31] 2 axes (Marta-
surroundings) 
[#32] axe (Vetralla-Le 
Dogane) 
- - - 
Lower Marta valley 
(VT) 
[#36] axe (Corneto) [#35] axe (Tarquinia) - [#36] axe (Corneto) 
Tolfa Mountains-
Mignone valley (RM) 
- [#41] axe (Tagliacci 
Castagneto) 
- [#37] axe (Monti della 
Tolfa) 
[#38] axe hoard (Rota) 
[#39] axe (Tolfa) 
[#40] axe (Monte S. 
Angelo) 
drainage area lowest 
Tiber tributary (RM) 
- - - [#42] axe (Ficareccia) 
Tiber river-near 
Rome (RM) 
- - - [#46] dagger (“dal 
Tevere”) 
Table 4.14: overview of (late) Copper Age-EBA metalwork deposition in northern Lazio [nos. 
refer to Figure 4.5 & Appendix 1]. 
 
Starting with Copper Age metalwork (Table 4.14), the core in its spatial distribution coincides 
with a major concentration of Copper Age cemeteries (including axes, daggers and halberds as grave 
goods) in the northernmost part of the region, in connection with the MIDDLE FIORA valley and in the 
area to the southeast of LAGO DI BOLSENA. Occasional finds (generally without contextual details) 
extend the distribution of Copper Age metalwork further to the south, across the MARTA river (Table 
4.14), but these cannot be attributed indiscriminately to funerary contexts. Distinctive spatial patterns 
can be discerned in the distribution of ‘isolated’ axes, halberds and daggers. The distribution of 
‘isolated’ finds of copper daggers and halberds (GROTTA DELLA PATERNALE [#29]; MONTALTO DI 
CASTRO [#30]; GERMANIGNANO [#25]) overlaps with that of Copper Age cemeteries, which could 
indicate a funerary connotation. For instance, the assumption has been that the dagger & halberd group 
derives from a funerary context (MONTALTO DI CASTRO [#30]), since these have been retrieved by 
clandestine excavations, normally focused on such contexts. By contrast, the distribution of ‘isolated’ 
finds of copper axes (MARTA-SURROUNDINGS [#31]; VETRALLA-LE DOGANE [#32]; AGRO FALISCO 
[#33]; CORNETO [#36]) is contiguous and only overlaps to a certain extent with the core area of Copper 
Age cemeteries.87 In other words, a spatial distinction can be made between a ‘northern group’ of 
Copper Age metalwork where copper axes only occurred as grave goods in collective tombs and/or 
                                                 
87 Each of the copper axes in this ‘southern group’ that has been subjected to composition analysis, shows a distinctive signature 
and should therefore probably be related to a distinctive production event and/or exchange network (§4.3). 
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cemeteries, and a ‘southern group’ where copper axes have not been reported from funerary contexts. 
Arguably, these distinctive spatial and contextual patterns in terms of the presence or absence of 
daggers and halberds corroborates that the axes in the ‘southern group’ constituted non-funerary acts of 
deposition. 
The spatial distribution of ‘horizon II’ axes in northern Lazio shows a similar, mutually 
exclusive pattern, in the sense that these have been found exclusively in coincidence with the ‘southern 
group’ of copper axes (Table 4.14). The absence of EBA1 metalwork from the ‘northern group’, on the 
other hand, can probably be related to the end of the trajectories of many Copper Age cemeteries 
(Chapter 5). Two of the EBA1 axes in northern Lazio follow earlier axe depositions in each micro-
region (CIVITA CASTELLANA [#34]; TARQUINIA [#35]), whereas the third (TAGLIACCI CASTAGNETO 
[#41]) marks the onset of axe depositions in TOLFA MOUNTAINS micro-region (Table 4.14). Only one 
of these ‘horizon II’ axes has been subjected to composition analysis (§4.3), which makes it difficult to 
clarify their relation to the emergence of an area of metalwork production in central-southern Tuscany 
(§4.1; Figure 4.3). However, it seems that metalwork deposition was ‘re-established’ in the 
northernmost part of Lazio (Table 4.14) only with (and as part of) the extension in the spatial 
distribution of ‘horizon II-III’ and ‘horizon III’ hoards into the adjacent part of southern Tuscany in 
EBA2 (Figure 4.4). In this respect, the spatial distribution of EBA2 metalwork in northern Lazio shows 
two clusters (Table 4.14), thereby preserving the differentiation between a ‘northern’ and a ‘southern’ 
group in the region (see above). The ‘northern group’ shows a focus on the large crater of LAGO DI 
BOLSENA [#24, 26-27], although metalwork deposition is absent from the crater lake itself. The 
‘southern group’ is mainly focused on the TOLFA MOUNTAINS [#36-40], which means that a ‘gap’ 
opened up in the spatial distribution of metalwork between the ‘northern’ and ‘southern’ groups in 
EBA2 (Table 4.14). 
The two groups can also be distinguished in terms of classes of metalwork, with the greatest 
variety (i.e. axes, daggers, dress-pins and an ingot) in the north and exclusively axes in the south in 
EBA2 (Table 4.14), which again recalls the patterns in copper metalwork deposition (see above). The 
two northernmost locations of EBA2 metalwork in the region, the isolated ingot (CARTALANA [#28]) 
and a hoard consisting of 3 axes (ACQUAPENDENTE [#24]),88 can be considered as part of the 
distribution of ingots (Figure 4.1) and axe hoards in southern Tuscany (Figure 4.4). In this respect, it 
was argued that the metal-hilted dagger hoard (CERVARA ALFINA [#26]) is situated at the margins, but 
outside the concentration of EBA2 hoards (§4.1.2; Figure 4.4). This dagger hoard is the only instance 
of EBA2 metalwork deposition in the northern group that may have followed an earlier act of 
deposition, i.e. a copper halberd (GERMANIGNANO [#25]), in the same micro-region (Table 4.14). In 
terms of depositional context, both the dagger hoard (CERVARA ALFINA) and the axe hoard 
(ACQUAPENDENTE) can be linked to the watershed to the north and northeast of the large BOLSENA 
crater lake, associated with streams running off into the TIBER river and its main tributary, the PAGLIA 
river, originating from southern Tuscany, respectively. Here the postulated depositional context finds 
some corroboration in the water-related toponyms, i.e. BAGNOREGIO and ACQUAPENDENTE, of the 
areas concerned. Definitely water-related is the collection of metalwork (mainly axes and dress-pins) 
from the depositional zone at the small crater lake of LAGO DI MEZZANO [#27], situated to the west of 
the large crater containing LAGO DI BOLSENA (Figure 4.5). 
The EBA2 depositional zone (‘area M1’) at LAGO DI MEZZANO is currently situated at the 
outlet of the lake, a major source of the OLPETA stream, a tributary of the FIORA river (Figure 4.5). It 
has been suggested, however, that in the Bronze Age ‘area M1’ would have been located at the point 
where a small stream inside the crater ran into the lake (Sadori et al. 2004). The full argument to 
intepret LAGO DI MEZZANO as a depositional zone (rather than a settlement) on the basis of the 
complete assemblage will follow at a later stage (Chapter 7). Typochronologically, the three EBA2 
axes and two dress-pins represent a series of separate acts of deposition (Appendix 1 [#27]). The series 
is confirmed by the traces of use on all of the axes, including one that is preserved with its wooden 
handle (Pellegrini 1993, 76). The two dress-pins from LAGO DI MEZZANO are (among) the earliest finds 
in ‘area M1’ [#27.1] and ‘area M2’ [#27.6], respectively, and may be regarded accordingly as place-
making acts of deposition. The two dress-pins, both with affinities in Northern Italy (Petitti 2000), 
complete the ‘northernmost’ distribution of this class of metalwork in Abruzzo and Lazio (Figure 4.5). 
In addition, a silver spiral [#27.5] has been reported from inside one of many complete ceramic vessels 
                                                 
88 The discovery (or publication) of the axe hoard postdates Cocchi Genick’s synthesis (1998) and was therefore not discussed in 
the overview of EBA hoards (§4.1.2). 
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(§7.1.3), which also singles it out as a separate act of (metalwork) deposition. In the context of the 
‘multi-sited’ analysis (Chapter 8), I will argue that the EBA2 network change related to the 
establishment of the cult place at LAGO DI MEZZANO cannot be disconnected from its location at a 
cultural boundary (§3.2.2; Figure 3.6) and at the margins of the area of metalwork production in 
southern Tuscany (§4.1; Figure 4.4). In this respect, it should be recalled that LAGO DI MEZZANO 
constituted a significant node in the typo-networks based on EBA2 ceramics (§3.2.1; Figures 3.3 & 
3.4), in line with the presence of a supra-regional cult place (Chapters 7 & 8). 
The collection of EBA2 metalwork that makes up the ‘southern group’ in northern Lazio is 
larger than before and remains predominated by axes in ‘horizon III’ (Table 4.14). This collection 
includes an axe hoard (ROTA [#38]) that was discussed as an outlier in the overall distribution of hoards 
(Figure 4.4), but is actually situated in a group (or series) of EBA2 axe depositions (MONTI DELLA 
TOLFA [#37]; TOLFA [#39]; MONTE S. ANGELO [#40]) focused on the TOLFA MOUNTAINS, following 
the ‘horizon II’ axe (TAGLIACCI CASTAGNETO [#41]).89 The depositional context of the hoard can be 
linked to the valley of the MIGNONE river that from the interior encircles the TOLFA MOUNTAINS 
counterclockwise before flowing into the Tyrrhenian Sea.90 Taken together, such a group of axes 
suggests that this micro-region as a whole may have served as a focus for metalwork deposition since 
the EBA1-EBA2 transition. In a similar vein, the axe (CORNETO [#36]) from the area of TARQUINIA at 
the LOWER MARTA valley can be regarded as part of a series that may add up to a depositional zone 
(Table 4.14). A final EBA2 axe (FICARECCIA [#42]) has been reported as an ‘isolated’ find from the 
source area at the watershed of the large crater of LAGO DI BRACCIANO with the ‘last’ tributary of the 
TIBER river. As a whole, the ‘southern cluster’ of EBA2 axes in northern Lazio is delimited to the south 
by a metal-hilted dagger dredged from the TIBER river near Rome (“DAL TEVERE” [#46]). Apart from 
the metalwork from LAGO DI MEZZANO (see above), this dagger constitutes one of very few pieces of 
EBA metalwork from Abruzzo and Lazio that have been explicitly reported from a body of water, if 
not the only one from a major river. As such, it breaks a pattern, because in northern Lazio potentially 
water-related instances of metalwork deposition, irrespective of the lack of contextual detail, are not 
connected to large crater lakes or major rivers themselves, but to streams that run off the former and to 
tributaries of the latter (Table 4.14).91 
 
Southern Lazio 
Contrary to northern Lazio where the distribution of Copper Age burials and cemeteries (including 
copper metalwork) is mainly concentrated in its northernmost part, such funerary contexts seem to 
show a more even distribution throughout southern Lazio (cf. Carboni 2002, 238 [fig. 1]). To a large 
extent, however, their more widespread distribution in this region derives from the tendency to interpret 
‘isolated’ finds of copper metalwork (i.e. halberds, daggers and axes), as well as elaborate flint daggers, 
indiscriminately as grave goods supposedly from destroyed burials (cf. Carboni 2002, passim). Here I 
will argue that some of these ‘isolated’ finds can be subsumed under ‘non-funerary’ acts of metalwork 
deposition as a Copper Age practice (Table 4.15), similar to northern Lazio (see above), and should be 
regarded as a precursor to EBA metalwork deposition. Apart from two small clusters predominated by 
copper metalwork including both axes, halberds and daggers in the city of ROME [#45-47] and the 
LOWER ANIENE valley [#49-50], the larger part of (late) Copper Age-EBA metalwork in southern Lazio 
entails almost exclusively axes (Table 4.15; Figure 4.5). These can roughly be divided in a ‘coastal’ 
group of axes [#48, #60-61], perhaps including hoards (see below), and an ‘interior’ group of axes 
[#51-59] (Table 4.15; Figure 4.5). In addition, the unprovenanced finds from “ROMA” [#43-44] and 
“LAZIO” [#L2-L3] also concern axes. As EBA1 metalwork is rare, the diachronic comparison in 
southern Lazio will focus on the distributions of copper and EBA2 metalwork, both generally found in 
the same areas or micro-regions (Table 4.15). 
                                                 
89 The ROTA hoard has probably been split up between interested parties in the area of its provenance. Recently, the axe of the 
same type with the same generic location (MONTI DELLA TOLFA) has been ascribed to the group of four axes in the local ‘Pergi 
collection’ (Naso 2006, 66-67). 
90 The location of the hoard has tentatively been situated more precisely at the confluence of a stream flowing from the TOLFA 
MOUNTAINS, and the MIGNONE river itself (Fugazzola Delpino 1982, 82). 
91 If water-related, the earlier axes from MARTA-SURROUNDINGS [#31], VETRALLA-LE DOGANE [#32], AGRO FALISCO [#33], 
CIVITA CASTELLANA [#34] can be linked to streams running off or draining from the craters of LAGO BOLSENA, LAGO DI VICO 
and LAGO DI BRACCIANO. An earlier river find is the copper axe reported explicitly from the context of the PAGLIA river, near its 
confluence with the TIBER river at ORVIETO (Peroni 1971, 177 [fig. 40.7], 178, 182; Junghans et al. 1974 [no. 20271]). 
Incidentally, this axe has been attributed to the same EBA type as the CIVITA CASTELLANA axe (Peroni 1971, 182). 
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- - - [#46] dagger (“dal 
Tevere”) 
tributaries in Roman 
hills (off Tiber river) 
(RM) 
[#45] 2 axes (“Roma”, 
i.e. city) 
[#47.1-2] 2 axes & 
[#47.4] dagger (Roma-
Esquilino) 
- - [#47.3] axe (Roma-
Esquilino) 
lower Aniene valley, 
i.e. Tiber tributary 
(RM) 
[#50] dagger & axe 
(Tivoli-Passo dello 
Stonio; burial?) 
- [#49] halberd (Tivoli-
Colli S. Stefano) 
- 
Monti Prenestini, i.e. 
watershed Aniene 
and Sacco rivers 
(RM-FR) 






[#57] 2 axes (Sgurgola) 
[#59] axe (Monte Acuto) 
- [#55] halberd 
(“Frosinone”) 
[#54] axe (Segni) 
[#56] axe (Anagni) 




[#52] axe (Monte 
Artemisio) 
- - [#51] axe (Campi 
d’Annibale) 
Tributaries of 
lagoonal strip and/or 
marshy coastal plain 
(RM-LT) 
[#48] dagger & axe 
(Casalàzzara - burial?) 
- - [#48] 2 axes 
(Casalàzzara - hoard?) 
[#60] axe(s?) (Fosso 
della Bottaccia) 
[#61] axe (La Casarina) 
Table 4.15: overview of (late) Copper Age-EBA metalwork deposition in southern Lazio [nos. 
refer to Figure 4.5 & Appendix 1]. 
 
The contexts of the collection of metalwork from the city of Rome (“ROMA” [#45]; “ROMA-
ESQUILINO” [#47]) remain enigmatic, but may add up to a depositional zone. This collection mainly 
concerns early metalwork including several copper axes and a dagger (Appendix 1), generically dated 
to the late Copper Age-EBA1, but also includes an EBA2 axe based on its compositional signature 
(§4.3). It is difficult, if not impossible, to assess the contextual integrity of this collection, because of 
the lack of contextual information in 19th century find reports. Further problems can be related to the 
peculiar situation in terms of the complicated stratigraphies in a major city with such a long history as 
Rome. In terms of depositional context, there may generically have been a connection with the 
abundance of sources in the hills of Rome, from which minor tributaries of the TIBER sprang (cf. 
Heiken et al. 2005). It can be argued that at least in the case of EBA2 metalwork a spatial pattern of 
dissociation existed between the axe (“ROMA-ESQUILINO” [#47.3]) and the metal-hilted dagger dredged 
from the TIBER river (“DAL TEVERE” [#46]). This underscores the exceptionality of the latter as a 
unique find from a major body of water (see above). The other group of early metalwork includes an 
axe & dagger (TIVOLI-PASSO DELLO STONIO [#50]) and a halberd (TIVOLI-COLLE S. STEFANO [#49]) 
near the emergence of the ANIENE river as a waterfall from the mountainous to the ‘coastal’ part of 
Lazio. This small cluster is divided from the group of Copper Age and EBA2 axes [#54-59] (and a 
halberd92) in the SACCO valley (Table 4.15; Figure 4.5) by the ‘isolated’ find of an ‘horizon II’ axe 
(“TRA POLI E GUADAGNOLO” [#53]), at the watershed of the LOWER ANIENE with the SACCO valley in 
the PRENESTINI MOUNTAINS. 
The ‘isolated’ copper axes from the SACCO valley show a focus on the LEPINI MOUNTAINS, 
delimiting this valley to the southwest. Two copper (flat) axes (SGURGOLA [#57]) have been reported 
explicitly as isolated finds (Junghans et al. 1974, 298-299 [nos. 19800-19801]), although Copper Age 
burials with copper metalwork have been found at SGURGOLA, too (Carboni 2002, 243 [nos. 39-40]). 
This leaves open the possibility that the tombs provided a prior context (or focus) for subsequent (or 
contemporary) acts of copper metalwork deposition. The location of another copper axe (MONTE 
ACUTO [#59]) makes a connection with the watershed between the SACCO valley and the drainage area 
of the AMASENO river, flowing from the LEPINI MOUNTAINS into the Tyrrhenian Sea.93 These copper 
axes are followed by single object depositions of EBA2 axes (SEGNI [#54]; MONTE CAMPO LUPINO 
[#58]), whereas a single axe on the opposite side of the SACCO river (ANAGNI [#56]) distorts this 
                                                 
92 The halberd (“FROSINONE” [#55]) genericallly from the province has been included in the overview (Table 4.15), but 
obviously excluded from the distribution map (Figure 4.5). 
93 Given its fragmented state, this axe has been provisionally dated to the Copper Age-EBA1 transition (Appendix 1 [#59]). 
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spatial pattern. The distribution of the ‘interior’ group of axes is completed by a copper axe (MONTE 
ARTEMISIO [#52]) and an EBA2 axe (CAMPI D’ANNIBALE [#51]) from the ALBAN HILLS (Figure 4.5). 
The MONTE ARTEMISIO axe has been found in a small saddle in the highest, southeastern part of the 
larger COLLI ALBANI crater. Arguably, its location of the makes a deliberate connection with the higher 
parts of the physical landscape in the act of deposition, similar to the copper axe at MONTE ACUTO (see 
above). These recent finds of copper flat axes in southern Lazio indicate that the focus on mountains as 
depositional context of Bronze Age metalwork in the Italian peninsula (cf. Bianco Peroni 1980) has a 
deeper history. As in the SACCO valley, the copper axe (MONTE ARTEMISIO) is followed by the 
deposition of an EBA2 axe (CAMPI D’ANNIBALE) in the Alban Hills (Table 4.15). Overall, the axes in 
the ‘interior’ group share a connection with mountains, craters and watersheds (see above). 
By contrast, the ‘coastal’ group of ‘horizon III’ axes (CASALÀZZARA [#48]; FOSSO DELLA 
BOTTACCIA [#60]) can be linked to streams running into the lagoonal strip behind coastal dunes in this 
part of southern Lazio.94 Similarly, the ‘horizon IV’ axe (LA CASARINA [#61]) was found in association 
with ceramics at a lake or marsh in the coastal plain. It has been included in this overview for 
comparison (Figure 4.5; Table 4.15), but seems to date more specifically to the EBA2-MBA1 transition 
(Chapter 9). Both EBA2 finds have been reported as (potential) hoards, but it is uncertain whether the 
two groups of two axes each can be considered as hoards in the strict sense (§4.1). It is unclear whether 
the FOSSO DELLA BOTTACCIA find [#60] constitutes a group of axes, in the sense that one axe fragment 
remains but a second axe has been reported missing (Alessandri 2007, 65 [no. 9]). The CASALÀZZARA 
group [#48] does constitute a multiple find of three axes, but only two of these can be dated to EBA2 
and the third to MBA1. Rather than a single act of deposition, the typochronological discrepancy seems 
to indicate the presence of a depositional zone constituted by at least two acts, starting with one or both 
of the EBA2 axes. In this respect, another collection of objects (a flint dagger, a copper dagger and a 
copper axe), interpreted as a group of grave goods, has been found at a distance of only 100m away 
(Guidi 1983, 86-87) and could have served as a focus.95 Alternatively, it could constitute either a single 
MBA1 hoard including earlier, EBA2 objects, or a ‘time-transgressive’, ‘cross-cultural’ act creating a 
typochronological ‘mix’ (§9.2.1). Overall, the ‘coastal’ group in southern Lazio seems to indicate the 
start of a tradition of axe depositions in EBA2 (Table 4.15), in connection with natural places that are 
distinctive from the ‘interior’ group of copper and EBA2 axes (see above). 
 
4.2.4 Cultural landscapes and natural places 
The preceding discussions of the spatial distributions of (late) Copper Age and EBA metalwork from 
Abruzzo and Lazio has shown that hoards cannot be studied in isolation (§4.1), but should be regarded 
and interpreted as part of a wider pattern of single object depositions. The overviews have also 
highlighted a typochronological ‘gap’ in the sense that EBA1 metalwork is underrepresented with 
respect to (late) Copper Age and EBA2 metalwork. In particular, ‘horizon I’ axes are absent from both 
Abruzzo and Lazio, whereas ‘horizon II’ axes are scarce in ‘coastal’ Lazio (§4.2.3; Tables 4.14 & 
4.15), but relatively frequent in the intermontane region (§4.2.2; Table 4.13) and ‘coastal’ Abruzzo 
(§4.2.1; Table 4.12). The question is whether this ‘gap’ would have been a past reality in the sense of a 
temporary, EBA1 decline in metalwork deposition and/or should be regarded as an indication of 
regional differentiation in the availability of axes of EBA1 and EBA2 types. Alternatively, the ‘gap’ 
could have resulted from the focus in typochronology on hoards (rather than single finds). In particular, 
axe and/or ingot hoards show a main distribution that lies outside Abruzzo and Lazio (§4.1). Another 
issue of typochronological ambiguity concerns ‘simple’ daggers and halberds, which in most cases 
cannot be dated more precisely than generically EBA (i.e. not attributed to ‘horizons’ based on hoards). 
Both these issues may be resolved by a diachronic interpretation of differentiation in composition 
analyses of metalwork, including single finds (§4.3), in the wider context of exchange networks and 
metallurgical spheres (§4.1; §4.4). To conclude this descriptive overview of metalwork deposition in 
Abruzzo and Lazio, I will focus on the spatial and contextual patterns that have emerged so far. The 
question is whether these patterns can be linked to notions of place underlying cultural landscapes and 
to network changes. 
                                                 
94 The reported location of the CASALÀZZARA axes overlooked two streams before they met and flowed into the lagoonal strip 
(Alessandri 2007, 56 [fig. 3.14], 198 [fig. 6.1]). The location of the FOSSO DELLA BOTTACCIA axe(s) is somewhat further to the 
south in the source (or drainage) area of the next stream that flows into the lagoonal strip (Alessandri 2007, 65 [no. 9]). 
95 Different from the remains of a burial, these Copper Age objects can be interpreted as earlier acts of (metalwork) deposition. 
However, coastal locations have become more likely for Copper Age burials in southern Lazio with the recent discovery of one 
in the dunes at NETTUNO (Di Mario et al. 2011). 
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Irrespective of a distinction between classes of metalwork, the diachronic pattern in terms of 
depositional contexts is that EBA metalwork has not been reported from funerary contexts and caves in 
Abruzzo and Lazio. By contrast, (late) Copper Age metalwork abounds both in funerary contexts and 
as ‘isolated’ finds, including a single ‘simple’ dagger from a cave (GROTTA DELLA PATERNALE [#29]). 
This broadly defined, diachronic pattern should be seen in the light of the overall scarcity of EBA 
funerary contexts (Chapter 5) and the generally limited extent of EBA cave use in these regions 
(Chapter 6). Nonetheless, the patterns that dissociate metalwork from human remains and caves in 
Abruzzo and Lazio, does underscore that ‘isolated’ finds of metalwork constituted a prominent element 
(or form of place-making) in EBA cultural landscapes. It was argued that ‘non-funerary’ acts of copper 
metalwork deposition, especially ‘isolated’ finds of copper axes which are relatively frequent in 
‘coastal’ Lazio (§4.2.3), can be regarded as precursors to EBA metalwork deposition. Although really 
outside the scope of this thesis, the question arises to what extent ‘isolated’ finds of polished stone axes 
and flint daggers can also be interpreted as acts of deposition in themselves, a prior tradtion that has 
been demonstrated in continental Europe (e.g. Bradley 1990; Wentink 2006), as well as suggested for 
Neolithic Italy in general (Robb 2007, 204-218).96 The presence of pieces of copper metalwork in 
collections from depositional zones (or small clusters of metalwork), such as the ALANNO area in 
‘coastal’ Abruzzo (§4.2.1), and the persistence of spatial patterns concerning axe depositions in 
northern and southern Lazio (§4.2.3) both argue in favour of a prior, Copper Age tradition of 
metalwork deposition that persisted, but was also extended over the landscapes of Abruzzo and Lazio 
in EBA1 and EBA2 (see below). 
Despite the lack of contextual detail concerning the micro-topography of finds, the general 
impression from the descriptive regional overviews (§4.2.1; §4.2.2; §4.2.3) is that in the act of 
deposition a connection was made with the physical landscape. In particular, bodies of water and 
mountainous environments provide for a descriptive ‘template’, following continental European 
patterns (cf. Bradley 1990; Fontijn 2001/2002). Still, the collection of axes and ornaments from a small 
crater lake (LAGO DI MEZZANO [#27]) and the metal-hilted dagger from the TIBER river (“DAL TEVERE” 
[#46]) currently are the only straightforward EBA instances of water-related metalwork deposition. If 
the water-related connotation is valid, it can be argued that EBA metalwork from Abruzzo and Lazio 
tends to avoid large lakes and stretches of major rivers in favour of their tributaries, source areas and 
minor rivers (Figure 4.5). On a more general note, the ‘isolated’ character of EBA metalwork, 
dissociated from other classes of objects, in itself suggests that deposition took place outside the sphere 
of settled communities, similar to the intermediate position of EBA hoards in cultural landscapes and 
social networks on a supra-regional scale (§3.2.2; Figure 3.7). Here it should be stressed that the 
definition of ‘isolation’ requires a more detailed and ‘multi-sited’ exploration of metalwork deposition 
in the context of settlement patterns (Chapter 7) and cultural landscapes as a whole (Chapter 8). 
However, it can already be argued that the overviews show the diachronic trend that metalwork 
deposition became more widespread across cultural and physical landscapes between the Copper Age 
and EBA2 (Tables 4.12, 4.13, 4.14 & 4.15). 
For the moment, the discussion of this diachronic trend in spatial distributions will focus on 
the typochronogical series of axes (and metal-hilted daggers) and excludes metalwork that is 
‘generically EBA’ in date (i.e. ‘simple’ daggers and halberds). To reiterate, an attempt will be made to 
include the latter objects on the basis of their compositional signature (§4.3). Given the prevalence of 
axes, however, the present sample is not unrepresentative in the sense that it concerns the majority of 
EBA metalwork. Moreover, other classes of metalwork, such as daggers and dress-pins, show 
distributions that are generally more circumscribed (or punctuated) than the distribution of axes. In 
general, daggers and halberds tend to occur in clusters and only in areas with a history of copper 
metalwork deposition, i.e. northernmost Lazio (Table 4.14), the city of Rome and the LOWER ANIENE 
valley (Table 4.15) and the UPPER PESCARA micro-region (Table 4.12).97 In the case of the ‘isolated’ 
ingot (§4.1.1) and each of the three contexts of dress-pins (§4.2.1; §4.2.2; §4.2.3), it was already 
                                                 
96 Cf. numerous entries of isolated finds of axes in the recent catalogue of the Italian Neolithic (Fugazzola Delpino et al. 2004). 
Similarly, several isolated finds of stone axes and flint daggers have been listed for southern Lazio (Carboni 2002, 248 [nos. 17, 
60, 32, 34, 22], 249), to which a greenstone axe fragment (MURA DI MONTELUNGO) at the heart of the LEPINI MOUNTAINS can be 
added (Bistolfi & Muntoni 2000, 266, 283 [fig 1a.6], 287 [fig. 5.7]). Another intriguing example from Central Italy is the small 
greenstone axe from an act of structured deposition in the context of a pit, next to an exceptional Bell Beaker tumulus in Tuscany 
(Sarti & Martini 1998, 171). 
97 Given the lack of contextual detail of the collection of metalwork from the VIBRATA valley (§4.2.1), only objects explicitly 
EBA in date have been taken into account here, which precludes the establishment of a similar pattern. 
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highlighted that they follow a circumscribed, ‘northernmost’ distribution in Abruzzo and Lazio (Figure 
4.5). As the southernmost instances in their respective distributions, these classes of metalwork show 
regional connectivity to central-southern Tuscany (i.e. ingot) and supra-regional connectivity to the 
larger ‘Northern Italian’ sphere (i.e. dress-pins), respectively. As a result of these ‘circumscribed’ 
patterns for halberds, daggers, dress-pins and an ingot (see above), changes in broader, regional 
patterns of metalwork deposition in Abruzzo and Lazio are mainly based on axes (Figure 4.6). The 
typochronogical series of axes is visualised here in a ‘diachronic’ distribution map, with copper axes in 
white, with EBA1, ‘horizon II’ axes in light grey and with EBA2, ‘horizon III’ axes and metal-hilted 
daggers in dark grey (Figure 4.6).98 
 
 
Figure 4.6: map (adapted from http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Italy_map-blank.svg) 
showing the diachronic dimensions of the spatial distributions of Early Bronze Age metalwork in 
Abruzzo and Lazio (including isolated finds of Copper Age metalwork). Copper Age axes are 
shown in white (as well as ‘undated’ halberds, daggers and a dress-pin), ‘horizon II’ axes in light 
grey (as well as a dress-pin) and EBA2 axes and daggers (‘horizon III’ and ‘horizon IV’) in dark 
grey (as well as a dress-pin and a copper ingot). 
 
The diachronic distribution map shows the proliferation of axes, with respect to the 
persistently ‘circumscribed’ distribution of daggers and halberds (see above). Following the trajectory, 
EBA1 axes (in light grey) tend to be situated in the vicinity of occasional finds of copper metalwork 
and only extend the distribution of metalwork deposition to a limited extent (Figure 4.6). In this 
context, the cluster of single finds of ‘horizon II’ axes in southern Abruzzo (§4.2.1), accompanying the 
two ‘horizon II’ axe hoards (Figure 4.3), is a prominent feature of the ‘diachronic’ distribution map and 
will be discussed in more detail in the light of composition analyses (§4.3) and exchange networks 
(§4.4). Even more striking, however, is the proliferation of EBA2 axes (in dark grey) that extends the 
overall distribution of metalwork deposition considerably (Figure 4.6). On the one hand, this 
proliferation should be seen in the light of the peak of the area of metalwork production in central-
southern Tuscany (§4.1), which again will be explored in the context of composition analyses (§4.3) 
and exchange networks (§4.4). On the other hand, it underscores that single finds, in particular axe 
                                                 
98 Depositional zones with axes of the same or the same generic provenance are shown as a single icon and, in the case of those 
that include both copper, EBA1 and/or EBA2 axes, the earlier axes prevail over EBA2 axes in icon colours (Figure 4.6), as these 
locations or zones do not contribute to the proliferation of metalwork deposition in terms of spatial distributions. 
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depositions, constituted a significant form of place-making on (micro)regional scales and a more 
prominent feature of EBA2 cultural landscapes than before. Within such a proliferation of axe 
depositions, the lower number of deposition events involving metal-hilted daggers (i.e. two hoards and 
a single find), as well as their more circumscribed distribution (see above), could corroborate that 
dagger hoards refer to an intercommunal phenomenon (§4.1.3). In turn, this would make axe 
depositions a relatively ‘localised’ phenomenon. To answer these questions, however, requires a more 
detailed exploration in the context of settlement patterns (Chapter 7) and a ‘multi-sited’ analysis of 
cultural landscapes as a whole (Chapter 8). 
 
4.3 Producing metalwork: classes by composition and size 
The preceding discussion of the spatial distributions and the depositional contexts of (late) Copper 
Age-EBA metalwork in Abruzzo and Lazio (§4.2) will here be extended to include the compositional 
signatures of the main classes of metalwork – axes, daggers and halberds – in terms of production and 
technological knowledge. As argued, single finds have traditionally hardly been included in the 
discussion of EBA metalwork because of the selective focus on hoards in EBA typochronology (§4.1). 
In this respect, the eventful narrative structure implicit in the notion of ‘horizons’ of hoards, in 
combination with their spatial distributions, has been extrapolated as straightforward evidence for the 
chronology and mechanism by which early (bronze) metallurgy was introduced. However, the 
availability of bronze metallurgy and metalwork cannot be deduced from the presence or absence of 
hoards alone, but should also take single finds into account. Moreover, the exclusion of single finds 
from interpretations of technological innovation means that the issue of supra-regional connectivity 
relies on the typochronology and spatial distribution of hoards. Instead, I will make attempt at 
substantiating metallurgical spheres and exchange networks based on compositional similarities of 
hoards and single finds (§4.4). Therefore, in this section the composition analyses of single finds from 
Abruzzo and Lazio will be compared with and related to the compositional signatures and metallurgical 
spheres recognised on the basis of EBA hoards (§4.1). I will start with copper metalwork, including 
composition analyses of items from Copper Age burials for comparison (§4.3.1). Subsequently, bronze 
metalwork will be discussed, with particular reference to the distinction between ‘true bronze’ and 
‘early bronze’ signatures (§4.3.2) that emerged as significant in relation to hoards (§4.1.2). Finally, I 
will make a comparison with the size distributions of axes, halberds and daggers, exploring (potential) 
correlations between size and compositional signature (§4.3.3). 
 
4.3.1 Copper metalwork 
Determination of metalwork as copper or bronze is especially pertinent to daggers and halberds in the 
light of their typochronological ambiguity. Diachronic differentiation in compositional signatures may 
help to attribute these objects to specific (late) Copper Age and/or EBA phases, similar to axes and 
metal-hilted daggers (§4.1). Composition analyses are also relevant in the case of axes from single 
finds attributed to ‘horizon II’, in order to address the question to what extent bronze metallurgy was 
limited to axe hoards (§4.1.2; Table 4.4) or already more widespread in Abruzzo and Lazio at this 
‘early’ stage. In general, a comparison with composition analyses of (late) Copper Age metalwork can 
reveal (potentially) distinctive compositional signatures that can be interpreted in a diachronic sense. 
For this reason, analyses of copper metalwork from Copper Age funerary contexts, which were to a 
large excluded from the discussion of depositional contexts (§4.2), have been added to the samples of 
axes, halberds and daggers (Tables 4.16 & 4.17). Finally, in a ‘synchronic’ sense, composition analyses 




The sample of copper axes from Abruzzo [n=4] and Lazio [n=15] subjected to composition analysis, 
includes axes from which tin is absent or in which it is only present as a trace element (Table 4.16). On 
the basis of copper contents, a distinction can be made between ‘pure’ copper axes (~100%) and copper 
axes with somewhat higher levels of arsenic and/or antimony (~98.5-99.5%), with two outliers (see 
below). It has been suggested that the occurrence of ‘pure’, ‘arsenic’ and ‘arsenic-antimony’ copper 
axes should be explained in a diachronic, sequential sense. De Marinis (2001, 263) interprets these in 
terms of changing copper sources or metallurgical traditions with distinctive compositions, but mainly 
refers to the situation in Northern Italy. However, typochronologies of Copper Age metalwork are 
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presently too debated to be used as a relative chronology, let alone as an interpretive framework that 
incorporates metallurgical knowledge.99 In this respect, the issue of regional differentiation in the 










Other element(s) References 
Copper Age       
[#A1] “Abruzzo” 100.9 
[i.e. 
~100] 
<0.01 <0.01 <0.01 Ag (.022) > Bi (<.01), Pb (<.01), 
Zn (<.01), S (<.01) > Fe (.005) > 
Ni (<.003), Co (<.003) 
Hook 2007 [no. 4] 
“Loreto Aprutino” (PE) ~100 ? ? ? ? Bietti Sestieri & 
Giardino 2003, 425 
[#7.1] Alanno (PE) ~100 ? ? ? ? Bietti Sestieri & 
Giardino 2003, 425 
EBA (horizon II)       
[#11] Caramanico 
(PE) 
~94.5 trace 0.6 2.5 Ni (1.65) > Ag (.57) > Bi (~.003) Junghans et al. 1974 
[no. 20288] 
Copper Age       
Rinaldone [tomb 3] 
(VT) 
~100 - - 0.12 Ag (.05) > Bi (trace) Junghans et al. 1974 
[no. 19777] 
Rinaldone [tomb 3] 
(VT) 
~99.5 - ~0.006 0.34 Ag (.22) > Bi (.015) > Ni (trace) Junghans et al. 1974 
[no. 19778] 
Rinaldone [tomb 4] 
(VT) 
~98.5 - 0.46 0.82 Ag (.23) > Pb (.03), Ni (.03) > Bi 
(.004) 
Junghans et al. 1974 
[no. 19781] 
Ponte S. Pietro [tomb 
1] (VT) 
~100 - trace 0.02 Ag (trace), Fe (trace) Junghans et al. 1974 
[no. 20259] 
Ponte S. Pietro [tomb 
20 (formerly 14)] (VT) 
~99.5 - 0.11 0.35 Ag (.22) > Ni (trace), Fe (trace) Junghans et al. 1974 
[no. 19786] 
Ponte S. Pietro [tomb 
21 (formerly 15)] (VT) 
~99 - 0.28 0.51 Ag (.17) > Ni (.01) > Pb (~.01) Junghans et al. 1974 
[no. 20261] 
[#32] Vetralla-Le 
Dogane (VT) [or 
halberd, cf. Dolfini 2011] 
~99.5 - trace 0.06 Ag (.27) Junghans et al. 1974 
[no. 20599] 
[#36.1] Corneto (VT) 94.5 
[i.e. 
~98] 
0.01 1.81 0.02 Bi (.12) > Ag (.088) > Pb (.03) > 
Ni (.01) > Zn (<.01), S (<.01) > 
Fe (<.005) > Co (<.002) 
Hook 2007 [no. 5] 
[#33] “Agro Falisco” 
(VT) 
~99.5 - 0.07 0.39 Ag (.09) > Ni (.02) > Bi (trace) Junghans et al. 1974 
[no. 19798] 
[#33] “Agro Falisco” 
(VT) 
~99 - 0.16 0.8 Ag (.07) > Ni (.03) > Bi (.004) > 
Fe (trace) 
Junghans et al. 1974 
[no. 19799] 
“Rome” (RM) ~100 - trace 0.12 Ag (trace); Bi (trace) Junghans et al. 1968, 
1974 [no. 4035] 
[#47.1] Roma-
Esquilino (RM) 
~99 - 0.83 trace Ag (.09) > Ni (.02) > Bi (.01) Junghans et al. 1974 
[no. 19812] 
[#57.1] Sgurgola (FR) ~99.5 - 0.44 0.07 Ag (.06) > Bi (.03) > Ni (trace), 
Fe (trace) 
Junghans et al. 1974 
[no. 19800] 
[#57.2] Sgurgola (FR) ~100 - - - Ag (trace), Bi (trace) Junghans et al. 1974 
[no. 19801] 
EBA (horizon II)       
[#34] Civita Castellana 
(VT) 
~100 - trace ~0.007 Pb (trace), Ag (trace), Bi (trace), 
Zn (trace) 
Junghans et al. 1974 
[no. 19803] 
Table 4.16: overview of composition analyses available for copper axes from Abruzzo and Lazio, 
dated to the Copper Age and ‘horizon II’ (with reconstructed copper contents included for 
comparison) [nos. refer to Appendix 1 & Figure 4.5]. 
 
For instance, regional differentiation can be discerned in the small sample of Copper Age axes 
from ‘coastal Abruzzo’ that invariably show a ‘pure’ copper signature, whereas axes in the larger 
collection from ‘coastal Lazio’ tend to include both arsenic and antimony (Table 4.16). This could 
indicate the existence of separate Copper Age metallurgical spheres on opposite sides of the peninsula, 
divided by the APENNINES, or culturally divided between a larger ‘Central Italian’ and a larger 
‘Southern Italian’ sphere. The provenance of the ‘pure’ copper axes in southern Abruzzo (LORETO 
APRUTINO; ALANNO) and the purest of two axes from SGURGOLA in southern Lazio (Table 4.16) could 
add up to a ‘Southern Italian’ sphere distinctive from a ‘Central Italian’ sphere. This seems to be 
corroborated by the presence of silver (Ag) and nickel (Ni) in somewhat higher levels in axes from 
Lazio (including the second axe from Sgurgola) and only as trace elements (or absent) in axes from 
                                                 
99 Recently, a new project with a focus on early copper metallurgy in Central Italy has started (Dolfini et al. 2007), but none of 
the compositional analyses has been published yet (personal communication Andrea Dolfini; but cf. Dolfini 2011 for a more 
recent discussion). 
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Abruzzo and the purest axe from SGURGOLA. Unfortunately, the composition analyses of two copper 
flat axes from Abruzzo (LORETO APRUTINO; ALANNO) have not been published in full detail yet (Bietti 
Sestieri & Giardino 2003, 425). These could, for instance, also corroborate the hypothesis that tin is a 
network specific trace element of copper in a larger ‘Adriatic’ sphere (Table 4.16). 
In general, the ‘isolated’, single finds of copper axes cannot be distinguished from those found 
in collective tombs (Table 4.16). Arguably, this corroborates the interpretation of funerary and ‘non-
funerary’ copper metalwork deposition as parallel practices (§4.2). Significantly, the two outliers in the 
composition of copper axes cannot be interpreted in a diachronic, typochronological sense (i.e. as later 
axes). These two outliers concern one copper axe with arsenic as a major element and the other with 
higher levels of antimony, nickle (Ni), arsenic and silver (Ag) (Table 4.16). The former (CORNETO 
[#36.1]) is definitely a Copper Age axe and shows a composition that is characteristic of halberds (see 
below). The latter concerns an ‘horizon II’ axe (CARAMANICO [#11]) with a composition that is similar 
to the axes in the FERMIGNANO hoard, including the presence of tin as a trace element (§4.1.2; Table 
4.4). The location of this single find in the MAJELLA MOUNTAINS (Figure 4.5) extends the ‘northern 
Adriatic’ metallurgical sphere (§4.1.2) into southern Abruzzo, beyond the PESCARA river. Taken 
together, the ‘northern Adriatic’ axe from CARAMANICO and the ‘true bronze’ axe from the ALANNO 
hoard (§4.1; Table 4.4) leave the impression that two ‘horizon II’ metallurgical spheres intersected in 
southern Abruzzo (§4.4). Future composition analyses of the many other ‘horizon II’ axes from the 
larger UPPER PESCARA micro-region (Figure 4.6) could shed light on this issue of (potential) overlap 
between the ‘northern Adriatic’ and ‘Southern Italian’ metallurgical spheres. 
To sum up, the contrasting compositions of ‘horizon II’ axes suggests that the proliferation of 
bronze metallurgy had only started in this typochronological phase. For instance, another ‘horizon II’ 
axe (CIVITA CASTELLANA [#34]) has ended up in this sample because of a ‘pure’ copper signature 
(Table 4.16), which makes it indistinguishable from Copper Age axes. Here the ‘true bronze’ 
composition of axes from the ‘horizon I’ hoard in Tuscany (§4.1.2; Table 4.4) should also be recalled. 
Such a high degree of variability in compositional signatures of ‘horizon I’ and ‘horizon II’ axes could 
refer to the first stage in the proliferation of bronze metallurgy. This scenario is consistent with the 
relatively low (or virtually non-existent) tin contents in axes from ‘horizon II’ hoards in Central Italy 
(§4.1.2; Table 4.4). Above all, it highlights that some EBA1 types of axes attributed to ‘horizon II’ on 
typological grounds cannot be distinguished from Copper Age axes by their composition, especially in 
Lazio. Therefore a focus in composition analysis on ‘horizon II’ axes to chart ‘initial’ variability would 
be invaluable for the study of a trajectory of technological innovation such as the introduction of 
bronze metallurgy (§4.3.2). 
 
Daggers and halberds 
The sample of copper daggers and halberds from Abruzzo [n=1] and Lazio [n=15] subjected to 
composition analysis, shows that these objects are relatively ‘impure’ (<98%) in terms of copper 
contents (Table 4.17), compared with the generally ‘pure’ composition (~99-100%) of copper axes 
(Table 4.16). Moreover, daggers (~96-98%) and halberds (~95%) can generally be distinguished in 
terms of (reconstructed) copper contents, i.e. the amount of additional elements. This distinction is 
created by a consistent pattern in the next main components, with high arsenic contents (~1.5-2.5%) as 
well as antimony (~1-2%) in daggers, whereas the few analyses of halberds show mainly arsenic (~2.5-
4.5%), with or without antimony (Table 4.17). This general pattern is broken by four outliers, including 
a dagger & halberd group (MONTALTO DI CASTRO [#30]), a dagger from a Copper Age funerary context 
(PONTE S. PIETRO-TOMB 21) and the only dagger from Abruzzo (FUCINO [#19]) in the sample (Table 
4.17). 
In the case of the ‘unprovenanced’ dagger and halberd group from a clandestine excavation 
(MONTALTO DI CASTRO [#30]) such compositional ‘disparity’ could indicate deliberate variability. The 
possibility of a sample switch (or an error in publication) is contradicted by the fact that their 
compositions are not exactly reversed. The dagger shows arsenic contents similar to halberds but at the 
same time dagger-like antimony contents, whereas the antimony contents in the halberd almost reach 
that in daggers, but its arsenic contents are also uncharacteristic of daggers (Table 4.17). The dagger 
from the Copper Age funerary context (PONTE S. PIETRO-TOMB 21) shares its composition with axes 
from the same cemetery. Finally, the only dagger from Abruzzo (FUCINO [#19]) shows a composition 
that is similar to the CARAMANICO axe (see above) and the FERMIGNANO axe hoard (§4.1.2; Table 4.4). 
This suggests that its raw material should be attributed to the same, ‘northern Adriatic’ metallurgical 
sphere or, alternatively, that it was cast from such an ‘horizon II’ axe. In turn, this composition shows 
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that we can probably exclude a (late) Copper Age date for this dagger, most likely in favour of an 
EBA1 date. Notwithstanding this group of outliers, the generally high degree of similarity in 
composition of, on the one hand, copper daggers and, on the other, copper halberds is significant. It 
means that objects that have been regarded as generically (or potentially) EBA in date on 
typochronological grounds (GERMANIGNANO [#25]; COLLE S. STEFANO [#49]) cannot be distinguished 










Other element(s) References 
Daggers       
[#19] “Fucino” (AQ) ~97 ~0.03 0.19 1.5 Ni (1.05) > Ag (.5) > Co 
(~.04) > Bi (.004) > Fe (trace) 
Junghans et al. 1974 
[no. 20290] 
Rinaldone [tomb 3] (VT) ~97 - 1.75 1.1 Ag (.02), Ni (.02) Junghans et al. 1974 
[no. 19779] 
Rinaldone [tomb 3] (VT) 
[foil fragment] 
~97 - 1.4 1.4 Ag (.13) > Ni (.04) > Pb (.02) Junghans et al. 1974 
[no. 19780] 
Rinaldone [tomb 4] (VT) 
[blade fragment] 
~95.5 - 1.6 1.9 Ag (.91) > Ni (.07) > Pb (.05) 
> Fe (trace) 
Junghans et al. 1974 
[no. 19782] 
Rinaldone [tomb 5] (VT) 
[knife?] 
~95.5 - 2.7 1.65 Ag (.18) > Ni (.09) > Pb (.03) Junghans et al. 1974 
[no. 19783] 
Rinaldone [tomb 5] (VT) 
[fragment] 
~97 - 1.2 1.65 Ag (.26) > Pb (.09) > Ni (.02) 
> Fe (trace) 
Junghans et al. 1974 
[no. 19784] 
Ponte S. Pietro [tomb 3a] 
(VT) 
~96 - 2.7 1.2 Ag (.11) > Ni (.06) > Fe 
(trace) 
Junghans et al. 1974 
[no. 20257] 
Ponte S. Pietro [tomb 15?] 
(VT) 
~96.5 - 2.2 1.25 Ag (.12) > Pb (~.01) > Ni 
(<.01) > Fe (trace) 
Junghans et al. 1974 
[no. 20262] 
Ponte S. Pietro [tomb 20 
(formerly 14)] (VT) 
~96.5 - 1.7 1.75 Ag (.11) > Ni (.05), Pb (.05) > 
Fe (trace) 
Junghans et al. 1974 
[no. 19785] 
Ponte S. Pietro [tomb 21 
(formerly 15)] (VT) 
~99 - 0.34 0.44 Ag (.06) > Ni (.02) > Fe 
(trace) 
Junghans et al. 1974 
[no. 20255] 
[#30.2] Montalto di Castro 
(VT) 
~93 - >5 1.65 Ni (.29) > Ag (.26) > Pb (.06) 
> Fe (trace) 
Junghans et al. 1974 
[no. 19830] 
Sgurgola-tomb (FR) ~95.5 - 1.95 1.9 Ag (.31) > Ni (.12) > Bi (.006) 
> Pb (trace) 
Junghans et al. 1974 
[no. 19775] 
Halberd (or dagger)       
[#25] Germanignano (VT) ~97 - 2.5 - Ag (.22) > Bi (.04) Junghans et al. 1960 
[no. 605] 
Halberds       
Rinaldone [tomb 3] (VT) ~95 - 4.1 0.68 Ni (.02) > Ag (trace) Junghans et al. 1974 
[no. 19776] 
[#30.1] Montalto di Castro 
(VT) 
~98 - 0.8 0.96 Ag (.08) > Pb (.06) > Ni (.03) 
> Fe (trace) 
Junghans et al. 1974 
[no. 19829] 
[#49] Colle S. Stefano 
(RM) 
~95 - 4.6 - Ag (.03) > Ni (<.01) > Bi 
(.006) > Fe (trace) 
Junghans et al. 1974 
[no. 19828] 
Table 4.17: overview of composition analyses available for copper daggers and halberds from 
Abruzzo and Lazio (with reconstructed copper contents included for comparison) [nos. refer to 
Appendix 1 & Figure 4.5]. 
 
Metallurgical knowledge 
Overall, copper metalwork from Abruzzo and Lazio shows a high degree of compositional similarity 
(Tables 4.16 & 4.17). Moreover, this sense of similarity follows the distinction between classes of 
metalwork (i.e. axes, daggers and halberds). This gives the impression of ‘standardisation’ in 
metallurgical practices with a considerable time depth, perhaps extending into the earlier Copper Age 
at one extreme and into EBA1 at the other. As copper in its ‘purest’ form took shape as axes (Table 
4.16), it can be argued that raw material circulated in the form of this class of metalwork (rather than 
ingots). In the light of the high arsenic and/or antimony levels in daggers and halberds (Table 4.17), 
these were either cast from raw material with a distinctive composition, or arsenic and/or antimony 
were added to ‘pure’ copper. The former scenario is partly corroborated by the outlier of the arsenic 
copper axe (CORNETO [#36.1]) (Table 4.16). It suggests that ‘arsenic’ copper was available in the form 
of axes (or basic raw material), too. In this respect, the arsenic levels in the composition of this 
particular axe are not dissimilar from the standard in daggers (Table 4.17). At the same time, its arsenic 
levels do not reach those in halberds, which means that the possibility cannot be excluded that arsenic 
was deliberately added to ‘pure’ copper in the production of daggers and halberds. In a similar vein, the 
use of ‘arsenic’ copper does not explain higher levels of antimony in daggers, contrary to the lower 
levels of antimony in halberds that are similar to those in some of the ‘impure’ axes (Tables 4.16 & 
4.17). 
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Concerning the deliberate use of additives, there is evidence that antimony would have been 
available in a ‘pure’ form and could have been used as such in daggers. A couple of tombs in several of 
the many Copper Age cemeteries in northernmost Lazio included ‘pure’ antimony beads and necklace 
elements as grave goods. This concerns two of the tombs [nos. 20-21] in the cemetery of PONTE S. 
PIETRO (Miari 1993, 121-134), which incidentally each also contained a copper axe (Table 4.16) and a 
copper dagger (Table 4.17). A tomb in the same micro-region (SELVICCIOLA-tomb 23) included a silver 
bead (3 cm), possibly in association with an earlier articulated burial [radiocarbon date (GrA-16882): 
4715±40 BP], and a group of beads of antimony at the entrance to the tomb (Petitti et al. 2002, 526-
528). The distinctive position of the antimony beads in the latter context seems to single these out as a 
later act of deposition than the silver bead. Composition analysis of the beads from SELVICCIOLA and 
PONTE S. PIETRO has confirmed the determination of the metals used as antimony and shows that the 
beads would have been produced in a (double) mould (Pallecchi et al. 2002). Although generally a 
minor component of copper metalwork, the frequent and consistent presence of silver (Ag) above the 
levels of trace elements (Tables 4.16 & 4.17) could suggest a similar scenario for small silver 
ornaments. However, composition analyses of silver ornaments found in (late) Copper Age cemeteries 
in the province of Rome (RM) in southern Lazio show that silver ornaments were not as ‘pure’ as those 
in antimony (Anzidei et al. 2007b). 
The scenario that these small metallic objects could have carried a technological connotation 
(showing the availability of metallurgical knowledge) could be at odds with their incorporation in 
another field of Copper Age practice. The use of smaller ornaments in the ‘adornment’ of the dead does 
not necessarily equal ‘local’ metalworking and/or the availability of technological knowledge. Only 
one of the daggers in the two PONTE S. PIETRO tombs with antimony beads [no. 20] shows the higher 
level of arsenic and antimony (Table 4.17), whereas the dagger from the other [no. 21] shows an ‘axe-
like’ composition (see above). This seems to suggest that the use of antimony as an additive would not 
have been common (technological) knowledge. It means that these small ornaments could also have 
circulated without being accompanied by technological knowledge and were appreciated for their ‘non-
local’ connotations. This interpretation has, for instance, been put forward for early tin beads dated to 
the Copper Age or Early Bronze Age elsewhere in Europe (Primas 2002, 311-312). In this context, it 
should be appreciated that Copper Age funerary contexts served as a locale where ‘non-local’ elements 
were incorporated in a ‘local’ context. At a later stage I will argue that Copper Age ‘collective’ tombs 
in Central Italy served as a locale for the definition of social groups in a wider context of supra-regional 
connectivity (Chapter 5). This would have made these cemeteries appropriate depositional contexts for 
rarities such as antimony and silver beads, without the strings attached of the metallurgical knowledge 










Other element(s) References 
Ponte S. Pietro [tomb 1] 
(VT) 
~100 - - trace - Junghans et al. 1974 
[no. 20260] 
Ponte S. Pietro [tomb 2] 
(VT) 
~96.5 - 2 1.3 Ag (.12) > Ni (.06) > Fe 
(trace) 
Junghans et al. 1974 
[no. 20256] 
Ponte S. Pietro [tomb 3a] 
(VT) 
~96 - 1.15 2.5 Ag (.22) > Ni (.06) > Pb (.03) 
> Bi (~.005) > Fe (trace) 
Junghans et al. 1974 
[no. 20258] 
Ponte S. Pietro [tomb 20 
(formerly 14)] (VT) 
~99.5 - <0.005 0.32 Ag (.21) > Ni (trace), Bi 
(trace) 
Junghans et al. 1974 
[no. 19787] 
Table 4.18: overview of composition analyses available for copper awls and needles from Lazio 
(with reconstructed copper contents included for comparison). 
 
In general, the distinctive compositional signatures for copper axes, daggers and halberds 
suggests that the production of each class of metalwork required distinctive technological knowledge. 
At the same time, ‘standardisation’ could imply that such knowledge was not widely available, but 
probably confined to a small group of people in the know (‘specialists’). This leaves open the question 
whether these individuals or communities were resident in Abruzzo and Lazio or technological 
knowledge was introduced from elsewhere. Alternatively, standardisation could have derived from 
exchange of finished objects, originating in one or several areas of production outside the region. 
Smaller objects such as the copper awls and needles from several Copper Age tombs at PONTE S. 
PIETRO (Table 4.18) could shed light on this issue. The lack of standardisation in their composition is 
compatible with the raw material used in the production of either copper axes or daggers (Tables 4.16 
& 4.17). This could highlight that awls and needles were by-products of axe and dagger production 
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events, or that axes and daggers were reused for their raw material. The latter scenario aligns with the 
one that raw material circulated in the form of finished objects such as axes (see above). In turn, this 
would mean that reuse of exchanged pieces of metalwork for smaller objects was the only form of 
‘local’ metalwork production. In this respect, the present absence of direct evidence for copper 
metalworking in Abruzzo and Lazio could refer to past reality.100 If so, the ‘standardised’ 
compositional signatures of copper axes, daggers and halberds are indications of distinctive production 
events, including areas of production outside the region, with the implication that the technological 
knowledge required was ‘locally’ unavailable. 
A final consideration that starts from the distinctive compositions of copper axes, daggers and 
halberds is that these could refer to distinctive fields of signification, as well as distinctive spheres of 
exchange and social interaction. In particular, early daggers have been related to a male field of 
practice in reconstructions of Copper Age gender ideologies in Italy. This has to a large extent been 
based on numerous visual representations of daggers in Northern Italian rock art and statue-menhirs. 
The latter have also been found in the area of LUNIGIANA in the far north of Tuscany, incidentally in 
the vicinity of the Ligurian copper mines (§4.1.2; Figure 4.1). The rehearsed connotations proposed for 
Copper Age daggers are linked to phallic imagery and warfare (and violence) as a male domain 
(Whitehouse 1992; Robb 1994, 31-34; Robb 1997, 48-50; Barfield 1998, 143-145; Bevan 2001a, 80-
83; Whitehouse 2001, 77-83; Bevan 2006, 147-148). Recently, an explicitly cosmological connotation 
of copper daggers has been added to the spectrum (Keates 2002; Magail 2006), as part of the growing 
field that interprets the role of metalwork in terms of technologically inspired metaphors (cf. Jones 
2002; Brück 2006b; Giles 2007). It is important, however, not to presume a universal meaning for 
daggers in the Italian peninsula as a whole throughout the Copper and Bronze Ages. The prominent 
place of daggers in visual representations is mainly connected with Northern Italy and evidence for 
direct links of daggers to buried individuals (as grave goods) in Central Italy is patchy to say the 
least.101 Nonetheless, the particular significance of copper daggers (and halberds) can be discerned in 
their spatially circumscribed distribution, with respect to wider distribution of copper axes in Abruzzo 
and Lazio (§4.2.4; Figures 4.5 & 4.6). A distinctive, ‘specialised’ role of daggers can be traced back to 
elaborate flint daggers, replaced by copper daggers in Copper Age funerary contexts, and can be 
followed through in the ‘specialised’ class of metal-hilted daggers that in their turn carried 
technological knowledge, i.e. ‘true bronze’ metallurgy (§4.1; §4.3.2). 
 
4.3.2 Early bronze metalwork 
The discussion of composition analyses available for axe hoards in Central Italy already demonstrated 
that the introduction of bronze metallurgy was not straightforward. At least three metallurgical spheres 
could be recognised on the basis of distinctive ‘early’ and ‘true bronze’ signatures (§4.1.2). It was also 
argued that metal-hilted dagger hoards probably represented a compositional mix with both ‘early’ and 
‘true bronze’ characteristics of their constituent objects (Table 4.10). Here the compositional signatures 
of hoards will be compared with those single finds of metalwork from Abruzzo and Lazio that have 
been subjected to composition analysis. This comparison includes a closer look at the composition of 
‘simple’ and ‘composite’ daggers, including the constituent parts (i.e. blades and hilts) of the latter. The 
question is whether diachronic patterns can be discerned in the composition of copper and bronze 
metalwork that may help to resolve the typochronological ambiguity of daggers. 
 
Axes 
The sample of bronze EBA axes subjected to composition analysis from Abruzzo [n=5] and Lazio 
[n=6], shows considerable variation of tin contents (Table 4.19), similar to axes from EBA hoards in 
Central Italy (§4.1.2). Irrespective of tin contents, two basic signatures can be recognised, one ‘true 
bronze’ in character (ALANNO-FRATICELLI [#6]; TARANTA PELIGNA [#13]) and the other ‘early bronze’ 
in character. The ‘early bronze’ signature predominantly entails a copper-tin-lead composition 
(sometimes also including higher levels of zinc and arsenic) (VALLE DELLA VIBRATA [#2.2-4]; “TRA 
POLI E GUADAGNOLO” [#53]; TOLFA [#39]; ROMA-ESQUILINO [#47]; SEGNI [#54]; “ROMA” 
                                                 
100 The functional interpretation of a cilindrical ceramic object found in the Copper Age cave assemblage of GROTTA 
SANT’ANGELO in Abruzzo, as a nozzle (Bietti Sestieri & Giardino 2003, 412) had already been rejected in the original 
publication (Di Fraia 1996b, 127, 195 [fig. 44.3]). 
101 In this respect, Whitehouse (2001, 79) stresses the variability in the availability of appropriate evidence from area to area in 
the Italian peninsula, but she does not stress enough that in some areas, such as Abruzzo and Lazio, there is no evidence for 
Bronze Age weaponry in burials at all. 
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[uncatalogued]). A third ‘true bronze’ axe of uncertain date and provenance (“ROMA” [#43]) has been 
included for comparison (Table 4.19). 
If the latter is excluded from the discussion, axes with a ‘true bronze’ composition are limited 
to southern Abruzzo, one dated to ‘horizon II’ (ALANNO) and already discussed in the context of axe 
hoards (§4.1.2; Figure 4.3), and the other to ‘horizon III’ (TARANTA PELIGNA). On the other hand, the 
three axes from the VIBRATA valley in northern Abruzzo are characterised by an ‘early bronze’ 
signature (Table 4.19), comparable to the composition of axes from the CAMPIGLIA D’ORCIA hoards 
dated to ‘horizon II’ and ‘horizon II-III’ (Table 4.5). This group of ‘early bronze’ axes extends the 
metallurgical sphere that was focused on central-southern Tuscany in the case of hoards (§4.1.2), into 
northern Abruzzo. The ‘true bronze’ axes from southern Abruzzo, on the other hand, should probably 
linked to a larger ‘Southern Italian’ metallurgical sphere. This seems corroborated by the southernmost 
location of the axe from TARANTA PELIGNA [#13] (Figure 4.5). In terms of relative chronology, the 
most likely scenario is that the extension of the ‘northern Adriatic’ sphere into southern Abruzzo, i.e. 
the axe from CARAMANICO and the dagger from the FUCINO BASIN (§4.3.1), would have preceded the 
extension of the ‘Tuscan’ sphere into northern Abruzzo (§4.4) at the EBA2, ‘horizon III’ peak of the 
hoarding phenomenon (§4.1). To reiterate, additional composition analyses of ‘horizon II’ axes from 



















other elements References 
Horizon II          
[#6] Alanno-Fraticelli 
(Pescara) 
91.3 8.338 0.282 - - 0.014 - S (.038) > Fe (.028) 
[Bi not detected] 
Mosso 1910, 351 
Horizon III          
[#2.2] Valle della 
Vibrata-Delfico (TE) 
~90 7.8 1.8 - 0.06 0.07 0.02 Ag (.04) > Bi (.038) Junghans et al. 
1974 [no. 20400] 
[#2.3] Valle della 
Vibrata-Delfico (TE) 
~86 6.9 ~4 ~2 0.15 0.9 trace Bi (.03); Ag (.02) > 
Fe (traces) 
Junghans et al. 
1974 [no. 20401] 
[#2.4] Valle della 
Vibrata-Delfico (TE) 
~92 5 1.85 trace 0.29 0.7 0.04 Ag (.11) > Bi (.013) > 
Fe (traces) 
Junghans et al. 
1974 [no. 20403] 
[#13] Taranta 
Peligna (CH) 
~88 10.5 0.41 0.27 0.16 0.73 0.08 Ag (.01) > Bi (.013) > 
Fe (traces) 
Junghans et al. 
1974 [no. 20287] 
Horizon II          
[#53] “tra Poli e 
Guadagnolo” (RM) 
~88 8.7 ~2.3 0.44 0.25 0.39 0.02 Ag (.05) > Bi (.023) > 
Fe (trace) 
Junghans et al. 
1974 [no. 19806] 
Horizon III          
[#39] Tolfa (RM) ~93 4.6 1.2 0.09 0.08 0.53 ~0.01 Ag (.33) > Bi (.027) > 
Fe (traces) 
Junghans et al. 
1974 [no. 19804] 
“Roma” (RM) ~89 8.3 1.55 0.73 0.13 0.39 0.02 Ag (.14) > Bi (.026) > 
Fe (traces) 
Junghans et al. 
1974 [no. 19815] 
[#47] Roma-
Esquilino (RM) 
~90 7.5 2.1 - 0.17 0.29 0.09 Ag (.15) > Bi (.038) > 
Fe (traces) 
Junghans et al. 
1974 [no. 19809] 
[#54] Segni (RM) ~93.5 4.2 1.45 0.05 0.09 0.42 0.02 Ag (.05); Bi (.021) Junghans et al. 
1974 [no. 19805] 
EBA (?)          
[#43] “Roma” (RM) 90.3 
[i.e. 
~94] 
5.56 0.06 <0.01 0.13 0.09 0.019 S (.05) > Bi (<.02) > 
Ag (.019) > Co (.016) 
> Fe (<.005) 
Hook 2007 [no.18] 
Table 4.19: overview of composition analyses available for EBA bronze axes from Abruzzo and 
Lazio, dated to ‘horizon II’ and ‘horizon III’ (with reconstructed copper contents included for 
comparison) [nos. refer to Appendix 1 & Figure 4.5]. 
 
On the Tyrrhenian side of the peninsula, all of the axes from Lazio are characterised by a 
copper-tin-lead composition, including the ‘horizon II’ axe from “TRA POLI E GUADAGNOLO” [#53] 
(Table 4.19) as the typochronologically ‘earliest’ instance. Their compositions are consistent with the 
range in the ‘early bronze’ composition of axes from the CAMPIGLIA D’ORCIA hoards dated to ‘horizon 
II’ and ‘horizon II-III’ (§4.1.2; Table 4.5). If the scenario of a central area of ‘Tuscan’ axe production is 
valid, it is likely that these axes would have ended up as finished products in northern and southern 
Lazio by way of exchange or direct procurement in southern Tuscany-northernmost Lazio. However, 
this scenario cannot be extended to all of the many EBA2 axes from Lazio as a whole (Figure 4.6). The 
presence of (potentially) ‘Southern Italian’ types of axe in the southernmost provinces of Frosinone and 
Latina (§4.4) could indicate that a ‘Southern Italian’ sphere extended into southern Lazio. 
Unfortunately, none of these axes has been subjected to composition analysis (yet), in order to test the 
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hypothesis that the ‘Tuscan’ metallurgical sphere intersected with a larger ‘Southern Italian’ 
metallurgical sphere in southern Lazio, similar to the situation in southern Abruzzo (see above). 
Again, the contrasting compositions of ‘horizon II’ axes should be recalled, including one in 
northern Lazio (CIVITA CASTELLANA) with a ‘pure’ copper composition (§4.3.1), in relation to the 
early stage of bronze metallurgy. On the one hand, the ‘horizon II’ axe from “TRA POLI E 
GUADAGNOLO” shows that the ‘Tuscan’ metallurgical sphere extended from central-southern Tuscany 
into southern Lazio. On the other hand, the most consistent evidence for exchange in a larger, extended 
‘Tuscan’ sphere presently concerns ‘horizon III’ axes (Table 4.19), at the peak of axe and ingot 
production (§4.1). Additional composition analyses are required to unravel the trajectory of the 
introduction of bronze metallurgy into Lazio. Composition analyses for the full TOLFA MOUNTAINS 
series (§4.2.3; Table 4.14), as the largest collection of EBA axes from the region, could shed light on 
this issue. The relatively low tin contents in the one composition analysis currently available (TOLFA 
[#39]) could indicate a ‘local’, (micro)regional adaptation. The full series starting with the earliest, 
‘horizon II’ axe (TAGLIACCI CASTAGNETO), as well as other ‘horizon III’ axes from the same micro-
region, could highlight additional variability in a trajectory of technological innovation. Similarly, it 
could be revealing to compare the TOLFA MOUNTAINS series with another series of compositions 
comprising the ‘horizon II’ axe from TARQUINIA [#35] and the ‘horizon II-III’ axe from CORNETO 
[#36.2], in a sequence with the ‘arsenic’ copper axe from the same area (Table 4.16: CORNETO 
[#36.1]). Taken together, these two collections of axes in northern Lazio (§4.2.3; Table 4.14), closest to 
the postulated central area of ‘Tuscan’ axe production adjacent to the northernmost part of Lazio, hold 
the promise of highlighting how the ‘Tuscan’ sphere (and the availability of related technological 
knowledge) was extended at its ‘horizon III’ peak (§4.1; §4.4). 
 
Daggers 
The sample of bronze EBA daggers subjected to composition analysis from Abruzzo and Lazio (Table 
4.20), is predominated by metal-hilted daggers, in addition to only one or two ‘simple’ daggers from 
the VIBRATA valley collection. Apart from the blades of metal-hilted daggers that were already 
discussed in the context of dagger hoards (§4.1.2; Table 4.10), here the compositions of cast hilts 
(“manico fuso”) have been included for comparison (Table 4.20). Significantly, all of the halberds 
subjected to composition analysis turned out to be pieces of metalwork (§4.3.1; Table 4.17). This 
suggests that, instead of generically EBA in date, halberds should probably be dated to EBA1 at the 
very latest.102 This particular class of metalwork seems to have ‘disappeared’ at the transition from 
copper to bronze metallurgy, unless they continued to be produced in an ‘ancestralising’ fashion, 
following a Copper Age tradition and related technological knowledge. The majority of the blades and 
hilts of metal-hilted daggers, as well as both ‘simple’ daggers in the sample, can be characterised as 
‘true bronze’ metalwork (Table 4.20). This means that EBA2 axes and daggers show distinctive 
compositional signatures in Central Italy, with lead contents that are higher (~1-3%) in the former 
(Table 4.19) and significantly lower (<0.23%) in the latter (Table 4.20). The outliers are a few axes 
with a ‘true bronze’ signature (Table 4.19) and a few blades of metal-hilted daggers with an ‘early 
bronze’ signature (“LORETO APRUTINO” [#5.11]; “LAZIO” [#L1.2]) that were discussed earlier (§4.1.2; 
Table 4.10). Nonetheless, daggers show considerable variation (~2.5-12%) in their tin contents (Table 
4.20), similar to axes (Table 4.19). This suggests again that bronze production was initially not as 
‘standardised’ metallurgical practice as the production of copper daggers and halberds had been 
(§4.3.1). 
Here I will follow the lead of Schwenzer’s approach (2004) and compare the composition of 
blades and hilts of composite daggers. In general, tin contents tend to be higher in the blade than in the 
hilt of individual daggers (Table 4.20), with the exception of two of the daggers in one hoard 
(CERVARA ALFINA [#26.1-2]). The general similarity of blades and hilts of individual daggers is 
corroborated by the two ‘early bronze’ outliers. In both cases higher levels of the next main element 
(after tin) are found both in the blade and the hilt (Table 4.20: LORETO APRUTINO [#5.11]; “LAZIO” 
[#L1.2]). Another observation is that the overall variation of tin contents in metal-hilted daggers cannot 
be explained by the composition of individual objects, as the same compositional variation can be 
found in each hoard (Table 4.20). Moreover, each metal-hilted dagger conveys a certain sense of 
                                                 
102 Schuhmacher’s overview (2002) of halberds in Europe adopts absolute date ranges for Italian Copper Age and EBA 
chronology that are outdated and give the wrong impression that halberds were current in this region until the Middle Bronze 
Age. 
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compositional ‘individuality’, as already argued in the context of dagger hoards based on blades alone 
(§4.1.2). To reiterate, none of the dagger hoards has been subjected to compositional analysis in its 
entirety, which makes it difficult to quantify this observation. It can be argued, however, that the 
impression of ‘individuality’ of each dagger is not contradicted by the apparent formal standardisation 
by which metal-hilted daggers can be recognised as a ‘specialised’ class of composite and decorated 
EBA metalwork (§4.1.3). Within the confines of basic decorative patterns (cf. Schwenzer 2004) each 
object is characterised by its own traits, but at the same time the group as a whole shows 


















other elements References 
Simple 
daggers 




~93 5 0.15 - 0.58 0.8 0.42 Ag (.02) > Co (trace), 
Fe (trace) 
Junghans et al. 
1974 [no. 
20387] 
[#1] Valle della 
Vibrata-Delfico 
(TE) 





         
[#A3] “Abruzzi”-
blade 
~87.5 12.12 0.23 0.13 0.02 0.05 0.03 Au (.05) > Bi (.02); Fe 
(.02) 
-hilt ~90.5 9 0.22 0.04 0.02 0.03 0.02 Au (.08) > Bi (.04) > 
Fe (.02) > Co (.01) 
Schwenzer 





~94 3.1 0.08 - 0.24 2.1 0.19 Ag (.33) > Bi (.006) 
-hilt ~97 2.7 0.05 - 0.06 0.02 0.06 Ag (.05) > Fe (trace) 







~92 7.3 0.18 - 0.01 0.3 trace Bi (.01) > Ag (trace) 
-hilt ~92 6.7 0.03 - 0.41 0.06 0.39 Ag (.46) > Fe (trace) 





~88.5 10 0.15 1.4 0.07 0.01 - Ag (trace), Bi (trace), 
Fe (trace) 
-hilt ~87 10 0.15 2.8 0.04 0.02 trace Ag (trace), Bi (trace), 
Fe (trace) 
Schwenzer 




~93.5 6 0.09 0.21 0.03 0.008 trace Bi (trace), Ag (trace), 
Fe (trace) 
-hilt ~92 7.6 trace trace ~0.007 <0.005 - Ag (trace), Fe (trace) 





~92.5 7.3 0.05 - 0.11 ~0.005 trace Ag (.02) > Fe (trace) 
-hilt ~87 13 0.02 trace 0.01 trace - - 






~90.5 9.6 trace - 0.08 ~0.005 - Ag (trace), Fe (trace) 
-hilt ~91 9 trace trace 0.08 ~0.008 - Ag (trace), Fe (trace) 






89.0 11.2 <0.01 <0.03 <0.02 <0.03 0.007 Bi (<.03), S (<.03) > 
Fe (.015) > Co 
(<.006) > Ag (<.003) 
-hilt 96.7 2.57 <0.01 <0.02 <0.02 <0.02 <0.005 Bi (<.02), S (<0.02) > 
Fe (.006) > Co 
(<.005) > Ag (<.003)  





88.6 9.35 1.03 <0.02 0.09 0.16 0.016 Bi (.029) > Ag (.026) > 
S (<.02) > Co (<.004), 
Fe (<.004) 
-hilt 93.5 5.92 0.7 <0.03 <0.03 0.09 <0.013 Bi (<.03); S (<.03) > 
Ag (.011) > Co 
(<.007), Fe (<.007) 
Hook 2007 [no. 
61] 
Table 4.20: overview of composition analyses available for EBA bronze daggers from Abruzzo 
and Lazio (with reconstructed copper contents included for comparison) [nos. refer to Appendix 
1 & Figure 4.5]. 
 
Metallurgical knowledge 
In the context of EBA2 hoards in Central Italy as a whole (§4.1.2) it was argued that the axes related to 
the ‘Tuscan’ area of metalwork production can be distinguished from metal-hilted daggers on the basis 
of their distinctive compositional signatures. Those single finds of metalwork that have been subjected 
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to compositional analysis, corroborate this pattern in the case of axes (see above). On the other hand, 
the two ‘simple’ daggers show a ‘true bronze’ signature, consistent with the composition of metal-
hilted daggers. In particular, the absence of zinc as a trace element in the two daggers from the 
VIBRATA valley (Table 4.20) precludes that they were cast from the refined copper in the form of 
ingots from CAMPIGLIA D’ORCIA (Table 4.6), similar to the majority of metal-hilted daggers (§4.1.2). 
In itself, the compositional similarity of these ‘simple’ daggers and their composite counterparts does 
not entirely resolve the issue of typochronological ambiguity of the former. Nonetheless, they help to 
underscore regional differentiation in metallurgical spheres on the Adriatic side of the peninsula. The 
two daggers from the VIBRATA valley can be distinguished from the ‘true bronze’ compositional 
signature of the southernmost axe find in Abruzzo (TARANTA PELIGNA), in which zinc is present as a 
minor element and bismuth (Bi) as a trace element (Table 4.19), both absent from the ‘simple’ daggers 
(Table 4.20).103 At the same time, the latter can be distinguished by composition from the ‘northern 
Adriatic’ copper signature both found in EBA1 axes and the FUCINO dagger (§4.3.1). Therefore, in a 
diachronic sense, it seems likely that the ‘true bronze’ VIBRATA valley daggers in northern Abruzzo 
replaced the ‘late copper’ signature of the ‘northern Adriatic’ metallurgical sphere. 
This makes the scenario unlikely that ‘true bronze’ metallurgy was introduced to the ‘northern 
Adriatic’ sphere as part of an extension of the ‘Southern Italian’ sphere into northern Abruzzo. Rather, 
it argues in favour of the scenario that this innovation was carried by metal-hilted daggers from 
continental Europe (§4.1.2). In this respect, it should be recalled that the same collection of metalwork 
(VALLE DELLA VIBRATA [#2]) in northern Abruzzo includes both ‘early bronze’ axes and the ‘true 
bronze’ simple daggers (see above). Such a copresence highlights that an extension of the distribution 
of ‘Tuscan’ axes and related metallurgical sphere into northern Abruzzo would at the same time have 
constituted its intersection with a ‘true bronze’ metallurgical sphere on the Adriatic side of the 
peninsula ‘specialised’ in dagger production. At present it is difficult to substantiate this scenario, 
however, not only due to the overall limited number of simple daggers subjected to compositional 
analysis, but also because of their spatially circumscribed occurrence with respect to axes and the 
virtual absence of EBA daggers from ‘coastal’ Lazio (§4.2.3; Figure 4.6). Given this status quo, the 
three dagger hoards (Figure 4.4), one in Marche to the north of the TRONTO river (RIPATRANSONE), one 
in southern Abruzzo (LORETO APRUTINO) and another in northernmost Lazio (CERVARA ALFINA), seem 
to hold the key to answering the question of the introduction of ‘true bronze’ metallurgy from the 
Adriatic to the Tyrrhenian side of Central Italy (§4.1.2). To reiterate, the argument in favour of this 
‘innovative’ role of metal-hilted daggers was not only based on general, cross-APENNINE similarities in 
composition (Table 4.10), but also on the location of the CERVARA ALFINA hoard immediately outside 
the main concentration of EBA2 hoards in southern Tuscany (Figure 4.4). 
In the same context, the scenario of a ‘tournament of value’ was introduced as an alternative 
interpretation of dagger hoards (§4.1.3; Table 4.11). As a ‘tournament of value’, a dagger hoard would 
have resulted from a single act of deposition that was embedded in a production and exchange event 
that introduced technological knowledge that was ‘locally’ unavailable. In general, this scenario is 
consistent with the punctuated distribution of the metal-hilted dagger hoards, on the margins and/or at 
the intersection of metallurgical spheres (§4.1.2; §4.4). In order to appreciate the historical particularity 
of a tournament of value, however, futher details of dagger hoards should be taken into account, in 
addition to composition analysis, for instance their size distribution. In particular, one dagger (45cm) in 
the LORETO APRUTINO hoard stands out from other daggers in the same hoard and in the overall size 
distribution of metal-hilted daggers from Abruzzo and Lazio (<32cm) (Table 4.21). As a class of its 
own because of its sheer size, it constitutes an unparallelled feat of craftmanship, which required 
‘specialised’ technological knowledge, skills and/or raw material that were probably not available 
outside the context of a ‘tournament of value’. Arguably, this occasion took place in the vicinity of 
LORETO APRUTINO, at the intersection of the ‘northern Adriatic’ metallurgical sphere, with the earlier 
and larger dagger hoard from RIPATRANSONE as an indication of an area of metalwork production 
(§4.1), and the ‘Southern Italian’ sphere. 
Similarly, the CERVARA ALFINA dagger hoard can be related to a ‘tournament of value’, but 
not necessarily one held in Lazio. Apart from the compositional similarity of three objects from this 
hoard with ‘Adriatic’ metal-hilted daggers (§4.1.2; Table 4.10), their relatively smaller size (20-21cm) 
situates them at the lower end of the overall distribution (Table 4.21). This could indicate that they 
                                                 
103 It is uncertain whether the early 20th century composition analysis of the ALANNO-FRATICELLI axe can be regarded at face 
value in terms of minor and trace elements, although undoubtedly a ‘true bronze’ object (Table 4.19). 
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were carried by people that participated in ‘tournaments of value’ elsewhere, in the ‘Adriatic’ sphere. 
By contrast, another metal-hilted dagger from Lazio, the one dredged from the TIBER river (“DAL 
TEVERE” [#46]), is situated at the higher end of the size distribution (29cm) (Table 4.21). The relative 
size of this object could explain the unique treatment that it received at deposition, as the only piece of 
EBA metalwork recovered from a major river (§4.2). This highlights that metal-hilted daggers could 
also have carried cosmological knowledge, introducing a new form (or variation) of metalwork 
deposition, in addition to (or as part of) the technological knowledge of ‘true bronze’ metallurgy. 
 
Table 4.21: distribution of the 
size and number of rivets of 
metal-hilted daggers from 
Abruzzo and Lazio [nos. refer 
to Appendix 1 & Figure 4.5]. 
 
4.3.3 Size distributions 
It was probably easy for people 
with the appropriate knowledge 
to link the appearance of a 
‘specialised’ class of metalwork 
such as metal-hilted daggers to 
its ‘true bronze’ compositional 
signature (§4.3.2). The question 
is to what extent this was also the 
case with axes, ‘simple’ daggers and halberds. If differentiation in size would have been conditioned by 
the composition of raw material, patterns in the size distributions of these classes of metalwork could 
have cued technological knowledge. Here I will explore their size distributions, also in attempt at using 
such patterns as a proxy to distinguish between copper and bronze metalwork that has not been 
subjected to composition analysis. In addition, spatial patterns of regional differentiation that emerge 
from the analysis of size distributions could inform the reconstruction of exchange networks and 
metallurgical spheres (§4.4). 
 
 Date Composition Length (in cm) 
[#49] Tivoli-Colli S. Stefano (RM) late Copper Age-EBA1? [As] copper 31.5 
[#30.1] Montalto di Castro (VT) late Copper Age-EBA1? [As-Sb] copper 22 
[#9] Popoli (PE) EBA?  17.8 
Rinaldone [tomb 3] (VT) [Colini 1903a, 156] Copper Age [As] copper 17.5 
[#55] “Frosinone” (FR) EBA?  17 
[#7.3] Alanno (PE) late Copper Age-EBA1?  16.5 
[#30.2] Montalto di Castro (VT) late Copper Age-EBA1? [As-Sb] copper 13 
[#14] “L’Aquila” (AQ) EBA2?  >9 
[#10] Salle (PE) late Copper Age  >8.7 
[#13] “Chieti” (CH) EBA?  >7.4 
[#29] Grotta della Paternale (VT) late Copper Age  7.2 
[#47.4] Roma-Esquilino (RM) late Copper Age-EBA1? copper? 6.7 
[#25] Germanignano (VT) EBA1? [As] copper ~5 
[#19] “Fucino” (AQ)  EBA1? [Sb-Ni-Ag] copper 4.6 
[#1] Valle della Vibrata (TE) EBA2? true bronze 3.8 
[#2.1] Valle della Vibrata (TE) EBA2? true bronze >2.2 
Table 4.22: size distribution of Copper Age-EBA ‘simple’ daggers and halberds from Abruzzo 
and Lazio [nos. refer to Appendix 1 & Figure 4.5]. 
 
Halberds and daggers 
Since halberds and daggers are mainly distinguished by their repsective size, it is in itself not 
significant that the former are at the higher end (>16cm) and the latter at the lower end (<13cm) of the 
size distribution (Table 4.22). Nonetheless, it should be recalled that halberds and daggers could also be 
distinguished by their distinctive compositional signatures (§4.3.1; Table 4.17). Taken together, this 
means that people with technological knowledge could have recognised the particular composition of 
copper blades on the basis of their size. Moreover, it is significant that the size distribution of metal-
hilted daggers (20-31cm) shares its range with copper halberds (Tables 4.21 & 4.22). In other words, 
both halberds and metal-hilted daggers seem to have constituted equally ‘specialised’ classes of 
 Number of rivets Length (in cm) 
[#5.4] Loreto Aprutino-Camposacro (PE) 13 45 
[#L1.2] “probably Lazio” (or Central Italy) 9 31.4 
[#A3] “Abruzzi” 8 31 
[#46] “dal Tevere” (RM) 14 29 
[#5.8] Loreto Aprutino-Camposacro (PE) 7 28.1 
[#5.6] Loreto Aprutino-Camposacro (PE) 7 27.4 
[#5.2] Loreto Aprutino-Camposacro (PE) 7 27 
[#5.1] Loreto Aprutino-Camposacro (PE) 7 26 
[#5.5] Loreto Aprutino-Camposacro (PE) 12 25.5 
[#5.3] Loreto Aprutino-Camposacro (PE) 7 24.6 
[#L1.2] “probably Lazio” (or Central Italy) 21 24 
[#5.9] Loreto Aprutino-Camposacro (PE) 5 (or more?) 23.7 
[#5.11] Loreto Aprutino-Camposacro (PE) 5 (or more?) 22 
[#5.7] Loreto Aprutino-Camposacro (PE) 5 21.5 
[#26.2] Cervara Alfina (VT) 5 21 
[#26.3] Cervara Alfina (VT) - 20.6 
[#26.1] Cervara Alfina (VT) 5 20.3 
[#5.10] Loreto Aprutino-Camposacro (PE) 5 (or more?) >16.8 
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metalwork because of their larger size, arguably indicative of their role as ‘ceremonial’ objects. The 
special treatment of halberds at deposition may also be deduced from their invariably complete state 
despite their large size, similar to metal-hilted daggers. By contrast, many of the ‘simple’ daggers are 
so fragmentary that their original size cannot be estimated (Table 4.22).104 Still, it can be argued that 
‘simple’ daggers (<13cm) were considerably smaller than metal-hilted daggers (>20cm), which 
enhances the ‘specialised’ character of the latter. It cannot be established whether a size difference 
existed between ‘simple’ daggers in copper and bronze. The only bronze ones are the ‘true bronze’ 
daggers from the VIBRATA valley (§4.3.2; Table 4.20), which are at the lower end of the size 
distribution (Table 4.22). As a consequence, the compositional signature of typochronologically EBA 
daggers (>7cm) cannot be postulated on the basis of size groups. It seems likely, however, that the 
largest size group, i.e. halberds, would have constituted a class of solely copper metalwork (§4.3.1), a 
size group that was replaced by metal-hilted daggers (§4.3.2). 
 
 Date Composition Length (in cm) Weight (in g) 
[#17] Sulmona (AQ) EBA (horizon III-IV)  ~18.3  
[#40] Monte S. Angelo (RM) EBA (horizon III)  18  
[#34] Civita Castellana (VT) EBA (horizon II) pure copper 17.2  
[#6.1] Alanno-Fraticelli (PE) EBA (horizon II) true bronze? 17.0 420 
[#6.4] Alanno-Fraticelli (PE) EBA (horizon II) true bronze? 16.8 370 
[#41] Tagliacci Castagneto (RM) EBA (horizon II)  16.8  
[#37] Monti della Tolfa (RM) EBA (horizon III)  16.8  
[#38] Rota (RM) EBA (horizon III)  16.8  
[#6.2] Alanno-Fraticelli (PE) EBA (horizon II) true bronze? 16.7 385 
[#L2] “Lazio” EBA (horizon III)  16.4  
[#6.6] Alanno-Fraticelli (PE) EBA (horizon II) true bronze? 16.1 360 
[#6.3] Alanno-Fraticelli (PE) EBA (horizon II) true bronze? ~16 385 
[#6.5] Alanno-Fraticelli (PE) EBA (horizon II) true bronze? ~16 370 
[#56] Anagni (FR) EBA (horizon III)  15.3 366 
[#6.7] Alanno-Fraticelli (PE) EBA (horizon II) true bronze? ~15.3 340 
[#L3] “Lazio” EBA (horizon III)  15.2  
[#44] “Roma” (RM) EBA (horizon III)  15.2  
[#51] Campi d’Annibale (RM) EBA (horizon III)  13.6  
[#A1] “Abruzzo” Copper Age pure copper 13.5 526 
[#20] Albe-Magliano dei Marsi (AQ) EBA (horizon III-IV)  13.5 297 
[#13] Taranta Peligna (CH) EBA2 true bronze 12.6  
[#43] “Roma” (RM) EBA? true bronze 12.5 241 
[#18] Pescina (AQ) EBA (horizon II)  12.4  
[#42] Ficareccia (RM) EBA (horizon III)  12  
[#35] Tarquinia (VT) EBA (horizon II)  11.6  
[#22] “Rieti” (RI) EBA (horizon III)  11.6  
[#11] Caramanico (PE) EBA (horizon II) [Sb-Ni-Ag] copper >11.1  
Rinaldone [tomb 3] (VT) [Colini 1903a, 
153] 
Copper Age copper 11  
[#36.1] Corneto (VT) Copper Age [As] copper 10.4 265 
[#36.2] Corneto (VT) EBA (horizon II-III)  9.4 123 
Rinaldone [tomb 3] (VT) [Colini 1903a, 
153] 
Copper Age copper 9  
[#45.1] “Roma” (RM) late Copper Age-EBA1? copper? 8.8  
[#47.1] Roma-Esquilino (RM) late Copper Age-EBA1? [As] copper 8.4  
[#39] Tolfa (RM) EBA (horizon III) [Pb] bronze 7.2  
[#53] “tra Poli e Guadagnolo” (RM) EBA (horizon II) [Pb] bronze >6.8  
[#52] Monte Artemisio (RM) Copper Age  6.5  
[#54] Segni (RM) EBA (horizon III) [Pb] bronze 6.4  
[#60] Fosso della Bottaccia (LT) EBA2  >5  
[#58] Monte Acuto (FR) late Copper Age pure copper >2.7  
Table 4.23: size distribution of Copper Age-EBA axes from Abruzzo and Lazio [nos. refer to 
Appendix 1 & Figure 4.5]. 
 
Axes 
As the most frequent class of metalwork in Abruzzo and Lazio (§4.2), the size distribution of Copper 
Age-EBA axes is based on a larger sample than in the case of daggers and halberds (see above). Three 
groups can be discerned in the size distribution of axes (Table 4.23). One group (~6-11cm) comprises 
the majority of Copper Age axes, whereas an ‘isolated’ Copper Age axe is included in a second, 
intermediate group of EBA axes (~11-14cm). The third group (~15-18cm) includes exclusively 
                                                 
104 This means, for instance, that it cannot be established whether the smaller blade in the halberd & dagger group from 
MONTALTO DI CASTRO (Table 4.22) should perhaps be classified as a halberd, in the light of its halberd-like arsenic contents 
(§4.3.1; Table 4.17). 
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‘horizon II’ and ‘horizon III’ axes (Table 4.23). These relatively clear-cut distinctions between Copper 
Age and EBA axes in terms of size show that the later tradition of axe production based on (‘early’ or 
‘true’) bronze metallurgy entailed ‘supersizing’ this class of metalwork with respect to its copper 
counterparts. The compilation of an overview of the size distribution of Copper Age-EBA axes in 
Central Italy (or the Italian peninsula) as a whole lies beyond the scope of this thesis, but would be 
useful exercise for comparative purposes. 
Despite the relatively clear-cut character of three size groups (see above), the exceptionsto this 
generalised pattern, i.e. ‘larger’ Copper Age axes and ‘smaller’ EBA axes, should also be taken into 
account. For instance, the largest Copper Age axe (“ABRUZZO” [#A1]) does not only stand out for its 
size, but also its weight, which considerably exceeds that of all larger axes for which such information 
is available (Table 4.23). For both these reasons, it seems to have been primarily an axe-shaped ingot, 
not an axe. The larger ‘horizon II’ axe with a ‘pure copper’ composition (CIVITA CASTELLANA [#34]) 
should perhaps also be regarded as an ingot rather than an axe. It cannot be distinguished from other 
‘horizon II’ and ‘horizon III’ axes by its size (Table 4.23), but it would have stood out among copper 
axes as one of the first and few ‘horizon II’ axes in northern Lazio (§4.2.3; Table 4.14). If this 
‘transitional’ copper axe of EBA1 type can be interpreted as an ingot, it suggests a scenario that EBA 
axes in the larger size groups (>15cm) circulated as ingots, whereas those in the intermediate group 
(11-14cm) were functional EBA axes (Table 4.23). Unfortunately, many of the axes from these two 
groups have not been subjected to composition analysis (§4.3.1; §4.3.2), which makes it difficult to link 
them to a particular metallurgical sphere and related (exchange) networks. Nonetheless, their wide 
spatial distribution shows that by EBA times the standard size of axes would have been over 11cm, if 
not over 15cm, throughout the Italian peninsula. This leaves the ‘smaller’ EBA axes (<10cm) to be 
discussed, in particular to what extent they would have represented functional axes, or ‘token’ axes. 
Although not miniature axes in the strict sense (cf. Waddington 2006/2007), the presence of 
EBA axes at the lower end of the size distribution (<10cm), mixed with Copper Age axes, suggests that 
they are not ‘normal’ (or ‘functional’), compared with generally larger EBA axes (Table 4.23). One 
‘horizon II-III’ axe does not deviate much in size from a Copper Age axe with the same provenance 
(CORNETO [#36.1-2]), but it does in weight (Table 4.23). On the other hand, the ‘horizon II’ axe (“TRA 
POLI E GUADAGNOLO” [#53]) and the ‘horizon III’ axe (SEGNI [#54]), both with an ‘early bronze’ 
signature (§4.3.2; Table 4.19), are presently the southernmost instances in the distribution of ‘Tuscan’ 
axes (and/or raw material). Their relatively small size could indicate that they were ‘token’ axes, which 
ended up in deposition at the intersection of the spatial distributions of EBA axes of ‘Central Italian’ 
and ‘Southern Italian’ types on the Tyrrhenian side of the peninsula (§4.4). A similarly ‘non-functional’ 
interpretation may apply to by far the smallest axe (TOLFA [#39]) in the series from the TOLFA 
MOUNTAINS micro-region that predominantly includes large axes (~17-18cm) (Table 4.23: MONTE S. 
ANGELO [#40]; TAGLIACCI CASTAGNETO [#41]; MONTI DELLA TOLFA [#37]; TOLFA [#38]). By 
coincidence, only smaller EBA axes from Lazio have been subjected to composition analysis, with the 
exception of the large ‘pure copper’ axe from CIVITA CASTELLANA (see above). This means that the 
scenario that the circulation of larger ‘early bronze’ axes from central-southern Tuscany was generally 
a later phenomenon (i.e. ‘horizon III’), following initial exchange of smaller (or ‘token’) axes (i.e. 
‘horizon II’), cannot be tested by a comparison of compositional signatures. 
To sum up, the consideration of the size distributions of axes, daggers and halberds has 
highlighted a number of broader patterns and raised some intriguing questions. The former can only be 
specified and the latter only answered by expanding the current sample of composition analyses. In 
particular, a lacuna exists concerning ‘horizon II’ axes, but also ‘horizon III’ axes deserve further 
attention in order to unravel the proliferation of bronze metallurgy. This should not only concern the 
diachronic dimensions of metalwork related network changes, but also the issue of regional 
differentiation, given the presence of several EBA metallurgical spheres that seem to have intersected 
in Abruzzo and Lazio (§4.4). Proportionally, daggers and halberds have been subjected to composition 
analysis more frequently. Because of their overall lower incidence, however, further analyses of the 
remaining objects can make or break the broader patterns observed in this section. Finally, in order to 
substantiate (postulated) distinctions between the ‘functional’ and ‘non-functional’ character (see 
above), a study of use wear and other traces of copper and bronze metalwork will be necessary. In this 
respect, Dolfini’s study (2011) has demonstrated that traces of use are almost invariably present on 
Copper Age metalwork from Central Italy and that ‘functional’ and ‘non-functional’ roles of copper 
metalwork were not mutually exclusive. What remains to be seen, however, is to what extent this 
would also have been the case with EBA metalwork. 
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4.4 Connectivity by metalwork: exchange networks and metallurgical spheres 
So far I have left the issue of exchange (and exchange) networks implicit in this chapter, apart from the 
discussion of interpretive scenarios of EBA hoards in Central Italy and the reconstruction of 
metallurgical spheres (§4.1). Here I will make an attempt at linking the regional patterns in the spatial 
distributions and depositional contexts of EBA metalwork in Abruzzo and Lazio (§4.2) to exchange 
networks on a supra-regional scale. Given the current absence of direct evidence for EBA metalwork 
production in Abruzzo and Lazio, it seems that metalwork production was not widespread among EBA 
communities in these regions. In other words, exchange would have been a principal means to procure 
finished objects in larger parts of Abruzzo and Lazio. To put this scenario to the test, I will incorporate 
the indications for regional differentiation in metallurgical traditions in Abruzzo and Lazio (§4.3) in the 
reconstruction of metallurgical spheres in Central Italy as a whole (§4.1). Several ‘diachronic’ 
distinctions that emerged from the preceding analyses, can be included in the following phase-by-phase 
discussion. It was argued that axes can be distinguished on the basis of their composition and size, in 
the sense that (smaller) copper axes tend to be Copper Age in date, as opposed to (larger) ‘early 
bronze’ and less frequently ‘true bronze’ EBA axes (§4.3). This distinction can be added to the 
typochronological series, interpreting ‘horizon II’ axes as EBA1 in date and ‘horizon II-III’ and 
‘horizon III’ axes as EBA2 (§4.1.2). Daggers and halberds, as well as dress-pins and the isolated ingot, 
will be added to the respective distribution maps on the basis of their respective typochronology and/or 
composition. The majority of ‘simple’ daggers and halberds have been included in the distribution map 
of copper metalwork (Figure 4.7), unless their compositional signature suggests that they were broadly 
contemporary with ‘horizon II’ or ‘horizon III’ metalwork (Figures 4.8 & 4.9). 
 
4.4.1 Copper Age-EBA1 transition 
It is likely that copper metalwork remained predominant in Abruzzo and Lazio through the Copper 
Age-EBA1 transition, in the absence of ‘horizon I’ types of axes from these particular regions (§4.2). 
This means that the distribution map of copper metalwork (Figure 4.7) can be used as a starting-point 
for a discussion of metallurgical spheres and exchange networks before and after the Copper Age-
EBA1 transition. The high degree of compositional similarity in each class of copper metalwork, i.e. 
axes, daggers and halberds (§4.3.1), can be interpreted as a large metallurgical sphere, especially on the 
Tyrrhenian side of the peninsula (Figure 4.7). A single sphere, however, misrepresents the ‘punctuated’ 
character of later prehistoric exchange and avoids the issue of meeting-places, i.e. the nodes in 
networks where social interaction would have taken place (Chapter 2). In this respect, it should be 
stressed that the larger metallurgical sphere on the Tyrrhenian side of the peninsula (Figure 4.7) 
connects two ‘poles’ constituted by concentrations of Copper Age cemeteries (Chapter 5) including 
copper metalwork as grave goods. This structure may have escaped attention in the focus on ‘non-
funerary’ acts of copper metalwork deposition in Abruzzo and Lazio, although it was highlighted as a 
form of differentiation in spatial and contextual patterns (§4.2). Here I will argue that the 
concentrations of cemeteries in such a structure would fit the role of meeting-places in the ‘punctuated’ 
character of exchange networks. 
In the focus on ‘isolated’ finds of copper metalwork (or ‘non-funerary’ acts of deposition) in 
Abruzzo and Lazio (§4.2) and the EBA hoarding phenomenon in Central Italy (§4.1) it has remained 
implicit that accumulation of metalwork had occurred before the Copper Age-EBA1 transition. Burials 
had constituted one of the most common depositional contexts of copper metalwork (Chapter 5), in 
addition to caves. Copper Age collective tombs and individual burials in Lazio seem to have included 
the bulk,105 whereas copper metalwork from caves is scarce in Abruzzo and Lazio. The exceptional find 
of a dagger from a cave (GROTTA DELLA PATERNALE [#29]) in northernmost Lazio (§4.2.3) should 
probably be interpreted as an outlier in the spatial distribution of practices of Copper Age metalwork 
deposition in caves focused on southern Tuscany (e.g. Corsi et al. 2005). Until relatively recently 
(preceding Guidi & Pascucci 1996; Cocchi Genick 1998) metalwork from Copper Age tombs in Lazio 
was commonly included in EBA syntheses (e.g. Peroni 1971; Carancini 1979; Guidi 1979).106 
Composition analyses available for these pieces were used for comparative purposes and exclusively 
                                                 
105 One of the few finds of metalwork from Copper Age funerary contexts in Abruzzo is the intermontane individual burial of 
TAGLIACOZZO (§4.2.2; Table 4.13). 
106 This concerns copper metalwork found in the cemeteries of PONTE S. PIETRO (VT) (Peroni 1971, 176, 182, 184; Carancini 
1979 [fig. 1.4 & 1.6]; Guidi 1979, 137 [no. 3]), CHIUSA D’ERMINI (VT) (Peroni 1971, 175; Carancini 1979 [fig. 1.3]; Guidi 1979, 
137 [no. 4]), RINALDONE (VT) (Guidi 1979, 137 [no. 9]) and SGURGOLA (FR) (Peroni 1971, 176; Carancini 1979 [fig. 1.1]; 
Guidi 1979, 138 [no. 44]). 
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concern copper metalwork (§4.3.1; Tables 4.16, 4.17 & 4.18). Moreover, an absolute dating 
programme on associated human remains has started to establish a consistently earlier, Copper Age 
date for copper metalwork in funerary contexts (cf. Dolfini 2010). 
The particular position of the two areas with a concentration of Copper Age cemeteries on the 
Tyrrhenian side of the peninsula was already highlighted, also at the Copper Age-EBA1 transition. 
There is evidence from the dating programme on human remains for Copper Age cemeteries in 
northernmost Lazio (SELVICCIOLA) and ‘northern’ southern Lazio (OSTERIA DEL CURATO; ROMANINA) 
that at least these particular cemeteries remained a focus for EBA1 funerary practices (§3.3). In this 
respect, it should be stressed that Dolfini’s dating programme (2010) of Copper Age cemeteries in 
northernmost Lazio suffers from a selective focus on human remains associated with metalwork. The 
results are therefore not necessarily evidence of absence for potential episodes of EBA use of these 
prior contexts of burial. Another pattern that highlights the particular position of northernmost Lazio, is 
the distinction of two groups among depositional contexts of metalwork in northern Lazio (§4.2.3). 
Whereas the ‘southern group’ (i.e. ‘southern’ northern Lazio) consists of ‘isolated’ finds of exclusively 
axes, the ‘northern group’ comprises both axes, halberds and daggers in a range of depositional 
contexts, sometimes even included in the same tomb as grave goods. The relevance of this spatial 
distinction for the situation at the Copper Age-EBA1 can be deduced from the persistence of similar 
patterns of regional differention in EBA1 and EBA2 (Table 4.14; Figure 4.6). Here I will elaborate on 
these indications for the peculiar position of northernmost Lazio, in particular, in cultural landscapes 
and social networks by situating this micro-region in the supra-regional context of Central Italy as a 
whole, with a focus on the Tyrrhenian side of the peninsula. 
Apart from the uneven, punctuated distribution of Copper Age cemeteries in coastal Lazio 
(see above), elements to be included in the discussion of exchange networks are the copper mines in 
Liguria, presumably with supra-regional significance (§4.1.2; Figure 4.1), and ‘Bell Beaker’ networks 
that extended from northern Tuscany into northernmost Lazio in Central Italy and seem to have lasted 
from the late Copper Age into EBA1 (§3.2.1). Whereas the ‘Bell Beaker’ phenomenon has traditionally 
been connected with the proliferation of copper-based metallurgical knowledge in Europe and the 
Mediterranean (cf. Merkl 2011), the final stage of ‘Bell Beaker’ networks in Northern Italy and 
Tuscany can be linked to the transition from copper to bronze metallurgy. It is in the final Copper Age 
context of Central Italy, with a deep history of availability of copper metalwork (cf. Dolfini et al. 2007; 
Dolfini 2010, 2011), that the EBA hoarding phenomenon started with ‘horizon I’, spatially 
circumscribed to Tuscany (§4.1). It remains to be seen, however, to what extent technological 
knowledge for the production of copper metalwork had been widespread (§4.3.1). In this respect, it is 
probably significant that on the Tyrrhenian side of the peninsula the main concentration of 
comprehensive Bell Beaker assemblages was situated in northern Tuscany, in between the copper 
mines in coastal Liguria (§4.1.2; Figure 4.1) and Northern Italian ‘Bell Beaker’ groups (cf. Cocchi 
Genick 1998a; Sarti 1998, 2004; Leonini 2004). Given the overall high degree of compositional 
similarity of copper metalwork (cf. De Marinis 2001), it seems likely that ‘Bell Beaker’ networks were 
an epiphenomenon of Copper Age exchange networks including copper metalwork, with a key role for 
the Ligurian copper mines (§4.1.2). 
As highlighted earlier (§3.2.1), comprehensive Bell Beaker assemblages are virtually non-
existent in Abruzzo and Lazio, with the exception of two southernmost nodes (TORRE CROGNOLA; 
FOSSO CONICCHIO) in the far north of Lazio (Figure 4.7). These were established in the late-final 
Copper Age and persisted in the ‘typo-network’ of subphase BA1A focused on Tuscany (Figure 3.1). 
The only items of ‘Bell Beaker’ material culture beyond these nodes in northernmost Lazio concern 
limited numbers of decorated ceramics (Fugazzola Delpino & Pellegrini 1998a, 157-160; D’Ercole & 
Pennacchioni 2001). The coincidence of the southernmost nodes in ‘Bell Beaker’ networks and a 
concentration of Copper Age cemeteries in northernmost Lazio (Figure 4.7) adds another element to 
the particular position of this micro-region. It underscores that northernmost Lazio was a focus for 
social interaction with a supra-regional connotation in the late-final Copper Age and at the Copper 
Age-EBA1 transition. Despite this coincidence of the presence of comprehensive Bell Beaker 
assemblages in a Copper Age area of burial, however, items of Bell Beaker material culture (mainly 
decorated beakers and bracers) were generally not incorporated in these funerary contexts as grave 
goods. Currently, only one exceptional ‘Bell Beaker’ tomb is known from the Copper Age cemetery of 
FONTANILE DI RAIM in northernmost Lazio (Negroni Catacchio & Miari 2001; Petitti et al. 2002a). By 
contrast, the assemblage of the cult place at FOSSO CONICCHIO (Fugazzola Delpino & Pellegrini 1998b, 
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1999) includes numerous decorated beakers and four large bracers (Chapter 5), whereas the open-air 
assemblage of TORRE CROGNOLA includes numerous decorated beaker fragments (Chapter 7). 
 
 
Figure 4.7: map (adapted from http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Italy_map-blank.svg) 
showing the larger metallurgical sphere on the Tyrrhenian side of the peninsula based on the 
high degree of compositional similarity of copper metalwork (with those finds from Abruzzo and 
Lazio subjected to composition analysis highlighted in grey). 
 
The exclusion of ‘Bell Beaker’ items from the predominant depositional context (i.e. Copper 
Age cemeteries) and their selective incorporation in two assemblages (FOSSO CONICCHIO; TORRE 
CROGNOLA) suggests that these objects were ‘rejected’ in the vicinity of (if not at) the locations of 
exchange in northernmost Lazio. The alternative scenario would require interpretations in old-
fashioned terms of Bell Beaker people ‘infiltrating’ (or even ‘avoiding’) local groups, with the 
implication that cultural groups from Tuscany inserted themselves into the far north of Lazio but not 
beyond (e.g. Fugazzola Delpino & Pellegrini 1998a, 1999; D’Ercole & Pennacchioni 2001).107 The 
problem with this interpretive strand is that it implies the absence (or denies the presence) of exchange 
networks. It does not take into account the possibility that objects moved without so-called ‘Bell 
Beaker’ people, nor that people would not stayed attached to ‘their’ objects after exchange (as a form 
of social interaction). Such a scenario adopts a selective focus on ‘Bell Beaker’ items and disregards 
objects that cannot labelled as ‘Bell Beaker’ items, but would still have derived from the same 
networks as ‘Bell Beaker’ items. To reiterate, the strategic position of the ‘Bell Beaker’ heartland in 
northern Tuscany with respect to the copper mines in coastal Liguria indicates that decorated ceramics 
(and bracers) were in all likelihood accompanied by copper metalwork (either as raw material or 
finished objects). If so, the respective objects cannot be distinguished by composition from objects in 
southern Lazio (§4.3.1; Figure 4.7). In this respect, the possibility remains that the copper metalwork 
accumulated in Copper Age tombs in northernmost Lazio included objects that had been exchanged 
from the far north or cast from raw material produced at the copper mines in Liguria (see above). 
Here I will take the spatial and contextual patterns of copper metalwork deposition in coastal 
Lazio as a whole (§4.2.3) as a starting-point and extend the discussion of exchange networks. In 
                                                 
107 For current approaches to the Bell Beaker phenomenon in Europe and the Mediterranean, see especially Vander Linden 
(2006a, 2007a, 2007b) who includes the Italian context in a pan-European perspective based on a polythetic notion of culture 
(2001/2002, 2004, 2006). 
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general, axes seem to prevail in ‘non-funerary’ copper metalwork deposition, whereas the incidence of 
halberds and daggers is significantly higher in funerary contexts than among isolated finds (§4.2.4). It 
was highlighted that halberds and daggers show a spatially more circumscribed distribution than axes 
(Figure 4.6), particularly connected to those areas with concentrations of Copper Age cemeteries at 
opposite ends of the larger Tyrrhenian sphere (Figure 4.7). Similar to the scenario that northernmost 
Lazio was situated at the intersection of larger networks (see above), the area with the majority of 
Copper Age cemeteries (and settlements) in ‘northern’ southern Lazio (Figure 4.7) is commonly 
regarded as a ‘frontier zone’ (cf. Manfredini et al. 2000; Carboni 2002; Guidi et al. 2002; Cazzella 
2003), between northern Lazio (to the north), the region of Campania (to the south) and intermontane 
Abruzzo (to the east). Therefore the spatial pattern that distinguishes between areas with cemeteries 
where the deposition of several classes of metalwork including daggers and halberds coincided, as 
opposed to areas with exclusively axes (§4.2.4), seems to point out those areas where social interaction 
took place, at the intersection of larger networks. These areas are likely candidates for places of 
exchange, arguably including metalwork, and other forms of social interaction on (supra)regional 
scales. Moreover, in the light of the current absence of direct evidence for the use of metallurgical 
knowledge, copper metalwork production may also have been limited to these areas. This includes the 
possibility that such knowledge was introduced from the outside (i.e. available in the intersecting 
network) on occasions with characteristics of ‘tournaments of value’ (§4.1.3). 
The significance of metalwork exchange can perhaps be read from the overall impression of 
compositional similarity of copper metalwork divided by classes (§4.3.1). It could highlight a form of 
regional connectivity in which exchange is instrumental, starting from (or actually taking place in) 
areas at the intersection of larger networks, where metalwork was made available. This scenario sheds 
another light on the ‘rejection’ of the majority of beakers and bracers in northernmost Lazio, at the 
southernmost nodes of the network in which items of ‘Bell Beaker’ material culture circulated (see 
above). Both these nodes (FOSSO CONICCHIO; TORRE CROGNOLA) constituted the main ‘local’ contexts 
where such objects were incorporated, contrary to their exclusion from funerary contexts. I would 
argue that, as such, these particular nodes are closer to exchange between people from the larger 
spheres of Tuscany and Lazio than any other place and that they make for likely candidates for actual 
places of social events as part of intercommunal, cross-cultural interaction (i.e. meeting places). It is 
not unlikely that this included exchange of copper metalwork that ultimately derived from the copper 
Ligurian mines (§4.1.2), in the light of the scale of its exploitation (Campana et al. 2006), arguably 
more substantial at this stage than the use of copper sources in Tuscany itself.108 Contrary to ‘Bell 
Beaker’ material culture, copper metalwork did end up in Copper Age funerary contexts as the 
traditionally more valued items of exchange. In the light of the deep history of Copper Age cemeteries 
in northernmost Lazio, it is not so much significant that the main distribution of ‘Bell Beaker’ items did 
not reach beyond this area (see above), as that ‘Bell Beaker’ networks followed the prior structure of 
supra-regional connectivity in which this area had already been established as a zone of social 
interaction for at least half a millennium. 
 
4.4.2 EBA1 (horizon II) 
The starting-point for a discussion of EBA1 exchange networks are the metallurgical spheres that were 
postulated on the basis of distinctive compositional signatures of ‘horizon II’ axe hoards in Central 
Italy (§4.1.2). In coincidence with the abandonment of the mining area in coastal Liguria (Figure 4.1), a 
compositional signature of ‘horizon II’ axes emerged on the Tyrrhenian side of the peninsula that can 
be linked to metalwork production in central-southern Tuscany (Figure 4.3b). This ‘metallurgical’ 
network change seems to have coincided with the generalised abandonment of Copper Age cemeteries 
(Chapter 5), although recent dating of human remains in northernmost Lazio has highlighted episodes 
of EBA1 reuse (§3.3). In addition, the ‘typo-network’ of subphase BA1B (§3.2.1: Figure 3.2) visualises 
that one of the two ‘Bell Beaker’ nodes, the cult place (FOSSO CONICCHIO), was abandoned (Chapter 
5), whereas the open-air site (TORRE CROGNOLA) persisted (Figure 4.8). It was argued that the good fit 
between ceramic connectivity in the ‘typo-network’ and the spatial distribution of ‘horizon II’ axe 
hoards (§4.1.2) could indicate that supra-regional connectivity extended from Tuscany into southern 
Abruzzo, but would largely have by-passed Lazio (Figure 4.3a). In this respect, the ‘interior’ location 
                                                 
108 Alternative scenarios involving other copper sources such as ALPINE sources by way of Northern Italy, or from the island of 
ELBA, off the northern Tuscan coast, as suggested by an early radiocarbon date [4000±50 BP, i.e. late Copper Age] for the start 
of metallurgical activity (Vigliotti et al. 2003), seem highly unlikely. 
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of the two axe hoards (CAMPIGLIA D’ORCIA; AMELIA), adjacent to northern Lazio, on which the 
‘Tuscan’ sphere was based (Figure 4.8) could suggest that higher-level connectivity between Tuscany 
and southern Abruzzo followed an intermontane route. This scenario was also suggested on the basis of 
ceramic connectivity in subphase BA1B alone (§3.2.1), but its good fit with axe hoards could not be 
corroborated in terms of compositional similarity because of the scarcity of composition analyses 
available (§4.3.2) for the two hoards (CAPESTRANO; ALANNO-FRATICELLI) and other ‘horizon II’ axes 
from southern Abruzzo (§4.2.1) and the intermontane region (§4.2.2). 
 
 
Figure 4.8: map (adapted from http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Italy_map-blank.svg) 
showing the relationships between the postulated ‘horizon II’ metallurgical spheres based on axe 
hoards in Central Italy (Figure 4.3b) and single finds from Abruzzo and Lazio (with those finds 
subjected to composition analysis highlighted in grey). 
 
To be more precise, the composition analyses of four ‘horizon II’ axes from Abruzzo and 
Lazio have yielded contrasting results, only one of which finds corroboration in an additional dagger 
(Figure 4.8). These concern a large ‘pure copper’ axe in northern Lazio, a small ‘early bronze’ axe in 
southern Lazio, a small ‘northern Adriatic’ copper axe (and dagger) and a large ‘true bronze’ axe in 
southern Abruzzo (§4.3.1; §4.3.2). Although the axes are broadly contemporary in a typochronological 
sense, their respective compositions make for ‘distorted’ metallurgical spheres because of the locations 
from which they have been reported (Figure 4.8). It should be kept in mind that, as each axe constitutes 
a distinctive metallurgical sphere ‘in itself’, the reconstruction can only be preliminary. Still, the 
general impression is that they highlight intersections of larger networks (or spheres). On the Adriatic 
side of the peninsula, the ‘northern Adriatic’ metallurgical sphere seems to have stretched into southern 
Abruzzo, based on the small axe (CARAMANICO) and a dagger (FUCINO) as its southernmost instances, 
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where it intersected with the larger ‘Southern Italian’ sphere in which ‘true bronze’ metallurgy was 
perhaps already common (Figure 4.8). This is suggested by the one axe analysed (reportedly) from the 
ALANNO-FRATICELLI hoard (§4.1.2; §4.3.2). On the Tyrrhenian side of the peninsula, the small axe 
(“TRA POLI E GUADAGNOLO”) in southern Lazio is the southernmost object with a composition similar 
to axes from the reconstructed area of metalwork production in Tuscany and its closest parallel in the 
‘horizon II’ axe hoard (Amelia) in Umbria (Figure 4.8). Finally, the large ‘pure copper’ axe (CIVITA 
CASTELLANA) serves as a reminder that it can only be presumed that the two remaining ‘horizon II’ 
axes in northern Lazio, one smaller (TARQUINIA) and the other large (TAGLIACCI CASTAGNETO), would 
have been ‘early bronzes’ rather than ‘pure copper’ objects (§4.3). 
All axes presently known to have shared the ‘early bronze’ signature of the Tuscan 
metallurgical sphere are situated on the left bank of the TIBER, including the small, ‘token’ axe in 
southern Lazio (Figure 4.8). This spatial pattern could corroborate the scenario of an intermontane 
route that connected the ‘Tuscan’ metallurgical sphere to southern Abruzzo on the Adriatic side of the 
peninsula (see above). Cross-APENNINE connectivity is suggested by the ‘interior’ location of the 
‘horizon II’ axe hoard in Umbria and seems to have excluded or by-passed northern Lazio (Figure 4.8), 
which had been at the heart of the larger Copper Age sphere on the Tyrrhenian side of the peninsula 
(§4.4.1; Figure 4.7). In itself, the demise of the predominant depositional context of copper metalwork 
in Lazio (i.e. Copper Age cemeteries) highlights a major metalwork-related network change in northern 
Lazio. The abandonment of the interior ‘Bell Beaker’ node in northernmost Lazio, the cult place of 
FOSSO CONICCHIO (see above), also seems to indicate that northern Lazio was disconnected from 
Tuscany and that social interaction, including exchange of metalwork, took place elsewhere.109 
However, disconnection of northern Lazio from southern Tuscany is an unlikely scenario, given its 
proximity to the CAMPIGLIA D’ORCIA hoard, part of an emergent area of metalwork production 
(§4.1.2), as well as the AMELIA hoard across the TIBER (Figure 4.8). It seems more likely that network 
changes in northernmost Lazio were part of the emergence of a central area of metalwork production in 
central-southern Tuscany. In this context, the increasing scale of production could imply a cross-
cultural, intercommunal, inter-regional enterprise (§4.1.3), involving people from northern Lazio who 
travelled to an area where (new) metallurgical knowledge was available.110 
On the opposite side of the peninsula, the axe and dagger with a ‘northern Adriatic’ 
composition (Figure 4.8) extend the metallurgical sphere, initially based on the FERMIGNANO axe hoard 
alone (§4.1.2; Figure 4.3b), into southern Abruzzo. As a consequence, in the context of Central Italy as 
a whole, two parallel metallurgical spheres can be reconstructed, one stretching along either side of the 
peninsula (Figure 4.8). The situation was perhaps not dissimilar from metallurgical spheres based on 
copper metalwork, but this cannot be corroborated in the lack of composition analyses, as well as 
‘horizon I’ hoards (§4.1.1), from the Adriatic side of the peninsula (Figure 4.7). Different from the 
‘Tuscan’ sphere (see above), there is no indication in the ‘coastal’ distribution of ‘horizon II’ axe 
hoards in the ‘Adriatic’ sphere for a cross-APENNINE route of connectivity. Including single finds, 
however, the outlier of the dagger in the intermontane FUCINO BASIN does show a connection with 
‘coastal’ Abruzzo, as does the ‘horizon II’ type of axe (PESCINA) with the ALANNO hoard (§4.2.1; 
§4.2.2). If the good fit of the ‘typo-network’ of subphase BA1B (§3.2.1; Figure 3.2) with the spatial 
distribution of ‘horizon II’ axe hoards (§4.1.2; Figure 4.3a) refers to a past reality, a cross-APENNINE 
route through the FUCINO BASIN would seem the most likely candidate for connecting southern 
Abruzzo to the ‘Tuscan’ sphere, following the left bank of the TIBER on the Tyrrhenian side of the 
peninsula (Figure 4.8). This possibility will be discussed in more detail in the (supra)regional context 
of settlement patterns (Chapter 7), incorporating Ialongo’s recent synthesis of the FUCINO BASIN 
(2007). The scenario of such an extension of the Tuscan metallurgical sphere can presently not be 
corroborated by composition analyses (§4.3.2), but the typologically mixed collection of ‘Tyrrhenian’ 
and ‘Southern Italian’ axes in the main depositional zone (ALANNO) in the UPPER PESCARA micro-
region (§4.2.1) could be significant. 
                                                 
109 For instance, the possibility should be taken into account that communities in ‘coastal’ Lazio had access to metalwork through 
exchange networks overseas. 
110 Another indication that social interaction (including the acquisition of metalwork) took place outside the region is the absence 
of cult places at caves in Lazio (Chapter 6) that could have served as meeting-places, similar to southern Tuscany. This scenario 
implies that the abandonment of the ‘Bell Beaker’ cult place of FOSSO CONICCHIO (see above) entailed a shift towards 
participation in cave use in southern Tuscany, i.e. cult places that persisted as nodes in the typo-network of subphase BA1B 
(§3.2.1; Figure 3.2). 
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Irrespective of the question whether people from distinctive metallurgical spheres would have 
met and shared their knowledge in the UPPER PESCARA micro-region, the concentration of ‘horizon II’ 
axes in this particular micro-region, including two hoards, and other pieces of ‘early’ metalwork 
(Figure 4.6), highlights that it constituted an area of social interaction, perhaps with the implication of 
cross-APENNINE connectivity (§4.2.2). The scenario that equates this larger zone of metalwork 
deposition with an area of social interaction is consistent with the apparent overlap in metallurgical 
spheres in southern Abruzzo, including ‘true bronze’ metalwork supposedly from the larger ‘Southern 
Italian’ sphere (see above). On the Tyrrhenian side of the peninsula, the spatial relationship between 
the ‘Tuscan’ metallurgical sphere and the larger ‘Southern Italian’ sphere is less clear-cut. The absence 
of ‘horizon II’ metalwork in southernmost Lazio, beyond the southernmost piece of ‘Tuscan’ 
metalwork from “TRA POLI E GUADAGNOLO” (Figure 4.8), could refer to a past reality. Given the role 
of ‘northern’ southern Lazio as a ‘frontier zone’ (cf. Manfredini et al. 2000; Carboni 2002; Guidi et al. 
2002; Cazzella 2003), it is not a coincidence that its location coincides with the southern margin of the 
larger Copper Age sphere on the Tyrrhenian side of the peninsula (§4.4.1; Figure 4.7). In this respect, I 
already argued that because of its small size it could have constituted the deposition of a ‘token’ axe 
(§4.3.3), as a form of boundary work at the intersection of the larger ‘Central’ and ‘Southern Italian’ 
spheres. 
 
4.4.3 EBA2 (horizon III) 
It was already shown that the peak in the EBA hoarding phenomenon in Central Italy as a whole (§4.1) 
coincided with the proliferation of ‘horizon III’ axe depositions (both hoards and single finds) in 
‘coastal’ Lazio and to a lesser extent in the intermontane region and ‘coastal’ Abruzzo (§4.2). 
Composition analyses with the ‘early bronze’ signature of the majority of ‘horizon III’ axes can also be 
found in the larger part of coastal Lazio, which was included in the ‘Tuscan’ metallurgical sphere 
(§4.3.2; Figure 4.9). On the Adriatic side of the peninsula, a ‘true bronze’ composition seems to have 
predominated in EBA2 metalwork reported from coastal Abruzzo (§4.2.1), especially in the case of 
both ‘simple’ and ‘composite’ daggers (§4.3.2). It is unclear whether this group of daggers should also 
include the only ‘true bronze’ axe (TARANTA PELIGNA) from the research area (Figure 4.9), as the latter 
has been attributed to the ‘Southern Italian’ sphere (Cocchi Genick 1998, 330). Overall, the inclusion 
single finds from Abruzzo and Lazio corroborates the presence of two larger metallurgical spheres in 
Central Italy, one characterised by axes with an ‘early bronze’ signature and the other by daggers (and 
perhaps an axe) with a ‘true bronze’ signature. At the same time, cross-APENNINE connectivity between 
these spheres is highlighted by the presence of ‘early bronze’ axes (VALLE DELLA VIBRATA) in 
northernmost Abruzzo and one metal-hilted dagger hoard (CERVARA ALFINA) in northernmost Lazio 
(Figure 4.9). It was argued that the extension of the ‘Tyrrhenian’ sphere into northern Abruzzo and the 
presence of an ‘Adriatic’ dagger hoard in northern Lazio should be regarded as interlinked (§4.3.2). 
Here I will make an attempt at substantiating this cross-APENNINE route in the context of supra-regional 
connectivity in Central Italy, before having a closer look at the spatial distribution of metalwork in the 
respective metallurgical spheres in Abruzzo and Lazio, with reference to production and exchange 
networks. 
Starting with EBA2 ‘typo-networks’ (§3.2.1), the general impression is that Central Italy was 
more or less divided in a ‘northern’ and a ‘southern’ sphere (Figure 3.3), especially in the case of 
handles (Figure 3.4). This is to large extent corroborated by the spatial distribution of metalwork, in 
particular hoards. On the Tyrrhenian side of the peninsula, the respective cultural boundary is situated 
in northernmost Lazio. Here a new supra-regional cult place was established at LAGO DI MEZZANO, 
including metalwork deposition (§4.2.3), at the margins of the concentration of ‘horizon III’ axe hoards 
in southern Tuscany (Figure 4.9). On the Adriatic side, the focus in metalwork deposition seems to 
have shifted to the north, away from the PESCARA river (Figures 4.7, 4.8 & 4.9). Such a shift in the 
spatial distribution of metalwork deposition seems consistent with a hypothetical cultural boundary in 
northernmost Abruzzo (§3.2.2; Figure 3.5). This should also be seen in the light of the location of the 
RIPATRANSONE dagger hoard in southern Marche, in combination with a ‘horizon II-III’ axe hoard, 
immediately to the north across the TRONTO river (Figure 4.9). The implication could be that the main 
route in cross-APENNINE connectivity had shifted to the north, away from the FUCINO BASIN and the 
PESCARA river and its tributaries (§4.4.2). This scenario of cultural boundaries requires more specific 
interpretations of the dagger hoard (LORETO APRUTINO) in southern Abruzzo and the axe hoard (ROTA) 
in the TOLFA MOUNTAINS micro-region, situated in ‘southern’ northern Lazio (see below). In general, 
both these hoards in Abruzzo and Lazio represent ‘outliers’ of the main cross-APENNINE distribution of 
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axe and dagger hoards (outside Tuscany), all adjacent to the research area, but linking southern 
Tuscany through Umbria to southern Marche (Figures 4.4 & 4.9). This recalls the spatially 
circumscribed distribution of ‘Northern Italian’ dress-pins in the far north of Lazio and Abruzzo (§4.2). 
If this can be regarded as an indication of a cultural boundary in northernmost Lazio, southern Umbria 
and northernmost Abruzzo, it would at the same time have constituted a cross-APENNINE axis of 
connectivity (Figure 4.9). 
 
 
Figure 4.9: map (adapted from http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Italy_map-blank.svg) 
showing the relationships between the postulated ‘horizon III’ metallurgical spheres based on axe 
and dagger hoards in Central Italy (Figure 4.4b) and single finds from Abruzzo and Lazio (with 
those finds subjected to composition analysis highlighted in grey). 
 
The ‘Tuscan’ sphere and coastal Lazio 
The only metallurgical sphere in Central Italy, in a strict sense including evidence for mining and 
metalwork production, starts from copper sources in Tuscany (§4.1). The presence of a copper ingot 
(CARTALANA) in northernmost Lazio could indicate that metalwork production took place in this 
micro-region. However, the scenario that interprets the concentration of axe hoards in southern 
Tuscany (Figure 3.7) as the result of depositional practices related to cultural boundary work (§3.2.2; 
§4.1.3), should be recalled. Moreover, a ‘fall-off’ pattern can be discerned in the distribution of ingots 
(§4.1.2), in the sense that multiple finds are circumscribed to northern Tuscany and the CAMPIGLIA 
D’ORCIA hoards (Table 4.6), as opposed to single finds elsewhere in southern Tuscany and the one in 
the far north of Lazio. As such, the CARTALANA ingot completes the distribution of single finds of 
ingots in the part of southern Tuscany adjacent to northernmost Lazio (Figure 4.1), i.e. an isolated find 
from SATURNIA and a single ingot included in the mixed hoard of MONTEMERANO II (Cocchi Genick 
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1998 [nos. 42-43]). Another single ingot find has recently been reported from the COLLINE 
METALLIFERE, in the area of MASSA MARITTIMA (Aranguren & Sozzi 2006). It has been suggested that 
the mark consisting of three lines on the CARTALANA ingot should be connected with a notion of 
ownership (Ciavatta & Lucarelli 1995). This seems to be contradicted by the sheer distance between 
the parallel that these authors find in a marked specimen in one of the two ingot hoards (S. MICHELE DI 
CAMPIGLIA MARITTIMA) at the COLLINE METALLIFERE (Figure 4.1). Alternatively, the marks can be 
interpreted as a way to distinguish between ingots with different compositions (and/or areas of 
production), following the variability (i.e. zinc contents) in the group of ingots from CAMPIGLIA 
D’ORCIA (Table 4.6). The skills to interpret these marks (and the related technological knowledge) may 
not have been available outside central-southern Tuscany. 
The ‘fall-off’ pattern of ingot finds (see above) suggests that further to the south, away from 
the copper mines, items of exchange were ‘axe-shaped’ rather than ‘ingot-shaped’. In this respect, the 
scenario that people from elsewhere participated as a periodic workforce in mining and metalwork 
production as a supra-regional, intercommunal enterprise (§4.1) does not necessarily mean that people 
in the same metallurgical sphere had technological knowledge to produce metalwork themselves. The 
absence of direct evidence for metalwork production in northernmost Lazio, despite the contiguity of 
this micro-region with the concentration of hoards, is striking. On the other hand, the scenario that 
social interaction (including metalwork exchange) took place in this particular micro-region in EBA2 is 
underscored by the presence of a supra-regional cult place (LAGO DI MEZZANO) and one of the few 
metal-hilted dagger hoards (§4.1). Similarly, the collection of metalwork from the lake-side assemblage 
in northernmost Lazio consists of ‘non-local’ dress-pins and a series of ‘local’ axes. The metalwork 
from LAGO DI MEZZANO subjected to composition analysis, reportedly shows lower tin contents (5-8%) 
and relatively high lead contents (up to 1.6%) (Angle & Guidi 2007, 166 [note 30]), consistent with the 
compositional signature of ‘early bronze’ axes. Recently, a so-called ‘enigmatic tablet’ (Italian: 
“tavoletta enigmatica”) has been reported from an open-air site (VALLONE) in the immediate vicinity of 
LAGO DI MEZZANO (Petitti 2000). This class of objects has its main distribution in Northern Italy, 
which aligns it with the most likely provenance of the dress-pins. All in all, it seems that the micro-
region of northernmost Lazio served as an area of social interaction, not unlike its role in the situation 
at the Copper Age-EBA1 transition and before (§4.4.1). 
The persistence and increased significance of the area of ‘horizon II’ metalwork production 
(VAL D’ORCIA-CAMPIGLIA D’ORCIA) in southern Tuscany in EBA2 would have provided a condition 
of possibility for the emergence of a cult place at LAGO DI MEZZANO. Its insertion in a prior area of 
social interaction suggests that its establishment was perhaps more closely linked to the abandonment 
of the ‘Bell Beaker’ cult place of FOSSO CONICCHIO than ceramics typochronology suggests (§4.4.2). 
The peculiar position of this micro-region also shows in the distribution of EBA2 metalwork in 
‘coastal’ Lazio as a whole (§4.2.3). This spatial distribution shows a ‘gap’ between northernmost Lazio 
(i.e. LAGO DI MEZZANO and the axe hoard and dagger hoard to the north and northeast of LAGO DI 
BOLSENA) and the remaining axes in the same metallurgical sphere in ‘southern’ northern Lazio and 
beyond in ‘northern’ southern Lazio (Figure 4.9). The other side of the ‘gap’ is marked by the series of 
axe depositions in the TOLFA MOUNTAINS, including an axe hoard (§4.2.3). This concentration of 
metalwork suggests that this particular micro-region was a significant node in EBA2 networks, 
arguably to be intepreted in relation to northernmost Lazio. The punctuated availability of EBA2 axes 
in the TOLFA MOUNTAINS micro-region should not necessarily be interpreted as evidence for ‘local’ 
metalwork production. Alternatively, a ‘tournament of value’ scenario (§4.1.3; Table 4.11) could apply, 
with metallurgical knowledge on occasion introduced from southern Tuscany. This scenario would not 
situate exchange of metalwork in northernmost Lazio, but in the TOLFA MOUNTAINS micro-region, for 
instance, involving people from further south, from southern Lazio. Given the presence of a supra-
regional cult place (LAGO DI MEZZANO) in northernmost Lazio, however, it cannot be excluded that on 
occasion people from southern Lazio did travel to the Lazio-Tuscany border zone, beyond the TOLFA 
MOUNTAINS as an intermediate area of social interaction. 
The funnel-shaped, ‘coastal’ distribution of EBA2 axes to the north of the TIBER (Figure 4.9) 
suggests that connectivity in the metallurgical sphere that stretched from Tuscany to southern Lazio 
followed a ‘coastal’ route in northern Lazio. Different from the distribution of ‘horizon II’ axes with a 
‘Tuscan’ signature (§4.4.2; Figure 4.8), the impression is that an interior route to the area of social 
interaction in northernmost Lazio was avoided (Figure 4.9), if depositional contexts of metalwork can 
be equated with settlement patterns (Chapter 7). The ‘coastal’ axis in connectivity seems to be 
corroborated by the typochronological similarity of axes from the TOLFA MOUNTAINS series and those 
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in the coastal area of southern Lazio (CASALÀZZARA).111 The region of southern Lazio itself was in all 
likelihood divided between two metallurgical spheres, although the majority of axes seem to pertain to 
the ‘Tuscan’ sphere (Figure 4.9). Typologically, only the ‘isolated’ southernmost axe (MONTE CAMPO 
LUPINO) in the province of Frosinone should probably be attributed to the larger ‘Southern Italian’ 
sphere. This instance indicates that some communities in southern Lazio were situated closer to a 
source of EBA metalwork in Campania (than the area of production in southern Tuscany). For instance, 
direct evidence for metalwork production has been reported from a settlement context in Campania, in 
a slightly earlier phase of the EBA2 village of NOLA (Albore Livadie & Vecchio 2005a, 34-36; 
Castaldo et al. 2007, 911-912 [fig. 1.2]), buried by the ‘Avellino’ eruption of SOMMA-VESUVIUS (§3.4). 
Nonetheless, the extent of the ‘Tuscan’ metallurgical sphere, as evidenced by type and to a lesser extent 
by composition (Figure 4.9), suggests that communities in the larger part of Lazio opted for (or 
depended on) metalwork from southern Tuscany (rather than Campania). 
Different from the concentration of hoards in border zone between Lazio and Tuscany, the 
predominance of isolated axes in southern Lazio (Figure 4.9) highlights the cultural boundary with 
“Palma di Campania” groups further to the south (§3.2.2) was not marked by metalwork deposition in 
the form of hoards. Still, it remains to be seen whether two hoards comprising ‘horizon III’ and 
‘horizon III-IV’ axes with a seemingly ‘Tuscan’ signature (Albore Livadie et al. 2000), found to the 
north of the EBA2 settlement core in the VESUVIUS environs (§9.2), could point to a form of boundary 
work similar to the situation in southern Tuscany and northernmost Lazio. Another question that 
remains unanswered is whether the large ‘intermediate’ group of axe depositions in Lazio (§4.2) would 
have derived solely from exchange. In other words, the question is to what extent metallurgical 
knowledge to produce these objects would have been available in the respective communities in the 
larger part of ‘coastal’ Lazio. If EBA2 metalwork production would have been settlement based, like at 
NOLA in Campania (see above), then the lack of contemporary settlement excavations in Lazio 
(Chapter 7) may explain the absence of evidence. Based on ‘fall-off’ patterns, however, I would argue 
that the punctuated occurrence of EBA2 metalwork, with a ‘gap’ between the micro-regions of 
northernmost Lazio and the TOLFA MOUNTAINS (see above), favours the scenario that exchange 
prevailed over ‘local’ metalwork production. From north to south in the ‘Tuscan’ sphere on the 
Tyrrhenian side of the peninsula (Figure 4.9), northernmost Lazio is where the ‘fall-off’ pattern of 
multiple to single ingot finds in Tuscany stops, whereas the TOLFA MOUNTAINS micro-region is where 
the prevalence of axe hoards stops and changes into a preference for single object depositions. These 
spatial patterns are consistent with a decrease in the availability of technological knowledge to produce 
‘early bronze’ axes. 
 
Cross-APENNINE connectivity and coastal Abruzzo 
Contrary to the relatively clear-cut EBA2 metallurgical sphere on the Tyrrhenian side of Central Italy 
(§4.1.2; see above), the attribution of metalwork from coastal Abruzzo and the intermontane region to 
particular spheres is not straightforward (Figure 4.9). In the intermontane region (§4.2.2) the axe from 
the UPPER SALTO valley (ALBE-MAGLIANO DEI MARSI) has been linked typochronologically to the 
‘early bronze’, ‘horizon III-IV’ axes (Bietti Sestieri & Macnamara 2007, 10 [axes type 12]) in the 
“TERNI” hoard from Umbria (Table 4.8). Their affinity could highlight an intermontane axis in 
exchange networks perpendicular to cross-APENNINE routes, albeit one that should probably be dated to 
the EBA2-MBA1 transition, in accordance with ‘horizon IV’ axes (§9.1.2). The exclusion of the axe 
from ALBE for this reason underscores that EBA2 metalwork is absent from the FUCINO micro-region 
at large (§4.2.2). This could indicate that the FUCINO BASIN would no longer have been situated on a 
major cross-APENNINE route, as argued for the spatial distribution of ‘horizon II’ metalwork (§4.4.2). If 
so, one or two axes and perhaps a dress-pin from the RIETI BASIN (§4.2.2) constitute the ‘core’ of the 
intermontane distribution of EBA2 metalwork (Figure 4.9). The shift away from a cross-APENNINE 
route involving the FUCINO BASIN (without EBA2 metalwork) could be corroborated by the relative 
proximity of the RIETI BASIN (with EBA2 metalwork) to the postulated axis connecting southern 
Tuscany and northern Abruzzo (see above). This does not imply that the latter followed a course 
through the RIETI BASIN itself, as the scenario of connectivity by way of Umbria is more likely. It is 
consistent with the extension of the distribution of ‘Tuscan’ axes from the Tyrrhenian side of the 
                                                 
111 Cf. Guidi 1983, 88. Of course, if the CASALÀZZARA axes did not constitute a depositional zone, but a MBA1 hoard including 
two EBA2 axes (§4.2.3; Appendix 1 [#48]), a different interpretation is required. 
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peninsula into northernmost Abruzzo and, vice versa, the presence of an ‘Adriatic’ dagger hoard in 
northernmost Lazio (Figure 4.9). 
Arguably, a more specific interpretation of the LORETO APRUTINO dagger hoard in southern 
Abruzzo holds the key to unravelling Adriatic metallurgical spheres and, in turn, cross-APENNINE 
connectivity. So far, I have discussed metal-hilted dagger hoards in terms of a ‘tournament of value’ 
scenario, perhaps related to the innovation of ‘true bronze’ metallurgy (§4.1.3). In this respect, the 
largest dagger (45cm) in the LORETO APRUTINO hoard (Table 4.21) was taken as an indication of a 
‘tournament of value’ (§4.3.3). Moreover, I suggested that its ‘isolated’ position would have situated it 
in between the ‘northern Adriatic’ and ‘Southern Italian’ spheres (§4.2.1). The location of a main 
cultural boundary (or the intersection of metallurgical spheres) in southern Abruzzo was already 
postulated on the basis of the concentration of ‘horizon II’ metalwork in the UPPER PESCARA micro-
region (§4.4.2). This scenario is consistent with the presence of a ‘true bronze’ (rather than an ‘early 
bronze’) EBA2 axe (TARANTA PELIGNA) in the far south of Abruzzo, attributed to a ‘Southern Italian’ 
metallurgical sphere, following the earlier, ‘horizon II’ axe in the ALANNO hoard (§4.3.2). On the other 
hand, the ‘simple’ daggers with a ‘true bronze’ composition from the VIBRATA valley should not 
necessarily be explained as an extension of a ‘Southern Italian’ sphere, in the light of their intermediate 
position, in between the two ‘Adriatic’ metal-hilted dagger hoards (Figure 4.9). At least, these ‘simple’ 
daggers of EBA type constitute the only ‘true bronze’ finds at the heart of Central Italy (that are not 
“Vollgriffdolche”) and indicate the availability of the required technological knowledge and raw 
material. This would situate the LORETO APRUTINO hoard at the intersection of the ‘northern Adriatic’ 
and ‘Southern Italian’ spheres. In order to substantiate this scenario, first a comparison will be made 
with the RIPATRANSONE hoard to the north, in terms of the size distribution of constituent objects, and 
subsequently a comparison with the depositional contexts and size distribution of metal-hilted daggers 
in Southern Italy. 
 
Table 4.24: size distribution and 
depositional contexts of metal-
hilted daggers from Central Italy 
(compiled after and nos. refer to 
Schwenzer 2004; cf. Table 4.21 for 
Abruzzo and Lazio). 
 
The constituent objects of 
the two largest metal-hilted dagger 
hoards in the Italian peninsula, 
linked by their spatial proximity 
(Figures 4.4 & 4.9), show distinctive 
size distributions. Whereas the 
LORETO APRUTINO hoard includes 
one ‘oversized’ dagger (45cm) 
(§4.3.3; Table 4.21), such an outlier 
is absent among the daggers (~17-
27cm) in the RIPATRANSONE hoard 
[n=23] (Table 4.24). In this respect, 
the relatively smaller daggers (~20-
21cm) in the CERVARA ALFINA hoard from northernmost Lazio (§4.3.3; Table 4.21) can be 
incorporated in the RIPATRANSONE range. Despite their spatial proximity (Figure 4.9), the generally 
larger size of its constituent objects (~21-28cm) and the lower number of daggers [n=11] sets the 
LORETO APRUTINO hoard apart from the RIPATRANSONE hoard. This could be another indication for the 
interpretation of the LORETO APRUTINO hoard in terms of a ‘tournament of value’ scenario in a strict 
sense (§4.1.3; Table 4.11). By contrast, the larger number of objects in the RIPATRANSONE hoard, 
including smaller objects, can also be consistent with the scenario of an area of production. Here it 
should be recalled that two (CETONA; CHIUSI) of the three single finds from Tuscany were attributed to 
the ‘northern Adriatic’ sphere as the most likely area of production, based on closer compositional 
similarity with the few daggers analysed from the RIPATRANSONE hoard (§4.1.2; Table 4.10). 
Moreover, the latter hoard includes all of the metal-hilted daggers [n=4 or 5] from Central Italy at the 
lower end of the size distribution (<20cm) (Table 4.24). This means that all of the other composite 
 Depositional context Length (in cm) 
[no. 163] Fossombrone (Marche) river find? 44.5 
[no. 195] Ripatransone (Marche) hoard 27.1 
[no. 204] Ripatransone (Marche) hoard 26.5 
[no. 214] Ripatransone (Marche) hoard 26.5 
[no. 207] Ripatransone (Marche) hoard 26.1 
[no. 202] Ripatransone (Marche) hoard 26 
[no. 162] Chiusi (Tuscany) ? 25 
[no. 217] “Siena” (Tuscany) ? 25 
[no. 199] Ripatransone (Marche) hoard 24.8 
[no. 194] Ripatransone (Marche) hoard 24.7 
[no. 211] Ripatransone (Marche) hoard 24.7 
[no. 196] Ripatransone (Marche) hoard 23.9 
[no. 201] Ripatransone (Marche) hoard 23.6 
[no. 200] Ripatransone (Marche) hoard 23.6 
[no. 215] Ripatransone (Marche) hoard 23.5 
[no. 212] Ripatransone (Marche) hoard 23.4 
[no. 205] Ripatransone (Marche) hoard 23.1 
[no. 203] Ripatransone (Marche) hoard ~22.5 
[no. 197] Ripatransone (Marche) hoard >22 
[no. 198] Ripatransone (Marche) hoard 21.8 
[no. 206] Ripatransone (Marche) hoard 21.2 
[no. 161] Cetona (Tuscany) ? 20 
[no. 208] Ripatransone (Marche) hoard 19.6 
[no. 193] Ripatransone (Marche) hoard >19.5 
[no. 213] Ripatransone (Marche) hoard 18.3 
[no. 209] Ripatransone (Marche) hoard 18.2 
[no. 210] Ripatransone (Marche) hoard 16.9 
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daggers reported from Central Italy were larger objects (>20cm), including the the three daggers (~20-
25cm) from Tuscany (CETONA; CHIUSI; “SIENA”). I would argue that the inclusion of smaller daggers 
in the RIPATRANSONE hoard corroborates that was situated closest to (or in) an area of production. 
Alternatively, the largest dagger hoard can at least be linked to a node in exchange networks beyond 
which only larger daggers (>20cm) ended up in the remainder of Central Italy. 
The location of an area of metal-hilted dagger production in the southern part of the region of 
Marche is consistent with the scenario of a cross-APENNINE route that connects southern Tuscany to 
northernmost Abruzzo, by way of Umbria (see above). This scenario is corroborated by the isolated 
find of an ‘oversized’ metal-hilted dagger (44.5cm) that has been reported from a river bank at 
FOSSOMBRONE (Table 4.24),112 situated in northern Marche, considerably further to the north from the 
RIPATRANSONE hoard. It is not only comparable in size to the largest dagger in the LORETO APRUTINO 
hoard, but also shares a spatial connection of proximity to the depositional context of a ‘horizon II’ axe 
hoard. The FOSSOMBRONE dagger has been found in the relative vicinity of the ‘horizon II’ axe hoard 
(FERMIGNANO) on which the ‘northern Adriatic’ metallurgical sphere is based (§4.1.2; Figure 4.3b; 
§4.4.2; Figure 4.8). The similarity of this spatial pattern in depositional practices with the LORETO 
APRUTINO and ALANNO-FRATICELLI dagger and axe hoards in southern Abruzzo (§4.2.1) is striking. It 
suggests that the isolated find of an ‘oversized’ metal-hilted dagger in northern Marche consituted an 
act of metalwork deposition that would have followed the ‘horizon II’ axe hoard at a cultural boundary 
(§3.2.2; Figure 3.7), in this case the intersection of the ‘Adriatic’ sphere with the larger ‘Northern 
Italian’ sphere, similar to the hoard including an oversized dagger (LORETO APRUTINO) in southern 
Abruzzo at the intersection of the ‘Adriatic’ sphere with the larger ‘Southern Italian’ sphere. 
Incidentally, the spatial association of a ‘horizon II’ axe hoard (FERMIGNANO) and a metal-hilted 
dagger (FOSSOMBRONE) in northern Marche raises the issue of typochronological resolution. 
It is difficult to synchronise the ‘horizons’ based on axe and dagger hoards (§9.1.2), as the 
respective classes of metalwork tend to be mutually exclusive in Central Italy (§4.1.1). It has recently 
been suggested that the RIPATRANSONE hoard preceded the LORETO APRUTINO hoard, the former dated 
to ‘horizon II-III’ rather than ‘horizon III’ (cf. De Marinis (2001 [tab. 1-2]). Effectively, this means that 
the RIPATRANSONE hoard includes ‘horizon II’ daggers, which in turn could corroborate that it was 
intimately related to an area of production (see above). At least, its constituent objects refer to a series 
of production events in the longer term. At the same time, a later date for the LORETO APRUTINO hoard 
could indicate a diachronic shift in the area where the ‘northern Adriatic’ and ‘Southern Italian’ spheres 
intersected. However, it was already argued that the typochronological sequence of the extension of the 
‘northern Adriatic’ sphere into southern Abruzzo in ‘horizon II’ (§4.4.2) would have predated the 
extension of the ‘Tuscan’ metallurgical sphere into northern Abruzzo in ‘horizon III’ (§4.3.2). 
Moreover, the distinctions between the two ‘Adriatic’ hoards, which prompt distinctive scenarios (see 
above), should not be overlooked. In general, the particular location of the RIPATRANSONE hoard, in 
between locations of ‘oversized’ metal-hilted daggers (FOSSOMBRONE; LORETO APRUTINO) on the 
Adriatic side of the peninsula, situates it at another ‘cross-cultural’ intersection of metallurgical 
spheres, to which the ‘Tuscan’ metallurgical sphere was extended, following the main cross-APENNINE 
axis at the heart of Central Italy (Figure 4.9). It strengthens the impression that the RIPATRANSONE 
hoard constituted the ‘core’ of the distribution of metal-hilted daggers in Central Italy, with outliers of 
‘special cases’ at the intersection of regional and supra-regional networks (§4.1; §4.2). 
 
 Depositional context Length (in cm) 
[no. 219] Torre Annunziata (Campania) (=Bietti Sestieri & 
Macnamara 2007 [no. 46]) 
? 40.5 
[no.185] Nocera dei Pagani (Campania) burial (or hoard) 29.5 
[no.183] Nocera dei Pagani (Campania) burial (or hoard) >28.8 
[no. 148] Boscoreale (Campania) ? >27.9 
[no. 182] Matera (Basilicata) burial (with dagger and axe) 27.5 
[no.184] Nocera dei Pagani (Campania) burial (or hoard) 21.5 
Table 4.25: size distribution and depositional contexts of metal-hilted daggers from Southern 
Italy, including cross-Adriatic finds (compiled after and nos. refer to Schwenzer 2004; cf. Tables 
4.21 & 4.24). 
 
                                                 
112 Schwenzer (2004, 291 [no. 163]) clarifies that Bianco Peroni (1994, 60 [no. 446]) has followed the mistake made by 
Montelius (1910 [pl. 118.3]) in attributing this provenance to a smaller dagger of French type in the same museum at Rouen. The 
fact that the larger dagger is of one of the Italian types (§4.1) lends more credibility to its provenance. 
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The relative uniformity of metal-hilted daggers from Central Italy can also be deduced from a 
comparison with the depositional contexts of those from Southern Italy. This class of metalwork has 
been reported mainly from hoards and occasionally as river finds in Central Italy (Table 4.24; §4.1; 
§4.2). By contrast, metal-hilted daggers from Southern Italy (Table 4.9) have mainly been reported as 
grave goods (Table 4.25). This contextual pattern may also pertain to the cluster of three metal-hilted 
daggers from Croatia (Schwenzer 2004 [nos. 230-232]), two of which have been reported from the 
same funerary context. As this ‘cross-Adriatic’ cluster is isolated in the overall distribution of metal-
hilted daggers and one of them has been classified as an Italian type, there is a possibility that they 
derive from ‘Adriatic’ Italy, arguably produced in Marche or Abruzzo. The distinction in depositional 
contexts of metal-hilted daggers in the Italian peninsula aligns with the cultural distinctiveness of the 
larger ‘Central Italian’ and ‘Southern Italian’ spheres.113 The significantly lower numbers of metal-
hilted daggers reported from Southern Italy, with respect to Central Italy, argues in favour of their 
acquisition through ‘cross-cultural’ exchange from an area of production in Central Italy. In this 
respect, the size distribution of the ‘Southern Italian’ group (~21-30cm), including an oversized dagger 
(40.5cm) (Table 4.25), is similar to that of the LORETO APRUTINO hoard, which should be interpreted in 
terms of exchange or a ‘tournament of value’, rather than ‘local’ availability of technological 
knowledge (see above).114 Irrespective of the attribution of the metal-hilted daggers in Southern Italy to 
the ‘northern Adriatic’ sphere (or not), the LORETO APRUTINO hoard remains the southernmost find of 
metal-hilted daggers with a non-funerary depositional context in ‘Central Italian’ tradition (see above). 
For this reason, it seems unlikely that the larger ‘Southern Italian’ sphere extended into northern 
Abruzzo in EBA2. I would argue that it intersected with the ‘northern Adriatic’ sphere, on the occasion 
of a tournament of value (LORETO APRUTINO) in the TAVO valley, to the north of and not far from the 
main area of social interaction in the UPPER PESCARA micro-region in EBA1 (§4.2.1). 
The painstaking argument to situate the LORETO APRUTINO hoard at the intersection of 
metallurgical as well as larger cultural spheres (see above), was a necessary detour. This approach 
shows that the relative scarcity of EBA2 metalwork in coastal Abruzzo on which metallurgical spheres 
can be based (§4.2.1; §4.3.2; Figure 4.9), does not only refer to a research bias, but could also have 
resulted from a cultural bias. For instance, the distinction in depositional contexts of metal-hilted 
daggers in Central and Southern Italy (see above) underscores that they should be interpreted according 
to culturally specific traditions of metalwork deposition. Moreover, connectivity by metalwork covers 
long distances, as exemplified by the so-called ‘international’ phenomenon of metal-hilted daggers 
(§4.1.2; §4.1.3). The punctuated character of exchange networks creates ‘gaps’ in spatial distributions. 
However, the overall distribution of metalwork at deposition does not seem to have distorted the 
reconstruction of metallurgical spheres and other spatial patterns of connectivity and directionality 
based on metalwork. Of course, additional finds and composition analyses of EBA metalwork hold the 
promise of not only corroborating but also refuting the reconstructed (or postulated) metallurgical 
spheres (§4.1.2; §4.3). However, having taken as much details as possible into account and avoided a 
selective focus on hoards, I think the presence of an area of mining and metalwork production in 
central-southern Tuscany is beyond doubt in EBA2. From a network perspective, it can be appreciated 
that the emergence of a ‘Tuscan’ metallurgical sphere coincided with metalwork-related network 
changes (between ‘horizon II’ and ‘horizon III’) on the opposite side of the peninsula. It is not 
unreasonable that the shortest route between the Adriatic side of the peninsula and southeastern 
Tuscany on the Tyrrhenian side would have been a principal axis in cross-APENNINE connectivity 
(Figure 4.9), but it should be appreciated that this situation required (and emerged from) network 
changes. 
 
4.5 A summary and multi-sited questions 
On the whole, this chapter has shown that much more can be done with EBA metalwork than what is 
common practice in Italian Bronze Age studies. This final section entails a summary of the basic 
patterns that emerged from the preceding analyses and the main interpretations that were based on 
                                                 
113 Contrary to Hoekstra’s statement that metal-hilted daggers are generally known from high-status burials (2001, 28-29), this is 
limited to Southern Italy and unknown from Central Italy. 
114 Still, the cluster of five, including the large dagger, in a single micro-region in Campania, to the south of the SOMMA-
VESUVIUS volcano (Table 4.25), is striking and may indicate production of these objects in the region itself. However, I will 
argue in favour of a scenario of exchange (§9.2.2), which is also indicated by the ‘isolated’ location of the metal-hilted dagger 
(MATERA) on the Adriatic side of Southern Italy, consistent with connectivity to the ‘northern Adriatic’ sphere, rather than to 
Campania. 
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these patterns. Along the line, further questions were highlighted that are ‘multi-sited’ in character and 
can therefore only be addressed in comparison with other constituent elements of cultural landscapes 
and social networks. These ‘multi-sited’ questions will be listed here as a conclusion to this chapter, to 
be addressed in the data-rich synthesis (Chapter 8). 
 
 First, it was shown that a ‘horizon-by-horizon’ approach to EBA hoards (§4.1) matches the 
phase-by-phase approach to ceramic connectivity (§3.2.1). The relatively good fit between ‘typo-
networks’ based on ceramics and the spatial distribution of hoards (Figures 4.2a, 4.3a & 4.4a) is 
largely corroborated by composition analyses available for the constituent objects of hoards 
(§4.1.2). In particular, the emergence of a central area of mining and metalwork production in 
central-southern Tuscany can be followed horizon-by-horizon and subphase-by-subphase. It was 
argued that the start of this trajectory would have coincided with the decommissioning of a major 
Copper Age mining area in coastal Liguria, immediately to the northwest of Tuscany (Figure 4.1). 
The EBA trajectory entails a series of (supra)regional network changes in Central Italy that can be 
linked to regional differentiation in terms of metallurgical spheres and exchange networks, 
especially between the Tyrrhenian and Adriatic sides of the peninsula (§4.1). 
 Secondly, contrary to a selective focus on hoards (as multiple finds) in Italian Bronze Age 
studies, the polythetic notion that hoards should not be studied in isolation from single finds of 
metalwork, was put to the test in the area of the case study proper (§4.2). It was shown that in 
Abruzzo and Lazio the spatial distribution of single finds of metalwork were complementary to 
hoards. Hoards tend to cluster with single finds in the overall distribution of EBA metalwork. They 
should be regarded as ‘special cases’ of metalwork deposition (as the more general phenomenon), 
outnumbered as they are by single object depositions in Abruzzo and Lazio (§4.2). Nonetheless, 
the distinction in spatial distribution between the relatively circumscribed occurrence of hoards and 
the overall more dispersed occurence of single finds, particularly axes (Figures 4.5 & 4.6), did 
raise the issue of scale in the interpretation of hoards. 
 Thirdly, clusters of metalwork, including hoards, can be linked to deposition in connection 
with cultural boundaries (§3.2.2; Figure 3.7) or the intersection of metallurgical spheres (§4.2; 
§4.4). Such an ‘intermediate’ position in cultural landscapes is consistent with the three (or four) 
scenarios outlined for hoards (Table 4.11), all of them dealing with the spatially punctuated 
availability of metalwork (§4.1.3). For instance, the relatively large group of ‘dispersed’ single 
finds in Abruzzo and Lazio that create a ‘fall-off’ pattern, away from clusters of metalwork in 
hoards (§4.2), was discussed in terms of their spatial distribution in relation to metallurgical 
spheres (§4.4). Clusters of metalwork, including hoards, on a (sub)regional scale were linked to 
nodes in (supra)regional networks (§4.1; §4.2; §4.4). More particular interpretations of ‘isolated’, 
single finds on a regional or a micro-regional scale should follow from a comparison with the 
spatial distributions of other elements in cultural landscapes (Chapter 8), with special reference to 
settlement patterns (see below). 
 Nonetheless, several patterns already emerged from the spatial and contextual analysis of all 
pieces of metalwork from Abruzzo and Lazio (§4.2). On the one hand, hoards constituted a largely 
new, EBA phenomenon in Central Italy (§4.1). On the other hand, it was argued that non-funerary 
single object depositions of copper metalwork, which had existed parallel to funerary practices as 
the predominant depositional context of Copper Age metalwork, constituted a prior tradition for 
EBA depositional practices (§4.2). Still, the absence of EBA metalwork from funerary contexts 
(Chapter 5) and caves (Chapter 6) highlights network changes towards depositional contexts 
elsewhere in cultural landscapes (§4.2.4). Metalwork was spatially and contextually dissociated 
from other classes of objects and followed a diachronic trend of an increasingly widespread 
occurrence of metalwork, mostly axes, between EBA1 and EBA2 (Figure 4.6). These spatial and 
contextual patterns situated metalwork deposition in its own particular place(s) in cultural 
landscapes, arguably making a connection with natural places (§4.2.4). 
 At the same time, the spatial and contextual analysis highlighted distinctive distributions for 
each class of metalwork (§4.2). In general, axes seem to have been more frequent and more 
widespread than daggers, halberds and dress-pins (Figure 4.6). The distinctive spatial distribution 
of dress-pins that did not reach beyond the far north of Abruzzo and Lazio, was interpreted in 
terms of supra-regional connectivity to Northern Italy (§4.4). The persistent, spatially 
circumscribed distribution of daggers and halberds, with respect to axes (Figure 4.6), was linked to 
the significance of the former as ‘specialised’ objects in the context of intercommunal interaction 
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(§4.2.4; §4.3). Overall, the pattern of distinctive compositional signatures of daggers, halberds and 
axes shows that each class of metalwork required particular technological knowledge and/or raw 
material (§4.3), which may not have been widely available (see below). The compositional 
signatures of classes of metalwork largely corroborate their ascription to distinctive spheres of 
production and exchange (§4.4), as do the respective size distributions, albeit to a lesser extent 
(§4.3.3). The existence of distinctive compositional signatures that were widely shared, should also 
be seen in the light of the current absence of direct evidence for EBA metalwork production in 
Abruzzo and Lazio itself. This means that the former could indicate the prevalence of exchange of 
finished objects over ‘local’ production. 
 Furthermore, the phase-by-phase reconstruction of metallurgical spheres based on EBA hoards 
in Central Italy (§4.1), including composition analyses available for single finds of metalwork 
from Abruzzo and Lazio (§4.3), indicates the presence of two larger, parallel spheres, one on either 
side of the peninsula (§4.4). Relatively ‘minor’ changes concern fluctuations in the extension of 
the larger ‘Southern Italian’ sphere into the southern parts of Abruzzo and Lazio. The good fit of 
single finds from Abruzzo and Lazio (§4.2; §4.3; §4.4) with the series of metallurgical spheres 
based on EBA hoards alone, as well as with ceramic connectivity, in Central Italy (§4.1) is 
striking. This provides a starting-point for reconstructions of cross-APENNINE connectivity based 
on metalwork. One principal axis is highlighted by the typologically and compositionally mixed 
cluster of ‘horizon II’ axes in southern Abruzzo (§4.2.1; §4.3; §4.4.2; Figure 4.8), underscored by 
its inclusion in the punctuated spatial distribution of hoards and by the extent of the ‘typo-network’ 
(§4.1.2; Figure 4.3). A different axis in cross-APENNINE connectivity seems to have emerged in 
EBA2 (§4.4.3). 
 Finally, the notion that EBA hoards in Central Italy should be interpreted as an emergent 
phenomenon, can be extended to metalwork-related network changes in general. The overall peak 
in metalwork deposition in EBA2 (§4.1; §4.2) coincided with increased connectivity in the 
‘Tuscan’ sphere (Figures 4.8 & 4.9), to and from the area of mining and metalwork production in 
central-southern Tuscany (§4.1; §4.4). This area is a likely source for ‘mass produced’ larger axes 
(§4.3) and to a lesser extent ingots on the Tyrrhenian side of the peninsula (§4.1.2; Figure 4.1). 
Given the concentration of EBA2 hoards in southern Tuscany and northernmost Lazio, the 
question was raised to what extent mining and metalwork production would have been an 
intercommunal enterprise that involved mobility over longer distance of a periodic workforce 
within the ‘Tuscan’ sphere (§4.1; §4.2; §4.4). Presently, EBA2 connectivity in the ‘Adriatic’ 
sphere is mainly (but not solely) based on the spatial distribution of metal-hilted daggers. The 
locations of a limited number of ‘Tuscan’ axes and ‘Adriatic’ daggers highlight cross-Apennine 
connectivity between these metallurgical spheres (§4.4.3; Figure 4.9). The overall distribution of 
metal-hilted daggers was linked to the proliferation of ‘true bronze’ metallurgy in Central Italy 
(§4.1; §4.3). This seems to have been the case at the intersection of the ‘Adriatic’ with the 
‘Tuscan’ sphere, where metalwork with an ‘early bronze’ signature prevailed in EBA2 (§4.4..3; 
Figure 4.9), and to a lesser extent at the intersection of the ‘Adriatic’ with the larger ‘Southern 
Italian’ sphere, where ‘true bronze’ metallurgy could have been more common, perhaps as early as 
‘horizon II’ (§4.3.2; §4.4.2). 
 
This summary shows that there is more to say about EBA metalwork in Central Italy than making a 
distinction in terms of a simple transition from copper to bronze. By adopting a more detailed approach 
to the study of metalwork than is usually the case in Italian Bronze Age studies, the grasp of 
(supra)regional connectivity related to metallurgical spheres and exchange networks was enhanced. 
This is not the whole story, however, since further, ‘multi-sited’ questions should be addressed in 
making a comparison with other elements in cultural landscapes (Chapter 8). 
 
 First, despite the pattern that EBA metalwork was dissociated from other classes of objects, 
metalwork deposition still has to be compared with the spatial distributions of funerary contexts 
(Chapter 5), caves (Chapter 6) and settlement patterns (Chapter 7). The question is to what extent 
such a comparison will corroborate the impression that metalwork deposition had its own place in 
EBA cultural landscapes. In order to extrapolate the coincidence of hoards with cultural boundaries 
and the intersection of metallurgical spheres to single finds in Abruzzo and Lazio, the structure of 
cultural landscapes and social interaction on (sub)regional scales has to be established (Chapter 8). 
The question is whether ‘isolated’, single finds of EBA metalwork can be interpreted as a form of 
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‘boundary work’ at the intersection of (sub)regional networks, similar to hoards in (supra)regional 
networks (see above). 
 Secondly, the focus of this chapter has been on deposition, exchange and production, to the 
detriment of the contexts in which metalwork was actually used (i.e. after exchange and/or 
production and before deposition). This issue of the uses of metalwork especially concerns axes, as 
the most frequent class of EBA metalwork selected for deposition (§4.2), whereas daggers, 
halberds and dress-pins were less frequent classes (and, arguably, often ‘ceremonial’ objects). 
Apart from the the ‘non-local’ connotation of axes items of exchange, the predominance of axes 
among objects selected for deposition could have been linked to the significance that these objects 
held (or gained) in the context of ‘local’ communities. Axes would have been used in crucial 
activities in the trajectory of local communities, such as forest clearance for the creation of fields 
and pastures, wood-cutting (and working) in the construction of houses, and if necessary warfare. 
As a multi-purpose, heavy-duty tool, the axe would have been instrumental in opening up of the 
landscape and changing settlement patterns (cf. Fontijn 2001/2002, chapter 13), both these 
activities facilitating changes in connectivity.115 The question is to what extent the more 
widespread distribution of EBA2 axes in Abruzzo and Lazio (Figure 4.6) can be interpreted in 
terms of network changes, which are for instance highlighted by EBA1-EBA2 discontinuity in 
trajectories of open-air sites (§3.2.1), an indication of changes in settlement patterns (Chapter 7). 
 Finally, another issue that has been avoided in this chapter is the interpretation of metalwork 
deposition as a meaningful practice. This can only be discussed in relation to other forms of place-
making constitutive of cultural landscapes and with cosmological connotations, such as cave use 
(Chapter 6). The prominent role of caves in creating supra-regional connectivity was already 
highlighted in the discussion of ‘typo-networks’ (§3.2.1). Focused on Tuscany, the networks 
created by caves seem to have been intimately related to connectivity by metalwork. Although 
EBA metalwork was absent from caves in Abruzzo and Lazio (§4.2), the question is whether 
practices of metalwork deposition and cave use occupied similarly ‘intermediate’ positions in 
cultural landscapes (with respect to settlements), as suggested for hoards and caves in EBA site 
distributions for Central Italy as a whole (§3.2.2). The same ‘multi-sited’ question needs to be 
addressed in order to contextualise the absence of evidence for the adoption of EBA metalwork as 
grave goods (Chapter 5). 
                                                 
115 Following this line of argument, an alternative interpretation of axe hoards would regard these as connected with similar 
activities but on a much larger scale, for instance, the reclamation of a new territory by a large community or other collective 
construction activities. 
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Chapter 5 
Doing away with the dead: the low archaeological visibility of Early 
Bronze Age burial 
 
“Nei momenti iniziali dell’antica età del bronzo il 
prevalente uso esclusivamente sepolcrale delle grotte 
riflette l’importanza di quella nuova ideologia funeraria 
sviluppatasi nell’Eneolitico, indicativa di profondi 
cambiamenti inerenti all’organizzazione sociale” (Cocchi 
Genick 1998, 371).116 
 
Funerary practices in Central Italy show a trend from ‘collective’ to ‘individual’ burial from the Copper 
Age to the later Bronze Age, with a prominent position for funerary cave use in the earlier Bronze Age 
(cf. Guidi 1992). However, this trajectory is by no means straightforward in Abruzzo and Lazio, given 
the occurrence of individual burials outside collective tombs in the Copper Age and especially in the 
light of the overall scarcity of EBA funerary contexts (§5.1). Caves with multiple depositions seem to 
have constituted the predominant EBA funerary context in Central Italy as a whole (cf. Cocchi Genick 
1998, chapter 7). On a supra-regional scale, the intersection of funerary practices with cave use has left 
the former underrepresented in the classification of sites in the general overview of the EBA 
archaeological record in Central Italy (§3.1; Table 3.1). On a regional scale, funerary cave use is as 
scarce as any context of burial in Abruzzo and Lazio (§5.1), as the majority of caves with EBA 
funerary evidence are located in Tuscany. This indicates that the general impression of low visibility of 
EBA burial in archaeological records (§3.1; Table 3.1) does apply to Abruzzo and Lazio. Moreover, 
given the relative lack of EBA cave use in these regions, a tradition of funerary cave use in Tuscany 
cannot indiscriminately be extrapolated to the case study in this thesis. In this respect, the relative lack 
of Copper Age cave use in general in Abruzzo and Lazio should be taken into account (Chapter 6) and 
cannot serve as a sound basis for presuming the existence of EBA funerary cave use. Nonetheless, the 
wealth of funerary evidence in Copper Age archaeological records serves as a starting-point for 
diachronic comparison, exploring the interpretive possibilities for the underrepresentation of EBA 
funerary contexts. 
This chapter starts with a spatial and contextual overview and analysis of EBA funerary 
practices in Abruzzo and Lazio (§5.1). This will include a diachronic comparison with the distribution 
of Copper Age funerary contexts, in order to establish to what extent the limited sample of EBA 
funerary contexts followed the same spatial distribution (or not). The question is whether the 
generalised abandonment of significant nodes that were cemeteries in Copper Age cultural landscapes 
and social networks, would have changed the role of human remains as a medium in place-making. A 
related question is whether the few EBA funerary contexts were similar to the predominant Copper 
Age types of place (i.e. collective tombs, simple graves and to a lesser extent caves). On the whole, the 
spatial and contextual overview provides a starting-point for exploring the possibility that distinctive 
notions of ancestorhood were articulated in the placement (as well as the treatment) of the dead in 
Copper Age and EBA cultural landscapes, respectively. In other words, to what extent does the lower 
archaeological visibility of EBA burial indicate network changes in cosmological terms? 
Subsequently, the specifics of EBA funerary practices will be compared with Copper Age 
funerary practices (§5.2). With reference to broader patterns in Copper Age funerary practices, a 
distinction can be made between EBA contexts of primary and secondary burial. This argument will 
follow from a closer look at disarticulated human remains from EBA contexts, as to which skeletal 
elements are represented (or not), in order to establish (potential) patterns in secondary treatment. At 
the same time, an overview of the age and sex/gender distributions of buried individuals will provide 
the starting-point for addressing the question whether the selection in EBA burial in Abruzzo and Lazio 
(in so far as archaeologically visible) was age and sex/gender based (or not). Taken together, these 
considerations of the specifics can provide insight in EBA burial as a social and cultural practice, in the 
context of network changes at the Copper Age-EBA transition. A final section will highlight the basic 
                                                 
116 “The prevalence of exclusively funerary use of caves at the start of the Early Bronze Age reflects the importance of this new 
funerary ideology developed in the Copper Age, indicative of profound changes in social structure” (Cocchi Genick 1998, 371; 
my translation). 
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patterns that emerged despite the scarcity of EBA funerary contexts (§5.3) and raise further, multi-sited 
questions raised that have to be addressed in the synthesis (Chapter 8). 
 
 
Figure 5.1: map (adapted from http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Italy_map-blank.svg) 
showing the spatial distributions and types of (potentially) EBA funerary contexts in Abruzzo 
and Lazio [nos. refer to Appendix 2]. 
 
5.1 Placing the dead: cultural landscapes and notions of ancestorhood 
A spatial and contextual overview of EBA funerary practices in Abruzzo and Lazio (Figure 5.1; 
Appendix 2) will provide the starting-point for the reconstruction of notions of ancestorhood in terms 
of cultural landscapes in this section. First, the spatial distribution of funerary contexts will be 
discussed, with reference to Copper Age funerary evidence, following the tripartite regionalisation of 
the research area (§1.3.1; Figure 1.4). The emphasis lies on making a distinction between several 
depositional contexts of human remains (or funerary contexts), such as rock-cut tombs, simple graves, 
caves and settlements (Figure 5.1). The question is to what extent regional differentiation can be 
discerned in the spatial distributions of distinctive funerary contexts and to what extent different types 
of burial were related to distinctive notions of place. As such, the following spatial and contextual 
overview will provide a framework for the subsequent analysis of the specifics of EBA funerary 
practices (§5.2). 
 
 Copper Age EBA1 generically EBA EBA2 
lower Vibrata valley 
(TE) 
[#1] Colle della Badia 
(collective tomb) 





[#2] Grotta Sant’Angelo 
(cave) 
[#2] Grotta Sant’Angelo 
(cave) 
- [#2] Grotta Sant’Angelo 
(cave) 
upper Tordino valley 
(TE) 
- - [#3] Teramo-La Cona 
(burial)? 
- 
lower Pescara valley 
(PE) 
Santa Teresa di 
Spoltore (simple grave) 
- - - 
upper Pescara 
valley (PE) 
- - [#4] Popoli (burial?) - 
Table 5.1: overview of (late) Copper Age-EBA funerary contexts in coastal Abruzzo [nos. refer to 
Appendix 2 & Figure 5.1]. 
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5.1.1 Coastal Abruzzo 
The number of EBA funerary contexts reported from the three ‘coastal’ provinces of Abruzzo is 
extremely low (Table 5.1; Figure 5.1 [#1-4]), even in light of the overall low archaeological visibility 
of EBA contexts in Abruzzo (§3.1). Moreover, a closer look shows that three of these contexts are 
ambiguous in terms of either their funerary character or their chronological attribution to EBA. The 
ascription of the halberd from POPOLI [#4] to a funerary context was already questioned (§4.2.1; 
Appendix 1 [#9]). This means that funerary evidence in the region is spatially circumscribed to the 
province of Teramo (TE) in northern Abruzzo (Figure 5.1 [#1-3]). An EBA date is debatable, however, 
in the case of the two man-made funerary contexts. Persistent, EBA use of a Copper Age rock-cut tomb 
(COLLE DELLA BADIA [#1]) in the VIBRATA valley has been suggested, but cannot be substantiated.117 
Similarly, an EBA date for the articulated burial (TERAMO-LA CONA [#3]) that provided a focus for an 
Iron Age barrow cemetery, has been rejected. This follows from the revised, MBA typochronology of 
the dagger(s) included as grave good(s) at the feet of the buried individual (§4.2.1; Appendix 1 [#4]). 
After the reinterpretation of the POPOLI halberd (see above), there is no parallel for metalwork included 
in ‘earlier’ (i.e. Early-Middle) Bronze Age funerary contexts in coastal Abruzzo.118 This only leaves the 
cave assemblage (GROTTA SANT’ANGELO [#2]) beyond doubt as an EBA funerary context in the 
region. It concerns a Copper Age-EBA2 assemblage that includes a limited number of disarticulated 
human remains (§5.2), from a cult place with a deep history in the Neolithic (Chapter 6). 
The impression that EBA funerary practices are elusive in coastal Abruzzo follows a Copper 
Age pattern (Table 5.1). In addition to the disarticulated human remains from funerary contexts 
discussed above (COLLE DELLA BADIA [#1]; GROTTA SANT’ANGELO [#2]), currently only one 
articulated burial (SANTA TERESA DI SPOLTORE) is known from coastal Abruzzo (cf. Cazzella 2003). 
Apart from its late Copper Age radiocarbon date (§3.3), this burial is exceptional as one of the scarce 
individual burials and because of its reported association with a Neolithic settlement (Cutilli et al. 
2003).119 Taken together, the instances of several secondary burials at GROTTA SANT’ANGELO (§5.2) 
and the primary burial at SANTA TERESA DI SPOLTORE could indicate a funerary tradition that made a 
deliberate connection with prior places in the deposition of human remains. In general, however, the 
relative invisibility of Copper Age and EBA funerary contexts cannot wholly be explained by a lack of 
research. It suggests that the treatment of the dead in a manner that is archaeologically visibile, was not 
normal practice in coastal Abruzzo. I will argue that the selective character of EBA burial is 
underscored by the predominance of subadult remains and the evidence for further treatment (i.e. 
exposure to fire) at GROTTA SANT’ANGELO (§5.2). 
 
5.1.2 The intermontane region 
The overall number of EBA funerary contexts presently known in the intermontane region is low 
(Table 5.2; Figure 5.1 [#5-10]). In general, there is more certain evidence for Copper Age traditions of 
burial, albeit spatially circumscribed to the southern part of the region, i.e. intermontane Abruzzo 
(Table 5.2). The series of Copper Age funerary contexts includes an isolated burial (CAMERATA DI 
TAGLIACOZZO) that was already discussed for the presence of a copper axe (§4.2.2; Table 4.13). This 
late 19th century find has been reported as an articulated, albeit fragmentary, burial, with an 
assemblage that comprises a set of 18 flint arrowheads placed around the head of the buried individual, 
together with the axe (Pigorini 1888; Radmilli 1977, 376; Cazzella 2003, 228-229 [fig. 4.5]). The full 
assemblage of cemetery of fifteen individual and double burials (ASSERGI), in the ‘crouched’ position 
characteristic of Copper Age burials, seems to have gone missing after excavation (Radmilli 1977, 377; 
                                                 
117 Incidentally, the existence of a Copper Age tradition of rock-cut tombs with disarticulated human remains in the VIBRATA 
valley does highlight an alternative for the interpretation as houses in the case of the semisubterranean structures (“fondi di 
capanna”) found in ‘antiquarian’ excavations (§7.1.1). At the same time, it would be an alternative for the attribution of Copper 
Age and EBA metalwork to house contexts in the VIBRATA valley (§4.2.1; Appendix 1 [#1-2]). Unfortunately, because of the 
lack of contextual details of the ‘antiquarian’ excavations, these scenarios cannot be put to the test by subjecting the assemblages 
from the respective structures to polythetic classification, which could shed light on their similarities and differences. 
118 Another scenario for the ‘earlier’ Bronze Age TERAMO burial starts from the micro-regional tradition in the Iron Age of 
reusing prehistoric objects as grave goods. This would suggest a date for the burial in line with its overall context (i.e. the Iron 
Age cemetery). In several burials in another Iron Age cemetery (CAMPOVALANO) in the same micro-region the following 
prehistoric objects had been reused as grave goods: bronze razors, flint arrowheads and blades, and polished stone axes (D’Ercole 
1996b, 174). Chronological ambiguity is enhanced by the general absence of ceramics as grave goods in Early Iron Age burials 
in Abruzzo. 
119 Similarly, the reportedly EBA-MBA burial in the Iron Age cemetery at TERAMO-LA CONA has been linked to a prior, 
Neolithic or Copper Age settlement (Appendix 2 [#3]). 
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Cazzella 2003, 228-229 [fig. 4.2]). This makes it difficult to establish a connection with Copper Age 
funerary cave use at GROTTA A MALE [#5] in the vicinity. This cave assemblage includes disarticulated 
human remains, starting from the Copper Age, although the initial use of the cave is not well-defined 
yet because of later, probably Bronze Age disturbances (Pannuti 1969; Radmilli 1977, 377; Cazzella 
2003, 228-229 [fig. 4.1]; Damiani et al. 2003, 317-318). One niche included an incomplete burial with 
fragmentary human remains, probably Copper Age in date (Pannuti 1969, 155-157), and was 
subsequently used for MBA funerary practices. 
Several other instances (GROTTA CONTINENZA; GROTTA MARITZA; GROTTA LA CAVA; 
GROTTA DI MONTE SALVIANO [#6]) add up to funerary cave use as the predominant (micro)regional 
tradition of burial in the Copper Age. These have all been reported from the FUCINO BASIN, where 
GROTTA CONTINENZA had been used for burial and other ritual practices in the Neolithic. Its double 
function probably continued into the Copper Age given the remains of burials (i.e. disarticulated human 
remains?), a pit with ceramic vessels and fragments of ‘weaponry’ (stone axe and mace-head; and flint 
arrowheads) (Barra et al. 1989/1990; Barra Incardona & Grifoni Cremonesi 1991, 55-56; Grifoni 
Cremonesi 1995; Cosentino et al. 2001a, 164-165; Cazzella 2003, 228-229 [fig. 4.3]). The upper, 
Bronze Age layers have been disturbed at a later stage, which makes it impossible to ascertain whether 
its use for the same purposes persisted in EBA. Similarly, GROTTA MARITZA has a long history of use 
and, apart from a fire-place, the Copper Age layers have yielded human remains belonging to an adult 
and a child, the latter in association with ‘fishing net weights’, interpreted as the grave goods of a 
“fisher” (Grifoni & Radmilli 1964; Radmilli 1977, 358; Cosentino et al. 2001a, 162-164; Cazzella 
2003, 228-229 [fig. 4.3]). At GROTTA LA CAVA two child burials and disarticulated juvenile bones have 
been dated generically to Copper Age-EBA (Skeates 1991, 129). Ialongo’s (2007) classification of 
ceramics has substantiated that the funerary evidence at this cave could have been EBA in date (§6.1.2; 
Appendix 3 [#9]). The Copper Age part of the assemblage of GROTTA DI MONTE SALVIANO [#6] will 
be discussed below. Finally, a collective tomb (TRASACCO-S. RUFINO [#7]) has been reported from the 
FUCINO micro-region. This structure has been interpreted as a collective tomb of Copper Age tradition 
(Cazzella 2003, 228) on the basis of the presence of disarticulated human remains and arrowheads, 
‘weights’ and spindle-whorls as supposedly stereotypical grave goods. 
 
 Copper Age EBA1 generically EBA EBA2 
drainage area of the 
Farfa river (RI) 
[#10] Grotta Pila 
(cave)? 




(lake) basin (RI) 
[#9] Montecchio 
(burial?) 










- - - 
Fucino intermontane 
lake basin (AQ) 
[#6] Grotta di Monte 
Salviano (cave) 




-Grotta Maritza (cave) 
-Grotta La Cava (cave) 
[#6] Grotta di Monte 
Salviano (cave) 
[#7] Trasacco-S. Rufino 
(collective tomb?) 
-Grotta La Cava 
(cave)? 




Aterno valley (AQ) 
-Assergi (cemetery) 
[#5] Grotta a Male 
(cave) 
- [#5] Grotta a Male 
(cave)? 
- 
Table 5.2: overview of (late) Copper Age-EBA funerary contexts in the intermontane region [nos. 
refer to Appendix 2 & Figure 5.1]. 
 
The repeated use of the same places for burial highlights the central position of funerary 
contexts in Copper Age cultural landscapes and social networks in this part of the intermontane region. 
This is underscored by the clustering of the majority of these in the FUCINO micro-region (Table 5.2). It 
has been suggested that, because of their spatial proximity, GROTTA A MALE and the cemetery of 
ASSERGI, on the one hand, and the collective tomb of TRASACCO-S. RUFINO and the caves in the 
FUCINO BASIN, on the other, should be interpreted as interrelated funerary contexts. Such interpretations 
concern either trajectories of using alternative funerary contexts in the same area, the existence of 
social differentiation between individuals buried in distinctive contexts or, in general, overall cultural 
diversity (Cazzella 2003, 228). I would argue that there is another interpretation in terms of practices of 
secondary burial that would have entailed the movement of selected human remains from one funerery 
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context to another, i.e. a form of processing the dead as part of so-called ‘ancestralising’ practices of 
place-making (cf. Reilly 2003), which should be taken into account as an alternative possibility. 
In comparison with the Copper Age situation, EBA funerary evidence (Table 5.1) is more 
limited in the intermontane region (Figure 5.1 [#5-10]). Moreover, both the funerary character and/or 
the chronology of the majority of these contexts are not beyond doubt. Both of the unambiguous 
funerary contexts, one (CAMPORE [#8]) in the RIETI BASIN and the other (GROTTA DI MONTE SALVIANO 
[#6]) in the FUCINO BASIN, seem to have been EBA1 in date based on ceramics typochronology, 
although the absolute date for human remains from the latter is more ambiguous (see below). EBA2 
funerary contexts, on the other hand, have not been reported from the intermontane region (Table 5.2). 
This pattern of a decrease in archaeological visibility can be extended by including the relatively high 
visibility of Copper Age funerary practices (see above). Starting with the southern part of the region 
(i.e. intermontane Abruzzo), this ‘core’ area in the distribution of Copper Age funerary contexts (Table 
5.2) is, at present, only followed by the articulated (but fragmentary) burial (GROTTA DI MONTE 
SALVIANO [#6]) at a cave in the FUCINO BASIN. This burial has been radiocarbon dated within the 
EBA1-EBA2 range (§3.3) and it seems to have followed disarticulated human remains (i.e. skull 
fragments) that probably have to be dated to the Copper Age.120 Perhaps GROTTA LA CAVA would have 
been a second location of EBA funerary cave use, extending the micro-regional tradition in the FUCINO 
BASIN (see above). The proposed persistence into EBA of the trajectory of the Copper Age collective 
tomb at TRASACCO-S. RUFINO [#7] has not been substantiated. Another Copper Age funerary context 
(GROTTA A MALE [#5]) shows a ‘gap’ in its trajectory in the light of the generalised absence of EBA 
ceramics. As such, it is difficult to date any of the disarticulated human remains and articulated burials 
(without grave goods) at this cave to this period. 
The small sample of funerary contexts from the northern part of the intermontane region in the 
Rieti (RI) province (Table 5.2) concerns two ambiguous and one more secure funerary context. In the 
case of the latter (CAMPORE [#8]) the funerary assemblage reportedly includes two EBA1 vessels and 
some disarticulated human remains. It was originally interpreted as a recently destroyed articulated 
burial, but another possibility is that it should be interpreted as a ‘collective tomb’ or a context of 
secondary burial. Such an alternative interpretation seems to be underscored by the ritual connotation 
of the ceramics in the limited assemblage. Following Cocchi Genick’s polythetic classification of EBA 
ceramics (§3.1), it includes a vessel [type 94 (‘boccale’)] with a handle [type 176] (Cocchi Genick 
1998, 59) that are otherwise only known from cult places, i.e. caves (Chapter 6) and the cult place at 
LAGO DI MEZZANO (Chapter 7). The other funerary context reported from the RIETI BASIN concerns the 
group of vessels including metalwork that should probably be interpreted as non-funerary acts of 
deposition (MONTECCHIO [#9]). The enigmatic character of the MONTECCHIO assemblage has been 
discussed in more detail in the description of the metalwork concerned (Appendix 1 [#23]). The 
interpretation in terms of non-funerary acts of deposition seems more likely than the remains of burial. 
In this respect, its geographical position on a hill at the confluence of the major IMELE-SALTO-VELINO 
and TURANO rivers recalls patterns of metalwork deposition in general (§4.2.4). Finally, EBA funerary 
cave use at GROTTA PILA is highly unlikely (Appendix 2 [#10]). 
To sum up, a consistent body of Copper Age evidence seems to have been followed by a 
significant decrease in the archaeological visibility of funerary practices in the intermontane region 
(Table 5.2). The virtual absence of evidence for EBA2 burial suggests that the few EBA1 funerary 
contexts can be interpreted as the persistence of Copper Age traditions of burial. This is exemplified by 
GROTTA DI MONTE SALVIANO, probably the only remaining funerary context that extends the micro-
regional tradition of Copper Age funerary cave use in the FUCINO BASIN (see above). In general, the 
lack of EBA funerary evidence suggests that the treatment of the dead in a manner that is 
archaeologically visibile, would no longer have been normal practice in the intermontane region. 
 
5.1.3 Coastal Lazio 
The relative invisibility of EBA funerary practices with respect to Copper Age archaeological records 
in ‘coastal’ Lazio is even more striking than in ‘coastal’ Abruzzo (§5.1.1) and the intermontane region 
(§5.1.2). Although no attempt has been made to compile a complete overview of Copper Age burial in 
                                                 
120 The full scope of the (funerary) use at GROTTA DI MONTE SALVIANO remains uncertain because of the extent of the 
excavation, limited to the entrance area of a presumably collapsed cave. Therefore is is not clear whether it constituted a new 
place in the Copper Age (like GROTTA A MALE), or would have had an even longer history of use (like other caves in the FUCINO 
BASIN). 
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this thesis, the wealth of Copper Age funerary evidence from both northern Lazio (Table 5.3) and 
southern Lazio (Table 5.4) will be used for making a diachronic comparison with EBA burial. With 
some exceptions, the majority of the funerary contexts that are (potentially) EBA in date (Figure 5.1 
[#11-24]), followed regional traditions of Copper Age burial. Some instances of EBA burial actually 
constituted persistent use (or reuse) of prior, Copper Age places. For instance, the ‘anomalous’ 
radiocarbon dates on human remains from several tombs in one Copper Age cemetery (SELVICCIOLA 
[#14]) should be recalled as evidence for episodes of EBA1 and EBA2 reuse (§3.3; Tables 3.6 & 3.7). 
Similarly, Copper Age cemeteries from ‘northern’ southern Lazio have recently yielded two instances 
of burial (OSTERIA DEL CURATO-VIA CINQUEFRONDI; ROMANINA) with radiocarbon dates within the 
EBA1 range (§3.3; Table 3.6; Figure 3.8). These instances raise the question whether dating of human 
remains could reveal a similar pattern in other Copper Age cemeteries from ‘coastal’ Lazio, thereby 
increasing the body of EBA funerary evidence. 
 
Northernmost Lazio 
The concentration in the distribution of Copper Age cemeteries consisting of rock-cut tombs in 
northernmost Lazio (Table 5.3) was already mentioned in the discussion of the spatial distribution of 
copper metalwork (§4.4.1). In general, rock-cut tombs of Copper Age tradition in this micro-region 
were used repeatedly for burial (cf. Negroni Catacchio 1992a; Dolfini 2006 for general overviews).121 
In the act of primary burial, a body was placed at the centre of the chamber, with ‘natural’ defleshing 
and disarticulation taking place inside the chamber itself. In order to make room for each subsequent 
burial, some or all of the disarticulated remains were moved into heaps of bones at the walls. As such, 
articulated burials in Copper Age tombs discovered upon excavation are unrepresentative of the full 
trajectory of these funerary contexts. They tend to represent a final stage of use, i.e. the last primary 
burial before a structure was abandoned and/or before the Copper Age tradition of secondary treatment 
inside such structures broke down (§5.2). In general, however, the mix of several individuals in a 
single, ‘collective’ tomb makes for complicated reconstruction of the respective funerary sequences, 
each of which could have been extended indefinitely. In this respect, the distinction between 
disarticulated and articulated burials inside Copper Age tombs is by no means straightforward. For 
instance, the partly articulated individual buried in tomb 5 at SELVICCIOLA [#14], with the youngest, 
potentially EBA1 date (§3.3; Table 3.6), was stratigraphically found underneath disarticulated human 
remains with the oldest date (cf. Conti et al. 1997, 181). This means that Copper Age and sometimes 
EBA episodes of (re)use in the trajectory of a collective tomb did not only engage with the notion of a 
prior place, but also with prior human remains and objects (i.e. grave goods in a wider sense) that were 
subjected to secondary treatment. It should be appreciated that secondary treatment of primary burials 
and the circulation of disarticulated human remains was not necessarily confined to rock-cut tombs. 
A case in point is the context of secondary burial at FOSSO CONICCHIO [#11], discovered by 
chance in the vicinity of one of the Copper Age cemeteries (RINALDONE) in northernmost Lazio (Table 
5.3). As one of two southernmost nodes in ‘Bell Beaker’ networks, the assemblage of FOSSO 
CONICCHIO was already interpreted as a late-final Copper Age-EBA1 meeting-place (§3.2.2; Figure 
3.1; §4.4.1). Here I will further substantiate its status as a cult place on the basis of its assemblage. For 
a start, it concerns a semi-subterranean structure that stands out from the ‘classic’ collective tombs in 
the sense that the assemblage of FOSSO CONICCHIO [#11] includes only a very limited amount of human 
remains as opposed to a large number of objects.122 Because of this ‘reversal’ in the constituent 
elements of its assemblage, with respect to Copper Age tombs, it can be argued that this structure was a 
focus for deposition (or a cult place), rather than a funerary context in a strict sense. The potential role 
of FOSSO CONICCHIO as a meeting-place was linked to a ‘tournament of value’ scenario, as a node 
                                                 
121 Without attempting to be comprehenisve, I have taken the following Copper Age cemeteries in northernmost Lazio into 
consideration (Table 5.3): PONTE S. PIETRO (Rittatore 1942; Miari 1993; Miari 1994), FONTANILE DI RAIM (Negroni Catacchio 
& Miari 2001; Petitti et al. 2002a), SELVICCIOLA (Conti et al. 1997; Conti & Persiani 1999; Pallecchi et al. 2002; Petitti et al. 
2002); NAVIGLIONE (Conti & Persiani 1999; Conti 2000), PALOMBARO (Rittatore Vonwiller 1969); and RINALDONE (Colini 
1903a; Pernier 1905; Dolfini 2006a). 
122 In addition to ten ‘beakers’, the assemblage is predominated by a series of more than eighty ceramic vessels (both complete 
and deliberately fragmented), some of these placed upside down. Most of the material has been found in association with a so-
called ‘bench’ along the northeastern part of the wall, which has been interpreted as an ‘altar’ used for sacrifices of food and 
drink, making a connection with the (ritual) feasting hypothesis for Bell Beaker ceramics (Fugazzola Delpino & Pellegrini 1999, 
146). The remaining objects in the assemblage concern a copper needle and a silver-wire ring [both not discussed in Chapter 4 or 
Appendix 1] and 36 lithic artefacts (a.o. 1 arrowhead, 1 flint dagger, 1 non-flint, obsidian artefact), in addition to the four stone 
bracers (or ‘wrist-guards’). 
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where technological knowledge for the production of copper metalwork was introduced (§4.4.1). The 
presence of ‘beakers’ could link the same assemblage to the introduction of alcoholic substances (cf. 
Guerra-Doce 2006 for a recent overview of the contents of beakers on the basis of residue analysis). 
The use of alcoholic substances was probably ritualised (cf. Dietler 2006), the knowledge to produce 
them may not have been widely available (similar to metalwork) and their consumption therefore not 
widespread. In this respect, the contrasting absence of ‘Bell Beaker’ items from Copper Age tombs 
should also be recalled (§4.4.1).123 
The role of the FOSSO CONICCHIO structure as a persistent meeting-place seems corroborated 
by the series of layers distinguished in its deposits (Fugazzola Delpino & Pellegrini 1999), which 
shows that a series of events would have taken place in connection with the same place. With respect to 
the large number of objects in the FOSSO CONICCHIO assemblage, the limited amount of disarticulated 
human remains indicates that these constituted only one substance selected for deposition. Such a sense 
of selection is underscored by the predominance of skull parts and teeth, indicative of secondary burial 
(§5.2). The most likely source of these selected skeletal elements is one or several of the cemeteries, 
with parallel trajectories of use, in northernmost Lazio (Table 5.3). For instance, an articulated body, 
without the skull, but with grave goods outlining its original position has been reported from tomb 25 at 
PONTE S. PIETRO (Miari 1993, 139-140; cf. Conti et al. 1997, 179). Further evidence for secondary 
treatment can be found in the consistent pattern that the skulls selected for deposition at FOSSO 
CONICCHIO, had been exposed to fire. The presence of charcoal remains on the surface of the so-called 
“altar” suggests that this secondary treatment took place inside the structure itself (Bondioli et al. 1999; 
Fugazzola Delpino & Pellegrini 1999, 68). The alternative scenario is that burnt skull fragments were 
introduced from elsewhere, resulting from selective collecting practices at locations of full-fledged 
cremations. This is unlikely in the light of the overwhelming evidence for a Copper Age tradition of 
collective burial, with a prominent role for practices of disarticulation. 
The relatively detailed information available for EBA1 burial in northernmost Lazio (FOSSO 
CONICCHIO [#11]; SELVICCIOLA [#14]) cannot disguise its archaeological invisibility with respect to 
Copper Age burial (Table 5.3). It remains to be seen whether this small sample can be expanded with 
the putative context of the halberd & dagger group from MONTALTO DI CASTRO [#15] (§4.2.3; §4.3.1), 
or a couple of late prehistoric rock-cut tombs found in the context of an Etruscan cemetery that 
reportedly included both disarticulated remains and an articulated burial (MONTEROZZI [#16]). These 
earliest tombs at MONTEROZZI had originally been attributed to the Copper Age, but recently an EBA 
date has been postulated. One of the lines of reasoning for the chronological revision starts from the 
atypical, supine position of the articulated body (in contrast with the generally ‘crouched’ position in 
the Copper Age tradition). In the case of the articulated body, however, it should be stressed that it 
concerns the final stage in the trajectory of use of this particular tomb. A supine position can therefore 
not be extrapolated to the original position (i.e. supine or ‘crouched’) of the bodies that have been left 
as disarticulated human remains, nor can a Copper Age date for (part of) the assemblage be excluded 
(Appendix 2 [#16]). Still, the series of axes from the same area (CORNETO; TARQUINIA) shows a 
similar, Copper Age-EBA2 trajectory (§4.2.3; Table 4.14), although metalwork has not been reported 
from the tombs themselves. This follows the pattern of dissociation of metalwork from funerary 
contexts (§4.2.4) and, at least, it strengthens the proposed interpretation of copper and early bronze 
metalwork in this particular area as non-funerary acts of deposition. 
The even smaller body of EBA2 funerary evidence corroborates that the trend towards lower 
archaeological visibility is also an EBA pattern in northernmost Lazio (Table 5.3). In fact, the three 
EBA2 funerary contexts in this micro-region refer to the EBA2-MBA1 transition. One instance 
concerns another, EBA2-MBA1 episode of reuse of tomb 3 at SELVICCIOLA [#14] (§3.3; Table 3.7). 
Another instance is a rock-cut structure without human remains reportedly used before MBA1 as a 
depositional context in the context of another Copper Age cemetery (NAVIGLIONE [#12]). This 
structure should probably not be regarded as a funerary context in the absence of human remains, but 
rather as a depositional context in an ancestral place. Finally, an ‘isolated’ rock-cut tomb had been in 
use before MBA1 (PRATO DI FRABULINO [#13]), with human remains dated by a closing deposit of 
‘early’ MBA1 ceramics (§9.2.1). To be more precise, this tomb has been dated to MBA1 [subphase 
                                                 
123 The exception to this rule is one tomb in the cemetery of FONTANILE DI RAIM, including a beaker like cup and a bracer 
(Negroni Catacchio & Miari 2001; Petitti et al. 2002a). Some scholars have interpreted this instance as the reuse of a local, prior 
funerary context by non-local, Bell Beaker people (Fugazzola Delpino & Pellegrini 1998a, 160). It seems more likely to interpret 
this exception as the incorporation of ‘non-local’ objects in a local context of deposition in the overall context of intercommunal, 
supra-regional interaction (§4.4.1). 
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BM1A], but the number of buried individuals (i.e. collective tomb) and its association with surface 
finds of EBA2 ceramics (and putatively a late prehistoric dry wall enclosure) argues in favour of an 
earlier start of its trajectory and against a single phase of funerary use. Recently, a second funerary 
context dated to the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition has been reported from the same area.124 It is 
significant all of these later, EBA2 contexts either engage with prior places, i.e. Copper Age cemeteries 
(NAVIGLIONE; SELVICCIOLA), or ‘reinvent’ the classic, Copper Age tomb in the same micro-region 
(PRATO DI FRABULINO).125 Overall, the exclusive occurrence of rock-cut tombs as (potentially) EBA 
funerary contexts in northernmost Lazio (Figure 5.1 [#11-16]) indicates that the micro-regional Copper 
Age tradition of burial (Table 5.3) persisted as an ‘ancestral’ frame of reference for the deposition of 
human remains. 
 
 Copper Age EBA1 generically EBA EBA2 
south-southeast of 
Lago Bolsena (VT) 
-Rinaldone (cemetery) 
[#11] Fosso Conicchio 
(collective tomb-cult 
place) 









- - [#12] Naviglione (rock-
cut tomb)? 
[#13] Prato di Frabulino 
(rock-cut tomb)? 
middle Fiora valley 
(VT) 
-Ponte S. Pietro 
(cemetery) 






- [#14] Selvicciola (rock-
cut tomb) 
lower Fiora valey 
(VT) 
[#15] Montalto di Castro 
(tomb?) 
[#15] Montalto di Castro 
(tomb?) 
- - 









- - - [#17] Pian Sultano 
(rock fissures) 
coastal plain-north of 
Tiber mouth (RM) 











J] (prior settlement)? 




right bank of Tiber 
-Muratella (one or more 
rock-cut tombs?) [Grossi 
& Mellace 2008] 
- - - 
Table 5.3: overview of (late) Copper Age-EBA funerary contexts in northern Lazio [nos. refer to 
Appendix 2 & Figure 5.1]. 
 
‘Southern’ northern Lazio 
The one funerary context that is definitely EBA2 in date (PIAN SULTANO [#17]) breaks the Copper Age 
pattern in northern Lazio (Table 5.3). Although it concerns a context of ‘collective’, secondary burial, 
similar to FOSSO CONICCHIO (see above), the rock fissures at PIAN SULTANO, in the TOLFA MOUNTAINS 
micro-region, are natural places used for deposition (instead of man-made structures). Although so-
called megalithic structures, i.e. dolmens and cairns, have been reported from the area of PIAN 
SULTANO, their chronology is highly debated (cf. Colonna 1963; Di Gennaro 2009). The majority of 
these structures that are occasionally associated with MBA ceramics, seem to have constituted later, 
Iron Age and/or Etruscan features that engaged with (or ‘ancestralised’) a prior place (Enei 1998). 
Arguably, it is the lack of additional, man-made features at the two rock fissures with EBA2-MBA 
                                                 
124 Nuccia Negroni Catacchio, Matteo Aspesi, Christian Metta & Giulia Pasquini: “Una nuova necropoli del Bronzo Antico-
Medio a Roccoia (Farnese, Vt)”, presented at the 10th PREISTORIA E PROTOSTORIA IN ETRURIA conference, 10-12 
September 2010, http://www.preistoria.it/ppe_x/PPE_X_Programma.pdf [last viewed 17 April 2012], presumably to be published 
in the conference proceedings available at the September 2012 conference. 
125 Whereas Copper Age tombs are generally round chambers accessed either ‘vertically’, through a shaft from above to the tomb 
entrance, or by a ‘simple’ horizontal entrance corridor, MBA tombs are rectangular chambers characterised by a horizontal, more 
elaborate (so-called ‘dromos’) entrance corridor. Di Gennaro (1999, 1999a) has suggested that the new, Bronze Age tradition of 
rock-cut tombs, which focused on northern Lazio, had already emerged before MBA1 (i.e. in EBA), but this longer chronology 
has not been substantiated by associated ceramics. 
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trajectories that corroborates their significance as natural places. As such, PIAN SULTANO entails one of 
the few instances of EBA cave use in coastal Lazio (Chapter 6). Its date is not only based on associated 
EBA2 ceramics, but also by a radiocarbon date on human bone with an EBA2-MBA1 date range (§3.3; 
Table 3.7) from the rock fissure (‘crepaccio 2’) with the largest EBA2 assemblage. Similar to the late 
Copper Age-EBA1 context of secondary burial (FOSSO CONICCHIO [#11]), the collection of human 
remains at PIAN SULTANO is predominated by skull parts (§5.2), found in association with complete 
vessels and in this case also faunal remains, similar to contemporary cave assemblages (Chapter 6). For 
this reason, the assemblage as a whole should be interpreted primarily as a cult place that included 
secondary burial or deposition of selected human remains, again similar to FOSSO CONICCHIO in 
northernmost Lazio (see above). 
The overall similarity between the assemblages from the late Copper Age-EBA1 context 
(FOSSO CONICCHIO) and the EBA2 context (PIAN SULTANO) of secondary burial is striking. Their 
mutually exclusive chronology could indicate that these cult places in northern Lazio occupied a 
similar position in subsequent cultural landscapes and social networks. In this respect, the series of 
EBA2 axe depositions focused on the TOLFA MOUNTAINS highlighted a network change (§4.2.3; 
§4.4.3) that would have coincided with the emergence of the cult place at PIAN SULTANO in the same 
micro-region. By that time, the late Copper Age-EBA1 cult place at FOSSO CONICCHIO, located in 
relation to a concentration to the spatial distribution of copper metalwork (§4.4.1), had been 
abandoned. The shared connection with areas of metalwork deposition could indicate that places of 
secondary burial in cultural landscapes were intimately connected with nodes of intercommunal 
interaction in social networks, where metalwork exchange took place. This potential shift from one area 
of social interaction to another (or the addition of a meeting place in the TOLFA MOUNTAINS micro-
region to a persistent area of social interaction in northernmost Lazio) is a ‘multi-sited’ question that 
requires a data-rich form of diachronic comparison and synthesis (Chapter 8). Still, the intermediate 
position that the new, EBA2 cult place of PIAN SULTANO occupies between the two core areas with 
Copper Age cemeteries (i.e. northernmost Lazio and ‘southern’ northern Lazio) sets it apart from the 
preceding, late Copper Age-EBA1 cult place at FOSSO CONICCHIO, further to the north. 
The core area of Copper Age burial in the north of southern Lazio (see below) extends into the 
coastal plain (MACCARESE [#18-19]) to the north of TIBER mouth (Table 5.3). Here funerary evidence 
concerns settlement finds and simple graves that have also been reported from southern Lazio (Table 
5.4), where in addition ‘classic’ Copper Age funerary contexts (i.e. rock-cut tombs) can be found (see 
below). The association of individual burials in simple graves, as well as disarticulated human remains, 
with Copper Age settlements seems to constitute a regionally distinctive tradition on both sides of the 
LOWER TIBER river (Figure 5.1), i.e. in the MACCARESE [#18-19] and in the suburbs of the city of Rome 
[#20-21]. There is the possibility of a research bias towards this larger micro-region, however, because 
of the large number of Copper Age settlements selected for excavation (Chapter 7). Moreover, the 
Copper Age date of these funerary contexts can often only be substantiated by radiocarbon dates on 
human remains, given the generalised lack of grave goods in this tradition of burial. As the majority of 
these simple graves are (currently) undated, the possibility cannot be excluded that some of them 
actually postdate the Copper Age context of settlement and in the act of burial made a connection with 
prior places. For comparison, one of the MACCARESE burials dated to the Copper Age, had been placed 
in the prior context of a Neolithic settlement (Table 5.3). It concerns an articulated (‘crouched’) burial 
in Copper Age tradition found in the context of a Late Neolithic settlement (MACCARESE [SITO D]). The 
bone sample submitted for radiocarbon dating did not yield a positive result to corroborate a Copper 
Age date (Carboni & Salvadei 1993, 257-263; Cazzella 2003, 232). Incidentally, Copper Age burials 
placed in the prior context of Neolithic settlements are more widespread, including one (SANTA TERESA 
DI SPOLTORE) in coastal Abruzzo (§5.1.1) and another (TORRE DELLA CHIESACCIA 2) in ‘northern’ 
southern Lazio (Anzidei et al. 2011b, 730).126 
In the case of the extensively excavated Copper Age settlement in the micro-region 
(MACCARESE-LE CERQUETE-FIANELLO [SITO J] [#19]), a Copper Age date for the funerary evidence 
seems likely, although this has not been corroborated by direct dates on human bone. It concerns a 
variety of funerary evidence, including a neonate burial, an articulated burial without grave goods, a 
                                                 
126 The latter instance concerns a ‘double’ burial of a young adult (20-27y), including the remains of an infant (2y), dated by 
sheep/goat remains interpreted as a food offering in the northeastern corner of the ‘simple’ grave [LTL-3491A: 4029±45 BP] 
(Anzidei et al. 2011b, 730), fairly similar to the date for the SANTA TERESA DI SPOLTORE. (§3.3; Table 3.6: 4000±40 BP). 
Moreover, the simple grave was spatially dissociated from a cemetery of rock-cut tombs at TORRE DELLA CHIESACCIA 2, 
including a buried individual with a similar, final Copper Age date range [LTL-3486A: 4129±45 BP] (Anzidei et al. 2011b). 
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skull and mandible in articulation (perhaps the secondary burial of a head127), as well as (reportedly) 
cremated human remains. In the same micro-region, an EBA date for a group of three burials without 
grave goods (MACCARESE [SITO G] [#18]) cannot be excluded, especially in the light of its location in 
between a late Copper Age and a MBA settlement. If part of the funerary evidence is EBA in date, it 
would have entailed acts of (secondary) burial at prior, Copper Age places, given the lack of 
contemporary, EBA open-air sites in the MACCARESE (Chapter 7). Complementary to the absence of 
grave goods, is the presence in some open-air assemblages (MACCARESE [SITO J] & [SITO K]) of 
fragments of a vessel type (“vaso a fiasco”) with a specific function in the Copper Age funerary 
sequence, which has predominantly been found in rock-cut tombs in northernmost Lazio, but also in 
funerary contexts in southern Lazio (Carboni & Salvadei 1993, 264-272). It has been argued that the 
“vaso a fiasco” in northernmost Lazio was not a ‘personalised’ grave good but an object shared 
between several burials in the history of Copper Age tombs and thus would have had a collective and 
ancestral connotation (Negroni Catacchio 1992, 215; Miari 1994, 373-377, 382-384; cf. Dolfini 2006a). 
The presence of this vessel type in settlements in the Roma province (RM) shows that communities in 
this area would have been familiar with funerary practices in northernmost Lazio. This could indicate 
that people from these communities participated in the use of this central area of burial in the far north 
of ‘coastal’ Lazio. 
 
Southern Lazio 
In southern Lazio as a whole, EBA funerary evidence is virtually absent, with a few exceptions (Table 
5.4), in comparison with a wealth of Copper Age funerary evidence (cf. Anzidei & Carboni 2000; 
Bistolfi & Muntoni 2000; Carboni 2002; Cazzella 2003, 231-233; Dolfini 2006; Anzidei et al. 2007c; 
Anzidei et al. 2011a for general overviews).128 The virtual absence of funerary evidence gives an even 
stronger impression of a decrease in archaeological visibility between the Copper Age and EBA than in 
northern Lazio (see above), the intermontane region (§5.1.2) and coastal Abruzzo (§5.1.3). Copper Age 
funerary contexts in southern Lazio concern groups of rock-cut tombs including primary burials or 
disarticulated human remains, as well as simple graves with articulated bodies in the characteristic 
‘crouched’ position. Recently, two cemeteries of Copper Age tradition (OSTERIA DEL CURATO-VIA 
CINQUEFRONDI [#22]; ROMANINA [#23]) have yielded one burial each with a radiocarbon date in the 
EBA1 range (§3.3; Table 3.6; Figure 3.8). Taken together with the episodes of reuse at LA 
SELVICCIOLA in northernmost Lazio (see above), these instances from southern Lazio highlight what 
the potential is for the body of EBA funerary evidence to grow by comprehensive dating programmes 
on human remains from Copper Age cemeteries (cf. Anzidei et al. 2011a, 306). At present, in addition 
to these two ‘isolated’ burials from Copper Age cemeteries, the funerary contexts that are potentially 
EBA in date only concern two Copper Age settlements and one cave with a Copper Age-EBA2 
trajectory (Figure 5.1 [#20-24]; Table 5.4). 
The funerary evidence associated with Copper Age settlements recalls the situation in the 
MACCARESE, to the north of the TIBER mouth, and should be interpreted as a single, (micro)regional 
phenomenon that may have lasted into EBA1 (see above). Similar to the Copper Age settlement-
cemetery at OSTERIA DEL CURATO in the immediate vicinity (Table 5.4), several articulated burials in 
simple graves have been reported from PISCINA DI TORRE SPACCATA [#21] and another from 
QUADRATO DI TORRE SPACCATA [#20], all of these without grave goods. One of these burials has been 
dated to the late Copper Age,129 but in the other cases a later, EBA1 date cannot be excluded (yet). The 
occurrence of funerary practices postdating the Copper Age would not be at odds with the limited, but 
                                                 
127 The evidence for secondary treatment of human remains at MACCARESE-LE CERQUETE-FIANELLO [sito J] can be compared 
with a horse burial (without head and right front leg) in a small pit, closed by the final act of deposition of two puppies 
(Manfredini 1994; Curci & Tagliacozzo 1994) on the same site. 
128 Without attempting to be comprehenisve, I have taken the following Copper Age cemeteries in southern Lazio into 
consideration (Table 5.4): OSTERIA DEL CURATO-VIA CINQUEFRONDI (Anzidei et al. 2007; Anzidei et al. 2007b; Anzidei et al. 
2007c, 463-466 [fig. 3]; Catalano et al. 2007; Anzidei et al. 2011a); PONTE DELLE SETTE MIGLIA (Anzidei et al. 2007b; Anzidei 
et al. 2007c, 466-472 [fig. 4-6]); ROMANINA (Anzidei et al. 2007c, 471 [fig. 7], 472; Anzidei et al. 2011a, 302-306); VIA H. 
SPENCER-VIA COLLATINA (Anzidei et al. 2007d); TORRE SPACCATA-TRINCEA 135 (Festuccia & Remotti 2008); LUNGHEZZINA 
(Anzidei & Carboni 2000, 217-218; Anzidei et al. 2007b; Anzidei et al. 2007c, 463-464 [fig. 2A-B]); TIVOLI-PASSO DELLO 
STONIO (Appendix 1 [#50]); TORRE DELLA CHIESACCIA 2 (Anzidei et al. 2011b); TENUTA DELLA MANDRIOLA (Anzidei et al. 
2007c, 463-464 [fig. 2C]); TENUTA DELLA SELCETTA 2 (Anzidei et al. 2007c, 463-464 [fig. 2D]); TENUTA DEL TORRINO (Bedini 
1981, 58; Anzidei & Carboni 2000, 220); CASALE DEL DOLCE (Bistolfi & Muntoni 2000, 266-274, 283-287 [fig. 1-5]; Dolfini 
2006); VADOLARGO (Bistolfi & Muntoni 2000, 267, 276, 283 [fig. 1]). 
129 Human bone from burial 2 at PISCINA DI TORRE SPACCATA has yielded a late Copper Age date [LTL994A: 4130±40 BP] 
(Anzidei et al. 2007, 499 [tab. I]). 
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consistent occurrence of EBA1 ceramics in the TORRE SPACCATA open-air assemblages (Chapter 7). In 
addition to articulated burials, disarticulated human remains have been reported from one of these 
open-air sites (PISCINA DI TORRE SPACCATA [#21]). As an alternative to their original interpretation as 
the remains of recently destroyed articulated burials (so-called “loose bones”), a comparison can be 
made with the presence of disarticulated human remains at the excavated Copper Age settlement in the 
MACCARESE (see above). In this respect, there is also evidence for secondary treatment of human 
remains at OSTERIA DEL CURATO where the skull and mandible are missing from burial 5 (within the 
settlement) (Anzidei et al. 2007, 485-486 [fig. 5-6]) and burial 28 concerns a disarticulated skull 
(Anzidei et al. 2007, 495-496). Finally, the trajectory of a cave assemblage with a wealth of funerary 
evidence (GROTTA VITTORIO VECCHI [#24]) has recently been extended back into the Copper Age-
EBA (Chapter 6). Given the predominance of MBA ceramics in the cave assemblage, however, it 
seems likely that the articulated and disarticulated human remains from this cave should probably dated 
accordingly. This does not exclude the possibility that a minor part of the evidence was related to 
earlier acts of burial. 
 
 Copper Age EBA1 generically EBA EBA2 
lower Aniene valley 
(RM) 
-Lunghezzina 
(cemetery & burial) 
-Tivoli-Passo dello 
Stonio (burial?) 
- - - 
city and suburbs of 
Rome (RM) 
-via H. Spencer 
(burial?) 
[#20] Quadrato di Torre 
Spaccata (settlement -
burial) 
[#21] Piscina di Torre 
Spaccata (settlement 






[#22] Osteria del 
Curato-via Cinquefrondi 
(cemetery-settlement) 




[#20] Quadrato di Torre 
Spaccata (prior 
settlement)? 
[#21] Piscina di Torre 
Spaccata (prior 
settlement)? 
[#22] Osteria del 
Curato-via Cinquefrondi 
(use of tomb in prior 
cemetery) 
[#23] Romanina (use of 
tomb in prior cemetery) 
- - 
lower Tiber valley 
and south of river 
mouth (RM) 
-Torre della Chiesaccia 
2 (cemetery) 
-Tenuta della Mandriola 
(rock-cut tombs) 
-Tenuta della Selcetta 2 
(rock-cut tomb) 
- - - 
Sacco valley-interior 




-Casale del Dolce 
(cemetery) 
-Vadolargo (burials?) 
- - - 
coastal side of Monti 
Lepini (RM-LT) 
[#24] Grotta Vittorio 
Vecchi (cave)? 






-Torre Astura (burial) [Di 
Mario et al. 2011] 
- - - 
Table 5.4: overview of (late) Copper Age-EBA funerary contexts in southern Lazio [nos. refer to 
Appendix 2 & Figure 5.1]. 
 
To sum up, the prominence of funerary evidence in Copper Age archaeological records in 
‘coastal’ Lazio is not matched by EBA evidence. Rock-cut tombs of Copper Age tradition can be found 
in two core areas of burial, one in northernmost Lazio and another in ‘northern’ southern Lazio (Tables 
5.3 & 5.4), as well as a (micro)regional tradition of articulated burials in simple graves, often 
associated with settlements, in southern Lazio. The latter tradition extended across the LOWER TIBER 
river into the south of northern Lazio (Figure 5.1). Despite its overall low archaeological visibility, 
EBA burial seems to have followed this broader spatial pattern, with persistent, episodic use of Copper 
Age funerary contexts, both in northernmost Lazio (Table 5.3) and in southern Lazio (Table 5.4). The 
pattern of (re)using prior places and/or following Copper Age traditions of burial is only broken by the 
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new, EBA2 context of secondary burial in rock fissures (PIAN SULTANO), situated in between the two 
core areas of Copper Age burial in coastal Lazio. The general lack of EBA funerary evidence in this 
larger region (Tables 5.3 & 5.4) suggests that the majority of the dead would have been placed outside 
‘proper’, archaeologically visible places of burial. In this respect, secondary burial of selected human 
remains (FOSSO CONICCHIO; PIAN SULTANO) can be regarded as a selective practice (§5.2). Different 
from the Copper Age tradition of primary burials and subsequent disarticulation inside rock-cut tombs, 
the disarticulation of the majority of the EBA dead seem to have taken place outside such ‘formal’ 
funerary contexts. 
 
5.1.4 Cultural landscapes and ancestral place-making 
The preceding overview of EBA funerary contexts from Abruzzo and Lazio shows a straightforward 
pattern. Both in ‘coastal’ Abruzzo (§5.1.1; Table 5.1), in the intermontane region (§5.1.2; Table 5.2) 
and in ‘coastal’ Lazio (§5.1.3; Tables 5.3 & 5.4) the archaeological visibility of funerary practices has 
decreased with respect to Copper Age traditions of burial. This seems to highlight that disarticulation of 
bodies outside ‘proper’ funerary contexts was the EBA norm, corroborated by the predominance of 
practices of secondary burial (§5.2). The decrease in archaeological visibility proceeds in EBA2. 
Different from EBA1 contexts with a relatively wide spatial distribution (Figure 5.2), EBA2 funerary 
contexts are currently absent from the larger part of Abruzzo and Lazio (Figure 5.3). Another 
‘diachronic’ pattern is that, with the exception of a few new places, the majority of EBA funerary 
contexts continue the trajectories of (or make a connection with) prior places of burial. Despite these 
references to prior funerary practices, the general lack of EBA burial suggests that a major network 
change occurred in relation to the placement of the dead in cultural landscapes and social networks at 
the Copper Age-EBA transition. In particular, the widespread abandonment of Copper Age cemeteries 
indicates a significant change in EBA place-making that involved human remains. The apparent shift 
away from a long-standing tradition of burial refers to a network change that rendered human remains 
archaeologically invisible, with the exception of the presently few dated instances of EBA (re)use of 
Copper Age tombs currently available from ‘coastal’ Lazio (§3.3; §5.1.3). In the following phase-by-
phase discussion I will focus on definite funerary contexts, thereby excluding uncertain ones, in order 
to explore the place of burial in cultural landscapes and social networks in terms of ancestorhood (or 
‘ancestral’ place-making). 
 
Copper Age traditions of burial 
Traditions of Copper Age burial in Abruzzo and Lazio cover a wide range of funerary contexts (Tables 
5.1, 5.2, 5.3 & 5.4), as well as funerary practices (§5.2). These can be reduced to the following four 
generalised categories (Table 5.5), which are not mutually exclusive in terms of funerary practices. 
 
 Simple graves concern primary acts of burial that result in individual (or double) articulated 
bodies and burials. Simple graves occur as ‘isolated’ finds or grouped in cemeteries (as types of 
place in themselves) or in the context of (prior and contemporary) settlements (category 4) and 
sometimes in caves (category 3). 
 The majority of buried individuals have been reported from (rock-cut) tombs of Copper Age 
tradition. These are generally contexts of ‘collective’ burial and occur spatially dissociated from 
settlements. They are commonly described as ‘artificial’, man-made caves (Italian: “grotticelle 
artificiali”). These structures are used for primary burial but also incorporate disarticulated human 
remains, commonly interpreted as the remains of secondary treatment of primary burials in the 
same structures. Some tombs include an articulated burial not subjected to practices of 
disarticulation (and repositioning) as the ‘final’or only act of burial. 
 Funerary cave use concerns both the selective deposition of disarticulated human remains and 
sometimes articulated burials. 
 Funerary practices related to (prior) settlements can be regarded as a category in itself because 
of its intersection with (or inclusion in) so-called ‘domestic’ practices. These concern both simple 
graves with articulated, primary burials (category 1) in association with Neolithic or Copper Age 
settlements and ‘selective’ depositions of human remains, mainly skulls and mandibles (§5.2), in 
simple graves or pits. 
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types of funerary 













simple graves X X X X 
(rock-cut) tombs ? ? X X 
caves X X - - 
(prior) settlements - - - X 
Table 5.5: summary of Copper Age funerary contexts in Abruzzo and Lazio (present [X], 
circumstantial [?], absent [-]). 
 
This categorisation of types of funerary context appreciates mortuary variability and goes 
beyond the straightforward dichotomy of ‘collective’ versus ‘individual’ burial that is frequently 
adopted in generalisations of Copper Age burial.130 Generally, several types of burial coexisted in each 
of the three (or four) parts of Abruzzo and Lazio (Table 5.5). In addition, several trends can be 
discerned that indicate regional differentiation in the presence or absence of particular types of funerary 
context. For instance, Cazzella (2003, 228-234) has been more precise in recognising regional 
variability and differentiation in the wide range of Copper Age burial, in the sense that particular 
funerary practices seem to have been specific to particular (parts of) regions. He has argued that 
articulated, primary burials constituted a single cultural tradition specific to southern Lazio and 
Abruzzo (and Molise), as part of a Southern Italian sphere, but this is contradicted by the use of rock-
cut tombs for single episodes of primary burials (cf. Dolfini 2006a, also for a critique of Cazzella’s 
stance). In the present sample (Table 5.5) funerary cave use in the Copper Age seems to have been 
limited to ‘coastal’ Abruzzo (§5.1.1; Table 5.1) and the intermontane region (§5.1.2; Table 5.2), with 
the possible exception of GROTTA VITTORIO VECCHI in southern Lazio (§5.1.3; Table 5.4). By contrast, 
the concentration of Copper Age cemeteries in northernmost Lazio, where rock-cut tombs seem to have 
constituted the exclusive funerary context (§5.1.3; Table 5.3), gives the impression that this particular 
area was an area of burial for communities beyond the micro-region and involved people from 
elsewhere. The millennial time depth of several Copper Age cemeteries indicates that these places 
served as a focus for burial and highlights the ancestral connotations of funerary practices in 
northernmost Lazio. It is because of a deeper history of repetitive and persistent use that Copper Age 
cemeteries would have constituted ancestral places where primary burial and secondary treatment of 
human remains were incorporated in prior places, even if individual tombs may have been used for 
burial only occasionally. 
The concentration of ancestral places in northernmost Lazio underscores that this micro-region 
was a nodal area in the structure of supra-regional connectivity (cf. Rittatore 1951, 11). To put it 
differently, Copper Age social interaction (and the acquisition of ‘non-local’ objects, partly 
incorporated as grave goods in funerary contexts) was embedded in and, in turn, constitutive of 
cosmology and notions of ancestorhood (cf. Helms 1998). It was argued that a similar structure of 
social interaction, arguably over long distances, applies to spatial dimensions of the ‘Bell Beaker’ 
phenomenon in Central Italy (§3.2) and to the spatial and contextual patterns in the distribution of 
copper metalwork (§4.2; §4.4.1). For instance, three of the Copper Age vessels in the ‘Bell Beaker’ cult 
place of FOSSO CONICCHIO [#11] have been described as local adaptations of types common in 
Southern Italy (Cocchi Genick 2007a, 447 [fig. 3.13-15], 450). This indicates the participation of 
communities from southern Lazio (and perhaps beyond) or at least the circulation of non-local objects 
over long distances into northernmost Lazio, similar to metalwork from the far north (§4.4.1). The 
nodal character of northernmost Lazio is also underscored by a similar concentration in Copper Age 
funerary context immediately to the north, in southern Tuscany that persisted in EBA1 (see below). In 
this adjacent micro-region Copper Age funerary cave use was predominant as an intercommunal form 
of burial, as a counterpart to the tradition of using cemeteries of rock-cut tombs in northernmost Lazio. 
On the one hand, these distinctive tradition refer to regional or cultural differentiation. On the other 
hand, the evidence for reuse and secondary handling of human remains (and grave goods) in both these 
traditions, facilitated by the ‘open’ character of both caves and rock-cut tombs, leaves open the 
possibility that human remains circulated as ancestral substances between these adjacent areas of 
burial. 
                                                 
130 Cf. Dolfini 2006a who advocates the adoption of a more specific terminology in the light of the phenomenon of primary 
burials as the only act of burial in rock-cut tombs of Copper Age tradition in Central Italy. 
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Apart from a tradition of rock-cut tombs and simple graves outside settlements (Table 5.4), the 
regionally distinctive characteristic of the core area of Copper Age burial in ‘northern’ southern Lazio 
is the recurrent association of simple graves with (partially) articulated burials, as well as disarticulated 
human remains, with settlements (Figure 5.1). Here the funerary evidence in connection with Copper 
Age settlements in the MACCARESE, immediately to the north of the TIBER mouth, in the far south of 
northern Lazio (§5.1.3; Table 5.3), has been subsumed under southern Lazio (Table 5.5) for the sake of 
the argument. Although a research bias towards excavated settlements cannot be excluded in this case, 
funerary contexts linked to (prior) settlements do seem to have been spatially circumscribed to this part 
of coastal Lazio (Figure 5.1). This pattern of regional differentiation in funerary contexts coincides 
with the overall concentration of Copper Age open-air sites in this area that indicates the presence of a 
core area of settlement that extended across the TIBER river (Chapter 7). It should be stressed that this 
situation is distinctive from northern Lazio, especially northernmost Lazio where funerary evidence 
predominates the archaeological record and from which Copper Age open-air sites are virtually absent. 
This situates the settled Copper Age community in the MACCARESE on the margin of one, or rather, in 
between two core areas with ‘traditional’ Copper Age cemeteries. If it participated in intercommunal 
interaction related to the use of collective tombs and cemeteries as ancestral places, this would have 
required travel to the north (over longer distances) or the south (over shorter distances).131 This may not 
have involved complete corpses, but it remains to be seen whether disarticulated human remains, as 
part of extended funerary sequences, travelled the same distances to and from areas with a 
concentration of Copper Age cemeteries. The presence of both articulated burials and disarticulated 
human remains in the MACCARESE micro-region (§5.1.3) does not contradict the existence of a ‘bi-
local’ or ‘multi-local’ tradition of Copper Age burial, including secondary burial elsewhere. 
 
 
Figure 5.2: map (adapted from http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Italy_map-blank.svg) 
showing the spatial distributions and types of definite contexts of EBA1 burial in Abruzzo and 
Lazio, with ‘ancestral’ connotations of prior place highlighted (in grey), including EBA1 
funerary cave use in southern Tuscany. 
 
                                                 
131 Here it should be recalled that a similar gap in coincidence with ‘southern’ northern Lazio can be diserned in the spatial 
distribution of copper metalwork (§4.2.3; Table 4.14; §4.4.1; Figure 4.7). This suggests that the MACCARESE community would 
have participated in intercommunal copper metalwork deposition further to the north and/or to the south. 
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EBA1 traditions of burial 
The small sample of funerary contexts from Abruzzo and Lazio that are definitely EBA1 in date, 
follows the predominant Copper Age tradition of burial in each micro-region. In fact, six out of seven 
instances concern persistence or episodes of (re)use of Copper Age places of burial (Figure 5.2). The 
tomb (or simple grave) in the RIETI BASIN could be an exception, but this cannot be substantiated due to 
the damaged state of the assemblage upon discovery (CAMPORE [#8]). Two instances of funerary cave 
use (GROTTA SANT’ANGELO; GROTTA DI MONTE SALVIANO) occurred at places with prior evidence for 
funerary practices (Tables 5.1 & 5.2), following a deeper, Neolithic and Copper Age tradition of using 
caves for burial, especially in the intermontane parts of Abruzzo (§5.1.2). The instances from ‘coastal’ 
Lazio concern persistent use of rock-cut structures, including two buried individuals from Copper Age 
cemeteries that have been dated within the EBA1 range (OSTERIA DEL CURATO-VIA CINQUEFRONDI; 
ROMANINA) in southern Lazio (§5.1.3; Table 5.4). It cannot be excluded that with further radiocarbon 
dates on human remains from Copper Age funerary contexts this body of EBA1 funerary evidence will 
grow into either a pattern of recurrent episodes of (re)use or perhaps the generalised persistence of a 
Copper Age tradition. 
The two instances of EBA1 funerary practices in northernmost Lazio (Table 5.3) derive from 
ancestral, Copper Age places of primary and/or secondary burial (FOSSO CONICCHIO; SELVICCIOLA). 
This means that to some extent the parallel Copper Age traditions of rock-cut tombs in northernmost 
Lazio and funerary cave use in southern Tuscany (see above) persisted in EBA1 (Figure 5.2). The 
archaeological visibility of EBA1 funerary practices in northernmost Lazio at selected Copper Age 
places of burial makes sense in terms of its equally persistent role as an area of social interaction.132 It 
recalls the persistent structure of supra-regional connectivity in ‘typo-networks’ of subphases BA1A 
and BA1B (§3.2.1; Figures 3.1 & 3.2), as well as depositional patterns of copper and ‘ horizon II’ 
metalwork (§4.4.1; §4.4.2). The exceptionality and status of FOSSO CONICCHIO [#11] as a node in long-
distance connectivity (§3.2; §4.4.1) is captured by interpreting this late Copper Age-EBA1 context of 
secondary burial as a cult place, as a meeting place with ancestral connotations. By contrast, the 
‘traditional’ interpretation in terms of the prestige goods model that regards the ‘Bell Beaker’ elements 
as evidence for exchange over long distances, controlled by the ‘warrior chiefs’ buried at the adjacent 
Copper Age cemetery of RINALDONE (Fugazzola Delpino & Pellegrini 1999, 150), does not engage 
with the selective incorporation and further secondary treatment of skulls, including those of subadults 
(§5.2). 
 
EBA2 traditions of burial 
The spatial distribution of the small sample of funerary contexts from Abruzzo and Lazio that are 
definitely EBA2 in date (Figure 5.3), is largely similar to the previous phase, except for the 
intermontane region and southern Lazio (Figure 5.2). Funerary cave use at GROTTA SANT’ANGELO 
persists (§5.1.1; Table 5.1), as does the parallel tradition of rock-cut tombs in northernmost Lazio and 
funerary cave use in southern Tuscany (Figure 5.3). Apart from another episode of reuse of a Copper 
Age tomb (SELVICCIOLA), a new rock-cut tomb was used for ‘non-funerary’ deposition in another 
Copper Age cemetery (NAVIGLIONE) in northernmost Lazio (§5.1.3; Table 5.3). Both these instances 
can be interpreted as engaging with prior places, whereas burial at a new, ‘isolated’ rock-cut tomb 
(PRATO DI FRABULINO) dated to the EBA2-MBA1 transition also engaged with past practices, 
‘reinventing’ a prior tradition in a core area of Copper Age burial (§5.1.3). Different from northernmost 
Lazio, so far no later instances than EBA1 funerary practices have been reported from southern Lazio. 
This could be related to the emergence of a context of secondary burial in one or two rock fissures 
(PIAN SULTANO) breaks with a tradition in ‘coastal’ Lazio, in its connection with natural places (rather 
than man-made places of burial). The spatio-temporal coincidence of the cult place at PIAN SULTANO 
with an area that was a focus for EBA2 axe depositions (§4.2.3; §4.4.3), deserves further exploration in 
the context of cultural landscapes as a whole (Chapter 8). A final consideration concerning the 
diachronic pattern of a decrease in the visibility of burial in archaeological records is the absence of 
evidence for primary, articulated EBA2 burials. It could highlight a trend towards secondary burial of 
selected human remains (§5.2) and should perhaps be interpreted in terms of EBA2 patterns of 
selective deposition (Chapter 8). To sum up, the majority of EBA funerary contexts from Abruzzo and 
Lazio can be regarded as particular depositional contexts and significant nodes in regional to supra-
                                                 
132 To reiterate, there is a possibility that radiocarbon dating on human remains from other Copper Age cemeteries may highlight 
further instances of EBA1 (re)use despite the apparently generalised abandonment of the majority of cemeteries (Table 5.3). 
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regional networks, often with ancestral connotations, where human remains ended up. Unfortunately, 




Figure 5.3: map (adapted from http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Italy_map-blank.svg) 
showing the spatial distributions and types of definite contexts of EBA2 burial in Abruzzo and 
Lazio, with ‘ancestral’ connotations of prior place highlighted (in grey), including EBA2 
funerary cave use in southern Tuscany. 
 
5.2 Secondary burial and social networks: connectivity by human remains 
Despite the low archaeological visibility of EBA burial in Abruzzo and Lazio, the basic pattern is that 
the majority of funerary contexts share a connotation of prior place (§5.1.4). The ‘enhanced’ visibility 
of funerary practices at such prior places highlights that the respective depositions of human remains 
constituted a form of place-making in EBA cultural landscapes that can be regarded as ‘ancestral’ (or 
‘ancestralising’) in its engagement with Copper Age traditions and places. Starting from this spatial 
dimension of ancestorhood in EBA cultural landscapes, here I will turn to questions concerning the 
select group of buried individuals extant in archaeological records. The first issue is to what extent this 
group is representative (or unrepresentative) of communities as a whole in terms of age and sex/gender 
distributions. The second question is to which funerary practices buried individuals were subjected. 
EBA funerary contexts that are archaeologically not visible, can be taken into consideration in the 
analyses addressing both these questions (§5.2.1), albeit implicitly. The patterns emerging from these 
analyses will used as a starting-point for a discussion of how EBA funerary practices related to notions 
of ancestorhood (§5.2.2). Can the select group of buried individuals that are archaeologically visible be 
equated with a select group of ‘specific’, ‘genealogical’ ancestors; or, Would the emphasis in EBA 
notions of ancestorhood largely have been on ‘mythical’ and ‘imagined’, primarily focused on (prior) 
places in cultural landscapes (§5.1.4) rather than the buried individuals themselves? I will argue that 
the answer lies in making a distinction between the enhanced visibility of EBA burial at nodes in 
(supra)regional connectivity, on the one hand, and the overall invisibility of the treatment of the dead in 
(sub)regional networks (i.e. local communities), on the other. Again, the wealth of funerary evidence in 
Copper Age archaeological records will be used to make a broad comparison and to establish a 
relationship between diachronic trends and network changes. 
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5.2.1 Funerary practices: selective or non-selective? 
In order to explore the selective character of EBA funerary practices, the first question is whether 
selection for burial would have followed age and sex/gender divides. In the absence of general 
overviews of these details for Copper Age burial in general, a diachronic comparison is made with the 
age and sex/gender distributions in the sample of articulated, primary burials (i.e. those bodies that 
were not subjected to further, secondary handling) in rock-cut tombs in Central Italy (Tables 5.6 & 
5.8). Starting with age distributions of buried individuals [n=17] from the few EBA funerary contexts 
in Abruzzo and Lazio for which such information is available (Table 5.7), these add up to a more or 
less balanced ratio between subadults [41%] and adults [59%]. The ratio is matched by the late Copper 
Age-EBA1 sample from FOSSO CONICCHIO, but subadults are overrepresented [75%] in the Copper 
Age-EBA2 sample from GROTTA SANT’ANGELO and underrepresented [29%] in the EBA2 sample 
from PIAN SULTANO (Table 5.7). It should be appreciated that the funerary evidence from GROTTA 
SANT’ANGELO does not concern a fully excavated cave assemblage (contrary to PIAN SULTANO).133 For 
comparison, the age distribution of articulated burials in Copper Age rock-cut tombs in Central Italy as 
a whole (Table 5.6) shows a ratio with an underrepresentation of subadults [29%] that matches the ratio 
at PIAN SULTANO (Table 5.7). However, a pattern of regional differentiation is that subadults are 
mainly found on the Adriatic side of the peninsula [n=12] and seem to have been largely excluded 
[n=2] from this particular type of Copper Age burial on the Tyrrhenian side (Table 5.6). Recently 
published age distributions for Copper Age cemeteries from ‘northern’ southern Lazio bring the 
Tyrrhenian side of the peninsula more in line with the Adriatic side. At LUCREZIA ROMANA (RM) 
fourteen out of thirty-seven [38%] single, primary burials have been reported as infants or subadults 
(Anzidei et al. 2011a, 299). Similarly, twenty-three children (6-12y) have been reported in a sample of 
seventy-six individuals from ROMANINA (RM), with the remainder including both adolescents and 










‘Tyrrhenian’ sphere 2  [8%] - 22  [92%] 15 39 
‘Adriatic’ sphere 6  [24%] 6  [24%] 13  [52%] 1 26 
Total 8 6 35 
Ratio subadults: 29% adults: 71% 
16 65 
Table 5.6: age distribution of articulated burials in Copper Age rock-cut tombs in Central Italy 
(after Dolfini 2006a, 96 [fig. 5A-B]). 
 
Significantly, infants (<6y) are missing in the large sample at ROMANINA (RM), which seems 
to indicate a threshold excluding this age group from the Copper Age cemetery (Anzidei et al. 2011a, 
304). As a minimum, the small sample of EBA funerary contexts shows that subadults (i.e. infants, 
children and adolescents) were not excluded from the select group of buried individuals in Abruzzo and 
Lazio (cf. Van Rossenberg 2008). On the other hand, neonates (<1y) and infants (<6y) are also 
underrepresented in the EBA sample (Table 5.7), especially in the light of the presumably higher levels 
of child mortality in prehistoric times. Given the limited sample size, a more detailed discussion of age 
distributions in EBA burial is by default case-by-case. Currently, the predominance of subadults in the 
Copper Age-EBA sample from GROTTA SANT’ANGELO cannot be substantiated as a culturally 
significant or regionally specific pattern, although it does recall the ‘Adriatic’ overrepresentation of 
subadults in Copper Age articulated burials (Table 5.6). In this respect, special treatment of children in 
funerary cave use had definitely been a prior, Neolithic tradition in Abruzzo (cf. Skeates 1991). 
The more balanced ratio of subadults and adults at the Copper Age-EBA1 cult place of FOSSO 
CONICCHIO shows a contrast with the underrepresentation of subadults in Copper Age articulated 
burials in rock-cut tombs on the Tyrrhenian side of the peninsula (Table 5.6). It should be appreciated, 
however, that this concerns a comparison of a context of secondary burial with contexts of primary 
burial and that the age groups present at FOSSO CONICCHIO are also present in the recent samples from 
the Copper Age cemeteries of LUCREZIA ROMANA and ROMANINA (see above). Finally, the young adult 
(<25y) from GROTTA DI MONTE SALVIANO shows that this age group was not excluded from EBA 
                                                 
133 A more recent excavation at GROTTA SANT’ANGELO has yielded a large collection of disarticulated human remains [n=60], 
predominated by adults but including at least 5 subadults, unfortunately without further stratigraphical and chronological details 
(Appendix 2 [#2.5]). 
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burial. Overall, young adults are as well represented as adolescents [n=3] (Table 5.7). Finally, the 
underrepresentation of subadults in acts of secondary burial at PIAN SULTANO134 could indicate a 
diachronic or regionally specific pattern, seemingly reversed with respect to the ‘time averaged’, 
smaller Copper Age-EBA2 sample of disarticulated human remains from GROTTA SANT’ANGELO on 
the Adriatic side of the peninsula. To sum up, age does not seem to have been a dividing line in the 
selection of individuals for EBA burial (in so far as archaeologically visible), but appreciation of 
indications for regional differentiation could benefit from an extension of the diachronic comparison to 
include MBA burial (Van Rossenberg forthcoming). At the same time, diachronic comparison would 
benefit from an overview of age distributions from Copper Age cemeteries in Central Italy, or 
specifically ‘coastal’ Lazio, that is more up-to-date. 
 
Site Date Subadults Adults Ratio 
subadults : 
adults 







Adult 75% : 25% 
[n=4] 
[#6] Grotta di Monte 
Salviano (AQ) 












- Young adult 
(probably female) 
40% : 60% 
[n=5] 
- [#17] Pian Sultano 
(RM) [crepaccio 2] 
EBA2-MBA1? Child (8-10y) 
Adolescent (12-16y) 









29% : 71% 
[n=7] 
Infant (<6y): n=1 Adults (total): n=10 
(including 3 young adults) 





n=2  [29%] 
(probably) 
female: n=5  
[71%] 
41% : 59% 
[n=17] 
Table 5.7: age and sex/gender distributions of buried individuals from EBA funerary contexts in 
Abruzzo and Lazio [cf. Appendix 2 for contextual details and references]. 
 
There is no evidence for associations of buried individuals with grave goods in EBA funerary 
contexts, let alone ones that can be interpreted as gender specific. This means that the small sample of 
determinations of the sex of adults [n=7] by way of physical anthropology provides the only indication 
for sex/gender distributions. Female individuals [71%] are overrepresented with respect to male 
individuals [29%] in this sample (Table 5.7). This ratio is the reverse of the sex/gender distribution of 
individuals selected for articulated burial in Copper Age tombs (Table 5.8), which shows a 
predominance of male individuals [70%] over female individuals [30%]. The exclusion of putatively 
male gender-specific Copper Age objects (mainly stone and copper daggers and axes) as grave goods 
does not change this pattern dramatically [62% : 38%] (Table 5.8).135 Still, there may have been a 
pattern of regional differentiation with the same ratio [2:1] on the Adriatic side, but a slightly more 
balanced ratio [3:2] on the Tyrrhenian side of the peninsula. Returning to the EBA sample (Table 5.7), 
it shows that the overrepresentation of female individuals results from the EBA2 context of secondary 
burial at PIAN SULTANO. This highlights another peculiarity of this particular funerary context, in 
addition to the underrepresentation of subadults (see above), which again deserves further exploration 
in diachronic comparison with MBA burial (Van Rossenberg forthcoming). With the exception of PIAN 
SULTANO, sex/gender does not seem to have been a dividing line in the selection of individuals for 
EBA burial (in so far as archaeologically visible). Taken together, the lack of both sex/gender 
                                                 
134 The assemblage of PIAN SULTANO was not included in my overview of Bronze Age and Early Iron Age child burials in 
Abruzzo and Lazio (Van Rossenberg 2008). 
135. Dolfini (2006a, 81) follows the general discourse on Copper Age male gender-specific classes of objects, but cf. my critique 
of generalised gender-based interpretations in the context of copper metalwork (§4.3.1). 
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differentiation and age discrimination in EBA funerary evidence (Table 5.7), with the possible 
exception of infants (<6y), argues against the reconstruction of social differentiation along lines of 
individually defined status (either achieved or ascribed), contrary to common interpretations of Copper 
Age burial (e.g. Dolfini 2006, 2006a). 
 
 Male (sex) Male (gender) Female (sex) Unknown Total 
‘Tyrrhenian’ sphere 13  [43%] 8  [27%] 9  [30%] 9 39 
‘Adriatic’ sphere 8  [57%] 2  [14%] 4  [29%] 12 26 
Total 21 10 13 
Ratio (including 
gender attributions) 
male (sex & gender): 70% female: 30% 
Ratio (excluding 
gender attributions) 
male: 62% female: 38% 
21 65 
Table 5.8: sex/gender distributions of articulated burials in Copper Age rock-cut tombs in 
Central Italy (after Dolfini 2006a, 96 [fig. 5C-D]). 
 
In the lack of quantitative differentiation in terms of age and sex/gender (see above), the 
subsequent question is to what extent qualitative differentiation can be discerned in the selection for 
particular funerary practices. The funerary contexts in the EBA sample have predominantly yielded 
disarticulated human remains. In terms of skeletal elements selected for secondary burial, they show a 
generalised preference for skulls, mandibles and teeth, predominantly belonging to adults and to a 
lesser extent adolescents (Table 5.9). By contrast, long bones and other skeletal elements are 
outnumbered by skull parts and tend to belong to subadults.136 This pattern of differentiation as to 
which skeletal elements were selected for secondary burial, sheds a different light on the absence of 
age discrimination in the selection for EBA burial (see above). Whereas adults are predominantly 
represented by skulls, subadults are predominantly represented by mandibles (only rarely skulls) and 
long bones (specifically femur and humerus, i.e. the upper element of legs and arms, respectively). At 
the same time, there is no evidence for sex/gender discrimination, in the sense that skull elements have 
been attributed to both male and female adults (Table 5.9). Similarly, the scarce evidence for further 
secondary treatment of selected skeletal elements, in this case exposure to fire, does not indicate age or 
sex/gender discrimination. This secondary practice concerns both skull elements (FOSSO CONICCHIO) 
and an infant long bone (GROTTA SANT’ANGELO). 
Given the limited sample size of EBA funerary contexts, a more detailed discussion of the 
selective character of secondary practices is by default case-by-case. For instance, the absence of skulls 
in the small Copper Age-EBA2 sample from GROTTA SANT’ANGELO aligns with the predominance of 
subadults, normally not represented by skull elements (see above). A revision of this observation is 
perhaps required, given the predominance of skull fragments in a recently excavated part of the 
assemblage (Table 5.8). The latter are generically dated to the Neolithic through the Bronze Age, but 
this larger sample from GROTTA SANT’ANGELO does underscore the preference for skulls in secondary 
handling of human remains (including their exposure to fire) in later prehistory. It could also indicate 
spatial differentiation in the deposition (and circulation) of particular skeletal elements inside 
distinctive spaces of the cave, but demonstrating such a pattern requires high-quality information and 
observations (cf. Duday 2009). At GROTTA DI MONTE SALVIANO the articulated, primary EBA1 burial 
contrasts with the ‘isolated’ occurrence, arguably secondary burial, of skull fragments. The sample 
from the late Copper Age-EBA1 context of secondary burial shows that secondary treatment (i.e. 
exposure to fire) was a selective practice at FOSSO CONICCHIO. In this respect, the reportedly spatially 
differentiated occurrence of skull elements and long bones in the semi-subterranean structure (Table 
5.9) could recall the situation at GROTTA SANT’ANGELO (see above). Then, the lack of other skeletal 
elements than skull elements and long bones in the EBA2 sample from PIAN SULTANO recalls the 
earlier sample (FOSSO CONICCHIO) from the same region of northern Lazio and from GROTTA 
SANT’ANGELO in coastal Abruzzo (Table 5.9). Incidentally, human remains do not constitute the 
predominant substance in the assemblages of these three contexts of secondary burial, which will be 
explored in more detail in the context of EBA cave use (Chapter 6). The fact that disarticulated human 
remains are outnumbered by other objects and substances, highlights that secondary burial should be 
interpreted accordingly, as part of a wider range of substances selected for deposition at these places. 
                                                 
136 The one adult long bone reported from PIAN SULTANO has yielded a LBA-FBA radiocarbon date (Appendix 2 [#17.8]) and 
seems to refer to a later act of deposition in the context of a prior, EBA2-MBA place. 
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Site Date Buried individual Skull elements Long bones Other 
[1] infant (3y) - partly burnt femur 
fragment 
- 
[2] child (10y) part of mandible - - 
[3] adolescent (15y) part of mandible - - 
Copper Age-
EBA2 
[4] adult (probably 1 
individual) 







[5] disarticulated human 
remains [n=60], 
predominantly adult; 
many with traces of 
secondary exposure to 
fire 
55 skull fragments 
[many fragments of 
one individual; and 1 
child (7-8y)] 




[1] (probably 1 individual) skull fragments - - [#6] Grotta di 
Monte Salviano 
(AQ) EBA1 [2] young adult (20-25y), 
probably male 







[1-5] child (7-8y); 
adolescent (14-15y); 3 
adults, 2 ‘cremated’ (1 
young adult, probably 
female) 
predominantly skull 
fragments and teeth, 
both burnt and 
unburnt; belonging to 
at least 5 individuals 
some long bones, 
originally reported 
from the surface of 
the bench (or 
“altar”) 
- 
[1] child (8-10y) 
(individual G) 
- humerus rib 












[4] adult, probably female 
(30-40y) (individual A): 
skull and jaw 







[5-7] 3 adults (>20y) 
(individuals D, E, both 
probably female & F, 
probably male) 
skull fragments [i.e. 
temporal bone] 
- - 
Table 5.9: evidence for selective, secondary treatment of human remains from EBA funerary 
contexts in Abruzzo and Lazio [cf. Appendix 2 for contextual details and references]. 
 
This closer look at the specifics of EBA funerary practices (see above) has shown that the 
inclusion of buried individuals in this small group was generally non-selective (or ‘random’) in terms 
of age and sex/gender (Table 5.7). Nonetheless, age discrimination could be found in the selection of 
particular skeletal elements for secondary burial. Overall, skull elements and long bones are 
predominant (Table 5.9), but adults are mainly represented by skulls and subadults by long bones. 
Although subadults were not excluded from secondary burial, their skulls were apparently not deemed 
appropriate substances to be incorporated in such contexts. There is a possibility that this age-based 
principle in the selective character of the circulation and the deposition of human remains was linked to 
notions of ancestorhood. The selection of fully grown or matured skulls (as the main skeletal element 
by which adults are represented) highlights their particular value as ancestral substances, arguably 
linked to notions of personhood that define the ‘adult’ life stage. In this respect, the few articulated 
burials also seem to have been the prerogative of adult individuals, but in this case the sample size of 
EBA contexts of primary burial is too small to make meaningful observations. As a selective pattern, 
such indications of ‘adult’ prerogatives could suggest a connection with achieved status and roles in 
domains of practice, such as participation in intercommunal interaction and connectivity, for which an 
age threshold can be suspected. What remains to be seen, however, is whether the skulls selected for 
secondary burial refer to ‘specific’ ancestors, linked with the social status of specific individuals, or to 
ancestral substances in a generic, ‘imagined’ sense. Such notions of ancestorhood will be addressed in 
the following section, including a diachronic comparison with Copper Age burial, as well as an attempt 
at incorporating archaeologically invisible forms of EBA burial in the discussion. 
 
5.2.2 Connected to the past: making ancestors or places? 
Several dimensions of notions of ancestorhood were already discussed in the context of the spatial and 
contextual overview of EBA burial. Here I will make an attempt at connecting the significance of prior, 
‘ancestral’ places, as a particular form of place-making in cultural landscapes (§5.1.4), to the patterns 
that emerged from the analysis of the specifics of EBA funerary practices (§5.2.1). One thing to keep in 
mind is that the intimate connection of the select group of EBA funerary contexts with Copper Age 
places of burial does not mean that the former were part of the same networks as the latter. The 
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historically particular character of Copper Age and EBA burial should be appreciated and considered in 
the distinctive context of Copper Age and EBA social networks. 
 
Copper Age 
The wide range of funerary contexts in Copper Age traditions of burial (§5.1.4; Table 5.5) were 
probably connected with an equally wide range of specific funerary sequences. Nonetheless, Copper 
Age funerary practices are characterised by some basic common denominators. First, because of the 
generalised pattern of repetitive use over long periods of time, Copper Age places of burial (both 
cemeteries and individual structures) are almost invariably ancestral places. A second common 
denominator is that funerary sequences start with a primary burial in a funerary structure (either a 
simple grave or a rock-cut tomb). This is exemplified by recent, more careful excavations of Copper 
Age rock-cut tomb assemblages in both core areas in coastal Lazio (§5.1.3), showing considerable 
variability in funerary sequences. Primary burial in rock-cut tombs was followed by a full (or partial) 
sequence of secondary handling, including practices such as disarticulation, repositioning of 
disarticulated human remains in the same tomb (or cemetery) and perhaps redeposition in other 
(funerary) contexts, or alternatively not followed by secondary treatment at all. The commonly held 
view is that disarticulation of human bodies and subsequent secondary treatment took place in the 
context of the Copper Age tombs and cemeteries themselves (cf. Dolfini 2006). However, the 
possibility cannot be excluded that disarticulated human remains were introduced from other tombs in 
the same cemetery or from another cemetery (or elsewhere). This scenario is a cautionary tale for the 
common practice to interpret collective tombs as ‘family tombs’ and for underestimating the potential 
extent of the manipulation of human remains in trajectories of social formations. For instance, on the 
basis of the primacy of primary burial in Copper Age structures, it can be argued that the disarticulated 
human remains in contexts of secondary burial (such as FOSSO CONICCHIO) derived from structures that 
did include primary burial. In other words, articulated burials and disarticulated human remains are not 
necessarily mutually exclusive, but constitute distinctive parts of funerary sequences, one following 
from the other. 
In itself, secondary treatment can be interpreted as an ancestralising practice, through which 
prior human remains remained (or were made) relevant in social life. Here the repetitive use of places 
of burial should also be recalled and taken into account. Secondary handling seems to have entailed the 
transformation of a Copper Age individual from a state of ‘personhood’ into one of ‘ancestorhood’, or 
more or less coincided with such a transition. At the same time, the parallel tradition with buried 
individuals that were not subjected to secondary handling in rock-cut tombs (Tables 5.6 & 5.8) seems 
to have constituted a different notion of ancestorhood, as if creating ‘instant’ ancestors in the act of 
primary burial (cf. Dolfini 2006, 2006a). The latter funerary sequence tends to occur, for instance, in 
cases with copper metalwork as grave goods, since copper axes, halberds and daggers have been found 
predominantly in association with articulated bodies.137 For this reason, the possibility should be 
considered that the introduction of these classes of ‘non-local’ objects into Copper Age funerary 
contexts resulted in a (partial) change in ‘local’ customs of burial and notions of ancestorhood, to the 
detriment of secondary treatment of human remains. The scenario of changing traditions of Copper 
Age burial can be linked to the tendency to interpret this phenomenon as the emergent expression of a 
more permanent form of individual status, or the extension of new forms of socially differentiated 
personhood into the ancestral realm (cf. Dolfini 2006; 2006a).138 In this scenario, therefore, two 
contrasting notions of ancestorhood seem to have existed side-by-side in the Copper Age, one of 
‘collective’ ancestorhood that was created through practices of disarticulation and another that in the 
act of primary burial extended a socially differentiated form of ‘individual’ personhood into a notion of 
‘specific’ ancestorhood. 
                                                 
137 Another possibility that has to be taken into account, is that grave goods could have been taken from a prior burial and reused 
in a subsequent act of primary burial, after disarticulation and repositioning of the former. A related scenario that cannot be 
excluded (nor corroborated) is that part of the copper metalwork in non-funerary acts of deposition (§4.2; §4.4.1) had originally 
been included in Copper Age funerary contexts. 
138 Such an interpretation in terms of emergent social differentiation (and social complexity) and the stabilisation of personal 
identities of high-ranking individuals based on privileged positions in exchange networks (Dolfini 2006, 71-73) is based on the 
assumption of a one-to-one relationship between buried individuals and grave goods. This assumption is inherent in the circular 
reasoning of so-called prestige goods models that generally interpret the acquisition of non-local objects as the business of high 
status individuals, which sets them apart from the interests of their respective communities. Although this interpretation of 
articulated burials in the sense of key players is corroborated by their location at nodes in metalwork exchange networks (§4.4.1); 
it does not engage with notions of place related to the deposition of ‘non-local’ objects in ‘local’ contexts (see below). 
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However, a problem with this scenario is that it attributes a passive role to objects in relation 
to personhood (in other words: grave goods in death equal personal belongings in life). It does not 
capture communal and intercommunal roles and connotations of ‘non-local’ objects, such as copper 
metalwork, that may have determined what their appropriate depositional context would have been. In 
order to appreciate this alternative, more recent interpretations of the European-wide ‘horizon’ of 
articulated burials, commonly known as the ‘Bell Beaker’ phenomenon, should briefly be discussed. 
The emphasis in current interpretations of ‘Bell Beaker’ burials with stereotypical grave good 
assemblages (such as beakers, ‘bracers’, beads and early metalwork) lies with deconstructing the notion 
that they express inequalities in terms of so-called individual social status (cf. Vander Linden 2006a, 
2007a, 2007b). One particular strand concerns interpretations of collections of beads in articulated 
‘individual’ burials. In object biographies (§2.1.2) the ‘elusive’ stage of connectivity over long 
distances is stressed as inherent in the trajectory of the accumulation of these collections of beads (e.g. 
Jones 2002, 2004; Woodward 2002). Beads would have been valued for their intercommunal 
connations and, consequently, their inclusion as ‘non-local’ objects in a ‘local’ context (in association 
with other objects) would have taken precedence over their association with the buried individual. As 
such, the ‘new’ type of furnished articulated burial is explained as an instantiation of the supra-regional 
connectivity that ensured the introduction of novel and/or ‘non-local’ classes of objects and 
technologies in local communities. The proliferation of articulated burials is thought to exemplify both 
the sharing of supra-regional know-how through regional networks and its introduction into ‘local’ 
contexts. The know-how to position new classes of grave goods appropriately, with respect to an 
articulated body, could have been a corollary of ‘non-local’ objects (as a ‘package’). Thus the 
‘individual’ body is interpreted as a medium for the introduction of novelties (rather than an owner). In 
other words, the proliferation of primary burials was an epiphenomenon of the appropriate way to deal 
with novelties.139 
In the context of Central Italy, local traditions of secondary treatment of articulated bodies 
(and, by implication, the associated grave goods) could have been inappropriate in these instantiations 
of supra-regional connectivity, as such ‘disturbances’ would have run counter to supra-regional know-
how and practice. However, the relevance of local considerations in the introduction of novelties 
should not be overlooked. It was already argued that beakers and bracers were ‘rejected’ at the margins 
of the ‘Bell Beaker’ network in Tuscany, in the sense that they were excluded from ‘classic’ Copper 
Age funerary contexts in northernmost Lazio (§4.4.1). Here it should be recalled that one of the few 
comprehensive ‘Bell Beaker’ assemblages with beakers and bracers (FOSSO CONICCHIO) also 
constitutes one of the few contexts of secondary (without primary) burial in this micro-region. The 
‘rejection’ of beakers and bracers suggests that Copper Age places of burial cannot be interpreted in 
terms of the ‘Bell Beaker’ phenomenon, but rather in terms of local traditions. This brings the common 
denominators of ‘local’ traditions of Copper Age burial, i.e. funerary contexts as ancestral places and 
contexts of primary burial (see above), back into the equation. As such, the defining element of 
articulated bodies is not so much that they constituted primary burials, as that they have not been 
subjected to further, secondary treatment. Arguably, too often the emphasis in interpretation lies on the 
status of furnished articulated burials as so-called closed finds. The assumption is that ‘individual’ 
funerary contexts with a single, primary burial had not been not (re)visited or (re)opened. Leaving 
contexts of primary burial aside is contradicted by Copper Age instances of selective secondary 
treatment in coastal Lazio, in the form of skulls as the only skeletal element missing from otherwise 
articulated bodies, as well as ‘isolated’ occurrences of skulls (§5.1). The reverse would be to presume 
that contexts of ‘collective’ burial were continuously ‘open’ contexts, but this is contradicted by the 
episodic character of the series of radiocarbon dates on human remains from rock-cut tombs at 
SELVICCIOLA (§3.3). 
If contexts of ‘individual’ burial were not (intended to be) permanently closed and contexts of 
‘collective’ burial not permanently open, the sample of primary burials discovered upon excavation 
probably cover the full millennial timedepth of traditions of Copper Age burial, not a final, exclusively 
late Copper Age stage. In this respect, Dolfini’s dating programme (2010) that has established such a 
timedepth, casts considerable doubt on his own ‘synchronic’ reconstructions of social differentiation 
based on grave good assemblages (cf. Dolfini 2006a, 90-91 [tab. II-V]). Moreover, primary burials may 
not have been so much the result of the deliberate creation of ‘instant’ ancestors to be left untouched 
                                                 
139 In this respect, the ‘untouchability’ of grave goods in contexts of primary burial could parallel the ‘irretrievability’ of non-
funerary acts of copper metalwork deposition (§4.2). 
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(see above), as an unintended consequence of the demise of the Copper Age tradition to (re)use 
ancestral places for primary burial. In other words, the sample of articulated burials in rock-cut tombs 
(Tables 5.6 & 5.8) highlights a historically significant structural property of the archaeological record, 
i.e. a wider network change related to the large-scale abandonment of Copper Age places of burial at 
the late Copper Age-EBA1 transition (§5.1). This would have arrested funerary sequences by which 
buried individuals were transformed by secondary handling (after a considerable length of time) into 
‘collective’ ancestors (see above), thus creating a misplaced distinction between prior traditions of 
disarticulation and reorganisation (the ‘collective’) and a final stage of articulated burials with copper 
metalwork as grave goods (the ‘individual) (Dolfini 2006, 70-71). Here it should also be stressed that, 
following the first common denominator, the majority of Copper Age funerary contexts constituted 
ancestral places. In other words, each specific primary Copper Age burial (irrespective of subsequent 
practices of disarticulation) was placed in an overall context with a strong connotation of ‘collective’ 
ancestorhood. The generally ancestral connotation of places of burial, as well as their established 
position in the structure of supra-regional connectivity (§5.1.4), could in itself have been a significant 
element on the basis of which they were deemed appropriate places for the inclusion of ‘non-local’ 
objects (see above). Rather than replacing flint daggers and stone axes as grave goods, copper axes and 
daggers were often juxtaposed with such ‘prior’ objects. As such, copper metalwork was embedded in 
a prior tradition of placing (and reusing) objects with respect to (subsequent) articulated bodies. This 
highlights a ‘collective’ (rather than an ‘individual’) notion of ancestorhood (hence, ‘collective’ 
ownership of objects). It underscores that grave good assemblages were implicated in the tradition of 
subjecting articulated bodies to disarticulation, reorganisation or so-called ‘bricolage’ (cf. Dolfini 2006, 
66; 2006a, 91 [tab. IV]). This does not mean that it is insignificant that more often than not copper 
metalwork was connected with the final stage in the use of these tombs (Cazzella 2003, 231; cf. Dolfini 
2006a). 
 
 Copper Age EBA1 EBA2 
predominantly above 
ground (i.e. exposure 
followed by selective, 
secondary burial?) 
predominantly above 
ground (i.e. exposure 






exceptions of rock-cut 
tombs (Osteria del Curato; 
Romanina Selvicciola?; 
Campore?) and caves 
(Grotta di Monte Salviano) 
exceptions of rock-cut 
tombs (Selvicciola?; 
Naviglione?; Prato di 
Frabulino?) 
secondary burial 
(i.e. skulls and long bones) 
exceptions of caves 





Sant’Angelo) and rock-cut 
tombs (Fosso Conicchio; 
Selvicciola?) 
caves and rock fissures 
(Grotta Sant’Angelo; Pian 
Sultano) and rock-cut 
tombs (Selvicciola?; Prato 
di Frabulino?) 
Table 5.10: a comparison of Copper Age and EBA funerary contexts from Abruzzo and Lazio in 
terms of primary and secondary burial. 
 
Early Bronze Age 
The preceding discussion of Copper Age burial serves as a starting-point for the interpretation of EBA 
funerary practices in terms of notions of ancestorhood. Apart from the difference in archaeological 
visibility (§5.1), it can be argued that the common denominators of Copper Age burial (see above) do 
not apply to EBA burial. Although EBA funerary contexts tend to be associated with prior, Copper Age 
places (§5.1), these seldom concern primary burials. The placement in ancestral places of selected 
human remains, mainly skulls and long bones (see above), seems to highlight a notion of ancestorhood 
that is different from the tradition of primary burials in Copper Age places of burial (irrespective of 
subsequent disarticulation). Secondly, I will suggest here that the overall low archaeological visibility 
of EBA burial, in combination with the predominance of secondary burial in archaeological records, 
can be regarded as an indication of above-ground treatment of dead bodies. This situates EBA primary 
burials on the surface rather than underground (Table 5.10), which in terms of place-making would 
indicate a distinctive notion of ancestorhood. However, the most significant (and least speculative) 
element in the reconstruction of EBA burial and notions of ancestorhood in social networks is the 
overall network change that is highlighted by the generalised abandonment of Copper Age places of 
burial (§5.1). 
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At the late Copper Age-EBA1 transition, many well-established places of burial seem to have 
been abandoned (§5.1). In retrospect, the concerted character of their abandonment highlights the 
centrality of these ancestral places as significant nodes in Copper Age social networks. The enhanced 
archaeological visibility of EBA1 funerary practices at a select group of these places (GROTTA 
SANT’ANGELO; GROTTA DI MONTE SALVIANO; FOSSO CONICCHIO; SELVICCIOLA; OSTERIA DEL 
CURATO; ROMANINA) can be interpreted in a similar sense. Although the majority of places of burial 
had been abandoned, a select group of Copper Age funerary contexts remained nodes in social 
networks, as ancestral places, with the possible exception of one (partially documented) new, EBA1 
funerary context (CAMPORE). Potential, but currently unsubstantiated additions are included in the 
regional overviews of EBA funerary evidence (§5.1). Only two of the substantiated EBA1 funerary 
contexts (GROTTA SANT’ANGELO; SELVICCIOLA) have also yielded EBA2 funerary evidence (Figures 
5.2 & 5.3), whereas two (new) rock-cut structures (NAVIGLIONE; PRATO DI FRABULINO) seem to follow 
the pattern of making a connection with Copper Age places of burial in northernmost Lazio at the 
EBA2-MBA1 transition (§5.1.4).140 Given the small size of the sample, the EBA funerary evidence that 
is available should be treated as related to a selective practice (or as ‘special cases’). There is no reason 
to presume, however, that this select group of buried individuals constituted an equally select group of 
‘specific’ ancestors that had been socially differentiated from other persons in EBA communities. This 
was argued on the basis of the general absence of evidence for age and sex/gender differentiation 
(§5.2.1; Table 5.7). 
This seems to suggest that the deposition of human remains was focused on ancestral place-
making in a more general sense (§5.1), rather than turning EBA persons into specific ancestors, 
different from Copper Age traditions of burial that seem to have had both these connotations (see 
above). For instance, the EBA episodes of funerary (re)use of rock-cut tombs at SELVICCIOLA made a 
connection with ‘mythical’, imagined (not ‘genealogical’, known) ancestors at ancestral places, given 
the gap of several centuries in the respective series of radiocarbon dates (§3.3; §5.1.3). This also seems 
to have been the case with the three (dated) individuals from tomb 29 in the Copper Age cemetery at 
OSTERIA DEL CURATO-VIA CINQUEFRONDI [#22] (cf. Anzidei et al. 2011a, 306). A concern with place-
making can also be deduced from the fact that human remains in contexts of secondary burial 
constituted only one, often a minor, element in a wider range of depositional practices, at prior places 
that had been (and persisted as) nodes in social networks (GROTTA SANT’ANGELO; FOSSO CONICCHIO). 
The same applies to the establishment of a new, EBA2 place (PIAN SULTANO). The underrepresentation 
of human remains with respect to other objects and substances strengthens the idea that the place itself 
and its position in networks took precedence over its funerary connotation. In other words, (secondary) 
burial was the defining characteristic of such places as depositional contexts. Consequently, selected 
human remains would have constituted ancestral substances instead of ‘specific’ ancestors. 
The relatively enhanced archaeological visibility at ancestral places and/or depositional 
contexts without a strictly funerary character should be seen in the light of the overall decrease in 
archaeological visibility of funerary contexts with respect to Copper Age burial. Whereas the small 
sample of EBA1 funerary contexts include a few acts of primary burial, currently such evidence lacks 
from EBA2 funerary contexts (§5.1). The ‘disappearance’ of primary burials from EBA archaeological 
records corroborates the general impression of the changing position of burial in cultural landscapes 
and social networks after the late Copper Age-EBA1 transition (see above). The increasingly low 
archaeological visibility of contexts of primary burial highlights a shift away from prior places to new 
places in EBA cultural landscapes and social networks. The latter may so far have gone undetected, 
because the EBA norm had become to place the dead outside ‘proper’ funerary structures, contrary to 
the common denominator of Copper Age burial (Table 5.10). A more optimistic alternative is that EBA 
contexts of primary burial in subsurface structures escape us, because they were characterised by a 
more ‘dispersed’ occurrence after the abandonment of ‘centralised’ Copper Age places of burial and, as 
a consequence, are more difficult to discover. Yet another scenario is that EBA primary burials can be 
found as concentrations in a limited number of places, with an equally low (or even lower) chance at 
discovery than dispersed, isolated funerary contexts. At present, however, such a scenario involving 
cemeteries is contradicted by the prominence of secondary (rather than primary) burial in the small 
sample of EBA funerary contexts, predominated by larger skeletal elements (§5.2.1; Table 5.9). 
                                                 
140 Still, the case of the new place (PRATO DI FRABULINO) in one of the core areas of Copper Age burial is slightly different in the 
sense that it engaged with an ancestral area of burial in a generic sense (§5.1.3) and that it was used for primary (and secondary) 
burial until the EBA2-MBA1 transition (Appendix 2 [#13]). 
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The relatively higher archaeological visibility of EBA (secondary) burial at ancestral and/or 
cult places that were nodes in (supra)regional connectivity indicates that circulation of human remains 
woould have covered longer distances. In this respect, the persistent prominence of a tradition of 
funerary cave use in southern Tuscany after the late Copper Age-EBA1 transition (Figures 5.2 & 5.3) 
could indicate that human remains circulating in coastal Lazio would even have ended up in deposition 
at ancestral places in Tuscany (§5.1.4). Still, the larger part of dead bodies and, by far, the majority of 
buried individuals seem to have ‘remained’ in contexts of primary burial.141 The relative invisibility of 
primary burial, especially in EBA2, suggests that such contexts pertain to, but go currently unnoticed in 
(micro)regional networks, presumably due to the exposure of bodies outside structures as the 
predominant funerary practice (Table 5.10). Favouring this particular scenario at this stage is to a large 
extent an argument ex silentio and it has to be substantiated as a ‘multi-sited’ pattern, in relation to 
diachronic trends in other forms of place-making in EBA cultural landscapes and social networks 
(Chapter 8). For a start, here I will briefly discuss the parallel EBA trajectories of burial and metalwork 
deposition as an example. This comparison is opportune, since one corollary of the abandonment of 
Copper Age places of burial (see above) is that the association between human remains and metalwork 
at deposition broke down at the late Copper Age-EBA1 transition.142 
It was argued that non-funerary acts of metalwork deposition became more prominent as a 
distinctive form of place-making in EBA cultural landscapes, showing a peak in EBA2 (Chapter 4). 
Given the ‘original’ association of copper metalwork with Copper Age contexts of primary burial, a 
correlation between burial and metalwork deposition could have remained. In other words, the 
placement of the dead could have followed the same diachronic trend of the increasingly widespread 
occurrence of metalwork across EBA cultural landscapes, arguably in connection with natural places 
(§4.2.4). To reiterate, the emergence of the new, EBA2 cult place incorporating the deposition of 
selected human remains (PIAN SULTANO) deserves attention in a ‘multi-sited’ analysis because of its 
spatio-temporal coincidence with an area of EBA2 metalwork deposition in the TOLFA MOUNTAINS 
micro-region (§4.2.3; §4.4.3). It should be stressed that this ‘multi-sited’ pattern is different from 
interpretations that regard ‘isolated’ finds of metalwork as the remains of burials. Rather, metalwork 
deposition and burial occupied similar (not necessarily the same) positions in social networks, outside 
‘proper’ cemeteries and the immediate realm of settlements. This scenario should be explored above all 
in the context of changing settlement patterns (Chapter 7). A ‘multi-sited’ analysis (Chapter 8) should 
give an idea where to expect contexts of primary burial, if it can be presumed that they were more 
intimately connected with settled communities in micro-regional networks than contexts of secondary 
burial (see above). Finally, it remains unclear whether the Copper Age tradition of burial in association 
with settlements in coastal Lazio (§5.1.3; Figure 5.1) persisted in EBA cultural landscapes because of 
the limited number of excavations of EBA settlements (Chapter 7).143 
 
5.2.3 From centralised to redistributed ancestorhood 
Despite the low archaeological visibility of EBA funerary contexts, the network changes that took 
place in relation to burial can be substantiated on the basis of the spatial and contextual overview (§5.1) 
and the analysis of funerary practices (§5.2.1; §5.2.2). It was argued that diachronic differentiation in 
archaeological visibility is indicative of culturally specific ways of dealing with the dead. Both the 
places of the dead in EBA cultural landscapes and their role in EBA social networks changed with 
respect to Copper Age burial. Distinctive notions of place, related to the position of burial in Copper 
Age and EBA networks, can be linked to distinctive notions of ancestorhood. Copper Age burial is 
characterised by subsurface contexts of primary burial, which more often than not were ancestral places 
in themselves, or made a connection with prior places, both cemeteries and settlements (§5.1.4; §5.2.2). 
                                                 
141 Alternatively, one could argue that the selected human remains that ended up at nodes in (supra)regional networks are a small 
sample of human remains that circulated in the context of (micro)regional networks, closer to the original EBA contexts of 
primary burial. 
142 Here I interpret the copper needle and silver ring from the FOSSO CONICCHIO assemblage (Appendix 2 [#11]) in terms of the 
overall role of the subsurface structure as a depositional context (rather than primarily a funerary context), adopt a non-funerary 
interpretation for the halberd from POPOLI (Appendix 1 [#9]; Appendix 2 [#4]) and exclude the TERAMO-LA CONA burial 
(Appendix 2 [#3]) from the discussion because of its typochronological ambiguity. 
143 For comparison, burials found in connection with settlements destroyed (and archaeologically preserved) by the EBA2 
‘Plinian’ eruption of the Vesuvius volcano in Campania (§3.4) represent a specific age group (i.e. neonates and infants). These 
include two burials of neonates (4.5 and 6 months) in (larger parts of) ceramic vessels in the courtyard connected with one of the 
houses at NOLA (Albore Livadie & Vecchio 2005a, 27-29 [fig. 31a-b]) and further neonate and infant burials from a 
contemporary settlement assemblage in the same micro-region (Albore Livadie & Vecchio 2005a, 28; Pellegrini 2007, 950). 
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These characteristics can be linked to a place-based notion of ‘centralised’ ancestorhood (Table 5.11), 
in the sense that designated places existed in cultural landscapes to which by far the majority of the 
dead were allotted, perhaps with the exception of the youngest (<6y) age group (§5.2.1). In these places 
the dead were subsequently processed from persons to ‘collective’ ancestors, by way of funerary 
practices that frequently included secondary treatment after primary burial and only exceptionally 
secondary burial of selected human remains in other places (§5.2.2). 
 
funerary sequence primary burial disarticulation secondary burial  
subjected to practices 
of disarticulation in 
subsurface contexts 
of primary burial 
(from persons to 
collective ancestors) 
inside (exceptionally 
redeposition of skulls 
and long bones 





(persons buried in 
ancestral places) 
exceptionally not 






(persons buried in 
ancestral places) 











ground? circulation of human 
remains 
selective redeposition 
of skulls and long 
bones in subsurface 
contexts 
exposure, i.e. ‘natural’ 
disarticulation 
EBA2 above ground? 
circulation of human 
remains 
selective redeposition 
of skulls and long 




















ancestral or new 
places) 
 
Table 5.11: a comparison of Copper Age and EBA funerary contexts from Abruzzo and Lazio in 
terms of funerary sequences and notions of ancestorhood. 
 
By contrast, the low archaeological visibility of EBA funerary contexts suggests that the dead 
were not buried in circumscribed places, let alone brought together in core (or central) areas of burial 
with numerous cemeteries. This is substantiated by a change in funerary practices, from a few contexts 
of primary burial in the EBA1 archaeological record to none in EBA2 (§5.2.1; §5.2.2). Because of this 
diachronic trend it is likely that the majority of EBA contexts of primary burial should be interpreted as 
distributed across cultural and physical landscapes, presumably exposed on the surface, but perhaps 
also placed in subsurface contexts. Rather than ‘centralised’ ancestorhood, EBA burial can be linked to 
a notion of ‘distributed’ ancestorhood (Table 5.11). This conveys a sense of engagement with 
‘collective’ ancestors in their connection with the land (as a form of place-making), not so much with 
specific places. Although characterised by a relatively high archaeological visibility, EBA funerary 
contexts that are connected to specific (often prior, ancestral) places would have been a minority. The 
diachronic trend is that such places constituted depositional contexts in a more general sense (or cult 
places), in which selected human remains ended up together with other objects and substances (rather 
than contexts of primary burial, or primarily contexts of burial). In themselves, contexts of secondary 
burial highlight that human remains circulated as ancestral substances, thereby referring to a notion of 
‘redistributed’ ancestorhood (Table 5.11). It was argued that these places occupied a position in social 
networks that was different from contexts of primary burial (§5.2.2). They refer to place-making in the 
form of connectivity by human remains over longer distances, collected at nodes in (supra)regional 
networks (§5.1), outside and thereby connecting local communities. 
 
5.3 A summary and multi-sited questions 
The low archaeological visibility of EBA burial in Abruzzo and Lazio makes it difficult to recognise 
patterns, but the diachronic trend away from the overrepresentation of funerary evidence in Copper 
Age archaeological records is a significant pattern in itself. Here I will provide a summary of the basic 
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patterns that emerged from the preceding analyses and the main interpretations that were based on 
these patterns. Along the line, further questions were highlighted that are ‘multi-sited’ in character and 
can therefore only be addressed in comparison with other constituent elements of cultural landscapes 
and social networks. These ‘multi-sited’ questions will be listed here as a conclusion to this chapter, to 
be addressed in the data-rich synthesis (Chapter 8). 
 
 First and foremost, EBA funerary contexts in Abruzzo and Lazio are characterised by an 
extremely low archaeological visibility, with respect to the high archaeological visibility (and 
variability) of Copper Age burial (§5.1). Because of the diachronic trend of decreasing 
archaeological visibility it is unlikely that the larger part (or a representative sample) of EBA 
populations will ever be located or that this ‘gap’ in archaeological records can be bridged 
completely. Therefore, it was argued that diachronic differentiation in archaeological visibility 
should not be interpreted as a research bias, but as a cultural bias, i.e. culturally specific ways of 
dealing with the dead (§5.2). 
 Although generally low, the archaeological visibility of EBA burial is relatively high in 
connection with prior, ancestral places (§5.1.4), partly following the tradition of Copper Age burial 
(§5.2). This suggests that there is a strong possibility that comprehensive dating programme on 
human remains from Copper Age funerary contexts will reveal more EBA funerary contexts 
(§3.3). A similar dating programme concerned with (predominantly disarticulated) human remains 
from MBA funerary contexts (Chapter 9) could also help in locating further buried EBA 
individuals. However, it should not be presumed that the additional numbers of buried individuals 
will fill all ‘gaps’ in archaeological records. In this respect, funerary practices and notions of 
ancestorhood related to Copper Age and EBA places with a funerary dimension are different 
because they constituted nodes in distinctive networks (§5.2). 
 Different from Copper Age burial, characterised by primary burial (in subsurface structures) 
as a common denominator, EBA funerary evidence is predominated by contexts of secondary 
burial (§5.2). It was argued that the diachronic trend of increasingly low archaeological visibility 
of contexts of primary burial indicates that exposure (and practices of disarticulation outside 
funerary structures) would have been the predominant EBA funerary practice. Only a small sample 
of the resulting disarticulated human remains, mainly skull elements and long bones (Table 5.9), is 
archaeologically visible, as only one of the elements selected for deposition (or secondary burial) 
at particular places. There is no clear-cut evidence for age and sex/gender discrimination in the 
selection for EBA burial (Table 5.7). 
 Finally, on the basis of the spatial and contextual overview of EBA burial (§5.1) and the 
respective funerary practices (§5.2), two distinctive notions of ancestorhood are reconstructed 
(Table 5.11). Copper Age burial is linked to a place-based notion of ‘centralised’ ancestorhood, 
starting from primary burial in subsurface funerary contexts with an ancestral connotation, often in 
cemeteries that constituted nodes in supra- to micro-regional networks. By contrast, EBA burial is 
linked to a notion of ‘distributed’ ancestorhood in (sub)regional networks, with selected human 
remains ‘redistributed’ as ancestral substances to nodes in (supra)regional networks through 
circulation and subsequent deposition at cult places. 
 
This summary shows that, despite the low archaeological visibility of EBA burial, its characteristics 
can be (tentatively) reconstructed in terms of funerary practices and notions of ancestorhood, by 
making a broad, diachronic comparison with Copper Age burial. Still, these reconstructions should be 
put to the test in comparison with other elements in cultural landscapes and in the context of social 
networks as a whole (Chapter 8). 
 
 The main, ‘multi-sited’ question is whether the distributedness implicit in the diachronic trend 
of the increasingly low archaeological visibility of EBA burial can be related to changes in 
settlement patterns between Copper Age and EBA2 cultural landscapes and social networks 
(Chapter 7). Such network changes are highlighted by the general pattern of discontinuity in the 
trajectories of open-air sites between EBA1 and EBA2 (§3.2). Moreover, the reconstructed 
position of EBA funerary contexts at nodes in (supra)regional networks has to be corroborated in a 
multi-sited analysis (Chapter 8). 
 In addition, a comparison should be made with other depositional contexts with a ritual 
connotation, especially caves as contexts of secondary burial (Chapter 6). Similarly, the parallel 
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trajectory towards a more widespread occurrence in EBA2 of burial and metalwork deposition 
(Chapter 4) still has to be explored in the multi-sited context of cultural landscapes and social 
networks as a whole (Chapter 8). One ‘multi-sited’ pattern can already be highlighted, however. 
Given the dissociation of metalwork from human remains (§4.2) and the secondary character of 
funerary cave use (§5.2), both EBA cave use and metalwork deposition would largely (or more 
often than not) have been ‘non-funerary’ in character. 
 A final question is how the reconstructed notions of ancestorhood (§5.2.3; Table 5.11) relate 
to place-making in general and Copper Age and EBA cosmologies in particular (Chapter 8). For 
instance, the ‘distributed’ placement of the dead across cultural and physical landscapes seems to 
indicate a notion of collective ancestorhood intimately (but generically) connected to the land, 
rather than to the specific man-made (subsurface) places of Copper Age tradition (§5.1; §5.2). 
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Chapter 6 
Underground place-making: Early Bronze Age cave use 
 
“Certainly, we advocate the continued production of 
contextualizing regional syntheses of archaeological caves 
and their associated ancient landscapes ... and, within 
these, we recommend that scholars attempt to move 
beyond the traditional distinction between ‘economic’ (or 
‘domestic’) and ‘ritual’ uses of caves” (Bergsvik & 
Skeates 2012, 8). 
 
Cave use in the Italian peninsula has long been a concern and strongly debated in terms of settlement 
versus ritual practices in the study of the Neolithic, the Copper Age and the Bronze Age, with a 
particular focus on Central Italy (Cremonesi 1976; Radmilli 1977; Tusa 1980; Barker 1981; Guidi 
1989/1990; Whitehouse 1990; Skeates 1991; Guidi 1991/1992; Grifoni Cremonesi 1994; Skeates 
1994a; Miari 1995; Cocchi Genick 1996b; Di Fraia & Grifoni Cremonesi 1996; Grifoni Cremonesi 
1996a; Cocchi Genick 1998, chapter 7, 1999a; Grifoni Cremonesi 1999, 2007; Whitehouse 2007). 
Scholars working on caves in Abruzzo have had a strong voice in this debate, with a preference for the 
scenario of a predominantly ritual character of late prehistoric cave use, in the case of a number of key 
sites that demonstrate a continuity of these cult places from the Neolithic into the Bronze Age 
(Cremonesi 1976; Radmilli 1977; Di Fraia & Grifoni Cremonesi 1996). The debate seems to have been 
resolved in favour of the ritual stance, since the focus in archaeological fieldwork had definitely shifted 
from caves to open-air sites as settlement locations in the 1960s (Chapter 7). Nonetheless, the persistent 
use of the term ‘open-air site’ (Italian: “sito all’aperto”) for anything but caves shows that ‘local’ 
terminology still captures the traditional focus on caves as settlements. The other side of the shift in 
research focus from caves to open-air sites is that very few caves have been excavated to modern 
standards. Nonetheless, recently a number of rescue excavations have been carried out to prepare for 
present-day cave use (mainly the exploitation of caves as a tourist attraction). Recent developments 
also include the strong increase of speleological exploration as a leisure activity, which has resulted in 
the increase of archaeological finds from very deep spaces of caves. The proliferation of high-quality 
information from caves gives us the opportunity to go beyond traditional questions of integrity (both of 
individual researchers and of evidence from complicated stratigraphies and contexts). It helps to 
overcome the tendency to make generalisations and, instead, focus on the specifics of cave use. 
The first section deals with such generalisations, both geographical and chronological in 
character. In geographical terms, arguments in studies of later prehistoric cave use are often based on 
caves from Central Italy (or the Italian peninsula) as a whole, generally without exploring regional 
differentiation. In the overview of the evidence for EBA cave use in Abruzzo and Lazio (§6.1) the 
focus will be on patterns in the spatial distribution of caves across physical and cultural landscapes. In 
chronological terms, studies of later prehistoric cave use are often compilations that consider Neolithic 
through Bronze Age cave use in total and do not distinguish between Bronze Age (sub)phases. Here I 
will present and compare trajectories (or place histories) of caves that are subdivided by Neolithic and 
Copper Age, as prior histories (or ancestral connotations) of these natural places, and EBA episodes of 
cave use by subphase (§6.1). The second section will address the specifics of cave use in terms of 
depositional practices, which are seldom a focus of research in themselves because of the prevalence of 
geographical and chronological generalisations in studies of later prehistoric cave use (see above). 
Usually, only a broad contextual distinction is made between ‘non-ritual’ and ‘cultic and/or funerary’ 
forms of cave use, whereas detailed discussions selectively focus on those caves with peculiar instances 
of deposition (e.g. Cocchi Genick 1998, chapter 7). Here all EBA cave assemblages from Abruzzo and 
Lazio will be compared indiscriminately, in terms of their constituent elements (i.e. classes of objects 
and substances) by way of a polythetic classification (§6.2). The resulting patterns of differentiation 
will be interpreted in terms of ‘polythetic’ groups that can be compared among themselves and related 
to distinctive forms of place-making. These will subsequently be compared with ‘polythetic’ groups 
that emerge from EBA open-air assemblages (Chapter 7). 
On the basis of these analyses (§6.1; §6.2), it is possible to extend the debate from one that is 
concerned with caves as a circumscribed class of later prehistoric contexts (or a type of place) in the 
Italian peninsula as a whole, to cave use as a historically specific form of place-making in the wider 
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context of EBA cultural landscapes and social networks. To this end, ‘multi-sited’ questions will be 
raised in the final section (§6.3), to be addressed in the synthesis, including the wider cosmological 
significance of caves (Chapter 8). Another major issue that will not be addressed in this chapter, is the 
(potential) use of caves for pastoralist practices as a seasonal subsistence strategy. From a network 
perspective, the discussion of faunal samples from cave assemblages cannot be disconnected from 
faunal samples from open-air sites (§7.4). 
 
6.1 Caves in cultural landscapes: spatial distributions and trajectories 
The study of cave use as a form of place-making in EBA cultural landscapes asks for a twofold 
approach, one geographical and the other chronological. The analysis comprises an overview of the 
spatial distribution of EBA cave use in Abruzzo and Lazio (Figure 6.1), in order to establish which 
caves were used and therefore represented nodes in EBA networks (Figures 6.2 & 6.3). At the same 
time, a comparison will be made between trajectories of cave use (from the Neolithic to EBA2) in 
Abruzzo and Lazio (Tables 6.1, 6.2, 6.3 &6.4). The aim is to establish whether EBA cave use followed 
the spatial distribution of Neolithic and Copper Age cave use, or alternatively also entailed (new) 
place-making and abandonment of prior places. This analysis of trajectories of cave use will help to 
shed light on the presence or absence of an ancestral connotation in notions of these places (§6.2). 
 
 
Figure 6.1: map (adapted from http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Italy_map-blank.svg) 
showing the spatial distributions of (potentially) EBA cave use in Abruzzo and Lazio [nos. refer 
to Appendix 3]. Larger icons refer to groups of caves, smaller icons to ‘isolated’ caves. 
 
6.1.1 Coastal Abruzzo 
In ‘coastal’ Abruzzo the occurrence of caves is physically circumscribed to the mountainous areas, i.e. 
the eastern side of the GRAN SASSO MOUNTAINS, which define the region to the west, and the MAJELLA 
MOUNTAINS that separate (and connect) the provinces of Pescara (PE) and Chieti (CH). Obviously, the 
occurrence of caves is linked to erosive agents, i.e. mainly rivers running from these mountains, that 
have laid bare (or created access to) subsurface spaces in the physical landscape. In ‘coastal’ Abruzzo 
EBA cave use [#1-3] is more circumscribed (Figure 6.1) than the overall distribution of caves. The 
diachronic pattern is that the few caves with evidence for EBA episodes of use follow the distribution 
of Copper Age cave use, whereas Neolithic cave use is more widespread (Table 6.1). Only a select 
group of the caves with evidence for Neolithic use ‘persisted’ in Copper Age and EBA cultural 
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landscapes. This diachronic pattern highlights that the two persistent places (GROTTA SANT’ANGELO 
[#1]; GROTTA DEI PICCIONI [#2]) that feature prominently in the debate about later prehistoric cave use 
in the Italian peninsula as a whole, are actually ‘special cases’ and cannot be regarded as representative 
of cave use in general. These persistent places require a historically specific interpretation in the 
context of EBA networks. 
 
 Neolithic Copper Age EBA1 EBA2 
northeastern Gran Sasso Mountains (TE)     
Grotta di S. Maria Scalena (TE) X    
[#1] Grotta Sant’Angelo (TE) X X ? X 
southeastern Gran Sasso Mountains (PE)     
Grotta La Queglia (PE) X    
northern Majella Mountains (PE)     
Grotta Buco Maledetto (PE) ?  ? ? 
[#2] Grotta dei Piccioni (PE) X X X X 
Grotta Scura (PE) X    
Grotta del Mortaio (PE) ?    
Grotta dell’Angelo (PE) ?    
eastern Majella Mountains (CH)     
[#3] Grotta del Colle (CH) X X ? ? 
southern Majella Mountains (CH)     
Grotta della Pineta-Corpi Santi (CH) ?    
Table 6.1: overview (incorporating Fugazzola Delpino et al. 2004) of later prehistoric (Neolithic-
EBA) trajectories of cave use in coastal Abruzzo [nos. refer to Appendix 3 & Figure 6.1]. 
 
The diachronic pattern is a strong indication that EBA cave use in coastal Abruzzo took place 
at persistent nodes in networks (Figure 6.1). Such a sense of persistence in these places is underscored 
by the fact that GROTTA DEI PICCIONI [#2] breaks the overall pattern of low archaeological visibility of 
EBA1 contexts in Abruzzo (§3.1). In other words, cave use was linked to prior places, with a history 
deep into the Neolithic, following a selective pattern that was established in the context of Copper Age 
networks (Table 6.1). However, given the duration of the periods (Neolithic, Copper Age) and 
subphases (EBA1, EBA2) used as units of analysis, persistence in trajectories of cave use should be 
substantiated in terms of the ‘continuous’ character or episodic character of the respective depositional 
practices. Here I will focus on ‘special’ features in EBA cave use,144 whereas assemblages will be 
discussed ‘in full’ as part of their polythetic classification (§6.2). 
The persistent place of GROTTA SANT’ANGELO [#1] (Figure 6.1) was used most frequently in 
the Neolithic, but the existence of Copper Age and EBA layers seems to indicate an uninterrupted 
trajectory (Table 6.1). Apart from the evidence for secondary burial and treatment of human remains 
(§5.2.1), ‘special’ features can be found in a number of pits with depositions. Some of these pits 
reportedly included cereal remains and one pit contained a complete EBA2 vessel. Placing pits at 
GROTTA SANT’ANGELO was a practice that had already been established in the Neolithic. Significantly, 
both later Neolithic and Copper Age and Bronze Age pits could reach considerable depths. This 
practice seems to refer to a deliberate attempt at making a connection with the history of the place in 
the tangible form of earlier cave deposits, including the retrieval of ancestral substances (i.e. objects 
and human remains). This means that the disarticulated human remains from the Copper Age-EBA 
layers discussed earlier (§5.2.1) should actually be radiocarbon dated to corroborate their status as 
either Neolithic or later, Copper Age and EBA ancestral substances. The assemblage of GROTTA 
SANT’ANGELO [#1] resembles the other cave in coastal Abruzzo that can be characterised as a 
persistent place (GROTTA DEI PICCIONI [#2]) in many respects, except for the absence of funerary 
evidence in Bronze Age layers from the latter. 
Traditionally, GROTTA DEI PICCIONI [#2] (Figure 6.1) has been interpreted as a shelter or 
seasonal settlement, notwithstanding the acknowledgment of ritual features. However, this 
interpretation disregards its long and deep history as a place for cult and burial since the Neolithic. The 
interpretation in terms of dwelling is mainly based on a break in the trajectory of cave use, suggested 
by the presence of a sterile layer separating the Neolithic from the Copper Age-Bronze Age deposits, 
the latter including burnt wattle-and-daub fragments and ‘post-holes’ interpreted as the remains of 
                                                 
144 For a general discussion of the structure of archaeological records in relation to ritual practices at a particular cave (GROTTA 
SANT’ANGELO), see Di Fraia 1996b, 181-189. 
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houses (Cremonesi 1976). Recently, the sterile layer has been identified as made up of burned 
coprolites, connecting it with occupation of the cave in a domestic or pastoralist sense (Boschian 2000, 
64-66). One may argue that the presence of dung as fuel does not necessarily mean that domestic 
animals were present inside the cave. In this respect, domestic use of GROTTA DEI PICCIONI seems 
contradicted by its relatively inaccessible position high up the gorge of the ORTA river (Skeates 1991, 
129). One particular feature at GROTTA DEI PICCIONI is a pit that was placed as a connecting element, 
engaging with the history of the place, through the sterile layer. This pit contained a large and complete 
EBA2 vessel (Cremonesi 1976, 330-331), which recalls the EBA2 act of deposition at GROTTA 
SANT’ANGELO (see above). 
Finally, late prehistoric cave use at GROTTA DEL COLLE [#3] (Figure 6.1) is not as well-
documented but still indicates a long trajectory of use since the Neolithic (Table 6.1), probably more 
intermittent than at GROTTA SANT’ANGELO and GROTTA DEI PICCIONI. The limited EBA assemblage 
from GROTTA DEL COLLE [#3] does include a complete cup, which arguably indicates an act of 
deposition. The presence of a karstic feature such as stalactites (D’Ercole et al. 1997, 91 [fig. 1]) seems 
to have been a significant element in its ‘persistent’ use as a cult place. 
 
 Neolithic Copper Age EBA1 EBA2 
upper Farfa valley (RI)     
[#15] Grotta Pila (RI) X X ? ? 
[#16] Grotta Rocco di Prospero (RI) X   ? 
Turano valley (RI)     
[#14] Riparo Liliana (RI)    X 
Salto valley (RI)     
Riparo di Grotti (RI) [Mattioli 2006] ? ?   
Velino valley (RI)     
[#13] Campo Avello (RI) X ? ? ? 
upper Liri valley (AQ)     
Riparo Monte La Difesa (AQ) X    
[#5] Grotta Beatrice Cenci-Oveto (AQ) X X ? ? 
Grotta del Monte Arunzo (AQ) X    
[#6] Grotta Cola I (AQ) X  ? ? 
Grotta Cola II (AQ) X ?   
Fucino basin (AQ)     
[#7] Grotta di Monte Salviano (AQ)  X X  
[#8] Grotta Di Ciccio Felice (AQ) X X ? X 
Grotta Continenza (AQ) X X   
Grotta San Nicola (AQ) X    
[#9] Grotta La Cava (AQ) ? X X X 
[#10] Grotta Maritza (AQ) X X X X 
Grotta La Punta (AQ) X X   
[#11] Grotta di Ortucchio (AQ) X X X  
Grotta La Penna (AQ) ?    
upper Sangro valley (AQ)     
[#12] Grotta del Fauno (AQ)   ? ? 
western Gran Sasso-upper Aterno valley (AQ)     
Grotta a Male (AQ)  X   
Grotta delle Marmitte (AQ) X X   
[#4] Grotta delle Stiffe (AQ)    X 
Riparo di Rava Tagliata (AQ) [Mattioli 2011] ? ?   
western Majella-Sulmona basin (AQ)     
Riparo di Pacentro (AQ) ?    
Table 6.2. overview (incorporating Fugazzola Delpino et al. 2004) of later prehistoric (Neolithic-
EBA) trajectories of cave use in the intermontane region [nos. refer to Appendix 3 & Figure 6.1]. 
 
6.1.2 The intermontane region 
Given the physically circumscribed occurrence of caves in relation to mountains, it is not a coincidence 
that they are more evenly distributed and abundant in the intermontane region than in the ‘coastal’ 
regions (Figure 6.1). In other words, late prehistoric cave use seems to have been a more consistent 
phenomenon in the intermontane region. Nonetheless, considerable differentation can be found in the 
number of caves in use between the ‘northern’ province of Rieti (RI) [#13-16] and the ‘southern’ 
province of L’Aquila (AQ) [#4-12] (Table 6.2; Figure 6.1). Despite the higher number of caves with 
evidence for later prehistoric use, the same diachronic pattern as in ‘coastal’ Abruzzo (§6.1.1) can be 
discerned, i.e. a decrease in the number of caves with evidence for Neolithic, Copper Age and EBA 
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episodes of use. This is even the case in the micro-region with the highest number of caves, i.e. the 
FUCINO BASIN (Table 6.2). Caves that started their (later prehistoric) trajectory in the Copper Age are 
exceptions, but this group does include two caves (GROTTA DI MONTE SALVIANO; GROTTA A MALE) 
that are characterised by funerary use (§5.1.2) and were both apparently abandoned before/in EBA1 
(Table 6.2). 
The diachronic pattern is not only that evidence for EBA cave use (Figure 6.1 [#4-16]) 
concerns fewer places than before (Table 6.2). The respective assemblages also tend to be more 
limited, consisting predominantly, if not exclusively, of limited amounts of ceramics. In this respect, 
the typochronological classification of ceramics in the recent synthesis of the FUCINO BASIN (Ialongo 
2007) has been invaluable in resolving issues of chronological ambiguity, as well as the relative 
invisibility of EBA1 ceramics (§3.1). Still, some cave assemblages in the intermontane region can only 
be dated to “generically EBA”, thereby perhaps creating a false sense of EBA continuity in trajectories 
of cave use, such as at GROTTA BEATRICE CENCI [#5] and GROTTA COLA I [#6] (Table 6.2). The 
generally limited assemblages indicates that EBA cave use in the intermontane region would have been 
largely intermittent, episodic in character, rather than persistent and consistent. There is a tendency to 
interpret the relative scarcity of EBA evidence as the remains of a ‘fleeting’ form of cave use connected 
with mobile patterns of pastoralism dictated by the rhythms of seasonality in mountainous areas (§6.2; 
§7.4). However, despite the predominance of limited cave assemblages, there are strong indications 
that EBA cave use in the APENNINES was ritual (to a lesser extent funerary) in character. These 
instances will be discussed by micro-region, again with a focus on ‘special’ features, whereas the 
assemblages will be discussed ‘in full’ as part of their polythetic classification (§6.2). 
 
The province of Rieti 
Out of the four caves listed in the Rieti (RI) province (Figure 6.1 [#13-16]) only one assemblage is 
definitely EBA in date (Table 6.2). It concerns a rock shelter (RIPARO LILIANA [#14]), in connection 
with the intermontane TURANO valley, that has been interpreted as a cult place, including a fire-place. 
RIPARO LILIANA breaks the diachronic pattern in cave use (see above), in the sense that it is a new, 
EBA2 place without an earlier trajectory of use. Episodes of EBA cave use cannot be substantiated in 
the other three cases. The reportedly EBA evidence for cave use in the upper FARFA valley (GROTTA 
PILA [#15]; GROTTA ROCCO DI PROSPERO [#16]), a TIBER tributary on the watershed with the drainage 
area of the intermontane TURANO river, has been redated to the Middle Bronze Age (Cocchi Genick 
1998, 18). The assemblage from a rock fissure (CAMPO AVELLO [#13]) in the VELINO valley may 
include EBA acts of deposition in a prior place, but has not been published in detail. 
 
The UPPER LIRI valley 
The source area of the LIRI river is situated to the west of the FUCINO BASIN, on the watershed with the 
major intermontane TURANO and IMELE-SALTO rivers (Figure 6.1). The UPPER LIRI valley connects to 
southern Lazio, where it flows through the Frosinone (FR) province into the Tyrrhenian at the border 
with Campania. Cave use in the UPPER LIRI valley [#5-6] follows the general, diachronic pattern, with 
consistent evidence for Neolithic episodes, followed by a considerably lower number of Copper Age 
and EBA episodes (Table 6.2). Only one cave in this micro-region (GROTTA BEATRICE CENCI [#5]) is 
characterised by a seemingly persistent trajectory of use from the Neolithic through EBA. This 
particular cave incorporates a seasonally fluctuating lake, a characteristic that probably was the focus 
of depositional practices. Its limited assemblage includes the larger part of a vessel, that is of similar 
type as the complete vessel found in a crevice at one of the other caves in the micro-region (GROTTA 
COLA I [#6]). The latter is an isolated, EBA act of deposition in a Neolithic place (Table 6.2). 
Moreover, the vessel from the crevice at GROTTA COLA I has been reported wih a handle that is similar 
to the handle on the complete large EBA2 vessel at GROTTA DEI PICCIONI (Cosentino et al. 2001a, 146) 
found in a pit (§6.1.1). This could suggest that both larger vessels in the UPPER LIRI valley should be 
dated to EBA2, rather than generically EBA (Table 6.2). Both prior, Neolithic places with evidence for 
EBA use in this micro-region (GROTTA BEATRICE CENCI; GROTTA COLA I) are also similar in 
consisting of larger spaces, characterised (and shaped) by subsurface flows of water (Cosentino et al. 
2001a, 145 [fig. 3-4]). 
 
The FUCINO BASIN 
The majority of caves with EBA evidence in the intermontane region surround the large (former) lake 
in the closed FUCINO BASIN (Figure 6.1 [#7-11]). This micro-region had already been a core area of 
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Neolithic and Copper Age cave use (Table 6.2), including a tradition of funerary cave use (§5.1.2). 
However, EBA cave use is not as well-documented and the respective assemblages tend to be more 
limited in size. There has been a tendency to interpret such a lack of evidence for Bronze Age cave use 
in the FUCINO BASIN as the result of subsequent use of the same places until modern history, which 
would have obliterated the surface layers of late prehistoric (i.e. Bronze Age) deposits. However, a 
recent synthesis (Ialongo 2007) has demonstrated that the trajectories of the majority of Copper Age 
places more or less persisted (GROTTA DI MONTE SALVIANO [#7]; GROTTA DI CICCIO FELICE [#8]; 
GROTTA LA CAVA [#9]; GROTTA MARITZA [#10]; GROTTA DI ORTUCCHIO [#11]). 
Ialongo (2007) builds on the final publication of cave assemblages in the FUCINO BASIN 
(Cosentino et al. 2001a) and sheds light on the respective trajectories of cave use. In this respect, the 
earlier overview (Cosentino et al. 2001a, 134 [fig. 2]) had created a false sense of continuity between 
the Copper Age, EBA and MBA, in lumping EBA and MBA cave use together. Arguably, the reason to 
adopt such a generalising interpretive strategy is (and implicitly puts emphasis on) the relative scarcity 
of EBA evidence. It should also be stressed that both these syntheses (Cosentino et al. 2001a; Ialongo 
2007) had not been available to Cocchi Genick (1998) at the time of compiling her synthesis. GROTTA 
MARITZA is the only cave in the FUCINO BASIN included in Cocchi Genick’s synthesis (1998). Despite 
the relatively high number of caves with EBA evidence, the diachronic pattern of a decrease in the 
number of caves (i.e. abandonment) (Table 6.2), as well as in the size of EBA assemblages, can be 
discerned in this micro-region, too. A distinctive characteristic of caves in the FUCINO BASIN is that 
they can be linked to adjacent EBA open-air sites, reportedly settled communities, at the lake-side 
(§7.1.2). Here I will argue that EBA cave use in this micro-region can be characterised as mainly ritual 
in character on the basis of the following features. 
GROTTA DI MONTE SALVIANO [#7], one of two caves situated to the west of the FUCINO lake, 
was discussed already as a funerary context (§5.1.2). Its limited EBA1 ceramic assemblage shows 
connections over long distances and its depositional context was limited to caves.145 These 
characteristics suggest that deposition of these ceramics was ritual in character, in line with the 
exceptionality of an EBA context of burial (Chapter 5). The other cave assemblage to the west of the 
FUCINO lake (GROTTA DI CICCIO FELICE [#8]) consists of a few EBA2 vessel types with similar, 
arguably ritual characteristics.146 Typochronologically, cave use at GROTTA DI MONTE SALVIANO 
[EBA1] and GROTTA DI CICCIO FELICE [EBA2] seems to have been consecutive and in both cases, 
arguably, episodic in character. The majority of caves with EBA assemblages in the micro-region are 
situated to the south of the FUCINO lake. 
One of these assemblages (GROTTA DI ORTUCCHIO [#11]) consists of an atypical handle and 
an isolated fragment of a decorated EBA1 vessel [subphase BA1A].147 The latter represents an outlier 
in the spatial distribution of ‘Bell Beaker’ type ceramics and in all likelihood indicates the deposition of 
a ‘non-local’ object.148 Similarly, the ceramics in the EBA assemblage from GROTTA LA CAVA [#9] 
show long-distance connectivity (including other caves in Central Italy). The presence of a complete 
EBA2 ‘miniature’ vessel strengthens the ritual connotation of the assemblage.149 The cave that seems to 
                                                 
145 The limited assemblage consists of a vessel type that has only been found in two caves in southern Tuscany (Ialongo 2007, 
163-165 [tipo 41] = Cocchi Genick 1998 [tipo 135A], i.e. POGGIO LA SASSIOLA & GROTTINO DI ANSEDONIA), and another vessel 
type with a parallel at a cave on the other side of the lake and at another cave in southern Tuscany (Ialongo 2007, 162 [tipo 34A] 
= Cocchi Genick 1998 [tipo 113A], i.e. BELVERDE-SANTA MARIA & GROTTA MARITZA). 
146 The large fragment of a vessel (GROTTA DI CICCIO FELICE) finds a parallel in a smaller, relatively complete (possibly 
miniature) vessel from a cave on the other side of the lake (GROTTA LA CAVA) (Ialongo 2007, 160 [tipo 29A]), whereas another 
vessel type shows parallels (including caves) with northern Tuscany (Ialongo 2007, 153-154 [tipo 12] = Cocchi Genick 1998 
[tipo 40], i.e. LASTRUCCIA, CANDALLA-RIPARO DELL’AMBRA & RIPARO DELLE FELCI). 
147 The fact that the atypical handle (Ialongo 2007, 166 [tipo 47A]) finds a parallel in the late Copper Age-EBA1 [subphase 
BA1A] open-air site (ORTUCCHIO-STRADA 28) in the vicinity (Chapter 7) suggests that the deposition of the ‘Bell Beaker’ type 
vessel would have been linked to this particular community. 
148 In this respect, the isolated find represents the only fragment of a ‘Bell Beaker’ type vessel from a known context in Abruzzo. 
Two other fragments of vessels with Bell Beaker type decoration are known from the enigmatic VALLE DELLA VIBRATA contexts 
(Peroni 1971, 247 [fig. 55.4]; Di Fraia 1996a, 483, 485 [fig. 1.5]; D’Ercole 1997a, 54). Ialongo (2007, 174 [tipo 71]) observes 
that the decorative technique differs from ‘classic Bell Beaker’ styles of decoration and suggests that it represents a local product 
of later date, contemporary with local traditions on the Tyrrhenian side of the peninsula (§3.2). Cocchi Genick (1998) does not 
refer to the ‘Bell Beaker’ type fragment, although it had been published in the proceedings edited by herself (Cocchi Genick 
1996), perhaps favouring a late Copper Age date. 
149 The EBA1 [subphase BA1A] vessel type finds a parallel at the Copper Age-EBA1 [subphase BA1A] open-air site 
(ORTUCCHIO-STRADA 28) in the vicinity and in one of the few comprehensive ‘Bell Beaker’ assemblages in northernmost Lazio 
(Ialongo 2007, 158 [tipo 24A] = Cocchi Genick 1998 [tipo 59B], i.e. TORRE CROGNOLA). One of the EBA2 vessel types mainly 
finds parallels in caves in northern Tuscany (Ialongo 2007, 151 [tipo 4] = Cocchi Genick 1998 [tipo 7], i.e. GROTTA DEL 
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have been used most consistently (GROTTA MARITZA [#10]) had already been interpreted as a persistent 
cult place by Cocchi Genick in the light of its connections to other caves in Central Italy (1998, 329). 
Her interpretation has been substantiated by Ialongo’s classification (2007) of the fuller assemblage of 
ceramics.150 
Similar to the west of the FUCINO lake (see above), a sequence can be discerned in the use of 
the caves to the south. GROTTA DI ORTUCCHIO [subphase BA1A] was ‘abandoned’ in favour of 
GROTTA MARITZA [subphases BA1B & BA2], with simultaneous, episodic use of GROTTA LA CAVA 
[subphases BA1A & BA2]. Overall, EBA cave use in the FUCINO BASIN was episodic in character and 
focused on ceramics deposition, often showing typological affinities over long distances and 
particularly connected to caves elsewhere in Central Italy (see above). It is not clear whether the 
evidence for funerary cave use at GROTTA DI MONTE SALVIANO [#7], to the west of the lake, had a 
counterpart at GROTTA LA CAVA [#9], to the south of the lake (§5.1.2). Strengthened by the relatively 
recent find of GROTTA DI MONTE SALVIANO [#7] and Neolithic and Copper Age traditions of funerary 
cave use, D’Ercole (1997a, 54) has interpreted EBA cave use in intermontane Abruzzo as 
predominantly funerary in character, but this generalisation cannot be substantiated in the micro-region 
with the strongest tradition of funerary cave use (§5.1.2). Given the relatively large size of its EBA 
assemblage, including both ‘local’ and ‘non-local’ vessels, GROTTA MARITZA [#10] seems to have 
been the principal cult place in the FUCINO BASIN. 
 
Upper stretches of ‘Adriatic’ rivers 
Trajectories of cave use (GROTTA A MALE; GROTTA DELLE MARMITTE) in the GRAN SASSO show a 
break after the Copper Age (Table 6.2). This is particularly significant at GROTTA A MALE, a newly 
established, Copper Age place where funerary and ritual practices did not seem to have continued given 
the absence of EBA ceramics from excavations (Pannuti 1969; Damiani et al. 2003). Because of this 
gap, the primary burials in niches (without grave goods) and disarticulated human remains throughout 
the cave (D’Ercole 1998a, 15) are probably Copper Age or MBA, not EBA in date (Appendix 2 [#5]). 
Similarly, the fragmented (bronze?) dagger that had been attributed provisionally to an EBA type 
(D’Ercole 1997, 56 [tav. 1.6], 61 [no. 6]), is MBA1 in date and was not taken into consideration here. 
Speleological and clandestine finds of ceramics from the deeper and inaccessible spaces of GROTTA A 
MALE have been dated to the Copper Age (Damiani et al. 2003, 327). Cave use in the larger area of the 
UPPER ATERNO valley only seems to have been resumed with EBA2 ceramics deposition at GROTTA 
DELLE STIFFE [#4] (Table 6.2). Arguably, this place was selected for deposition as a source of a 
tributary of the ATERNO river, in the form of an impressive waterfall fed by a subsurface flow of 
water.151 The entrance of the cave may have been opened up for deposition following a change in 
hydrological regimes of the subsurface stream from year-round to one which would have been more 
seasonal, due to the EBA2 ‘dry event’ (§3.4). Finally, potentially EBA cave use has not been 
substantiated at GROTTA DEL FAUNO [#12], in connection with a tributary of the UPPER SANGRO river 
(Figure 6.1), and is based on an ‘ambiguous’ radiocarbon date (§3.3). 
 
6.1.3 Coastal Lazio 
EBA cave use in ‘coastal’ Lazio shows an uneven spatial distribution (Figure 6.1), largely but not 
exclusively determined by the physically circumscribed occurrence of clusters of caves. In this respect, 
Neolithic cave use is not only more consistent in terms of numbers of caves, but also shows a spatial 
distribution that is more widespread, including the use of ‘isolated’ caves (Tables 6.3 & 6.4). Two 
larger groups can be discerned in the overall distribution of EBA cave use in the region (Figure 6.1). 
One group is situated in northernmost Lazio [#17-25] and seems to have been an ‘extension’ of cave 
use in southern Tuscany (§6.1.4). The other group can be found in the interior, pre-APENNINE parts of 
                                                                                                                                            
FARNETO, CANDALLA-RIPARO DELLE FELCI, ROMITA DI ASCIANO, PODERE CIRENE, MONTE FIORE) and the other (a smaller, 
relatively complete vessel) in a large fragment at another cave in the micro-region (GROTTA DI CICCIO FELICE) and in the open-
air assemblage (ORTUCCHIO-STRADA 28) in the vicinity (Ialongo 2007, 160 [tipo 29A]). 
150 EBA1B: Ialongo 2007, 162 [tipo 34A] = Cocchi Genick 1998 [tipo 113A]; Ialongo 2007, 162 [tipo 38] = Cocchi Genick 1998 
[tipo 123A]. EBA1B-2: Ialongo 2007, 151 [tipo 7B] = Cocchi Genick 1998 [tipo 77]. EBA2: Ialongo 2007, 154 [tipo 15]; 
Ialongo 2007, 154-156 [tipo 21] = Cocchi Genick 1998 [tipo 78]; Ialongo 2007, 169 [tipo 56] = Cocchi Genick 1998 [tipo 172B]; 
Ialongo 171 [tipo 63] = Cocchi Genick 1998 [tipo 202]. 
151 GROTTA DELLE STIFFE overlooks the point where the ATERNO river flows from its upper stretch in the L’Aquila plain (to the 
west of the Gran Sasso Mountains) into an intermontane stretch (after which it emerges in the Sulmona basin and subsequently 
meets up with the Pescara river at POPOLI). 
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southern Lazio [#28-35], thereby completing the distribution of caves in the intermontane region 
(§6.1.2). Although the number of caves with episodes of EBA use is higher in ‘coastal’ Lazio [#17-35] 
than in ‘coastal’ Abruzzo [#1-3] (§6.1.1) and the intermontane region [#4-16] (§6.1.2), regional 
differentiation can be discerned. The following overview will show that evidence for EBA cave use is 
not as straightforward in northern Lazio (Table 6.3) as in southern Lazio (Table 6.4). Here I will follow 
the punctuated occurrence of EBA cave use in a discussion by micro-region, again with a focus on 
‘special’ features (if present), whereas the assemblages will be discussed ‘in full’ as part of their 
polythetic classification (§6.2). 
 
 Neolithic Copper Age EBA1 EBA2 
middle Fiora valley (VT)     
Grotta del Siciliano (VT) ?    
[#21] Grotta Nuova (VT) ?  ? ? 
[#18] Grotta dell’Infernetto (VT)   ? ? 
[#17] Grotta della Paternale (VT)  X  ? 
[#19] Grotta delle Settecannelle (VT) X X X  
[#20] Grotta di Carli (VT) X ?  X 
[#22] Grotta del Diavolino (VT)   ? ? 
lower Fiora valley (VT)     
[#23] Grotta di Don Simone (VT)   ? ? 
[#24] Grotta del Lago di Torre Crognola (VT) X ? ? ? 
[#25] Riparo di Ponte dell'Abbadia (VT) X X ? ? 
Lago di Vico (VT)     
Monte Venere (VT) X    
Agro Falisco (VT)     
Grotta del Vannaro ( VT) X    
Cavernette dell’Agro Falisco (VT) X    
Monte Soratte (RM)     
Grotta dei Meri-Monte Soratte (RM) X    
Tolfa Mountains (RM)     
[#26] Pian Sultano (RM)    X 
Cerveteri micro-region (RM)     
Grotta Patrizi al Sasso di Furbara (RM) X    
[#27] Macchia della Signora-Grotta delle Fate (RM)    ? 
Table 6.3: overview (incorporating Fugazzola Delpino et al. 2004) of later prehistoric (Neolithic-
EBA) trajectories of cave use in northern Lazio [nos. refer to Appendix 3 & Figure 6.1]. 
 
The MIDDLE-LOWER FIORA valley 
Later prehistoric trajectories of cave use in northern Lazio show a significant break after the Neolithic, 
with the exception of the FIORA valley (Table 6.3). This spatially circumscribed distribution of Copper 
Age cave use recalls the focus on northernmost Lazio in Copper Age burial (§5.1.3). The overlapping, 
circumscribed distributions of Copper Age cave use and cemeteries in this micro-region could indicate 
that depositional practices at both these types of place were interconnected. For instance, the shared 
subsurface connotation of these places is implicit in the Italian terminology for Copper Age rock-cut 
tombs (Italian: “grotticelle artificiali”, i.e. artificial caves), but this has so far not been explicitly 
explored as a potential link in cosmological terms. The absence of Copper Age cave use from the 
remainder of northern Lazio underscores the peculiarity of northernmost Lazio where a cluster of 
Copper Age cemeteries emerged (§5.1.3). This coincidence of a break in trajectories of cave use in the 
‘southern’ northern Lazio with the emergence of man-made subsurface places in northernmost Lazio 
adds another dimension to the role of this particular micro-region in (supra)regional connectivity 
between Tuscany and Lazio. However, in comparison with the abundance of rock-cut tombs in 
northernmost Lazio and evidence for funerary cave use in southern Tuscany (§5.1.4), Copper Age cave 
use in the FIORA valley was a relatively insignificant phenomenon (Table 6.3). 
The generalised abandonment of Copper Age cemeteries (Chapter 5) does not seem to have 
resulted in an increase in cave use, at least in the micro-region itself. Whereas EBA evidence for cave 
use in southern Tuscany is abundant (§6.1.4; Figures 6.2 & 6.3), in northernmost Lazio it remains 
underrepresented or unsubstantiated (Table 6.3). Certain episodes concern one EBA1 cave assemblage 
(GROTTA DELLE SETTECANNELLE [#19]) and one EBA2 assemblage (GROTTA DI CARLI [#20]), in both 
cases following Neolithic and/or Copper Age episodes of use (Table 6.3). The EBA2 ceramics at 
GROTTA DI CARLI show typological affinities (Casi & Mieli 1998, 412) with ceramics from the lake-
side cult place at LAGO DI MEZZANO (Chapter 7). This highlights a parallel trajectory of place-making 
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at a cave and a crater lake and underscores the ritual connotation of cave use. Another EBA cave 
assemblage (GROTTA DEL DIAVOLINO [#22]), recently reported from the same micro-region, has not 
been published yet. By contrast, the majority of assemblages from caves in the FIORA valley that had 
been reported as EBA episodes (Table 6.3), have been redated to MBA1.152 The generally limited, 
episodic character of cave use in this micro-region and the respective assemblages should probably be 
interpreted as an intermittent form of EBA cave use. The prevalence of occasional acts of deposition in 
northernmost Lazio contrasts with the predominance of funerary and non-funerary cave use in southern 
Tuscany (§6.1.4; Figures 6.2 & 6.3; cf. Cocchi Genick 1998, 323-324). 
 
‘Southern’ northern Lazio 
The Copper Age gap in trajectories of cave use in northern Lazio outside the FIORA valley (see above) 
lasted until EBA2 (Table 6.3). Apart from presumably EBA2 ceramics reported from the entrance of 
GROTTA DELLE FATE [#27], the only instance of cave use concerns the use of two rock fissures at PIAN 
SULTANO [#26] for secondary burial (Chapter 5), in association with ceramic vessels and faunal 
remains. In the rock fissure excavated most recently (‘crepaccio 2’) vessels have been found mainly in 
groups of larger fragments in a particular stretch of the rock fissure (Di Gennaro et al. 2002, 675). 
About thirty vessels are reported as relatively complete and these seem to have constituted separate acts 
of deposition, perhaps including deliberate fragmentation of the vessel at some stage in the ritual. 
Although the spatial distribution of disarticulated human remains, i.e. skulls and long bones (§5.2.1; 
Table 5.9), shows a partial overlap with that of ceramics at PIAN SULTANO-CREPACCIO 2, the former 
tend to be located somewhat deeper, in the more inaccesible parts of the rock fissure (Di Gennaro et al. 
2002, 675). This relative position of human remains and ceramics could indicate that in cosmological 
terms the (deeper) subsurface had a more specific connotation as an ancestral realm and was more 
appropriate for selected human remains. Unfortunately, the position of the faunal remains has not been 
reported in more detail than “sometimes” (at least more than once) occurring in association with 
disarticulated human remains.153 
The assemblage of PIAN SULTANO is more informative in terms of place-making than other 
instances of EBA cave use and indicates that repeated acts of deposition and/or secondary burial took 
place at least in one of the rock fissures. The striking absence of Copper Age-EBA cave use in the 
larger part of northern Lazio (Table 6.3) strengthens the scenario that PIAN SULTANO was a significant 
new node in EBA2 networks. This was argued on the basis of the spatial distributions of EBA funerary 
practices alone (§5.1.4) and in terms of the spatio-temporal coincidence with a concentration of EBA2 
axe depositions in the TOLFA MOUNTAINS (§4.2.3). Given their overall similarity, it was suggested that 
the cult place of PIAN SULTANO could have taken over the role of FOSSO CONICCHIO (§5.1.3). In this 
respect, it is significant that one of the large (storage) vessels from PIAN SULTANO has been attributed 
to a ‘Southern Italian’ type, connecting to Campania or Calabria (Di Gennaro et al. 2002, 678, 685 [fig. 
3.2]). Incidentally, as a probable storage vessel, it could have contained items of exchange. The 
presence of ‘Southern Italian’ vessel types recalls the presence of ‘Southern Italian’ vessels at the 
EBA1 cult place at FOSSO CONICCHIO (Appendix 2 [#11]). This strengthens the scenario that FOSSO 
CONICCHIO and PIAN SULTANO, both contexts of secondary burial (§5.2), constituted similar nodes in 
networks and that the abandonment of the former in EBA1 coincided with the establishment of the 
latter in EBA2. 
 
The ANIENE valley 
The only cave in southern Lazio with an ‘uninterrupted’ trajectory since the Neolithic (GROTTA 
POLESINI [#29]) is situated in the LOWER ANIENE valley (Table 6.4). This place has been interpreted as 
a site of (seasonal) dwelling, putatively interrupted by the existence of a year-round internal stream in 
the Neolithic, prohibiting access to the cave (Radmilli 1974, 21). However, precisely the existence of a 
(seasonal) subsurface stream in the cave may argue for a scenario that links the limited EBA1-EBA2 
assemblage to depositional practices with a ritual character. The significance of peculiar subsurface 
features can also be discerned at a cave with geothermal characteristics (GROTTA DELLO SVENTATOIO 
[#28]) in the mountains to the north of the LOWER ANIENE valley. It constitutes a ‘new’ place that was 
                                                 
152 The chronological resolution of cave assemblages is to a large extent determined by the predominance of MBA1 ceramics. 
This makes it often difficult to exclude the existence of initially very limited EBA2 assemblages. Nonetheless (or, for this 
reason), Cocchi Genick (1998, 2002) has redated the ceramics from GROTTA NUOVA [#21], GROTTA DELL’INFERNETTO [#18], 
RIPARO DI PONTE DELL’ABBADIA [#25] and GROTTA DI DON SIMONE [#23] to MBA1. 
153 Di Gennaro et al. 2002, 676: “in più casi”, i.e. in more than one case. 
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selected for deposition at the EBA2-MBA1 transition (§9.2.1), including food deposition (§6.2). 
Unfortunately, apart from the botanical sample presented as generically EBA-MBA in date, the 
assemblage of GROTTA DELLO SVENTATOIO has not been published in detail yet (Appendix 3 [#28]).154 
At the same time, circumstantial evidence in the UPPER ANIENE valley suggests that cave use resumed 
at a prior place (GROTTICELLA DI MONTE LICINO [#30]) after a gap since the Neolithic (Table 6.4). 
Overall, EBA cave use in the larger ANIENE micro-region was occasional, contrary to MBA cave use 
(Van Rossenberg forthcoming).155 
 
 Neolithic Copper Age EBA1 EBA2 
Cornicolani Mountains (RM)     
[#28] Grotta dello Sventatoio (RM)    ? 
lower Aniene valley (RM)     
[#29] Grotta Polesini (RM) ? X X X 
upper Aniene valley (RM)     
[#30] Grotticella di Monte Licino (RM) X   ? 
Riparo di Morra di Collecchia (RM) [Mattioli 2009] ? ?   
Grotta dell’Arco di Bellegra (RM) [Mattioli 2010]  ?   
Grotta Mora di Cavorso (RM) [Rolfo et al. 2009, 2010] X ?   
Alban Hills (RM)     
Pentina Battiferro-Grotta I (RM) X    
Collepardo micro-region (FR)     
[#31] Grotta Madonna delle Cese (FR)   X X 
[#32] Grotta-riparo del Peschio Tornera (FR)  X ? X 
[#33] Grotta Rossa (FR)  ? ? ? 
southeastern Frosinone province (FR)     
[#35] Valle Cantara (FR) X X  X 
[#34] Grotta del Cane (FR)    X 
Ausoni Mountains (FR)     
Grotte di Pastena (FR) X    
Lepini Mountains (LT)     
Andreola (LT) X X   
[#36] Grotta Vittorio Vecchi (LT)  ? X X 
Arnalo dei Bufali (LT) X    
Coastal Latina province (LT)     
Riparo Blanc (LT) ?    
Le Vasche (LT) X X   
Table 6.4: overview (incorporating Fugazzola Delpino et al. 2004) of later prehistoric (Neolithic-
EBA) trajectories of cave use in southern Lazio [nos. refer to Appendix 3 & Figure 6.1]. 
 
The province of Frosinone 
In the karstic area of COLLEPARDO cave use seems to have started only after the Neolithic (Table 6.4). 
It represents one of the few micro-regions where the number of caves increased since the Neolithic, 
starting with Copper Age episodes at GROTTA-RIPARO DEL PESCHIO TORNERA [#32] and perhaps 
GROTTA ROSSA [#33], to which another cave (GROTTA MADONNA DELLE CESE [#31]) was added in 
EBA1 (Table 6.4). The caves in this group were probably selected as contexts of deposition on the 
basis of the occurrence of subsurface, karstic phenomena such as stalagmites and stalactites, as well as 
other natural substances circulating in the cave including water, in one case a spring (GROTTA ROSSA). 
In this respect, the presence of two cups at GROTTA-RIPARO DEL PESCHIO TORNERA seem to refer more 
to ritual practices than to the site function of (seasonal) dwelling originally proposed.156 The absence of 
EBA1 episodes of cave use elsewhere in the ‘interior’ province of Frosinone highlights the potentially 
wider significance of cave use in the area of COLLEPARDO, starting as a node in Copper Age networks 
(Table 6.4). Still, it should be stressed that cave use was limited, episodic and occasional in character. 
Nonetheless, a ‘peak’ can be discerned in cave use in the Frosinone (FR) province as a whole, 
with the addition of two caves with EBA2 assemblages to the southeast of the MIDDLE LIRI valley 
(Figure 6.1). One instance concerns a rock-shelter (VALLE CANTARA [#35]), where a single fragment of 
                                                 
154 Loney (2007, 192) refers to a MBA-LBA date in the context description of her sample of ceramics subjected to technological 
analysis, but this seems to be a mistake. 
155 A later, strictly MBA1 date for cave use at GROTTA DELLO SVENTATOIO and GROTTICELLA DI MONTE LICINO may find 
corroboration in the assemblage of GROTTA MORRITANA in the UPPER ANIENE valley, redated from EBA2 to MBA1. 
156 Cf. Angle & Guidi 2007, 150 [note 1], who date this vessel type on the basis of a parallel with a site in northern Tuscany, 
which in itself may be an indication that it concerns ‘non-local’ objects. 
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an EBA2 vessel indicates a single act of deposition that made a connection with a prior, Neolithic-
Copper Age place (Table 6.4). The other cave assemblage (GROTTA DEL CANE [#34]) constituted a 
new, EBA2 place with the deposition of a group of ceramics showing affinities with the ‘Palma di 
Campania’ style (§3.2.2). This lends an intercommunal connotation to this act of place-making, 
perhaps involving people from both southern Lazio and northern Campania. Despite the relative 
proximity of these regions, the GROTTA DEL CANE assemblage stands out as one of the few instances of 
this type of ceramics found in southern Lazio. An alternative interpretation that appreciates the rarity of 
this assemblages, is that it constituted an act of deposition incorporating ‘non-local’ objects in a 
particular depositional context.157 
 
The province of Latina 
Later prehistoric cave use in the coastal province of Latina (LT) shows a decrease in the number of 
caves after the Neolithic and Copper Age (Table 6.4). Only one cave (GROTTA VITTORIO VECCHI 
[#36]), situated on the ‘coastal’ side of the LEPINI MOUNTAINS (Figure 6.1), has yielded limited EBA1 
and EBA2 assemblages, perhaps following late Copper Age use (Angle & Guidi 2007, 152-153 [no. 
20]; Rosini 2007).158 This suggests that GROTTA VITTORIO VECCHI constituted a prior, ancestral place, 
but it remains to be seen whether the abundant funerary evidence should (partly) be considered as EBA 
in date (§5.1.3), in the absence of radiocarbon dates on human remains. Similarly, the (botanical) 
remains of food depositions (§6.2) that have been reported as (partly) EBA2 in date, could 
predominantly refer to later, MBA cave use. In terms of place-making, GROTTA VITTORIO VECCHI was 
probably initially selected for deposition as a cave consisting of several spaces and including 
subsurface karstic features such as stalactites and stalagmites. 
 
6.1.4 Access to the past: caves as prior places 
One broader diachronic pattern emerges from the regional overviews of the spatial distribution and 
trajectories of late prehistoric cave use in coastal Abruzzo (§6.1.1), the intermontane region (§6.1.2) 
and coastal Lazio (§6.1.3). Caves with Neolithic episodes of use outnumber those with Copper Age 
evidence, whereas EBA cave use is generally not so well-represented as Copper Age cave use (Tables 
6.1, 6.2, 6.3 & 6.4). Most of the trajectories of cave use are ‘persistent’, in the sense that caves with 
EBA evidence had already been used in the Copper Age (and/or Neolithic). In these particular cases the 
connotation of caves as prior places is mainly ‘cultural’, in the sense that earlier episodes of use can be 
linked to ‘specific’ ancestors or notions of ‘collective’ ancestorhood. On the other hand, the later 
prehistoric trajectory of a smaller number of caves only started with an EBA episode of use. In these 
cases, the connotation of caves as prior places is mainly cosmological (or ‘mythical’) in character and 
can be linked to their pre-existence as so-called ‘natural places’. This second form of place-making, 
concerning caves without a prior, Copper Age trajectory of use, seems to have applied predominantly 
to EBA2 cultural landscapes (Figure 6.3), to a lesser extent EBA1 cultural landscapes (Figure 6.2). 
Excluding caves with ‘circumstantial’ or unsubstantiated evidence for EBA1 episodes of use, 
the spatial distribution of EBA1 cave use is circumscribed to two larger areas (Figure 6.2). One group 
is focused on southern Tuscany, including one instance (GROTTA DELLE SETTECANNELLE) in 
northernmost Lazio (§6.1.3). The second group is focused on the intermontane FUCINO BASIN and 
includes GROTTA DEI PICCIONI in coastal Abruzzo (§6.1.1) and adjacent caves in southern Lazio 
(§6.1.3). The majority of caves with EBA1 assemblages are characterised by a Copper Age episode in 
their trajectories (Figure 6.2) and can tentatively be regarded as prior or ‘persistent’ places in a cultural 
sense (i.e. ancestral places). Only a few caves with EBA1 assemblages lack evidence for prior use and 
these are circumscribed to southern Lazio (Table 6.4). In particular, GROTTA VITTORIO VECCHI and 
GROTTA MADONNA DELLE CESE seem to have been selected for deposition as pre-existing, natural 
places (§6.1.3). In this respect, both are characterised by karstic features such as stalagmites and 
stalactites, which probably added a dimension to their perception as places with a prior history (i.e. 
ancestral places) in a cosmological sense. 
                                                 
157 A similar link has been made with the typology of ceramics at the rock fissure cult place of PIAN SULTANO-CREPACCIO 2 
(Belardelli et al. 2007, 375), in all likelihood concerning the ‘southern Italian’ EBA2 vessel (Appendix 3 [#26]). This is another 
indication that deposition of ‘Palma di Campania’ ceramics in coastal Lazio should be interpreted in the light of supra-regional 
connectivity, perhaps in the aftermath of the EBA2, ‘Avellino’ eruption of SOMMA-VESUVIUS (§3.4). 
158 Initially, the assemblage from GROTTA VITTORIO VECCHI was dated in its entirety to MBA1-MBA2 and only provisionally to 
EBA (Guidi 1991/1992, 435 [no. 37]). Unfortunately, the recent publication (Rosini 2007) is still preliminary and limited to the 
earliest objects. The final publication of the full assemblage (including as yet unpublished and undated metalwork) is awaited. 
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Figure 6.2: map (adapted from http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Italy_map-blank.svg) 
showing the spatial distribution of EBA1 cave use (with Copper Age prior history highlighted in 
grey) in Abruzzo and Lazio, including EBA1 cave use in southern Tuscany and Umbria. 
 
With respect to the two larger groups of EBA1 cave use (Figure 6.2), the spatial distribution of 
EBA2 cave use is more widespread (Figure 6.3). This extension of the distribution of cave use suggests 
that this form of place-making constituted an increasingly significant element, at least in terms of 
numbers of places, in cultural landscapes. The new, EBA2 places in question are predominantly caves 
without a prior history, both in the intermontane region (Table 6.2: RIPARO LILIANA; GROTTA DELLE 
STIFFE) and in ‘coastal’ Lazio (Table 6.3: PIAN SULTANO; Table 6.4: GROTTA DELLO SVENTATOIO; 
GROTTA DEL CANE). On the other hand, a few ‘new’ caves, situated in ‘coastal’ Lazio (Table 6.3: 
GROTTA DI CARLI; Table 6.4: VALLE CANTARA), have yielded evidence for Neolithic-Copper Age (but 
not EBA1) episodes of use. Because of the absence of a prior history (or the presence of a gap in their 
trajectories), probably none of the new, EBA2 places should be regarded as prior places in a cultural 
sense (i.e. ancestral places), but rather as pre-existing, natural places that were selected as a context of 
deposition. Arguably, the (re)discovery of a prior history in the form of earlier, Neolithic and Copper 
Age remains would have added an ancestral dimension to the cosmological dimension of EBA2 place-
making at caves. In general, however, abandoned prior places do not seem to have been preferred in 
place-making, given the high numbers of Neolithic and Copper Age places without such evidence for 
EBA reuse (Tables 6.1, 6.2, 6.3 & 6.4). Deliberate engagement with the past can only be substantiated 
at the ‘persistent’ places of GROTTA SANT’ANGELO and GROTTA DEI PICCIONI in ‘coastal’ Abruzzo, 
where pits were dug into earlier cave deposits and used for deposition, including complete EBA2 
vessels (§6.1.1). 
To sum up, the broad diachronic pattern of the decrease in the number of caves in use since 
Neolithic seems to have been reversed in EBA2 (Figures 6.2 & 6.3). In addition to the new, EBA2 
places (see above), the majority of caves with EBA1 assemblages also include EBA2 assemblages. In 
other words, the more widespread character of the distribution of EBA2 cave use is determined by acts 
of place-making (Figure 6.3) outside the spatially more circumscribed distribution of EBA1 cave use 
(Figure 6.2). However, the ‘gap’ in the distribution of EBA1 cave use in the larger part of northern 
Lazio persisted in EBA2, but not because of a lack of caves in the region (§6.1.3; Table 6.3), and would 
have constituted a past reality. To reiterate, EBA dates for assemblages from most of the caves in the 
MIDDLE-LOWER FIORA valley are currently rejected (Figure 6.1; Table 6.3). Most of these have been 
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redated to MBA1, or to the EBA2-MBA1 transition (§9.2.1). This highlights that rock-cut tombs of 
Copper Age tradition in northernmost Lazio remained significant as subsurface places in EBA cultural 
landscapes (instead of caves), as evidenced by EBA acts of burial and deposition engaging with such 
prior places (§5.1.3). On the other hand, cave use remained a prominent element of cultural landscapes 
in southern Tuscany between EBA1 and EBA2 (Figures 6.2 & 6.3). The overall absence of EBA cave 
use in northern Lazio could strenghten the possibility that caves in southern Tuscany served as 
intercommunal cult and meeting-places and constituted nodes in (supra)regional connectivity (§3.2). At 
the same time, it underscores the peculiar position of the newly established cult place at the rock 
fissures of PIAN SULTANO in EBA2 networks (Figure 6.3), similar to the scenario put forward in the 
context of funerary practices (Chapter 5). 
 
 
Figure 6.3: map (adapted from http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Italy_map-blank.svg) 
showing the spatial distribution of EBA2 cave use (with Copper Age and/or EBA1 prior history 
highlighted in grey) in Abruzzo and Lazio, including EBA2 cave use in southern Tuscany and 
Umbria. 
 
The increasingly widespread occurrence of cave use, including new, EBA2 places, highlights 
a corresponding extension of knowledge about natural places in physical (or cultural) landscapes. In 
addition, the focus in EBA2 cave use was not so much on caves with a prior, Copper Age history of 
use, as on those without such a trajectory (see above). This indicates a shift in cave use as a form of 
place-making in EBA2 cultural landscapes. Some (but not all) of the prior, Copper Age-EBA1 places, 
i.e. ancestral places in a cultural and historical sense, were abandoned in favour of natural places, i.e. 
prior, pre-existing places in a cosmological, mythological sense (§6.2). Connected to different natural 
places, metalwork deposition shows a similar diachronic pattern in terms of its increasingly widespread 
distribution in EBA2 (§4.2.4; §4.4.3). On par with occasional acts of metalwork deposition, the overall 
limited character of cave assemblages (see above) suggests that cave use constituted isolated acts of 
deposition (§6.2). This raises the question whether these contextually dissociated elements (i.e. 
metalwork deposition and cave use) were somehow connected in terms of cultural landscapes and 
should be interpreted in similar terms, as isolated acts of place-making in connection with (different) 
natural places within the same cosmological framework (Chapter 8). Another ‘multi-sited’ question is 
how the increasingly widespread occurrence of both cave use and metalwork deposition between EBA1 
and EBA2 related to contemporary, changing settlement patterns (Chapter 7). 
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6.2 Caves as collectors and connectors: ceramics deposition as ritual practice 
In the overview and analysis of the spatial distribution and historical trajectories of cave use in Abruzzo 
and Lazio (§6.1) depositional practices have only been discussed in terms of the presence or absence of 
EBA remains, with special reference to features with an overtly ritual connotation. The rarity of such 
features highlights that these cannot be regarded as a common denominator of EBA cave assemblages. 
At the same time, the absence of ‘special’ features does not necessarily mean that depositional practices 
lacked a ritual connotation. In this respect, the polythetic dimension of Cocchi Genick’s classification 
of EBA ceramics (1998) should be recalled, which revealed that particular vessel types were exclusive 
to caves and therefore implicated in ritualised practices (§3.2). Ceramic connections tend to occur 
between cave assemblages throughout Central Italy (rather than open-air sites) and set caves apart in 
the occurrence of so-called ‘unica’ (vessel types without parallels), presumably connected to ritual 
practices (Cocchi Genick 1998, passim). Moreover, on the basis of the overrepresentation of vessel 
types shared with other cultural groups in Central Italy, in comparison with the relative lack of vessel 
types in common with open-air assemblages in the region itself, Cocchi Genick has argued that a select 
group of caves in Abruzzo (GROTTA SANT’ANGELO; GROTTA DEI PICCIONI; GROTTA MARITZA) should 
be regarded as cult places that participated in a supra-regional network through which models of ritual 
practice were shared and exchanged (Cocchi Genick 1998, 327-330, 344, 372). For instance, a 
particular vessel type found at GROTTA DEI PICCIONI has a sole parallel in the assemblage of one of the 
caves (GROTTA DI LATTAIA) in the MONTE CETONA cluster in southeastern Tuscany (Cocchi Genick 
1998, 99 [tipo 11], 344), the latter also interpreted as a supra-regional cult place (Cocchi Genick 1998, 
372). I elaborated on this pattern by adopting Ialongo’s classification (2007) of EBA ceramics and 
extending it to other caves in the FUCINO BASIN (§6.1.2). 
In this section I will argue that ceramics deposition should be regarded as the common 
denominator of EBA cave use, not only in Abruzzo but also in Lazio. Although it should be kept in 
mind that ‘ritual’ and ‘non-ritual’ forms of cave use are not necessarily mutually exclusive, ceramics 
deposition can be interpreted as a ritualised practice (or a particular form of place-making) because of 
its peculiarities, already highlighted in some cases (§6.1.1; §6.1.2; §6.1.3). Focusing on these shared 
characteristics of EBA cave use, I will postpone a discussion of the issue of pastoralist practices as a 
potentially ‘non-ritual’ form of cave use to a comparison between faunal samples from cave and open-
air assemblages (§7.4). Here the starting-point is a polythetic classification of EBA cave assemblages 
(§6.2.1), comparing these in terms of the presence or absence of classes of objects and substances 
(Table 6.5). The resulting polythetic groups of cave assemblages will shed light on the character of 
depositional practices. These cannot only be used to substantiate notions of place in terms of cultural 
landscapes (§6.1.4), but also to specify the sort of nodes that caves constituted in social networks 
(§6.2.2). 
 
6.2.1 Polythetic classification 
Cave assemblages can be compared and differentiated in terms of the classes of objects and substances 
selected for deposition. On the basis of such a polythetic classification, two (or three) groups of EBA 
cave assemblages can be distinguished (Table 6.5). At one extreme a group of assemblages with a full 
range of objects and substances (“full assemblages”) and at the other extreme a group of assemblages 
that are limited to ceramics (“limited assemblages”). The latter group includes the ‘special’ features of 
complete vessels that were already singled out as ritual features (§6.1). Perhaps a third polythetic group 
is characterised by a slightly fuller range than so-called “limited assemblages”, but still considerably 
more limited than so-called “full assemblages”. It should be stressed that the polythetic distinction 
between full and limited cave assemblages is not due to a research bias. Limited EBA assemblages can 
also be found in comprehensively excavated sites, providing a sharp contrast with fuller Copper Age 
and Middle Bronze Age assemblages from the same caves. The absence of a research bias sets the two 
caves that make up the polythetic group of full assemblages (GROTTA SANT’ANGELO; GROTTA DEI 
PICCIONI), apart from the majority of EBA cave assemblages in Abruzzo and Lazio (Table 6.5). 
 
Full cave assemblages 
There is a strong sense of regional differentiation in the spatial distribution of “full” and “limited” cave 
assemblages, with the two fullest spatially circumscribed to ‘coastal’ Abruzzo (Table 6.5). GROTTA 
SANT’ANGELO (Di Fraia & Grifoni Cremonesi 1996) and GROTTA DEI PICCIONI (Cremonesi 1976) are 
not only characterised by long, seemingly uninterrupted trajectories of cave use (§6.1.1; Table 6.1), but 
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they also stand out for the volume of their prior, Neolithic and Copper Age assemblages, with respect 
to other caves with EBA remains. They had already been significant nodes in Neolithic networks and 
more exclusive nodes for depositional practices in Copper Age networks (§6.1.1). As such, GROTTA 
SANT’ANGELO and GROTTA DEI PICCIONI constituted depositional contexts with a strong connotation of 
ancestral place, arguably also for people beyond the micro-region. Their status as ancestral places is 
underscored by the practice of digging pits (into earlier cave deposits) for acts of deposition, a specific 
form of engaging with the past that is exclusive to both these caves (§6.1.1). On the one hand, digging 
pits inside caves depends on the presence of deeper layers; on the other hand,, it would not have 










































































































Coastal Abruzzo               
[#1] Grotta Sant’Angelo (TE) [layer 5] EBA1?-EBA2 X X X X   X X X  ? X X 
[#2] Grotta dei Piccioni (PE) [layers 8-7] EBA1-EBA2 X X X X  X X X X  ? X  
[#3] Grotta del Colle (CH) EBA X X            
Intermontane region               
[#14] Riparo Liliana (RI) EBA2 X             
[#4] Grotta delle Stiffe (AQ) EBA2 X             
[#5] Grotta Beatrice Cenci (AQ) EBA X             
[#6] Grotta Cola I (AQ) EBA  X            
[#7] Grotta di Monte Salviano (AQ) EBA1 X            X 
[#8] Grotta Di Ciccio Felice (AQ) EBA1?-EBA2 X             
[#9] Grotta La Cava (AQ) EBA1-EBA2 X            ? 
[#10] Grotta Maritza (AQ) EBA1-EBA2 X             
[#11] Grotta di Ortucchio (AQ) EBA1   ?           
Coastal Lazio               
[#19] Grotta delle Settecannelle (VT) EBA1 X  ?           
[#20] Grotta di Carli (VT) EBA2 X            ? 
[#26] Pian Sultano-crepaccio 2 (RM) EBA2 X X         ? X X 
[#28] Grotta dello Sventatoio (RM) EBA2? X          ?   
[#29] Grotta Polesini (RM) EBA1-EBA2 X   ?          
[#31] Grotta Madonna delle Cese (FR) EBA1-EBA2 X             
[#32] Grotta-Riparo del Peschio Tornera (FR) EBA1?-EBA2 X ?            
[#33] Grotta Rossa (FR) EBA X             
[#35] Valle Cantara (FR) EBA2 X             
[#34] Grotta del Cane (FR) EBA2 X             
[#36] Grotta Vittorio Vecchi (LT) EBA1-EBA2 X         ? ?  ? 
Other funerary contexts               
(Appendix 2 [#8]) Campore (RI) EBA1 X            X 
(Appendix 2 [#11]) Fosso Conicchio (VT) EBA1 X X  X X     X   X 
Table 6.5: polythetic classification of EBA cave assemblages in Abruzzo and Lazio [nos. refer to 
and further details in Appendix 3]. 
 
The full range of objects and substances selected for deposition and ‘collected’ at these places 
include ‘domestic’ and/or ‘local’ elements, as well as ‘natural’ substances and/or ‘non-local’ elements. 
The former include objects and substances such as ceramics, spindle-whorls, domestic animals and 
probably agricultural produce. Cereal remains have been reported from pits and layers at GROTTA 
SANT’ANGELO and GROTTA DEI PICCIONI, but no botanical samples have been published in detail (and 
these features were probably not systematically sampled). At the same time, wild animal species, 
shells, pebbles and ‘non-local’ ceramics refer to a wider range of activities in physical, cultural and 
social landscapes (Table 6.5). In other words, distinctive spheres seem to have met at these deep-rooted 
nodes in local, regional and arguably supra-regional networks. The dissociation of metalwork from full 
cave assemblages is striking and should be interpreted in terms of the inappropriateness of caves for 
EBA metalwork deposition. The absence of metalwork from GROTTA DEI PICCIONI has been interpreted 
as a sign of “cultural retardation” (Cremonesi 1976, 311), but I argued that this dissociative pattern was 
a shared characteristic in EBA metalwork deposition (§4.2.4). 
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To be more precise, two acts of early metalwork deposition in the upper reaches of the ORTA 
river (§4.2.1) that flows from the MAJELLA MOUNTAINS past GROTTA DEI PICCIONI, were spatially 
connected to, but contextually dissociated from the cave itself. This underscores that metalwork 
deposition and cave use constituted distinctive places in cultural landscapes. The spatial relationships 
of cave use and metalwork deposition in EBA cultural landscapes and social networks will be explored 
in a ‘multi-sited’ analysis in the synthesis (Chapter 8). In the case of ‘coastal’ Abruzzo, however, a 
generic connection can already be discerned in the relative vicinity of clusters of EBA metalwork in the 
VIBRATA valley to GROTTA SANT’ANGELO and the upper PESCARA micro-region to GROTTA DEI 
PICCIONI (§4.2.1). Such a spatial coincidence in ‘coastal’ Abruzzo can be used to substantiate Cocchi 
Genick’s reconstruction that GROTTA SANT’ANGELO and GROTTA DEI PICCIONI participated in supra-
regional networks, through which models of ritual practices were shared and exchanged (1998, 327-
330, 344, 372). 
 
Intermediate assemblages 
The EBA2 rock fissure assemblage (PIAN SULTANO-CREPACCIO 2) in northern Lazio should perhaps be 
included in an ‘intermediate’ polythetic group of cave assemblages, tending towards full assemblages 
in the sense that they are not limited to ceramics (Table 6.5). In addition, this cult place shows evidence 
for repetitive use, similar to GROTTA SANT’ANGELO and GROTTA DEI PICCIONI (see above). The 
slightly fuller assemblage from PIAN SULTANO, including complete vessels and food remains (Table 
6.5), was invoked to interpret this rock fissure as a cult place (§6.1.3), rather than primarily a funerary 
context (§5.1.3). Selected human remains were ‘collected’ at this new EBA2 node as one of several 
substances, with an overall focus on deposition of ceramics (and food contents), probably followed by 
deliberate fragmentation (§6.1.3). The presence of a high number of ‘complete’ vessels was used to 
argue for a parallel between PIAN SULTANO and the earlier, Copper Age-EBA1 context of secondary 
burial in northern Lazio (FOSSO CONICCHIO). In a polythetic sense, the latter subsurface cult place can 
be regarded as closer to a full cave assemblage than the former, but the FOSSO CONICCHIO assemblage 
remains more limited than those from GROTTA SANT’ANGELO and GROTTA DEI PICCIONI (Table 6.5). 
On the whole, the prominence of complete vessels in the FOSSO CONICCHIO and PIAN SULTANO 
assemblages highlights the significance of ceramics deposition in place-making. Again the absence of 
metalwork should be stressed in the case of PIAN SULTANO, especially in the light of the prominence of 
EBA2 axe depositions in the immediate vicinity, in the TOLFA MOUNTAINS micro-region (§4.2.3). I 
will argue, however, that the spatio-temporal coincidence of a core area in metalwork deposition (i.e. 
repeated acts) and the emergence of the cult place at PIAN SULTANO (i.e. repetitive use) should 
probably be interpreted in association, situated at similar (or the same) nodes in networks (Chapter 8). 
 
Limited cave assemblages 
Assemblages limited to ceramics make up by far the largest polythetic group of EBA cave use in 
Abruzzo and Lazio (Table 6.5). It can be expected that in some cases additional classes of objects and 
substances would have been present, for instance the organic contents of vessels. However, it is 
unlikely that limited assemblages derive from originally full assemblages. In general, the predominance 
of limited assemblages highlights that deposition of EBA ceramics at caves was a significant form of 
place-making in itself. This is corroborated by ‘special’ features, which often involve complete vessels 
(§6.1). These instances include the vessels from pits dug into the earlier deposits in the two caves with 
the fullest assemblages (GROTTA SANT’ANGELO; GROTTA DEI PICCIONI), as well as the large number of 
vessels from PIAN SULTANO-CREPACCIO 2 (see above). Another instance of a larger EBA vessel has 
been reported as an isolated act of deposition from a crevice in one of the caves (GROTTA COLA I) in 
the UPPER LIRI valley (§6.1.2) and perhaps the cups from GROTTA DEL COLLE and GROTTA-RIPARO DEL 
PESCHIO TORNERA (Table 6.5) should be added to the list. It is the prominence of these instances in an 
otherwise relatively poor body of evidence for EBA cave use that indicates that ceramics deposition in 
connection with caves was a distinctive form of place-making. I will argue that similar acts of ceramics 
deposition can be found elsewhere in cultural and physical landscapes, placed ‘in isolation’ or 
repeatedly at the same place, such as at LAGO DI MEZZANO (Chapter 7). The significance of ceramics 
deposition is also highlighted by the exclusive presence of ceramics in association with human remains 
(Table 6.5: GROTTA DI MONTE SALVIANO; CAMPORE) in some of the few EBA funerary contexts 
(Chapter 5). The question is whether the ritual character of ‘special’ features in EBA cave use can be 
extended to other cave assemblages that are limited to ceramics. 
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Polythetically limited cave assemblages also tend to be limited in terms of their size (or 
volume), with ‘isolated’ ceramic fragments as an extreme (e.g. VALLE CANTARA). It shows that 
interpretations of EBA cave assemblages should be quantified in terms of the volume of objects and 
substances selected for deposition and the (minimum) number of events. It can be argued that 
depositional practices were repetitive at caves with “full assemblages” (GROTTA SANT’ANGELO; 
GROTTA DEI PICCIONI; PIAN SULTANO), constitutive of cult places with an ancestral dimension (see 
above). On the other hand, it is more likely that polythetically limited cave assemblages resulted from 
occasional, isolated acts of deposition, especially in case of those assemblages that are also limited in 
size. This characteristic of cave use should be taken into account in the consideration of ‘persistent’ 
trajectories of cave use since the Neolithic or Copper Age (Tables 6.1, 6.2, 6.3 & 6.4). Different from 
caves with full and larger assemblages (see above), those with evidence for ‘episodic’ use, consituted 
by occasional, isolated acts of deposition, can only to some extent be interpreted as ‘persistent’ nodes 
in networks, despite evidence for earlier episodes of cave use (§6.1). Only in the case of a few caves 
with limited assemblages can continuous relevance be substantiated on the basis of their overall 
context, for instance in the FUCINO BASIN with a long and consistent tradition of cave use (§6.1.2). 
However, even in this micro-region one cave in particular (GROTTA MARITZA) stands out as the main 
cult place for including a relatively sizeable assemblage. On the basis of such differentiation between 
caves in terms of the frequency of deposition, the ancestral connotation attributed to caves with a 
‘continuous’ trajectory can be refined (§6.1.4). 
In most cases, seemingly continuous trajectories (Figures 6.2 & 6.3) should actually be 
characterised as intermittent cave use and/or occasional acts of deposition, on a par with limited EBA 
assemblages (see above). A sense of continuity in trajectories of cave use that only resulted in limited 
assemblages should not be exaggerated. As such, EBA episodes of cave use do not necessarily refer to 
making a connection with ancestral places known from oral history, but to the creation of ‘new’ places 
in EBA cultural landscapes, irrespective of prior use of the same places. This puts emphasis on 
ceramics deposition as a more generalised form of EBA place-making, even in those caves where 
Copper Age remains could be encountered. Apart from the complete vessels from ‘special’ features 
(see above), the limited size and polythetic scope of cave assemblages is not inconsistent with a ritual 
connotation of the respective acts of deposition. Because of the wider pattern of ‘isolated’ acts of 
ceramics deposition, limited cave assemblages cannot easily be used to substantiate the seasonal use of 
caves in pastoralism (§7.4). The common practice is to interpret limited cave and open-air assemblages 
in terms of the putatively ephemeral character of pastoralism in an archaeological sense. However, if 
pastoralist cave use had been a significant EBA phenomenon, the presumably highly structured 
character of mobility patterns would have resulted in cave assemblages of more considerable size. 
Similarly, one would have expected a more consistent presence of faunal remains, in association with 
ceramics, in EBA cave assemblages, but these are limited to full assemblages (Table 6.5). Instead, I 
would argue that ceramics (& contents) deposition is the common denominator of EBA cave use, as 
highlighted by the prevalence of cave assemblages limited to ceramics. 
 
6.2.2 Nodes in networks and flows of substances 
The polythetic classification of EBA cave assemblages does not only shed light on the character of 
depositional practices (§6.2.1), thereby substantiating notions of place (§6.1.4), but it can also be used 
to reconstruct the sort of nodes that caves would have constituted in social networks. For a start, the 
physically and spatially circumscribed occurrence of caves (§6.1.1; §6.1.2; §6.1.3) means that these 
places, almost by definition, constituted nodes in (supra)regional connectivity. The notion of centrality 
deriving from the spatially circumscribed occurrence of caves in physical landscapes is enhanced by 
the lower number of caves that were actually in use at a given time, also in the light of their clustering 
in particular micro-regions (Figures 6.2 & 6.3). Moreover, the occurrence of caves is linked to 
geographical features that consitute ‘natural’ nodes of connectivity in physical landscapes, in particular 
source areas and river valleys in mountainous areas. This could indicate that EBA cave use should be 
interpreted accordingly, in terms of connectivity with the implication of travel over longer distances. If 
so, it provides the opportunity to interpret the spatial distribution of later prehistoric cave use (§6.1) in 
terms of changing routes and directionality in (supra)regional connectivity. In this respect, it can be 
argued that the coincidence of the location of cave use at intermontane nodes of connectivity in the 
physical landscape, following rivers, and actual routes of connectivity (including exchange) over long 
distances is more than tautological in nature, since both cultural phenomena require knowledge of 
physical landscapes. 
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Cave use and connectivity 
The presumption of knowledge of physical landscapes on the part of later prehistoric people should 
neither be exaggerated nor underestimated. Intimate and precise knowledge of subsurface and surface 
courses of rivers in a map-like manner on a supra-regional scale is less unlikely, in appreciating that 
many of the major rivers in Abruzzo and Lazio run off the mountains that define the FUCINO BASIN, 
thereby more or less predetermining their source areas as nodes of connectivity. As such, the location 
of caves in these source areas, such as in the UPPER LIRI valley (§6.1.2), could have provided for a 
metaphorical means to conceptualise social connectivity over long distances. One such indication for 
cross-APENNINE and intermontane connectivity in later prehistory is a shared tradition of cave-related 
rock art, presumably also related to travel-based oral history. The MAJELLA MOUNTAINS stand out as a 
core area in the distribution of later prehistoric cave related rock art. Although notoriously difficult to 
date, schematic paintings in red ochre of people in religious roles (praying, priests) have been ascribed 
to the Neolithic-Copper Age, whereas warriors and battle scenes in charcoal have been ascribed to the 
Bronze and Iron Ages (Grifoni Cremonesi 1968/1969; Burri 1977; De Pompeis & De Pompeis 1984; 
De Pompeis & De Pompeis 1997). 
This concentration of rock-art underscores the potentially wider cosmological significance of 
GROTTA DEI PICCIONI as a cult place since the Neolithic (§6.1.1). The spatial distribution of caves with 
Neolithic rock art around the MAJELLA MOUNTAINS (Table 6.1: GROTTA BUCO MALEDETTO; GROTTA 
DEL MORTAIO; GROTTA DELL’ANGELO; GROTTA DELLA PINETA; Table 6.2: RIPARO DI PACENTRO) 
incorporates the cult places of GROTTA DEI PICCIONI and GROTTA DEL COLLE. It also provides further 
context for Copper Age and EBA metalwork deposition in connection with the MAJELLA MOUNTAINS 
and the larger UPPER PESCARA micro-region (§4.2; Table 4.12). Mattioli’s recent work (2006, 2007, 
2009, 2010, 2011) has demonstrated that the Neolithic-Copper Age tradition of rock art can be 
extended to include rock-shelters in the UPPER ATERNO valley (RIPARO DI RAVA TAGLIATA) and the 
SALTO valley (RIPARO DI GROTTI) in the intermontane region (§6.1.2; Table 6.2) and in the UPPER 
ANIENE valley (RIPARO DI MORRA DI COLLECCHIA; GROTTA DELL’ARCO DI BELLEGRA) in the adjacent 
part of southern Lazio (§6.1.3; Table 6.4). It remains to be seen to what extent this wider tradition of 
cave-related rock art extended into the Bronze Age, but as a prior tradition it does underscore that 
travel-related knowledge of physical landscapes was cave-related in later prehistory and would in all 
likelihood have carried cosmological dimensions. 
In the end, EBA patterns of connectivity in Abruzzo and Lazio can only emerge from a ‘multi-
sited’ analysis in the synthesis (Chapter 8). Still, the diachronic trend of a decrease in the number of 
caves in use (§6.1) shows that Neolithic and Copper Age mobility patterns had reached a larger number 
of relatively ‘inaccessible’ places and covered a wider extent of physical landscapes. By contrast, the 
spatially more circumscribed distribution of EBA1 cave use (Figure 6.2) gives the impression of a 
single major cross-APENNINE route, connecting southern Lazio and southern Abruzzo, by way of the 
FUCINO BASIN. This spatial pattern emerges from the persistence of cave use in the FUCINO BASIN that 
contrasts with the gap in the trajectory of GROTTA A MALE after the Copper Age, as well as the absence 
of evidence for EBA cave use in the VELINO and SALTO valleys to the north (§6.1.2; Table 6.2). It was 
argued that the spatial distribution of ‘horizon II’ metalwork (Figure 4.8) highlights a similar (or the 
same) route in EBA1, linking southern Abruzzo to the FUCINO BASIN (§4.4.2). By contrast, the more 
widespread character of the spatial distribution of cave use in EBA2 (§6.1.4; Figure 6.3) could indicate 
the (re)emergence of intermontane patterns of mobility and connectivity. 
In particular, cave use in connection with the TURANO river (RIPARO LILIANA) and the upper 
ATERNO river (GROTTA DELLE STIFFE) highlights an EBA2 change in intermontane connectivity, with 
persistent cave use in the FUCINO BASIN (Table 6.2). If the two larger vessels from GROTTA COLA I and 
GROTTA BEATRICE CENCI are EBA2 in date (§6.1.2), by analogy with the ones from pits at GROTTA 
SANT’ANGELO and GROTTA DEI PICCIONI (§6.1.1), the two EBA episodes of cave use in the upper LIRI 
valley would actually have followed an EBA1 ‘gap’ in their respective trajectories. In turn, this would 
make the increasingly more widespread, ‘intermontane’ EBA2 pattern in the spatial distribution of cave 
use even more pronounced (§6.1.4; Figures 6.2 & 6.3). Again, a diachronic similarity with the spatial 
distributions of metalwork can be discerned in the more widespread occurrence of EBA2 axes in the 
intermontane region (§4.2.4; Figure 4.6). This could to some extent corroborate the impression on the 
basis of cave use (Figure 6.3) that intermontane patterns of mobility connecting the largest basins (i.e. 
RIETI BASIN & FUCINO BASIN) (re)emerged. Such a network change would have coincided with a shift 
in location of the main cross-APENNINE route in EBA2, away from the FUCINO BASIN towards the north 
(§4.4.3; Figure 4.9). 
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The similarity of the diachronic patterns of increasingly widespread distributions of both 
metalwork deposition and cave use in the intermontane region between EBA1 and EBA2 deserves 
further exploration in a ‘multi-sited’ analysis (Chapter 8). The increase in the distribution of cave use 
strengthens the idea that it intersected with travel (see above), the latter moreover implied by the extent 
of exchange networks as a form of supra-regional connectivity (§4.4). In order to substantiate mobility 
patterns and connectivity, it should be stressed that travel over long distances would by no means have 
been normal practice in later prehistory. As argued, it would have required (and, at the same time, 
engendered) intimate knowledge and skills in engaging with physical landscapes (and seascapes), as 
well as cultural landscapes and social formations.159 It is likely that the rhythm (or temporality) of 
travel over longer distances (§2.1.2; §2.1.3) was seasonal at most, structured in the context of annual 
(or longer) cycles of the respective communities (§2.2.3). Seasonality was probably an even stronger 
determinant of cross-APENNINE and intermontane connectivity, in the expectation that mountainous 
areas were to a large extent off-limits for travel during winter, perhaps leaving the FUCINO BASIN 
community (§7.1.2) seasonally isolated from other communities.160 
In general, it can be argued that patterns of mobility over longer distances followed an annual, 
if not longer periodicity, in particular in the case of intermontane environments. This has implications 
for understanding cross-APENNINE exchange networks involving EBA metalwork (§4.4.2; §4.4.3). At 
the same time, the postulated periodicity of travel over longer distances can be used to substantiate 
reconstructions of the character of cave use. It was argued that EBA cave use was largely intermittent 
or occasional in character, based on the polythetic classification (§6.2.1). The median frequency of 
cave use recalls the periodicity of travel in intermontane and cross-APENNINE, or more generally supra-
regional connectivity (see above). The presumably occasional character of both cave use and travel 
suggests that acts of ceramics deposition in caves constituted nodes of new, EBA2 social networks in 
physical (at the same time, cultural) landscapes. In this respect, the frequently ‘non-local’ character of 
the ceramics selected for deposition (§6.1) highlights a similar sense of supra-regional connectivity. 
From this perspective, the increasing evidence for cave use between EBA1 and EBA2 (§6.1.4; Figures 
6.2 & 6.3) can be interpreted as a form of place-making related to exploration, including the extension 
of intimate knowledge about physical landscapes, whether explicitly cosmological or not (see below 
and Chapter 8). Starting from the intimate interconnections between intercommunal interaction, travel, 
exchange, cosmology, landscape and sociality in ethnographic records (cf. Goldman & Ballard 1998; 
Helms 1998; Hoëm & Roalkvam 2003; Stewart & Strathern 2003), one could for instance argue that 
EBA cave use constituted acts of place-making that would have cosmologically grounded social 
interaction at relevant features of the physical landscape (cf. Helms 1998). 
 
Underground place-making 
The consideration of caves as nodes in social networks (see above) helps to understand EBA cave use 
as a historically specific phenomenon. At the same time, it should not be overlooked that cave use was 
a particular form of place-making, directed at the subsurface, and that as a consequence caves 
constituted a particular type of place in EBA cultural landscapes. General interpretations of later 
prehistoric cave use appreciate the cosmological connotations of subsurface environments as pre-
existing, ‘natural’ places, arguing that deposition at caves was a chthonic form of religious practice, 
intersecting with so-called fertility cults and ancestor veneration.161 However, ‘chthonic’ interpretations 
of cave use refer to the intimate, interdependent connection of local communities with the land (and its 
produce) and their ancestors (i.e. rootedness) only in a generic sense. I would argue that more specific 
interpretations are possible in the case of EBA cave use, starting from the polythetic distinction 
between full and limited assemblages, as well as the place of caves in social networks. Moreover, the 
distinction made between ‘cultural’ and ‘natural’ prior places in terms of notions of ancestorhood 
(§6.1.4) should be recalled. It was argued that notions of place attached to persistent cult places with 
full assemblages (GROTTA SANT’ANGELO; GROTTA DEI PICCIONI) differed significantly from the 
majority of caves, which only have yielded evidence for occasional episodes of EBA use (Table 6.6). 
                                                 
159 Cf. Farr 2006 who makes a comparison between Neolithic travel on land and by sea. 
160 For instance, it seems unlikely that repeated visits of RIPARO DI GROTTI, as evidenced by superimposed Copper Age rock art 
(Mattioli 2006), at the heart of the intermontane SALTO valley (Table 6.2) occurred in winter. Because of the difficulty in dating 
rock art, Mattioli (2006) allows for a wide date range between middle-late Neolithic and EBA. Given the absence of evidence for 
EBA cave use in the SALTO valley, a Copper Age date is preferred here. 
161 Such generic approaches often refer to cyclical notions of life and death following agricultural metaphors (cf. Miari 1995; 
Williams 2003), irrespective of the presence (or absence) of farming produce and human remains. 
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 Full cave assemblages Limited cave assemblage 
Regional differentiation ‘coastal’ Abruzzo intermontane region and ‘coastal’ Lazio 
Polythetic classification wide range of objects and substances predominantly, if not exclusively ceramics 
Frequency of deposition 
persistent use or periodic, repetitive acts 
of deposition 
occasional (or isolated) acts of deposition 
Social context 
probably intercommunal (i.e. nodes in 
intermediate- and higher-level 
connectivity) 
intercommunal (i.e nodes in higher- and 
intermediate-connectivity) or local (i.e. 
nodes in lower-level connectivity) 
Trajectories of cave use 
prior and persistent places, frequently 
visited 
new and prior (i.e. rediscovered) places 
Notions of place and 
ancestorhood 
generally ‘genealogical’ notion of prior, 
ancestral place 
generally ‘mythical’, (re)discovered notion 




sustaining flows of substances at a node 
of cosmological exchange 
(re)creating a node of cosmological 
exchange 
Table 6.6: connotations and character of EBA cave use in Abruzzo and Lazio. 
 
Another further distinction can be made between caves with ‘genealogical’ and those with 
‘mythical’ connotations, the former related to persistent places (continuously or last used in living 
memory) and the latter to new (or rediscovered) places (§6.1.4). A similar distinction was made in the 
case of reusing prior places for subsequent EBA burial (§5.2.3; Table 5.11).162 Again largely defined in 
terms of the distinctive frequency of use of caves, the same categories can be linked to a distinction 
between repetitive acts versus occasional acts of deposition in terms of cosmological connotations 
(Table 6.6). On the one hand, depositional practices at persistent cult places maintained flows of 
substances at an established node of cosmological exchange (i.e. a ‘nexus’). On the other hand, an 
occasional act of deposition created such a flow of substances in the act of place-making, or ‘activited’ 
the ancestral connotation of a pre-existing place (‘cultural’ or ‘natural’). Irrespective of the premise that 
a cosmological notion of the ‘subsurface’ was immanent and that deposition was an established means 
to make a connection between the surface (‘the living’) and the subsurface (‘the ancestors’ or ‘the 
land’) (cf. Davies & Robb 2004), it is important to make such a distinction. It should be appreciated 
that it is the act of deposition itself (not its potential) that (re)creates a node of cosmological exchange. 
In the same manner, the apparent abandonment of a ‘nexus’ such as the Copper Age cult place at 
GROTTA A MALE in or before EBA (§6.1.2; Table 6.2) can be regarded as an indication of interrupted 
exchange (and perhaps cosmological irrelevance). Even in the case of pre-existing, underground places 
such as caves, a cosmological notion of the subsurface should be conceptualised as emergent in 
depositional practices directed at the subsurface. 
In this context, the characteristics of these subsurface spaces themselves would have been 
significant and deserve a closer look. The selection for ritual practices of those caves in the Italian 
peninsula with particular physical properties, such as speleothem formations (i.e. stalagmites and 
stalactites) and water circulating in other forms, has been recognised as a cultural bias from the 
Neolithic onwards (e.g. Bernabei & Grifoni Cremonesi 1995/1996; Cocchi Genick 1999; Grifoni 
Cremonesi 1999, 2007). Although it seems to have been a relatively widespread phenomenon, it cannot 
be regarded as a common denominator of EBA cave use in Abruzzo and Lazio. EBA remains in caves 
with such karstic features can be found in ‘coastal’ Abruzzo (§6.1.1; Table 6.1: GROTTA 
SANT’ANGELO; GROTTA DEL COLLE), the intermontane region (§6.1.2; Table 6.2: GROTTA DELLE 
STIFFE; GROTTA COLA I; GROTTA BEATRICE CENCI), northern Lazio (§6.1.3; Table 6.3: GROTTA DI 
CARLI) and southern Lazio (§6.1.3; Table 6.4: GROTTA POLESINI; GROTTA MADONNA DELLE CESE; 
GROTTA ROSSA; GROTTA VITTORIO VECCHI). The presence of these peculiar subsurface features 
contributes to the cosmological connotation of underground deposition. It adds another dimension to 
the notion that caves constituted nodes of cosmological exchange (see above), in the sense that some of 
these places could easily have been conceptualised as dynamic (or ‘living’) entities in themselves. 
Some EBA acts of deposition almost literally ‘tapped into’ subsurface flows of (super)natural 
substances, mainly karstic (but sometimes geothermal163) in nature. 
In general, the significance of the presence of a range of ‘natural’ subsurface features 
highlights that knowledge about caves would not only have entailed their location in physical 
landscapes, but also their interior, physical characteristics. The significance of ‘natural’ characteristics 
                                                 
162 Cf. Fontijn 1996 (on trajectories of late prehistoric cemeteries and funerary monuments in the Netherlands) for terminology. 
163 The trajectory of GROTTA DELLO SVENTATOIO with geothermal characteristics probably started only at the EBA2-MBA1 
transition (§6.1.3; §9.2.1). 
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of caves, in turn, strengthens the scenario that ‘cultural’ connotations of prior place, in the form of 
Neolithic and Copper Age remains (§6.1.4), did play a role in the selection of caves for subsequent, 
occasional EBA acts of deposition, either starting from living memory (or oral tradition) or upon 
(re)discovery in explorative practices. Exploration did not stop at cave entrances, but sought to create 
(or recreate) appropriate nodes of cosmological exchange in EBA networks, arguably following an 
established cosmological notion of cave use, a form of place-making directed at the subsurface. 
 
6.3 A summary and multi-sited questions 
A larger body of evidence for EBA cave use in Abruzzo and Lazio has been taken into account than 
discussed in Cocchi Genick’s synthesis (1998). Here I will provide a summary of the basic patterns that 
emerged from the preceding analyses and the main interpretations that were based on these patterns. 
Along the line, further questions were highlighted that are ‘multi-sited’ in character and can therefore 
only be addressed in comparison with other constituent elements of cultural landscapes and social 
networks. These ‘multi-sited’ questions will be listed here as a conclusion to this chapter, to be 
addressed in the data-rich synthesis (Chapter 8). 
 
 The analysis of later prehistoric trajectories of cave use (§6.1) shows that the majority of caves 
with EBA remains are characterised by an earlier history and can therefore be regarded as prior (or 
persistent) places in a cultural sense. The ‘persistent’ pattern particulary concerns EBA1 cave use 
(Figure 6.2), whereas a relatively larger number of caves with EBA2 remains constituted new (or 
rediscovered) places (Figure 6.3). In general, the spatial dimension of this diachronic pattern 
concerns a decrease in the number of caves in use between the Neolithic and EBA1 (§6.1), 
followed by a reversal of this trend with a slight increase in the number of caves with EBA2 
remains (Figure 6.3). Moreover, the latter show an overall wider spatial distribution than those 
with EBA1 remains (Figure 6.2). 
 Secondly, the polythetic classification of EBA cave assemblages (§6.2.1) resulted in a general 
distinction between full cave assemblages and limited cave assemblages (Table 6.5). The former 
are regionally specific, circumscribed to two persistent cult places (GROTTA SANT’ANGELO; 
GROTTA DEI PICCIONI) in ‘coastal’ Abruzzo, perhaps also including the new, EBA2 cult place 
(PIAN SULTANO) in northern Lazio. Although cave assemblages limited to ceramics also tend to be 
limited in size (or volume), there is ample evidence that the respective depositional practices 
should be regarded as ritual in character (§6.1; §6.2). In this respect, evidence for funerary cave 
use is scarce, by comparison (Chapter 5), and the use of caves for (seasonal) dwelling cannot be 
substantiated. Overall, the common denominator of ritual EBA cave use was ceramics deposition 
(with or without contents), exemplified by the ‘special’ cases of complete vessels as/in features 
(§6.2.1). 
 It was argued that caves, almost by definition, constituted nodes in regional and supra-regional 
connectivity (§6.2.2) because of their uneven distribution over cultural and physical landscapes 
(§6.1). In general, EBA cave use was connected to travel over longer distances, both following 
similar periodicities and occasional in character (with the exception of persistent cult places), as 
well as requiring intimate knowledge of physical landscapes (§6.2.2). The diachronic pattern of the 
increasingly widespread occurrence of cave use between EBA1 and EBA2 (§6.1.4; Figures 6.2 & 
6.3) was interpreted in terms of changing patterns of mobility and routes of connectivity (§6.2.2), 
arguably in parallel with changing exchange networks and distributions of metalwork (§4.2.4; 
§4.4.2; §4.4.3). 
 Finally, the polythetic groups of full and limited cave assemblages more or less coincide with 
other distinctions (Table 6.6) related to the frequency of cave use (persistent versus occasional) 
and notions of place (ancestral versus new, ‘natural’ or rediscovered). This distinction was linked 
to distinctive connotations of the acts of deposition that constituted flows of substances, sustaining 
and (re)creating nodes of cosmological exchange, respectively (§6.2.2). The series of coincidences 
suggests that EBA cave use, either at persistent places or as occasional acts of deposition, was 
implicated in the cosmological underpinning (or ‘rooting’) of social interaction and connectivity 
(including exchange), as a particular form of place-making directed at the subsurface. 
 
This summary of patterns and reconstructions shows that EBA cave use in Abruzzo and Lazio can be 
linked to historically specific characteristics of EBA cultural landscapes and social networks. This 
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differs from the generalisation that caves in Abruzzo can be regarded as Bronze Age ‘territorial 
markers’ (D’Ercole 2000), a statement that should be substantiated (or rejected) for each phase of the 
Bronze Age. Still, the reconstructions of EBA cave use outlined in this chapter can and should be put to 
the test, in comparison with other elements in cultural landscapes and in the ‘multi-sited’ context of 
social networks (Chapter 8). 
 
 Despite the absence (or dissociation) of EBA metalwork from caves in Abruzzo and Lazio 
(§4.2), metalwork deposition and cave use seem to have been connected in other respects. Both 
these elements follow a diachronic pattern of an increasingly widespread distribution between 
EBA1 and EBA2 (§6.1.4). This raises the question of their spatial relationships, to be addressed in 
a ‘multi-sited’ analysis (Chapter 8). Another broad similarity is that the main distinction in terms 
of the frequency of deposition at caves (i.e. repetitive or occasional acts of deposition) does also 
seem to apply to metalwork deposition in terms of depositional zones (or areas of deposition) 
versus ‘isolated’ finds (§4.2). Moreover, cave use and metalwork deposition shared a connection 
with (distinctive) subsurface features in the physical landscape (or types of natural places). The 
question is whether ceramics deposition (at caves) and metalwork deposition (elsewhere in 
physical landscapes) can be regarded as parallel depositional practices, as forms of place-making 
constitutive of cultural landscapes and nodes in social networks that could have been interlinked in 
a cosmological sense (Chapter 8). 
 The main issue to be addressed, however, is a comparison of the spatial distribution of cave 
use and settlement patterns (Chapter 7). Such a diachronic comparison should specify the spatially 
differentiated distributions of caves and settlements, but still regard them as interrelated places in 
cultural landscapes and as nodes in the same networks (Chapter 8). The question is whether caves 
can be interpreted as cult places that were intimately linked to a particular ‘local’, settled 
community, or rather occupied ‘intermediate’ positions with respect to settlements (between settled 
communities), consistent with the postulated role of cave use in connectivity (§6.2.2). At the same 
time, the general impression based on distributions of cave use (§6.1.4) that patterns of mobility 
and connectivity changed between EBA1 and EBA2 (§6.2.2) should be corroborated (or falsified) 
in the light of diachronic changes in settlement patterns. This will include a closer look at ‘ceramic 
connectivity’ between caves and open-air sites (§3.2.1), focused on Abruzzo and Lazio (§7.2). In 
the same context, the thorny issue of patterns of mobility (putatively or potentially) including 
pastoralist cave use will be discussed. This analysis was postponed because it can only be 
corroborated (or rejected) in the ‘multi-sited’ context of a comparison of faunal samples from cave 
and open-air assemblages (§7.4). 
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Chapter 7 
Changing places: Early Bronze Age settlement patterns and mobility 
 
“scarsi sono i dati relativi alle modalità insediative e 
pressoché inesistenti quelli inerenti ai regimi economici” 
(Cocchi Genick 1998, 355)164 
 
In general, open-air sites predominate EBA archaeological records in Central Italy (§3.1), but this does 
not mean that, accordingly, settlement patterns are more clear-cut than patterns related to other 
constituent elements of cultural landscapes (Chapters 4-6). For a start, there is considerable variation in 
the numbers of EBA open-air sites, commonly regarded as settlements, that are presently known from 
each Central Italian region. With respect to other regions (Table 3.1), open-air sites in Lazio are 
overrepresented in Cocchi Genick’s synthesis (1998), to which more recent (sub)regional overviews 
have added further sites (Appendix 4). The main overviews of EBA sites in Lazio published after 
Cocchi Genick’s synthesis concern an overview of the EBA-MBA in southern Lazio (Angle & Guidi 
2007) and a catalogue of Bronze Age and Early Iron Age sites in the provinces of Viterbo, Roma and 
Frosinone (Belardelli et al. 2007). Despite Ialongo’s recent synthesis of the FUCINO BASIN (2007) a 
discrepancy remains in numbers of open-air sites between Abruzzo and Lazio. Following the bias in 
field surveys to prefer hinterlands of Etruscan and early Roman (proto)urban communities as research 
areas (§1.2), the main focus will lie on EBA settlement patterns in Lazio in this chapter. In this respect, 
the discrepancy in numbers of open-air sites between ‘coastal’ Abruzzo, the intermontane region and 
‘coastal’ Lazio is more of a hindrance for interregional comparison than was the case of the other 
constituent elements of EBA cultural landscapes, i.e. metalwork deposition (Chapter 4), burial (Chapter 
5) and cave use (Chapter 6), discussed so far. Nonetheless, a number of broader patterns related to 
open-air sites and settlement patterns can be discussed in this chapter from a regionally comparative 
perspective. 
Starting with an overview of open-air sites currently known from Abruzzo and Lazio (§7.1; 
Appendix 4), the first question to be addressed is to what extent the general sense of discontinuity in 
trajectories of open-air sites between EBA1 and EBA2 in Cocchi Genick’s synthesis (§3.2; Table 3.5) 
still stands. This overview will underscore that the quantitative predominance of open-air sites in 
Abruzzo and Lazio with respect to other constituent elements of EBA cultural landscapes is mainly due 
to ongoing field survey projects, as well as redating of previous finds. In a qualitative sense, however, 
excavations of open-air sites are still rare, albeit on the increase. As a consequence, it is difficult to 
make assessments whether those open-air sites selected for excavation are representative and actually 
settlements. A research bias seems to exist towards excavating those sites identified by chance (as part 
of rescue excavations) or selected because of the particular surface assemblages that make them stand 
out from other sites. So far, the evidence for structural elements and EBA houses in Abruzzo and Lazio 
is so circumstantial that any understanding of settlement patterns has to rely on the spatial distribution 
of open-air sites (§7.1) and their interrelationships with other places in cultural landscapes (Chapter 8). 
The overview of the spatial distributions and trajectories of open-air sites is a first step in the analysis 
of open-air sites in cultural landscapes and social networks and will spill over in a visualisation and 
discussion of ‘typo-networks’ based on EBA ceramics (§3.2.1) on the regional scale of Abruzzo and 
Lazio (§7.2). These proxies for regional connectivity will incorporate new and redated open-air and 
cave assemblages, thereby enhancing the ‘typo-networks’ based on Cocchi Genick’s (1998) synthesis 
alone (Figures 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 & 3.4). 
Subsequently, the specifics of open-air assemblages will be explored in order to reveal more 
detailed patterns that can be related to cultural landscapes and social networks. Although at present it is 
difficult to determine and distinguish between the functions of open-air sites on the basis of surface 
assemblages alone, an attempt will be made at polythetic classification of the respective assemblages 
(§7.3). The tendency in (supra)regional site overviews in search of settlement patterns is to presume 
that all EBA open-air sites are invariably the remains of settlements. In a comparison with cave 
assemblages (§6.2.1), the polythetic classification of open-air assemblages can substantiate Cocchi 
Genick’s conclusion (1998) that a select group of open-air sites shows a similarly ritual character and 
                                                 
164 “Evidence related to settlement patterns is scarce and that related to subsistence virtually non-existent” (Cocchi Genick 1998, 
355; my translation). 
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should be regarded as cult places (rather than settlements). This is not only based on vessel types and 
‘ceramic connections’ identified as ritual in character by Cocchi Genick’s classification, but also their 
combination with (or dissociation from) other classes of objects and substances (§7.3). At the same 
time, I will argue that an EBA tradition of isolated acts of ceramics deposition includes particular, 
limited open-air assemblages, as an extension of the predominant polythetic group of limited cave 
assemblages (§6.2.1). Another element of comparison between open-air sites and cave assemblages 
concerns faunal samples and to a lesser extent botanical samples (§7.4). This analysis was postponed to 
this chapter to address the issue of the potential role of caves in the context of EBA settlement patterns. 
This appreciates that reconstructions of subsistence strategies that require mobility, such as pastoralism 
and hunting, benefit from a ‘multi-sited’ approach. Finally, the basic patterns concerning settlement 
patterns and open-air sites will be highlighted (§7.5) and further, ‘multi-sited’ questions will be raised 
that have to be addressed in the synthesis (Chapter 8). 
 
 
Figure 7.1. map (adapted from http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Italy_map-blank.svg) 
showing the spatial distributions of EBA open-air sites in Abruzzo and Lazio [nos. refer to 
Appendix 4]. Larger icons refer to groups of sites, smaller icons to ‘isolated’ sites. 
 
7.1 Mind the gaps: settlements and other open-air sites in cultural landscapes 
Field surveys and to a lesser extent excavations have helped to increase the number of EBA open-air 
sites known in Abruzzo and Lazio over the last decades. However, a lot of ground still has to be 
covered, given the limited extent of the respective areas of research. The gaps in EBA archaeological 
records due to this research bias have to be taken into account, as well as low archaeological visibility 
deriving from (post)depositional processes. Nonetheless, an attempt will be made to assess to what 
extent the ‘absence of evidence’ in the spatial distributions of open-air sites can still be phrased in 
terms of ‘evidence of absence’. To this end, a comparison will be made between the distributions of 
open-air sites and other constituent elements of cultural landscapes, i.e. metalwork deposition (Chapter 
4), burial (Chapter 5) and cave use (Chapter 6). If the respective distributions are uneven and include 
patterns of dissociation as a cultural bias, such a ‘thick description’ has the potential of shedding light 
on the issue of ‘gaps’ in archaeological records on (sub)regional scales. For instance, it can be argued 
that the absence of open-air sites in a well-researched area refers to a past reality, provided that post-
depositional processes such as erosion or sedimentation have not erased or hidden significant parts of 
settlement patterns. 
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7.1.1 Coastal Abruzzo 
The number of EBA open-air sites presently known from the coastal provinces of Abruzzo is incredibly 
low (Table 7.1). On the one hand, the overall pattern of underrepresentation can be attributed to the 
absence of a strong research tradition of systematic regional field surveys, such as in Lazio. This results 
in a rather distorted view of EBA settlement dynamics in ‘coastal’ Abruzzo (cf. D’Ercole 2000, 147). 
The majority of those open-air sites that are known, are connected to major river valleys. If these 
represent a preferential site location (or settlement pattern) in association with river valleys, another 
explanation for the overall scarcity of EBA evidence is depositional or post-depositional in character. It 
could indicate that very low archaeological visibility is due to geologically dynamic fluvial and 
mountainous contexts, in particular changes in river courses and continuous sedimentation in river 
valleys and coastal areas.165 This scenario seems to be corroborated by the fact that some sites have 
been found by chance at considerable depth from the present surface during construction work.166 On 
the other hand, the potential that is ‘concealed’ by a lack of systematic field surveys, both inside and 
outside river valleys, should not be underestimated.167 
In the province of Teramo (TE) evidence for EBA metalwork deposition (§4.2.1), cave use 
(§6.1.1) and perhaps other places of burial (§5.1.1) is not complemented by open-air sites based on the 
presence of EBA ceramics. The discovery of so-called houses (“fondi di capanna”) in ‘antiquarian’ 
explorations by Rosa in the VIBRATA valley (cf. Colini 1906) cannot be corroborated. The structures 
interpreted as the remains of houses to which the majority of the antiquarian finds have been ascribed, 
are semi-subterranean, with dimensions ranging between 2m and 4m. The assemblages reportedly 
consist of charcoal, ashes, bone fragments, quernstones, ceramic fragments and worked flint, dated 
generically to the Neolithic, Copper Age and Bronze Age. However, explicitly EBA ceramics have not 
been published (yet) and neither does an EBA parallel exist for the reported association of ‘early 
bronze’ axes with some of these structures (§4.2.1). On the other hand, human remains have sometimes 
been reported explicitly, which could suggest that some of these structures had been used as funerary 
contexts,168 or as depositional contexts incorporating a wider range of objects and substances, including 
metalwork. The circumstantial nature of the evidence prevents from drawing particular conclusions. 
 
 Copper Age EBA1 generically EBA EBA2 
Vibrata valley (TE) ? ? ? ? 
upper Pescara valley 
(PE) 
[#4] San Callisto 
[#1] Vicenne 
[#4] San Callisto [#1] Vicenne 
[#2] Torre dei Passeri 
[#3] Madonna degli 
Angeli 
- 
lower Pescara valley 
(PE) 
- - [#5] Chieti-“teatro 
romano”? 
- 
lower Sangro valley 
(CH) 
-Lanciano? ? -Lanciano? ? 







Table 7.1: overview of (late) Copper Age-EBA open-air sites in ‘coastal’ Abruzzo [nos. refer to 
Appendix 4 & Figure 7.1]. 
 
The majority of EBA open-air sites presently known from ‘coastal’ Abruzzo are situated in the 
PESCARA valley [#1-5], in particular its upper part (Table 7.1; Figure 7.1).169 Their spatial distribution 
merges with the concentration of EBA metalwork in the UPPER PESCARA micro-region (§4.2.1; Table 
                                                 
165 For instance, see Di Celma et al. 2000; D’Alessandro et al. 2008 for the dynamic situation in the LOWER SANGRO valley (CH). 
In the TRONTO river valley (TE) a Copper Age radiocarbon date [Beta-Analytic 162253: 4360±60 BP] has been reported for 
fluvial sediments at a depth of c. 4m below the present surface (Coltorti & Farabollini 2008, 50 [fig. 8]). Similarly, a Copper Age 
radiocarbon date [SSAMS ANU-6010: 4125±35 BP] has been reported for marine sediments at a depth of c. 6m below the 
present surface, c. 600m landward from the present shoreline in the LOWER PESCARA valley (Parlagreco et al. 2011). 
166 Cf. Ardesia (2006, 14-15) who reports that the open-air site of VICENNE [#1] was found buried under 7m of fluvial deposits in 
the PESCARA valley. 
167 The potential is underscored by the distribution of numerous sites found in the Lower Sangro Valley Survey project, which 
has not been published in detail yet. The map in a preliminary publication (Di Celma et al. 2000, 24 [fig. 1]) follows a broad 
classification of Palaeolithic, Mesolithic, Neolithic, Copper Age, Bronze Age, Iron Age, Roman, medieval and later sites. 
168 One of the structures (COLLE DELLA BADIA) was discussed as a funerary context (§5.1.1). The contextual information 
provided by Rosa is not consistent enough to suggest a tradition of burial in collective, semi-subterranean tombs in this particular 
micro-region, or reuse of prior settlements as a funerary context. 
169 The EBA date of CHIETI-“TEATRO ROMANO” [#5] is circumstantial and is in itself no reason to expect additional evidence for 
EBA open-air sites in the LOWER PESCARA valley. 
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4.12). More in particular, the cluster of three limited EBA assemblages (VICENNE [#1]; TORRE DEI 
PASSERI [#2]; MADONNA DEGLI ANGELI [#3]) along a short stretch of the major river are circumscribed 
by a zone of metalwork deposition (ALANNO) to the northeast, the isolated piece of metalwork 
(CASTIGLIONE A CASAURIA) to the southwest (§4.2.1) and a cave that has been interpreted as a 
persistent cult place (GROTTA DEI PICCIONI) in the ORTA valley to the southeast (§6.1.1).170 If this 
situation is taken at face value, the cluster of limited and imprecisely dated open-air sites can be 
considered as an EBA settled community [#1-3]. Then its location in the major river valley contrasts 
with sites of ritual practice (i.e. metalwork deposition and cave use) in connection with its tributaries. 
However, the current bias against settlements in the EBA archaeological record due to the current state 
of research and geological, (post)depositional circumstances, should be recalled. 
The only well-dated EBA open-air site in the UPPER PESCARA micro-region (SAN CALLISTO 
[#4]) is situated further upstream, near the source area at POPOLI, on the opposite side of the passage of 
the river from the mountains into the coastal plain. The limited EBA1 assemblage is predominated by 
decorated ceramics and includes a fragment with an anthropomorphic decoration that has a parallel in a 
funerary context in the Southern Italian region of Puglia (cf. Cocchi Genick 1998, 240-241, 266, 330). 
The characteristic of a limited assemblage of decorated ceramics seems to contradict the interpretation 
of the site as a settlement and could in itself corroborate an interpretation in terms of one or several acts 
of ceramics deposition. The site is associated with an earlier, Neolithic-Copper Age assemblage, which 
conveys it with a sense of prior place as a context for ceramics deposition, arguably ritual in character 
(§7.3). This recalls the interpretation of the isolated halberd (POPOLI), generically from the PESCARA 
source area, as deriving from an act of metalwork deposition rather than a burial (§4.2.1). The overall 
coincidence of concentrations in the spatial distributions of EBA open-air sites and metalwork in the 
UPPER PESCARA micro-region will be explored in the diachronic overview of settlement patterns and 
ceramic connectivity as a proxy for social networks on a regional scale (§7.2). In this respect, the 
Southern Italian connection of the EBA1 ceramics in the SAN CALLISTO assemblage (see above) is in 
line with the reconstruction of metallurgical spheres overlapping in southern Abruzzo (§4.4). 
Similarly, the assemblage of the single EBA open-air site presently known from the province 
of Chieti (COLLE LONGO-ROCCASCALEGNA [#6]), situated in the MIDDLE SANGRO valley (Table 7.1; 
Figure 7.1), shows connectivity to the the southern Adriatic sphere, i.e. the region of Puglia, at the 
Copper Age-EBA1 transition (Di Fraia 2003, 2006).171 This also seems to corroborate the scenario of 
EBA cultural and metallurgical spheres bordering and/or overlapping in the PESCARA valley. In this 
context, the MAJELLA MOUNTAINS do not seem to have been a physical barrier so much as a connecting 
element or a focus for the communities in its surroundings. The focal role of these mountains was also 
argued on the basis of the spatial pattern of ritual cave use along the edges of the MAJELLA established 
at least since the Neolithic (§6.1.1; Table 6.1), including a shared tradition of rock art (§6.2.2).172 On 
the other hand, the extension of metalwork deposition from the UPPER PESCARA micro-region to include 
the opposite side of the mountains, seems to have constituted an EBA2 phenomenon (§4.2.1; §4.2.4). 
The reported presence of burnt wattle-and-daub and floor fragments suggests the existence of at least 
one structure or house at COLLE LONGO-ROCCASCALEGNA [#6], which could be Copper Age rather 
than EBA1 in date. 
Overall, however, EBA settlement patterns remain as elusive as in other parts of the region. In 
particular, open-air sites dated to EBA2 are currently unknown from ‘coastal’ Abruzzo as a whole 
(Table 7.1), seemingly reversing the pattern of underrepresentation of EBA1 with respect to EBA2 
assemblages in Central Italy (§3.1; §3.2). Given the current state of research as well as low 
archaeological visibility due to geological circumstances in river valleys,173 the preliminary state of 
publication of the systematic field survey in the area of LANCIANO (Di Celma et al. 2000) to the 
northwest of the SANGRO river mouth (Table 7.1), one of the very few in the region, is tantalising. 
 
                                                 
170 Cf. the map in the most recent synthesis (Ardesia 2006, 14 [fig. 2a]), but notice it collapses the EBA1, generically EBA and 
EBA2 finds into a single representation. Moreover, one of the isolated EBA metalwork findspots on this map (the axe from 
MANOPPELLO [no. MA007], cf. Ardesia 2006, 15) has been redated to MBA1. 
171 For a discussion of the composition of the assemblage from the small-scale excavation at COLLE LONGO-ROCCASCALEGNA, 
see the polythetic classification (§7.2) and the analysis of faunal samples (§7.3). 
172 This seems to be corroborated by the recent discovery of rock art site in the SANGRO valley at LE PASTINE (Di Fraia 2008), 
completing the distribution of late prehistoric rock art along other sides of the MAJELLA MOUNTAINS (Grifoni Cremonesi 
1968/1969; Burri 1977; De Pompeis & De Pompeis 1984; De Pompeis & De Pompeis 1997). 
173 In addition to the instances discussed above, the first finds of the COLLE LONGO-ROCCASCALEGNA [#6] assemblage came to 
light during the planting of olive trees, from a depth of 80-90 cm below the present surface (Di Fraia 2003, 267). 
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7.1.2  The intermontane region 
Extensive field surveys have taken place in the intermontane region, in particular the FUCINO BASIN in 
Abruzzo and the RIETI BASIN in Lazio. Originally these intermontane basins had been considered to be 
fairly similar, i.e. incorporating a large lake with fluctuating water levels in closed basins. Recently, a 
considerably more dynamic environment has been reconstructed for the RIETI BASIN (Calderini et al. 
1998). The distincton in environmental settings of these basins probably constitutes the main reason for 
a distinction in archaeological visibility of EBA open-air sites between the RIETI BASIN and the FUCINO 
BASIN (Table 7.2), but differences in current land use and survey strategies should also be taken into 
consideration (see below). In the intermontane valleys, on the other hand, the archaeological visibility 
of open-air sites is probably affected by erosion and sedimentation in mountainous and riverine 
contexts. Contrary to traditional scenarios that have focused on (seasonal) cave use and suggested that 
consistent exploitation of mountainous areas would have been largely a later, Middle Bronze Age 
phenomenon (e.g. Barker 1981 for Central Italy, and Barker 1995b for Molise, immediately to the 
south of Abruzzo), the evidence for EBA open-air sites is generally substantial enough to study 
settlement patterns in the intermontane region (Table 7.2; Figure 7.1). 
 
 Copper Age EBA1 generically EBA EBA2 
Sabine foothills (RI) - - - [#30] Progetto 
Galantina-sito 68 
Rieti basin (RI) - - [#28] Montisola 






Vallone di Ritorta-Monte 
San Nicola 
-Antrosano 






- [#9] Navelli [#8] Caporciano 
[#9?] Navelli-Madonna 
del Campo 
[#7] Santo Stefano di 
Sessanio 
[#9] Navelli 
[#10] San Salvatore 
middle Aterno valley 
(AQ) 
[#11] Le Castagne 
[#12] Macrano 
- [#11] Le Castagne 
[#12] Macrano? 
- 








-Luco-Villino sor Paolo 
-Avezzano-Le Mole 1 
-S. Pelino-Masciarelli 








[#22] Luco-strada 45 
[#23] Avezzano-le Mole 
3 
[#24] Avezzano-strada 6 
[#25] Avezzano-strada 7 







[#19] Trasacco 1 
[#20] Trasacco 2 
[#21] Trasacco-il Mulino 
[#22] Luco-strada 45 
[#24] Avezzano-strada 6 
[#26] Avezzano-strada 
8? 
Table 7.2: overview of (late) Copper Age-EBA open-air sites in the intermontane region [nos. 
refer to Appendix 4 & Figure 7.1]. 
 
The majority of EBA open-air sites in the L’Aquila (AQ) province, i.e. intermontane Abruzzo, 
are situated in two micro-regions that have been subjected to many years of (unsystematic) surveying 
by two local archaeologists. This concerns the work by Mattiocco in the context of the intermontane 
PESCARA tributaries (i.e. the ATERNO valley, the TIRINO valley and the SULMONA BASIN), on the one 
hand (e.g. Mattiocco 1986), and the work by Irti in (and to a lesser extent around) the FUCINO BASIN, on 
the other hand.174 Following redating of ceramics (cf. Di Fraia 1996a; Cocchi Genick 1998; Ialongo 
2003, 2007), a considerable number of these surface assemblages have been attributed to EBA1 and 
EBA2 (Table 7.2). This effort has also established EBA dates for two excavated, but poorly published 
lake-side assemblages (ORTUCCHIO-STRADA 28 [#16]; TRASACCO 1 [#19]) in the FUCINO BASIN. 
Although it is unclear whether structural remains from these excavations should partly be redated 
accordingly, the FUCINO micro-region is one of the few for which enough evidence is available at 
present to presume the existence of a settled community in EBA1 and EBA2 (Table 7.2). This provides 
the opportunity to study micro-regional EBA settlement dynamics in more detail (see below). 
                                                 
174 Irti himself had never attributed EBA dates to any of his finds, but only to the Copper Age and MBA1 (cf. Irti 1991, 2001a, 
2003), apart from the bronze axe found at ORTUCCHIO-STRADA 28 (Irti 1981), subsequently redated to MBA1. 
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The ATERNO-TIRINO cluster 
The spatial distribution of the EBA open-air sites [#7-12] situated in connection with the intermontane 
PESCARA tributaries, in particular the ATERNO and TIRINO valleys (Figure 7.1; Table 7.2), highlights 
regional connectivity with those in the UPPER PESCARA micro-region to the east in ‘coastal’ Abruzzo 
(§7.1.1; Table 7.1) and in the FUCINO BASIN to the southwest (Table 7.2). Despite the limited scope of 
the assemblages [#7-12], such a sense of connectivity is underscored by ‘ceramic connections’ (see 
below). Given the current state of research, a diachronic trend in settlement patterns can be discerned in 
the apparent abandonment of open-air sites in the MIDDLE ATERNO valley [#11-12] before EBA2,175 
and the emergence of a larger group of open-air sites in the area between the UPPER ATERNO valley and 
the TIRINO valley [#7-10] in EBA2. This trend could indicate that a network change in cross-APENNINE 
connectivity occurred in EBA1 (§7.2). In particular, the new place (NAVELLI [#9]) that was established 
in the intermontane plain in subphase BA1B shows ceramic connectivity with the EBA1 open-air site 
(SAN CALLISTO [#4]) in the UPPER PESCARA micro-region (§7.1.1), as well as several assemblages in 
the FUCINO BASIN.176 It recalls the cross-APENNINE sense of directionality in the spatial distribution of 
‘horizon II’ metalwork, connecting the FUCINO BASIN, the TIRINO valley (i.e. the CAPESTRANO hoard) 
and the UPPER PESCARA micro-region (§4.4.2; Figure 4.8). This coincidence would situate the 
establishment of the open-air site at NAVELLI in exchange networks involving metalwork. 
NAVELLI [#9] persisted and was part of a series of EBA2 sites (SANTO STEFANO DI SESSANIO 
[#7]; CAPORCIANO [#8]; SAN SALVATORE [#10]), in connection with the intermontane plain that runs 
parallel to the MIDDLE ATERNO valley and the TIRINO valley. SANTO STEFANO DI SESSANIO [#7] is 
situated at a higher elevation, at a small lake closer to the peaks of the GRAN SASSO MOUNTAINS. This 
particular assemblage includes a peculiar vessel type, only shared with a cave in southern Tuscany.177 
This could indicate that the small lake at SANTO STEFANO DI SESSANIO was a depositional zone. The 
status of these series of sites as a group is based on their spatial proximity, as well as a vessel type 
exclusive to the group.178 Furthermore, connectivity between NAVELLI [#9] and sites in the FUCINO 
BASIN persisted between EBA1 and EBA2 (§7.2).179 At present, ‘ceramic connections with ‘coastal’ 
Abruzzo are absent, given the overall lack of EBA2 assemblages (§7.1.1). It remains unclear whether 
the ATERNO-TIRINO cluster of open-air sites should be regarded as the remains of a permanent, settled 
community, or as a series of seasonal (or periodic) sites and meeting-places.180 Di Fraia (1996a, 488) 
has suggested that EBA ‘ceramic’ and ‘metallurgical’ connections between southern Abruzzo and 
Southern Italy should be seen in the light of seasonal mobility of pastoralists over long distances, 
between the region of Puglia and southern Abruzzo, implicating the intermontane open-air sites in the 
ATERNO-TIRINO cluster.181 At present, this scenario cannot be substantiated because of a lack of well-
dated faunal samples from EBA assemblages (§7.4). Without denying the possibility of periodic, 
occasional occurrence of mobility over (very) long distances, I would argue that the range of habitual, 
seasonal patterns of EBA mobility should not be overestimated. 
The minimalist interpretation is to link the emergence of the ATERNO-TIRINO group of open-
air sites [#7-10] as a network change in EBA1 [subphase BA1B] and EBA2 (§7.2). The impression of a 
network change is strengthened by the abandonment of a major Copper Age cult place (GROTTA A 
                                                 
175 The two open-air sites reported from the MIDDLE ATERNO valley (LE CASTAGNE [#11]; MACRANO [#12]) seem to have 
predominantly constituted Copper Age places, although the small semi-subterranean structure at LE CASTAGNE may include 
some later elements, generically EBA in date (Appendix 4 [#11]). 
176 VENERE-RESTINA [#14], AVEZZANO-LE MOLE 3 [#23], AVEZZANO-STRADA 6 [#24] (Ialongo 2007, 150 [tipo 1]) and 
ORTUCCHIO-STRADA 28 [#16] (Ialongo 2007, 151-153 [tipo 10 (undecorated)] = Cocchi Genick 1998, 103-105 [tipo 20, i.e. a 
decorated type of small bowl]). 
177 GROTTA DELLO SCOGLIETTO (Cocchi Genick 1998, 169 [tipo 103]). 
178 SANTO STEFANO DI SESSANIO [#7], SAN SALVATORE [#10] (Cocchi Genick 1998, 217 [tipo 175B, i.e. handle]). 
179 COLLE FELICETTA [#13] & ORTUCCHIO-STRADA 28 [#16] (Ialongo 2007, 167 [tipo 54A, i.e. handle] = Cocchi Genick 1998 
[tipo 177, PUNTA DEGLI STRETTI; GROTTA DEL BEATO BENINCASA, VALLONE]. 
180 Cf. Di Fraia’s remarks on this particular group of open-air sites: “sarebbe anche azzardato ... innalzare tout court ciascun 
ritrovamento al rango di vero e proprio insediamento” (1996a, 488 = “it’s risky to interpret every open-air site as a ‘true’ 
settlement”, my translation). In this case, the contribution of polythetic classification (§7.3) is limited, because the same sites 
persist in MBA1. Other classes of objects and substances than ceramics, such as spindle-whorls (NAVELLI [#9]; SAN SALVATORE 
[#10]), arrowheads (SAN SALVATORE [#10]) and faunal remains (SANTO STEFANO DI SESSANIO [#7]), can therefore not be dated 
more precisely than EBA2-MBA1 (§7.3). 
181 At the same time, another scenario stresses, on the contrary, the impermeability of the majority of Copper Age communities in 
Abruzzo and connects the introduction of EBA cultural elements to principal routes of cultural exchange (Di Fraia 1996a, 488). 
The latter scenario does not take into account that the connectivity that is inherent in physical landscapes such as mountainous 
environments, more or less dictates that ‘Copper Age’ patterns of residential mobility would have followed (stretches of) the 
same routes as so-called “principle routes of cultural exchange” (Di Fraia 1996a, 488, my translation). 
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MALE; §6.1.2) and a Copper Age cemetery (ASSERGI; §5.1.2) in the UPPER ATERNO tributary from the 
GRAN SASSO MOUNTAINS. Unfortunately, the unsystematic nature of the field surveys carried out in the 
ATERNO valley cannot help to substantiate this scenario. Either as seasonal sites or as the remains of a 
settled community, the ATERNO-TIRINO cluster would have constituted a significant node in EBA 
networks, connecting the UPPER PESCARA micro-region and the FUCINO BASIN (§7.2). 
 
The FUCINO BASIN 
The FUCINO BASIN is one of the best-researched micro-regions in Abruzzo and Lazio as a whole. Apart 
from metalwork deposition (§4.2.2) and cave use (§6.1.2), the number of EBA open-air sites and 
settlement patterns in this micro-region is relatively high (Table 7.2). The open-air sites are generally 
regarded as lake-side settlements, as the closed intermontane basin harboured a large lake until recent 
history. However, it should be taken into account that lake-levels fluctuated considerably in the closed 
basin, following shorter periodicities (e.g. seasonal, generational) than those reflected in the longer 
term of periods and phases in cultural classifications (Irti 2003, 260). These circumstances will be 
considered in more detail in the following diachronic, phase-by-phase overview of micro-regional 
settlement patterns (Figures 7.2, 7.3 & 7.4). This relatively fine-grained reconstruction of EBA 
settlement dynamics is based on the typological classification of ceramics from open-air and cave 
assemblages in the FUCINO BASIN published recently (Ialongo 2007). This recent synthesis is more 
detailed than the preliminary summary (Ialongo 2003), which had conveyed a false sense of continuity 
in trajectories of open-air sites by collapsing several phases into one generic EBA. 
 
Copper Age-EBA1 
Comparison of the spatial distributions of open-air sites in the FUCINO BASIN shows a high degree of 
discontinuity in preferential site locations between the Copper Age and EBA1 (Figure 7.2; Table 
7.2).182 Two basic scenarios have been proposed to explain this pattern, one in terms of lake-level 
fluctuations and the other in terms of differentiation in subsistence strategies. The first scenario is that a 
shift in settlement location from terraces to the lake-side took place at the end of the Copper Age, when 
lake-levels in the intermontane region had already lowered considerably due to the general climatic 
trend (§3.4; Table 3.8).183 This scenario entails a considerable degree of circular reasoning, since 
geologists have based their reconstructions of lake-level fluctuations to a large extent on archaeological 
distribution maps, without taking the impact of postdepositional activity on archaeological visibility 
into consideration (e.g. Giraudi 1989).184 In this respect, even the alternative scenario of a considerable 
lake-level rise after the Copper Age has been proposed (Ialongo 2007, 319-320, 322 [fig. 229]).185 
The second basic scenario is that distinctions in site location between terraces and lake-side in 
the FUCINO BASIN reflect differentiation in subsistence strategies (and perhaps residential mobility), 
irrespective of lake-level fluctuations.186 In this scenario the shift in preferential site locations towards 
the lake-side (Figure 7.2) implies an emergent pattern of permanent, year-round settlements in a 
                                                 
182 The pattern also includes the abandonment of two Copper Age open-air sites immediately to the northwest of the basin in the 
UPPER IMELE-SALTO valley (Table 7.2), i.e. ANTRESANO and SCURCOLA MARSICANA-VALLONE DI RITORTA-MONTE SAN 
NICOLA (Irti 2001a, 88-91; Irti 2003, 260-261), closest to the Copper Age burial of CAMERATA DI TAGLIACOZZO (§5.1.2). 
183 Radi 2003, 248-249 [fig. 4]. The argument is mainly based on two excavated Copper Age open-air sites, the earlier one (LE 
COSTE) situated on a terrace overlooking the lake (Radi & Ventura 1994; Radi 1995; Radi et al. 2001; Radi 2003) with a final 
Copper Age-EBA gap in its trajectory and the later one situated at the lake side (Radmilli 1977, 348-374) with a trajectory that 
started in the final Copper Age (ORTUCCHIO-STRADA 28 [#16]). 
184 Ialongo (2007, 319) offers mild criticism of this approach that considers archaeological sites as a marker of lake-levels, and 
suggests that in the putative case of pile-dwelling structures in the FUCINO BASIN these would have been situated within the 
confines of (not at) the lake-side. Nonetheless, he adheres to the same approach by treating sites at lower elevations (i.e. deeper 
within the confines of the reconstructed lake) as anomalies (Ialongo 2007, 320) and consequently takes the archaeological 
distribution maps similarly at face value. He does not engage with the possibility that this site location is underrepresented due to 
postdepositional processes, whereas site locations used as lake-side markers are overrepresented in the archaeological record. 
185 His argument is based on the lower elevation (656-658m a.s.l.) of the Copper Age-EBA site of ORTUCCHIO-STRADA 28 [#16], 
reportedly a dryland site, and the higher elevation (661-662m a.s.l.) of one of its assemblages (ORTUCCHIO-LAGHETTO [#16]), 
reportedly a pile-dwelling site. His argument does not take into account the microtopographical situation of the large area in 
question (perhaps including the influence of continuous seismic activity along several faults that geologically define the Fucino 
basin), lake-level fluctuations with shorter periodicities, nor the possibility that the ORTUCCHIO-LAGHETTO assemblage did not 
follow a continuous trajectory, contrary to the general assumption that underlies Ialongo’s synthesis (2007). 
186 Ialongo (2003, 641) does not engage with the possibility of diachronic differentiation in terms of several Copper Age phases, 
like the first scenario (but cf. Ialongo 2007, 320). Rather, it uses a synchronic approach to highlight a change in the choice of 
settlement locations, with the complete abandonment of those Copper Age sites situated at terraces in favour of EBA lake-side 
locations. 
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territorial sense (cf. Ialongo 2003, 641).187 However, it seems premature to link a change in settlement 
patterns to a break away from Copper Age subsistence patterns. At present, there is a lack of well-
published excavations of EBA contexts with structural remains in the FUCINO BASIN, as well as a 
general lack of direct evidence for EBA subsistence strategies (cf. Castiglioni & Rottoli 2003; De 
Grossi Mazzorin & Minniti 2003) that can be used to substantiate this scenario (§7.4).188 Nonetheless, 
Copper Age sites generally tend to be regarded as year-round settlements with a subsistence strategy 
based on mixed farming, fishing and hunting.189 
 
Figure 7.2: map (adapted from Ialongo 
2007) showing the distributions of open-
air and cave sites dated to the Copper 
Age and EBA1 [subphase BA1A] in the 
FUCINO BASIN, with ceramic connections 
[nos. refer to Appendix 4]. 
 
Patterns of Copper Age-EBA1 
discontinuity can be specified by taking a 
closer look at settlement dynamics in the 
FUCINO BASIN (Figure 7.2). In the overall 
context of a pattern of site discontinuity in 
the FUCINO BASIN, precisely those Copper 
Age open-air sites situated closest to the lake-side are persistent places (ORTUCCHIO-STRADA 28 [#16]; 
ORTUCCHIO-LA MADONELLA 1 [#15]). In particular, reclassification of ceramics from the largest, 
excavated assemblage in the micro-region (ORTUCCHIO-STRADA 28 [#16]) has highlighted that its 
trajectory extended into EBA1, i.e. subphase BA1A (Ialongo 2007).190 The wider significance of this 
type site of the so-called ‘Ortucchio facies’, which extended into southern Lazio (§7.1.4), is not solely 
based on the relatively large size of its assemblage, the latter probably one of the main reasons to select 
it for excavation. Shared vessel types connect ORTUCCHIO-STRADA 28 to assemblages of limited size 
(ORTUCCHIO-LA MADONELLA 1 [#15]; ORTUCCHIO-BALZONE 1 [#17]; LUCO-STRADA 45 [#22]; 
AVEZZANO-STRADA 7 [#25]) in subphase BA1A and the same assemblages are not connected to other 
open-air sites than the type site itself (Figure 7.2). This corroborates that ORTUCCHIO-STRADA 28 [#16] 
was the main open-air site in the micro-region191 and suggests that there is no reason to postulate more 
than one settled community in the FUCINO BASIN, with the limited assemblages as sites of special-
purpose activity connected to the main site.192 
In terms of connectivity in subphase BA1B (Figure 7.3), ORTUCCHIO-STRADA 28 [#16] 
occupied a less ‘central’ position than before (Figure 7.2). This is consistent with the limited number of 
vessel types attributed to this particular phase from its extensive surface assemblage, whereas the 
trajectory of the excavated assemblage that includes structural remains (putatively houses; §7.3) did not 
extend beyond subphase BA1A. Although ORTUCCHIO-STRADA 28 [#16] is one of the few persistent 
places in subphase BA1B, it lacks the one vessel type that connects the three other open-air sites 
                                                 
187 In the final publication of his synthesis Ialongo (2007, 320) stresses that the Copper Age sites are invariably of short duration 
and that their location should therefore be interpreted in terms of a high degree of residential mobility. 
188 However, the extension of the date range of the excavated Copper Age assemblage of ORTUCCHIO-STRADA 28 [#16] into 
EBA1 (Ialongo 2007) suggests that the faunal sample should be interpreted accordingly (§7.4). 
189 Cf. D’Ercole 2000, 121, although concern has been expressed about the absence of direct evidence for agricultural produce in 
the form of cereal remains at both the excavated Copper Age sites (ORTUCCHIO-STRADA 28 [#16]; LE COSTE) in the FUCINO 
BASIN (Radi 2003, 247). 
190 This reclassification helps to overcome the lack of chronological resolution of the ‘Ortucchio facies’, due to a lack of 
radiocarbon dates (Skeates 1996). Ialongo’s classification (2007) of ceramics in the assemblage as partly EBA1 in date [subphase 
BA1A] resolves the highly problematic nature of the single radiocarbon date [4070±180 BP] from ORTUCCHIO-STRADA 28, i.e. a 
wide measurement error and its ambiguous status as a bulk sample of charcoal collected in different areas of the site (§3.3). 
191 Recently, a small number of ceramic fragments with ‘Bell Beaker’ type decorations have come to light in a new part of the 
excavations at the Copper Age open-air site of LE COSTE, on a terrace overlooking the plain of ORTUCCHIO. These have been 
interpreted as an extension of the late Copper Age trajectory of LE COSTE, i.e. persistent use resulting in a partial overlap with the 
trajectory of ORTUCCHIO-STRADA 28 in the final Copper Age and/or EBA1 [subphase BA1A] (Radi 2003, 244 [fig. 3b], 245-246, 
249-250). However, Ialongo (2007, 133-135) seems to have rejected an EBA1 date for the decorated ceramics. 
192 In this respect, the ‘double’ link between ORTUCCHIO-STRADA 28 [#16] and LUCO-STRADA 45 [#22] (Figure 7.2) also 
concerns the latter’s full assemblage consisting of a single fragment, a vessel type-handle combination (Ialongo 2007, 158 [tipo 
27A], 167 [tipo 48, i.e. handle]). 
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(Figure 7.3: VENERE-RESTINA [#14]; AVEZZANO-LE MOLE 3 [#23]; AVEZZANO-STRADA 6 [#24]).193 
Overall, the spatial distribution of EBA1 open-air sites is fairly similar in both phases, with 
concentrations to the northwest and southeast of the lake (Figure 7.3) and less dispersed than Copper 
Age sites (Figure 7.2). Taken together, the Copper Age and EBA1 open-air sites [#23-25] in the area of 
AVEZZANO, to the northwest of the FUCINO LAKE, indicate a shifting but persistent presence, perhaps a 
second settled EBA1 community, parallel to one on the opposite side of the lake in the area of 
ORTUCCHIO [#14-17]. In that case, ceramic connectivity (Figures 7.2 & 7.3) would not refer so much to 
special-purpose activity starting from a single settlement (see above), as to social interaction between 
two separate communities. However, this scenario is inconsistent with the underrepresentation of 
BA1B vessel types at ORTUCCHIO-STRADA 28 [#16]. 
 
Figure 7.3: map (adapted from Ialongo 
2007) showing the distributions of open-
air and cave sites dated to subphases 
BA1A and BA1B in the FUCINO BASIN, 
with ceramic connections [nos. refer to 
Appendix 4]. 
 
One way to test the scenario of the 
presence of one or two EBA1 communities 
in the FUCINO BASIN is a comparison with 
contemporary ritual practices, i.e. cave use 
and metalwork deposition. The generic 
provenance of the ‘horizon II’ axe (§4.2.2) 
places it in the area (PESCINA) through which the intermontane GIOVENCO stream flowed into the 
closed lake basin, immediately to the north of VENERE-RESTINA [#14] (Figure 7.3). The wholesale 
absence of Copper Age and EBA1 sites to the northeast of the FUCINO LAKE (Figures 7.2 & 7.3) 
highlights the absence of an immediate prior context for this axe deposition and arguably corroborates 
its potential connection with a natural place (§4.2.4), perhaps the stream itself or marshes. It can be 
argued that it was placed between postulated EBA1 communities to the northwest and to the southeast 
of the lake (see above), at the same time, a likely point of entry for an axe originating from the UPPER 
PESCARA micro-region, similar to the dagger (FUCINO) without provenance details (§4.4.2; Figure 4.8). 
To the west and south of the FUCINO LAKE, caves with traces of EBA1 use show a 
complementary distribution with the two clusters of EBA1 open-air sites (Figures 7.2 & 7.3). This 
distribution would be in line with the scenario of two separate communities at the lake, each using its 
own caves. Upon closer inspection, the trajectories of most of these caves show a gap that was left 
undiscussed earlier (§6.1.2; Table 6.2). Caves with BA1A ceramics are underrepresented with respect 
to noth those with Copper Age ceramics (Figure 7.2) and BA1B ceramics (Figure 7.3). This pattern 
underscores the scenario that these caves were not used consistently in EBA1, but only occasionally 
(§6.1.2). The scenario that EBA cave use constituted a separate, arguably ritualised sphere (§6.2) is 
corroborated by a vessel type that is exclusive to caves and connects the EBA1 burial in GROTTA DI 
MONTE SALVIANO (§5.1.2), to the west of the lake, to renewed use of GROTTA MARITZA, to the 
southeast.194 In addition, only one open-air site (ORTUCCHIO-STRADA 28 [#16]) shows ceramic 
connectivity to caves, i.e. GROTTA DI ORTUCCHIO (Figure 7.2) and GROTTA LA CAVA (Figure 7.3). 
Because of the occasional character of cave use and the overall lack of connectivity between caves and 
open-air sites, this comparison cannot shed light on the issue of the scale of EBA1 groups involved in 
cave use. 
To sum up, the question of the presence of one or several EBA1 communities in the FUCINO 
BASIN remains unresolved. The distinctive, yet complementary patterns of the distribution of EBA1 
open-air assemblages and their connectivity in subphases BA1A and BA1B (Figures 7.2 & 7.3) could 
indicate that making a diachronic distinction between these two subphases is invalid. The issue of 
diachronic resolution of subphases will be explored in the light of regional patterns of connectivity 
                                                 
193 The absence of this particular vessel type (Ialongo 2007, 150 [tipo 1]) from the largest, excavated assemblage (ORTUCCHIO-
STRADA 28 [#16]) is striking, as it concerns the only type of an EBA larger vessel in Ialongo’s typochronology. 
194 Perhaps it is significant that the cave with the articulated burial (GROTTA DI MONTE SALVIANO) mimicks the location of the 
contemporary axe deposition (PESCINA) on the opposite lake-side of the lake (Figure 7.3), with respect to the clusters of open-air 
sites at AVEZZANO and ORTUCCHIO, respectively. 
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(§7.2). It is significant, for instance, that ceramic connectivity links all four of the open-air sites in the 
FUCINO BASIN in subphase BA1B (Figure 7.3) to the new place (NAVELLI [#9]) in the emergent 
ATERNO-TIRINO cluster (see above), a potential ‘stopping point’ in the journey of the PESCINA axe from 
the UPPER PESCARA micro-region (§7.2). 
 
EBA2 
Site distributions in the FUCINO BASIN show a significant network change in EBA2 (Figure 7.4). In 
particular, a cluster of open-air sites emerged to the south of the lake in the area of TRASACCO [#18-
21], as well as an isolated open-air site to the north (COLLE FELICETTA [#13]). The TRASACCO cluster 
lies at the heart of EBA2 connectivity in the FUCINO BASIN (Figure 7.4) despite the persistence of one 
open-air site in each of the two EBA1 clusters (Figure 7.3). Whereas the persistent place of AVEZZANO-
STRADA 6 [#24] shows EBA2 connectivity with the TRASACCO sites, the latter are linked only indirectly 
to ORTUCCHIO-STRADA 28 [#16], through ‘shared’ cave use at GROTTA DI CICCIO FELICE and GROTTA 
MARITZA. The connection of ORTUCCHIO-STRADA 28 with caves is even stronger than before (see 
above), connecting to all caves with EBA2 evidence (Figure 7.4). It highlights the possibility that 
ceramics deposition at this persistent open-air site (or ancestral settlement), after the ‘gap’ in its 
trajectory in subphase BA1B, was part of the same, ritual sphere as ‘persistent’ cave use (§6.2), not 
necessarily related to a single settled community. The ‘cave-like’ character of the EBA2 assemblage of 
ORTUCCHIO-STRADA 28 is underscored by the selection of vessel types. By far the majority of vessel 
types in the assemblage had prior to Ialongo’s classification (2007) been exclusive to caves and the 
lake-side cult place at LAGO DI MEZZANO (§7.1.3), interpreted as ritual in Cocchi Genick’s 
classification (1998).195 
 
Figure 7.4: map (adapted from Ialongo 
2007) showing the distributions of open-
air and cave sites dated to subphases 
BA1B and BA2 in the FUCINO BASIN, 
with ceramic connections [nos. refer to 
Appendix 4]. 
 
The relatively good state of 
preservation of the vessels at ORTUCCHIO-
STRADA 28 [#16] is another indication of its 
ritual character (§7.3). Moreover, the series 
of vessel types includes a relatively 
complete, decorated miniature of vessel types otherwise only represented at TRASACCO 2 [#20] and 
LUCO-STRADA 45 [#22] to the southwest of the FUCINO LAKE.196 A further indirect link between the 
TRASACCO cluster and ORTUCCHIO-STRADA 28 implicates the new place with a limited surface 
assemblage (COLLE FELICETTA [#13]) on a hill to the north of the FUCINO LAKE (Figure 7.4). Whereas 
its connectivity with ORTUCCHIO-STRADA 28 concerns one of the ‘ritual’ vessel types, with a handle in 
common with NAVELLI [#9] in the ATERNO-TIRINO cluster (see above),197 the link between COLLE 
FELICETTA and TRASACCO 1 [#19] is a vessel type that is exclusive to these places (Ialongo 2007, 154 
[tipo 16]). As such, the limited assemblage of COLLE FELICETTA [#13] could represent an act of place-
making starting from the TRASACCO cluster and the ATERNO-TIRINO cluster (§7.2), and does not 
                                                 
195 Ialongo [I] 2007, 151 [tipo 5 = larger part of vessel] = Cocchi Genick [CG] 1998 [tipo 69, VALLE FELICI, ROMITA DI 
ASCIANO]; I 2007, 151 [tipo 9] = CG 1998 [tipo 23A & 23B, GROTTA DEL BEATO BENINCASA, BELVERDE-“GROTTE”]; I 2007, 
153 [tipo 11, i.e. larger part of vessel] = CG 1998 [tipo 29, CANDALLA-RIPARO DELLE FELCI, LAGO DI MEZZANO] & I 2007, 167 
[tipo 50, i.e. handle] = CG 1998 [tipo 168A, LAGO DI MEZZANO]; I 2007, 154 [tipo 17A] & 171 [tipo 60, i.e. decoration], without 
parallels (i.e. unicum); I 2007 [tipo 27B, i.e. large fragment] = CG 1998 [tipo 46, TANACCIA DI BRISIGHELLA, CAMPO DEL 
SORGO, ROMITA DI ASCIANO] & I 2007, 160 [tipo 29A, GROTTA LA CAVA (complete miniature), GROTTA DI CICCIO FELICE] & I 
2007, 167 [tipo 54A, i.e. handle] = CG 1998 [tipo 177, PUNTA DEGLI STRETTI; GROTTA DEL BEATO BENINCASA, VALLONE, 
NAVELLI]; I 2007, 165 [tipo 42B], i.e. larger part of (decorated) ‘miniature’ version of [tipo 42A, i.e. TRASACCO 2; LUCO-
STRADA 45] = CG 1998 [unicum 1 ‘dopo tipo 128’, LAGO DI MEZZANO]; I 2007, 169 [tipo 56, i.e. handle] = CG 1998 [tipo 172B, 
LAGO DI MEZZANO, GROTTA SANT’ANGELO]. 
196 Following subtypes in Ialongo’s classification (2007), this connection has not been incorporated in Figure 7.4. 
197 Ialongo [I] 2007 [tipo 27B] = Cocchi Genick [CG] 1998 [tipo 46, TANACCIA DI BRISIGHELLA, CAMPO DEL SORGO, ROMITA DI 
ASCIANO] & I 2007, 167 [tipo 54A, i.e. handle] = CG 1998 [tipo 177, PUNTA DEGLI STRETTI; GROTTA DEL BEATO BENINCASA, 
VALLONE, NAVELLI]. 
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necessarily refer to a settlement (contra Ialongo 2007, 145). Another indication for the interpretation of 
COLLE FELICETTA as an act of deposition is its atypical site location in the micro-region (Figure 7.4), in 
coincidence with the outlet of the peculiar natural feature of the CELANO gorge, originating in the 
mountains that delimit the FUCINO BASIN to the north. 
Overall, the emergence of a new cluster of open-air sites (TRASACCO-S. RUFINO 1 [#18]; 
TRASACCO 1 [#19]; TRASACCO 2 [#20]; TRASACCO-IL MULINO [#21]), well-connected to all of the 
other open-air sites as well as two of the caves (Figure 7.4), singles the area of TRASACCO out as the 
most likely, new location of an EBA2 settled community in the FUCINO BASIN. Ialongo’s classification 
(2007), including unpublished and redated ceramics from the excavation, has made TRASACCO 1 [#19] 
the largest EBA2 assemblage in the micro-region and thereby adds a cultural context to the previously 
‘anomalous’ EBA radiocarbon date (§3.3) on a wooden post from one of the pits.198 The consistency of 
the EBA2 assemblage suggests that other excavated, but undated structural remains (i.e. pits and posts) 
could add up to an EBA2 settlement.199 The absence of consistent links between sites in the TRASACCO 
cluster itself (Figure 7.4) could highlight differentiation in site function, with TRASACCO 1 [#19] as the 
settlement proper. In this respect, the limited assemblage of TRASACCO-IL MULINO [#21] seems to have 
been a special-purpose site (i.e. a fishing spot) because of the presence of so-called “fishing-net 
weights” and its location (Figure 7.4), closest to (or within) the reconstructed lake-levels (cf. Ialongo 
2007, 184, 320). 
A closer look at the ceramics in the TRASACCO 1 [#19] assemblage shows that it includes both 
‘local’ vessel types that are most frequent in, or exclusive to the FUCINO BASIN, and types that 
elsewhere in Central Italy are exclusive to cave and lake-side assemblages.200 This constrasts with the 
predominance of supra-regional, ‘non-local’ vessel types that lends ORTUCCHIO-STRADA 28 [#16] its 
ritual character (see above). The absence of connectivity between these two largest EBA2 assemblages 
(Figure 7.4) underscores the postulated differentiation in site function, with the persistent place of 
ORTUCCHIO-STRADA 28 used for its ancestral connotations as a zone of ceramics deposition, similar to 
cave use (Chapter 6), and TRASACCO 1 as the main, new settlement. This interpretation of TRASACCO 1 
[#16] is corroborated by the presence of structural remains (§7.3), as well as the local character of the 
complete larger (or storage) vessel.201 Nonetheless, the relatively complete state of EBA2 vessels 
deserves attention, not necessarily an indication of ritual practice, given the other characteristics of the 
assemblage (see above). An alternative interpretation for this peculiarity is that the assemblage 
constitutes an abandonment context of a single-phase, EBA2 settlement. 
To sum up, in terms of trajectories of EBA community formation in the FUCINO BASIN, at 
present, there is only convincing evidence for the existence of a single settled community that shifted 
location from ORTUCCHIO to TRASACCO between EBA1 and EBA2 (Table 7.3). This reconstruction is 
mainly based on the impression of ceramic connectivity in the micro-region (see above), but a research 
bias towards these excavated open-air sites with the largest assemblages and structural remains cannot 
be excluded. In particular, the situation in the area of AVEZZANO, to the northwest of the lake, is not as 
well-researched as the environs of TRASACCO and ORTUCCHIO (Figures 7.2, 7.3 & 7.4). Nonetheless, 
the postulated trajectory does seem to find corroboration in its good fit with the trajectory of the 
ATERNO-TIRINO cluster. To reiterate, the starting-point of this cluster (NAVELLI [#9]) is connected to 
all contemporary open-air sites in the FUCINO BASIN (Table 7.3). The involvement of the FUCINO 
community in the emergence of the ATERNO-TIRINO cluster could partly explain the relatively low 
                                                 
198 Cf. Ialongo 2007, 84 [published finds], 84-88 [unpublished finds], 92 [surface finds]. The date [3640±90 BP; 2277-1745 
cal.BC] on wood (Table 3.7) has a calibrated range that covers the whole of EBA1 and EBA2 (Radi 1995; Skeates & Whitehouse 
1995/1996), but in the absence of ceramics an EBA1 date seems unlikely. 
199 Unfortunately, the excavation has not been published in detail yet. In particular, the lack of a site plan and stratigraphical 
understanding is regrettable. 
200 Local: I 2007, 154 [tipo 15, TRASACCO 1 & GROTTA MARITZA]; I 2007, 154 [tipo 16, TRASACCO 1 & COLLE FELICETTA] & 
171 [tipo 63 (decoration), TRASACCO 1 & GROTTA MARITZA] = CG 1998 [tipo 202 (subphases BA1B-BA2, GROTTA PRATO, 
CANDALLA-RIPARO DELL’AMBRA]; I 2007, 163 [tipo 40, TRASACCO 1 (complete large vessel), TRASACCO-S. RUFINO 1, 
AVEZZANO-STRADA 8]; Supra-regional: Ialongo [I] 2007, 153 [tipo 12, TRASACCO 1 & GROTTA DI CICCIO FELICE] = Cocchi 
Genick [CG] 1998 [tipo 40 (subphase BA1B), LATRUCCIA 1, CANDALLA-RIPARO DELL’AMBRA & RIPARO DELLE FELCI]; I 2007, 
154 [tipo 14] = CG 1998 [unicum ‘dopo tipo 58’, GROTTA DEL BEATO BENINCASA]; I 2007, 166 [tipo 43, TRASACCO 1 (larger 
part of vessel), AVEZZANO-STRADA 6] = CG 1998 [tipo 138, GROTTA PRATO (TORRE CROGNOLA included; TANACCIA DI 
BRISIGHELLA excluded by Ialongo)]; I 2007 [tipo 45] = CG 1998 [tipo 139, GROTTA DEL FARNETO; GROTTA DEL BEATO 
BENINCASA, RAGNATORO & tipo 140, GROTTA DEL BEATO BENINCASA, LAGO DI MEZZANO]. 
201 Ialongo 2007, 163 [tipo 40, TRASACCO 1 (complete large vessel), TRASACCO-S. RUFINO 1, AVEZZANO-STRADA 8]. On the 
other hand, we should recall the two larger (storage) vessels from pits at GROTTA SANT’ANGELO and GROTTA DEI PICCIONI that 
were interpreted as a ritual feature (§6.2.1). 
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archaeological visibility and limited scope of BA1B assemblages in the FUCINO BASIN, including the 
‘gap’ at ORTUCCHIO-STRADA 28 (see above). The postulated trajectory would have distributed the 
respective community over a larger area, which would have afforded a wider network change related to 
metalwork exchange (§7.2). 
 
 Fucino basin Aterno-Tirino cluster 
final Copper Age-EBA1 
[subphase BA1A] 
settled community focused on 
ORTUCCHIO (Figure 7.2) 
[Grotta a Male (§6.1) and Assergi 
cemetery (§5.1) abandoned] 
EBA1 [subphase BA1B] 
abandonment of ORTUCCHIO-STRADA 
28 (Figure 7.3) 
place-making at NAVELLI, linked to all 
contemporary Fucino sites 
EBA2 
settled community focused on 
TRASACCO (Figure 7.4) 
Aterno-Tirino cluster, linked to postulated 
cult places (ORTUCCHIO-STRADA 28, 
COLLE FELICETTA) 
Table 7.3: postulated trajectories of community formation in intermontane Abruzzo. 
 
Connectivity between these intermontane micro-regions in EBA2 (Table 7.3) took shape as 
acts of deposition at cult places in the FUCINO BASIN (see above), both at open-air sites with a ritual 
character (ORTUCCHIO-STRADA 28; COLLE FELICETTA) and at caves (GROTTA LA CAVA; GROTTA DI 
CICCIO FELICE). It suggests that the ATERNO-TIRINO cluster was implicated in ritualised practices with 
an intercommunal character taking place in the FUCINO BASIN itself, arguably social interaction with the 
settled community at TRASACCO. On a supra-regional scale, the isolated ceramic fragment ORTUCCHIO-
BALZONE 1 [#17] attributed to the EBA2 “Palma di Campania” facies (§3.2.2; §3.4) highlights the 
central role of the FUCINO BASIN in cross-APENNINE connectivity (Ialongo 2007, 154 [tipo 18], 181), as 
do supra-regional ceramic connections, predominantly to caves, in Central Italy (see above). Given its 
well-connectedness, the absence of EBA2 metalwork from the basin itself is striking. In all likelihood, 
the ‘horizon III-IV’ axe deposition (ALBE-MAGLIANO DEI MARSI) in the UPPER IMELE-SALTO area 
(§4.2.2), immediately to the northwest of the basin, is an indication of connectivity of the FUCINO 
community with the intermontane region of Umbria, the postulated origin of the axe (§4.4.3). 
 
The province of Rieti 
Different from intermontane Abruzzo, there is a considerable gap in our knowledge of the spatial 
distribution of EBA open-air sites in the Rieti (RI) province (Figure 7.1; Table 7.2). Closest to the 
FUCINO BASIN, circumstantial evidence for EBA open-air sites derives from rescue projects related to 
the construction of a highway in the UPPER SALTO valley. Following an earlier occasional find (S. 
MARIA DI BORGOROSE [#27]), several limited EBA-MBA assemblages have been reported from the 
BORGOROSE plain. Based on its strategic location in cross-APENNINE and intermontane connectivity, 
these limited assemblages have been interpreted as the remains of temporary (seasonal?) occupation, 
rather than settled communities (Alvino 2007, 92). If partially EBA2 in date, it would situate the axe 
deposition (ALBE-MAGLIANO DEI MARSI) between a temporary community in the BORGOROSE plain 
and the settled community in the FUCINO BASIN (see above). At present, EBA open-air sites have not 
been reported from the remainder of the intermontane SALTO valley, nor the VELINO valley, which 
represents a gap in archaeological records that stretches to the RIETI BASIN (Figure 7.1). Only a few 
assemblages (MONTISOLA [#28]; CASA FONTE GIOVANNONE [#29]) are known from the RIETI BASIN 
itself (Table 7.2), consisting of limited amounts of ceramics that have been dated to EBA only 
generically. 
This contrasts with the presence of an EBA1 funerary context (CAMPORE) (§5.1.2) and the 
evidence for EBA metalwork deposition (RIETI; MONTECCHIO) (§4.2.2). Although an extensive field 
survey did take place in the catchment of the RIETI BASIN in the late 1980s, explicitly focused on 
protohistoric settlement patterns (Carancini et al. 1986, 1990), this has not contributed to an 
understanding of Copper Age-EBA settlement patterns in this micro-region. This could be explained by 
low archaeological visibility of open-air sites in a geologically dynamic environment (cf. Calderini et 
al. 1998). For instance, the assemblage of MONTISOLA [#28] was discovered in a geological test-pit, but 
both radiocarbon dates of the archaeological layer have a wide margin of error and refer to an EBA-
MBA date range (§3.3). In addition, reconstructed lake-levels in the RIETI BASIN had been based on an 
outdated environmental reconstruction that envisioned larger lake bodies, rather than smaller stretches 
of lakes with fluctuating levels along dynamic river courses, in association with marshes. This is 
problematic because the survey strategy entailed a strong focus on particular elevations connected with 
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protohistoric lake-levels. On the other hand, Coccia & Mattingly (1992, 16-17) and Ialongo (2007, 330) 
have criticised such a selective focus in the survey strategy adopted.202 Incidentally, the methodological 
flaw of the strategy to focus on reconstructed lake-sides could have been deduced from known chance 
finds (MONTECCHIO; CAMPORE) (§5.1), situated on higher grounds than the putative protohistoric lake-
levels (cf. Segre 1990). Overall, there is a possibility that further EBA open-air sites lie buried under 
sediments in the RIETI BASIN or can be found at higher elevations than the putative lake-levels. 
Finally, systematic field surveys have started to focus on the pre-APENNINE foothills and 
smaller valleys on the TIBER left bank, in an attempt to fill the gaps in archaeological records between 
the intermontane region and the well-researched region of northern Lazio (§7.1.3). Only one such 
project has so far yielded a single, limited EBA2 open-air assemblage (PROGETTO GALANTINA-SITO 68 
[#30]) in one of these smaller tributaries of the TIBER, flowing from the SABINE MOUNTAINS. In this 
respect, one of the questions to be addressed in the diachronic overview of settlement patterns and 
regional connectivity in Abruzzo and Lazio as whole (§7.2), is whether several or many more EBA 
open-air sites should be expected in the province of Rieti. 
 
7.1.3  Northern Lazio 
Systematic and unsystematic field surveys in northern Lazio (also known as Southern Etruria) have 
yielded a considerable number of EBA open-air sites (Figure 7.1), as a corollary of the focus on this 
region in the study of later Bronze Age-Early Iron Age trajectories of early state formation (§1.2). 
Many of these assemblages have only been reported as generically EBA in date in site lists (Tables 7.4 
& 7.5) and/or concern very limited amounts of (if not isolated) ceramic fragments (Appendix 4 [#31-
134]). In general, EBA1 sites are scarce, but the number of EBA2 sites is also relatively low, given the 
higher archaeological visibility of EBA2 vessel types (§3.2.1). Unfortunately, excavation of EBA open-
air sites does not seem to have had much priority, given the research bias towards later Bronze Age 
settlements. As a consequence, EBA settlement patterns and network changes tend to be addressed in 
general terms. Here I will use the spatial and chronological patterns established earlier for metalwork 
deposition (Chapter 4), burial (Chapter 5) and cave use (Chapter 6) as a frame of reference for more 
specific reconstructions of EBA settlement patterns in northern Lazio. These will be discussed in two 
parts, starting with northernmost Lazio (Figure 7.1 [#34-75]; Table 7.4) and then ‘southern’ northern 
Lazio (Figure 7.1 [#76-134]; Table 7.5). 
 
Northernmost Lazio 
The type sites of the large EBA cultural group coinciding with ‘coastal’ Lazio (GRUPPO DI TORRE 
CROGNOLA-LAGO DI MEZZANO) are both open-air sites and both situated in the far north of Lazio 
(§3.2.2). As the two largest assemblages, dated to EBA1 (TORRE CROGNOLA) and EBA2 (LAGO DI 
MEZZANO), respectively, these include the majority of vessel types found in the region as a whole. On 
the basis of their location near a cultural boundary and their position in ‘typo-networks’ (§3.2), it was 
suggested that the assemblages of TORRE CROGNOLA [#61] and LAGO DI MEZZANO [#34] should not 
necessarily be regarded as the remains of settlements, but foremost as cross-cultural meeting-places. 
Both these sites were discussed already in terms of boundary work in the context of metalwork 
exchange and deposition (§4.4). Here the atypical character of these type sites will be substantiated in a 
diachronic overview of the spatial distributions of open-air sites in the micro-regional context of 
northernmost Lazio and the regional context of northern Lazio. 
 
Copper Age-EBA1 
The number of Copper Age open-air sites known from northernmost Lazio is low (Table 7.4), 
especially in comparison with the high incidence of Copper Age cemeteries in the border zone between 
Tuscany and Lazio (§5.1.3; Table 5.3). This bias in archaeological records corroborates the scenario 
that the concentration of cemeteries should be seen in the light of (supra)regional interaction (§5.2), 
arguably providing an intercommunal context for metalwork exchange (§4.4.1). The overall lack of 
evidence for settled communities persisted in EBA1, given the equally low number of assemblages 
from open-air sites dated to BA1A and BA1B (Table 7.4). At present, the large surface assemblage 
from the type site (TORRE CROGNOLA) is unique and unrepresentative (see below). In particular, there 
is a significant lack of context in northernmost Lazio for TORRE CROGNOLA [#61] in subphase BA1A, 
                                                 
202 Nonetheless, Ialongo (2007, 330, 332 [fig. 240]) takes the situation in the RIETI BASIN at face value, in his comparison with 
the FUCINO BASIN, and suggests a scenario of persistent places since EBA, without reference to the overall lack of knowledge. 
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except for two cult places, GROTTA DELLE SETTECANNELLE (§6.1.3) and FOSSO CONICCHIO (§5.1.3), 
both abandoned in subphase BA1B. 
 
 Copper Age EBA1 generically EBA EBA2 
middle Tiber valley 
(VT) 
- - - [#31] Monticello 
Lago di Bolsena (VT) - - - [#32] Ragnatoro 
[#33] Monte Senano 
(sub) 
upper Olpeta valley, 
west of Lago di 
Bolsena (VT) 
- - [#35] Olpeta 
[#36] Scoponeto 1 & 2 
[#34] Lago di Mezzano 
[#37] Vallone 
[#38] Poggi del Mulino 
[#39] Monte Saliette 
middle Fiora valley-
Selva di Lamone-
lower Olpeta valley 
(VT) 
[#56] La Comunella 
[#53] Rovine di Castro? 
[#51] Crostoletto di 
Lamone 
[#49] Pianizza 
[#50] Poggio Marmare? 
[#42] Roccoia 
[#43] Mandria Buona 
[#48] Prato Pianacquale 
[#52] Pianetti 
[#42] Roccoia 
[#43] Mandria Buona 
[#57] Valle del Bovo? 
[#53] Rovine di Castro? 
[#50] Poggio Marmare? 
[#56] La Comunella 
[#55] Le Vignacce 
[#54] Campo della 
Battaglia 
[#51] Crostoletto di 
Lamone 
[#42] Roccoia 
[#43] Mandria Buona? 
[#44] Murcia Bianca 
[#45] Prato di Frabulino 
[#46] Campo della Villa 
[#47] Valderico 
[#48] Prato Pianacquale 
[#40] Buche Bietole? 
[#41] Palombara II 
lower Fiora valley 
(VT) 
[#63] Monte Rozzi 
[#61] Torre Crognola 
[#68] Pontecchio 
[#61] Torre Crognola 
[#68] Pontecchio? 
[#59] Riminino? 
[#60] Monte dell’Oro 




[#66] La Piscina 
[#63] Monte Rozzi 
[#61] Torre Crognola 
[#68] Pontecchio 
between Olpeta and 
Marta valleys (VT) 
[#62] Poggio Olivastro [#62] Poggio Olivastro? 
[#72] Piano della Selva 
[#70] Casale Saetto 
[#71] Omo Morto 
[#58] Monte di Cellere 
[#72] Piano della Selva 
[#69] Casale Carcarello 
[#73] Castellina di 
Formiconcino 
east of Lago di Vico 
(VT) 
[#74] Casale Barzellotti [#74] Casale Barzellotti? [#75] Fosso delle Rote? - 
Table 7.4: overview of (late) Copper Age-EBA open-air sites in northernmost Lazio [nos. refer to 
Appendix 4 & Figure 7.1]. 
 
Unfortunately, TORRE CROGNOLA [#61] as the main EBA1 open-air site presently known in 
northern Lazio has not been subjected to excavation. Therefore, the interpretation that the EBA1 type 
site in ‘coastal’ Lazio was a settlement, is not straightforward, nor can it be used indiscriminately to fill 
the gap in our understanding of settlement patterns in the region. The assumption that it represents a 
large settlement, depends on the size and the composition of its assemblage.203 I would argue that this 
assumption is contradicted by the character of the ceramics from the (surface) assemblage, in the sense 
that Cocchi Genick’s classification highlights that ceramics from TORRE CROGNOLA are predominated 
by (smaller) vessel types related to food consumption, which throughout Central Italy have otherwise 
only been found in cave assemblages (Cocchi Genick 1998, 93-227). At the same time, the assemblage 
is characterised by a high incidence of decorated ceramics, which is again a characteristic of cave 
assemblages and uncharacteristic of open-air sites (Cocchi Genick 1998, 228-245). In particular, it 
includes a wide range of ‘Bell Beaker’ types of decoration (§3.2.1), only parallelled at the cult place of 
FOSSO CONICCHIO (§5.1.3). 
There is no need to presume a traditional scenario, that ‘Bell Beaker’ people from elsewhere 
(i.e. Tuscany) established a settled community in northernmost Lazio, inhabiting prior places (TORRE 
CROGNOLA [#61]; POGGIO OLIVASTRO [#62]; CASALE BARZELOTTI [#74]) and using prior cemeteries 
(FONTANILE DI RAIM) (§5.1) of ‘local’ communities.204 The alternative scenario engages with the 
distribution of items of ‘Bell Beaker’ material culture (i.e. beakers and bracers) in Central Italy. The 
position of two extensive ‘Bell Beaker’ assemblages (TORRE CROGNOLA; FOSSO CONICCHIO), situated 
on the margin of ‘Bell Beaker’ networks and in a well-established nodal area (§3.2; §4.4.1; §5.2), 
                                                 
203 The composition of the assemblage (§7.3) and the limited faunal sample (§7.4) will be discussed in more detail below. 
204 Contra Fugazzola Delpino & Pellegrini 1998a, 157-160; Fugazzola Delpino & Pellegrini 1999, 147-150. 
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singles them out as intercommunal meeting-places.205 The spatial proximity and connection of TORRE 
CROGNOLA to a cave with an internal and external lake (GROTTA DEL LAGO DI TORRE CROGNOLA), 
would have added a cosmological dimension to social interaction at this location.206 The persistence of 
TORRE CROGNOLA, after the abandonment of the cult place of FOSSO CONICCHIO (§5.1), in subphase 
BA1B and EBA2 networks will be explored in the diachronic overview of regional connectivity (§7.2). 
To sum up, TORRE CROGNOLA is not an average EBA1 settlement, if one at all. Moreover, the other 
EBA1 assemblages, as well as those generically dated to EBA, in northernmost Lazio (Table 7.4) are 
too limited in scope to be interpreted as EBA1 settlements without further investigation. At present, the 
possibility that neither in the Copper Age nor in EBA1 a permanently settled community existed in 
northernmost Lazio cannot be excluded. 
 
EBA2 
A relatively high number of EBA2 open-air sites has been reported from northernmost Lazio, with a 
concentration between the MIDDLE FIORA valley and LAGO DI BOLSENA (Table 7.4). Following the 
general pattern of EBA1-EBA2 discontinuity (§3.1), the majority of these open-air sites constituted 
new places.207 The establishment of a settled community in EBA2 has been charted in environmental 
reconstructions as a signature of human impact (i.e. land reclamation, deforestation and/or agriculture), 
dated generically to the EBA-MBA transition, at two crater lakes (LAGO DI MEZZANO; LAGACCIONE) in 
the UPPER OLPETA valley (§3.4; cf. Magri 1999; Sadori et al. 2004).208 The problem in recognising 
EBA2 settlements is that the majority of the open-air sites are characterised by limited surface 
assemblages, with some more substantial exceptions (see below). Nonetheless, the overall increase in 
open-air sites does highlight a significant network change in EBA2, in coincidence with the extension 
of the distribution of hoards (ACQUAPENDENTE; CERVARA ALFINA) and ingots (CARTALANA) into 
northernmost Lazio (§4.2.3; §4.4.3). At the same time LAGO DI MEZZANO, the EBA2 type site of the 
reconstructed cultural group of ‘coastal’ Lazio (§3.2.2), was not only established as a depositional zone 
for metalwork, given its large ceramic assemblage that consists predominantly of complete vessels. 
The assemblage of LAGO DI MEZZANO [#34] has been regarded as the remains of a lake-side 
settlement, similar to those in the circum-Alpine region including northern Italy (cf. Carancini 1986; 
Cardarelli 1992; Guidi & Bellintani 1996; Aspes 1997; Schlichtherle 1997; Marzatico 2004). Two 
further open-air sites (RAGNATORO [#32]; MONTE SENANO [#33]) at LAGO DI BOLSENA have also been 
interpreted as settlements. Several elements contradict this interpretation. Radiocarbon dates available 
for structural remains (i.e. wooden posts) at these locations rule out the presence of EBA structures.209 
Moreover, lake-side place-making should be seen in the light of the EBA2 climatic ‘dry event’ (§3.4). 
This would have lowered lake-levels in the closed basins of craters considerably, making lake-sides 
available for human activity. At LAGO DI BOLSENA it exposed previously submerged, geothermal 
outlets of gases and water in a remnant volcanic environment (cf. Fioravanti 2002). The location of the 
EBA2 lake-side assemblages coincided with such outlets, exposed in the northwestern part of the large 
crater. At MONTE SENANO [#33] a series of outlets was marked by a large, elliptical stone cairn (c. 50m 
x 30m).210 As one of the few instances of monumentality on the surface in Central Italy, the cairn 
would probably have served as a focus for deposition and the associated assemblage should be 
interpreted accordingly. The cairn frames a peculiar subsurface element in the physical landscape and 
fits a wider cosmological concern with the subsurface (Chapter 8). 
                                                 
205 Cf. Cocchi Genick 1998, 331 [tab. 5] for EBA1 ceramic connectivity between Tuscany and northernmost Lazio (§3.2.1). 
206 The isolated finds of a disarticulated skull and a complete cup in the context of GROTTA DEL LAGO DI TORRE CROGNOLA have 
both been redated to the Neolithic (Cocchi Genick 1998, 18), consituting an ancestral context for the open-air site that 
‘continued’ the trajectory of cave use from the Copper Age onwards. 
207 Both EBA1 and EBA2 ceramics have only been reported from ROCCOIA [#42]; MANDRIA BUONA [#43]; TORRE CROGNOLA 
[#61]; PIANO DELLA SELVA [#72] (Table 7.4; Appendix 4). 
208 It is unclear to what extent the deforestation signature found at LAGO DI MEZZANO was connected either to human impact or 
the EBA2 climatic ‘dry event’ (Sadori et al. 2004 use the term “aridity crisis”). Arguably, it would be wrong to attribute the 
signature of agriculture solely to the closed basin and putative EBA2 settlement of LAGO DI MEZZANO (Sadori et al. 2004), as the 
theatre-like shape of the small crater opens up to (and therefore served as a catchment area of pollen related to agricultural 
activity in) the UPPER OLPETA valley, given the similar signature at LAGACCIONE without archaeological evidence (Magri 1999). 
209 The series of radiocarbon dates obtained from wooden posts at LAGO DI MEZZANO starts in MBA1 (§3.3), those from 
RAGNATORO have yielded medieval dates (Tamburini 1995, 217 [fig. 3A]). 
210 Given its size, the construction of this cairn probably constituted a project in the longer term, arguably starting in coincidence 
with the EBA2 climatic ‘dry event’ that would have exposed the outlets. For similar cairns at other outlets at LAGO DI BOLSENA a 
slightly later date is more likely, given associations with MBA ceramics, although Copper Age remains have been reported from 
the cairn at GRAN CARRO (Tamburini 2006). 
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Another element that raises doubts about the interpretation of RAGNATORO, MONTE SENANO 
and LAGO DI MEZZANO as settlements, is that their assemblages are characterised by vessel types 
shared between cave and lake-side assemblages (Cocchi Genick 1998, 296 [fig. 77], 306 [tab. 3], 392). 
Among these, the new place at the smaller lake (LAGO DI MEZZANO), situated immediately to the west 
of the BOLSENA crater, stands out for the large number of vessel types that are exclusive to this 
particular assemblage, including vessel types in larger dimensions than usual and excluding simpler 
vessel types (Cocchi Genick 1998, 293 [fig. 76], 306 [tab. 3] & passim).211 Out of forty-two vessel 
types in the assemblage, 50% are exclusive to LAGO DI MEZZANO in the context of Central Italy as a 
whole, whereas many of the remaining vessel types have not been found in Lazio, apart from caves and 
funerary contexts elsewhere in Central Italy (Cocchi Genick 1998, 289-292). Similarly uncharacteristic 
of settlements is the presence of metalwork (§4.2.3). Its interpretation as a series of acts of metalwork 
deposition can be transferred to the peculiar ceramic assemblage, predominated by complete vessels. In 
this respect, the rare silver ornament included in a ceramic vessel constitutes a ‘cross-over’ (§4.2.3; 
Appendix 1 [#27.5]). Both metalwork and ceramics deposition at LAGO DI MEZZANO was focused on 
the same zone (‘area M1’) in EBA2, the place where a small stream inside the basin flowed into the 
smaller lake.212 Due to the lack of resolution between metalwork and ceramic typochronology (§3.1) it 
is difficult to clarify the trajectory of the depositional zone, but the two earliest pieces of metalwork, 
i.e. one axe and a dress-pin, both attributed to ‘horizon II-III’ (§4.2.3), could predate ceramics 
deposition and refer to acts of deposition at its establishment.213 
All of these characteristics argue against the interpretation of RAGNATORO, MONTE SENANO 
and LAGO DI MEZZANO as settlements, in favour of the alternative that these places constituted 
depositional zones, or lake-side cult places (cf. Cocchi Genick 1998, 292-294).214 The long-distance, 
supra-regional affinities of both metalwork (such as the dress-pins; §4.4.3) and ceramics in the LAGO DI 
MEZZANO assemblage indicate that its emergence was situated at the heart of a network change beyond 
northernmost Lazio itself. In other words, the major new cult place constituted a significant node in 
EBA2 connectivity between Tuscany and Lazio, which is corroborated by its geographical location and 
fits the deeper history of the micro-region as an area of social interaction in the Copper Age and EBA1 
(§4.4.1; §4.4.2; §5.2). In this respect, the chronological complementarity of TORRE CROGNOLA, the site 
with the largest EBA1 assemblage (see above), and LAGO DI MEZZANO suggests that the former was 
abandoned in favour of the latter,215 arguably as meeting-places in the context of metalwork exchange. 
This scenario is consistent with the core in the spatial distribution of EBA2 hoards in southern Tuscany 
and those in the vicinity of LAGO DI BOLSENA (§4.1; §4.4.3). Another site of ritual practice linked to 
LAGO DI MEZZANO is the one cave with EBA2 remains (GROTTA DI CARLI) in the MIDDLE FIORA valley 
(§6.1.3).216 
All of these sites of ritual practice,217 but especially LAGO DI MEZZANO, are implicated in the 
considerable increase of open-air sites in the micro-region (Table 7.4). Although none of the EBA2 
open-air sites in northernmost Lazio has been excavated, it seems likely that at least some of these 
surface assemblages refer to settlements.218 Their limited character suggests that they refer to single 
                                                 
211 Apart from the high incidence of decorated ceramics, a series of vessels can be recognised with larger dimensions than vessels 
of similar types found at other sites (Cocchi Genick 1998, 54). At the other extreme, the only EBA miniature vessel from Lazio 
belongs to this assemblage (Cocchi Genick 1998, 197). 
212 Place-making at LAGO DI MEZZANO coincided with marked changes in the environment, in particular due to a change in 
hydrological regimes. In the case of LAGO DI MEZZANO as a closed basin, it entailed in wetter conditions spilling over as a 
tributary of the OLPETA stream, but the EBA2 ‘dry event’ (§3.4) resulted in a smaller lake and a longer course of a small stream 
inside the basin, with the depositional zone (‘area M1’) situated at the point where it entered the lake (Sadori et al. 2004, 6 [fig. 
2]). 
213 Cf. the EBA2-MBA1 dress-pin in a second, parallel area of ceramics deposition (‘area M2’), established at the lake in MBA1 
(§9.1.2). 
214 Contra the original interpretation of the ceramics (without structural remains) as a settlement and the metalwork as an area of 
production at LAGO DI MEZZANO, as illustrated by the title of its final publication: Vulcano a Mezzano. Insediamento e 
produzioni artigianali nella media valle del Fiora nell’età del bronzo (Baffetti et al. 1993; cf. Sadori et al. 2004), with a pun on 
volcano-Vulcan (i.e. Roman god associated with metalworking and volcanoes). 
215 Cf. Cocchi Genick 1998, 223, 323, who also highlights that TORRE CROGNOLA and LAGO DI MEZZANO do not share vessel 
types between them. 
216 Actual ceramic connectivity exists between the limited assemblage of GROTTA DI CARLI and the cult place of LAGO DI 
MEZZANO (§6.1.3; Appendix 3 [#20]). 
217 Perhaps the presence of EBA2-MBA1 rock-cut tombs (PRATO DI FRABULINO; NAVIGLIONE) (§5.1.3) should be added to the 
series of cult places in the micro-region. 
218 Excavated structural remains at PRATO PIANACQUALE [#48] (a ditch) and MONTE SALIETTE [#39] (post-holes) have been 
dated to MBA1. 
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farmsteads at most, in a shifting settlement pattern (cf. Damiani 2001). At the same time, the scenario 
that limited assemblages refer to a periodic, seasonal form of occupation for the purposes of exchange 
and intercommunal interaction, cannot be excluded entirely. For instance, the presence at VALLONE 
[#37] of a typically Northern Italian object (a so-called “tavoletta enigmatica”) otherwise rare in 
Central Italy,219 could highlight a meeting-place in the immediate vicinity of LAGO DI MEZZANO, rather 
than a settlement in a strict sense. Overall, the lake-side cult place of LAGO DI MEZZANO would have 
provided the main focus for EBA2 ceramics deposition in the micro-region (see above). This 
strengthens the scenario that the remaining open-air sites (Table 7.4) add up to the emergence of settled 
EBA2 community, rather than further instances of ceramics deposition, in northernmost Lazio. Both 
the extension of the spatial distribution of hoards of metalwork from southern Tuscany into the region 
and the strong affinities with Tuscany of ceramics from LAGO DI MEZZANO indicate that the most likely 
origin of larger part of the newly settled community can be found to the north. Unfortunately, a more 
detailed comparison with settlement patterns in southern Tuscany was beyond the scope of this thesis. 
 
‘Southern’ northern Lazio 
Despite the considerable number of systematic and unsystematic field surveys that have taken place in 
Southern Etruria, EBA settlement patterns are still ill-defined in the ‘southern’ part of northern Lazio. 
These projects have yielded a relatively high number of open-air sites dated generically to EBA, rather 
than more specifically to EBA1 and/or EBA2 (Table 7.5; Figure 7.1 [#76-134]). Their chronology is 
debated because of the extremely limited scope of the surface assemblages in question, as well as the 
enigma of a regionally specific decorative style of ceramics attributed to EBA. Proponents of the latter 
argue that the so-called “Luni Tre Erici-Norchia” style has two so-called ‘aspects’ with diachronic 
relevance. The earlier aspect (“Luni Tre Erici”) entails a ‘Bell Beaker’ style decoration dated to the 
final Copper Age-EBA1, whereas the later aspect (“Norchia”) has been attributed to EBA2 (Di 
Gennaro & Pacciarelli 1996; Pacciarelli 2000, 20 [fig. 5C], 21, 93). Cocchi Genick (1998) has rejected 
an EBA date for most of these assemblages, mainly because of their limited scope.220 Alternatively, she 
(2002) has dated the majority to the initial subphase [BM1A] in the Middle Bronze Age sequence, in 
line with the greater consistency of MBA1 assemblages from the same open-air sites (§9.2.1). 
If an EBA date for “Luni Tre Erici-Norchia” style can be rejected, EBA open-air sites are 
underrepresented in the ‘southern’ northern Lazio, if not northern Lazio at large (Tables 7.4 & 7.5). If 
an EBA date can be accpeted, not necessarily all open-air assemblages in question can be interpreted as 
the remains of settlements, given their extremely limited scope. An occasional find of (the larger part 
of) a decorated vessel at TORNALE [#85] suggests another scenario. Because of its isolated occurrence, 
its relatively complete state and its ‘complex’ decoration (Di Gennaro 2007b, 363 [fig. 195]), it can be 
argued that the TORNALE find refers to an act of ceramics deposition with a ritual character, rather than 
to a settlement in the original interpretation. It highlights the possibility that deposition of decorated 
ceramics occurred more frequently throughout the region, similar to metalwork deposition (§4.2.3). 
One way or another, the spatial distribution of ceramics attributed to the “Luni Tre Erici-Norchia” style 
is largely circumscribed to northern Lazio.221 In this sense, it concerns a regionally specific style of 
‘specialised’, decorated ceramics that cannot fill the gap in our understanding of EBA settlement 
patterns. This will be substantiated in the following overview of the distribution of open-air sites in the 
southern part of northern Lazio. 
 
Copper Age-EBA1 
Most Copper Age open-air assemblages in northern Lazio are as limited in scope as EBA assemblages. 
The only substantial evidence for a settled Copper Age community derives from the coastal plain 
(MACCARESE) to the north of the TIBER mouth. Excavation of the largest surface assemblage found in 
systematic field survey (MACCARESE [SITO J]-FIANELLO-LE CERQUETE) has yielded several houses 
                                                 
219 Cf. Petitti 2000 who highlights the connection with the spatial distribution of ‘Northern Italian’ dress-pins, e.g. LAGO DI 
MEZZANO (§4.4.3). Recent finds of “tavolette enigmatiche” in Corsica extend their overall distribution and underscore their 
connotation of supra-regional connectivity (Graziani & Lorenzi 2010), perhaps intimately connected to specialist knowledge such 
as metalworking. 
220 In fact, many of the open-air sites concerned had been dated on the basis of the presence of isolated decorated ceramic 
fragments. The same argument applies to a smaller number of sites in northernmost Lazio (see above). The sites concerned have 
here been subsumed in the category “generically EBA” (with the addition of a question mark in Tables 7.4 & 7.5; cf. Appendix 4 
for further details). 
221 Di Gennaro & Pacciarelli (1996, 574) list occurrences (ROMA-SANT’OMOBONO; FOSSO DI TORRE SPACCATA; QUADRATO DI 
TORRE SPACCATA; GROTTA POLESINI) immediately to the south of the TIBER (§7.1.4). 
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(Carboni & Salvadei 1993).222 In addition, three (or four) unexcavated late Copper Age open-air sites in 
the vicinity complete the picture of a single settled community, living at one or two (perhaps three) 
locations at a time. The cluster of sites includes undated articulated burials of Copper Age type, as well 
as disarticulated human remains, both types of burial also at the excavated settlement (§5.1.3).223 The 
absence of copper metalwork in this micro-region indicates that this settled community participated in 
funerary and non-funerary metalwork deposition further to the north and/or the south (§4.2.3; §4.4.1). 
The trajectory of settlement in the MACCARESE shows a gap in EBA, connected to changes in 
hydrological regimes.224 These entailed higher water levels in EBA1, partly connected to rising sea 
levels, and lower water levels from the EBA2 onwards (cf. Carboni et al. 2002; Di Rita et al. 2010), 
probably related to the climatic ‘dry event’ (§3.4). At present, there is no evidence that Copper Age 
settlements along the coast of northern Lazio are lost to posterity, due to rising sea levels.225 
The areas surrounding the MACCARESE plain have yielded assemblages with Copper Age-
EBA1 continuity (VACCINA [#126]; PALIDORO [#127]), as well as a new EBA1 place (LE GROTTE 
[#128]). These sites are situated somewhat further to the north in the interior where streams run off the 
BRACCIANO crater, an area from which also a considerable number of sites have been reported as 
generically EBA in date (Table 7.5). The three EBA1 assemblages (PALIDORO; VACCINA; LE GROTTE) 
are represented by a single vessel type, each with its main parallels in Tuscany (Cocchi Genick 1998, 
285-286), and should perhaps be regarded as occasional acts of deposition of ‘non-local’ objects rather 
than settlements. In this respect, the long-term trajectory of PALIDORO [#127] is uncharacteristic of 
settlements, which normally would have shifted over time. Similarly, the recent excavation of a Copper 
Age-EBA open-air site (MAGLIANELLA DI SOTTO [#134]), in the interior to the east of the coastal plain, 
closer to the TIBER valley (Figure 7.1), has yielded a peculiar assemblage. The presence of complete 
vessels, in direct association with a body of water (perhaps a small lake), could indicate as easily a 
depositional zone (instead of a settlement), the former arguably more consistent with its ‘mixed’ 
chronology.226 Overall, an EBA1 successor to the MACCARESE settled community can, at present, not 
be discerned in the larger micro-region to the north of the TIBER mouth. 
The bleak picture of EBA1 settlement patterns is valid for northern Lazio as a whole (Tables 
7.4 & 7.5). Even if the extremely limited assemblages of decorated ceramics in “Luni Tre Erici-
Norchia” style (see above) are included, archaeological visibility of substantial EBA1 open-air sites is 
low. In this context, the interpretation of the stratigraphical sequence at LUNI SUL MIGNONE-TRE ERICI 
[#92] as the remains of a persistent settlement in the MIGNONE valley is debatable. In terms of 
chronology, TRE ERICI-layers 8 & 7 [“capanna IV”] had originally been dated to the Copper Age, 
subsequently were put forward as type site for the earlier aspect of the “Luni Tre Erici-Norchia” style 
and then alternatively interpreted as EBA1227 or MBA1 assemblages. Furthermore, the interpretation of 
the reported structural remains [“capanna IV”] as a house is debatable, given the limited extent of the 
excavation and the composition of the assemblage.228 In particular, the predominance of decorated 
                                                 
222 At least four houses were discovered, within a relatively short dating range of 180 uncalibrated radiocarbon years [4555-4375 
BP] (Manfredini et al. 1995; Carboni et al. 2002; Manfredini 2005). The use-life of the houses has been estimated at 15-20 years 
and not all of them are regarded as contemporary (Manfredini 2005, 467). 
223 At the excavated Copper Age settlement (MACCARESE [SITO J]-FIANELLO-LE CERQUETE) the wide range of funerary practices 
(Appendix 2 [#19]) and a pit containing the structured deposition of (the larger part of) a horse and two puppies are in all 
likelihood a Copper Age phenomenon (Curci & Tagliacozzo 1994; Manfredini 1994; Manfredini 2005, 470; Manfredini 2005a, 
24). Unfortunately, neither the human remains nor the funerary contexts have been radiocarbon dated in themselves. The 
minimalist option is that only the foetus burial (Appendix 2 [#19.1]) can be regarded as a feature of the Copper Age settlement, 
based on stratigraphical information. Cf. the group of burials found between excavated Copper Age and MBA open-air sites 
(Appendix 2 [#18]), for which a later, EBA or MBA date cannot entirely be excluded (§5.1.3). 
224 The other excavated site (MACCARESE-LE CERQUETE [SITO F]) started its trajectory in MBA1. 
225 The submerged Copper Age structures, including a copper ingot hoard, reportedly identified by underwater reconnaissance at 
PYRGI to the west of the TOLFA MOUNTAINS (Frau 1989; Frau 1989a) are debated (Enei 2008, 20 [fig. 23], 86 [nos. 35-36; fig. 
156-157]). The reconstruction of two elliptical houses (Frau 1989a, 34 [tav. IV]) based on four remaining posts seems debatable. 
Geologists have referred to these finds as EBA in date, but with a Copper Age date range (Antonioli et al. 2009). 
226 The chronology of MAGLIANELLA DI SOTTO remains unclear in the preliminary report, leaving open late Copper Age, EBA1 
and/or EBA2 dates (Appendix 4 [#134]). 
227 Recently, the debate has been widened by Ialongo (2007) who recognised a potential parallel between the larger part of a 
small vessel type at LUNI SUL MIGNONE-TRE ERICI (Di Gennaro & Pacciarelli 1996, 575 [fig. 6]) and two larger parts of vessels 
at ORTUCHIO-STRADA 28 [#16] in the FUCINO BASIN (Ialongo 2007, 158 [tipo 26A], 159 [fig. 116.1-2]), as well as a similar 
decoration (Ialongo 2007, 171 [tipo 65]), in addition to another parallel in decoration (Ialongo 2007, 173 [tipo 66D]). He regards 
an EBA1 [subphase BA1A] date for the LUNI SUL MIGNONE-TRE ERICI assemblage as corroborated (Ialongo 2007, 158, 173, 
176). 
228 The TRE ERICI excavation concerns a test pit of limited extent but with a deep stratigraphy, in which several ‘living floors’ 
have been identified in the same circumscribed location. The putative house (“capanna IV”) extends beyond the limits of the 
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ceramics at LUNI SUL MIGNONE-TRE ERICI recalls Copper Age-EBA1 assemblages (TORRE CROGNOLA; 
FOSSO CONICCHIO) in northernmost Lazio (see above), and may require a similar interpretation.229 
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Table 7.5: overview of (late) Copper Age-EBA open-air sites in ‘southern’ northern Lazio  [nos. 
refer to Appendix 4 & Figure 7.1]. 
                                                                                                                                            
trench, which in itself makes the interpretation debatable. At the same time, the superposition of several prepared ‘floors’ dated 
to the Neolithic and several phases of the Bronze Age in such a small trench may not be a coincidence, but could represent a 
series of acts making a connection with prior places. Because of the limited extent of the excavation this scenario cannot be 
assessed, either. See the polythetic classification of open-air assemblages for the composition of the assemblage (§7.3) as well as 
the analysis of faunal samples (§7.4). The zooarchaelogical report mentions disarticulated human remains [n=3], unfortunately 
not specified as to which skeletal elements they represent (Gejvall 1967), nor their position in the stratigraphical sequence. 
229 The presence of a spring, with potable water, in the vicinity (Östenberg 1967, 33) represents a relevant contextual element. 
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Finally, a significant gap in the distribution of open-air sites can be recognised in the interior 
of ‘southern’ northern Lazio (Table 7.5 [#96-102]), between the TIBER valley and the craters that 
incorporate LAGO DI VICO and LAGO DI BRACCIANO. The occasional find of an open-air site (MONTE 
RAMIANO [#100]) near the TIBER valley, in a road-cutting buried under 7 to 10m deep deposits, has 
been a wake-up call that such a site location is difficult to identify (cf. Guidi 2004, 39). However, the 
precise date of the MONTE RAMIANO assemblage has remained unclear and dates suggested range from 
the Copper Age to MBA2. The fact that since the 1960s no other Copper Age or EBA site has been 
recorded in a similar location, however, suggests that its frequency should not be overestimated. In this 
respect, the overall scarcity of EBA open-air sites in the interior, extending from northernmost Lazio 
(Figure 7.1), despite systematic field surveys, should not be overlooked, either. The other side of the 
‘gap’ in the distribution of open-air sites in the interior is that the few EBA1 open-air sites in ‘southern’ 
northern Lazio tend towards a ‘coastal’ distribution. It highlights that the main axis in all likelihood 
followed the coast of northern Lazio (and not the interior), connecting to the FIORA valley where the 
main EBA1 node of TORRE CROGNOLA was situated in northernmost Lazio (see above). 
 
EBA2 
Contrary to northernmost Lazio where the number of open-air sites increased in EBA2 (see above; 
Table 7.4), the overall lack of open-air sites in ‘southern’ northern Lazio persisted (Table 7.5). Only the 
numerous open-air sites that are generically EBA in date but of limited scope, could suggest otherwise. 
The small group of EBA2 open-air sites includes two persistent places (PALIDORO [#127]; LE GROTTE 
[#128]), dated by a single vessel type (Cocchi Genick 1998, 285-286), as before in EBA1 and arguably 
acts of deposition (see above). At present, the main EBA2 open-air site (BARBARANO ROMANO [#82]) 
is a new place in the interior, typochronologically linked to northernmost Lazio and Tuscany (cf. 
Cocchi Genick 1998, 112 [tipo 30], 120 [tipo 38B], 147 [tipo 73], 160 [tipo 92], 178 [tipo 116], 222 
[tipo 184B], 242 [tipo 229]). Situated in the source area of the BIEDANO stream, a tributary of the 
MARTA river, on the watershed with the MIGNONE river, BARBARANO ROMANO highlights connectivity 
in the physical landscape of the region. The “Luni Tre Erici-Norchia” vessel from TORNALE [#85] (see 
above) was found in a similar location, on the opposite side of the same watershed, in the UPPER 
MIGNONE valley. This could highlight a concern with source areas of rivers in ceramics deposition, 
similar to some cases of metalwork deposition (§4.2.4). In the same micro-regional context, the start of 
the trajectory of the submerged lake-side assemblage (VICARELLO [#103]) at LAGO DI BRACCIANO has 
been dated to the EBA2-MBA1 transition (§9.2.1). Here a large cairn served as a focus for deposition, 
associated with a MBA1 assemblage, but its construction could have started in the previous phase, in 
coincidence with lower levels of the crater lake in the closed basin due to the ‘dry event’ (§3.4). 
Based on its location and connectivity of its ceramic assemblage (§7.2), the new open-air site 
at BARBARANO ROMANO seems to have been a node in the introduction of ‘monumental’ cairns from 
LAGO DI BOLSENA in northernmost Lazio (see above) to LAGO DI BRACCIANO (§9.2.1). The overall lack 
of EBA2 open-air sites with substantial assemblages (Table 7.5) heightens the ritual connotation of 
place-making (in terms of sacred geography) focused on rivers in the region. In particular, it results in a 
lack of context for the many EBA2 axe depositions, such as in the MIGNONE valley (ROTA) and the 
TOLFA MOUNTAINS, as well as the isolated EBA2 axe (FICARECCIA) in the source area of a tributary 
running from the LAGO DI BRACCIANO crater to the TIBER river (§4.2.3), all of these as yet unrelated to 
contemporary settlements in the immediate vicinity.230 Similarly, the new rock fissure cult place (PIAN 
SULTANO) in the TOLFA MOUNTAINS micro-region (§5.1.3; §6.1.3) remains, at present, disconnected 
from EBA2 settlement patterns. Overall, the distribution of EBA2 sites in ‘southern’ northern Lazio is 
skewed to the ‘coastal’ part, arguably highlighting the main route of connectivity, even more than in 
EBA1 (see above). This leaves the possibility open that the scarcity of open-air sites in this part of the 
region refers to a past reality and that the overrepresentation of sites of ritual practice is connected to 
the role of the area in intercommunal interaction, involving settled communities from northernmost 
Lazio (see above) and southern Lazio (§7.1.4). In this context, the series of EBA2 axe depositions 
(§4.2.3) and the establishment of a cult place (PIAN SULTANO) in the TOLFA MOUNTAINS micro-region 
(§6.1.3) could make more sense in terms of a longer trajectory of community formation, as acts of 
place-making prior to the emergence of a settled community at the EBA2-MBA1 transition (§9.2.1). 
                                                 
230 Again, clarification of the chronology of MAGLIANELLA DI SOTTO [#134], situated between FICARECCIA and the TIBER valley, 
is awaited. 
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7.1.4 Southern Lazio 
Systematic and unsystematic field surveys and, to a lesser extent, excavations in southern Lazio have 
yielded a relatively high number of EBA open-air sites (Figure 7.1). Most of these are reasonably well-
dated, i.e. to a specific phase of EBA1 and/or EBA2 (Table 7.6; Appendix 4 [#135-207]). More in 
particular, a considerable degree of discontinuity can be discerned in trajectories of EBA open-air sites 
in this region. This highlights that settlement patterns can be linked to a network change between EBA1 
and EBA2. These changes can only be addressed in general terms because of the limited scope of 
(surface) assemblages and the limited number of excavations. Still, excavations of EBA open-air sites 
are more numerous than elsewhere in Lazio and Abruzzo. The spatial distributions of open-air sites will 
be discussed in two parts, first ‘northern’ southern Lazio, i.e. the province of Roma (RM) to the south 
of the TIBER river, and subsequently the provinces of Latina (LT) and Frosinone (FR). 
 
‘Northern’ southern Lazio 
The most substantial body of evidence has been accumulated by systematic field survey projects and 
ensuing (rescue) excavations in the surroundings of the city of Rome (Anzidei & Bietti Sestieri 1980; 
Bietti Sestieri 1984; Bietti Sestieri et al. 1984; Bietti Sestieri & Sebastiani 1986; Gioia 2008). In 
addition, the area to the north of the LOWER ANIENE valley, a major TIBER tributary, has been subjected 
to a number of field surveys and increasingly (rescue) excavations (Sperandio & Mari 1983; Barbaro & 
Di Gennaro 2007). The following overview shows that in the former area Copper Age-EBA1 open-air 
sites are well-represented, whereas in the latter area there is more substantial evidence for EBA2 open-
air sites (Table 7.6). 
 
Copper Age-EBA1 
The existence of a Copper Age settled community can be deduced from a cluster of open-air sites on 
the southeastern outskirts of the city of Rome (Table 7.6), in association with a considerable number of 
Copper Age cemeteries (§5.1.3; Table 5.4). Excavations of these Copper Age open-air sites have 
yielded the remains of houses, sometimes in direct association with funerary evidence (§5.1.3). A 
number of these settlements seem to have persisted in EBA (Table 7.6), given the presence of limited 
amounts of EBA1 ceramics (see below), although the range of associated radiocarbon dates does not 
extend beyond the end of the Copper Age in the case of settlements (§3.3). In terms of site location, the 
majority of Copper Age-EBA1 open-air sites have been found in smaller valleys, off the LOWER TIBER 
and LOWER ANIENE valleys (Bietti Sestieri & Sebastiani 1986, 52-54, 67; Gioia et al. 2008a). The 
reconstruction of a pattern of shifting cultivation suggests that this cluster one of periodically shifting 
Copper Age-EBA1 settlements (Bietti Sestieri & Gianni 1984, 147; Gianni 1991, 135; Anzidei & 
Carboni 1995, 222) and raises the question how many were occupied simultaneously.231 The scale of 
settlements has been estimated, on the basis of the extent of surface scatters and more detailed 
information from a number of excavations.232 Both the surface assemblages and the excavated sites 
highlight a range from small, perhaps one generation settlements and larger, longer-lived settlements.233 
These reconstructions are mainly based on Copper Age evidence in the micro-region and it 
remains to be seen to what extent it applies to EBA1.234 The overall lack of substantial EBA1 open-air 
assemblages could highlight that larger settlements had ceased to exist.235 Currently, persistent Copper 
Age-EBA1 occupation or reuse has only been demonstrated at one, recently excavated site (TENUTA 
QUADRARO-VIA LUCREZIA ROMANA [#160]).236 The lay-out and internal chronology of this open-air 
                                                 
231 At present, the periodicity of shifting site locations can only be estimated on the basis of the duration of site trajectories, 
including reuse of prior locations, in the lack of series of absolute dates (especially for the EBA1 situation; §3.3). 
232 The series of excavated open-air sites with a Copper Age-EBA1 trajectory includes CASALE DEL CAVALIERE [#167]; 
QUADRATO DI TORRE SPACCATA [#156]; PISCINA DI TORRE SPACCATA [#157]; TORRE SPACCATA-FOSSO DEL PATRONE [#158]; 
TENUTA QUADRARO-VIA LUCREZIA ROMANA [#160]. 
233 It has been suggested that the majority of open-air sites, with surface assemblages of limited extent (<0.5 ha), represented 
small villages (if not isolated farmsteads), following the model of the ‘household cluster’ (ca. 200 square metres) excavated at 
one of the larger open-air sites (PISCINA DI TORRE SPACCATA [#157], 0.5 ha) (Gianni 1991, 126-129). The subsequent estimate of 
7-10 households for the latter site (Gianni 1991, 128) is in all likelihood an overestimate, not corroborated by excavation. It does 
not take the model of periodic residential mobility into account, that not all (reconstructed) household clusters would have been 
contemporary in the site’s trajectory. 
234 The reportedly single-phase occupation at CASALE DEL CAVALIERE [#167] near the LOWER ANIENE was recently dated to the 
late Copper Age by a radiocarbon date (4160±70 BP [GrA-7112], cf. Boccuccia et al. 2000, 235). 
235 Angle & Guidi’s recent synthesis (2007, 152) only lists two EBA1 open-air sites in this micro-region. 
236 At this site two general phases of occupation have been identified in four distinct areas (two areas dated to each phase of 
occupation), stretched out along a course of water (Iaia et al. 2005, 449 [fig. 1]). 
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site, as well as the absence of a stratigraphy, highlight that in the excavated area two ‘household 
clusters’ were contemporary at the most (perhaps only one).237 The EBA1 assemblages from excavated 
Copper Age sites in the vicinity are more limited. This characteristic suggests that the micro-regional 
settled community was significantly smaller than before, following a pattern of periodically shifting 
settlements related to shifting cultivation.238 An alternative interpretation of limited EBA1 assemblages 
is that they represent seasonal sites. At the same time, the possibility that they constitute acts of 
deposition at prior, Copper Age places, cannot be excluded, given the prominent presence of decorated 
EBA1 ceramics. 
Outside the core of the distribution, Copper Age and EBA1 open-air sites are less numerous to 
the north of the LOWER ANIENE and in the coastal strip (Table 7.6). At present, there is no substantial 
evidence for a parallel, settled Copper Age-EBA1 community to the north of the ANIENE river. For 
instance, the preliminary publication of a recent survey in the micro-region only lists sites as 
generically EBA in date (Barbaro & Di Gennaro 2007). The sites have been dated to EBA2 in a recent 
synthesis (Angle & Guidi 2007, 150) and subsequent excavations have not yielded EBA1 ceramics 
(Barbaro 2008; Barbaro & Di Gennaro 2008). In this ‘depleted’ context, the ‘isolated’ EBA1 open-air 
site (L’ARDINO [#135]) in the UPPER ANIENE micro-region arguably highlights cross-APENNINE 
connectivity and seasonal mobility (rather than a settlement). Similarly, occasional EBA1 cave use 
(GROTTA POLESINI) in the LOWER ANIENE valley (§6.1.3) and the isolated find of a ‘ horizon II’ axe 
(“tra Poli e Guadagnolo”) between the LOWER ANIENE valley and the SACCO valley (§4.2.3) cannot be 
linked to a settled community. On the other hand, the scarcity of Copper Age-EBA1 evidence in the 
city of Rome itself (ROMA-CAMPIDOGLIO [#153]), in comparison with the relatively consistent body of 
early metalwork (§4.2.3), is probably due to low archaeological visibility, albeit not necessarily. 
On the other side of the core of the distribution, Copper Age and EBA1 open-air sites are even 
more elusive in the coastal strip (Table 7.6). It remains to be seen whether a potential settled 
community along the coast is lost to posterity due to the formation of (new) dunes and lagoons at the 
Copper Age-EBA transition (cf. Alessandri 2007; Antonioli et al. 2009). If an extensive open-air 
assemblage near the coast (FOSSO DEL DIAVOLO [#178]) can be interpreted as a Copper Age-EBA1 
settlement, its location would contradict the loss of a settled community beyond the present shoreline. 
However, in all likelihood it represents a seasonal site that was used repeatedly in the exploitation of 
coastal resources.239 Moreover, the presence of structural remains in a recent excavation of an EBA1 
open-air site (MALAFEDE-VALLE PORCINA [#175]) near the confluence of a smaller tributary running 
parallel to the coast with the TIBER, argues against a coastal location of settlements. Its single-phase 
character fits the EBA1 pattern of shifting small settlements reconstructed in the interior (see above). In 
this context, the EBA gap in the coastal plain (MACCARESE) to the north of TIBER mouth (§7.1.3) 
should be recalled as parallel evidence for periodically shifting settlement locations, perhaps related to 




A high degree of discontinuity can be discerned in both the trajectories and the distribution of open-air 
sites between EBA1 and EBA2 in ‘northern’ southern Lazio (Table 7.6). The core in the distribution of 
open-air sites seems to have shifted to the area to the north of the LOWER ANIENE valley in EBA2 (see 
below). In the area to the south, on the outskirts of the city of Rome, two open-air sites (PONTE LINARI 
[#159]; FOSSO DI GREGNA [#162]) have recently been dated explicitly to ‘early’ EBA2 [subphase 
BA2A], arguably ‘transitional’ EBA1-EBA2 sites that extended the EBA1 settlement pattern (Angle & 
Guidi 2007, 151). Given the overall limited scope of EBA2 open-air assemblages in this micro-region, 
these should probably be interpreted in terms of a pattern of periodically shifting locations of small 
settlements, perhaps solely sites of occasional, seasonal activity, as in the previous phase (see above).240 
                                                 
237 As one of the few EBA1 sites with structural remains in Abruzzo and Lazio (§7.3), the final publication of TENUTA 
QUADRARO-VIA LUCREZIA ROMANA [#160] (including radiocarbon dates) is awaited. Ialongo (2007, 176) dates the ceramics 
from ‘area III’ published in the preliminary publication (Iaia et al. 2005) to subphase BA1A, contemporary with ORTUCCHIO-
STRADA 28-SCAVI CREMONESI [#16] in the FUCINO BASIN (§7.1.2). Both sites also show a striking similarity in the kind of the 
structural remains, in particular pebble pavements (§7.3). 
238 Following ceramics typochronology (Cocchi Genick 1998; Ialongo 2007), the trajectory is as follows. BA1A: TENUTA 
QUADRARO-VIA LUCREZIA ROMANA [#160]; BA1B: FOSSO DI TORRE SPACCATA [#154] & CASALE DI TORRE SPACCATA [#155] 
& QUADRATO DI TORRE SPACCATA [#156] (disregarding generically EBA1 ceramics [i.e. subphase BA1]). 
239 Cf. the polythetic classification of the FOSSO DEL DIAVOLO [#178] assemblage (§7.3). 
240 Contra the indiscriminate use of the label “settlement” for any open-air site (e.g. Angle & Guidi 2007). 
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 Copper Age EBA1 generically EBA EBA2 
upper Aniene 
valley (RM) 
- [#135] L’Ardino - [#135] L’Ardino 
[#136] Roccagiovine 
[#137] Le Zitelle? 




[#140] Fosso del Cupo? 
[#141] Le Caprine 
[#142] Tavernucole? 
[#141] Le Caprine? [#138] Cerreto-Quirani? 




[#144] Fosso di Tor San 
Giovanni 
[#147] Tenuta Radicicoli 
Del Bene-area 79 
[#148] Tenuta Radicicoli 
Del Bene-area 85 
[#149] Casale della 
Cecchina 
[#150] Via Italo Svevo 
[#151] Crustumerium? 
[#139] Colle del Peschio 
[#141] Le Caprine? 
[#145] Tenuta Radicicoli 
Del Bene-Accorrabone 
[#146] Tenuta Radicicoli 
Maffei-area 106 
city and suburbs 
of Rome (RM) 
[#156] Quadrato di Torre 
Spaccata 
[#157] Piscina di Torre 
Spaccata 
[#158] Torre Spaccata-
Fosso del Patrone 
[#160] Tenuta Quadraro-
via Lucrezia Romana 






[#164] Fosso della Mola 
[#165] Quarto delle 
Tortorelle? 
[#166] Osteria Malpasso? 
[#153] Roma-
Campodoglio? 
[#154] Fosso di Torre 
Spaccata 
[#155] Casale di Torre 
Spaccata 
[#156] Quadrato di Torre 
Spaccata 
[#157] Piscina di Torre 
Spaccata? 
[#158] Torre Spaccata-
Fosso del Patrone 
[#160] Tenuta Quadraro-
via Lucrezia Romana 
[#163] Tor Pagnotta-
Casale 14? 
[#164] Fosso della Mola? 








Fosso del Patrone 
[#159] Ponte Linari 





and Alban Hills 
(RM) 
[#167] Casale del 
Cavaliere 
[#169] Mole di Corcolle 
[#171] Colle Mattia 
[#167] Casale del 
Cavaliere? 
[#169] Mole di Corcolle 
[#171] Colle Mattia 
[#172] Via Mediana? [#168] Colle Tasso 
[#170] Colle Palumba? 
[#173] Lago Albano-
“villaggio delle macine” 
Coastal strip 
(RM-LT) 
[#174] Quarto della 
Zolforatella? 
[#178] Fosso del Diavolo 
[#206] Tratturo Canìo? 




[#176] Pratica di Mare? 
[#178] Fosso del 
Diavolo? 
[#177] Camposelva? 
[#179] San Giacomo? 
[#180] Nettuno-“stop 4” 
[#208] Lago di Fondi? 




[#206] Tratturo Canìo 












[#185] I Pantani 
[#190] Selva dei Muli 
[#184] Selciatella? 
[#185] I Pantani? 
[#190] Selva dei Muli 
[#186] Capo I Prati [#187] Monte San 
Leonardo? 
[#188] Fontana del Lago-
Convento di San 
Giuseppe 
[#189] Colle Prote 
[#190] Selva dei Muli 
[#191] Borgo 
Sant’Angelo? 
[#192] Contrada Cavone? 





[#202] “tra Casale 
Graziano e Fontana 
Maiali”? 
[#203] Isoletta 
[#197] Val di Comino-San 
Andrea 
[#194] Isola Liri? 
[#199] Macciocco 
[#200] “tra Colle 
Castagneto e Fontana 
Vitola” 
[#201] Via Le Fontanelle 
[#202] “tra Casale 






[#197] Val di Comino-San 
Andrea 
[#198] Colle della Iugera 
[#203] Isoletta 
[#205] Fosso Gan 
Giovanni 
Table 7.6: overview of (late) Copper Age-EBA open-air sites in southern Lazio [nos. refer to 
Appendix 4 & Figure 7.1]. 
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The earliest evidence at the lake-side inside one of the craters in the ALBAN HILLS also seems 
to refer to occasional activity, linked to a lowering of lake levels due to the EBA2 climatic ‘dry event’ 
(§3.4). The EBA2 assemblage (LAGO ALBANO-VILLAGGIO DELLE MACINE [#173]) comprises a limited 
amount of ceramics, mainly a set of three vessels (including two EBA2 cups) piled up in a small natural 
depression with a wetland connotation. The predominant presence of complete vessels in a small EBA2 
assemblage recalls the phenomenon of cult places at crater lakes in northernmost Lazio (§7.1.3). 
Arguably, it constituted an act of place-making (rather than a settlement) that engaged with changing 
climatic conditions and preceded the larger MBA1 assemblage at the same location.241 
The core in the distribution of EBA2 sites was situated in the area to the north of the LOWER 
ANIENE valley (Table 7.6). It has been suggested that this did not only entail a shift in settlement 
patterns, but actually involved the abandonment of the area to the south, on the opposite side of the 
ANIENE river (Barbaro & Di Gennaro 2007, 920, 923). Recent excavations of two adjacent open-air 
sites (TENUTA RADICICOLI DEL BENE-ACCORRABONE [#145]; TENUTA RADICICOLI MAFFEI-AREA 106 
[#146]) have substantiated the impression of a more substantial presence, as indicated by survey 
results, presumably the remains of a settled EBA2 community.242 At the same time, the intermontane 
EBA1 site (L’ARDINO [#135]) persisted and another EBA2 open-air site (ROCCAGIOVINE [#136]) was 
situated downstream the same valley, arguably both seasonal sites linked to the settled community. 
Similarly, emergent use of a cave with geothermal properties in the area (GROTTA DELLO SVENTATOIO) 
would have been linked to such a settled community, as well as occasional but persistent cave use 
(GROTTA POLESINI) in the LOWER ANIENE valley (§6.1.3). The presence of a settled community can 
also be deduced from the focus that the LOWER ANIENE valley provided for connectivity to and from 
the southern Italian region of Campania. One limited, single phase assemblage (COLLE TASSO [#168]) 
consisting of “Palma di Campania” ceramics (Cocchi Genick 1998, 327) is situated on the opposite side 
from the postulated settled EBA2 community to the north of the ANIENE, where an excavated EBA2 
assemblage (TENUTA RADICICOLI DEL BENE-ACCORRABONE [#145]) includes ceramics of similar type 
(Barbaro & Di Gennaro 2007, 923; Barbaro 2008).243 
In order to explain the shift in settlement patterns, references have been made to the 
repercussions of changing hydrological regimes due to the EBA2 climatic ‘dry event’ (§3.4; cf. Angle 
et al. 2007, 173-174). The one excavated EBA2 assemblage (TORRE SPACCATA-FOSSO DEL PATRONE 
[#158]) to the south of the LOWER ANIENE valley, linked to a postulated multi-period settlement in the 
small valley, derives from a colluvial deposit resulting from a change to a torrential regime (Arnoldus-
Huyzendveld 2008; Baroni et al. 2008). Given the long-term character of the colluvial deposit, making 
a connection with sustained changes in hydrological regime seems more likely than postulating an EBA 
‘eruptive’ lahar event (or cycle) deriving from the ALBAN HILLS, in addition to well-dated Copper Age 
and Archaic events (§3.4; contra Arnoldus-Huyzendveld 2008). This is underscored by the similar 
circumstance that (parts of) the assemblages (TENUTA RADICICOLI DEL BENE-ACCORRABONE [#145]; 
TENUTA RADICICOLI MAFFEI-AREA 106 [#146]) excavated in the area to the north of the LOWER ANIENE 
valley also derive from colluvial deposits. The widespread character of such a ‘colluvial’ phenomenon 
highlights the possibility that the reconstructed shift in settlement patterns between EBA1 and EBA2 is 
partly based on differentiation in archaeological visibility due to post-depositional activity (cf. Gioia et 
al. 2008a). On the other hand, the scenario of a shift in focus towards the interior is consistent with the 
lack of EBA2 open-air sites in the coastal strip (Table 7.6).244 
An alternative scenario engages with the evidence for connectivity to Campania (see above), 
which arguably included exchange of information. Shared knowledge about the resumption of Plinian-
                                                 
241 Unfortunately, radiocarbon dates of the structural remains (i.e. wooden posts) remain unpublished. Reportedly, they follow the 
distinctive proportions of the assemblage, in the sense that the majority of posts have yielded MBA1 dates, whereas only one 
sample (from one of the lower layers [US9]) resulted in an EBA2 date (Angle & Guidi 2007, 154 [note 4]). 
242 The more consistent presence may also explain the ‘anomalous’ EBA2 radiocarbon dates (§3.3; Table 3.7) from a MBA open-
air site in the same micro-region (Nijboer 2008). 
243 As concerns “Palma di Campania” ceramics, the cave assemblage (GROTTA DEL CANE) in the far south of Lazio, close to 
Campania, and the vessel in the assemblage of the rock-fissure cult place (Pian Sultano) in northern Lazio should be recalled 
(§6.1.3). It is tempting to suggest a direct link between the percolated occurrence of this type of ceramics in ‘coastal’ Lazio and 
the event of the EBA2, Avellino eruption of VESUVIUS in Campania (§3.4). It has been suggested that the areas affected directly 
by the eruption would have been resettled within a few generations (Albore Livadie & Vecchio 2005a, 43-44; Passariello et al. 
2009), thus constituting a break in site trajectories. Affected communities in northern Campania might have sought to establish 
links with communities in southern Lazio in order to cope with the aftermath of the disaster. In this respect, “Palma di Campania” 
are differentiated stratigraphically from ‘earlier’ EBA2 ceramics at TENUTA RADICICOLI DEL BENE-ACCORRABONE [#145]. 
244 Rising sea-levels may not so much have relocated the coastline, as contributed to the salinisation of coastal lagoons (Di Rita et 
al. 2010), affecting seasonal subsistence strategies based on freshwater coastal resources. 
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scale volcanic activity at VESUVIUS in EBA2, added to local knowledge about a Copper Age eruptive 
‘lahar’ event in the ALBAN HILLS (§3.4; cf. Funiciello et al. 2002), could have prompted a move away 
from the surroundings of this ‘ remnant’ volcanic complex at the start of EBA2 [i.e. subphase BA2A] 
(see above). In this context, the act of ceramics deposition inside the active crater (LAGO ALBANO-
VILLAGGIO DELLE MACINE [#173]) can be interpreted as an act of cosmological place-making directed 
at the subsurface (as a ‘ living’ entity), especially in the light of the coincidence with sustained decrease 
of lake-levels due to the climatic ‘dry event’ in EBA2 (§3.4). Such a ‘cosmological’ scenario finds 
corroboration in differentiation in the spatial distribution of EBA2 metalwork (§4.2.3). Axe depositions 
have been reported from the ALBAN HILLS (CAMPI D’ANNIBALE), the present city of Rome (ROMA-
ESQUILINO)245 and the coastal strip (CASALÀZZARA), but not from the postulated settled area to the 
north of the LOWER ANIENE valley (Table 4.15). 
 
The provinces of Latina and Frosinone 
Parts of the two southern provinces of Lazio have been subjected to systematic field surveys, but the 
number of EBA open-air sites is significantly lower than elsewhere in the region (Table 7.6; Figure 7.1 
[#179-206]). Still, the presence of several settled communities can be deduced from a number of 
clusters of EBA open-air sites, mainly in the interior province of Frosinone (see below). I will argue 
that such a clustered settlement pattern refers to a past reality, again by making a comparison with 
spatial patterns of other elements in EBA cultural landscapes, in particular metalwork deposition 
(Chapter 4) and cave use (Chapter 6). 
 
Copper Age-EBA1 
Overall archaeological visibility of Copper Age-EBA1 open-air sites is low in the coastal province of 
Latina (LT), similar to the pattern in the coastal strip extending to the TIBER mouth to the north (Table 
7.6). Copper Age remains reported from a buried stratigraphy in the coastal plain (TRATTURO CANÌO 
[#206]) highlights the possibility that post-depositional processes are a determining element in the 
current lack of open-air sites. An additional or alternative explanation for low archaeological visibility 
lies in the seasonal or special purpose character of the exploitation of marshlands, lake environments, 
the coast and the sea. In this respect, limited but persistent Copper Age-EBA1 cave use at GROTTA 
VITTORIO VECCHI (§6.1.3), situated in the LEPINI MOUNTAINS overlooking the coastal plain, is 
consistent with a scenario of seasonal use of the coastal area, by settled communities to the northwest 
in the Roma (RM) province (see above) and in the interior province of Frosinone (FR). 
The presence of a late Copper Age-EBA1 settled community in the SACCO valley, on the 
opposite side of the LEPINI MOUNTAINS, is mainly based on the extensively excavated open-air site at 
SELVA DEI MULI [#190], which have yielded a series of structural remains including houses. Although 
not published in detail yet, the preliminary reports of recent excavations maintain that the late Copper 
Age settlement of SELVA DEI MULI persisted in EBA1 (Cerqua 2009, 2010; but cf. Cerqua 2011). Less 
substantial evidence for structural remains has been reported from other open-air sites (SELCIATELLA 
[#184]; I PANTANI [#185]) in the SACCO valley. Those at SELCIATELLA concern a putative living floor 
in the form of a ‘pebble pavement’ and a couple of post-holes. However, the associated assemblage 
does not seem to indicate a year-round settlement, nor does its location in a doline stretch.246 The 
exposed stratigraphy at I PANTANI includes a subtle archaeological layer containing charcoal, tiny 
fragments of burnt clay (perhaps related to a fire-place rather than a house floor), but its chronology is 
uncertain. The presence of a late Copper Age-EBA1 settled community is further corroborated by the 
spatial distribution of Copper Age burials (§5.1.3) and copper metalwork (§4.2.3) in the SACCO 
valley,247 as well as Copper Age-EBA1 cave use at GROTTA VITTORIO VECCHI and in the COLLEPARDO 
micro-region (§6.1.3). 
                                                 
245 With the exception of an isolated fragment (ROMA-S. OMOBONO [#152]), there is a striking lack of context for EBA2 
metalwork deposition in the city of Rome, similar to the Copper Age-EBA1 (see above). 
246 The highly fragmented state of ceramics and evidence for exposure to extreme heat of the SELCIATELLA [#184] assemblage as 
a whole has prompted the interpretation of a ‘waste deposit’ (Bistolfi & Muntoni 2000, 274-276). Alternatively, the assemblage 
can be regarded as the remains of ritual practices, in connection with a subsurface feature of the physical landscape (i.e. a doline 
stretch). 
247 Whereas Copper Age burials have been found on either side (SGURGOLA; CASALE DEL DOLCE; VADOLARGO), isolated finds 
of copper metalwork are only situated to the south of the SACCO river, on the opposite side from the Copper Age-EBA1 open-air 
sites. The Copper Age cemetery of CASALE DEL DOLCE made a connection with a deeper past, i.e. a Neolithic-Copper Age 
context of settlement and land modifications on a monumental scale, channeling water (re)sources for an undefined industrial or 
subsistence activity (Pracchia & Zarattini 2000). 
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Further to the south, a recent field survey in a smaller intermontane basin (VAL DI COMINO) to 
the southeast of the MIDDLE LIRI valley has revealed an EBA trajectory of community formation. The 
earliest, EBA1 evidence is included in the open-air site with the largest assemblage (VAL DI COMINO-S. 
ANDREA [#197]), associated with a particular feature. The latter concerns a deposit of charcoal and 
carbonised cereal remains at the bottom of a depression of a karstic nature. Because of the absence of 
structural remains, the excavators interpret VAL DI COMINO-S. ANDREA as a seasonal site (Carancini et 
al. 2003, 81-83; Bruni et al. 2006, 79-80), linked to communities settled elsewhere, such as in the 
FUCINO BASIN (§7.2) and in the SACCO valley (see above). However, it is significant that this context of 
food deposition, as the earliest evidence, constituted an act of place-making, in connection with a 
significant subsurface feature of the physical landscape, akin to EBA cave use (§6.2) and served as a 
focus for subsequent acts of deposition (including ceramics and a quernstone fragment) in a trajectory 
of community formation. The ritual connotation of the assemblage is underscored by the presence of a 
so-called ‘ceramic horn’ (It. ‘corno fittile’) similar to one from the open-air site of SELVA DEI MULI 
[#190], in both cases interpreted as an object that was in all likelihood related to ritual practices 
(Biddittu & Segre Naldini 1981, 38; Carancini et al. 2003, 83; Bruni et al. 2006, 84). Given the cluster 
of open-air sites with limited assemblages, generically EBA in date, in the VAL DI COMINO micro-
region itself (Table 7.6), there is a possibility that upon excavation one (or two) of these may represent 




Despite the overall increase in open-air sites between EBA1 and EBA2 (Table 7.6) it remains difficult 
to reconstruct settlement patterns in the interior province of Frosinone.249 Still, increased archaeological 
visibility of open-air sites in EBA2 does highlight a network change. Generally, this has been 
interpreted as a change in settlement patterns following from the impact of the EBA2 climatic ‘dry 
event’ (§3.4). It is usually argued that the latter explains the former, in terms of a shift to site locations 
at lakes or in the foothills with perennial sources (e.g. Mancini 2006; Angle & Guidi 2007, 154-158), 
but this scenario has to be tested on a micro-regional scale and in the wider context of cultural 
landscapes. In this respect, the settled EBA1 community in the VAL DI COMINO persisted and seems 
unaffected by the EBA2 ‘dry event’.250 In this micro-region at least one new place (COLLE DELLA 
IUGERA [#198]) was added to the persistent place (VAL DI COMINO-S. ANDREA [#197]), the latter 
arguably a cult place (see above). The COLLE DELLA IUGERA assemblage includes several quernstone 
fragments, corroborating the presence of a settled community in the VAL DI COMINO micro-region, 
arguably also including some of the unexcavated sites, generically EBA in date (Table 7.6). 
EBA2 assemblages in the remainder of the southeastern part of the province of Frosinone, 
including the LIRI valley (Table 7.6), are more limited in character and the possibility that these 
represent seasonal sites cannot be excluded. Two of these (ISOLETTA [#203]; FOSSO SAN GIOVANNI 
[#205]) are reported from the area with evidence for occasional EBA2 cave use (GROTTA DEL CANE; 
VALLE CANTARA) (§6.1.3) in the mountains that separate them from (or link them to) the VAL DI 
COMINO community to the north. In particular, the assemblage with “Palma di Campania” ceramics 
reported from GROTTA DEL CANE (Appendix 3 [#34]) highlights that connectivity from Campania 
followed the course of the LOWER LIRI-SACCO valley to the LOWER ANIENE valley (see above). This 
scenario is underscored by the presence of an EBA2 axe, reportedly of southern Italian type (MONTE 
CAMPO LUPINO) on the opposite side of the valley (§4.2.3), at an axis of connectivity to one of the 
smaller coastal plains in the Latina (LT) province. 
                                                 
248 This reverses the postulated direction of mobility (Carancini et al. 2003, 81-83; Bruni et al. 2006, 79-80), starting from a 
settled community at VAL DI COMINO to sites of seasonal activity in the SACCO valley, the FUCINO BASIN and cave use in the 
UPPER LIRI valley and the area of COLLEPARDO (§6.1.3). Typological affinities between ceramics from the VAL DI COMINO 
assemblages and the EBA assemblage of GROTTA MADONNA DELLE CESE (Bruni et al. 2006, 85) underscore such a scenario of 
cave use involving mobility from outside the SACCO valley. 
249 The increase is inflated by the fact that a considerable number of open-air sites that are often listed as EBA2 (or simply EBA) 
in date (e.g. Mancini 2006; Belardelli et al. 2007; Treglia 2007), are predominantly, if not exclusively, MBA1 in date and are 
regarded as such in this thesis (Appendix 4; §9.2.2; cf. Van Rossenberg forthcoming). For instance, two isolated pit assemblages 
(CONTRADA CAVONE [#192]), including an EBA2-MBA1 vessel type (Biddittu et al. 2007a, 898), are considered here as MBA1 
acts of deposition. 
250 Perhaps because it had been established in a water-rich environment in the first place (cf. Bruni et al. 2006, 71-74). Still, the 
abandonment of the micro-region before MBA1 could be related to the persistence of the ‘dry event’. 
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To the northwest of the MIDDLE LIRI valley, the number of open-air sites increased in EBA2 
(Table 7.6), with the most substantial evidence deriving from a group of sites (MONTE SAN LEONARDO 
[#187]; FONTANA DEL LAGO-CONVENTO DI SAN GIUSEPPE [#188]; COLLE PROTE [#189]), perhaps a 
new settled community.251 This cluster occupies an intermediate position with respect to the SACCO 
valley, the MIDDLE LIRI valley and the area of COLLEPARDO, with persistent and new evidence for cave 
use in EBA2 (§6.1.3). This could indicate intercommunal interaction with the VAL DI COMINO 
community (see above) in the form of shared cave use, not only at COLLEPARDO252 but also in the 
UPPER LIRI valley (§6.1.2). The reported persistence in EBA2 of the open-air site at SELVA DEI MULI 
[#190] (see above) concerns a limited assemblage, predominated by decorated ceramics, arguably the 
remains of occasional use of a prior place at most. Overall, this leaves EBA2 axe depositions (SEGNI; 
ANAGNI) in the SACCO valley (§4.2.3),253 at present, unrelated to contemporary settlement patterns and 
these should probably be situated in between settled EBA2 communities. The limited character of the 
open-air assemblages on the ANIENE-SACCO watershed, only generically EBA or possibly EBA2 in 
date (Table 7.6), does not seem to add up to a settled community and again indicates connectivity to the 
LOWER ANIENE community (see above). 
Finally, in the coastal province of Latina (LT) the overall scarcity of open-air sites persisted in 
EBA2 (Table 7.6). Consequently, the emergence of a tradition of EBA2 axe depositions in connection 
with the lagoonal strip (§4.2.3), at present, remains disconnected from contemporary settlements. 
Although one of the axes was found in association with EBA2 ceramics (LA CASARINA [#207]) in a 
coastal lake-side context, it probably highlights a depositional zone (rather than a settlement). For 
comparison, the only definite association between EBA2 ceramics and axes concerns the lake-side cult 
place at LAGO DI MEZZANO in northernmost Lazio (§7.1.3). The second open-air site in the province, 
reportedly EBA2 in date (TRATTURO CANÌO [#206]), is located in the interior of the coastal plain. 
Arguably, it should be interpreted as a site of occasional activity, also in the light of its proximity to the 
persistent cult place (GROTTA VITTORIO VECCHI) in the LEPINI MOUNTAINS (§6.1.3). At present, there 
is no substantial evidence for a year-round, settled EBA2 community in the coastal plain (cf. Alessandri 
2007, 197-201), although the consequences of post-depositional, alluvial activity on archaeological 
visibility have to be taken into account. In this respect, radiocarbon dates in the late Copper Age-EBA 
range have been obtained for deposits at depths between 2-6m below the present surface (Attema & 
Delvigne 2000). On the other hand, the wider pattern of the dissociation of EBA2 metalwork from 
settled communities in southern Lazio as a whole (see above) could argue against the presumption of 
the presence of settled communities in the coastal province. 
 
7.2 Typochronological networks: a diachronic perspective on regional 
connectivity and settlement patterns 
In the preceding overview of spatial distributions of EBA open-air sites on micro-regional to regional 
scales questions were raised about connectivity on regional to supra-regional scales (§7.1). As a first 
step in the analysis of settlement patterns in the context of cultural landscapes, ‘typo-networks’ (§2.2.2) 
based on EBA ceramics will be visualised and explored, including well-dated open-air assemblages. 
This analysis will add more detail to the exploration of ‘connectivity’ on the scale of Central Italy as a 
whole (§3.2.1) by incorporating EBA assemblages from Abruzzo and Lazio that were identified more 
recently than Cocchi Genick’s synthesis (1998). Still, the situation in ‘coastal’ Abruzzo remains unclear 
because of the overall lack of open-air assemblages dated specifically to EBA1 and/or EBA2 (§7.1.1), 
although this gap in EBA archaeological records is to some extent circumvented by an understanding of 
cross-APENNINE connectivity to and from this region. Moreover, I will make cross-references to the 
glimpses of regional connectivity that emerged from the diachronic overviews of the distributions of 
other constituent elements of cultural landscapes, i.e. metalwork deposition (§4.4), burial (§5.1.4) and 
cave use (§6.1.4). 
                                                 
251 The assemblage of MONTE SAN LEONARDO [#187] is predominantly MBA1 in date and should probably be interpreted as a 
subsequent phase in the micro-regional trajectory. 
252 Cf. Bruni et al. (2006, 85) on the the typological affinities between ceramics in the VAL DI COMINO and GROTTA MADONNA 
DELLE CESE assemblages. 
253 The location of one of the axes (ANAGNI) breaks the locational pattern of copper and bronze axes on the right bank (cf. Angle 
& Guidi 2007, 153). 
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7.2.1 Copper Age-EBA1 connectivity 
Apart from the ‘Bell Beaker’ network that extended from Tuscany into northernmost Lazio (§3.2; 
§4.4.1; §5.2.3), several overlapping Copper Age ‘facies’, including ‘mixed’ assemblages, have been 
recognised in southern Lazio.254 This has prompted some scholars to use the term ‘frontier zone’ in 
describing a situation from which clear-cut cultural boundaries are absent (cf. Carboni 2002; Guidi et 
al. 2002). Currently, the focus in interpretation is shifting from regarding traditions (or types) of 
ceramics as territorially defined, bounded cultural entities (i.e. the common connotation of ‘facies’) 
towards an appreciation of the particular depositional contexts of the majority of these types of 
ceramics.255 This creates the opportunity to be more precise and explicitly address (and engage with) 
the structural properties of archaeological records in the interpretation of Copper Age assemblages, 
particularly in southern Lazio. In general, these assemblages tend to be limited in character, unless they 
are explicitly ritual in character, such as individual burials (§5.2.3) or acts of deposition in pits and 
natural features. However, irrespective of this differentation the overall number of contexts for each 
facies is limited and, moreover, they show a capillary distribution with respect to the putative 
‘heartlands’, with relatively isolated occurrences creating the overlap of facies in southern Lazio. The 
overlap of several of these ‘facies’ in ‘northern’ southern Lazio, including ‘mixed’ assemblages, could 
highlight cultural boundary work, focused on connectivity rather than separation. 
The funerary and non-funerary depositional contexts of the types of ceramics linked to the 
respective ‘facies’ mainly involved the incorporation of ‘non-local’ objects with a distribution that 
focused on the area of a substantial settled Copper Age community (§7.1.3; Table 7.6). This is 
consistent with the scenario that the clustered distribution of Copper Age cemeteries highlights and 
provided a structure for social interaction (§5.1.4; Figure 5.1). The copresence of clusters of both 
cemeteries and open-air sites highlights that the latter were not only depositional contexts, but in all 
likelihood also served as meeting-places themselves, in addition to the former.256 Overall, it indicates 
that exchange of these types of ceramics (as well as other classes of objects and substances) did not 
only take place outside southern Lazio, in the respective ‘heartlands’ (or somewhere in between), and 
ended up in ‘northern’ southern Lazio through a series of exchanges (i.e. down-the-line), but also in the 
immediate vicinity of the settled community itself. This highlights that a high degree of mobility over 
long distances towards meeting-places was required in intercommunal interaction and exchange. This 
condition of Copper Age social life gets lost in the search for territorially defined cultural entities (in 
the traditional sense of ‘facies’). The degree of mobility implicit in connectivity will be discussed in 
more detail in the case of ‘typo-networks’ based on EBA1 ceramics. 
At present, the state of the archaeological record suggests that clustering in settlement patterns 
persisted in EBA1 (§7.1). Such a sense of continuity is underscored by the persistence of particular 
Copper Age settlements themselves or, in general, the persistent occurrence of some late Copper Age 
types of ceramics in EBA1. The role of northernmost Lazio as a nodal area in supra-regional EBA1 
connectivity was already argued on the basis of spatial patterns in metalwork deposition (§4.4.1) and 
burial (§5.1.4). In particular, two comprehensive ‘Bell Beaker’ assemblages (TORRE CROGNOLA; 
FOSSO CONICCHIO) were interpreted as significant nodes (or meeting-places) at the southern margin of 
a network focused on Tuscany (§3.2; §4.4.1; §5.1.4). At the same time, these places constituted the 
northernmost nodes in the ‘typo-network’ of subphase BA1A in Lazio (Figure 7.5). Parallel to the ‘Bell 
Beaker’ network in this phase, the types of ceramics linked to the ‘Ortucchio facies’ persisted, covering 
southern Lazio, the FUCINO BASIN and southern Abruzzo (cf. Anzidei & Carboni 1995, 213; D’Ercole 
& Pennacchioni 2001; Cazzella 2003; Cutilli et al. 2006; Cocchi Genick 2008). The cross-APENNINE 
distribution of “Ortucchio” type ceramics highlights connectivity, but the question is which route(s) it 
followed. 
Ialongo’s classification (2007) of ceramics from ORTUCCHIO-STRADA 28 in the FUCINO BASIN 
(§7.1.2) suggests that in subphase BA1A the type site of the ‘Ortucchio facies’ shows a stronger sense 
of connectivity to northern Lazio than southern Lazio (Figure 7.5). At present, however, the absence of 
                                                 
254 The following Copper Age ‘facies’ are mainly defined by types of ceramics: ‘Rinaldone’, ‘Bell Beaker’, ‘Ortucchio’, ‘Gaudo’ 
and ‘Laterza’ (the two latter ‘southern Italian’ facies) (cf. Anzidei & Carboni 1995; D’Ercole & Pennacchioni 2001; Cazzella 
2003; Cocchi Genick 2007a, 2008). 
255 Cf. Cocchi Genick 2008 on the methodological preference for using ‘types of ceramics’ instead of ‘facies’. 
256 For instance, the open-air site of QUADRATO DI TORRE SPACCATA [#156] breaks the pattern of shifting settlements and (after 
an earlier episode of use in the Early Neolithic) seems to have constituted a persistent place from the Late Neolithic onwards 
(Anzidei & Carboni 1995, 221). Its assemblage shows a strong affinity with the ‘Ortucchio facies’, but also includes a limited 
number of early ‘Bell Beaker’ ceramics and ‘Rinaldone’ ceramics, the latter normally associated with collective tombs, probably 
connected to ritual practices concerning their contents (Anzidei & Carboni 1995, 216-217). 
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evidence for open-air sites in the intermediate area, especially in the Rieti province (§7.1.2), argues 
against a direct, interior route between the FUCINO BASIN and northernmost Lazio and in favour of one 
that implicated the settled community in ‘northern’ southern Lazio, subsequently following the coast of 
northern Lazio (Figure 7.5). In order to substantiate this scenario, it should be recalled that the overall 
impression of ceramic connectivity in Abruzzo and Lazio is mainly based on types of decoration 
(§3.2.1; Figure 3.1), including most of the links between ORTUCCHIO-STRADA 28, TORRE CROGNOLA 
and FOSSO CONICCHIO (Figure 7.5). This could refer to the exchange of ‘specialised’ types of ceramics 
(or shared types of decoration) over long distances. In this respect, the EBA1 assemblages in ‘southern’ 
northern Lazio are extremely limited (§7.1.4). Similarly, Ialongo’s redating (2007) of the LUNI SUL 
MIGNONE-TRE ERICI assemblage, a potential link between ORTUCCHIO-STRADA 28 in the FUCINO BASIN 
and the ‘Bell Beaker’ meeting-place at TORRE CROGNOLA in northernmost Lazio (Figure 7.5), is to a 
large extent based on a single 
decorated smaller vessel. For this 
reason, the interpretation of these 
ceramics in terms of occasional 
acts of deposition could not be 
excluded (§7.1.3). 
 
Figure 7.5: map (adapted from 
http://commons.wikimedia.org/
wiki/File:Italy_map-blank.svg) 
showing the regional ‘typo-
network’ of subphase BA1A in 
Abruzzo and Lazio [compiled 
after Cocchi Genick 1998; 
Belardelli et al. 2007; Ialongo 
2007]. 
 
In the light of clustering in Copper Age settlement patterns (see above), it seems more likely 
that southern Lazio was implicated in connectivity between the FUCINO BASIN and the nodal area in the 
far north of Lazio. In particular, final publication of EBA1 ceramics reported from recent excavations 
at TENUTA QUADRARO-VIA LUCREZIA ROMANA and SELVA DEI MULI (§7.1.4), can shed further light on 
this issue, enhancing our understanding of ceramic connectivity in the region of southern Lazio.257 The 
presence or absence of connections between these assemblages can, for instance, help to answer the 
question whether the UPPER-MIDDLE LIRI valley was part of the main cross-APENNINE route of 
connectivity linking southern Lazio to the FUCINO BASIN, or that a more direct route was followed to 
‘northern’ southern Lazio. 
 
Figure 7.6: map (adapted from 
http://commons.wikimedia.org/
wiki/File:Italy_map-blank.svg) 
showing the regional ‘typo-
network’ of subphase BA1B in 
Abruzzo and Lazio [compiled 
after Cocchi Genick 1998; 
Belardelli et al. 2007; Ialongo 
2007]. 
 
At the same time, the 
issue of chronological resolution 
concerning BA1B ceramics in 
Abruzzo and Lazio (Figure 7.6) 
should be addressed, which was 
raised in the context of the 
                                                 
257 Different from the preliminary publications (Cerqua 2009, 2010), the presence of EBA1 ceramics at SELVA DEI MULI is no 
longer mentioned in the final publication (Cerqua 2011). 
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FUCINO BASIN (§7.1.2). On the scale of Central Italy as a whole (§3.2.1) the ‘typo-network’ of subphase 
BA1B gives the impression of an extension of the close-knit network focused on Tuscany to southern 
Abruzzo (Figure 3.2), in line with the spatial distribution of ‘horizon II’ hoards (§4.4.2). Ialongo’s 
classification (2007) has not extended this ‘typo-network’ in Abruzzo and Lazio (Figure 7.6), apart 
from connecting all open-air sites in the FUCINO BASIN to the first one in the ATERNO-TIRINO cluster 
(§7.1.2), the latter already connected in Cocchi Genick’s synthesis (§3.2.1; Figure 3.2). The lack of 
ceramics, hence assemblages, that can be attributed specifically to subphase BA1B, diminishes its 
chronological value. Moreover, the interior, intermontane sense of connectivity that its ‘typo-network’ 
conveys in Abruzzo and Lazio (Figure 7.6), complements the ‘coastal’ sense of connectivity in the 
‘typo-network’ of the preceding phase (Figure 7.5). Based on the chronological value of subphase 
BA1B in Tuscany (§3.2.1; Figure 3.2), the interior sense of connectivity in Lazio and Abruzzo can be 
regarded as a later addition. It seems to highlight the emergence of a route that followed the left bank of 
the TIBER river, by-passing northern Lazio (and the ‘coastal’ axis), which was already linked to the 
proliferation of metalwork produced in Tuscany (§4.4.2). 
 
Figure 7.7: map (adapted from 
http://commons.wikimedia.org/
wiki/File:Italy_map-blank.svg) 
showing the regional ‘typo-
network’ of subphases BA1A, 
BA1 & BA1B in Abruzzo and 
Lazio [compiled after Cocchi 
Genick 1998; Belardelli et al. 
2007; Ialongo 2007]. 
 
The ‘collapsed’ EBA1 
‘typo-network’ (Figure 7.7) that, 
in addition, incorporates vessel 
types that are dated generically 
[subphase BA1], does not change 
the overall impression of EBA1 
connectivity in Abruzzo and Lazio, as discussed so far (Figures 7.5 & 7.6). The role of the FUCINO 
BASIN as a nodal area in cross-APENNINE connectivity is underscored (Figure 7.7), consistent with the 
cross-APENNINE spatial distribution of EBA1 cave use, circumscribed to southern Lazio, intermontane 
and ‘coastal’ Abruzzo (§6.1.4; Figure 6.2). At the same time, this proxy for EBA1 regional 
connectivity in Abruzzo and Lazio (Figure 7.7) corroborates the role of northernmost Lazio in supra-
regional connectivity (§3.2). 
 
7.2.2 EBA2 connectivity 
In general, the overview of the distributions of open-air sites on micro-regional to regional scales in 
Abruzzo and Lazio (§7.1) showed a diachronic trend of increasing numbers, as well as a more 
widespread occurrence, between EBA1 and EBA2. This is consistent with the diachronic patterns of 
the proliferation of metalwork deposition (§4.4.3) and cave use (§6.1.4). On a supra-regional scale, 
EBA2 ‘typo-networks’ in Central Italy as a whole showed a stronger sense of connectivity beyond 
Tuscany than in EBA1 (§3.2.1), both in terms of vessel types (Figure 3.3) and handles (Figure 3.4). It 
was argued that increased connectivity in Central Italy was linked to an area of metalwork production 
in southern Tuscany (§4.1.2; §4.4.3). The regional EBA2 ‘typo-network’ (Figure 7.8) shows that the 
basic structure of social interaction between Tuscany and Lazio is preserved in the persistent role of 
northernmost Lazio as a nodal area in supra-regional connectivity. In particular, the connecting role of 
the main EBA1, ‘Bell Beaker’ assemblages (TORRE CROGNOLA; FOSSO CONICCHIO) was taken over by 
the new supra-regional cult place at LAGO DI MEZZANO (§7.1.3). 
The EBA2 ‘typo-network’ in Abruzzo and Lazio conforms to the trend of increased cross-
APENNINE connectivity in Central Italy (§3.2.1). Despite the lack of well-dated open-air sites in 
‘coastal’ Abruzzo (§7.1.1), it shows that the two major cult places at caves (GROTTA SANT’ANGELO; 
GROTTA DEI PICCIONI) were implicated in regional connectivity (Figure 7.8). On the Tyrrhenian side, 
the focus in regional connectivity shifted away from the EBA1 coastal axis (Figure 7.7) towards the 
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interior in EBA2 (Figure 7.8). This diachronic pattern is consistent with the ‘interior’ impression of 
connectivity in the ‘typo-network’ of subphase BA1B in Abruzzo and Lazio (Figure 7.6) and 
strengthens the chronological value and past reality of subphase BA1B (see above). The increase in 
connectivity is underscored by the addition of new intermontane open-air sites in EBA2 (Figure 7.8) to 
the two persistent, BA1B places (NAVELLI; L’ARDINO) (Figure 7.6). The same seems implied by the 
start of trajectories of cave use (RIPARO LILIANA; GROTTA DELLE STIFFE) in the intermontane region 
outside the FUCINO BASIN in EBA2 (§6.1.2). The FUCINO BASIN itself persisted as the main node in 
regional cross-APENNINE connectivity, linking to southern Abruzzo, by way of the ATERNO-TIRINO 
cluster (§7.1.2; Figure 7.8). This contrasts with the reconstruction of a shift of the main cross-
APENNINE axis in metalwork exchange networks towards the north, away from the FUCINO BASIN 
(§4.4.3), but this could derive from the present lack of composition analyses of EBA2 axes in this part 
of the research area (§4.3.2). 
 
Figure 7.8. map (adapted from 
http://commons.wikimedia.org/
wiki/File:Italy_map-blank.svg) 
showing the regional EBA2 
‘typo-network’ in Abruzzo and 
Lazio [compiled after Cocchi 
Genick 1998; Belardelli et al. 
2007; Ialongo 2007]. 
 
Connectivity between 
the FUCINO BASIN and southern 
Lazio probably followed two 
main routes. One was connected 
to the UPPER LIRI valley into the 
province of Frosinone, arguably 
following Copper Age-EBA1 
patterns of mobility (see above). Another axis of connectivity seems to have followed a route that led 
more directly into ‘northern’ southern Lazio (Figure 7.8), as a result of the overall increase in 
intermontane activity, starting in subphase BA1B (see above), as well as the shift in settlement patterns 
in ‘northern’ southern Lazio (§7.1.4). 
The impression of EBA2 connectivity in ‘coastal’ Lazio derives predominantly from ceramics 
in open-air assemblages, rather than caves,258 and is, by consequence, linked to changing settlement 
patterns. These network changes entail the reconstructed emergence of a larger settled community in 
northernmost Lazio, probably (partly) originating from Tuscany (§7.1.3), and the shift from the south 
to the north of the LOWER ANIENE valley in ‘northern’ southern Lazio (§7.1.4). The emergence of these 
settled EBA2 communities coincided with the shift of the main axis in connectivity from the coast in 
the Copper Age-EBA1 (see above) to the interior (Figure 7.8), following the ‘interior’ sense of BA1B 
connectivity (Figure 7.6). This scenario of changing settlement patterns and connectivity is underscored 
by the lack of EBA2 open-air assemblages in the coastal parts of northern Lazio (§7.1.3) and southern 
Lazio. In the latter region (§7.1.4) EBA2 open-air sites show a predominantly ‘interior’ distribution 
connected with the LOWER ANIENE, SACCO and MIDDLE-LOWER LIRI valleys (Figure 7.8). Such a lack 
of open-air sites leaves the wealth of EBA2 metalwork in the ‘coastal’ parts of the region (§4.2.3) 
outside or on the margins of the ‘typo-network’, spatially dissociated from open-air sites and settled 
communities (Figures 7.8 & 7.9). 
The dissociation of EBA2 metalwork from settlement patterns in ‘coastal’ Lazio recalls the 
intermediate position of hoards with respect to cultural groups in Central Italy as a whole (§3.2.2; 
§4.1.2). Here the chronologically enigmatic “Luni Tre Erici-Norchia” style of decorated ceramics 
should be recalled, as it shows a distribution in northern Lazio that could fill the ‘coastal’ gap to a large 
extent (Figure 7.9). As argued, the limited character of the respective assemblages, predominated by 
decorated ceramics, is not necessarily consistent with the presence of settled communities. Instead, a 
scenario in terms of occasional acts of ceramics deposition was put forward (§7.1.3), akin to metalwork 
deposition (Figure 7.9). In this context, the emergence of a cult place at PIAN SULTANO in EBA2 
                                                 
258 This follows from the generally limited character of cave assemblages in northern and southern Lazio (§6.1.3). 
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(§6.1.3) was probably linked to social interaction on a regional, if not supra-regional scale, including 
exchange of metalwork (Figure 7.9) and secondary burial (§5.2).259 The supra-regional connotation of 
this cult place can be deduced from its connections to the major cult place at LAGO DI MEZZANO and 
beyond (Figure 7.8), as well as the northernmost occurrence of a vessel type attributed to the Southern 
Italian EBA2 facies of “Palma di Campania” (Figure 7.9). Further assemblages with this type of ‘non-
local’ ceramics from Campania (TENUTA RADICICOLI DEL BENE-ACCORRABONE; COLLE TASSO; 
GROTTA DEL CANE) follow the ‘interior’ distribution of EBA2 open-air sites in southern Lazio, apart 
from an isolated fragment (ORTUCCHIO-BALZONE 1) in the FUCINO BASIN (Figure 7.9). 
 
Figure 7.9: map (adapted from 
http://commons.wikimedia.org/
wiki/File:Italy_map-blank.svg) 
showing the distributions of so-
called “Luni Tre Erici-
Norchia” decorated ceramics, 
assemblages with “Palma di 
Campania” ceramics (in grey) 
and EBA2 metalwork from 
‘coastal’ Lazio (in yellow). 
 
As such, the distribution 
of “Palma di Campania” style 
ceramics follows the interior 
sense of EBA2 connectivity in 
southern Lazio (Figure 7.8), but 
at the same time outlines the larger ‘coastal’ area in the provinces of Rome (RM) and Latina (LT) that, 
at present, from which substantial evidence for EBA2 open-air sites is absent (Figure 7.9). The 
‘capillary’ distribution of ‘non-local’ EBA2 ceramics from Campania diffuses the impression of a 
cultural boundary between the larger spheres of Central and Southern Italy, perpendicular to the 
APENNINES, based on the presence of axes of Southern Italian type in southern Abruzzo and 
southernmost Lazio (§4.4.3). It highlights the possibility that the larger area outside the sphere of 
connectivity in ‘coastal’ Lazio and from which settled communities are absent (Figure 7.8), served as a 
‘border zone’ where metalwork deposition was prolific (Figure 7.9). If so, the ‘unsettled’ area was used 
occasionally (perhaps seasonally) for activities that involved a considerable degree of mobility on the 
part of communities settled elsewhere, including intercommunal interaction. The issue of mobility 
related to seasonal subsistence strategies, such as hunting and pastoralism, as well as its role in social 
interaction, will be discussed in more detail following the analysis of faunal samples (§7.4). As a 
conclusion to the diachronic overview of regional connectivity and settlement patterns and as a prelude 
to the discussion of the specifics of open-air assemblages (§7.3), I will make a brief comparison with 
the wealth of detail in the “Palma di Campania” heartland. 
 
Bronze Age Pompeii: a cautionary tale 
The EBA2 cultural landscapes that have been unveiled a few hundred kilometres to the south in 
Campania provide a sharp contrast with the current state of knowledge about EBA open-air sites and 
settlement patterns in Abruzzo and Lazio (§7.1). The cultural landscapes buried by the Avellino 
eruption of SOMMA-VESUVIUS (§3.4) include roads, agricultural plots with plough marks, human and 
animal footprints and several settlements (Albore Livadie 1993; Guzzo et al. 2003; Zevi 2004, 857-
864; Giampaola et al. 2007, 2007a; Passariello et al. 2009, 2010). Excavations in two such settlements 
have been published in a preliminary form, one at Nola to the northeast of the volcano (Albore Livadie 
2002a, 2002b; Albore Livadie & Vecchio 2003, 2005a, 2005b; Albore Livadie et al. 2006; Castaldo et 
al. 2007; Costantini et al. 2007; De Caro 2003, 572-575; Lubritto et al. 2006; De Grossi Mazzorin & 
Rugge 2007) and the other at Afragola to the northwest (Sampaolo 2005, 676-679; Nava 2006, 616-
619, 2007, 240-245; Laforgia et al. 2007, 2009; Di Vito et al. 2009; Matarazzo et al. 2010). It is 
                                                 
259 In this respect, Di Gennaro et al. (2002, 677) recognise typological affinities between one of the EBA2 vessels from PIAN 
SULTANO and the (unpublished) open-air assemblage from GROTTINI DI ROTA [#108], the latter arguably linked to the EBA2 axe 
hoard (ROTA) in the TOLFA MOUNTAINS (§4.2.3). 
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tempting to use the abundance of detailed information from this micro-region as a template for adjacent 
regions, such as southern Lazio (e.g. Alessandri 2007, 197-201). However, there is currently no 
substantial evidence in larger parts of this region to presume a situation of year-round occupation in 
large settlements (§7.1.4; Figure 7.8; cf. Gianni 1991). In comparison with the excavated EBA2 house 
assemblages in Campania, the scarcity and limited extent of open-air assemblages presently known 
from Abruzzo and Lazio is significant. For comparison, house assemblages at NOLA reportedly consist 
of more than a hundred (complete) ceramic vessels (Albore Livadie 2002a).260 In order to reconstruct 
villages similar to NOLA, larger amounts of ceramics (including fine wares) should be available on the 
surface than currently known from Abruzzo and Lazio, irrespective of post-depositional activity and 
abandonment practices that include the transfer of large parts of house assemblages to new settlements 
and/or ceramics deposition elsewhere (Van Rossenberg 2005b).261 One element of comparison that 
seems to be preserved on the surface of Abruzzo and Lazio is the clustered occurrence of open-air sites 
(or settlements), as buried and revealed in the micro-region in the immediate vicinity of the VESUVIUS 
volcano. Although the distinctions between the larger Central and Southern Italian spheres highlight 
that a cultural boundary existed that was crossed in creating connectivity (see above), this does not 
mean that the details from one cultural landscape can simply be extrapolated to the other. 
 
7.3 The specifics of open-air sites: polythetic classification and structural 
remains 
There is a generalising tendency to presume that any open-air assemblage including EBA ceramics 
would have constituted a settlement. Here it will be argued that the attribution of site functions to EBA 
open-air assemblages is not so straightforward, even in the case of the few open-air sites that have been 
excavated and yielded structural remains. First, EBA open-air assemblages will be subjected to a 
polythetic classification of their constituent classes of objects and substances (§7.3.1). Cross-references 
will be made in the analysis to the similar classification of cave assemblages, which resulted in two 
polythetic groups, one of limited and another of more extensive or “full” assemblages (§6.2.1). 
Secondly, the range of evidence for structural remains from EBA open-air sites will be listed (§7.3.2) 
and discussed in the light of site distributions (§7.1) and regional connectivity and settlement patterns 
(§7.2). Taken together, these specifics of open-air sites can be used to substantiate notions of place 
related to settlements and changing settlement patterns. 
 
7.3.1 Polythetic classification and interpretation 
The majority of EBA open-air assemblages are limited to ceramics (Appendix 4) and for this reason 
have been excluded from the polythetic classification. This mainly concerns surface assemblages of 
limited scope, for which a site function in terms of settlement, seasonal site or act of ceramics 
deposition must in many cases remain elusive. In some cases, in particular multi-phase assemblages, 
another interpretive problem that affects the outcome of a polythetic classification, is that other classes 
of objects and substances (than ceramics) tend to be attributed to more extensive Copper Age and/or 
Middle Bronze Age assemblages, rather than to limited assemblages of EBA ceramics. Nonetheless, 
the sample of EBA open-air assemblages subjected to this polythetic classification is relatively large 
and by no means limited to excavated sites (Tables 7.7, 7.8 & 7.9). This highlights the potential that 
polythetic classification can be used to discriminate between types of place, irrespective of a distinction 
between excavated and surface assemblages (§2.1.2; §2.1.3). 
The polythetic classification of EBA open-air assemblages results in more variability than in 
the case of cave assemblages (§6.2.1; Table 6.5). None of the open-air assemblages is characterised by 
as full a range of objects and substances as those in the polythetic group of “full” cave assemblages 
(§6.2.1). Moreover, the overall impression is that open-air assemblages are fuller in EBA1 (Table 7.7) 
than in EBA2 (Table 7.9). There is a strong possibility that such diachronic differentiation results from 
a research bias, in the sense that the sample includes excavated (late) Copper Age open-air sites with 
limited EBA1 assemblages, whereas excavations of EBA2 open-air sites are scarce. Another research 
                                                 
260 This has discredited the initial interpretation of the excavated assemblage, consisting of 135 vessels, at the eponymous site of 
PALMA CAMPANIA as a production centre of ceramics (Albore Livadie 1980; Gianni 1991, 146) rather than a house assemblage. 
261 The assemblages from the larger settlement of AFRAGOLA, where abandonment practices are evident (Laforgia et al. 2009), 
have not been published yet. In addition, the lack of evidence for a tradition of using pits for deposition in EBA contexts (§7.3) 
means that assemblages had originally not been buried in archaeological features, which arguably should result in higher 
archaeological visibility on the surface. 
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bias concerns the overrepresentation of organic substances in excavations, arguably due to 
differentiation in preservation. This can explain the absence of human remains, bone & antler and shell 
artefacts, as well as botanical and faunal remains (§7.4), from surface assemblages. These and other 













































































































Coastal Abruzzo (§7.1.1)                
[#6] Colle Longo (CH) CA-EBA1? X   X X X X  X X  ? X X 
Intermontane region (§7.1.2)                
[#9] Navelli (AQ) EBA1-EBA2 X   ?           
[#11] Le Castagne (AQ) CA-EBA? X    X X       X  
[#16] Ortucchio-strada 28 (AQ) CA-EBA1 X ?   ?  ?  ?    X  
Northern Lazio (§7.1.3)                
[#61] Torre Crognola (VT) CA-EBA2 X   X X X X      X  
[#62] Poggio Olivastro (VT) CA-EBA1? X         ?   ?  
[#72] Piano della Selva (VT) EBA1-EBA2 X   ? ?      ?    
[#74] Casale Barzellotti (VT) CA-EBA1? X    ?          
[#92] Luni sul Mignone-Tre Erici (VT) CA-EBA1? X ?  X X  X  X    X X 
[#96] Porciano (VT) CA-EBA? X   X X X         
[#110] Bufalareccia-quota 77 (RM) CA-EBA? X    ?          
[#127] Palidoro (RM) EBA1-EBA2 X   X X X         
[#130] Casale Campanella (RM) CA-EBA? X     ?         
[#134] Maglianella di Sotto (RM) CA-EBA2? X X  X X        X  
Southern Lazio (§7.1.4)                
[#135] L’Ardino (RM) EBA1-EBA2 X   X X X       ?  
[#138] Cerreto-Quirani (RM) CA-EBA? X   ?           
[#155] Casale di Torre Spaccata (RM) EBA1 X    ? ?         
[#156] Quadrato di Torre Spaccata (RM) CA-EBA1 X ?   ?        X X 
[#157] Piscina di Torre Spaccata (RM) CA-EBA1? X   X ? ?   ?   X X ? 
[#158] Torre Spaccata-Fosso del Patrone 
(RM) 
CA-EBA2 X    X X  X    ? X  
[#160] Tenuta Quadraro-via Lucrezia 
Romana (RM) 
CA-EBA1 X ?   X          
[#161] Unità Anagnina-punto II (RM) CA-EBA? X    ? ?         
[#167] Casale del Cavaliere (RM) CA-EBA1? X  X X X  X     X X  
[#169] Mole di Corcolle (RM) CA-EBA1 X     X         
[#174] Quarto della Zolforatella (RM) CA-EBA? X    X X         
[#175] Malafede-Valle Porcina (RM) EBA1-EBA2? X   X X X         
[#178] Fosso del Diavolo (RM) CA-EBA? X   ? X X         
[#184] Selciatella (FR) CA-EBA1? X    X X       X  
[#190] Selva dei Muli (FR) CA-EBA2? X X  X X X X      X  
[#196] Campovarigno (FR) CA X    X        X  
[#197] Val di Comino-S. Andrea (FR) EBA1-EBA2 X    X  X     X   
Table 7.7: polythetic classification of (late) Copper Age [CA]-EBA1 open-air assemblages from 
Abruzzo and Lazio [nos. refer to and further details in Appendix 4]. 
 
Complete vessels and metalwork 
Complete Copper Age vessels have been reported from features that are both funerary and non-
funerary in character, especially in southern Lazio (§7.2.1). In the Copper Age-EBA1 context of SELVA 
DEI MULI [#190] (§7.1.4) complete vessels have been reported from the so-called perimeter ditch of the 
settlement and interpreted as the remains of abandonment practices (but cf. Cerqua 2011). Within the 
same cultural sphere, complete (or large fragments of) “Ortucchio” vessels, reported from the Copper 
Age-EBA1 assemblages of both ORTUCCHIO-STRADA 28 [#16] (§7.1.2) and TENUTA QUADRARO-VIA 
LUCREZIA ROMANA [#160] (§7.1.4), should perhaps be interpreted in similar terms, as (partly) deriving 
from abandonment practices, given the presence of structural remains (§7.3.2). However, the possibility 
of later acts of ceramics deposition at prior, Copper Age places cannot be excluded in the cases of LUNI 
SUL MIGNONE-TRE ERICI [#92] (§7.1.3) and QUADRATO DI TORRE SPACCATA [#156] (§7.1.4). At 
present, complete ceramics reported from MAGLIANELLA DI SOTTO [#134] lack chronological and 
contextual details (§7.1.3), also in relation to structural remains on site. Overall, complete vessels from 
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Copper Age-EBA1 open-air sites (Table 7.7) tend to be associated with structural remains, such as 
houses, pits and ditches, as well as with funerary structures. 
By contrast, EBA2 open-air sites with complete (or larger parts of) vessels tend to be lake-side 
assemblages (Table 7.9). On the basis of their overall context, it was argued that (repetitive acts of) 
ceramics deposition at LAGO DI MEZZANO [#34] (§7.1.3) and LAGO ALBANO-VILLAGGIO DELLE 
MACINE [#173] (§7.1.4) was ritual in character. The presence of larger parts and/or complete vessels in 
the assemblage of TRASACCO 1 [#19] was interpreted as indicative of an abandonment context (§7.1.2), 
in combination with structural remains radiocarbon dated to EBA2 (§3.3) and the ‘early’ MBA1 gap in 
the trajectory of the site (cf. Ialongo 2007). On the other hand, complete (or large parts of) EBA2 
vessels from the surface assemblage of ORTUCCHIO-STRADA 28 [#16] were interpreted as the remains of 
ceramics deposition, in the light of the limited range of vessel types (§7.1.2) and its distinctive location 
from the late Copper Age-EBA1 assemblage with structural remains (see above). The correlation of 
complete vessels with lake-side assemblages cannot entirely be ascribed to circumstances of 
preservation in a submerged environment. It was argued that the isolated find of (the larger part of) a 














































































































Northern Lazio (§7.1.3)                
[#85] Tornale (VT) EBA  X             
[#97] Grotta Arnaro I (VT) EBA? X   ? ?          
[#99] Tre Querce (RM) EBA? X    ? ?         
[#109] Bufalareccia (RM) EBA? X   ?           
[#114] Poggio Casalavio (RM) EBA? X    ?          
[#118] Monte Abbadone (RM) EBA X    X  ?        
[#119] Monte Abbadoncino (RM) EBA X    X          
[#129] Le Colonnacce (RM) EBA? X    ?          
[#132] Tenuta di Castel Campanile (RM) EBA? X  ?  ?          
Southern Lazio (§7.1.4)                
[#199] Macciocco (FR) EBA X      X        
[#200] tra Colle Castagneto e Fontana Vitola (FR) EBA X    ? ?         
Table 7.8: polythetic classification of generically EBA open-air assemblages from Abruzzo and 
Lazio [nos. refer to and further details in Appendix 4]. 
 
At the same time, occasional EBA acts of ceramics deposition at caves constituted a parallel 
practice, which was interpreted as ritual in character (§6.2). Taken together, ceramics deposition at 
caves and lakes highlights a common concern with making a connection with natural places, or more 
generally subsurface features (Chapter 8). It was argued that metalwork deposition can be linked to a 
similar (or the same) cosmological framework (§4.2.4). In this respect, it is significant that the pattern 
of the dissociation of metalwork from other classes of objects is broken by EBA2 lake-side 
assemblages (LAGO DI MEZZANO [#34]; LA CASARINA [#207]). The intersection of repetitive and ritual 
acts of metalwork and ceramics deposition is most pronounced at the former, a major EBA2 cult place 
in northernmost Lazio (§7.1.3). The overall lack of associations between complete vessels and 
structural remains, unlike Copper Age-EBA1 contexts (see above), could derive from a research bias 
due to a lack of excavations of EBA2 open-air sites. At present, however, the proliferation of pits as 
depositional contexts seems to constitute a new, MBA1 phenomenon (Van Rossenberg forthcoming), 
perhaps an emergent phenomenon at the EBA2-MBA1 transition (CONTRADA CAVONE [#192]). In the 
same micro-region, the direct association of the larger part of a vessel dated to the EBA2-MBA1 
transition with a prior, Copper Age assemblage at CAMPOVARIGNO [#196] is unparallelled. Overall, 
there is no consistent evidence that complete vessels were associated with structural remains, which 
seems to corroborate the more intimate link of EBA2 ceramics deposition to natural places, similar to 
metalwork deposition (§4.2.4). 













































































































Intermontane region (§7.1.2)                
[#7] Santo Stefano di Sessanio (AQ) EBA2 X            ?  
[#9] Navelli (AQ) EBA1-EBA2 X   ?           
[#10] San Salvatore (AQ) EBA2 X   ?  ?         
[#16] Ortucchio-strada 28 (AQ) EBA2 X ?             
[#19] Trasacco 1 (AQ) EBA2 X X           ?  
Northern Lazio (§7.1.3)                
[#31] Monticello (VT) EBA2 X    X          
[#32] Ragnatoro (VT) EBA2 X      ?        
[#34] Lago di Mezzano (VT) EBA2 X X X        X  ?  
[#39] Monte Saliette (VT) EBA2 X     ?         
[#51] Crostoletto di Lamone (VT) CA; EBA2 X    ? ?         
[#58] Monte di Cellere (VT) EBA2 X    X X         
[#61] Torre Crognola (VT) CA-EBA2 X   X X X X      X  
[#63] Monte Rozzi (VT) EBA2 X   ? ?          
[#69] Casale Carcarello (VT) EBA2 X   ? ?          
[#72] Piano della Selva (VT) EBA1-EBA2 X   ? ?      ?    
[#127] Palidoro (RM) EBA1-EBA2 X   X X X         
[#134] Maglianella di Sotto (RM) CA-EBA2? X X  X X        X  
Southern Lazio (§7.1.4)                
[#135] L’Ardino (RM) EBA1-EBA2 X   X X X       ?  
[#145] Tenuta Radicicoli Del Bene-
Accorrabone (RM) 
EBA2 X   ?           
[#146] Tenuta Radicicoli Maffei-area 106 
(RM) 
EBA2 X ?            ? 
[#158] Torre Spaccata-Fosso del Patrone 
(RM) 
CA-EBA2 X    X X  X    ? X  
[#173] Lago Albano-Villaggio delle Macine 
(RM) 
EBA2 ? X     ?     ?   
[#175] Malafede-Valle Porcina (RM) EBA1-EBA2? X   X X X         
[#187] Monte San Leonardo (FR) EBA2? X      X        
[#188] Fontana del Lago-Convento S. 
Giuseppe (FR) 
EBA2 X           ?   
[#190] Selva dei Muli (FR) CA-EBA2? X ?  ? ? ? ?      ?  
[#191] Borgo Sant’Angelo (FR) EBA2? X   X X        X  
[#192] Contrada Cavone (FR) EBA2? X X X     X     ?  
[#196] Campovarigno (FR) EBA2? X X             
[#197] Val di Comino-S. Andrea (FR) EBA1-EBA2 X    X  X     X   
[#198] Colle della Iugera (FR) EBA2 X     X X    ?    
[#207] La Casarina (LT) EBA2 X          X    
Table 7.9. Polythetic classification of EBA2 open-air assemblages in Abruzzo and Lazio. 
 
Quernstones & mullers 
Quernstones were not included in the range of objects and substances in “full” EBA cave assemblages, 
except for a muller from GROTTA DEI PICCIONI (§6.2.1). Both quernstones and mullers have been more 
regularly reported from EBA open-air sites. The correlated presence of quernstones and structural 
remains (COLLE LONGO [#6]; ORTUCCHIO-STRADA 28 [#16]; LUNI SUL MIGNONE-TRE ERICI [#92]; 
CASALE DEL CAVALIERE [#167]; SELVA DEI MULI [#190]) in excavated Copper Age-EBA1 open-air 
assemblages (Table 7.7) highlights that it can be used in the interpretation of surface finds as a positive 
indicator of year-round settlement. Then, the presence of quernstones in the large surface assemblage at 
TORRE CROGNOLA [#61] could argue in favour of the presence of a year-round settlement, contrary to 
the interpretation as a meeting-place put forward here (§7.1.3). Similarly, the presence of quernstones 
in several open-air assemblages in the VAL DI COMINO (Val DI COMINO-S. ANDREA [#197]; COLLE 
DELLA IUGERA [#198]; MACCIOCCO [#199]) corroborates the scenario of a settled EBA community this 
micro-region (Tables 7.7, 7.8 & 7.9), rather than exclusively seasonal sites (Carancini et al. 2003; Bruni 
et al. 2006). Still, it was argued that the overall context of Val DI COMINO-S. ANDREA [#197] singles it 
out as a cult place, rather than a settlement, in the micro-region (§7.1.4). In general, ritual treatment of 
quernstones seems to have taken place in Copper Age-EBA1 contexts of settlement themselves (Table 
7.7), from which invariably fragments, not complete objects, have been reported (cf. Bradley 2005; 
Brück 1999a, 2006b; Hamon & Graefe 2008a; Watts 2008 on the ritual character of other forms of 
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treatment, such as deliberate fragmentation, and depositional patterns of later prehistoric quernstones, 
including contexts of settlement). 
Apart from the VAL DI COMINO assemblages (see above), quernstones are scarce in EBA2 
open-air assemblages (Table 7.9), thus preventing its use as an indicator of year-round settlement. It is 
unclear whether quernstones at the cult place of LAGO DI MEZZANO [#34] indicate depositional 
practices dated to EBA2 or MBA1. For comparison, the abundance of quernstones at LAGO ALBANO-
VILLAGGIO DELLE MACINE [#173], from which this lake-side assemblage takes its name (“village of the 
quernstones”), probably postdates EBA2 (in line with the MBA1 bulk of the assemblage). Because of 
the prominence of quernstones at LAGO ALBANO-VILLAGGIO DELLE MACINE it has been interpreted as a 
production centre, including oversize and unfinished specimens, in direction association with a likely 
source of the volcanic substance that served as raw material (Chiarucci 1988). The later date does not 
exclude the possibility that the ALBAN HILLS had served as a Copper Age and EBA source of 
quernstones, but the central position of LAGO ALBANO-VILLAGGIO DELLE MACINE in MBA1 networks 
provides a better context for a peak in the production and/or deposition of quernstones (cf. Van 
Rossenberg forthcoming). Similarly, the surface assemblage of MONTE SAN LEONARDO [#187], 
including quernstone fragments (Table 7.9), is predominantly MBA1 in date. Overall, the scarcity of 
quernstones in EBA2 open-air assemblages (Table 7.9) could refer as much to a research bias due to a 
lack of excavations, as to their potentially ‘time transgressive’, relatively long use life, thereby ending 
up in MBA1 contexts of settlement and/or deposition, rather than EBA assemblages. 
 
Spindle-whorls and arrowheads 
The classes of objects that are most frequently reported from EBA open-air sites are spindle-whorls and 
arrowheads (Tables 7.7 & 7.9), both in surface and excavated assemblages. Given the seasonal 
connotation of both arrowheads (i.e. hunting) and spindle-whorls (i.e. wool-processing), they were not 
by definition exclusive to year-round settlements and can therefore not be used to discriminate the latter 
from seasonal sites. However, a distinctive pattern can be discerned in “full” cave assemblages in 
which spindle-whorls are present but from which arrowheads are absent (§6.2.1; Table 6.5). This 
distinctive pattern highlights the possibility that each class of objects did pertain to a separate sphere. 
Nonetheless, it is likely that co-presence of spindle-whorls and arrowheads at open-air sites (or in the 
context of a fuller assemblage) can be used as a stronger indication of the presence of a year-round 
settlement than of a seasonal site. By contrast, the presence of arrowheads (without spindle-whorls) 
could indicate seasonal sites, as hunting took place away from settlements. The presence of spindle-
whorls (without arrowheads) could indicate a domestic context for wool-processing. 
Co-presence of arrowheads and spindle-whorls in Copper Age-EBA1 (Table 7.7) has been 
reported for excavated assemblages (COLLE LONGO [#6]; PISCINA DI TORRE SPACCATA [#158]; 
MALAFEDE-VALLE PORCINA [#175]; SELVA DEI MULI [#190]), as well as surface assemblages (TORRE 
CROGNOLA [#61]; PORCIANO [#96]; FOSSO DEL DIAVOLO [#178]). The ‘sole’ presence of arrowheads is 
relatively frequent and concerns both excavations and surface assemblages.262 The ‘sole’ presence of 
spindle-whorls has been less frequently reported from surface assemblages (than arrowheads), perhaps 
indicative of their association with Copper Age-EBA1 settlements.263 Such putative patterns cannot be 
elucidated through a comparison with EBA2 open-air sites, since arrowheads and/or spindle-whorls are 
not as frequently included in these assemblages (Table 7.9). 
Co-presence has only been reported from excavated EBA1-EBA2 assemblages (PALIDORO 
[#127]; L’ARDINO [#135]), as well as an EBA2 surface assemblage (SAN SALVATORE [#10]). In these 
particular instances (§7.1.2; §7.1.3; §7.1.4) the presence of a year-round settlement cannot immediately 
be substantiated in the respective (micro)regional contexts (§7.2). The ‘sole’ presence of arrowheads 
has been reported from a relatively limited number of EBA2 assemblages,264 whereas the ‘sole’ 
                                                 
262 Arrowheads (excavations): LE CASTAGNE [#11]; TORRE SPACCATA-FOSSO DEL PATRONE [#158]; SELCIATELLA [#184]. 
Arrowheads (surface): TRE QUERCE [#99]; CASALE CAMPANELLA [#130]; CASALE DI TORRE SPACCATA [#155]; UNITÀ 
ANAGNINA-PUNTO II [#161]; MOLE DI CORCOLLE [#169]; QUARTO DELLA ZOLFORATELLA [#174]. The focus in the distribution 
of arrowheads is on ‘northern’ southern Lazio, where a settled Copper Age-EBA1 was reconstructed (§7.1.4), arguably 
corroborating that these particular instances represent a seasonal pattern of activity (cf. Gianni 1991). 
263 Spindle-whorls (excavations): LUNI SUL MIGNONE-TRE ERICI [#92]; MAGLIANELLA DI SOTTO [#134]; CASALE DEL 
CAVALIERE [#167]. Spindle-whorls (surface): GROTTA ARNARO I [#97]; BUFALARECCIA [#109]. Bobbin (surface): CERRETO-
QUIRANI [#138]. 
264 Arrowheads (surface): MONTE SALIETTE [#39]; CROSTOLETTO DI LAMONE [#51]; MONTE DI CELLERE [#58]; COLLE DELLA 
IUGERA [#198]. Again, the main distribution of arrowheads is focused on micro-regions with reconstructed settled communities 
in northernmost Lazio (§7.1.3) and VAL DI CAMINO (§7.1.4). 
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presence of spindle-whorls is more frequent.265 Overall, the numerical predominance of EBA2 
assemblages with spindle-whorls over those with arrowheads seems to reverse the prior, Copper Age-
EBA1 situation, which showed a predominance of arrowheads (see above). The question whether this 
coincided with a broad change in subsistence strategies between Copper Age-EBA1 and EBA2, will be 
addressed in the discussion of faunal samples (§7.4). In turn, this may help to inform the polythetic 
interpretation of arrowheads and spindle-whorls. 
 
Lithics 
A range of classes of stone objects (other than arrowheads and quernstones) have been subsumed here 
under the heading of lithics. In most cases these concern unspecified flint or obsidian artefacts, 
probably including additional arrowheads (not specified as such in publications). The generic class of 
‘lithics’ is well-represented at EBA open-air sites (Tables 7.7, 7.8 & 7.9), especially if the tendency to 
consider lithics as pre-Bronze Age in date is taken into account. This tendency also concerns polished 
stone axes, which are generally dated to the Neolithic or Copper Age.266 However, polished stone axes 
have also been reported from Copper Age-EBA1 open-air assemblages, both excavated (CASALE DEL 
CAVALIERE [#167]; MALAFEDE-VALLE PORCINA [#175]; SELVA DEI MULI [#190]) and from the surface 
(TORRE CROGNOLA [#61]; GROTTA ARNARO [#97]; UNITÀ ANAGNINA-PUNTO II [#161]), as well as 
perhaps one EBA2 assemblage (CROSTOLETTO DI LAMONE [#51]). An earlier date seems likely in the 
case of those open-air sites with a substantial Copper Age assemblage, but persistent use of stone axes 
in EBA cannot be excluded, on a par with copper or ‘early’ bronze axes (§4.3).267 On the other hand, 
the functional interpretation of stone axes is contradicted by the absence of complete objects and the 
predominance of greenstone as a raw material (CROSTOLETTO DI LAMONE, GROTTA ARNARO, UNITÀ 
ANAGNINA-PUNTO II; SELVA DEI MULI).268 These characteristics could highlight a practice of deliberate 
fragmentation, deposition and/or ‘treasuring’ of a select group of ancestral substances in EBA contexts, 
similar to the recurrent presence of stone axes in MBA assemblages (Van Rossenberg forthcoming). 
The absence of stone axes from EBA and later cave assemblages (§6.2.1) strengthens their connotation 




In all likelihood a research bias can explain the limited presence of bone & antler and shell artefacts in 
excavated Copper Age-EBA1 assemblages (Table 7.7), as opposted to their current absence from 
EBA2 open-air assemblages (Table 7.9). Similarly, botanical remains are circumscribed to a limited 
number of excavated assemblages (Tables 7.7 & 7.9). By contrast, faunal remains have been reported 
more frequently (Tables 7.7 & 7.9) and their signatures will be used to shed light on the issue of year-
round versus seasonal site functions (§7.4). Finally, the presence of human remains in EBA open-air 
assemblages (§5.1.4) is limited to excavated sites, mainly dating to Copper Age-EBA1 (Table 7.7: 
COLLE LONGO [#6]; LUNI SUL MIGNONE-TRE ERICI [#92]; QUADRATO DI TORRE SPACCATA [#156]; 
PISCINA DI TORRE SPACCATA [#157]) and perhaps to EBA2 (Table 7.9: TENUTA RADICICOLI MAFFEI-
AREA 106 [#146]). Unfortunately, these predominantly disarticulated human remains have generally not 
been radiocarbon dated (yet), to distinguish between interpretations in terms of the curation of ancestral 
substances or the remains of EBA people. Still, it strengthens the scenario that low archaeological 
visibility of EBA funerary practices is linked to above ground primary burial and secondary treatment 
of human remains (Chapter 5). Low archaeological visibility of such instances of disarticulated human 
remains is probably enhanced by the overall lack of excavations of EBA2 open-air sites. Still, their 
absence from excavated lake-side assemblages seems to show that funerary practices were dissociated 
from this particular type of open-air site. 
                                                 
265 Spindle-whorls (excavations): NAVELLI [#9]; TENUTA RADICICOLI DEL BENE-ACCORRABONE [#145]. Spindle-whorls 
(surface): MONTE ROZZI [#63], CASALE CARCARELLO [#69], “TRA COLLE CASTAGNETO E FONTANA VITOLA” [#200]. Bobbin 
(surface): PIANO DELLA SELVA [#72]. 
266 At least in some cases the prior history of open-air sites (as listed in Appendix 4) is mainly based on the presence of lithics, 
including polished stone axes, thus perhaps falsely creating a deeper history of EBA places. 
267 Perhaps the concentration of polished stone axe fragments in the surface assemblage of TORRE CROGNOLA [#61] should be 
juxtaposed with its reconstructed role in metalwork exchange (§4.4.1; §7.2). 
268 The raw material of the axe fragment found at MALAFEDE-VALLE PORCINA [#175] is not specified and cannot be surmised 
from the black-and-white illustration (Gioia et al. 2007, 866 [fig. 1D], 867). 




























































































































Coastal Abruzzo (§7.1.1)             
[#6] Colle Longo (CH) CA-EBA1?  X          
Intermontane region (§7.1.2)             
[#11] Le Castagne (AQ) CA-EBA?   X         
[#16] Ortucchio-strada 28 (AQ) CA-EBA1    X        
[#19] Trasacco 1 (AQ) EBA2       X     
Northern Lazio (§7.1.3)             
[#33] Monte Senano (VT) EBA2          X  
[#34] Lago di Mezzano (VT) EBA2?         ?   
[#38] Poggi del Mulino (VT) EBA2  ?          
[#39] Monte Saliette (VT) EBA2?    ?   ?     
[#45] Prato di Frabulino (VT) EBA2?           ? 
[#48] Prato Pianacquale (VT) CA; EBA2?      X X     
[#92] Luni sul Mignone-Tre Erici (VT) CA-EBA1?    ? X       
[#100] Monte Ramiano (RM) EBA?     ?       
[#103] Vicarello (RM) EBA?          ?  
[#134] Maglianella di Sotto (RM) CA-EBA2?     ? ?      
Southern Lazio (§7.1.4)             
[#145] Tenuta Radicicoli Del Bene-Accorrabone 
(RM) 
EBA2 
 ? ?         
[#156] Quadrato di Torre Spaccata (RM) CA-EBA1 X           
[#157] Piscina di Torre Spaccata (RM) CA-EBA1? X           
[#158] Torre Spaccata-Fosso del Patrone (RM) CA-EBA2    ?        
[#160] Tenuta Quadraro-via Lucrezia Romana 
(RM) 
CA-EBA1 
X   X ?  X X    
[#167] Casale del Cavaliere (RM) CA-EBA1? X     X X     
[#173] Lago Albano-Villaggio delle Macine (RM) EBA2?    ?   ?  ?   
[#175] Malafede-Valle Porcina (RM) EBA1-
EBA2? 
    X  X     
[#183] Colle Montarozzo (RM/FR) EBA2?  ?          
[#184] Selciatella (FR) CA-EBA1?    X   X     
[#185] I Pantani (FR) CA-EBA1?      ?      
[#188] Fontana del Lago-Convento S. Giuseppe 
(FR) 
EBA2 
          X 
[#190] Selva dei Muli (FR) CA-EBA2? X      X X    
[#191] Borgo Sant’Angelo (FR) EBA2?      X      
[#192] Contrada Cavone (FR) EBA2?        X    
[#193] Tremeletto (FR) EBA2?    X        
Table 7.10: overview of structural remains and features in (late) Copper Age [CA]-EBA2 open-
air assemblages from Abruzzo and Lazio [nos. refer to and further details in Appendix 4]. 
 
7.3.2 Structural remains and features 
At present, evidence for complete houses (or smaller structures) in Abruzzo and Lazio is only known 
from EBA open-air sites with substantial Copper Age assemblages (Table 7.10). There is a strong 
possibility that these structures are predominantly Copper Age and not so much EBA1, let alone EBA2 
in date. On the one hand, this gap in EBA archaeological records is due to the overall scarcity of 
excavations of open-air sites. On the other hand, the kinds of structural remains presently known from 
EBA archaeological records show a certain ephemerality, which could hamper preservation. These 
concern predominantly features on the surface, such as pebble pavements and so-called ‘living floors’ 
(Table 7.10). Apart from limited in numbers, excavations of EBA open-air sites are limited in extent 
and have, at present, only yielded limited numbers of posts and post-holes that, as a consequence, do 
not add up to full-fledged houses. Moreover, larger features (2-6m) dug into the ground (so-called 
“fondi di capanna”), traditionally interpreted as houses, are virtually absent from excavated EBA open-
air sites (Table 7.10). This casts considerable doubt on the interpretation of the “fondi di capanna” 
reported from the VALLE DELLA VIBRATA as potentially EBA in date, rather than Neolithic or Copper 
Age (§7.1.1). It should be recalled that a parallel change can be discerned in funerary contexts, which 
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arguably changed from man-made subsurface structures of Copper Age tradition to more ephemeral, 
surface contexts of burial (Chapter 5). 
The lack of pits (beyond post-hole size) at EBA open-air sites is even more striking (Table 
7.10), with the exception of those with a substantial Copper Age assemblage (TENUTA QUADRARO-VIA 
LUCREZIA ROMANA [#160]; SELVA DEI MULI [#190]) and a single EBA2 vessel incorporated in a 
MBA1 context of deposition (CONTRADA CAVONE [#192]). For instance, the single pit from TENUTA 
QUADRARO-VIA LUCREZIA ROMANA [#160] reportedly contained charcoal and ceramics and in all 
likelihood refers to an act of deposition.269 This virtual absence contrasts with the specific use of pits 
for deposition in EBA cave assemblages. As it concerns caves with deep deposits, it was argued that 
this practice engaged with the ancestral connotation of these places (§6.2).270 Apart from the supra-
regional cult place at LAGO DI MEZZANO in northernmost Lazio (§7.1.3), substantial evidence is 
available for EBA acts of deposition in association with subsurface features in the open-air. Such 
instances include the stone cairn associated with exposed outlets at LAGO DI BOLSENA (MONTE SENANO 
[#33]) that served as a focus for ceramics deposition (§7.1.3), the collection of complete EBA2 vessels 
in a natural depression at LAGO ALBANO-VILLAGGIO DELLE MACINE [#173], the man-made structure of 
limestone blocks incorporating a concentration of ceramics (FONTANA DEL LAGO-CONVENTO DI SAN 
GIUSEPPE [#188]) and the charred cereal remains at the bottom of a natural depression that 
subsequently served as a focus for deposition of ceramics and quernstones (VAL DI COMINO-S. ANDREA 
[#197]) (§7.1.4). The selection of natural places for deposition should be understood in the wider 
context of contemporary cave use (Chapter 6) and metalwork deposition (§4.2.4), highlighting a more 
general, cosmological concern with the subsurface that became more pronounced in EBA2 (Chapter 
8).271 
 
EBA settlements: research and cultural biases 
The main research bias that hampers a clearer understanding of the specifics of EBA settlements in 
Abruzzo and Lazio, is a lack of excavations of open-air sites. Whereas EBA1 assemblages tend to 
derive from open-air sites with substantial Copper Age assemblages, excavations of EBA2 open-air 
sites are even more rare. Nonetheless, polythetic classification and interpretation, including surface 
assemblages, shows patterns of slight differentiation between Copper Age-EBA1 and EBA2 open-air 
sites, as well as cave assemblages (§7.3.1). Although it remains to be seen whether such diachronic 
differentation pertains to (past) cultural biases or follows from research biases, it is at least consistent 
with the overall impression of discontinuity in trajectories of open-air sites and settlement patterns 
between EBA1 and EBA2 (§7.1; §7.2). In the case of the limited evidence for EBA structural remains 
(see above), a research bias seems a plausible explanation, given the overall lack of extensive 
excavations. At the same time, the possibility that a cultural bias in terms of a lack of man-made 
subsurface structures and features has consequences for the structural properties of EBA archaeological 
records, cannot be excluded.272 
Another scenario affecting archaeological visibility of settlements that has to be taken into 
account, is a potentially higher degree of residential mobility in EBA than before in the Copper Age. 
For comparison, low archaeological visibility of structural remains at the turn of the third to second 
millennium BC is a characteristic of archaeological records in other European regions, too, and has 
been debated in such terms (e.g. Brück 1999; Arnoldussen & Fontijn 2006). The issue of seasonal (and 
other forms of) mobility will be addressed in more detail in the analysis and comparison of Copper Age 
and EBA faunal samples (§7.4). Finally, distinctive abandonment practices could have resulted in a 
‘depletion’ of EBA open-air assemblages, with respect to fuller Copper Age assemblages.273 The 
                                                 
269 An overview of Copper Age traditions of place-making through pits in the context of settlements (and caves) is beyond the 
scope of this thesis. 
270 Undated articulated burials in association with Copper Age settlements could highlight a similar principle, if EBA in date 
(§5.1.3). 
271 A very specific (untestable) scenario explains the lack of man-made subsurface features as a ‘taboo’ on breaking the earth for 
other purposes than deposition. Such a heightened sensitivity with respect to the physical landscape could have derived from 
significant environmental changes (§3.4), perhaps enhancing the notion of the physical landscape as a living entity, and from 
increasing human impact in creating surfaces by land reclamation for new fields and settlements. 
272 For instance, it could mean that EBA settlements resulted predominantly in (buried) surface assemblages, rather than 
assemblages that were originally buried in archaeological features, with corresponding differentiation in preservation and 
archaeological visibility. 
273 For this reason, the EBA2 Pompeii situation at NOLA (§7.2) cannot be taken for granted as the average house assemblage to be 
discovered upon excavation. 
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presence of such cultural biases that would have resulted in low archaeological visibility of EBA 
settlements can to some extent be corroborated by making a cross-reference to the overall increase in 
archaeological visibility of depositional contexts associated with natural places (see above), dissociated 
from settlements. Arguably, the overall increase in the number of depositional contexts highlights that 
significant parts of EBA house assemblages were (re)distributed over physical and cultural landscapes, 
rather than circumscribed to one or two places (i.e. the original settlement and cemeteries) in the 
Copper Age situation. 
In this context, repetitive acts of ceramics and metalwork deposition at the cult place of LAGO 
DI MEZZANO (§7.1.3) is a special case, constituting a node in supra-regional connectivity (§3.2; §7.2). 
Different from such a ‘collection’ of objects and substances in a depositional zone, there is a possibility 
that occasional, isolated acts of ceramics deposition in the open air constituted a more widespread 
phenomenon in EBA cultural landscapes, parallel to ceramics deposition at caves (§6.2.1) and 
metalwork deposition (§4.2.4). This scenario applies to some, but by no means all of the extremely 
limited assemblages of EBA ceramics (Appendix 4). In addition, the special case of LAGO DI MEZZANO 
highlights how a research bias could have arisen from the selection for excavation of those open-air 
sites that are characterised by extensive assemblages and/or relatively complete ceramics on the 
surface. This selective focus has shown that EBA cases of ‘rich’ assemblages often tend to be ritual in 
character upon excavation (see above), but not shed light on settlements. If such a link between 
depositional practices and structural properties of archaeological records is valid, EBA settlements 
presently reside in the more ephemeral and limited surface assemblages, or rather in a range of 
assemblages distributed over cultural and physical landscapes. 
 
7.4 Subsistence strategies and settlement patterns: the issue of mobility and 
connectivity 
With a few exceptions, site function could not be attributed to EBA open-air assemblages on the basis 
of the polythetic classification alone (§7.3.1). As a consequence, the relationships between open-air 
sites and other places in EBA cultural landscapes and social networks, which were postulated in the 
thick description of micro-regional to regional settlement patterns (§7.1) and the diachronic comparison 
of regional connectivity (§7.2), to a large extent remain unsubstantiated. This section entails another 
element of ‘multi-sited’ comparison on regional to supra-regional scales that is based on the analysis of 
the evidence available for subsistence strategies, i.e. faunal and botanical samples from cave and open-
air assemblages. Unfortunately, the number of botanical samples (§7.4.3) is constrained by the lack of 
extensive excavations of EBA open-air sites, as well as features (§7.3.2), but also a lack of systematic 
sampling. Overall, this section will therefore be focused on faunal samples, in an attempt at 
substantiating the degree of Copper Age-EBA mobility. It entails a diachronic comparison of the 
presence or absence of so-called ‘signatures’ (i.e. high proportions of particular species) that are 
commonly linked to seasonal strategies, such as pastoralism (§7.4.1) and hunting (§7.4.2), and will spill 
over in a more general discussions of mobility patterns in relation to (supra)regional connectivity 
(§7.4.4). 
 
7.4.1 Husbandry or herding: pastoralist signatures? 
Pastoralism as a subsistence strategy has traditionally been regarded as a seasonal practice linked to 
mobility away from settlements, generally with the implication of connectivity between lowland and 
upland, or coastal and intermontane regions in the Italian peninsula and the wider Mediterranean (cf. 
Barker 1989; Maggi et al. 1990/1991; Barker & Grant 1991; Barker 1995b, 1999). The role of caves in 
such mobility patterns has been demonstrated for the Neolithic onwards, although the focus tends to lie 
on substantiating pastoralist use of individual sites, based on the presence of a ‘pastoralist signature’ 
(i.e. the predominance of sheep/goat274) in faunal samples and, more recently, dung deposits (cf. 
Boschian 2000; Boschian & Montagnari-Kokelj 2000; Iaconis & Boschian 2007; Mlekuz 2007; Di 
Fraia & Tiberio 2008; Angelucci et al. 2009; Mlekuz 2009). A comparative, ‘multi-sited’ approach that 
includes open-air sites as the other side of the coin is rare (e.g. Mlekuz 2007). This does not only leave 
unaddressed the question to what extent faunal samples from cave assemblages are representative of 
subsistence in general, especially in the light of the ritual character of cave use since the Neolithic 
onwards (Chapter 6), but also the postulated distances covered in mobility patterns unsubstantiated. To 
                                                 
274 ‘Sheep/goat’ will be used consistently, as in most cases sheep and goat have not been (and cannot be) separated. 
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resolve these issues, faunal samples from cave assemblages should be weighed against samples from 
open-air assemblages. For this reason, a discussion of faunal samples from caves (Chapter 6) was 
postponed to this section. Due to the relative scarcity of faunal samples from EBA contexts in Abruzzo 
and Lazio, the analysis will rely heavily on diachronic comparison with Copper Age samples. 
 
Copper Age-EBA1 
Faunal samples from EBA1 assemblages almost invariably derive from sites with substantial Copper 
Age assemblages, which confuses chronological resolution. Nonetheless, a recurrent feature of Copper 
Age and/or EBA1 samples is the predominance of sheep/goat over other domestic species, i.e. cattle 
and pig (Tables 7.11 & 7.12). Although the pattern itself is relatively clear-cut, it cannot be interpreted 
unequivocally as a widespread ‘pastoralist signature’ for several reasons. The overall pattern is largely 
based on small samples [n<100], with the exception of a few larger samples. Moreover, most samples 
have only been reported in terms of numbers of skeletal elements rather than minimum number of 
individuals (MNI). Consequently, the taphonomical issue of differential representation of skeletal 
elements between species (either cultural or postdepositional in character) can not be addressed in 
terms of MNI. For instance, in some samples for which details in terms of both numbers of skeletal 
elements and MNI are available, the proportions of domestic species can be contradictory (see below). 
Still, a ‘pastoralist signature’ can be discerned with more confidence in samples with significantly a 
higher proportion of sheep/goat [>60%], in combination with lower proportions of cattle and pig 
[<20%]. At the same time, a sample with more balanced proportions of these domestic species [25-40% 
each] does not necessarily exclude seasonal mobility of one or the other. The following interregional 
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Table 7.11: overview of the proportions of domestic species (>40% highlighted) in faunal samples 
from (late) Copper Age [CA]-EBA1 cave and open-air assemblages in ‘coastal’ Abruzzo and the 
intermontane region. 
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In ‘coastal’ Abruzzo (Table 7.11) the ‘pastoralist signature’ [68% sheep/goat] in the sample 
from the open-air site of COLLE LONGO [#6] is more pronounced than the proportion of sheep/goat in 
the samples from the two caves with the fullest assemblages (GROTTA SANT’ANGELO; GROTTA DEI 
PICCIONI).275 In addition, the Copper Age-EBA1 pattern in the region as a whole is a higher incidence 
of pig [>20%], with respect to cattle [<20%], as exemplified by the high proportion of pig [45%] in the 
Copper Age sample from GROTTA DEI PICCIONI (Table 7.11).276 The overall similarity of the samples 
from the two caves in terms of the proportions of the three main domestic species highlights their joint 
distinctive character, with respect to the one sample from an open-air site (COLLE LONGO). Although 
the latter shows an order of domestic species similar to samples from caves, it shows distinctive 
proportions of sheep/goat (i.e. higher) and pig (i.e. lower) and lacks a ‘hunting signature’ (§7.4.2). Such 
differentiation is consistent with the scenario that these caves (GROTTA SANT’ANGELO; GROTTA DEI 
PICCIONI) were primarily cult places (Chapter 6).277 Taken together, one group of participants in ritual 
cave use at GROTTA DEI PICCIONI could have embedded this activity in a Copper Age pattern of 
pastoralist mobility that started from COLLE LONGO, given its connectivity with the UPPER PESCARA 
micro-region in EBA1 (§7.1.1). 
Faunal samples in the intermontane region are limited to two excavated open-air sites in the 
FUCINO BASIN (Table 7.11). Distinctive from the pattern in ‘coastal’ Abruzzo, neither of these samples 
(LE COSTE; ORTUCCHIO-STRADA 28 [#16]) shows a clear-cut ‘pastoralist signature’ [<43%], whereas 
both pig [>26%] and cattle [>21%] are well-represented. The more or less balanced proportions of 
domestic species discount the presumption that intermontane subsistence relied heavily on pastoralism. 
Rather, the substantial presence of cattle corroborates the scenario of a settled Copper Age community 
in the larger FUCINO micro-region (§7.1.2). Still, the faunal sample from ORTUCCHIO-STRADA 28 [#16] 
is characterised by a peculiar overall proportion of domestic species [20%], with respect to wild 
species, that is unparalleled in other Copper Age-EBA1 samples (Tables 7.11 & 7.12). This distinctive 
characteristic will be discussed in more detail in the context of ‘hunting signatures’ (§7.4.2). 
‘Coastal’ Lazio has yielded the majority of Copper Age-EBA1 faunal samples under 
consideration (Table 7.12). In northern Lazio, the largest samples (POGGIO OLIVASTRO [#62]; 
MACCARESE-FIANELLO-LE CERQUETE278) follow the pattern of sheep/goat predominance [>50%]. The 
third largest (LUNI SUL MIGNONE-TRE ERICI [#92]) is predominated by cattle [54%] but its chronology 
is debated (§7.1.3). Attribution of part of the assemblage and faunal sample to a later, MBA1 context 
(after Cocchi Genick 2001, 2002) could resolve the unparalleled predominance of cattle. On the other 
hand, the substantial proportion of cattle [29%] in the sample with a ‘pastoralist signature’ [61% 
sheep/goat] from POGGIO OLIVASTRO [#62] in northernmost Lazio should not be overlooked. By 
contrast, pig predominates over cattle as the second domestic species at the Copper Age settlement 
(MACCARESE-FIANELLO-LE CERQUETE), situated further to the south in the coastal plain to the north of 
the TIBER mouth (§7.1.3). In this case, the excavator has suggested that the predominance of sheep/goat 
[~50%] over pig and cattle (Table 7.12) results from pastoralism as a specialised subsistence 
strategy.279 In turn, this is regarded as corroboration of the instrumental role of pastoralist practices in 
Copper Age connectivity (e.g. Manfredini et al. 2000, 214 [fig. 5]), in this case following the coastal 
axis in the region, with the MACCERESE community as an intermediary between northernmost and 
southern Lazio (§7.2; Figure 7.5). Alternatively, the predominance of cattle in limited faunal samples 
from the surface (MACCARESE-SITO H, SITO I & SITO K) could highlight complementary subsistence 
strategies at sites in the vicinity and the sharing of resources within a micro-regional community. 
                                                 
275 Contrary to the tendency to refer only to the cumulative Bronze Age sample from GROTTA DEI PICCIONI, all relevant faunal 
samples have been detailed here, irrespective of their chronological resolution. 
276 There is a possibility that higher proportions of domestic pig are inflated by wild boar. In the case of GROTTA SANT’ANGELO, 
for instance, 10 of the 23 elements concerned have been attributed specifically to domestic pig [n=4] and wild boar [n=6]. The 
latter [n=6] have been excluded from the proportion of domestic pig [n=17] (Table 7.11). The highest proportion of cattle [40%] 
in one the lower Bronze Age levels [layer 7] at GROTTA DEI PICCIONI (Table 7.11) concerns a small sample which is probably 
EBA2-MBA1 in date. 
277 At GROTTA SANT’ANGELO (Wilkens 1996) all of the determined skeletal elements of domestic animals concern feet and legs 
(including one shoulder blade). This could indicate that particular portions of animals were selected for deposition, arguably not 
brought to the cave as living animals. 
278 Table 7.12 only includes part of the faunal sample (i.e. 1993 excavations and surface finds) after the summary in Manfredini 
2005a (not the final publication of 2002). 
279 Cf. Manfredini (2005a, 22) taking the absence of direct evidence for both agriculture and hunting into account. There is no 
evidence for use wear on flint artefacts related to agriculture (cf. Conati Barbaro & Lemorini 2000). 
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Table 7.12: overview of the proportions of domestic species (>40% highlighted) in faunal samples 
from (late) Copper Age [CA]-EBA1 cave and open-air assemblages in ‘coastal’ Lazio. 
 
Most of the faunal samples from southern Lazio (Table 7.12) are predominated by sheep/goat, 
with the exception of a ‘time-averaged’ sample (TORRE SPACCATA-FOSSO DEL PATRONE [#158]) and an 
assemblage destroyed by fire (SELCIATELLA [#184]), both predominated by cattle [58-60%].280 In 
‘regular’ samples (QUADRATO DI TORRE SPACCATA [#156]; PISCINA DI TORRE SPACCATA [#157]; 
OSTERIA DEL CURATO-VIA CINQUEFRONDI) that are predominated by sheep/goat [>49%], cattle 
                                                 
280 The SELCIATELLA [#184] sample is predominated by teeth (Facciolo & Fiore 2000), among which those of cattle may stand 
out, with respect to other species, due to differential preservation. 
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represents the second domestic species [>35%], prevailing over pig [<15%] (Table 7.12), consistent 
with the presence of settled Copper Age-EBA1 communities in ‘northern’ southern Lazio (§7.1.4). 
Still, a sample from a specific feature at OSTERIA DEL CURATO-VIA CINQUEFRONDI (Table 7.12) stands 
out for its ‘pastoralist signature’ [88%]. This particular feature [US 215] has been radiocarbon dated to 
the final phase of the Copper Age (§3.3; Table 3.6) on the basis of one of the carbonised beans from the 
same context (Anzidei et al. 2007a). It concerns a pit with one or more burning events that, arguably, 
refer to (or included) food depositions with a ritual character. Ritual treatment can be found in two 
other pits at the same site with partially articulated sheep/goat, which have been interpreted as food 
depositions, found in the vicinity of (human) burials (Anzidei et al. 2007, 483). 
At the same time, given the total sample from OSTERIA DEL CURATO-VIA CINQUEFRONDI with 
a more modest proportion of sheep/goat [>50%] (Table 7.12), it strengthens a scenario of mobility 
patterns related to pastoralism that would have resulted in such a punctuated, arguably seasonal 
availability of sheep/goat, ending up in a large pit, at this particular Copper Age settlement-cemetery. 
Copper Age pastoralism presumably was confined to the ‘coastal’ region itself, outside the home range 
of settled communities, rather than connecting lowland and upland areas. Such a regional pattern could 
have linked ‘northern’ southern Lazio to the MACCARESE plain in the adjacent part of northern Lazio 
(see above) or to the ‘southern’ provinces of southern Lazio (and vice versa). Unfortunately, due to 
unfavourable preservation (Cerqua 2011), faunal samples from recent excavations at the Copper Age 
settlement of SELVA DEI MULI [#190] (§7.1.4) are not to be expected and can therefore not elucidate 
subsistence-related patterns of mobility and connectivity. 
 
Dogs and horses 
All of the larger Copper Age-EBA1 faunal samples include dog remains, generally in low numbers 
(Tables 7.11 & 7.12). The symbolical connotations of depositional practices that involve dogs in 
Central Italy have been recognised from the Neolithic onwards (cf. De Grossi Mazzorin 2001; Wilkens 
2006). This interpretation can be extended to the dog remains in the samples from cave assemblages 
interpreted as cult places (GROTTA SANT’ANGELO; GROTTA DEI PICCIONI) in ‘coastal’ Abruzzo (Table 
7.11), but not necessarily to dog remains reported from open-air assemblages. Nonetheless, dogs at the 
excavated Copper Age settlements in ‘coastal’ Lazio were included in burials and/or acts of deposition, 
in one case in direct association with a horse. At OSTERIA DEL CURATO-VIA CINQUEFRONDI in southern 
Lazio, several articulated dog burials have been found in the context of larger features (i.e. a pit and a 
ditch). One of the dogs had been subjected to secondary practices of disarticulation (i.e. removal of the 
head), similar to some of the articulated human burials at the same site (Anzidei et al. 2007, 485-487 
[fig. 7A]). Unfortunately, dog remains in faunal samples are seldom specified as to which skeletal 
elements are represented, so that potential patterns in terms of selective, secondary treatment as in the 
case of human remains (§5.2.1) cannot be established. 
The second case of dog burials concerns two puppies that actually close an act of deposition of 
a horse (except for its head and right front leg) in a pit at the Copper Age settlement of MACCARESE-
FIANELLO-LE CERQUETE in northern Lazio (Curci & Tagliacozzo 1994). A discrepancy exists in the 
series of radiocarbon dates for the pit with the structured deposition of animals between the 
significantly (and consistently) younger dates of the horse bones [OxA-6211: 2435±70 BP; OxA-6368: 
2625±60 BP; OxA-6952: 2510±110 BP (Hedges et al. 1998, 448-449)] and the date of a control sample 
of charcoal from the same context, contemporaneous with other settlement features [OxA-8058: 
4525±45 BP] (Manfredini et al. 2000, 205). Stratigraphical evidence seems to corroborate a Copper 
Age date (Hedges et al. 1998, 448-449), but an Iron Age act of structured deposition at a prior place is 
not such an unlikely scenario that it can be left undiscussed (as the excavators do). Nonetheless, the 
presence of horse in this particular micro-region is substantiated by remains from a Copper Age surface 
assemblage (MACCARESE-“SITO H”) in the immediate vicinity (Table 7.12). Apart from these instances, 
horse remains are not represented in faunal samples from Copper Age-EBA1 open-air and cave 
assemblages (Tables 7.11 & 7.12). The presence of the earliest horse remains in an overtly ritual act of 
deposition underscores the rarity of this novelty. At the same time, it argues against the widespread use 
of horses in Copper Age-EBA1 connectivity, irrespective of the potential of this innovation. 
 
EBA2 
It seems likely that the patterns that emerged from the comparison of Copper Age-EBA1 faunal 
samples (see above), are to a large extent based on the Copper Age parts of the respective assemblages. 
Although limited in number (Table 7.13), faunal samples from EBA2 assemblages will therefore be 
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discussed separately from potentially EBA1 assemblages, in an attempt at facilitating a diachronic 
comparison. In ‘coastal’ Abruzzo the larger samples from cave assemblages (GROTTA SANT’ANGELO; 
GROTTA DEI PICCIONI) are ‘time-averaged’ and cannot (but do not seem to) suggest a significant change 
in sheep/goat predominance (Table 7.11; see above).281 Similar to cave assemblages, the ‘pastoralist 
signature’ [68% sheep/goat] in the sample from TRASACCO 1 [#19] in the FUCINO BASIN (Table 7.13) is 
‘time-averaged’ and not necessarily valid for each phase of the Bronze Age, but arguably at least 
highlights sheep/goat predominance in EBA2, given Ialongo’s extension (2007) of the trajectory of the 
site (§7.1.2). The most detailed EBA2 sample derives from one of the rock fissures at PIAN SULTANO 
(§6.1.3) in ‘coastal’ Lazio (Table 7.13) and, significantly, highlights the predominance of cattle [55%] 
and breaks the pattern of sheep/goat predominance. In the light of its EBA2-MBA1 date, it could 
corroborate the interpretation that the predominance of cattle in the ‘time-averaged’ samples from LUNI 
SUL MIGNONE-TRE ERICI [#92] and TORRE SPACCATA-FOSSO DEL PATRONE [#158] refers to later (i.e. 
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Table 7.13: overview of the proportions of domestic species (>40% highlighted) in faunal samples 
from EBA2 assemblages in Abruzzo and Lazio [see Table 7.11 for caves]. 
 
The postulated increase in proportions of cattle, ‘overtaking’ sheep/goat, in EBA2 is in line 
with a regionally specific, secondary Copper Age-EBA1 pattern (Table 7.14). Cattle had been the 
second main domestic species in ‘coastal’ Lazio (Table 7.12), as opposed to pig in ‘coastal’ Abruzzo 
(Table 7.11). The intermediate position of the FUCINO BASIN in EBA connectivity (§7.2) is underscored 
by this secondary pattern, with the Copper Age sample (LE COSTE) linking to the ‘pig’ sphere on the 
Adriatic side (Table 7.11; Table 7.14) and the Copper Age-EBA1 sample (ORTUCCHIO-STRADA 28 
[#16]) to the ‘cattle’ sphere on the Tyrrhenian side (Table 7.11; Table 7.14). Similarly, the extremely 
low proportion of pig [8%] in the ‘time-averaged’ sample from TRASACCO 1 [#19] (Table 7.13) seems 
linked to subsistence strategies in ‘coastal’ Lazio rather than ‘coastal’ Abruzzo (Table 7.14). The 
location of these main EBA sites (ORTUCCHIO-STRADA 28; TRASACCO 1) in the FUCINO BASIN to the 
southof the large lake (§7.1.2) seems to corroborate this sense of directionality. 
Overall, the diachronic comparison remains unsubstatiated, however, since the postulated 
EBA2 patterns are largely based on faunal samples from cave assemblages (GROTTA SANT’ANGELO; 
GROTTA DEI PICCIONI; PIAN SULTANO), interpreted as cult places (Chapter 6). These are therefore not 
necessarily representative of subsistence in general. Reportedly, the faunal remains from the rock 
fissure (PIAN SULTANO) have been found predominantly in direct association with secondary burials 
                                                 
281 Unfortunately, Wilkens (1996) does not report the samples from each of the three levels at GROTTA SANT’ANGELO separately. 
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(§5.2) and should be interpreted primarily as acts of food deposition (Di Gennaro et al. 2002, 676). This 
indicates that the ritual interpretation of dog remains (see above) can be extended to those in the PIAN 
SULTANO sample (Table 7.13). Whereas some of the dog remains in the ‘time-averaged’ sample from 
TRASACCO 1 are probably EBA2 in date, the horse remains (Table 7.13) in all likelihood are not. The 
proliferation of horse in Abruzzo and Lazio seems to have constituted a later, Middle Bronze Age 
phenomenon (§9.3.1), although equids are well-represented (second to bovids) among the animal 
footprints in the EBA2 deposits related to the Avellino eruption of VESUVIUS in Campania (Giampaola 
et al. 2007, 929). 
 



















Table 7.14: evidence for patterns of regional differentiation in in the proportions of the main 
domestic species in Copper Age-EBA1 and EBA2 faunal samples from Abruzzo and Lazio. 
 
Pastoralist mobility 
The traditional reconstruction of separate, semi-nomadic pastoralist communities, also reliant on 
hunting (§7.3.2), in the Copper and Bronze Ages of the Italian peninsula is convenient in the sense that 
it can be used to cover long distances and fill gaps in archaeological records stretching between settled 
communities (e.g. Manfredini et al. 2000; Manfredini 2005a). Such a scenario is based on a dichotomy 
between sedentary and mobile people and, on the one hand, implies that the majority of people in year-
round settlements did not move beyond their home range and, on the other hand, that any activity 
requiring mobility over long distances would have been the prerogative of a group of people already on 
the move for other purposes (e.g. Peroni 1971). The stereotypical mode of visual representation in 
advocating the mediating role of semi-nomadic pastoralist communities over long distances is to 
overlay later prehistoric site distribution maps with ethnohistorically documented patterns of mobility 
related to transhumance (e.g. Manfredini et al. 2000, 214 [fig. 5]).282 Although the latter can be used to 
inform understanding of late prehistoric communications routes, the problem is that the same subrecent 
transhumance routes are applied indiscriminately to any later prehistoric period or phase, irrespective 
of (potential) network changes that are evident in the archaeological record. 
The basic pattern of sheep/goat predominance in Copper Age-EBA1 faunal samples that 
seldom shows a ‘pastoralist signature’ in a strict sense (see above), argues against separate pastoralist 
communities. It highlights that pastoralist practices were in general well-integrated in the annual cycle 
related to mixed-farming, including husbandry of several species, in settled communities. This does not 
deny pastoralist practices their seasonal character, related to mobility away from settlements. However, 
it should be stressed that these did not necessarily entail a pattern of mobility that extended far beyond 
the micro-regional sphere of settled communities, contrary to a scenario of transhumant pastoralism 
proper, connecting coastal and mountainous regions. For instance, the punctuated availability of 
sheep/goat in the pit at OSTERIA DEL CURATO-VIA CINQUEFRONDI (Table 7.12) definitely highlights 
seasonality, as well as mobility on a regional scale at most (see above). Unfortunately, this scenario is 
in all likelihood mainly based on the Copper Age parts of faunal samples and cannot be substantiated 
by making a diachronic comparison, given the scarcity of faunal samples from EBA2 open-air sites 
(Table 7.13). 
Nonetheless, the impression is that EBA2 subsistence strategies changed with respect to the 
Copper Age-EBA1 pattern. Arguably, sheep/goat predominance became less pronounced in ‘coastal’ 
Abruzzo (see above) and was replaced by cattle predominance in ‘coastal’ Lazio (Table 7.14). This 
could indicate that mobility patterns changed accordingly, perhaps with smaller herds of sheep/goat in 
the immediate sphere of settled communities, following mobility patterns over even shorter distances 
than the Copper Age pattern. For comparison, the animal pen with a group of pregnant goats buried by 
                                                 
282 This particular map includes ethnohistorically documented mobility patterns in the Italian peninsula related to both sheep/goat 
and cattle. Although mobility of cattle cannot be excluded, this species tends not to be predominant in Copper Age and EBA 
faunal samples from Abruzzo and Lazio (see above) and arguably pertained to sedentary contexts. 
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the Avellino eruption (§3.4) in the EBA2 village of NOLA in Campania, shows that there and then this 
part of the livestock was well-integrated in settlement structure (Albore Livadie & Vecchio 2005a, 
2005b).283 At the same time, the change in connectivity between EBA1 and EBA2 should be taken into 
account, with the apparent increase in the exploitation of the intermontane region (§7.2). In this 
context, the ATERNO-TIRINO cluster of open-air sites that connected the intermontane FUCINO BASIN to 
coastal Abruzzo in EBA2 (§7.1.2; Table 7.3), was situated in the ‘Adriatic’ sphere where sheep/goat 
predominance persisted (Table 7.14). This corroborates the interpretation that the ATERNO-TIRINO 
cluster probably refers to the remains of seasonal, pastoralist practices, originating from the UPPER 
PESCARA micro-region, rather than a year-round settled community (§7.1.2). In the same context of the 
new pattern of connectivity between coastal and mountainous regions (§7.2), it remains to be seen 
whether the change from sheep/goat to cattle predominance in ‘coastal’ Lazio (Table 7.14) can be 
related to a change in patterns of pastoralist mobility. In this respect, faunal samples from the settled 
EBA2 community postulated to the north of the LOWER ANIENE valley (§7.1.4) are eagerly awaited.284 
 
7.4.2 Hunting patterns 
As a subsistence strategy, hunting can be linked to patterns of mobility, arguably seasonal in character, 
similar to pastoralist practices (§7.4.1). The question is whether hunting and pastoralism would have 
been embedded in the same patterns of mobility, or were unrelated. To this end, the presence or 
absence of evidence for hunting and ‘hunting signatures’, i.e. high overall proportions of wild species 
[>20%] in faunal samples, will be discussed, as well as which wild species from a wider range are 
represented. Again, a distinction will be made between samples from Copper Age-EBA1 (Table 7.15) 
and EBA2 assemblages (Table 7.16), in order to make a diachronic comparison that is compatible with 
domestic species (§7.4.1). 
 
Copper Age-EBA1 
Three groups can be discerned on the basis of proportions of wild species in faunal samples from 
Copper Age-EBA1 assemblages. One is characterised by high proportions of wild species [>20%] and 
includes samples from cave assemblages in ‘coastal’ Abruzzo (GROTTA SANT’ANGELO; GROTTA DEI 
PICCIONI) and an unparalleled sample from ORTUCCHIO-STRADA 28 [#16] in the FUCINO BASIN with a 
clear-cut ‘hunting signature’ [80%] (Table 7.15). A second group includes all of the remaining open-air 
sites listed (Table 7.15) and is characterised by low proportions [<16%]. A third group includes faunal 
samples without wild species, invariably from open-air assemblages in ‘coastal Lazio’ (Table 7.12). 
Samples with extremely low proportions of wild species [<2%] are circumscribed to the same region 
(Table 7.15) and can be included in this third (rather than the second) group. Overall, distinctive 
proportions of wild species in Copper Age-EBA1 samples are to a large extent determined by 
depositional context (i.e. cave or open-air site) and regional differentiation. Therefore it makes sense to 
adopt a regional approach in establishing which wild species from a wider range are represented in 
faunal samples, while engaging with regional patterns in proportions of domestic species (Table 7.14). 
The faunal samples from Copper Age-EBA1 cave assemblages in ‘coastal’ Abruzzo (GROTTA 
SANT’ANGELO; GROTTA DEI PICCIONI) are not only characterised by relatively high proportions, but 
also show the widest range of wild species, including several species of both large and small game 
(Table 7.15). This could highlight that hunting was incorporated in the sphere of periodic (seasonal) 
cave use and that it carried intercommunal and/or ritual connotations (Chapter 6). At the same, the wide 
range of species adds to the polythetically full character of these two cult places in particular (§6.2.1). 
By contrast, wild species are virtually absent (4%) from the COLLE LONGO [#6] sample, excluding the 
majority of species in the cave assemblages (Table 7.15). It shows that hunting remained outside the 
immediate sphere of this open-air site. The ‘pastoralist’ signature in the same sample (Table 7.11) 
shows that hunting and pastoralism were probably not connected, unless pastoral mobility linked 
COLLE LONGO to GROTTA DEI PICCIONI (§7.4.1). Samples from all of the three sites in ‘coastal’ 
Abruzzo include remains of molluscs, despite their inland location, and highlight connectivity to the 
                                                 
283 At the same time, seasonality and pastoralist mobility are highlighted by the particular composition of the part of the stock that 
remained on site (and arguably those that would have been absent) at the time of the eruption. To some extent, these mobility 
patterns are corroborated by the lower number of footprints of sheep/goat, with respect to cattle and equids, in the deposits 
related to the eruption (Giampaola et al. 2007, 929). 
284 The fact that faunal remains are not even mentioned in the preliminary reports of the recent excavations at TENUTA 
RADICICOLI (Barbaro 2008; Barbaro & Di Gennaro 2008), in all likelihood follows from the (sub)disciplinary separation of 
zooarchaeological specialists, not their absence. 
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Adriatic coast and sea in patterns of mobility and subsistence (or the acquisition of the respective 
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Table 7.15: overview of the proportion (>20% highlighted) and range of wild species in faunal 
samples from Copper Age-EBA1 assemblages in Abruzzo and Lazio [see Tables 7.11 & 7.12 for 
references and sample size]. 
                                                 
285 The shell fragment from COLLE LONGO concerns a Trithon (Di Fraia 2003, 275), whereas cockles of several species have been 
reported from GROTTA SANT’ANGELO [n=4] and GROTTA DEI PICCIONI [n=1]. Although worked pieces (i.e. perforated), the latter 
indicate exploitation of coastal or marine resources. The turtle fragment from COLLE LONGO is reported as a terrestrial species 
(Di Fraia 2003, 275). 
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Both samples from open-air sites in the intermontane FUCINO BASIN show higher proportion of 
wild species that is atypical for open-air sites in the ‘coastal’ regions (Table 7.15). Arguably, this 
reflects the distinctive environmental setting of (late) Copper Age communities settled in a closed 
intermontane basin.286 In this respect, the evidence for the exploitation of resources in a lake 
environment in the assemblages from LE COSTE and ORTUCCHIO-STRADA 28 [#16] adds to the broad 
spectrum of subsistence strategies. In the case of the former, this concerns direct evidence in the form 
of the remains of birds, fish and turtles in the faunal sample (Radi 2003, 247). In the case of the latter, a 
prominent role for fishing has been reconstructed on the basis of the abundance of a ‘specialised’ class 
of ceramic objects, so-called ‘fishing-net weights’.287 The distribution of numbers of skeletal elements 
of wild species [16%] in the Copper Age sample (LE COSTE) is not specified, but the range of species 
overlaps with the open-air site in ‘coastal’ Abruzzo (COLLE LONGO [#6]), i.e. turtle and birds,288 and 
the Copper Age-EBA1 sample in the vicinity (ORTUCCHIO-STRADA 28 [#16]), i.e. red deer and fox 
(Table 7.15). Overall, the exceptional ‘hunting signature’ [80%] in the sample from ORTUCCHIO-
STRADA 28 [#16] is most intriguing (Table 7.15). 
In particular, the predominance of red deer [76% of the total sample] requires further 
explanation. Overrepresentation [n=209] is not due to antler [n=15] as opposed to skeletal elements 
[n=194], which include the full range of body parts of red deer (Wilkens 1991, 148), and therefore the 
scenario that ORTUCCHIO-STRADA 28 was a production centre of antler artefacts can be excluded. 
Instead, red deer hunting as a specialised activity could have resulted from their punctuated availability, 
with the large intermontane lake incorporated in seasonal mobility patterns of this particular species. 
For instance, the possibility that mobility patterns of red deer had been affected by (and changed 
following) a lowering of lake-levels in the FUCINO BASIN (§3.4; §7.1.2), should be taken into account. 
As such, the ‘hunting signature’ from ORTUCCHIO-STRADA 28 does not necessarily question the 
common interpretation of this particular open-air site as a year-round settlement (§7.1.2), but the degree 
of ‘specialisation’ on a single species could highlight that the size of the intermontane lake-side 
community fluctuated seasonally and that people from elsewhere, i.e. ‘coastal’ communities (without 
evidence for hunting), participated in both hunting and fishing (see above). A connotation of 
intercommunal interaction could have been a significant dimension in the notion of prior place that 
persisted in the postulated use of the same site as a meeting-place for EBA2 ceramics deposition 
(§7.1.2) and, arguably, intercommunal food and drink consumption. 
The virtual absence of evidence for hunting [generally 0-2%] in faunal samples from Copper 
Age-EBA1 open-air sites in ‘coastal’ Lazio is striking (Tables 7.12 & 7.15).289 It highlights that 
hunting took place outside the sphere of settlements, contrary to the consistent presence of hunting 
equipment, i.e. arrowheads (§7.3.1; Table 7.7). Accordingly, the range of wild species is smaller in 
‘coastal’ Lazio than elsewhere (Table 7.15). Red deer represents the main wild species that consistently 
ended up in settlements in ‘coastal’ Lazio as a whole, followed by turtle, and perhaps aurochs and 
marine resources (i.e. molluscs and fish) in northern Lazio.290 Turtle was a significant element of the 
late Copper Age-EBA diet (cf. Vagnetti 2006; Morales Pérez & Sanchis Serra 2009), in the light of its 
relatively consistent presence in ‘coastal’ Lazio and Abruzzo, as well as the FUCINO BASIN (Table 
7.15).291 In turn, this pattern from open-air sites makes the absence of this species from “full” cave 
assemblages (see above) culturally significant. 
                                                 
286 In terms of subsistence strategies, the interpretation of these open-air sites as settlements is mainly based on the balanced 
proportions of domestic species (Table 7.11). The respective excavations have yielded only indirect evidence for agriculture in 
the form of quernstones and some flint sickle elements (Radi 2003, 247-248). 
287 This class of objects has been recorded at several sites in the FUCINO BASIN dated to the Final Neolithic (Irti 2003, 264) and 
beyond, including the EBA2 ‘fishing spot’ of TRASACCO-IL MULINO [#21] (§7.1.2). 
288 Pig as the second main domestic species (Table 7.11) also links LE COSTE to the Adriatic sphere (Table 7.14). 
289 The sample from SELVA DEI MULI [#190] for which a predominance of red deer prevailing, over domestic species, has been 
reported (Table 7.15), can unfortunately not be weighed against samples from recent excavations of the Copper Age-EBA1 
settlement (§7.1.4; §7.3) due to unfavourable preservation (Cerqua 2011). The earlier excavators linked this signature to its 
perfect location as a hunting spot near a wetland place in the context of a forest (Biddittu & Segre Naldini 1981, 40-41). A 
subsistence based on hunting and pig raising has also been reconstructed for this location (Gianni 1991, 135-136 [fig. 23]). 
290 The relative scarcity of wild boar could partly result from their inclusion among domestic pig, without being specified as such 
in preliminary reports. Similarly, it is unclear whether the consistent presence of red deer is inflated by antler. 
291 A more recently reported faunal sample from a Copper Age-EBA (?) settlement (CASETTA MISTICI) from ‘northern’ southern 
Lazio (RM) also includes turtle remains [n=5] as the principal wild species, in addition to a single fox femur fragment (Cerilli et 
al. 2012, 200 [tab. I]). 
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EBA2 
Although faunal samples from EBA2 assemblages are limited in number, including two cult places in 
northern Lazio, they can be used in a diachronic comparison with contextual and regional Copper Age-
EBA1 patterns. The relatively wide range of species in the ‘time-averaged’ Bronze Age sample from 
TRASACCO 1 [#19] (Table 7.16) matches the Copper Age-EBA1 samples in the FUCINO BASIN (Table 
7.15), including a relatively high proportion of wild species [13%] and the predominance of red deer 
(see above). Similar to the cave assemblages in ‘coastal’ Abruzzo (Table 7.15), the sample from the 
EBA2 rock fissure assemblage (PIAN SULTANO) in northern Lazio is characterised by a relatively high 
proportion of wild species [18%] (Table 7.16). Contrary to the interpretation of the presence of turtle at 
PIAN SULTANO as an intrusive element (Di Gennaro et al. 2002, 676), the Copper Age-EBA1 pattern 
(see above) and the regionally specific concern with this species (see below) highlights that turtle 
(shell) was selected for deposition at this cult place, together with roe deer, fox, hare and molluscs 
(Table 7.16). The presence of turtle at the cult place of LAGO DI MEZZANO [#34] underscores the ritual 
significance of this species in EBA2. The sample from BORGO SANT’ANGELO [#191] in southern Lazio 
is mainly MBA1 in date, but is included in this discussion for comparison, as an open-air site that has 
been interpreted as a seasonal site related to hunting. Its range of wild species is similar to EBA2 
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Table 7.16: overview of the proportion (>20% highlighted) and range of wild species in faunal 
samples from EBA2 assemblages in Abruzzo and Lazio [see Table 7.13 for references and sample 
size and Table 7.15 for caves]. 
 
Hunting and mobility 
It is common practice to mention hunting and pastoralism in one sentence, mainly in the context of the 
exploitation of mountainous environments, thereby subsuming these subsistence strategies under the 
same (seasonal) pattern of mobility and, by implication, interpreting them as embedded practices.292 
However, the virtual absence of wild species in faunal samples from open-air assemblages strongly 
suggests that hunting constituted a ‘specialised’ subsistence strategy separated from the sphere of 
settlements, except for the presence of arrowheads in the latter (Table 7.17). By contrast, pastoralist 
patterns of seasonal mobility were fully integrated, incorporating flocks in sedentary contexts at least 
seasonally (§7.4.1). The distinctive, relatively prominent presence of wild species in cave assemblages 
(see above) corroborates the ascription of hunting to a separate sphere. On the one hand, evidence for 
hunting in cave assemblages can be related to the selective nature of depositional practices at caves, 
especially those in question (GROTTA SANT’ANGELO; GROTTA DEI PICCIONI; PIAN SULTANO), all 
characterised by polythetically full (or fuller) assemblages (§6.2.1). This coincidence underscores that 
                                                 
292 E.g. Chiarenza & Lambertini 2006, 143, 156, 164 on the Copper Age in Central and Northern Italy. However, these authors 
explicitly make a distinction between shorter ranges in the case of hunting and transhumance and long distances in the case of 
travel for the purpose of social interaction (Chiarenza & Lambertini 2006, 164). 
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faunal samples from caves should not necessarily be regarded as representative of subsistence in 
general. On the other hand, hunting and cave use were practices with overlapping spheres, both outside 
the immediate sphere of settlements, therefore intercommunal arguably by definition. This contextual 
pattern highlights the possibility that hunting and cave use were practices embedded in the same 
periodic pattern of mobility, not necessarily associated with pastoralist practices. 
 
 Caves Open-air sites 
Hunting signature 
higher proportions of wild species 
(>20%) 
low proportions of wild species (or 
absent) (0-4%), except for the 
intermontane region 
Range of species wide range of species limited range of species 
Arrowheads arrowheads absent arrowheads present 
Mobility and interaction 
hunting in intercommunal sphere, 
arguably ritual and perhaps supra-
regional 
hunting outside domestic sphere 
(contrary to pastoralist practices); 
perhaps a food taboo 
Table 7.17: evidence for contextual differentiation in the connotations of hunting based on 
patterns in faunal samples and the presence or absence of arrowheads in Copper Age-EBA1 and 
EBA2 assemblages from Abruzzo and Lazio. 
 
The complementarity of faunal samples from open-air sites in the ‘coastal’ regions and the 
intermontane FUCINO BASIN, in terms of the presence and absense of wild species (Table 7.15), 
highlights the possibility that Copper Age-EBA1 mobility patterns related to hunting reached deep into 
the mountains, further than pastoralist practices.293 In this respect, the absence of a ‘pastoralist 
signature’ in the sample from ORTUCCHIO-STRADA 28 [#16] argues against a connection between 
hunting and pastoralist practices as embedded practices in a single mobility pattern. The wider, 
intercommunal significance of hunting is underscored by the prominence of arrowheads as grave 
goods, also juxtaposed with early metalwork, in Copper Age burials, as an element in (idealised) 
notions of personhood in a framework of social connectivity (§5.2.2).294 Arguably, this situates hunting 
in the intercommunal realm of exchange and connectivity over long distances.295 In the light of these 
considerations, hunting can be regarded as a specialised activity that required mobility and engendered 
food consumption far outside the realm of settled communities, given the virtual absence of wild 
species in faunal samples from Copper Age-EBA1 open-air sites (Table 7.17). The underrepresentation 
of wild species follows a Neolithic pattern (cf. Robb 2007, 124-129) and could refer to an ingrained, 
‘ancestral’ tradition. Perhaps notions of hunting even entailed a taboo (cf. Fowles 2008; Russell 2012, 
28-44) on the consumption of wild species in settlements, given the overrepresentation of wild species 
in sites of ritualised practice, such as caves (Chapter 6). 
Unfortunately, diachronic comparison is constrained by the scarcity of faunal samples from 
EBA2 open-air assemblages. The significance of turtle in ‘coastal’ Lazio persisted in EBA2, which is 
underscored by the presence of turtle in the range of wild species at cult places (LAGO DI MEZZANO; 
PIAN SULTANO). It contrasts with the absence of turtle from cult places at caves in ‘coastal’ Abruzzo 
(Table 7.15). Since, at present, evidence for hunting in EBA2 is only available from this set of cult 
places, the dissociation of hunting from settlements in the Copper Age-EBA1 pattern cannot be 
falsified, but its association with ritual contexts is corroborated (Table 7.17). These regional and supra-
regional meeting places do highlight that at least some EBA2 hunting parties were intercommunal and 
entailed patterns of mobility over longer distances.296 An extension of the diachronic comparison to 
                                                 
293 Chiarenza & Lambertini (2006, passim) argue for similar implications of the spatial distribution of isolated finds of 
arrowheads along river valleys and/or in mountainous areas in Central and Northern Italy. Contra Chiarenza & Lambertini 2006, 
the transhumance scenario of pastoralist practices on an interregional, rather than a (sub)regional scale, was rejected (§7.4.1). 
294 Cf. Fokkens et al. 2008 on the interpretation of ‘Bell Beaker’ wrist-guards as part of idealised notions of personhood in 
continental Europe. 
295 As such, hunting can be regarded in the same social range as (ritual) warfare, and therefore it is probably better to speak of 
hunting/warfare in terms of a single complex of idealised personhood (cf. Harding 2007, chapters 3 & 4). For comparison, 
Chiarenza & Lambertini (2006) do not consider (ritual) warfare as a form of social interaction that requires mobility, contrary to 
(or implicitly adopting) the traditional stereotype of Copper Age people as shepherds and warriors (“Pastori e guerrieri”, e.g. 
Negroni Catacchio 2006), not hunters. 
296 The buried EBA2 village at NOLA in Campania has yielded evidence for on-site production of so-called ‘boar tusk helmets’ 
(Albore Livadie 2002a; Albore Livadie et al. 2006). These have not been reported from EBA assemblages in Abruzzo and Lazio 
and seem to have been confined to the Southern Italian sphere. In the absence of EBA2 faunal samples, it remains to be seen 
whether part of the demand in northern Campania for produce from wild boar hunting was satisfied through exchange with 
neighbouring communities in southern Lazio. 
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include faunal samples from Middle Bronze Age assemblages will show that the contextual pattern of 
differentiation between caves and open-air sites persisted (Table 7.17), with the addition of lake-side 
cult places to the category caves (Van Rossenberg forthcoming). 
 
7.4.3 Agricultural produce and wild fruits 
Based on the overall lack of clear-cut ‘pastoralist signatures’ in Copper Age and EBA faunal samples, 
with some exceptions (§7.4.1) and the relatively consistent presence of quernstones (§7.3.1), it can be 
assumed that settled communities based on mixed-farming were predominant in Abruzzo and Lazio. At 
present, direct evidence in the form of botanical samples is scarce, not only due to a lack of excavations 
of EBA open-air sites, but also a lack of features in which differential preservation is high (§7.3.2). 
Botanical samples are virtually absent even from well-excavated Copper Age settlements (Table 7.18), 
not necessarily due to a lack of systematic sampling. The publication of specialist reports could have 
been delayed by restricted numbers of archaeobotanists, or tends to be limited to abbreviated forms in 
(preliminary) site reports that leave out many details.297 
 
Table 7.18: overview of the range of species in botanical samples from (late) Copper Age [CA]-
EBA1 assemblages in Abruzzo and Lazio. 
 
Copper Age-EBA1 
Since the Neolithic the range of cultivated cereal species has been fairly stable in the Italian peninsula, 
including wheats (both einkorn and emmer) and barley as the main crops (cf. Costantini & Stancanelli 
1994). Emmer is the predominant species in samples from two Copper Age settlements (PISCINA DI 
TORRE SPACCATA [#157]; OSTERIA DEL CURATO-VIA CINQUEFRONDI) in southern Lazio (Table 7.18). 
Legumes are less well-represented, probably arising from differential preservation and distinctive 
treatment, with respect to cereals. This is underscored by the contextual dissociation of broad beans 
from cereals, the former reported from the same pit that contained the faunal sample with a ‘pastoralist 
signature’ at OSTERIA DEL CURATO-VIA CINQUEFRONDI (§7.4.1). Overall, broad bean was probably the 
main species of legumes in Copper Age and EBA contexts (see below). A similar problem of 
differential preservation concerns evidence for the gathering of wild fruits as a subsistence strategy. 
The only fruit represented in Copper Age-EBA1 samples concerns acorns reported from LE COSTE in 
the FUCINO BASIN (Table 7.18). It has not been specified whether these had been treated for human 
consumption (e.g. roasted) or not (Castiglioni & Rottoli 2003, 658).298 
Botanical samples from overtly ritual contexts, where differential preservation tends to be 
high, are underrepresented. Implicit in the interpretation of ceramics deposition at caves as ritual in 
character (§6.2) is the idea that an unspecified number of these vessels (originally) contained food. At 
present, this cannot be substantiated for cave assemblages that are limited to ceramics and, although 
botanical remains have been reported from the two “full” cave assemblages in ‘coastal’ Abruzzo 
(GROTTA SANT’ANGELO; GROTTA DEI PICCIONI), there is no stratigraphical information to link this 
                                                 
297 But cf. Costantini & Costantini Biasini 2007 who published only recently a summary of numerous internal reports on Bronze 
Age samples from southern Lazio, making this information available for the first time to a wider audience after decades of 
research. 
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presence to Copper Age-EBA contexts. In this respect, the absence of quernstones from polythetically 
“full” EBA cave assemblages (§6.2.1) could refer to the absence of cereals from depositional practices. 
On the other hand, the act of deposition of unspecified cereal remains in a natural subsurface featere at 
VAL DI COMINO-S. ANDREA [#197] (§7.1.4) does show the ritual significance of cereals in EBA1 
depositional practices. Overall, absence of evidence cannot be interpreted as evidence of absence, given 
the current lack of detailed and/or stratigraphically sound botanical samples. 
 
EBA2 
None of the botanical samples listed here can be attributed to EBA2 assemblages with some degree of 
certainty (Table 7.19), but they are used as a proxy for the sake of making a diachronic comparison. 
Arguably, such a comparison between Copper Age samples (Table 7.18) and larger samples from 
MBA1 cult places in southern Lazio for which EBA2 dates have been reported (GROTTA DELLO 
SVENTATOIO; LAGO ALBANO-VILLAGGIO DELLE MACINE [#173]; GROTTA VITTORIO VECCHI), can 
highlight potential changes in agricultural practice in the course of EBA (cf. Van Rossenberg 
forthcoming). References to the large sample from the EBA2 village of NOLA in Campania (Table 
7.19) will also be included in the discussion for the sake of comparison. 
 
Table 7.19: overview of the range of species in botanical samples from (potentially) EBA2 
assemblages in Abruzzo and Lazio [including NOLA for comparison]. 
 
In the range of cereals (Table 7.19), emmer remained the main species with barley as the 
second main species (GROTTA DELLO SVENTATOIO; GROTTA VITTORIO VECCHI; NOLA-CROCE DEL 
PAPA). Reportedly, spelt is the main cereal species in the sample from LAGO ALBANO-VILLAGGIO 
DELLE MACINE [#173] (Table 7.19), where cereals only entail a very small proportion [5%] overall 
(Carra et al. 2007, 778-779 [fig. 2]), as the sample predominated by fruits (Table 7.19). Although spelt 
is commonly considered as a Bronze Age species, it is unlikely that it had already been introduced in 
southern Lazio in EBA2. There are some difficulties in determining this species, partly related to its 
small proportion with respect to the main cereal species. In Northern Italy there seems to be evidence 
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from continental Europe (cf. Akaret 2005). Still, spelt is absent from caves in southern Lazio and 
virtually absent from the EBA2 settlement (NOLA) in Campania (Table 7.19). By contrast, the earliest 
evidence of spelt in Tuscany is probably EBA in date (Bellini et al. 2008, 107 [tab. 2], 110), more 
specifically associated with the supra-regional ‘cult centre’ at MONTE CETONA in southern Tuscany, a 
significant node in metalwork production, exchange and deposition (§4.1.2). This coincidence and 
regional differentiation in the occurrence of spelt highlights the possibility that the proliferation of 
agricultural innovations was linked to (supra)regional connectivity between cult places (§3.2). This 
particular case, i.e. the introduction of spelt into Lazio, has to be discussed in its proper, MBA1 context 
(cf. Van Rossenberg forthcoming). 
In Tuscany a diversification in the cultivation of legumes took place in the course of the 
Bronze Age (Bellini et al. 2008, 107 [tab. 2], 110). By contrast, there is no evidence that species of 
legumes were added to broad bean in Lazio in the course of EBA (Table 7.19). Still, the issue of 
differential preservation has to be taken into account (see above), which probably explains the striking 
absence of legumes from the large reference sample from NOLA in Campania (unless an indication of 
seasonality). Favourable cirumstances in the cave and water-logged, lake-side assemblages in Lazio 
(Table 7.19) argue against the relevance of the issue of preservation. The fact that so far the earliest 
evidence for other species than broad bean has only been found in (other) Middle Bronze Age samples 
(cf. Van Rossenberg forthcoming), seems to argue against a greater EBA variety of legumes. 
Differential preservation in caves and at lake-sides helps to understand the role of fruits in 
EBA subsistence. For comparison, the range in the EBA2 reference sample from NOLA in Campania is 
smaller than at LAGO ALBANO-VILLAGGIO DELLE MACINE, where water-logged conditions have 
preserved a large quantity [>80%] of wild fruits (Table 7.19; cf. Carra 2007; Carra et al. 2007).299 
Arguably, the use of most fruit species in the wider range can be extrapolated to the ‘depleted’ Copper 
Age-EBA1 range, in addition to acorns (Table 7.18). The sample as a whole from LAGO ALBANO-
VILLAGGIO DELLE MACINE is predominated by common fig [52%] and blackberry [28%], but further 
species include elderberry, cornelian cherry, crab apple, prune, wild grape and poppy (Table 7.19). 
Many of these have been related to the production of alcoholic beverages and, in particular, (wild) 
grape and cornelian cherry are commonly used as an indication of drinking habits in the Bronze Age, if 
not earlier.300 This particular connotation of cornelian cherry sheds light on its presence in the sample 
from GROTTA VITTORIO VECCHI (Table 7.19), arguably highlighting the role of food and drink 
consumption in ritual and/or intercommunal contexts such as cult places at caves. For instance, the 
series of three, including EBA2 cups in the act of deposition at LAGO ALBANO-VILLAGGIO DELLE 
MACINE [#173] (§7.1.4) shows the role of drinking in EBA2-MBA1 place-making. 
 
7.4.4 Subsistence and settlement: mobility and connectivity 
The interpretation of Copper Age and EBA subsistence in terms of mobility and connectivity has long 
been regarded as straigthforward on (sub)regional scales, with an emphasis on the complementarity of 
sedentary, ‘year-round’ and mobile, ‘seasonal’ strategies in mixed-farming. Despite numerous 
excavations of Copper Age settlements over the last decades, however, semi-nomadic pastoralist 
communities, separate from settled communities, remain a significant element in reconstructions of 
Copper Age connectivity on (supra)regional (cf. Manfredini et al. 2000; Manfredini 2005a; Chiarenza 
& Lambertini 2006). This issue spills over into reconstructions of EBA settlement patterns and social 
networks, especially due to the overall lack of excavations of open-air sites in Abruzzo and Lazio 
(§7.1; §7.3.2). Here an attempt will be made to address the relationship between settlement patterns and 
connectivity (§7.2) in terms of mobility, starting from the evidence for subsistence. Given the absence 
of evidence for the introduction of new crops between the Copper Age and EBA2 (§7.4.3), agricultural 
innovations cannot be used in explaining residential mobility in the longer term (i.e. shifts in settlement 
                                                 
299 It can be argued that differential preservation of wild fruits at LAGO ALBANO-VILLAGGIO DELLE MACINE is not only a 
reflection of taphonomy, the crater lake environment and daily life in the putative MBA1 settlement, but also highlights a cultural 
bias related to notions of the place (cf. Van Rossenberg forthcoming). 
300 Whereas Bellini et al. (2008, 109) are skeptical, Rottoli & Castiglioni (2009, 101) are positive about the identification of 
alcoholic beverages in Bronze Age contexts. There is a possibility that the uncharacteristic (contra Carra et al. 2007, 778) 
predominance of spelt among cereal remains at LAGO ALBANO-VILLAGGIO DELLE MACINE (see above) refers to its particular use 
in the production of alcoholic beverages (cf. Mercuri et al. 2002 highlighting hop as a species seemingly peculiar to the ALBAN 
HILLS). In this respect, the combined presence of spelt, cornelian cherry and (wild) grape in EBA and MBA samples from an 
open-air assemblage connected to the ‘cult centre’ of MONTE CETONA (Bellini et al. 2008, 107 [tab. 2]) is perhaps not a 
coincidence. 
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patterns). Consequently, the question is whether the patterns discerned in faunal samples (Tables 7.14 
& 7.17) were related to changes in settlement patterns and connectivity (§7.2), or not. 
 
Copper Age-EBA1 
Evidence for the circulation of ‘non-local’ objects such as metalwork, in the absence of evidence for its 
local production (Chapter 4), shows that connectivity covered long stretches. Similarly, mobility over 
longer distances is implied by the clustered occurrence of Copper Age settlements and cemeteries,301 as 
evident in ‘coastal’ Lazio (§6.1.3; §7.1.4). Making a distinction between connectivity in general and 
(seasonal) patterns of mobility in particular, the question is how the latter fit in the former. In general, 
when long distances have to be covered for the purpose of intercommunal interaction, a high degree of 
planning is required concerning the time and place of meetings (Chapter 2). Taking into consideration 
the effort of travel itself, it seems reasonable to presume that in later prehistory the timing of meetings 
was structured by the annual cycle of activities (i.e. seasonality) and that meeting-places would have 
been set at given (i.e. prior and/or persistent) places. In this respect, there are strong indications that 
Copper Age settlement patterns, as well as the basic structure of social interaction, would have 
persisted in EBA1 (§3.2.1; §7.2). 
On the basis of Copper Age-EBA1 faunal samples, it was argued that pastoralist practices 
were well-integrated in the annual ‘sedentary’ cycle and did not necessarily reach far beyond the micro-
regional sphere of settled communities (§7.4.1; Table 7.14). On the other hand, hunting was situated 
outside the ‘domestic’ sphere and within an intercommunal sphere that intersected with the sphere of 
cult places (§7.4.2; Table 7.17). Therefore, hunting as a ‘specialised’ subsistence strategy, reaching (or 
taking place in the environs of) cult places that served as meeting-places, seems more compatible with 
Copper Age-EBA1 mobility over longer distances than pastoralist practices. This does not exclude the 
possibility that exchange and other forms of social interaction were embedded in pastoralist mobility 
patterns on a regional scale. Furthermore, a link between long-distance mobility and hunting can be 
based on the presumption that social occasions of intercommunal interaction on a supra-regional scale 
did not follow an annual periodicity, such as pastoralist practices. This presumption is based on the 
ethnographic record that argues for a more punctuated pattern, separating such occasions by intervals of 
several years (or more), if not generations (cf. Russell 2012, 163). 
The ethnographic record indicates that larger intercommunal gatherings often followed longer 
than annual, seasonal periodicities and provided a context for intercommunal food consumption, 
marriage arrangements, intercommunal rituals (e.g. initiation, ancestor veneration), exchange, etc. (cf. 
Helms 1998). This scenario is commensurable with the reconstructed structure of social interaction 
(§3.2; §7.2), which implies that on occasion segments of settled communities would have travelled 
considerable distances to other clusters of settlements and/or cemeteries. Arguably, this occasional 
pattern of mobility linked the cluster of Copper Age cemeteries (and the ‘Bell Beaker’ meeting-places) 
in northernmost Lazio and the cluster of Copper Age settlements and cemeteries in ‘northern’ southern 
Lazio, similar to southern Lazio and the FUCINO BASIN within the “Ortucchio facies” (§7.2). Given the 
ingrained connectivity between clusters of cemeteries and settlements in the structure of Copper Age 
social interaction, it is not a coincidence that network changes in EBA1 entailed the ‘concerted’ end of 
the trajectories of both these constituent elements of Copper Age cultural landscapes. From a network 
perspective, the abandonment of places that had served as intercommunal meeting-places, by 
definition, highlights a shift in the main nodes of social networks, hence the structure of social 
interaction. 
The current state of knowledge about EBA1 networks makes it difficult to be more precise, 
but a glimpse of chronological order can be caught. It was argued that, despite the abandonment of 
Copper Age cemeteries in northernmost Lazio (§5.1.3), the open-air site with a comprehensive ‘Bell 
Beaker’ assemblage (TORRE CROGNOLA) persisted as a meeting-place at the EBA1-EBA2 transition 
(§7.1.3), before being replaced by LAGO DI MEZZANO in EBA2 (§7.2; Figures 7.7 & 7.8). Similarly, the 
wholesale abandonment of cemeteries of Copper Age tradition (§5.1.3) coincided with the end of 
trajectories of Copper Age-EBA1 open-air sites in ‘northern’ southern Lazio (§7.2). Still, in some cases 
the limited character of the BA1B assemblages casts doubt on their interpretation as the remains of 
                                                 
301 Cf. Chiarenza & Lambertini 2006 for a supra-regional approach to Copper Age settlement patterns and mobility in Northern 
and Central Italy. They start with highlighting the problem of research biases such as micro-regional differentiation in research 
intensity, but implicitly regard reconstructed settlement patterns characterised by the clustered occurrence of settlements versus 
the wider spread occurrence of seasonal sites as a past reality. 
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year-round settlements at persistent Copper Age settlements (§7.1.4). An alternative interpretation is 
that the predominance of decorated ceramics constituted a final stage of social events (i.e. ceramics 
deposition and/or food consumption) at these prior, Copper Age places that in the light of supra-
regional connectivity had remained significant nodes in EBA1 networks (§7.2; Figure 7.7). 
The overall change in connectivity towards the interior at the EBA1-EBA2 transition (§7.2) 
highlights that the Copper Age-EBA1 settled communities in ‘southern’ northern Lazio to the south of 
the LOWER ANIENE valley became part of a seasonal pattern of pastoralist mobility that reached into the 
intermontane parts of the ANIENE valley (§7.4.1). This change in directionality of pastoralist mobility 
patterns could have preceded the establishment of a settled EBA2 community to the north of the LOWER 
ANIENE valley (§7.1.4; §7.2). A similar sense of order can be discerned in environmental changes with 
a lasting impact, in particular the EBA2 climatic ‘dry event’ (§3.4) following the impact of marine 
transgression (cf. Di Rita et al. 2010). The argument of the EBA gap in the settlement history of the 
coastal plain of MACCARESE (§7.1.3) can be extended to the lagoonal strip to the south of the TIBER 
mouth, where increasingly brackish conditions could have affected seasonal mobility patterns in 
southern Lazio (§7.1.4) and prompted the shift towards the interior (see above). The sustained impact 
of the ‘dry event’ in MBA1 (§3.4) would have postdated and was therefore probably not the main 
reason for the establishment of a settled EBA2 community to the north of the LOWER ANIENE valley 
(§7.1.4), nor the overall sense of discontinuity in trajectories of open-air sites between EBA1 and 
EBA2 (§3.2.1; §7.1). 
 
EBA2 
The general impression provided by the diachronic overview of open-air sites is that their numbers 
increased between EBA1 and EBA2 and that their overall distribution became more widespread (§7.1). 
Although some areas were abandoned at the EBA1-EBA2 transition, the emergence of new areas with 
open-air sites shows that gaps were filled in Copper Age-EBA1 distributions (§7.2; Figures 7.7 & 7.8). 
Arguably, differentiation in community size became more pronounced in EBA2, on the one hand, 
including clusters of open-air sites, for instance the settled communities that emerged in northernmost 
Lazio (§7.1.3) and to the north of the LOWER ANIENE valley (§7.1.4), and, on the other hand, an 
increasing number of relatively ‘isolated’ open-air sites. The presence of smaller communities, next to 
clusters of settlements, is intimately linked to enhanced connectivity over shorter distances on a 
regional scale (i.e. the one contributed to the other, and vice versa).302 Presumably ‘filling gaps’ in 
settlement patterns would also have contributed to a change in pastoralist mobility patterns at the 
EBA1-EBA2 transition (see above). Connectivity over relatively shorter distances diminished the role 
of seasonal mobility in social interaction on a regional scale. In this context, the postulated increase in 
significance of cattle with respect to sheep/goat in ‘coastal’ Lazio (§7.4.1; Table 7.14) can be 
interpreted as an indication of the more widespread occurrence of mixed-farming communities in 
EBA2.303 The alternative of separate, semi-nomadic pastoralist communities (see above), ‘invisible’ in 
faunal samples, seems even less likely in EBA2 than in the Copper Age-EBA1 situation that is 
characterised by sheep/goat predominance (§7.4.1). 
In terms of the structure of social interaction, ‘filling gaps’ shortened distances (i.e. the degree 
of mobility required in interaction) between settled EBA2 communities. There is a possibility that the 
character of exchange changed accordingly, in the sense that more dispersed settlement patterns 
allowed for connectivity that was less punctuated, more down-the-line in character than in the case of a 
more clustered occurrence of settled communities.304 At the same time, the persistent role of cult places 
(LAGO DI MEZZANO; PIAN SULTANO; GROTTA SANT’ANGELO; GROTTA DEI PICCIONI) in supra-regional 
connectivity highlights that interaction requiring mobility over longer distances did take place in 
EBA2. In particular, the larger part of ‘coastal’ Lazio was outside the immediate sphere of settled 
communities after the postulated shift in ‘regional’ connectivity towards the interior (§7.2; Figure 7.8). 
Nonetheless, this large ‘empty’ zone has a strong connotation of supra-regional connectivity, with the 
                                                 
302 If the impact of the climatic ‘dry event’ (§3.4) was an issue in EBA2, differentiation in community size could have increased 
sustainability by connectivity in case of crop failure, given the absence of evidence for diversification in crops (§7.4.3). 
303 In the case of smaller communities, workforce requirements in the annual cycle could have made seasonal mobility outside the 
micro-region unsustainable. In retrospect, a change in regional mobility patterns highlights the possibility that pastoralism was 
based on larger flocks, in a joint venture of several settlements in larger settled Copper Age-EBA1 community. 
304 Of course, down-the-line patterns do not shorten the total physical distances to be covered on a supra-regional scale, for 
instance in the acquisition of metalwork originating from southern Tuscany, in the absence of evidence for local metalwork 
production in Abruzzo and Lazio (§4.4.3). 
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new cult place established at PIAN SULTANO in northern Lazio, constituting the intersection of the 
overall ‘coastal’ distribution of axe depositions (dissociated from settlement patterns) and the similarly 
percolated distribution of “Palma di Campania” ceramics (§7.2; Figure 7.9). If this larger area can be 
nterpreted as an intercommunal sphere, it could have incorporated hunting as a ‘specialised’ activity 
(§7.4.2; Table 7.17), disconnected from pastoralist mobility patterns that remained well-integrated in 
the (sub)regional sphere of settled communities. The ‘multi-sited’ approach to diachronic comparison 
of cultural landscapes and social networks in the data-rich synthesis (Chapter 8) is the proper context 
for shedding light on such interrelated issues of mobility and connectivity. 
 
7.5 A summary and multi-sited questions 
Because of the general lack of excavations of EBA open-air sites in Abruzzo and Lazio most of the 
patterns that have been discussed in this chapter refer to settlement patterns on regional to supra-
regional scales rather than settled communities in themselves. Here I will provide a summary of the 
basic patterns that emerged from the preceding analyses of settlements and other open-air sites in 
Abruzzo and Lazio, and the main interpretations that were based on these patterns. Along the line, 
further questions were highlighted that are ‘multi-sited’ in character and can therefore only be 
addressed in comparison with other constituent elements of cultural landscapes and social networks. 
These ‘multi-sited’ questions will be listed here as a conclusion to this chapter, to be addressed in the 
data-rich synthesis (Chapter 8). The coincidences of the patterns discussed for settlement patterns with 
those that emerged from the analyses of the other constituent elements of cultural landscapes indicates 
that these can be compiled in such a ‘multi-sited’, data-rich synthesis. 
 
 First of all, knowledge of EBA settlement patterns in Abruzzo and Lazio is constrained by 
considerable gaps in archaeological records (§7.1). The situation is particularly unclear in ‘coastal’ 
Abruzzo (§7.1.1), knowledge is skewed towards the FUCINO BASIN in the intermontane region 
(§7.1.2), whereas both parts of ‘coastal’ Lazio stand out, even after taking a critical stance in 
favour of well-dated open-air sites (§7.1.3; §7.1.4). Nonetheless, the impression of EBA1-EBA2 
discontinuity in trajectories of open-air sites in Central Italy (§3.1; §3.2) was to a large extent 
corroborated (§7.1). The diachronic impression that emerged from the overview (§7.1), is that the 
number of open-air sites increased and their distribution became more widespread between EBA1 
and EBA2. 
 An attempt was made to provide a diachronic framework for the interpretation of settlement 
patterns and connectivity on regional to supra-regional scales. Using ‘typo-networks’ based on 
ceramics as a proxy for regional connectivity, it was shown that cross-APENNINE routes became 
more prominent at the EBA1-EBA2 transition, in particular linking both southern Lazio and 
southern Abruzzo to the FUCINO BASIN (§7.2), contrary to the postulated shift away from this axis 
in EBA2 based on the distributions and specifics of metalwork (§4.4.3). 
 There is a general lack of excavations of EBA open-air sites in Abruzzo and Lazio, especially 
in comparison with the current state of Copper Age archaeological records. Consequently, the 
polythetic classification of EBA open-air assemblages (§7.3.1) was not as conclusive as in the case 
of cave assemblages (§6.2.1). Complete vessels are correlated with assemblages for which a ritual 
character can be argued on other grounds (§7.3.1). Only quernstones could be singled out as an 
indicator of year-round settlements. Although the relatively few excavations of open-air sites with 
EBA assemblages did yield a range of structural remains and features (§7.3.2), in many cases these 
seem to refer to earlier, Copper Age or later, Middle Bronze Age phases in the trajectory of the 
respective open-air sites. 
 Finally, analyses of subsistence-related, faunal and botanical remains (§7.4) were used in an 
attempt at substantiating the general impression of changes in EBA settlement patterns and 
connectivity (§7.1; §7.2). The scenario of semi-nomadic pastoralist communities, traditionally used 
to explain interregional connectivity, was rejected in favour of one in which pastoralism was a 
seasonal subsistence strategy on a ‘sub-regional’ scale, well-integrated in the annual cycle of 
sedentary communities since the Copper Age (§7.4.1; Table 7.14). A distinction was made 
between hunting and pastoralist practices in terms of mobility patterns, the latter more intimately 
related to the domestic sphere and the former situated in a supra-regional, intercommunal and 
arguably ritual sphere (§7.4.2; Table 7.17). Absence of evidence for the introduction of new crops 
argues against agricultural innovations as a reason for changes in settlement patterns (§7.4.3). 
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This summary of patterns and reconstructions shows that settlement patterns in Abruzzo and Lazio can 
be linked to network changes between the Copper Age and EBA. Still, a lack of chronological 
resolution of EBA1 assemblages from Copper Age open-air sites means that a ‘multi-sited’ approach is 
required to make a diachronic comparison related to network changes between EBA1 and EBA2. Apart 
from comparisons already made in the thick descriptions of settlement patterns (§7.1), the following 
‘multi-sited’ questions have to be addressed in comparison with other elements in cultural landscapes 
and social networks (Chapter 8). 
 
 First, starting from the diachronic patterns of the proliferation of metalwork deposition 
(Chapter 4), the decrease in archaeological visibility of burial (Chapter 5), the increase in cave use 
(Chapter 6) and the increasingly widespread occurrence of open-air sites between EBA1 and 
EBA2 (§7.1; §7.2), the basic question is whether this general impression of ‘synchronicity’ in 
these patterns refers to a past reality (or not). 
 A related, more specific question is to what extent these practices refer to spatially interrelated 
phenomena. In the ‘thick descriptions’ (§7.1) it was highlighted that depositional practices, 
including metalwork deposition (Chapter 4), secondary burial (Chapter 5) and cave use (Chapter 
6), occupied intermediate positions with respect to the distributions of open-air sites. Does this 
mean that depositional practices, including a new EBA tradition of ‘isolated’ acts of ceramics 
deposition (§7.3.1), can and should be linked to a distinctive sphere, outside the sphere of 
settlements, and interpreted as a form of boundary work? 
 In turn, this specific question will be brought to bear on a supra-regional scale. How does the 
general impression of EBA networks in Abruzzo and Lazio relate to cultural boundaries and 
connectivity in Central Italy as a whole (§3.2)? A particular question is how the emergence of a 
supra-regional cult and meeting-place at LAGO DI MEZZANO (§7.1.3), where cave-like ceramics 
deposition (§6.2.1) and metalwork deposition (§4.2.3) intersected, should be understood in a supra-
regional context (§3.2). 
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Chapter 8 
The first fifteen to twenty generations: a synthesis of Early Bronze 
Age cultural landscapes and social networks 
 
“how far is it possible to study the ancient landscape when 
the monuments are stripped away?” (Bradley 2000, 14) 
 
Building on Cocchi Genick’s synthesis (1998), the preceding overviews and discussions of metalwork 
deposition (Chapter 4), funerary practices (Chapter 5), cave use (Chapter 6) and settlement patterns 
(Chapter 7) have shown that there are considerable gaps in their respective distributions in Abruzzo and 
Lazio. For this reason, this synthesis starts with a more general assessment of EBA archaeological 
records. In general, the question is to what extent ‘gaps’ put constraints on the synthesis of historical 
trajectories between the Copper Age and EBA2 (§8.1). The premise is that the examination of ‘period 
specific’ archaeological records (§2.1.3) and archaeological synthesis of cultural landscapes and social 
networks can and should be regarded as mutually informative. Making explicit what remains implicit in 
Cocchi Genick’s synthesis (1998), the spatial and contextual patterns recognised in the preceding 
chapters will be brought together in a ‘multi-sited’ analysis (§8.2). Here the ‘multi-sited’ questions that 
remained (§4.5; §5.3; §6.3; §7.5) will be addressed, especially those concerning spatial relationships 
between distinctive elements in cultural landscapes. This analysis will also address diachronic patterns, 
highlighting changes in relationships between elements in cultural landscapes in terms of social 
networks (§8.2). Subsequently, working with the bias towards deposition, the overrepresentation of 
particular forms of place-making will be taken as a starting-point to discuss changes in cosmologies 
(§8.3). In particular, the prominence of metalwork deposition as a form of place-making, which is not 
addressed in full by Cocchi Genick (1998), will be explored in more (relational) detail. Taken together, 
the assessment of EBA archaeological records (§8.1), the ‘multi-sited’ analysis of cultural landscapes 
(§8.2) and changing cosmologies (§8.3) will result in a diachronic synthesis in terms of demographics 
and connectivity that can substantiate the intimate connection between place-making and social change 
in historical trajectories (§8.4). 
 
8.1 Archaeological records: absence of evidence or evidence of absence? 
Copper Age and EBA archaeological records from Abruzzo and Lazio differ considerably in terms of 
the archaeological visibility of a range of elements in cultural landscapes (Table 8.1). The issue at stake 
is whether ‘gaps’ can actually be more informative of past realities than they seem at first sight. Low 
archaeological visibility of a particular phenomenon can as much be the result of a failure to uncover its 
remains (i.e. a research bias) as derive from its historically specific character (i.e. a cultural bias). The 
question is whether ‘gaps’ in EBA records can be filled (i.e. absence of evidence) or should be taken at 
face value (i.e. evidence of absence). It was argued that the combination of a ‘non-selective’, ‘multi-
sited’ approach and a diachronic approach has the potential to resolve this issue (Chapter 2). 
A comprehensive study of Copper Age archaeological records was beyond the scope of this 
thesis, but a diachronic comparison of archaeological visibility (Table 8.1) gives the impression of a 
fuller understanding of Copper Age cultural landscapes. The ‘depletion’ of archaeological records is 
exemplified by the decrease in archaeological visibility of funerary practices in EBA (Chapter 5). On 
the other hand, the overview shows that a few elements seem to have been absent from Copper Age but 
present in EBA archaeological records (Table 8.1). These ‘new’ presences include hoards (or multiple 
depositions) of metalwork, ‘isolated’ acts of ceramics deposition (i.e. outside man-made and natural 
subsurface features) and lake-side cult places, the latter established in EBA2. Given the bias towards 
deposition in archaeological records (§2.1.2; §2.1.3), the addition of these depositional practices (as 
new forms of place-making) presumably refers to a past reality. Overall, EBA archaeological records 
show a relatively wide range of depositional practices, with the exception of burial (Table 8.1). Such a 
cultural bias towards deposition lends credibility to reconstructions based on patterns recognised in 
these practices. At the same time, it should not be overlooked that the abandonment of particular types 
of place related to Copper Age depositional practices constituted significant network changes in 
themselves. 
The virtually wholesale abandonment of Copper Age cemeteries stands out in particular, as 
the reverse of low archaeological visibility of EBA burial (Chapter 5). This network change coincided 
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with the emergence of a dissociative pattern in metalwork deposition (Table 8.1). EBA metalwork was 
not only dissociated from human remains (as grave goods), but also from caves, and instead tends to be 
associated with natural places in the open-air (§4.2.4). In turn, this preference in metalwork deposition 
can be interpreted as part of a wider pattern that EBA depositional practices were situated at a range of 
natural places, including lakes in addition to caves (Table 8.1). This adds up to a greater sense of 
making connections with natural places dispersed throughout the physical landscape, which arguably is 
cosmological in character (§8.3). The virtual absence of monument construction after the abandonment 
of the Copper Age tradition of rock-cut tombs is striking and underscores the shift towards a concern 
with natural places in depositional practices.305 
 
 Copper Age EBA1 EBA2 
Metalwork deposition (chapter 4)    
Funerary contexts ++ - - 
Caves + - - 
Hoards - + + 
Isolated finds (non-funerary) + + ++ 
Funerary practices (chapter 5)    
Rock-cut tombs ++ ? ? 
Individual burials + ? - 
Caves – articulated burial + + - 
Caves – disarticulated human remains + + + 
Cave use (chapter 6)    
Metalwork + - - 
Funerary practices + + + 
Food and/or ceramics + + + 
Open-air sites (chapter 7)    
Settlement – houses ++ + ? 
Settlement – funerary practices + ? - 
Settlement – deposition (pits and other features) + ? ? 
Deposition – food and/or ceramics (isolated?) - + + 
Lake-side cult places - - + 
Table 8.1: a general overview of archaeological visibility of the constituent elements of Copper 
Age-EBA cultural landscapes in Abruzzo and Lazio [abundant (++); present (+); uncertain (?); 
absent (-)]. 
 
Since metalwork deposition is relatively well-known (Chapter 4) and cave use relatively well-
studied (Chapter 6), settlements and funerary practices pose the main challenge in the interpretation of 
EBA archaeological records in Abruzzo and Lazio (Table 8.1). Due to a general lack of excavations of 
EBA open-air sites, it remains to be seen, for instance, whether the overall scarcity of man-made 
features such as pits (§7.3.2) refers to a past reality. If so, it would extend the diachronic pattern of 
disengagement from Copper Age traditions of using man-made places for repetitive deposition in 
favour of ‘isolated’ acts of deposition (see above). The same pattern complicates the interpretation of 
limited surface assemblages as settlements, because the possibility that these should be considered as 
acts of ceramics deposition that made a connection with natural places, dissociated from settlements, 
cannot be excluded (Chapter 7). Fortunately, the issues related to this particular ‘gap’ can be resolved 
by future excavations of EBA open-air sites, as well as ‘filled’ by final publications of past and present 
ones. On the other hand, filling the ‘gap’ related to funerary practices (chapter 5) is more problematic. 
The question is whether the current state of ‘absence of evidence’ refers to a past reality (i.e. evidence 
for the lack of EBA places of burial), or not. In this respect, it is significant that a diachronic and 
‘multi-sited’ pattern can be discerned in terms of the intersection of elements in cultural landscapes. 
Whereas Copper Age funerary practices intersected with other elements in cultural landscapes 
(i.e. metalwork deposition, cave use and settlements), such intersections are generally absent from EBA 
archaeological records (Table 8.1).306 In particular, the strong Copper Age association of metalwork 
with human remains seems to have broken down in EBA cultural landscapes. The breakdown of this 
intersection in favour of a connection with natural places (§4.2.4) argues against the interpretation of 
isolated finds of EBA metalwork as the remains of burials destroyed by later, post-depositional activity. 
                                                 
305 Exceptions are a limited number of cairns at crater lakes in northern Lazio in EBA2 (§7.1.3) and perhaps a few new rock-cut 
tombs of ‘MBA’ tradition in northernmost Lazio at the EBA2-MBA1 transition (§5.1.3). 
306 With the exception of one or two definite cases of funerary cave use in ‘coastal’ and intermontane Abruzzo (§5.1.1; §5.1.2). 
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Moreover, the overall increase in locations of metalwork deposition underscores that it constituted a 
distinctive form of place-making, dissociated from burial. Given the pattern that dissociates EBA 
metalwork from settlements, caves and human remains (Table 8.1), it seems likely that funerary 
practices constituted distinctive places in the cultural landscapes of Abruzzo and Lazio, too. At the 
same time, the possibility that human remains are associated with another element with low 
archaeological visibility cannot be excluded, but such an association (in this case with EBA 
settlements) has not been recorded yet.307 
To sum up, this assessment of archaeological records has been an attempt at engaging with 
patterns of differentiation in archaeological visibility of the constituent elements of cultural landscapes 
(Table 8.1). The aim was not to explain away ‘gaps’ in archaeological records, but to provide a general 
background for the interpretation of spatial relationships between places in cultural landscapes (§8.2). 
Such an assessment of archaeological records can be used to inform interpretations of spatial 
distributions. It could lend credibility to scenarios that interpret ‘gaps’ in EBA archaeological records 
on (sub)regional scales as evidence of absence (i.e. a cultural bias), not absence of evidence (i.e. a 
research bias). Above all, however, it highlights that, at present, major constraints exist for a detailed 
synthesis of EBA cultural landscapes and social networks in Abruzzo and Lazio. As a consequence of 
the virtual absence of evidence for EBA burial and settlements, the focus in archaeological synthesis 
lies, by default, on regional to supra-regional scales and networks, rather than the detail of networks on 
(sub)regional scales. 
 
8.2 Cultural landscapes, social spheres and connectivity: outlines of a 
synthesis 
In the introduction to the case study (Chapter 3) it was argued that from a network perspective the EBA 
cultural groups in Central Italy in Cocchi Genick’s synthesis (1998) are problematic. The presumption 
of diachronic validity of these groups is (potentially) at odds with network changes between EBA1 and 
EBA2. In particular, it was argued that the largest cultural group, covering ‘coastal’ Lazio as a whole, 
is debatable (§3.2.2). The incorporation of the FUCINO BASIN in the same group, based on Ialongo’s 
synthesis (2007), extends its coverage even further (§7.2). In the following discussion an attempt will 
be made at refining Cocchi Genick’s cultural groups and defining ‘subgroups’ and related boundaries 
in Abruzzo and Lazio. The starting-point is provided by a series of maps (Figures 8.1, 8.2, 8.3 & 8.4) 
that entail a phase-by-phase compilation of the spatial distributions of metalwork (§4.4), burial 
(§5.1.4), cave use (§6.1.4) and settlement patterns (§7.2). Leaving funerary practices aside because of 
their low archaeological visibility (Chapter 5), the diachronic patterns recognised in metalwork 
deposition (Chapter 4), cave use (Chapter 6) and settlement patterns (Chapter 7) are similar in the sense 
that all of their distributions were extended between EBA1 and EBA2. By incorporating their 
distributions in a single, ‘multi-sited’ distribution map, spatial relationships between different forms of 
place-making can be visualised, thereby shedding light on the structure of cultural landscapes and 
social networks. In turn, ‘multi-sited’ spatial patterns can be used to inform the issue of ‘gaps’ in EBA 
archaeological records (§8.1). 
The question is whether the general impression of ‘synchronicity’ in diachronic trends 
between forms of place-making can be substantiated and to what extent they should be regarded as 
spatially interrelated phenomena. A related question is whether ‘multi-sited’ spatial patterns can be 
distinguished, in which particular practices and/or places were confined to particular ‘spheres’. The 
following series of maps affords making such cross-references between spatial patterns in the 
distributions of the constituent elements of cultural landscapes, as well as corroborating (or refuting) 
reconstructions of connectivity based on those patterns. 
 
Copper Age-EBA1 transition 
The diachronic comparison starts with the ‘multi-sited’ distribution maps of Copper Age and EBA1 
cultural landscapes in Abruzzo and Lazio (Figures 8.1, 8.2 & 8.3). Because the Copper Age is beyond 
the scope of this thesis, the respective compilation (Figure 8.1) has been limited here to cave use (§6.1) 
and so-called ‘isolated’, non-funerary finds of copper metalwork (§4.2). In addition, the cores in the 
                                                 
307 It was already argued that the diachronic pattern of an increase in contexts of secondary burial between EBA1 and EBA2 was 
inversely related to the decrease of archaeological visibility of primary contexts of burial (§5.2). For this reason, it seems unlikely 
that larger EBA cemeteries (of primary burials) are undiscovered and more likely that secondary treatment took place outside 
man-made or natural places. 
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distribution of Copper Age cemeteries (§5.1) are highlighted in the distribution map (Figure 8.1). It was 
argued that these provided a focus for social interaction and were crucial in the overall structure of 
regional to supra-regional connectivity (§5.2; §7.2). 
 
 
Figure 8.1: multi-sited map (adapted from http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Italy_map-
blank.svg) showing the distributions of Copper Age cave use and ‘isolated’ finds of copper 
metalwork from Abruzzo and Lazio, with concentrations of cemeteries in Lazio encircled. 
 
The general impression from trajectories of open-air sites is that EBA1 ceramics are 
overrepresented at places with a Copper Age history (§7.1). This was interpreted as the preservation of 
a late-final Copper Age settlement pattern (§7.2) in the distribution of open-air sites dated to the 
Copper Age-EBA1 transition (Figure 8.2). Here it should be recalled that the main break in trajectories 
of open-air sites occurred at the EBA1-EBA2 transition (§3.2.2; Table 3.5). A diachronic comparison 
of Copper Age and EBA1 cultural landscapes (Figures 8.1, 8.2 & 8.3) is fraught with more difficulties 
in the case of metalwork deposition, cave use and burial in Abruzzo and Lazio. The general problem is 
one of chronological resolution, in particular the uncertain attribution of the transition from copper to 
bronze metalwork to EBA1 (§4.3), the generic dates of EBA1 cave use (§6.1) and low archaeological 
visibility of EBA1 burial (§5.1). Nonetheless, there is some evidence for persistent use of Copper Age 
places of burial in northernmost Lazio and ‘northern’ southern Lazio (Figures 8.1 & 8.2). This was 
regarded as an indication for the persistent role of funerary practices as a form of place-making related 
to social interaction (§5.2.2), especially in the case of northernmost Lazio given its position in regional 
to supra-regional connectivity at the Copper Age-EBA1 transition (§3.2.2; §7.2). At the same time, a 
‘gap’ emerges in EBA1 site distributions with the abandonment of caves in the intermontane region 
between northern Lazio and northern Abruzzo, irrespective of the generic dates for Copper Age and 
EBA1 cave use (Figures 8.1 & 8.2). A similar (or the same) ‘gap’ in the northern part of the 
intermontane region can be discerned in the distribution of both ‘isolated’ finds of copper metalwork 
(Figure 8.1) and the distribution of EBA1 metalwork (Figure 8.2). 
To reiterate, the general impression is that settlement patterns persisted and that, at the same 
time, the distributions of cave use and metalwork deposition show the emergence of a ‘gap’ in the 
intermontane region at the Copper Age-EBA1 transition (Figures 8.1 & 8.2). Whereas a research bias 
cannot be excluded for the ‘gap’ in northern coastal Abruzzo (§3.1; §7.1.1), the intermontane ‘gap’ can 
be regarded as a past reality based on the ‘multi-sited’ approach. This could indicate an increasing 
preference for (or a ‘contraction’ towards) a ‘southern’ cross-APENNINE axis of regional connectivity 
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between southern Lazio and southern Abruzzo by way of the FUCINO BASIN (§7.2). It was argued that, 
on the Tyrrhenian side of the peninsula, the virtually wholesale abandonment of Copper Age traditions 
of burial (Chapter 5) would have changed cultural landscapes dramatically (§8.1), but that this does not 
seem to have affected the structure of regional connectivity in ‘coastal’ Lazio (§7.2). What remains to 
be seen, however, is to what extent the nodal role of Copper Age cemeteries in northernmost Lazio 
(Figure 8.1) was taken over by cave use in southern Tuscany at the Copper Age-EBA1 transition, also 
in the light of the ‘horizon I’ axe hoard (Figure 8.2). Given the lack of ceramic connectivity between 
the caves in Tuscany and sites in Lazio in subphase BA1A (Figure 3.1), the nodes with ‘Bell-Beaker’ 
assemblages in northernmost Lazio seem more likely candidates for meeting-places with the Tuscan 
network, at least from the perspective of ‘coastal’ Lazio as a whole (§3.2.2). In addition, the potentially 
high degree of continued use and reuse of Copper Age cemeteries in the ‘core’ areas in northernmost 
Lazio and ‘northern’ southern Lazio (Figure 8.1), hence the persistence of these places in EBA1 
cultural landscapes (Figure 8.2), will remain uncertain until a comprehensive dating programme on 
human remains has been carried out (§3.3). 
 
 
Figure 8.2: multi-sited map (adapted from http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Italy_map-
blank.svg) of cultural landscapes in Abruzzo and Lazio in subphase BA1A, including halberds 
and axes dated to ‘horizons I-II’ (§4.1), as well as contemporary cave use and a ‘horizon I’ axe 
hoard in southern Tuscany. 
 
EBA1 
Diachronic comparison of both EBA1 subphases [BA1A & BA1B] in terms of cultural landscapes 
(Figures 8.2 & 8.3) is problematic, given the standing issue of chronological resolution (or historical 
validity) of subphase BA1B in Abruzzo and Lazio (§3.2.2; §7.2). One significant change entailed the 
abandonment of the ‘Bell Beaker’ cult place at FOSSO CONICCHIO in northernmost Lazio (§3.2.2; §5.1), 
which had been a node in regional and supra-regional connectivity (§7.2). Another network change 
concerns the addition of a few open-air sites specifically dated to subphase BA1B in the intermontane 
region (§7.2), but these do not fill the intermontane ‘gap’ in site distributions at the Copper Age-EBA1 
transition (see above). In a similar vein, the spatial distribution of ‘horizon II’ axes (Figure 8.3) follows 
the same pattern as metalwork generically EBA1 in date (Figure 8.2) and copper metalwork (Figure 
8.1). In other words, the distributions of sites dated specifically to subphases BA1A and BA1B are 
fairly similar in terms of cultural landscapes (or at least highly complementary). This broad sense of 
similarity could have resulted from the lack of chronological resolution (and/or historical validity) of 
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subphase BA1B (§3.2.2; §7.2), given the relatively large number of sites that cannot be dated more 
specifically than EBA1 (in a generic sense). This could also raise doubts about the synchronisation of 




Figure 8.3: multi-sited map (adapted from http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Italy_map-
blank.svg) of cultural landscapes in Abruzzo and Lazio in subphase BA1B, including ‘horizon II’ 
axes (§4.1), as well as contemporary cave use and ‘horizon II’ axe hoards in southern Tuscany 
and Umbria. 
 
The ‘middle’ phases in the tripartite schemes of EBA metalwork (‘horizon II’) and ceramics 
typochronologies (subphase BA1B) were used as an approximate date for the extension of the hoarding 
phenomenon to Abruzzo and Lazio (§4.1; Table 4.3). To reiterate, the spatial congruence of the ‘typo-
network’ based on BA1B ceramics (§3.2.2; Figure 3.2; §7.2; Figure 7.6) and the distribution of 
‘horizon II’ axe hoards in southern Tuscany, Umbria and Abruzzo (§4.1.2; Figure 8.3) was regarded as 
significant. This coincidence in spatial distributions strengthens the scenario that the EBA1 axis of 
connectivity was metalwork-based and intermontane, cross-APENNINE in character, by-passed northern 
Lazio, related to the emergence of a central area of axe production in southern Tuscany (§4.4.2). The 
abandonment of the ‘Bell Beaker’ cult place (FOSSO CONICCHIO) in northernmost Lazio (§7.2; Figure 
8.2) would have predated, coincided with and/or been implicated in this network change. Apart from 
the abandonment of FOSSO CONICCHIO, site distributions in subphase BA1B indicate the emergence of 
a larger ‘gap’ in settlement patterns that extended to the heart of northern Lazio (Figure 8.3). The 
persistence of this ‘gap’ in EBA2 site distributions (see below) indicates that the ‘transitional’, perhaps 
overlapping character of subphase BA1B works both ways in terms of historical trajectories, with 
respect to both the ‘previous’ subphase (BA1A) and the ‘subsequent’ phase (EBA2). This significance 
of subphase BA1B in terms of network changes seems to underscore its historical validity, at least as a 
‘transitional’ phase in historical trajectories. 
The methodological premise of this thesis is that a ‘multi-sited’ approach should be adopted in 
order to study cultural landscapes as networks of interrelated places (Chapter 2). It can shed light on the 
issue of larger ‘gaps’ (i.e. areas largely without evidence) that cannot in all cases be attributed to 
research biases and should perhaps be interpreted as cultural biases. This possibility was highlighted in 
the discussion of potential research biases in the context of settlement patterns in ‘coastal’ Abruzzo 
(§7.1.1), the intermontane RIETI BASIN (§7.1.2), ‘southern’ northern Lazio (§7.1.3) and the ‘coastal’ 
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province of Latina (§7.1.4). In this respect, the intermediate positions reconstructed for metalwork 
deposition and cave use (with respect to settlement patterns) on a supra-regional scale (§3.2.2) can also 
be recognised in EBA1 cultural landscapes on a regional scale (Figures 8.2 & 8.3). The dissociative 
pattern of metalwork deposition (Chapter 4) and the physically circumscribed occurrence of caves in 
Abruzzo and Lazio (Chapter 6) situate these forms of place-making outside the domestic sphere, on the 
margins of (or between) settled communities in cultural landscapes (Table 8.2). In other words, the 
presence of metalwork and/or caves in a micro-region cannot be used indiscriminately to postulate the 
presence of settled communities in the same area. From such a ‘multi-sited’ understanding of place-
making, it cannot be excluded that the ‘gap’ in northern Lazio constituted an ‘empty’, unsettled zone, 
where axe depositions took place as a form of ‘boundary work’ between northernmost Lazio and 
southern Lazio (Figure 8.3). It provides a ‘regional’ parallel for the concentration of metalwork on the 
opposite side of the peninsula, in the UPPER PESCARA micro-region (§4.2.1) in southern Abruzzo 
(Figures 8.2 & 8.3). In this case it was argued that the presence of axe hoards can be linked to the 
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Table 8.2: overview of the spatial connotations of constituent elements of cultural landscapes as a 
proxy for social spheres in EBA1. 
 
The intermediate positions of metalwork deposition and cave use in cultural landscapes fill 
‘gaps’ in EBA1 settlement patterns (Figures 8.2 & 8.3). The reverse is that the latter can be regarded as 
clustered (Table 8.2), similar to Copper Age settlement patterns (Chapter 7). In this respect, the 
postulated ‘empty’ zone (or gap) in northern Lazio (Figure 8.3) follows the basic structure of Copper 
Age connectivity, separated between the clusters of cemeteries in northernmost Lazio and ‘northern’ 
southern Lazio (Figure 8.1) and including the ‘Bell Beaker’ meeting-places on the southern margins of 
the Tuscan sphere that persisted at the Copper Age-EBA1 transition (Figure 8.2). The historical validity 
of subphase BA1B is corroborated in the sense that its site distributions highlight a significant regional 
network change in northern Lazio (see above). Taken together with the distribution of ‘horizon II’ axe 
hoards, the abandonment of the ‘Bell Beaker’ cult place (FOSSO CONICCHIO) in northernmost Lazio 
highlights the differentiation of a ‘coastal’ axis to southern Tuscany from an ‘interior’ axis on the 
TIBER left bank through Umbria (Figures 8.2 & 8.3). This network change is complementary with the 
‘interior’ sense of connectivity in subphase BA1B in Abruzzo and Lazio (§7.2). At the same time, the 
new intermontane BA1B open-air sites (Figure 8.3) were situated on the margins, but within the range 
of existing clusters at the Copper Age-EBA1 transition (Figure 8.2). This indicates that the respective 
increase in intermontane activity (arguably including metalwork exchange) to a large extent preserved 
the prior, final Copper Age structure of connectivity and cultural landscapes. 
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EBA2 
Despite the extension of settlement patterns (§7.2), intimately related to discontinuity in trajectories of 
open-air sites (§3.2.2; Table 3.5), the structure of EBA1 cultural landscapes and connectivity (see 
above) is largely preserved in EBA2 (Figure 8.4). The first impression is that ‘gaps’ in EBA1 site 
distributions and cultural landscapes (Figures 8.2 & 8.3) are ‘filled’ in EBA2 (Figure 8.4), but on closer 
inspection this predominantly concerns one particular form of place-making, metalwork deposition. 
Irrespective of typochronological issues, metalwork deposition can be regarded as a form of place-
making with ‘intermediate’ connotations in EBA cultural landscapes on (sub)regional scales (see 
above). Incidentally, the persistence of this spatial connotation leaves open the possibility that some of 
the metalwork that is regarded here as EBA2 in date (Figure 8.4), could as easily pertain to EBA1 
cultural landscapes (Figure 8.3). Although it would not change the place of metalwork in cultural 
landscapes, this particular ‘time-transgressive’ scenario should be taken into account in interpreting the 
‘time series’ of the proliferation of metalwork deposition, exemplified by the hoarding phenomenon 
(§4.1; §4.4). A different synchronisation of (ceramics and metalwork) typochronologies could mean 
that the changes in the volume of metalwork in circulation were not as dramatic as they seem, but the 
diachronic pattern of a steady increase culminating in EBA2 remains unmistakable (Figures 8.2, 8.3 & 
8.4). Given its prominence in cultural landscapes, the question is how metalwork deposition was related 
to other forms of place-making in network changes at the EBA1-EBA2 transition. 
 
 
Figure 8.4: multi-sited map (adapted from http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Italy_map-
blank.svg) of cultural landscapes in Abruzzo and Lazio in EBA2, including (metal-hilted) daggers 
and ‘horizon II-III’ and ‘horizon III’ axes (§4.1), as well as contemporary cave use and ‘horizon 
II-III’ and ‘horizon III’ hoards in southern Tuscany, Umbria and southern Marche. 
 
Starting with settlement patterns, a settled community emerged in northernmost Lazio in 
EBA2 (Figure 8.4), including a major cult place at LAGO DI MEZZANO (§7.1.3; §7.2). It was argued that 
this cannot be disconnected from the apparent intensification of metalwork production in southern 
Tuscany (§4.1.2; §4.4.3). It seems likely that this insertion of a settled community in a border zone (or 
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nodal area) in Copper Age-EBA1 connectivity (§3.2.2) was due to its involvement in metalwork 
production and/or exchange. Such a connection is corroborated by the inclusion of LAGO DI MEZZANO 
in the network of caves focused on Tuscany (§3.2.2; Figure 3.3) that on a supra-regional scale matches 
the core in the distribution of EBA2 hoards (§4.1.2; Figure 4.4). Based on the distribution of ingots 
(§4.1.2; Figure 4.1), it is likely that metalwork production took place in southern Tuscany (and mining 
in central Tuscany). Given spatial proximity, the participation of people from northernmost Lazio as a 
periodic workforce, arguably both in mining and production, is not unlikely. Their involvement in 
metalwork exchange is corroborated by the ‘fall-off’ pattern in the ‘Tuscan’ metallurgical sphere 
(§4.1.2; §4.3.2) from multiple object depositions in southern Tuscany to predominantly single finds in 
southern Lazio (§4.2.3; §4.4.3). Within this spatial pattern, the area characterised by axe depositions in 
the TOLFA MOUNTAINS micro-region (§4.2.3) probably served as a zone of intercommunal interaction 
between people from northernmost Lazio and southern Lazio, including exchange of finished pieces of 
metalwork. The nodal role of the TOLFA MOUNTAINS micro-region as a meeting-place in regional 
networks is corroborated by the emergence of a cult place in the vicinity at the PIAN SULTANO rock 
fissure(s), including secondary burial (§5.1.3; §6.1.3). In other words, despite the emergence of a 
settled community in northernmost Lazio the ‘gap’ in settlement patterns in northern Lazio persisted 
between EBA1 and EBA2 (Figures 8.3 & 8.4). 
Parallel to the trajectory of community formation in northernmost Lazio, a settled community 
emerged in the area to the north of the LOWER ANIENE valley at the EBA1-EBA2 transition (§7.1.4). 
This shift towards the interior in settlement patterns in ‘northern’ southern Lazio (Figures 8.3 & 8.4) 
recalls the apparent shift towards the interior in connectivity between BA1A and BA1B (see above), 
preserved in EBA2 connectivity (§7.2). This network change also entailed an extension of site 
distributions in the interior at the EBA1-EBA2 transition, onto the TIBER left bank and into the adjacent 
parts of the intermontane region, which opened up an ‘empty’ zone along the coast of southern Lazio 
that was ‘filled’ with axe depositions (Figures 8.3 & 8.4). To reiterate, from a ‘multi-sited’ perspective, 
the presence of EBA2 metalwork cannot be equated with the presence of settled communities, in the 
light of the intermediate position of metalwork deposition in cultural landscapes (Table 8.3). This can 
also be discerned on (sub)regional scales, in the sense that settled communities in the interior of 
southern Lazio are separated by axe depositions and an area of cave use (Figure 8.4). The spatial 
distribution of EBA2 axe depositions in ‘coastal’ Lazio as a whole indicates that exchange followed a 
‘coastal’ axis of between southern Tuscany and the TOLFA MOUNTAINS micro-region in northern Lazio 
(see above) into southern Lazio where the occurrence of axe depositions was more dispersed (§4.2.3). 
Given the predominance of the ‘coastal’ axis, it seems unlikely that the EBA2 settled 
community to the north of the LOWER ANIENE valley situated itself on an ‘interior’ axis in metalwork 
exchange along the TIBER left bank from southern Tuscany (Figure 8.4). On the other hand, it may 
have been prompted by the ‘interior’ axis that emerged from the distribution of ‘horizon II’ axe hoards 
(Figure 8.3). Another possibility is highlighted by the presence of an ‘oversized’ metal-hilted dagger 
dredged from the TIBER near ROME (§4.2.3; §4.3.3) that links the LOWER ANIENE community to the 
cross-APENNINE axis that connected the Adriatic side of the peninsula to southern Tuscany. ‘Two-way’ 
traffic along such an axis was reconstructed, by way of Umbria, comprising metal-hilted daggers (from 
southern Marche & northern Abruzzo) and axes (from southern Tuscany & northernmost Lazio) in 
EBA2 (§4.1.2; §4.4.3). The scenario that this axis ran through Umbria and by-passed the RIETI BASIN is 
corroborated by the persistent ‘gap’ in the northern part of the intermontane region at the EBA1-EBA2 
transition (Figure 8.3) in EBA2 site distributions (Figure 8.4). 
In general, the increase in intermontane activity and connectivity, as evidenced by EBA2 site 
distributions (§7.2; Figure 8.4), did not change the structure of EBA1 connectivity. The main cross-
APENNINE axis remained the one that had connected southern Lazio and the PESCARA valley through 
the FUCINO BASIN in EBA1 (Figures 8.2 & 8.3). It was argued that the increase of occasional acts of 
place-making at caves along this particular axis indicates an intensification of cross-APENNINE traffic 
(Figures 8.3 & 8.4), in coincidence with a decrease in cave use in the FUCINO BASIN itself (Chapter 6). 
In the absence of composition analyses of EBA2 metalwork from the intermontane region, it remains to 
be seen to what extent this axis of cross-APENNINE connectivity was metalwork-based (§4.3.2). 
Nonetheless, at least some form of metalwork exchange can be presumed given the general lack of 
direct evidence for metalwork production (§4.4.3). On the other hand, the ‘percolated’ occurrence of 
limited assemblages of PALMA DI CAMPANIA ceramics in southern Lazio (§7.2; Figure 7.9), as well as 
‘isolated’ finds of reportedly axes of ‘Southern Italian’ type in southernmost Lazio and southern 
Abruzzo (§4.4.3), could indicate that ‘coastal’ directionality prevailed over a cross-APENNINE sense of 
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connectivity in ‘cross-cultural’ interaction, including metalwork exchange, at the intersection of the 
larger Central and Southern Italian spheres. Based on the spatial distribution of metal-hilted daggers in 
Southern Italy (§4.1.2; Table 4.9), it was argued that another metalwork-based cross-APENNINE axis 
was situated to the south of the FUCINO BASIN in EBA2 and connected the regions of Molise and 
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Table 8.3: overview of the spatial connotations of constituent elements of cultural landscapes as a 
proxy for social spheres in EBA2. 
 
The emergence of such a main cross-APENNINE axis in the adjacent regions of Southern Italy 
could provide an explanation for the relative lack of EBA2 metalwork from the UPPER PESCARA micro-
region (§4.2.1; Figure 8.4), after the focus it had provided for metalwork deposition, as well as for 
connectivity on a supra-regional scale, in the prior, EBA1 situation (Figure 8.3). However, it remains 
difficult to appreciate cultural landscapes and social networks in ‘coastal’ Abruzzo (§3.1; §7.1.1), 
where EBA archaeological records are (at present) limited to metalwork deposition and cave use. Still, 
from a ‘multi-sited’ perspective, the alternative scenario that the persistent ‘gap’ in ‘coastal’ Abruzzo 
(Figures 8.2, 8.3 & 8.4) actually constituted a largely ‘empty’, unsettled area, cannot be dismissed, 
given the spatial pattern that metalwork deposition and cave use tend to occupy intermediate positions 
in EBA cultural landscapes, even on a regional scale (Tables 8.2 & 8.3). In this respect, the ‘gap’ in 
‘coastal’ Abruzzo could provide a parallel to the ‘gap’ in EBA2 site distributions in northern Lazio, on 
the opposite side of the peninsula (Figure 8.4), both sandwiched between two and the same cross-
APENNINE axes in supra-regional connectivity, one to the north through Umbria and the other to the 
south through the FUCINO BASIN (see above). In turn, this situation could have provided a condition of 
possibility for the shift in focus to the interior in ‘northern’ southern Lazio (§7.1.4), with the LOWER 
ANIENE community occupying an intermediate, connecting position between those cross-APENNINE 
axes of connectivity. 
To sum up, a ‘multi-sited’ and diachronic comparison of compiled distribution maps does not 
show dramatic changes in the overall structure of cultural landscapes in Abruzzo and Lazio between 
EBA1 and EBA2 (Figures 8.2, 8.3 & 8.4). The site distributions in each subsequent phase tend to 
extend beyond that of a previous phase only to a limited extent. In other words, the proliferation of new 
places and other minor network changes in EBA2 (Figure 8.4) was to a large extent conditioned and 
constrained by the structure of EBA1 cultural landscapes (Figures 8.2 & 8.3). Accordingly, a high 
degree of consistency can also be discerned in the relationships between forms of place-making in 
EBA1 and EBA2 cultural landscapes (Tables 8.2 & 8.3). Metalwork deposition, cave use and 
secondary burial occupied intermediate positions with respect to settled communities and can arguably 
be interpreted as intercommunal in character and as a form of boundary work (§8.4). It was argued that, 
contrary to pastoralist practices, hunting can be added to an intercommunal sphere as a practice 
dissociated from the domestic sphere (§7.4). 
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From a ‘multi-sited’ perspective, metalwork deposition and cave use fill ‘gaps’ in settlement 
patterns (Figures 8.2, 8.3 & 8.4) and thereby corroborate (or at least do not argue against) the scenario 
that these were to a large extent clustered in character, similar to Copper Age settlement patterns (§7.2). 
In the end, only future research can establish to what extent ‘gaps’ in current site distributions result 
from a research bias. Nonetheless, the diachronic dimension of ‘gaps’ in site distributions, persisting 
throughout the sequence (Figures 8.2, 8.3 & 8.4), highlights that the possibility that they constituted a 
past reality (i.e. a cultural bias) cannot be dismissed immediately. 
 
8.3 Place-making and cosmologies: working with the bias towards deposition 
The preceding analysis of EBA cultural landscapes illustrates that the assessment of ‘gaps’ in EBA 
archaeological records (§8.1) can be informed by ‘multi-sited’ patterns in site distributions (§8.2). First, 
it was argued that archaeological visibility of EBA depositional practices is to a large extent unaffected 
by research biases (Table 8.1), with the exception of burial (Chapter 5). If so, this would mean that 
cosmologies are within grasp, since these are intimately related to depositional practices as forms of 
place-making (§8.1). This was to a large extent corroborated by the spatial relationships of these forms 
of place-making that show recurrent patterns, which could be interpreted in terms of social spheres 
(Tables 8.2 & 8.3). Metalwork deposition (Chapter 4) and cave use (Chapter 6) tend to occupy 
intermediate positions in EBA cultural landscapes and, as such, seem to have been related to 
predominantly intercommunal spheres (§8.2). Working with the bias towards deposition, here an 
attempt will be made to interpret these forms of place-making in terms of cosmologies. In this respect, 
it was already argued that a change can be discerned in notions of place and ancestorhood between the 
Copper Age and EBA2 (Chapters 5 & 6), with depositional practices showing an increasing concern 
with natural places, as opposed to man-made structures (§8.1). Overall, the increasingly predominant 
EBA form of place-making in Abruzzo and Lazio is metalwork deposition (Figures 8.2, 8.3 & 8.4), 
apparently intimately related to changes in cultural landscapes and implicated in the shift in focus 
towards natural places. Metalwork is therefore one of the main elements to be explored in more detail 
(see below) after a closer look at the cosmological connotations of EBA place-making in general. 
 
Differentiating the subsurface 
Despite the low archaeological visibility of funerary practices, a significant change in place-based 
notions of ancestorhood can be discerned in the disengagement from Copper Age cemeteries (§8.1). 
With a few exceptions (§5.1), Copper Age places of primary burial and secondary handling of human 
remains were abandoned in Abruzzo and Lazio. In other words, low archaeological visibility of EBA 
funerary practices indicates that the place of human remains in cultural landscapes and cosmologies 
had changed (§5.2). With the abandonment of Copper Age places of burial, ‘non-funerary’ acts of 
deposition had become predominant, at least in EBA archaeological records (§8.1; Table 8.1). At 
present, the most likely scenario is that primary burial followed the shift in focus of depositional 
practices from man-made structures to natural places, in the context of cultural landscapes as a whole 
(§8.2) and in the light of the bias towards depositional practices in EBA archaeological records (§8.1). 
Accordingly, notions of ancestorhood would have been increasingly related to natural places (rather 
than the man-made structures). Although the focus in deposition shifted away from the persistent 
(re)use of man-made ancestral places with subsurface connotations (i.e. Copper Age cemeteries and 
long-lived settlements), EBA deposition remained concerned with the subsurface. Different from the 
Copper Age concern with man-made places, EBA people increasingly made a connection in the act of 
deposition with subsurface features of physical landscapes. This is underscored by the extension of the 
range of depositional practices (Table 8.1), starting with hoards (i.e. multiple depositions) of metalwork 
in EBA1 (Chapter 4) and ‘cave-like’ assemblages at crater lakes in EBA2 (§7.3). The increase in 
occasional acts of ceramics deposition at caves between EBA1 and EBA2 (Chapter 6) can be added to 
the subsurface concern with natural places. 
The general impression that site distributions were extended (§8.2) indicates that EBA place-
making resulted in changes in cultural landscapes and social networks. It also highlights that 
knowledge related to physical landscapes increased through engaging with so-called natural places. As 
the proliferation of open-air sites (i.e. changes in settlement patterns) was largely constrained by a 
persistent structure of cultural landscapes (§8.2), the accumulation of knowledge about physical 
landscapes mainly involved ‘intermediate’ forms of place-making (i.e. cave use and metalwork 
deposition). Consistent with this sense of exploration in engaging with natural places, those places with 
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ancestral connotations (or ‘ancestral realms’) were distributed across cultural and physical landscapes. 
In particular, ritualised forms of place-making concerned selecting those places for deposition where 
the subsurface was accessible (see below), or places that were connected to flows of natural substances, 
such as caves, crater lakes, sources and other bodies of water (Table 8.4). The shift in focus to natural 
places is not only consistent with the ‘multi-sited’ analysis of EBA cultural landscapes (§8.2), but also 
substantiated by the diachronic dimension of a polythetic pattern that already emerged from the 
assessment of archaeological records (§8.1). The disengagement from Copper Age cemeteries as a 
focus for place-making entailed a breakdown of intersecting depositional practices involving human 
remains, ceramics and metalwork. Different from the intersections in Copper Age cultural landscapes 
(Table 8.1), EBA cultural landscapes are characterised by mutually exclusive forms of place-making. 
Metalwork was dissociated from caves and (other) funerary contexts (Table 8.1). This 
underscores that metalwork deposition (Chapter 4) was a form of place-making distinctive from cave 
use (Chapter 6), the latter sometimes intersecting with funerary practices (Chapter 5). The mutual 
exclusiveness of those ritualised forms of place-making (i.e. metalwork deposition and cave use) that 
are most frequent in EBA archaeological records, highlights a trajectory in which cosmologies (and 
related knowledge) emerged that were different from the prior, Copper Age situation. Phrased in 
polythetic terms, metalwork was subjected to selective deposition, generally dissociated from other 
objects and substances, notably ceramics and human remains that are, by contrast, relatively frequent at 
caves and settlements (Table 8.1).308 The selection of distinctive places for metalwork deposition 
highlights differentiation in the conceptualisation of so-called ‘natural places’ in physical and cultural 
landscapes. Subsurface places, i.e. caves and rock fissures, were deemed appropriate for ceramics and 
human remains but inappropriate for metalwork and, as such, were distinguished from natural places in 
the open air (Table 8.4). At the same time, such a distinction between deposition of metalwork in the 
open air and ceramics underground is ‘fuzzy’ in the sense that it is cross-cut by the strong possibility 
that acts of EBA ceramics deposition also engaged with natural places (as well as prior, man-made 
places) in the open air (§7.3), parallel to occasional acts of ceramics deposition as the predominant 
form of EBA cave use (§6.2). In a similar vein, the scenario proposed for low archaeological visibility 
of EBA funerary practices is that primary burial took place on the surface, arguably at ‘natural places’ 
outside the domestic sphere, with selected human remains subsequently ending up at caves and perhaps 
settlements (§5.2) and intersecting with ceramics deposition, but not metalwork deposition (Table 8.4). 
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caves and rock fissures 
secondary burial at caves 
and rock fissures 
Table 8.4: a comparion of classes of objects and substances selected for deposition with the 
cosmological connotations of their respective depositional contexts. 
 
The main exception that breaks this multi-faceted polythetic pattern is the cult place at LAGO 
DI MEZZANO, newly established in EBA2, where repetitive acts of metalwork and ceramics deposition 
intersected (§4.2.3; §7.1.3). This supra-regional node (§3.2.1) is a special case as a new type of place 
(§8.1; Table 8.1) that emerged in an established zone of social interaction in northernmost Lazio (§7.2), 
                                                 
308 The pattern of selective deposition (or a ‘negative’ relationship between places and practices) constituted by the absence of 
metalwork from caves (as well as settlements) is striking in the light of the proliferation of metalwork deposition, but at the same 
time follows the prior pattern that non-funerary acts of copper metalwork deposition had already to a large extent been excluded 
from caves (as well as settlements) in Abruzzo and Lazio (Chapter 4). 
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with a deep history and ingrained ancestral connotations as a core area of Copper Age burial (§5.1.3). 
The intersection of metalwork and ceramics deposition at LAGO DI MEZZANO (§7.1.3) highlights that, 
despite following a dissociative pattern elsewhere, these ritualised forms of place-making should, 
nonetheless, be regarded as interrelated in a cosmological sense. Here it should be recalled that the 
EBA2 climatic ‘dry event’ (§3.4) ‘revealed’ subsurface outlets channelling flows of natural substances 
at LAGO DI BOLSENA (in the immediate vicinity of LAGO DI MEZZANO) which became a focus for 
monument construction (i.e. cairns) and subsequently deposition (§7.1.3). Places where underground 
flows of natural (or supernatural) substances surfaced were selected for repetitive acts of deposition, 
thereby engaging with (or ‘tapping into’) a subsurface realm. The emergence of a tradition of 
deposition at crater lakes cannot be disconnected from the subsurface realm constituted by the Copper 
Age cemeteries in northernmost Lazio (§5.1.3). In the light of EBA dates for occasional (re)use of 
some of these ancestral places (§3.3), the scenario that Copper Age cemeteries and EBA2 deposition at 
crater lakes were regarded as connected in a cosmological sense (following their shared subsurface and 
ancestral connotations) should be taken into consideration. In the same context, the ancestral and 
subsurface connotations of EBA cave use should be recalled (§6.2.2). 
Caves with ‘full’ assemblages in ‘coastal’ Abruzzo can be regarded as persistent places with a 
strong ancestral connotation. On the other hand, the proliferation of cave use in the intermontane region 
and ‘coastal’ Lazio only entailed occasional acts of EBA ceramics deposition, yet engaged with caves 
as ‘natural places’ with a subsurface connotation (with or without evidence for prior use), with a slight 
preference for those caves with (super)natural flows of ‘watery’ substances in their interior (Chapter 6). 
Taken together, the emergence of depositional practices at crater lakes in EBA2 and the proliferation of 
cave use highlight a concern with places characterised by subsurface (and/or surfacing) flows of natural 
substances. Unfortunately, the locations of EBA metalwork can in most cases not be specified, but it 
was argued that there is a strong possibility that metalwork deposition was directed at flows of water in 
the open air (§4.2.4), perhaps specifically engaged with places where water surfaced (Table 8.4). The 
cosmological character of this concern can be deduced from polythetic patterns in depositional 
practices (Table 8.4), which in turn strengthens the notion that cosmologies can and should be 
conceptualised as place-based. To put it differently and to be more precise, deposition is not directed at 
a generic subsurface, but at particular places where exchanges with flows of (super)natural substances 
could take place. One could argue that deposition was aimed at keeping substances in cosmological 
cycles in flow, in the generic sense of fertility and ancestor cults, but then place-based (§2.1.3). 
It is tempting to make a connection between the general concern with flows of natural 
substances, notably water, and the climatic ‘dry event’, including changes in hydrological regimes 
(§3.4).309 Environmental changes related to the EBA2 ‘dry event’ could have resonated with 
cosmologies, in particular with ‘nature-based’ (as opposed to ‘person-based’) notions of ancestorhood. 
There is no evidence, however, that settlement abandonment and relocations in trajectories of 
community formation were prompted by climatic deterioration, nor could a dramatic change in 
subsistence strategies be discerned (§7.4). At the same time, it is difficult to associate metalwork 
deposition and cave use, as ritualised forms of place-making in EBA cultural landscapes, with ‘climate-
induced’ changes in settlement patterns, given the ‘intermediate’ positions of the former with respect to 
the latter (§8.2). Furthermore, a ‘climate-induced’ scenario in itself does not explain the increasing 
prominence of metalwork deposition in EBA place-making (Figures 8.2, 8.3 & 8.4). In this respect, it is 
significant that the trajectory of an emergent area of metalwork production in central-southern Tuscany 
started in EBA1 (§4.1.2; §4.4.2), well before the impact of a climatic ‘dry event’ (§3.4). The potentially 
cosmological significance of this central area of metalwork production for networks in Abruzzo and 
Lazio should therefore be explored as a phenomenon in itself (see below), with special reference to the 
cosmological connotations of travel, exchange and technological innovations, in this case the 
introduction of bronze (or tin) and composite objects in the form of metal-hilted daggers. 
 
Situating metalwork: from the subsurface to the surface and back 
Given the prominence of metalwork deposition as a ritualised form of place-making (§8.2), here an 
attempt will be made to link metalwork to changes in cosmology. Starting with production, it seems 
likely that the technological knowledge to produce metalwork was not widely available in Abruzzo and 
Lazio (§4.4). Another significant element is that the increase in metalwork deposition (Figures 8.3 & 
                                                 
309 Cf. Moody 2009 on the impact of an aridity crisis on Minoan sacred landscapes and Bonnafoux 2011 on the impact of 
sustained droughts on Maya cosmology. 
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8.4) coincided with the introduction of tin as a major constituent of metalwork, in other words, a 
technological innovation (§4.3.2). Both these considerations indicate that, from the perspective of 
Lazio and Abruzzo, both raw material and finished pieces of metalwork can be characterised as ‘non-
local’, which arguably conveys metallurgy with cosmological connotations. At the same time, the 
intensification of mining in central Tuscany and the emergence of a central area of metalwork 
production in southern Tuscany did decrease the physical (not necessarily social) distance to 
knowledge about procurement and technology, in comparison with the prior, Copper Age situation 
(§4.4). The shift of focus in copper mining from Liguria in Northern Italy to central Tuscany (§4.1.2) 
could indicate that knowledge about the subsurface origins of raw material (Table 8.4) ceased to be 
specialist knowledge, or would at least have been more widely available in Central Italy. People from 
northern Lazio could even have acquired first-hand knowledge by participating in mining activities in 
central Tuscany or production in southern Tuscany (§8.2). As such, there is a higher chance that the 
subsurface connotation of metalwork (as a substance) was part of the knowledge attached to finished 
objects that circulated in northern Lazio. 
Following the analogy provided by the knowledge required in prospecting and mining for 
metallic resources, metalwork as a substance can be conceptualised as originating from the subsurface. 
What remains to be seen is whether it was regarded as part of the same subsurface realm to which caves 
provided access. The exclusion of metalwork from EBA place-making at caves could indicate that its 
incorporation was inappropriate because of a (perceived) connection between different places with 
subsurface connotations.310 After the transformation from mined substances to finished pieces of 
metalwork, the latter could not return into the subsurface (i.e. caves). An alternative explanation for the 
exclusion of metalwork from caves is their role in connectivity, more specifically the role of caves as 
meeting-places in exchange networks. Rather than ending up in caves, finished pieces metalwork were 
exchanged at (and moved away from) caves. Pearce’s argument (2007, chapter 5) that metalwork 
production was intimately linked to these places in Northern and Central Italy in the earlier Bronze Age 
underscores the role of caves as nodes in metalwork-based networks. In Central Italy, however, such an 
intimate connection can only be substantiated after the EBA-MBA transition (§9.3.1). Still, a proxy for 
the association of caves with metalwork production can be discerned in the matching distributions of 
EBA hoards with the locations of caves in the supra-regional ‘typo-network’ based on ceramic 
connectivity (§4.1.2). This is exemplified by overlapping concentrations in the distributions of hoards 
and cave use in southern Tuscany (Figures 8.3 & 8.4). On the other hand, the mutual exclusiveness of 
metalwork deposition (in the open-air) and cave use makes it more likely that the main significance of 
caves lies in their role of as meeting-places in supra-regional connectivity (§3.2.2), encircling an area 
of metalwork production (§4.1.2).311 
From the perspective of Abruzzo and Lazio, the emphasis on connectivity in cave use is 
consistent with the intermediate positions of caves in EBA cultural landscapes (Tables 8.2 & 8.3). On 
the basis of the spatial distribution of EBA cave use, it was argued that this form of place-making 
played a role in cross-APENNINE connectivity (§6.2.2), in particular the axis connecting southern Lazio 
and southern Abruzzo by way of the FUCINO BASIN (§7.2; §8.2). It seems likely that this cross-
APENNINE axis, outlined by caves between southern Lazio and southern Abruzzo (Figures 8.3 & 8.4), 
served as the main axis for metalwork exchange, given the persistent structure of cultural landscapes 
including ‘gaps’ (§8.2). At the same time, it is significant, however, that the main concentrations (or 
repetitive acts) of metalwork deposition coincide with two particular cult places, i.e. GROTTA DEI 
PICCIONI in southern Abruzzo in EBA1 (Figure 8.3) and PIAN SULTANO in northern Lazio in EBA2 
(Figure 8.4). The presence of axe hoard(s) in both these cases recalls the situation in southern Tuscany 
where the cores in the distribution of caves and hoards overlap on a supra-regional scale (see above). 
This broad similarity could substantiate the scenario that this particular cave (GROTTA DEI PICCIONI) 
and rock fissure (PIAN SULTANO) were not only meeting-places (§6.2), but also nodes in metalwork 
exchange. Cave use and metalwork exchange are two sides of the same coin in this scenario, the latter a 
practice embedded in the networks in which the former are significant nodes. 
                                                 
310 Cf. Johnston 2008 on changing notions of cosmological place related to caves, potentially (re)conceptualised as ‘ancestral’ 
mines, in the context of copper mining. For comparison, one identified Copper Age and perhaps Early-Middle Bronze Age 
copper source (GROTTA DELLA MONACA) in Calabria, Southern Italy, actually is a cave (Geniola et al. 2006; Larocca 2010, 
2010/2011). 
311 This does neither exclude the possibility that EBA metalwork production in southern Tuscany did (periodically) take place at 
(some of) these caves, nor is it mutually exclusive with the scenario that the cosmological connotation of metalwork as a 
substance prevented their incorporation in deposition at these subsurface places (see above). 
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This scenario is more clear-cut in the micro-regions in southern Abruzzo and northern Lazio, 
respectively (see above), where a double sense of boundary work can be recognised (Tables 8.2 & 8.3). 
These particular areas did not only constitute nodes through which metalwork was exchanged, but also 
depositional zones where metalwork ended up. The same nodal areas are likely candidates for places 
where technological knowledge that would otherwise have been unavailable, was periodically made 
available (i.e. as part of boundary work). This scenario was already suggested on the basis of the 
overall distribution of metalwork deposition (§4.4). In the same context, it was argued that metalwork 
deposition in northernmost Lazio, including repetitive acts of deposition at LAGO DI MEZZANO and 
several hoards (§4.2.3), was as an EBA2 extension of the concentration of hoards in southern Tuscany 
(Figure 8.4). Based on this spatial pattern, it was also argued that the emergence of a larger settled 
community in northernmost Lazio in EBA2 (§7.2) cannot be disconnected from the intensification of 
mining and metalwork production in central-southern Tuscany (§4.1.2). It is likely that people from the 
larger settled community in northernmost Lazio were involved in the exchange of EBA2 metalwork 
from Tuscany (if not a periodic workforce in mining and metalwork production in Tuscany), given its 
‘strategic’ position with respect to the remainder of Lazio (Figure 8.4). For the same reason of 
proximity and its position in networks, it is plausible that the same settled community in northernmost 
Lazio channelled cosmological knowledge about emergent natural places with subsurface connotations 
at crater lakes (see above). 
Taken together, the proximity to technological knowledge creates the possibility that 
knowledge about changing natural places at the crater lakes of LAGO DI BOLSENA and LAGO DI 
MEZZANO resulted in a place-based technological metaphor (or a geomyth). The revelation of flows of 
subsurface substances (i.e. hot water and toxic fumes) at crater lakes could have been adopted as a 
metaphor for flows of substances in the casting of metalwork. Of course, the intimate connection of the 
classic Greek-Roman god HEPHAESTUS-VULCAN with his trade (i.e. metalworking) and seat (i.e. 
volcanoes) cannot be overlooked here.312 In the case of northernmost Lazio, however, it concerns a 
remnant volcanic environment. Rather than an eruption, it is the ‘revelation’ of subsurface outlets by 
the climatic dry event that would have prompted an expansion of place-based cosmological knowledge 
(see above). Perhaps an existing metaphor (or geomyth) that had been based on first- or second-hand 
knowledge about active volcanoes (and volcanic substances, i.e. magma) in Campania,313 was adapted. 
In the absence of absolute dates within the EBA range from the cult place at LAGO DI MEZZANO, the 
sense of chronological order between place-making at this crater lake and the ‘Avellino’ eruption of 
SOMMA-VESUVIUS (§3.4) remains unresolved. In other words, the technological metaphor linking 
crater lakes to metallurgy could have emerged independently from active volcanoes, engaging with 
changing natural places in a ‘strategic’ position in exchange networks with respect to an area of 
metalwork production. If technological skills and knowledge to produce metalwork were largely 
unavailable in Abruzzo and Lazio (§4.4), this technological metaphor could then have been exchanged 
with (or attached to) finished pieces metalwork as a geomyth. In turn, it could shed light on the 
incorporation of the cult place at LAGO DI MEZZANO in a supra-regional network of caves (§3.2.1). 
If the scenario is valid that metalwork exchange entailed cosmological knowledge that was 
intimately linked to finished objects, it would probably have included knowledge about the 
cosmologically appropriate treatment of objects at deposition. In that case, the dissociation of EBA 
metalwork from settlements, caves and (other) funerary contexts (§8.1) would have been part of the 
cosmological connotations of metalwork as a substance attached to (or carried by) finished objects. It 
could have enhanced the irreversibility of finished pieces of metalwork, in the light of the apparent lack 
of technological skills and knowledge in Abruzzo and Lazio itself (§4.4). A notion of irreversibility can 
also be discerned in the mutually exclusive compositional signatures of axes, halberds and daggers that 
argue against reuse of ‘Tuscan’ axes, although recycling cannot be wholly excluded in the case of 
metal-hilted daggers (§4.3.1; §4.3.2). Finally, the increase in the accumulation of metalwork in the 
EBA hoarding phenomenon (§4.1) is another indication that such a notion of irreversibility existed.314 
                                                 
312 The title of the final publication of excavations at LAGO DI MEZZANO – Vulcano a Mezzano: insediamento e produzioni 
artigianali [...] (Baffetti et al. 1993) – comprises a pun on this geomyth, made explicit by linking direct evidence for Final 
Bronze Age metalwork production in the vicinity to the EBA2-MBA1 context of LAGO DI MEZZANO. Different from this pun, the 
geomythological scenario put forward here neither conflates different phases of the Bronze Age nor adopts a retrospective stance. 
Instead, it starts from a detailed, relational, place-based perspective on network changes that moreover goes beyond the micro-
regional scale. 
313 Cf. the Southern Italian ceramics reported from the ‘Bell Beaker’ cult place at FOSSO CONICCHIO (§5.1.3). 
314 The prevalence of funerary contexts in Copper Age metalwork deposition could highlight a similar notion of irreversibility, 
which seems underscored by the prolific occurrence of use-wear (cf. Dolfini 2011). 
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Interpreting metalwork as a substance that is irreversible, comes close to regarding it as ‘non-local’ (or, 
inalienable; cf. Fontijn 2001/2002, chapter 3), setting it apart from ‘local’ substances such as ceramics 
and human remains. This distinction recalls the polythetic pattern that metalwork was dissociated from, 
but ceramics and human remains were incorporated in underground place-making (Table 8.4), thereby 
differentiating distinctive notions of the subsurface (see above). Different from metalwork deposition, 
the flows of substances at stake in cave use were ‘local’ and reversible. In establishing and maintaining 
a reciprocal relationship with the subsurface, exchanges of particular substances, i.e. ceramics 
(presumably including food) and human remains, took place at caves and, in return, similar (or the 
same) substances, i.e. food and new generations of people, were expected to flow back to communities 
on the surface. 
So far, a variety of cosmological connotations of raw material, production, exchange and 
deposition of metalwork have been taken into consideration. Because of the absence of direct evidence 
for metalwork production in Abruzzo and Lazio (Chapter 4), work on technological metaphors (in 
terms of the transformation of substances) that link metallurgy (or technology in general) to notions of 
personhood and cosmologies (cf. Jones 2002; Keates 2002; Brück 2006b; Giles 2007) has not been 
considered here, but can provide a starting-point for a case study of Middle Bronze Age metalworking 
in the context of cosmologies (§9.3.1). A final thread in the exploration of cosmologies and EBA 
metalwork is the question why axes were the most prolific class selected for deposition. In this respect, 
the spatial pattern of the ‘intermediate’ position of metalwork deposition in cultural landscapes, in its 
consistent relationship with group boundaries on micro-regional, regional as well as supra-regional 
scales (Tables 8.2 & 8.3), concerns axes especially. The ‘multi-scalar’ dimensions of this spatial pattern 
argue in favour of the scenario that axes carried cosmological connotations that were widely shared. 
Starting as a ‘non-local’ substance, axes were exchanged and changed into a ‘local’ class of objects. 
The problem with distinguishing between ‘non-local’ versus ‘local’ objects and substances is, however, 
that technological and cosmological knowledge that could have been attached to them, is overlooked 
(see above). As shown by those axes that were selected for deposition in Abruzzo and Lazio, axes were 
perhaps never truly ‘local’ and retained their ‘non-local’ character in a ‘local’ context. To steer away 
from this language game based on a (false?) dichotomy (§2.1.2), the place-making connotations of axes 
after production and exchange and before deposition will be taken into account here. 
First, the significance of axes was linked to their instrumental role, as multi-purpose, heavy-
duty tools (Fontijn 2001/2002, chapter 13). Axes were used in wood-cutting and working in the 
construction of houses, as well as in forest clearance, creating fields and pastures in the sphere of 
settled communities on sub-regional scales. By extension, axes would have been instrumental in land 
reclamation creating new areas for settlement and pathways for connectivity on regional to supra-
regional scales. In the process, they gained biographical connotations of connectivity and opening up 
physical landscapes. Axes exposed and laid bare the surface of the land, thereby creating access to 
subsurface features, in unison with the deforestation prompted by changes in hydrological regimes due 
to the EBA2 climatic ‘dry event’ (§3.4). All of these mediating roles situate axes practically, socially 
and cosmologically at the heart of changes in cultural and physical landscapes, as well as social 
networks. In the latter sense, axes are ‘good to think’ given their connection with founding events in 
trajectories of community formation, such as the construction of houses and the establishment of 
settlements. Taken together, the manifold connotations of axes facilitated the proliferation of 
metalwork deposition as a ritualised form of place-making in EBA cultural landscapes (§8.2). In the 
end, however, their availability for cultural and cosmological elaboration was dependent on exchange 
networks, linking other parts of Central Italy, including Lazio and perhaps Abruzzo, to a central area of 
axe production in central-southern Tuscany (§4.1.2; §4.4). Such a strong link with connectivity could 
partly explain that ‘intermediate’ positions in cultural landscapes (Tables 8.2 & 8.3) were the most 
appropriate places for axes at deposition. 
Above all, the EBA increase in axe depositions and its intimate connection to the historical 
trajectory of an emergent area of metalwork production underscore that cosmological underpinnings of 
cultural landscapes (or, relational ontologies) cannot be regarded as static, but should be regarded as an 
emergent phenomenon that was historically situated in trajectories and related to network changes. 
Therefore, in the final section (§8.4), an attempt will be made to situate the seemingly static notions of 
cosmologies (see above) and cultural landscapes (§8.2) in the dynamics inherent in social networks, 
connectivity and boundary work. 
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8.4 Historical trajectories: social reproduction and transformation 
The issue that remains to be addressed, is the pace (or rate) of network changes for a period with a 
reconstructed duration of roughly four hundred years (§3.3). The problem of the overrepresentation of 
ritualised forms of place-making (§8.1; §8.3) is that the specifics of trajectories of community 
formation are seemingly outside grasp. Given the lack of both funerary evidence (Chapter 5) and 
excavations of settlements (Chapter 7), even the general demographics remain largely unknown for 
about fifteen to twenty generations. At present, EBA chronologies and chronological resolution do not 
allow for a more detailed reconstruction of sequences of ‘events’ than a three-phase comparison. 
Moreover, the ‘multi-sited’ analysis indicates that EBA cultural landscapes are characterised by a 
relatively persistent structure (§8.2). The predominant forms of place-making (i.e. cave use and 
metalwork deposition) tend to occupy intermediate positions in cultural landscapes (Tables 8.2 & 8.3), 
irrespective of changes in their overall distributions between EBA1 and EBA2 (Figures 8.2, 8.3 & 8.4). 
Nonetheless, the ‘multi-sited’ analysis did corroborate and substantiate the general impression that 
changes took place in regional to supra-regional connectivity between the Copper Age and EBA2 
(§7.2; §8.2). Here an attempt will be made to reconcile the evidence for changes in connectivity with a 
seemingly persistent structure of EBA cultural landscapes. First, demographics will be discussed in 
relation to social reproduction and network changes. Subsequently, it will be argued that the emergence 
of an area of metalwork production in central-southern Tuscany was not only a ‘prime mover’ in 
network changes on a supra-regional scale but also reverberated on the regional scale of Abruzzo and 
Lazio. 
 
Demographics and network changes 
In general, persistence in the structure of cultural landscapes suggests that the pace of social change 
was relatively slow. However, this does not mean that network changes did not occur or cannot be 
deduced from EBA archaeological records. Before making an assessment of the pace of change in these 
historical trajectories, the issue of scalarity should be acknowledged (§2.2.3). The ‘multi-sited’ analysis 
of cultural landscapes (§8.2) is based on a series of distribution maps that ‘collapse’ the timespace 
continuum of historical trajectories into ‘time-averaged’, singular entities. These misrepresent the 
trajectories that are inherent in social reproduction, i.e. the abandonment, (re)establishment and/or 
persistence of places, by which networks are renewed continuously (§2.2.3). Nonetheless, the series of 
‘multi-sited’ maps does capture the intergenerational character of cultural landscapes as palimpsests. 
This accumulative dimension is underscored by the persistent structure of cultural landscapes (Tables 
8.2 & 8.3), including ‘gaps’ in overall site distributions in Abruzzo and Lazio (Figures 8.2, 8.3 & 8.4). 
The notion that the relatively unchanging dimensions of cultural landscapes do make sense in terms of 
changes in regional and supra-regional connectivity (§8.2) seems counter-intuitive. This paradox of 
persistence and change derives from the intergenerational character of cultural landscapes as 
palimpsests and networks. To phrase it differently, the Copper Age situation provided conditions of 
possibility for the EBA1 situation and, in turn, the latter provided conditions of possibility for the 
EBA2 situation. Here demographics are relevant as one such a condition, since the number of people 
involved and their spatial distribution set major conditions for network changes. 
Trajectories from the dissolution of ‘old’, Copper Age networks to the emergence of ‘new’, 
EBA2 networks took about ten EBA1 generations of social reproduction. The general impression of a 
seemingly ‘concerted’ abandonment of Copper Age cemeteries suggests a dramatic network change 
(Chapter 5). On the other hand, the relatively consistent evidence for the persistent use of some (but not 
all) Copper Age open-air sites in EBA1 underscores the intergenerational dimension of network 
changes (§7.1). In general, a large number, but not all Copper Age places had been abandoned in 
favour of new, EBA1 places in social reproduction. At the same time, it should be recalled that the 
majority of EBA1 open-air assemblages tend to be limited in scope (§7.3). Given the decrease in 
archaeological visibility (including a lack of excavations) of EBA1 open-air sites, with respect to long-
lived Copper Age settlements, it seems likely that, in a diachronic sense, settlement dynamics followed 
shorter periodicities. In other words, EBA1 trajectories of social reproduction and community 
formation entailed relatively frequent episodes of settlement abandonment and relocation, perhaps 
following a periodicity of one or two generations at most, and did not result in larger, longer-lived 
settlements. Based on the presumption that the relatively low archaeological visibility of funerary 
practices and settlements (§8.1) should be explained in terms of one and the same trajectory, the 
absence of evidence for contexts of primary burial (Chapter 5) would have been intimately linked to a 
high degree of intergenerational residential mobility. Different from the Copper Age situation, human 
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remains ‘failed’ to accumulate in EBA1 in the absence of repetitive use of the same place for burial and 
in the absence of larger and/or longer-lived settlements. Nonetheless, the ‘disappearance’ of funerary 
practices from archaeological records with an increase in the degree of intergenerational residential 
mobility does highlight a significant change in social reproduction. If a similar demographic situation 
(in terms of number of people) can be presumed for the final Copper Age and the EBA1 situation,315 
the breakdown of larger and longer-lived Copper Age settlements (§7.3.2) can be equated with the 
redistribution of people over cultural landscapes in newly established, short-lived EBA1 settlements. 
In retrospect, the scenario that network changes at the Copper Age-EBA1 transition followed 
from intergenerational settlement dynamics, is corroborated by the strong sense of discontinuity in 
trajectories of open-air sites between EBA1 and EBA2 (§3.1; §7.1). Settlement discontinuity in this 
case does not equal another change in social reproduction, but the ‘accumulated’ dissolution from 
Copper Age settlement patterns. To put it differently, the remaining Copper Age open-air sites with 
evidence for EBA1 persistence were abandoned in EBA2. Although changes had already occurred 
following the generational rhythms of social reproduction (see above), it is only in EBA2 that a shift in 
settlement patterns becomes apparent in archaeological records as a definite pattern of discontinuity in 
trajectories of open-air sites (§3.1; §7.1). In addition to the relatively slight extension of site 
distributions in the intermontane region at the EBA1-EBA2 transition (§7.2; §8.2), this network change 
predominantly entails the emergence of new settlement cores. This shift in settlement patterns is most 
obvious on opposite sides of northern Lazio, with one emergent community to the north of the LOWER 
ANIENE valley in ‘northern’ southern Lazio and another in northernmost Lazio (Figures 8.4). Again, the 
misrepresentation of historical trajectories in distribution maps should not overlooked (see above). 
Although the situation in ‘coastal’ Lazio looks like a concerted effort in which a larger Copper Age-
EBA1 settled community in ‘northern’ southern Lazio fissioned in order to establish new areas of 
settlement in EBA2, such a ‘concerted effort’ would have taken about ten generations of social 
reproduction and related settlement dynamics. If a similar demographic situation (in terms of number of 
people) can be presumed for EBA1 and EBA2, people continued to redistribute themselves in 
trajectories of community formation over a longer period of time, resulting in the emergence of new 
settlement cores. What is striking, however, is that the two reconstructed EBA2 settlement cores on 
opposite sides of northern Lazio were better situated to create regional to supra-regional connectivity 
than before. This will be discussed in more detail in the context of metallurgical spheres as an emergent 
phenomenon (see below). 
From a network perspective on historical trajectories, the articulation of settlement patterns is 
not random, but should be regarded as an emergent phenomenon, predicated on conditions of 
possibility (§2.3.2). In this respect, the number of people involved and their spatial distribution set 
major conditions for network changes between EBA1 and EBA2. It was argued that, given a historical 
trajectory of approximately fifteen to twenty generations, network changes were minor and relatively 
slow and followed the intergenerational rhythms of social reproduction (see above). A conservative 
estimate of the number of people involved in network changes is a significant constraint in this 
trajectory, an estimate that can also be deduced from the uneven spatial distributions of settlements. If 
metalwork deposition and cave use have been interpreted rightly here as ‘intermediate’ forms of place-
making in cultural landscapes, the implication is that settlement patterns are characterised by ‘gaps’ and 
‘clusters’ (§8.2). The implication is that, similar to the Copper Age situation, a relatively high degree of 
movement was required in order to create connectivity, on both supra-regional and (sub)regional scales. 
Nonetheless, minor and slow changes would still have had a major impact in the longer run. Even if the 
structure of cultural landscapes did not change dramatically (§8.2), the accumulation of minor changes 
in regional connectivity, following the settlement dynamics inherent in social reproduction (see above), 
did affect exchange networks, given that these are in the end an epiphenomenon of settlement patterns 
(§2.2.2). It is this mutually constitutive relationship that will be explored as a conclusion to this 
synthesis, by making a comparison between changes in connectivity and settlement patterns (§7.2) and 
metallurgical spheres as an emergent phenomenon (Chapter 4). 
 
Metal-work: connectivity and boundary work 
In a discussion of Bronze Age exchange networks (§2.1.2). it was stressed that the ‘biographical’ stages 
of metalwork – procurement of raw material, production, exchange, (re)use and deposition – were 
                                                 
315 The scenario of an increase in rates of mortality due to the potential inception of a climatic ‘dry event’ (e.g. crop failure due to 
droughts) can be rejected, as its sustained impact was, arguably, only felt in EBA2, if not MBA1 (§3.4). 
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intimately and intricately linked and should be taken into account all at once (not consecutively). With 
a Latourian twist here I’d like to introduce the notion of ‘metal-work’, appreciating the ‘real costs’ that 
are involved in creating connectivity in later prehistoric situations. Given population densities and 
demographics (see above), the ‘gaps’ that emerged from the ‘multi-sited’ analysis of EBA cultural 
landscapes (§8.2), had to be bridged to create social networks (i.e. connectivity between settled 
communities). They highlight the sort of distances that had to be covered in travel to meeting-places. 
Persistent ‘gaps’ in site distributions (Figures 8.2, 8.3 & 8.4) were regarded as ‘negatives’ (§8.2) that 
bring those routes to the fore that were used to create connectivity over longer distances. These routes 
can be further substantiated in terms of metalwork exchange, by making a comparison between the 
‘multi-sited’ analysis (§8.2) and metallurgical spheres as a proxy for supra-regional connectivity (i.e. as 
networks rather than territorial entities). On a supra-regional scale, two distinctive EBA1 metallurgical 
spheres were reconstructed on the basis of the compositional signatures of ‘horizon II’ axe hoards in 
Central Italy, one sphere on the Tyrrhenian side and the other on the Adriatic side of the peninsula 
(§4.1.2). It was argued that these metallurgical spheres became articulated (or intersected) in EBA2, 
with the introduction of metal-hilted daggers from the ‘Adriatic’ into the ‘Tyrrhenian’ sphere and 
‘Tuscan’ axes in the opposite direction, both by way of a cross-APENNINE axis presumably through 
Umbria (§4.4.3). 
The reconstruction of this particular route was based on the uneven distribution of axe hoards 
and metal-hilted daggers (§4.1). Although the respective metallurgical spheres spatially more or less 
coincided with the ‘Adriatic’ and ‘Tyrrhenian’ sides of Central Italy, the emergence of a preferential 
cross-APENNINE axis for metalwork exchange in EBA2 (§4.4.3) shows that metallurgical spheres did 
not constitute discrete, spatial entities (in a territorial sense), but were open-ended networks 
themselves. It is the connecting cross-APENNINE axis that actually articulates the intersection of the 
Adriatic and Tyrrhenian metallurgical spheres (as networks). It was already argued that the location of 
the largest metal-hilted dagger hoard (RIPATRANSONE) in southern Marche should not be regarded as 
random, in the sense that its location coincides with the shortest cross-APENNINE axis in Central Italy 
from the Adriatic to the Tyrrhenian side of the peninsula, notably to the area of axe and ingot 
production in southern Tuscany established in EBA1 (§4.1.2; §4.4.2). This scenario is underscored by 
the emergence of a cross-APENNINE sense of direction in the distribution of EBA2 axe hoards (§4.1.2) 
and, to a lesser extent, by the extension of metalwork deposition on the Adriatic side of the peninsula 
from the PESCARA valley to include northern Abruzzo (§4.4.3) towards the hoards (and arguably area 
of dagger production) in southern Marche. The interpretation of metallurgical spheres as networks 
connected by the preferential cross-APENNINE axis through Umbria is consistent with the spatial pattern 
that, from an ‘Adriatic’ perspective, the distribution of metal-hilted daggers did not extend into 
southern Tuscany and northern Lazio and did not reach the Tyrrhenian coast. Supra-regional 
connectivity involving the ‘Adriatic’ sphere remained on the margins of the ‘Tyrrhenian’ sphere. 
From the perspective of the ‘Adriatic’ sphere, the isolated finds of metal-hilted daggers in 
southeastern Tuscany and the dagger hoard (CERVARA ALFINA) in northerneastern Lazio (§4.4.3) can 
be interpreted as its ‘maximum’ overlap with the ‘Tyrrhenian’ sphere. The respective acts of metalwork 
deposition can be regarded as a form of boundary work related to those meeting-places that were 
reached in long-distance travel. For the latter, the cult place of LAGO DI MEZZANO in northernmost 
Lazio and several caves in southeastern Tuscany are likely candidates (§4.4.3), given their implication 
in the networks based on EBA2 ceramic connectivity (§3.2; Figures 3.3 & 3.4). In addition, the 
common denominator that cave use and metalwork deposition occupied ‘intermediate’ positions in 
cultural landscapes (§8.2), should be recalled. In a regional, ‘Tyrrhenian’ context, the distribution of 
metal-hilted daggers highlights an interior axis of connectivity, including the ‘isolated’ find from the 
TIBER river near the city of Rome. This relatively large dagger (§4.3; Table 4.21) is spatially associated 
with the new, EBA2 settlement core to the north of the LOWER ANIENE and seems to underscore that 
the shift of settlement patterns in ‘northern’ southern Lazio towards the interior in EBA2 (§7.2; §8.2) 
facilitated metalwork exchange. This network change followed the conditions of possibility provided 
by an existing interior axis of connectivity to the emergent area of metalwork production in EBA1 
(§4.4.2) and the intensification of metalwork-based traffic along the cross-APENNINE axis through 
Umbria (§4.4.2). The ‘interior’ axis outlined by the spatial distribution of metal-hilted daggers was 
differentiated from a ‘coastal’ axis in northern Lazio along which ‘Tuscan’ axes were exchanged to 
southern Lazio. As reconstructed on the basis of the ‘multi-sited’ analysis (§8.2), the newly established 
cult place at PIAN SULTANO fulfilled an instrumental role as a meeting-place in metalwork exchange 
along the ‘coastal’ axis, connecting two new, EBA2 settlement cores in ‘coastal’ Lazio. 
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In general, it can be expected that network changes between EBA1 and EBA2 (§8.2) are 
highly compatible with the emergence and articulation of metallurgical spheres. The proliferation of 
metalwork deposition as a form of place-making in cultural landscapes cannot be disconnected from 
changes in settlement patterns, if exchange networks are regarded as an epiphenomenon of settlement 
patterns. Without taking the series of ‘multi-sited’ distribution maps at face value (Figures 8.2, 8.3 & 
8.4), they illustrate a high degree of ‘synchronicity’ between the emergence of an area of metalwork 
production in central-southern Tuscany (§4.1.2; §4.4) and regional trajectories of community formation 
and/or settlement patterns (§7.2; §8.2). The scenario that changes in settlement patterns in ‘coastal’ 
Lazio were a concerted, ‘instantaneous’ effort, was rejected, because it disregards the dynamics 
inherent in social reproduction in historical trajectories (see above). At the same time, the coincidence 
of changing spatial patterns in exchange networks and settlement patterns in Lazio and Abruzzo does 
suggest that the ‘metal-work’ scenario provides the best fit for network changes between EBA1 and 
EBA2. It situates the emergence and extension of the ‘Tuscan’ metallurgical sphere in the same 
historical trajectory as changing settlement patterns. It also shows in the increasing prominence of 
metalwork deposition in cultural landscapes, incorporating the EBA hoarding phenomenon. Not only 
did the emergence of an area of metalwork production in central-southern Tuscany (§4.1.2; §4.4) 
provide a condition of possibility for network changes in Lazio and Abruzzo (see above), as well as 
changes in cosmology (§8.3), but these network changes provided – in turn and at the same time – a 
condition of possibility for the intensification of metalwork production. In other words, the notion of a 
‘metal-work’ considers metalwork as a so-called ‘prime mover’ in EBA ‘systems’, creating and 
changing conditions of possibility, but then conceptualised from a network perspective as historically 
situated. 
 
Conditions of possibility for the Middle Bronze Age 
The aim of the case study and synthesis (Chapters 3-8) was to consider the Early Bronze Age not as a 
‘transitional’ period, sandwiched between periods that are characterised by ‘richer’ archaeological 
records (i.e. the Copper Age and the Middle Bronze Age), but as a historical trajectory of network 
changes in itself. Given the relatively ‘poor’ character of archaeological records with respect to the 
Copper Age (§8.1), the reconstruction of EBA trajectories tends to follow the relatively pronounced 
bias towards deposition. It was argued, however, that working with such a bias as a structural property 
of EBA archaeological records should not be equated with circular reasoning, since that would be to 
deny that it constituted a cultural bias and a significant constituent element of past realities. Although 
new excavations and finds will inevitably change the general state of archaeological knowledge and, by 
consequence, the results of the ‘multi-sited’ analysis (§8.2), future work will not change the situation 
that metalwork deposition was a distinctive and prominent form of place-making in EBA cultural 
landscapes. Similarly, the wider significance of metalwork in terms of changing cosmologies (§8.3) is 
beyond doubt. Future research also holds the promise that the trajectories of EBA network changes that 
were put forward in this synthesis, can and will be substantiated further (if not rejected). What remains 
to be seen is whether the bias towards deposition can, in the end, really be used to substantiate the 
‘intermediate’ positions of metalwork deposition and cave use in a ‘zonal’ structure of cultural 
landscapes, hence their connection with boundary work in social networks (Tables 8.2 & 8.3). This 
requires future research to remediate the current lack of excavations of EBA open-air sites and the 
generally low archaeological visibility of EBA funerary practices (§8.1), which in turn will help to 
bring the reconstruction of sub-regional (perhaps even micro-regional) networks within grasp. For now, 
the only remedy is to follow historical trajectories and make a detailed diachronic comparison in order 
to check whether the reconstructed EBA2 situation makes sense as a starting-point (as conditions of 
possibility) for network changes in the Middle Bronze Age (cf. Van Rossenberg forthcoming). A first 
step towards such a data-rich diachronic comparison is the extension of the case study to include 
network changes at the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition (Chapter 9). 
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Chapter 9 
Thick, rich, slow: implications for the study of Bronze Age 
trajectories 
 
“The problem is that prehistorians, and indeed 
archaeologists in general, simply equate long-term 
sequences of material conditions (things that can be traced 
over a long period of time) with the structuring of history. 
.. the mistake throughout is to equate process (as simply a 
pattern of change) with structural histories. .. The trap is 
sprung when we imbue the generative process with an 
intentional logic that operated at the same scale as the 
pattern being explained and which is further described 
entirely by the outcome of the chain of events” (Barrett 
2004, 14-17). 
 
What does a data-rich approach to archaeological synthesis of networks and trajectories (i.e. network 
changes) contribute to Italian Bronze Age studies, in particular, and to European and Mediterranean 
Bronze Age studies, in general? First and foremost it addresses the issue of the ‘retrospective’ approach 
to reconstructing historical trajectories current in Italian protohistory (§1.2). A data-rich approach helps 
to restore chronological order and rephrase trajectories in terms of network changes. A data-rich 
concern with sequence aligns with Barrett’s project that advocates not to ‘equate long-term sequences 
of material conditions [...] with the structuring of history’ (2004, 14) and not to take ‘the outcome of 
the chain of events’ (2004, 17) as a starting-point for archaeological explanation.316 Arroyo-Kalin 
(2004) has adopted a similar stance against ‘retrospective’ approaches and introduced a network 
perspective to the notion of material conditions. He states that the “lived-in dispositions of materiality 
extend beyond synchronicity: they are processual in the sense of ‘ongoing outcomes’ that are 
established through the constitution of relations to and with prior objects” (2004, 78). The notion of 
material conditions as ‘ongoing outcomes’ is also relational in the sense that it acknowledges that a 
network change (or transformation) cannot be studied in a single place. In addition to sequence, 
network changes (i.e. trajectories) imply networks of places and should not only be studied in a 
diachronic sense but also in a ‘multi-sited’ manner (Chapter 2). Starting from the diachronic and 
‘multi-sited’ character of network changes (i.e. material conditions as ongoing outcomes), a network 
approach can avoid the trap that is sprung in ‘retrospective’ approaches (cf. Barrett 2004). It 
appreciates that the order of ‘events’ should be followed in archaeological synthesis of historical 
trajectories, in order to understand trajectories as ‘ongoing outcomes’ (i.e. network changes). As a 
consequence, archaeological synthesis of ‘social transformation’ at the end of the Bronze Age, the 
preoccupation of protohistory in Central Italy (§1.2), starts with a data-rich understanding of networks 
at the beginning of the Bronze Age (Chapters 3-8). 
Barrett’s caveat not to ‘equate long-term sequences of material conditions [...] with the 
structuring of history’ (2004, 14) goes to the heart of diachronic comparison. Generalising forms of 
archaeological synthesis tend to approach historical trajectories using the spatio-temporal entities of 
periodisation as units of analysis. Diachronic comparison then often boils down to simply ‘cross-
checking’ for presences and absences in two, three or more generalised entities. These spatio-temporal 
entities are ‘ahistorical’ in the sense that they hardly capture historical situations (as ongoing outcomes) 
or cultural landscapes (as networks of places), and should therefore be avoided in a network approach. 
A generalising approach reifies spatio-temporal entities as ‘synchronic’ constructs and severs 
‘diachronic’ forms of relationality that are crucial in a data-rich approach to reconstructing trajectories 
(§2.2). In other words, if the case study would stop short at a data-rich synthesis of Early Bronze Age 
networks and trajectories (Chapter 8), without considering how these networks and trajectories related 
to ‘what happened next’, it would still reify the Early Bronze Age as a ‘synchronic’ entity, a bounded 
                                                 
316 To the faint-hearted who were left puzzled by Fragments of antiquity (Barrett 1994) and think that Barrett’s project of 
‘(structural) material conditions’ is about ‘agency’, I would recommend close-reading of Agency, the duality of structure, and the 
problem of the archaeological record (Barrett 2001), which is not as much about agency as the title suggests, or Temporality and 
the study of prehistory (Barrett 2004). 
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building-block of periodisation. What distinguishes a data-rich approach is that it assembles the pieces 
of a ‘four-dimensional jigsaw’ into larger multi-faceted elements (i.e. parts of networks) that are open-
ended and leave a number of questions open and unanswered. A data-rich understanding of Early 
Bronze Age trajectories (Chapters 3-8) requires further diachronic comparison with the subsequent 
situation. The first part of this chapter therefore engages with questions that protrude from the case 
study of the Early Bronze Age into the Middle Bronze Age. Methodologically, the notion that material 
conditions are ongoing outcomes (see above) requires a transgression of periodisation, at least from a 
network perspective on historical trajectories. At the same time, the Early-Middle Bronze Age 
transition can and should, from an epistemological perspective, be regarded as a construct of 
archaeological classification. For both these reasons, methodological and epistemological, the 
transition from one period (i.e. the Early Bronze Age) to the other (i.e. the Middle Bronze Age) has to 
be conceptualised as a trajectory, rather than “one damn thing after another” (cf. Bintliff 2003). 
In archaeological classification particular elements in cultural landscapes tend to be attributed 
dichotomously to one period or the other. This denies a certain extent of fuzziness to boundaries 
between spatio-temporal entities in periodisation, even if a few phenomena can be found to defy 
classification and sit uneasily with ‘self-inflicted’ chronological boundaries. Commonly attributed to an 
undefined ‘transitional’ phase, in this case the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition, such phenomena 
tend to be excluded from diachronic comparison as ‘conflicting’ evidence, diluting the general 
impression of what distinguishes one period from the other. From a network perspective, however, 
putting pieces of ‘conflicting’ evidence into place can be crucial for arriving at a data-rich 
understanding of a so-called ‘transition’ as a trajectory of network changes. If ‘conflicting’ evidence 
does not result from the tendency to construct dichotomies in classification and periodisation, it can be 
interpreted in terms of chronological order. Then it is likely that ‘conflicting’ evidence constituted a 
‘transitional’ phenomenon and can be put in a ‘transitional’ place in trajectories. This and other issues 
have to be adressed, in order to get all of the pieces of the ‘four-dimensional jigsaw’ into place and, at 
the same time, the spatio-temporal entities that are separated by the Early-Middle Bronze Age 
transition, into one and the same trajectory (or trajectories). Therefore, I will first make a brief 
diachronic comparison between Early and Middle Bronze Age archaeological records, addressing the 
basic question which elements were implicated in network changes, i.e. persisted in, disappeared from 
and/or were added to Middle Bronze Age cultural landscapes (§9.1.1). Subsequently, those issues that 
were already highlighted in the case study as potentially ‘time-transgressive’ (Chapters 3-8) will be 
brought together and to bear on the conceptualisation of the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition as a 
trajectory from a network perspective. The discussion starts with ceramics and metalwork 
typochronologies (§9.1.2) and flows over into a relatively thick description of what happened ‘at’ the 
Early-Middle Bronze Age transition (§9.2). Prompted by the possibility of a ‘time-transgressive’ 
scenario (§9.1.2), the emergence of the larger “Grotta Nuova” sphere in Central Italy (§9.2.1) and the 
larger “Protoappenninico” sphere in Southern Italy (§9.2.2) are repositioned with respect to the Early 
Bronze Age. Although this attempt at extending the diachronic comparison to include the Early-Middle 
Bronze Age transition is abbreviated and not data-rich, it is enlightening in an epistemological, 
methodological and historical sense (§9.2.3). More details and thicker descriptions can be found in the 
volume that will comprise the data-rich synthesis of Middle Bronze Age networks and trajectories in 
Abruzzo and Lazio (Van Rossenberg forthcoming). 
In the third and final part of this concluding chapter (§9.3) the case study will be scaled up 
from Central Italy to the wider context of European and Mediterranean Bronze Age studies. The Early 
Bronze Age can be regarded as a ‘transitional’ period in the regional context of Central Italy, 
sandwiched as it is between two periods that are distinguished by so-called ‘rich’ (or relatively 
‘complete’) archaeological records (§9.1.1). Despite its relatively low archaeological visibility, it still 
bridges the ‘gap’ between the Copper Age and the Middle Bronze Age. Starting from the notion that 
material conditions are ongoing outcomes (see above), trajectories cannot have ‘gaps’ and do not stop. 
The Early Bronze Age was not a period in which nothing happened or changed, but an indispensable 
part of historical trajectories. A data-rich synthesis of Early Bronze Age networks and trajectories 
shows that a lot of things did change in Abruzzo and Lazio, if only for the articulation of a ‘metal-
work’ in Central Italy (chapter 8). The question that remains to be addressed, is how the Early Bronze 
Age ‘metal-work’ with its focus on Tuscany (chapter 4) fits in trajectories of change from the Copper 
Age to the Middle Bronze Age in the Italian peninsula as a whole and continental Europe and the 
Mediterannean at large (§9.3.1). In particular, the question is how the Bell Beaker networks that had 
connected Tuscany to Northern Italy, were related to the emergence of the Early Bronze Age ‘metal-
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work’, focused on Tuscany, and how this fits in the supra-regional context of metalwork-related 
trajectories in Europe and the Mediterranean. At the other end of the Early Bronze Age, there is ample 
evidence for the integration of Central Italy in the peninsula as a whole, as well as the larger European 
and Mediterranean spheres at the start of the Middle Bronze Age. In general, the question is how these 
subsequent changes in the Middle Bronze Age followed the conditions of possibility provided by Early 
Bronze Age networks and trajectories in Central Italy. In turn, Copper Age through Middle Bronze Age 
trajectories can be used as a comparandum for the extension of the Urnfield phenomenon to include 
Central Italy ‘at’ the Middle-Late Bronze Age transition, at the same time, the transition from ‘earlier’ 
to ‘later’ Bronze Age trajectories. 
Putting the case study of the ‘earlier’ Bronze Age in its interregional context (§9.2.1) 
underscores that not only the protohistory of Central Italy (or the ‘later’ Bronze Age) has wider 
relevance, the latter commonly used as a comparandum in archaeological studies of ‘early state 
formation’ (§1.2.2). A network perspective that comprises the full length of Bronze Age trajectories in 
this region that is situated between Europe and the Mediterranean (§1.2.1), is crucial for Bronze Age 
studies at large, given the ‘international’, long-distance scope of exchange networks. However, the use 
of regional trajectories as a comparandum in interregional Bronze Age studies (e.g. Mathers & Stoddart 
1994) is one thing, a network perspective is another. Akin to a world-systems approach (e.g. Sherratt 
1993), a ‘flat’ understanding of networks (sensu Latour 2005) means that what happened in one region 
cannot be disconnected from what happened in other regions. From a network perspective, synthesis of 
Bronze Age trajectories entails putting the many regional ‘four-dimensional jigsaws’ into a larger, 
interregional ‘four-dimensional jigsaw’ (§9.3.2). Obviously, extending data-rich synthesis to such a 
supra-regional scale is at present a mission impossible, if not always going to be a never-ending story, 
given the accumulative nature of the discpline. Still, the epistemological issues encountered in this case 
study in slow archaeology (Chapters 3-8) carry wider implications and should be resolved in future, to 
improve current understandings of Bronze Age trajectories. I will argue that Bronze Age studies have 
long reached the interpretative limits of the spatio-temporal entities commonly used as units of analysis 
(i.e. cultures and periods) in synthesis, but that the data-rich concern of a network approach can help to 
resolve this and other issues. Because a network perspective is open-ended, yet spatial, it is the best 
solution for the issues at stake in the study of historical trajectories in Bronze Age studies as a whole 
(§9.3.2), one that rephrases and makes explicit the relational notions already present but implicit in the 
discipline (Chapter 2). 
 
9.1 Diachronic comparison: transitions as trajectories 
Extending the scope of the case study to include the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition is more than 
establishing ‘what happened next?’. Because spatio-temporal entities tend to be reified in 
archaeological synthesis and interpretation, this is not a straightforward question. The answer is 
complicated and lies in conceptualising the transition between two periods as a trajectory and getting 
the pieces of ‘late’ Early Bronze Age and ‘early’ Middle Bronze Age networks in the same ‘four-
dimensional jigsaw’, in the same trajectories of network changes. In addition, the Middle Bronze Age 
has traditionally not so much been considered as the ongoing outcome of Early Bronze Age network 
changes in Central Italy, as the starting-point of ‘protohistoric’ trajectories of social transformation 
(§1.2). In this respect, the Middle Bronze Age can be regarded as much a ‘transitional’ period as the 
Early Bronze Age, albeit one with relatively ‘rich’ archaeological records. Here I will focus on Middle 
Bronze Age networks as ongoing outcomes in so-called ‘earlier’ Bronze Age trajectories in Central 
Italy, from the perspective of the case study (Chapters 3-8). Although this diachronic comparison is 
abbreviated and not data-rich in itself, it does start from a data-rich synthesis of Early Bronze Age 
conditions that can shed a different light on ‘what happened next?’ in Bronze Age trajectories. The 
comparison concerns changes in material conditions, as evidenced by Copper Age, Early and Middle 
Bronze Age archaeological records and highlights which elements in cultural landscapes were 
implicated in network changes (§9.1.1). The approach is generalising in the sense that I will only make 
a distinction between the first and second ‘halves’ of the Middle Bronze Age (i.e. MBA1 and MBA2) 
and not between their constituent subphases. On the other hand, it is less generalising than my 
preliminary attempts at diachronic comparison of Bronze Age sequences in Lazio and Abruzzo (Van 
Rossenberg 2005, 2005a) that took the four constituent periods (i.e. the Early, Middle, Late and Final 
phases) of the Bronze Age as units of analysis (Table 1.1). At the same time, Barrett’s caveat not to 
‘equate long-term sequences of material conditions [...] with the structuring of history’ (2004, 14) 
should be kept in mind, in order to avoid reification of periodisation and to conceptualise transitions 
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between periods as trajectories. The alternative for a data-rich synthesis of Middle Bronze Age 
networks and network changes (cf. Van Rossenberg forthcoming) that will complement the case study 
(Chapters 3-8), is taking the possibility into account that ‘time-transgressive’ scenarios (or a certain 
degree of chronological overlap between subsequent phases) should also be expected at the Early-
Middle Bronze Age transition in Central Italy. A number of such issues were already highlighted in the 
case study of Early Bronze Age networks (Chapters 3-8), but here they will be brought together and to 
bear on the comparison with Middle Bronze Age networks, starting with typochronologies of ceramics 
and metalwork as basic interpretive frameworks (§9.1.2). 
 
9.1.1 Archaeological records as a proxy for network changes 
As a starting-point for the data-rich synthesis of Early Bronze Age networks in Abruzzo and Lazio 
(§8.1), an assessment was made of the respective archaeological records in terms of the relative 
visibility of a range of elements in cultural landscapes (Table 8.1). This exercise has been extended to 
include the Middle Bronze Age (Table 9.1) and gives a general impression of network changes after the 
Early Bronze Age (see below). Throughout, however, Barrett’s caveat (2004) should be kept in mind: a 
sequence of material conditions cannot be equated with the structuring of history. In other words, the 
following discussion of archaeological records from Abruzzo and Lazio does not equal a data-rich, 
‘multi-sited’ synthesis of Middle Bronze Age networks and trajectories in Central Italy, because it will 
not include a spatial analysis of cultural landscapes as networks of places (cf. Van Rossenberg 
forthcoming). Nonetheless, the preliminary assessment of archaeological records (Table 9.1) does 
provide insight into which elements in Middle Bronze Age cultural landscapes were implicated in 
network changes, similar to the exercise for Early Bronze Age archaeological records (§8.1). This 
assessment underscores that Middle Bronze Age archaeological records are relatively ‘rich’ (or 
‘complete’). To be more precise, it is the first ‘half’ of the Middle Bronze Age (MBA1) that boasts 
archaeological records that are more ‘complete’ than those for both the preceding and the subsequent 
period, EBA2 and MBA2 (Table 9.1). This ‘peak’ in archaeological visibility seems to have been 
followed by another ‘transitional’ situation (i.e. MBA2) in which several elements are less prominent 
than in MBA1 archaeological records (Table 9.1). It shows that MBA1 is sandwiched between EBA2 
and MBA2 as a ‘peak’ situation, to the same degree that the Early Bronze Age is sandwiched between 
the Copper Age and the Middle Bronze Age as a ‘transitional’ period with ‘poor’ visibility. This 
apparent alternation of ‘transitional’ and ‘peak’ situations in Bronze Age trajectories (in terms of 
archaeological visibility) will be discussed at a later stage (§9.3), in the context of a brief comparison 
between the ‘earlier’ and ‘later’ Bronze Age. First, the focus is on which elements in cultural 
landscapes were implicated in Middle Bronze Age network changes. 
 
From Early to Middle Bronze Age networks 
A major difference between Early and Middle Bronze Age cultural landscapes in Abruzzo and Lazio 
lies in the proliferation of cave use, as well as its increasing intersection with funerary practices (Table 
9.1). Underground place-making had been a feature of Early Bronze Age cultural landscapes (Chapter 
6), but the deposition of human remains, ceramics, food and other substances at caves became more 
prominent in Middle Bronze Age cultural landscapes (cf. Guidi 1991/1992; Miari 1995). Whereas 
caves with extensive assemblages had been limited to ‘coastal’ Abruzzo in the Early Bronze Age 
(Chapter 6), in the Middle Bronze Age this polythetic group became a prominent element of cultural 
landscapes in the intermontane region and ‘coastal’ Lazio, too. Moreover, the prevalent use of caves for 
funerary practices is particularly striking in Middle Bronze Age cultural landscapes (Table 9.1), given 
the extremely low archaeological visibility of Early Bronze Age burial (Chapter 5). This intersection of 
cave use and funerary practices did not entail a one-to-one-relationship, however, since burial was not a 
common denominator of Middle Bronze Age cave use (cf. Guidi 1991/1992). The relevance of such a 
basic distinction between ‘funerary’ and ‘ritual’ cave use highlights the potential of polythetic 
classification of Middle Bronze Age cave assemblages for recognising distinctive notions of place. At 
present, the peculiarities of Middle Bronze Age cave use feature prominently in accounts of Italian 
Bronze Age cave use in general (e.g. Guidi 1989/1990, 1991/1992; Miari 1995; Pacciarelli 1997; 
Cocchi Genick 1999a), as if these details were not peculiar to Middle Bronze Age cultural landscapes 
and social networks (cf. Van Rossenberg forthcoming). The tendency to generalise about cave use is 
not peculiar to Italy, but also constitutes a problem in European Bronze Age studies (e.g. Bradley 2000; 
Harding 2000, 317-320; 2004; Davies & Robb 2004; Brück 2011). By contrast, a network approach 
acknowledges that cave use was a historically specific form of place-making. 





EBA1 EBA2 MBA1 MBA2 
Metalwork deposition      
Funerary contexts ++ - - ? - 
Caves + - - + ? 
Hoards - + + + - 
Isolated finds (non-funerary) + + ++ ++ + 
Funerary practices      
Rock-cut tombs ++ ? ? + ? 
Individual burials + ? - - - 
Caves – articulated burial + + - + ? 
Caves – disarticulated human remains + + + ++ + 
Cave use      
Metalwork + - - + ? 
Funerary practices + + + ++ + 
Food and/or ceramics + + + ++ + 
Open-air sites      
Settlement – houses ++ + ? + + 
Settlement – funerary practices + ? - ? ? 
Settlement – deposition (pits and other features) + ? ? + + 
Deposition – food and/or ceramics (isolated?) - + + + + 
Lake-side cult places - - + ++ + 
Table 9.1: a generalised overview of the relative archaeological visibility of constituent elements 
of Copper Age, Early and Middle Bronze Age cultural landscapes in Abruzzo and Lazio 
[abundant (++); present (+); uncertain (?); absent (-)]. 
 
From the perspective of Early Bronze Age networks in Abruzzo and Lazio (Chapter 8), the 
increase in cave use in Middle Bronze Age cultural landscapes is dramatic. This network change seems 
to have been an almost ‘concerted’ effort in place-making in MBA1. Tthe phenomenon was ‘short-
lived’ and seems to have been followed relatively soon by another network change, i.e. the 
abandonment of the majority of these caves in MBA2. Parallel to the increase in cave use, depositional 
practices at crater lakes show a MBA1 ‘peak’ (Table 9.1). These were extended from LAGO DI 
MEZZANO and LAGO DI BOLSENA in nothernmost Lazio (Chapter 7) to crater lakes in the remainder of 
‘coastal’ Lazio (notably LAGO DI BRACCIANO, LAGO ALBANO, LAGO DI NEMI) and seemingly 
‘abandoned’ again in MBA2. Although cave use and lake-side deposition had already been forms of 
place-making in Early Bronze Age cultural landscapes, their parallel ‘peaks’ in MBA1 in terms of 
archaeological visibility (Table 9.1) is striking. It seems to indicate that these categories of ‘natural’ 
places (§8.3) were articulated in cosmologies that involved more places and were more widely shared 
throughout Central Italy in MBA1 than before (cf. Cocchi Genick 2002). Similar to the 
misrepresentation of cave use as a generalised Bronze Age phenomenon (see above), the reconstruction 
of a focus on water in generalising accounts of Bronze Age deposition (e.g. Cocchi Genick 1999a; 
Grifoni Cremonesi 1999, 2007) is predominantly based on Middle Bronze Age depositional practices, 
both underground at caves and in the open air at lakes. The data-rich synthesis already highlighted that 
such a connection with bodies of water is likely for metalwork deposition in the Early Bronze Age 
(Chapter 4). The ‘persistently’ high archaeological visibility of this element in MBA1 cultural 
landscapes, including occasional acts of deposition connected to subsurface flows of water inside caves 
(Table 9.1), suggests that metalwork deposition was part of a more general concern with water in 
MBA1 cosmologies (cf. Van Rossenberg forthcoming). This interrelationship is underscored by the 
subsequent and parallel decrease in visibility of cave use, metalwork deposition and lake-side cult 
places in MBA2 (Table 9.1). 
Overall, ritualised forms of place-making remain overrepresented in Middle Bronze Age 
cultural landscapes, following the bias towards deposition also present in Early Bronze Age 
archaeological records (Chapter 8). Nonetheless, the MBA1 ‘peaks’ in visibility of cave use, lake-side 
deposition, metalwork deposition and burial (Table 9.1) highlight differences with the prior situation 
and should therefore be appreciated in terms of network changes. The generalised and ‘concerted’ 
increase in visibility of these particular forms of place-making seems to refer to a major network 
change. Arguably, this can be interpreted as the articulation of cosmologies that were more widely 
shared in MBA1 than before (see above). In this context, the dramatic increase of the visibility of burial 
(Table 9.1) indicates that notions of ancestorhood did also change in MBA1 and that the treatment of 
the dead was implicated in the articulation of cosmologies as a ‘new’ form of place-making. To sum 
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up, a preliminary comparison of Early and Middle Bronze Age cultural landscapes in terms of the 
visibility of its constituent elements (see above) underscores that the emergence of such an articulated 
cosmology was in all likelihood a past reality. The articulation of MBA1 cosmologies did not happen 
overnight, however, and should be regarded as a trajectory of network changes and interpreted as an 
ongoing outcome. This is underscored by the ‘persistent’ implication of the same elements that had also 
been involved in Early Bronze Age network changes, following cosmological principles already 
present (Chapter 8). It should be stressed that, different from ‘retrospective’ approaches, this 
preliminary interpretation uses the data-rich understanding of prior, Early Bronze Age network changes 
as a starting-point. A diachronic network approach can fully appreciate the spatial dimensions of 
changes in the relationships between places that resulted in ‘new’ material conditions, including 
cosmologies, first in MBA1 and subsequently in MBA2, as ongoing outcomes. 
So far, this brief diachronic comparison has focused on ritualised forms of place-making in 
Abruzzo and Lazio (see above). It was stressed that Bronze Age cosmologies should be studied as 
historically specific networks of places that were part of trajectories of network changes, different from 
generalising approaches to ritual and religion in Bronze Age studies (e.g. Harding 2000; Brück 2011). 
A network approach is ‘multi-sited’ and does not regard ritualised forms of place-making as elements 
that are ‘additional’ to settlement patterns (as the more ‘basic’ pattern) and favour one type of place 
over another (chapter 2). From such a data-rich, ‘multi-sited’ perspective, it is significant that houses 
and features, such as pits, are also more prominent in Middle Bronze Age archaeological records from 
Abruzzo and Lazio than before, although dwarfed by the ‘peaks’ in visibility of ritualised forms of 
place-making (Table 9.1). This adds another element to the overall increase in the numbers of places 
that made up Middle Bronze Age cultural landscapes and raises ‘multi-sited’ questions about their 
spatial relationships. The ‘multi-sited’ analysis of Early Bronze Age cultural landscapes highlighted 
that cave use and metalwork deposition occupied ‘intermediate’ positions with respect to settlement 
patterns (Chapter 8). Did the overall increase in the numbers of places that made up Middle Bronze 
Age cultural landscapes follow conditions set by such a structure of spatial relationships in Early 
Bronze Age cultural landscapes? For instance, the Middle Bronze Age increase in cave use (Table 9.1) 
would have been conditioned by the physically circumscribed occurrence of these ‘natural’ places. 
Limited to areas where caves had already been selected for deposition in the Early Bronze Age, this 
increase did not necessarily constitute changes in spatial relationships. By contrast, the proliferation of 
depositional zones at crater lakes did constitute ‘new’ nodes in ‘coastal’ Lazio. At the same time, 
similar to caves, depositional practices at crater lakes were conditioned by the physically circumscribed 
occurrence of these ‘natural’ places. Only a data-rich analysis and synthesis of Middle Bronze Age 
cultural landscapes (as networks of places) can address the ‘multi-sited’ question to what extent the 
Early Bronze Age structure in terms of spatial relationships between different types of place (Chapter 
8) was preserved in Middle Bronze Age network changes, or not. The potential of this approach will be 
highlighted by the relatively thick description of network changes at the Early-Middle Bronze Age 
transition (§9.2). 
 
9.1.2 Time-transgressive issues and scenarios 
The preliminary analysis of changes in archaeological records can be used as a proxy for network 
changes (§9.1.1), but conceptualising the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition as a trajectory requires 
more effort. Diachronic comparison should be more than simply ‘cross-checking’ presences and 
absences in two, three (or more) generalised, ‘ahistorical’ entities. The MBA1 ‘peaks’ in archaeological 
visibility (Table 9.1) highlight a major network change, but questions about temporalities of change are 
unanswered. Leaving a full-fledged, data-rich and ‘multi-sited’ comparison of Early Bronze Age and 
Middle Bronze Age networks aside (cf. Van Rossenberg forthcoming), one major issue should be 
addressed here. Does the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition refer to a decisive moment in historical 
trajectories, or does it follow a constructed dividing line that results from archaeological classification? 
As the neatness of archaeological classification (and, by consequence, periodisation) sits uneasy with 
the ‘fuzziness’ inherent in past realities (Chapter 2), a certain degree of overlap between EBA2 and 
MBA1 should be expected. The distinctions made in the abbreviated comparison between Early and 
Middle Bronze Age archaeological records, or EBA2 and MBA1 cultural landscapes (§9.1.1), are to a 
large extent generalised. Differences may have been exaggerated due to the ‘dichotomous’ tendency in 
archaeological classification to attribute one element (or the other) to one period (or the other). 
Favouring similarities over difference, archaeologists tend to attribute ‘more of the same’ to a ‘peak’ 
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phenomenon, thereby creating more pronounced (than actual) distinctions and potentially 
misrepresenting trajectories and temporalities of change. 
 
 ‘Time-transgressive’ issues ‘Time-transgressive’ scenarios 
Absolute chronology 
Regional differentiation in the ‘timing’ of 
the EBA2-MBA1 transition in Central 
Italy 
Earlier dates for MBA1 contexts in northern Tuscany and 
the Adriatic sphere than in central-southern Tuscany and 
Lazio (§3.3) 
EBA2 (subphase BA2) probably overlaps partly with MBA1 
(subphase BM1A) in ceramic traditions of the Central Italian 
sphere (“Grotta Nuova”) Typochronology 
(ceramics) 
Chronological overlap between 
(sub)phases, i.e. typochronological 
fuzziness (cf. absolute chronology) 
Similarly, the chronological position of MBA1 ceramic 
traditions of the Southern Italian sphere 
(“Protoappenninico”) is still ill-defined, but probably 
overlaps partly with EBA2 in Central Italian sphere. 
“Horizon IV” axes and dress-pins are commonly but 
uneasily dated to the EBA2-MBA1 transition. 
Typochronology 
(metalwork) 
Uncertain attribution of a fourth phase 
(“horizon IV“) in EBA metalwork 
typochronologies, given the ‘floating’ 
character of metalwork 
typochronologies (i.e. the general 
dissociation of metalwork from 
ceramics) 
The few “horizon IV” axe hoards could therefore bridge the 
gap to the few MBA1 axe hoards, adding up to five horizons 
for the ‘earlier’ Bronze Age (rather than ‘the’ EBA) hoarding 
phenomenon, probably with an EBA2 peak in “horizons II-III 
& III” (§4.1). 
The start of the trajectories of several funerary contexts 
(Chapter 5) and caves (Chapter 6) from Lazio have been 
tentatively dated to the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition. 
Cave use and burial 
General lack of absolute dates for cave 
assemblages and human remains from 
Abruzzo and Lazio, i.e. the MBA1 
peaks in cave use and burial (Table 
9.1) are only relatively dated by 
typochronologies of ceramics. 
An absolute dating programme should focus on the human 
remains from numerous MBA cave assemblages in order to 
corroborate (or reject)  the possibility that the trajectories of 
these places started with funerary practices without 
associated ceramics in the Early Bronze Age (or not). 
Crater lakes 
Ambiguity about the attribution of the 
start of lake-side assemblages in 
coastal Lazio to the EBA2-MBA1 
transition 
Wheras deposition at Lago di Mezzano and Lago di 
Bolsena started in EBA2 (§7.1.3), the start of the 
trajectories at Lago di Bracciano and Lago Albano have 
been dated to the EBA2-MBA1 transition, with only 
circumstantial EBA2 evidence. 
Table 9.2: overview of time-transgressive issues and scenarios ‘at’ the Early-Middle Bronze Age 
transition in Central Italy. 
 
On the one hand, it is likely that the MBA1 ‘peaks’ in archaeological visibility of particular 
elements (Table 9.1) are somehow related to the past reality of a major network change (§9.1.1). On the 
other hand, exaggerated differences are not necessarily a good reflection of the degree of actual 
distinctions between historical situations, or temporalities of change in historical trajectories (cf. 
Fokkens 2008). Transformation (or a major network change) does not happen overnight but follows a 
trajectory (Chapter 2). In the case study of Early Bronze Age networks and trajectories (Chapters 3-8) 
several issues that question the ‘neatness’ of classification and periodisation, were already raised, 
concerning what happened ‘at’ the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition. These issues were labelled 
‘time-transgressive’ due to the unclarity whether particular elements refer to historical situations in 
EBA2 and/or MBA1 (Table 9.2). These ‘time-transgressive’ issues are brought together here and 
discussed in terms of ‘time-transgressive’ scenarios that can shed a different light on trajectories (i.e. 
network changes) from Early into Middle Bronze Age networks. It will be argued that, from a network 
perspective on historical trajectories, ‘time-transgressive’ issues are not only a problem, but can also 
turn out to be the starting-point for a solution. If a ‘time-transgressive’ issue can be interpreted as a 
‘transitional’ phenomenon, the pieces of ‘conflicting’ evidence can be put into their proper place in the 
‘four-dimensional jigsaw’, situated in a ‘transitional’ phase in historical trajectories. Epistemologically, 
it is archaeological classification itself that helps to identify (by creating) ‘conflicting’ evidence, but 
‘time-transgressive’ issues can only be resolved independently by diachronic ‘multi-sited’ analysis 
from a network perspective. The discussion starts with ‘time-transgressive’ issues in typochronologies 
of ceramics and metalwork, as these constitute the basic interpretive frameworks for the ‘earlier’ 
Bronze Age in Central Italy as a whole. Subsequently, the ‘time-transgressive’ issues that refer to 
place-making, i.e. cave use, burial and lake-side deposition (Table 9.2), will be discussed in the light of 
network changes at the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition (§9.2). 
 
Ceramics typochronologies 
Absolute dating is one independent framework for assessing ‘time-transgressive’ issues. In the study of 
Italian Bronze Age trajectories, however, relative chronologies tend to favoured over absolute 
chronologies. Conflicting evidence, i.e. discrepancies between radiocarbon dates and typochronologies, 
are often resolved by interpreting absolute dates as ‘anomalies’, contrary to the independent character 
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of absolute dating. Because of this form of interpretive ‘escapism’ it has not been fully appreciated that 
the radiocarbon dates currently available for ‘early’ MBA1 assemblages from Central Italy show a 
pattern of regional differentiation that questions the neatness of classification. The respective dates 
from northern Tuscany and the northern Adriatic sphere are ‘earlier’ than those from southern Tuscany 
and Lazio (§3.3). This ‘time-transgressive’ issue was not addressed in the case study because of the 
general lack of absolute dates for assemblages from Abruzzo and Lazio, but should still be taken into 
account as a possibility, in order to understand Early Bronze Age trajectories in a supra-regional 
context. The implication of regional differentiation in the chronological position of the Early-Middle 
Bronze Age transition in Central Italy is that the places that made up ‘early’ MBA1 networks in 
northern Tuscany and the Adriatic sphere, were (partly) contemporary with places that made up ‘late’ 
EBA2 networks in southern Tuscany and Lazio. This means that a network analysis on the ‘supra-
regional’ scale of Central Italy as a whole should take into account both EBA2 and MBA1 assemblages 
simultaneously. The ‘time-transgressive’ issue is that some of these assemblages are attributed to 
distinctive spatio-temporal entities (hence reconstructions of historical situations) in typochronological 
classification, although they were actually contemporary and part of the same networks of places. The 
ensuing ‘time-transgressive’ scenario is that ‘early’ dates for MBA1 assemblages (§3.3) could indicate 
that ‘late’ EBA2 ceramics and ‘early’ MBA1 ceramics circulated in the same networks. 
The risk is that the ‘neatness’ of classification results in trajectories that mistake cultural 
differentiation for chronological differentiation. Appreciating the ‘time-transgressive’ possibility that 
regional differentiation could exist in typochronological sequences and result in ‘fuzziness’, 
counterbalances the tendency of neatness in archaeological classification that wrongly creates 
chronological differentiation in situations where cultural differences should be expected. Based on the 
absolute dates available (see above), the ‘time-transgressive’ scenario is postulated that ‘late’ EBA2 
and ‘early’ MBA1 traditions of ceramics initially followed a spatial pattern of regional (but not 
chronological) differentiation, until MBA1 traditions fully replaced EBA2 traditions in southern 
Tuscany and Lazio. In order to test this ‘time-transgressive’ scenario of regional differentiation 
between the Tyrrhenian and Adriatic spheres in typochronological sequences ‘at’ the Early-Middle 
Bronze Age transition, the data-rich synthesis of Early Bronze Age networks and trajectories provides a 
starting-point. Regional differentiation was postulated for the prior situation in Central Italy, in the 
sense that two (or three) separate spheres seem to have existed in EBA2 (§3.2). It was also argued that 
this made sense in a data-rich understanding of Early Bronze Age networks and trajectories in Abruzzo 
and Lazio (Chapter 8). This underscores that things could be (and were) different on opposite sides of 
the peninsula and that, as such, the EBA2 situation is not incompatible with a scenario of regional 
differentiation in trajectories from Early to Middle Bronze Age networks. Because of the lack of 
absolute dates for relevant contexts from Abruzzo and Lazio (§3.3), however, a different approach is 
required to test (i.e. reject or corroborate) this ‘time-transgressive’ scenario for the Early-Middle 
Bronze Age transition. Here the methodology of typochronological networks, or ‘typo-networks’, used 
as proxy for networks in Central Italy as a whole (§3.2), comes into play again. The visual 
representation of spatial relationships between assemblages in terms of typological connections based 
on shared vessel types can shed light on ‘time-transgressive’ issues. Moreover, a ‘typo-network’ can be 
regarded as an independent framework because of its ‘non-selective’ aim to include as large a sample 
of places as possible. 
Resorting to relative dates and typochronology, the ‘typo-network’ of vessel types attributed 
to subphase BM1A shows the same pattern of regional differentiation (Figure 9.1a) as ‘early’ dates for 
MBA1 assemblages in absolute chronology (see above). The spatial distribution of assemblages dated 
to subphase BM1A is fairly even throughout Central Italy, including many caves and open-air sites in 
southern Tuscany and Lazio, but the connections based on shared vessel types show a pattern of 
regional differentiation that to a large extent excludes southern Tuscany and Lazio. The strongest sense 
of ‘ceramic’ connectivity (i.e. the fattest lines) involves places in precisely those parts of Central Italy 
with ‘earlier’ dates for the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition, i.e. northern Tuscany and the Adriatic 
sphere (Figure 9.1a). To be more precise, ‘early’ radiocarbon dates (see above) concern samples from 
the same ‘early’ MBA1 assemblages, but this does not do away with the independent character of 
absolute and relative dating. The coincidence in spatial patterns based on absolute and relative 
chronologies reinforces the impression of regional differentiation. This means that there is a strong 
possibility that subphase BM1A is crucial in typochronological sequences in northern Tuscany and the 
Adriatic sphere, but probably less relevant in southern Tuscany and northern Lazio (Figure 9.1b). It 
should be stressed that a ‘time-transgressive’ scenario for the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition in 
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Central Italy does not change the general sense of order in periodisation. Based on the coincidence with 
patterns of regional differentiation in EBA2 (see above), chronological overlap between EBA2 and 
MBA1 should be interpreted as partial, circumscribed to the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition. 
Neither does the postulated ‘time-transgressive’ scenario reject existing typochronologies. Instead, it 
interprets the corroborated ‘time-transgressive’ issue of regional differentiation as an ‘episode’ of 
cultural differentiation in trajectories from Early to Middle Bronze Age networks, following the prior 
structure of regional differentiation between the Tyrrhenian and Adriatic spheres in EBA2. 
 
Figure 9.1a (above): ‘typo-network’ based 
on vessel types attributed to subphase 
BM1A, highlighting caves and open-air sites 
(in shades of grey), in relation to 
reconstructed cultural groups within the 
Central Italian “Grotta Nuova” sphere 
[compiled after Cocchi Genick 2001, 2002]. 
Sites dated to subphase BM1B (in white) 
have been included for comparison. 
Connecting lines indicate that at least one 
vessel type is shared between two sites 
[lineweight increases with the number of 
connections]. 
 
Figure 9.1b (below): ‘time-transgressive’ 
scenario for regional differentiation in 
typochronological sequences ‘at’ the Early-
Middle Bronze Age transition, highlighting 
the position of the COLLINE METALLIFERE 
and cultural boundaries. It postulates that 
the MBA1 traditions of ceramics (i.e. 
“Grotta Nuova” and “Protoappenninico”) 
emerged outside southern Tuscany and 
northern Lazio where EBA2 traditions of 
ceramics ‘persisted’ and ‘early’ MBA1 
ceramics were mainly introduced from the 
other parts of Central Italy. 
 
The spatial pattern of regional, 
cultural differentiation at the Early-Middle 
Bronze Age transition is exemplified by the 
places that are ‘dead ends’ of strong 
connectivity (i.e. the fattest lines) in the ‘typo-
network’ of subphase BM1A (Figure 9.1a). 
Rather than ‘dead ends’, it is more likely that 
these places would actually have connected to 
a network of places in southern Tuscany and 
northern Lazio where EBA2 ceramics 
remained predominant (Figure 9.1b). In other 
words, so-called ‘dead ends’ can be interpreted 
as nodes of ‘cross-cultural’ interaction and 
implicated in the constitution of cultural 
boundaries (i.e. boundary work). The same scenario has implications for the emergence of a ‘new’ 
cultural boundary between the larger Central and Southern Italian spheres that divide the peninsula in 
MBA1 (i.e. subphases BM1-2), the “Grotta Nuova” and “Protoappenninico” spheres (or ‘facies’), 
respectively (cf. Cocchi Genick 1995). There seems to have been a northward shift in the location of 
the main cultural boundary dividing the peninsula in EBA2 and MBA1 networks, as a consequence of 
which Abruzzo was incorporated as a whole in the Southern Italian sphere (Figure 9.1b). Again, 
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because of the lack of absolute dates for assemblages from Abruzzo and southern Lazio, the 
chronological position of the emergence of a cultural boundary between the larger “Grotta Nuova” and 
“Protoappenninico” spheres remains ill-defined (Table 9.2).317 On the Adriatic side of the peninsula, 
however, it seems likely that the open-air site (CASTEL DEL LAMA) at the TRONTO river, seemingly at a 
‘dead-end’ in emergent “Grotta Nuova” networks (Figure 9.1a), was a node in ‘cross-cultural’ 
interaction and involved in boundary work with the emergent “Protoappenninico” sphere in Abruzzo, 
notably the ‘early’ MBA1 settlement of TORRE DE’ PASSERI (cf. Fratini 1997a) in the UPPER PESCARA 
valley. To sum up, the ‘time-transgressive’ issue apparent as regional differentiation in absolute and 
relative dates (see above) should be interpreted as a pattern of cultural differentiation. This ‘time-
transgressive’ interpretation brings meeting-places, ‘cross-cultural’ interaction and boundary work into 
play, otherwise lost in the neatness of classification, but crucial for conceptualising the Early-Middle 
Bronze Age transition as a trajectory (§9.2.3). 
 
Metalwork typochronologies 
The second main typochronology, based on so-called ‘horizons’ of metalwork (§4.1), is to an even 
larger extent a ‘floating’ chronology than ceramics typochronologies. Following from depositional 
patterns that tend to dissociate metalwork from ceramics in Early Bronze Age archaeological records 
(Chapter 4), metalwork typochronologies cannot in themselves test the ‘time-transgressive’ scenario 
postulated for the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition on the basis of ceramics and absolute dates (see 
above). The ‘floating’ character of metalwork typochronologies is exemplified by uncertainties about 
the chronological position of pieces of metalwork attributed to a ‘final’ Early Bronze Age ‘horizon IV’ 
(Table 9.2). Axes and dress-pins attributed to this horizon are commonly regarded as a ‘transitional’ 
phenomenon, with respect to earlier, Early Bronze Age and later, Middle Bronze Age types. As a 
consequence, they are implicitly, sometimes explicitly linked to the Early-Middle Bronze Age 
transition. The question is how this ‘time-transgressive’ issue concerning ‘horizon IV’ metalwork 
relates to the ‘time-transgressive’ scenario for the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition (Figure 9.1b). 
At the same time, another ‘time-transgressive’ scenario should be explored for Early Bronze Age 
hoards attributed to ‘horizon III’ (§4.1), given the ‘floating’ character of metalwork typochronologies. 
A ‘time-transgressive’ possibility is opened up by the spatial coincidence of the pattern of regional 
differentiation between the Tyrrhenian and Adriatic sides of the peninsula in typochronological 
sequences based on ceramics with the Early Bronze Age metallurgical spheres in Central Italy, 
separated by the APENNINES (Chapter 4). The question is whether ‘Tuscan’ axes of the ‘horizon III’ 
tradition were still produced in southern Tuscany and northern Lazio, when ‘early’ MBA1 ceramics 
were predominant in northern Tuscany and the Adriatic sphere (Figure 9.1b). To reiterate, not the 
general sense of chronological order is at stake in this ‘time-transgressive’ scenario, but the ‘self-
inflicted’ boundaries constructed in typological classification and periodisation, in particular, in 
relation to the ‘four-dimensional jigsaw’ of Early to Middle Bronze Age trajectories. 
The Early Bronze Age trajectory of the emergence of a ‘metal-work’ in Central Italy (Chapter 
8) was largely based on the reconstruction of two metallurgical spheres (§4.1). One sphere was situated 
on the Tyrrhenian side of the peninsula and focused on central-southern Tuscany where axes and ingots 
were produced, and the other on the Adriatic side where axes with a distinctive compositional signature 
circulated and metal-hilted daggers were introduced in the peninsula. The percolated distributions of 
‘Tuscan’ axes in the Adriatic sphere and ‘Adriatic’ metal-hilted daggers in the Tyrrhenian sphere were 
regarded as an indication of the articulation of an axis of connectivity between these metallurgical 
spheres (§4.4). The general sense of chronological order is that in EBA1 a central area of axe and ingot 
production emerged in central-southern Tuscany. This preceded the metalwork-related cross-APENNINE 
axis of connectivity in EBA2, the latter coinciding with the peak in ‘Tuscan’ axe production (i.e. 
‘horizon III’). Given the ‘floating’ character of metalwork typochronologies, however, the question is 
whether the two-way exchange of ‘Tuscan’ axes and ‘Adriatic’ metal-hilted daggers could actually 
have been a later phenomenon and would have coincided with the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition. 
This ‘time-transgressive’ scenario would situate the introduction of metal-hilted daggers (and ‘true’ 
bronze metallurgy) to the Tyrrhenian sphere in the same ‘cross-cultural’ context as the circulation of 
‘early’ MBA1 ceramics in and from the Adriatic sphere (see above). This scenario is prompted by the 
                                                 
317 The ‘earlier’ date range established for the EBA2, “Avellino” eruption of SOMMA-VESUVIUS (§3.4) could indicate an ‘earlier’ 
date for the ‘end’ of the “Palma di Campania” tradition of ceramics, which prevails in villages buried by the event. This leaves 
room in the ‘timespace’ of typochronological sequences for an ‘earlier’ emergence of the “Protoappenninico” sphere. 
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spatial coincidence of the COLLINE METALLIFERE (Figure 9.1b) with the ‘gap’ between northern 
Tuscany and southern Tuscany in the ‘typo-network’ of subphase BM1A (Figure 9.1a). 
The COLLINE METALLIFERE in central Tuscany had been the focus of the ‘typo-networks’ 
based on Early Bronze Age ceramics (§3.2) and it seems unlikely that this strong sense of connectivity 
between northern and southern Tuscany in the Tyrrhenian sphere disappeared ‘temporarily’ at the 
Early-Middle Bronze Age transition (Figure 9.1a).318 Rather, this ‘gap’ in Tuscany adds another spatial 
coincidence to the ‘time-transgressive’ scenario of regional differentiation at the Early-Middle Bronze 
Age transition, postulated on the basis of ceramics and absolute dates (see above). Based on this further 
coincidence in spatial patterns, it is likely that metalwork should be included in the ‘time-transgressive’ 
scenario. In other words, similar to the EBA2 tradition of ceramics (Figure 9.1b), the production of 
‘horizon III’ axes persisted in southern Tuscany and northern Lazio,319 whereas ‘horizon IV’ axes were 
produced in the ‘early’ MBA1 context of northern Tuscany and the Adriatic sphere (Table 9.3). This 
seems to be corroborated by the location of two ‘late’ Early Bronze Age axe hoards from Central Italy, 
one attributed to ‘horizon III-IV’ (“TERNI”) at the heart of Umbria (Bietti Sestieri & Macnamara 2007, 
39 [nos. 52-59]) and the other to ‘horizon IV’ (PUGLIANELLA) in northern Tuscany (Cocchi Genick 
1998 [no. 15]). Their location is linked to the main cultural boundaries in the ‘time-transgressive’ 
scenario for the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition (Figure 9.1b). This indicates that these ‘late’ 
EBA2 axe hoards were linked to ‘early’ MBA1 networks in northern Tuscany and the Adriatic 
sphere.320 In other words, ‘horizon IV’ axes were contemporary with a ‘final’ phase in the production 
of ‘horizon III’ axes in Tuscany and they circulated at the same time and in the same networks as 
‘early’ MBA1 ceramics and ‘late’ EBA2 ceramics (Table 9.3). 
 
 southern Tuscany-northern 
Lazio 
northern Tuscany Adriatic sphere 
ceramics ‘late’ EBA2 ceramics predominant ‘early’ MBA1 ceramics (subphase BM1A) predominant 
‘early’ MBA1 ceramics (subphase 
BM1A) predominant 
metalwork 
‘horizon III’ axes (& ingots), ‘horizon 
III’ metal-hilted daggers [“dal 
Tevere” & Cervara Alfina hoard?] & 
‘horizon IV’ dress-pin [Lago di 
Mezzano]; introduction of ‘true’ 
bronze metallurgy? 
‘horizon IV’ axes [Puglianella hoard] 
‘horizon IV’ axes [“Terni” hoard], 
‘horizon III’ axes [Valle della 
Vibrata?], ‘horizon III’ metal-hilted 
daggers [Loreto Aprutino hoard?] & 
‘horizon IV’ dress-pin [Faraone] 
Table 9.3: overview of the classes and types of objects implicated in the time-transgressive 
scenario of regional differentiation ‘at’ the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition in Central Italy 
[cf. Figure 9.1b]. 
 
Turning to metal-hilted daggers, the question is how these should be placed with respect to the 
Early-Middle Bronze Age transition.321 Although the situation is less clear because of their lower 
numbers (§4.1), a revised typochronology for metal-hilted daggers suggests that one of two ‘Adriatic’ 
hoards (i.e. RIPATRANSONE in southern Marche) predated the other (i.e. LORETO APRUTINO in 
Abruzzo). Metal-hilted daggers in the Tyrrhenian sphere were generally contemporary with the 
LORETO APRUTINO hoard, as most of the respective types are represented in the latter (De Marinis 
2001, 266-275). This was used to corroborate the scenario that the articulation of the Tyrrhenian and 
Adriatic metallurgical spheres into a larger ‘metal-work’ took place in EBA2 (Chapters 4 & 8). Given 
the ‘floating’ character of metalwork typochronologies, however, the ‘time-transgressive’ issue is 
whether the extension of the distribution of metal-hilted daggers to include the Tyrrhenian sphere 
should perhaps be placed in the final phase of EBA2, ‘at’ the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition. The 
inclusion of the LORETO APRUTINO hoard in southern Abruzzo (Appendix 1 [#5]) in the ‘time-
                                                 
318 The ‘typo-network’ based on ceramics dated to subphase BM1B does show such a strong sense of connectivity in the 
Tyrrhenian sphere (cf. Van Rossenberg forthcoming). 
319 Here it should be recalled that Early Bronze Age hoards attributed to ‘horizon II-III’ and ‘horizon III’ were considered as a 
single phase, following the principle that the latest object in a ‘horizon II-III’ hoard dates the act of deposition (§4.1). By lumping 
these ‘horizons’ together, differentiation between an ‘earlier’ and a ‘later’ EBA2 phase in the hoarding phenomenon may have 
been lost. 
320 The consistent presence of cobalt (Co) as a trace element (Hook 2007 [nos. 52-59]) in the axes from the “TERNI” hoard (Table 
4.8) distinguishes these from ‘Tuscan’ axes (§4.1) and links this hoard at the heart of Umbria to the metallurgical sphere of 
‘Adriatic’ metal-hilted daggers (Table 4.10). 
321 Typochronologically simple daggers are more ambiguous and tend to be attributed generically to the Early or Middle Bronze 
Age, respectively (cf. Bianco Peroni 1994). Without a more detailed analysis of the composition analyses available for Middle 
Bronze Age simple daggers in relation to metallurgical spheres (cf. Van Rossenberg forthcoming), it is difficult to relate these to 
the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition. 
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transgressive’ scenario would mean that it was part of ‘boundary work’ at the Early-Middle Bronze 
Age transition, to be more precise, the emergence of the cultural boundary between the “Grotta Nuova” 
and “Protoappenninico” spheres on the Adriatic side of the peninsula (Figure 9.1b). Because of the 
virtual absence of Early Bronze Age evidence from ‘coastal’ Abruzzo (§7.1.1) it is tempting to 
interpret this particular dagger hoard as a connecting element (i.e. boundary work) between the ‘early’ 
MBA1 open-air sites (CASTEL DEL LAMA; TORRE DE’ PASSERI), situated on the ‘margins’ of the newly 
established cultural spheres (see above), but for the same reason of absence of further evidence this part 
of the scenario cannot be tested (i.e. rejected or corroborated). 
A similar intermediate position between these ‘early’ MBA1 open-air sites in the Adriatic 
sphere is occupied by ‘Tuscan’ axes (§4.3) from the VIBRATA valley (Appendix 1 [#2.2-4]). These 
were used to corroborate two-way exchange of metalwork in EBA2 (§4.4). The question is whether 
these followed the EBA2 axis of connectivity between the ‘Tuscan’ and ‘Adriatic’ metallurgical 
spheres (§4.4) and should be linked to the few ‘early’ types of metal-hilted dagger in Tuscany, which 
are also represented in the RIPATRANSONE hoard (see above). Alternatively, the ‘time-transgressive’ 
possibility remains that ‘later’ types of metal-hilted dagger in northern Lazio, such as those from the 
CERVARA ALFINA hoard (Appendix 1 [#26]) and the one dredged from the TIBER (Appendix 1 [#46]), 
should be placed in the same networks as ‘late’ EBA2 ceramics and ‘early’ MBA1 ceramics (Table 
9.3). Such a distinction between two phases among metal-hilted daggers in the Tyrrhenian sphere (i.e. 
EBA2 and the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition) does not only refer to the general possibility of a 
‘time-transgressive’ scenario. It also refers to the particular position in Bronze Age trajectories of the 
introduction of ‘true’ bronze metallurgy to the Tyrrhenian sphere, for which at present ‘Adriatic’ metal-
hilted daggers are the main, if not the only candidate (Chapter 4). The ‘earlier’ metal-hilted daggers 
that arrived in Tuscany do not seem to have prompted a change in the composition of raw material for 
the production of ‘Tuscan’ axes. This leaves the possibility open that the transfer of technological 
knowledge for ‘true’ bronze metallurgy should not be linked to ‘earlier’, but to ‘later’ metal-hilted 
daggers in the Tyrrhenian sphere and, as a consequence, perhaps to as late as the Early-Middle Bronze 
Age transition. 
Finally, dress-pins are few, but especially those dated to ‘horizon IV’ (or the Early-Middle 
Bronze Age transition) should be taken into consideration as a ‘time-transgressive’ issue (Table 9.2). It 
was higlighted that the spatial distribution of dress-pins follows a cross-APENNINE axis and that their 
Northern Italian, perhaps continental European connotations suggests an ‘Adriatic’ provenance, similar 
to metal-hilted daggers. Based on these spatial considerations, it was argued that they should be 
regarded as part of the emergence of a larger ‘metal-work’ connecting the Adriatic and Tyrrhenian 
metallurgical spheres in EBA2 (§4.4). However, two of these dress-pins, one from FARAONE 
(Appendix 1 [#3]) on the Adriatic side and the other from LAGO DI MEZZANO (Appendix 1 [#27.6]) on 
the Tyrrhenian side, have been dated explicitly to the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition. If their 
reconstructed route from Northern Italy through the ‘northern’ Adriatic sphere is correct, the dress-pin 
that ended up at LAGO DI MEZZANO could have followed a ‘time-trangressive’ route, moving through 
‘early’ MBA1 networks but ending up in ‘late’ EBA2 networks (Figure 9.1b). Incidentally, the same 
would have been the case, if it had arrived at LAGO DI MEZZANO through northern Tuscany from 
Northern Italy (or further north). In other words, these two particular, ‘transitional’ dress-pins probably 
circulated at the same time and in the same networks as ‘late’ EBA2 ceramics and ‘horizon III’ axes in 
the Tyrrhenian sphere, as well as ‘early’ MBA1 ceramics and ‘horizon IV’ axes in northern Tuscany 
and the Adriatic sphere (Table 9.3). 
To sum up, the metalwork-related ‘time-transgressive’ issues (Table 9.2) are not incompatible 
with the ‘time-transgressive’ scenario of regional differentation postulated for the Early-Middle Bronze 
Age transition on the basis of ceramics and absolute dates (Figure 9.1b). This is not only due to the 
‘floating’ and flexible character of typochronologies of metalwork. In fact, precisely those 
typochronological issues that are explicitly related to the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition (as a 
result of the neatness of classification), seem to be resolved by allowing for a spatial pattern of regional 
differentiation. This underscores the paradox that ‘time-transgressive’ issues can help to get pieces of 
‘conflicting’ evidence (Table 9.2) into place in the ‘four-dimensional jigsaw’ of historical trajectories, 
because they tend to refer to ‘transitional’ phenomena (Table 9.3). It should be stressed that the 
inclusion of metalwork in the ‘time-transgressive’ scenario for the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition 
has not changed the general sense of chronological order in the Early Bronze Age trajectory of the 
emergence of a larger ‘metal-work’ (Chapter 8). The incipience in EBA1 of ‘large-scale’ metalwork 
production, focused on the COLLINE METALLIFERE in central Tuscany, in the Tyrrhenian metallurgical 
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sphere (§4.1) preceded its articulation with the Adriatic sphere into a larger ‘metal-work’ in EBA2 
(§4.4). This already included exchange of metal-hilted daggers, but the question is whether the transfer 
of the technological knowledge for ‘true’ bronze metallurgy to the Tyrrhenian sphere should actually 
be dated to the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition (see above). Moreover, the attribution of some of 
the many ‘horizon III’ axe hoards to a ‘late’ EBA2 phase, contemporary with ‘early’ MBA1 networks 
and ‘horizon IV’ axe hoards elsewhere (Table 9.3), has not changed the general impression that 
‘Tuscan’ axe and ingot production intensified towards a ‘peak’ in EBA2.322 The redistribution of 
‘horizon III’ axe (and ingot) hoards, to let some of them coincide with the Early-Middle Bronze Age 
transition, creates a trajectory that bridges a ‘gap’ to the even fewer axe hoards from Central Italy dated 
to MBA1, postdating this ‘transitional’ phase (cf. Van Rossenberg forthcoming). Similarly, extending 
the trajectory of the circulation of metal-hilted daggers to the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition 
(Table 9.3) bridges a ‘gap’ to the introduction of swords from Northern and Southern Italy to the 
Adriatic sphere of Central Italy in MBA1 (§9.3.1). 
 
9.2 Reassembling the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition 
The paradox is that ‘time-transgressive’ issues can at first sight seem to highlight a problem of 
imprecision (Table 9.2), but can nonetheless on closer inspection give rise to a ‘time-transgressive’ 
solution that provides a more precise understanding of historical trajectories. So far, I have argued that 
typochronological issues ‘at’ the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition can be resolved by interpreting 
the emergence of MBA1 traditions of ceramics in Central Italy as a trajectory with a high degree of 
regional differentiation (§9.1.2). This does not change the general sense of order in periodisation (from 
EBA2 to MBA1 networks), but it does seem provide the opportunity to subdivide EBA2 between a 
main phase that is relevant for Central Italy as a whole, and a ‘final’ phase that is mainly relevant in 
southern Tuscany and northern Lazio (Figure 9.1b). The postulated ‘time-transgressive’ scenario can be 
tested (i.e. rejected or corroborated) by cross-checking to what extent the same scenario can resolve 
other ‘time-transgressive’ issues than the basic chronological ones (§9.1.2) and gets other pieces of the 
‘four-dimensional jigsaw’ into place, too. Other ‘time-transgressive’ issues ‘at’ the Early-Middle 
Bronze Age transition include uncertainties about the start of trajectories of cave use, (other) funerary 
contexts and lake-side cult places (Table 9.2). It is striking that the remaining ‘transitional’ issues 
concern precisely those elements from cultural landscapes that seem to increase in archaeological 
visibility between EBA2 and MBA1 (Table 9.1). This seems to corroborate that these forms of place-
making were implicated in network changes between EBA2 and MBA1 (§9.1.1). At the same time, 
resolving ‘time-transgressive’ issues for these particular pieces of the ‘four-dimensional jigsaw’ holds 
the promise of making a diachronic comparison that is less dichotomous than one between two 
generalised, ‘ahistorical’ situations (Table 9.1). In other words, it brings a conceptualisation of the 
Early-Middle Bronze Age transition as a trajectory closer at hand. 
The preliminary analysis of archaeological records highlighted that metalwork deposition was 
no longer the only prominent form of depositional practices in MBA1 (§9.1.1) and that other forms of 
place-making also show a MBA1 ‘peak’ in archaeological visibility, i.e. funerary practices, cave use 
and lake-side deposition, in Abruzzo and Lazio (Table 9.1). Several questions concerning these 
changes from Early to Middle Bronze Age networks will be addressed here. Was the increase in each 
of these forms of place-making ‘immediate’, right at the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition, or did it 
follow a more gradual trajectory? Were these changes concerted and did they add up to a major 
network change, as suggested on the shared cosmological connotations of these forms of place-making 
(§9.1.1), or not? The main question to be addressed here is how these changes were related to the 
‘time-transgressive’ scenario for the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition, postulated on the basis of 
coincidences in patterns of regional differentiation in ceramics, absolute dates and metalwork (§9.1.2). 
‘Time-transgressive’ issues that were highlighted for other forms of place-making in the case study 
(Table 9.2) concern ambiguity about the start of the trajectories of several funerary contexts (Chapter 
5), caves (Chapter 6) and depositional zones at crater lakes (Chapter 7). In some cases their start has 
been dated explicitly to the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition and the question is how the respective 
places should be positioned with respect to the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition, given the ‘time-
transgressive’ scenario (§9.1.2). To be more precise, it entails a closer look at those places where 
                                                 
322 The virtual absence of MBA1 metalwork from northern Lazio, with the exception of the fourth axe in the series from LAGO DI 
MEZZANO (cf. Van Rossenberg forthcoming), could suggest that ‘Tuscan’ axes of Early Bronze Age tradition remained in 
production (or circulation) even after the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition. 
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‘early’ MBA1 ceramics ended up, and this will bring the notions of typochronological fuzziness, 
regional differentiation and ‘cross-cultural’ interaction to bear on place-making. 
Apart from ‘time-transgressive issues’ (Table 9.2), the general lack of articulation between the 
“Grotta Nuova” and “Protoappenninico” spheres makes it difficult to synchronise the respective 
typochronological sequences, because it results in the emergence of a cultural boundary in MBA1 
(Figure 9.1b). Whereas the first phase of one sphere (i.e. “Grotta Nuova”) has been subdivided in two 
subphases, i.e. BM1A and BM1B (Table 9.4), the first phase of the other (i.e. “Protoappenninico”) is 
generally not subdivided, i.e. BM1 (Table 9.5). Recent syntheses of ‘border zones’, notably the FUCINO 
BASIN (Ialongo 2007) and southern Lazio (Alessandri 2007, 2009; Angle & Mancini 2007), have 
presented a number of so-called ‘culturally mixed’ assemblages, incorporating ceramics attributed to 
both the “Grotta Nuova” and “Protoappenninico” spheres. However, these syntheses have neither 
addressed the issue of the synchronisation of the respective first phases in MBA1 typochronologies, nor 
taken into account the possibility of a ‘time-transgressive’ scenario of partial overlap between EBA2 
and MBA1 (§9.1.2; Figure 9.1b). In the end, ‘mixed’ MBA1 assemblages will prove invaluable for 
sorting out these typochronological issues, but not without first highlighting and exploring the ‘time-
transgressive’ issues that are at stake at the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition, in comparison with 
EBA2 patterns (see below). Here I will follow the cultural divide and start the discussion of these 
issues with a consideration of place-making in those parts of Lazio that are situated in the emergent 
“Grotta Nuova” sphere (§9.2.1). This will be followed a consideration of place-making in Abruzzo and 
those parts of Lazio that are situated in the “Protoappenninico” sphere (§9.2.2). Because the latter 
sphere is mainly siutated in Southern Italy and it lacks the typochronological resolution of the “Grotta 
Nuova” sphere, the focus will be on place-making in relation to the emergence of a cultural boundary 
between these larger spheres. Finally, the implications of ‘time-transgressive’ issues and scenarios for 
the study of Early to Middle Bronze Age trajectories in Central Italy will be highlighted (§9.2.3). 
 
9.2.1 The emergent Grotta Nuova sphere 
Different from the ‘dichotomous’ impression of a dramatic increase in place-making in Abruzzo and 
Lazio between EBA2 and MBA1 (§9.1.1; Table 9.1), the ‘earliest’ MBA1 assemblages from several 
caves and crater lakes and a rock-cut tomb in those parts of Lazio that are situated in the “Grotta 
Nuova” sphere (Table 9.4) are linked to places with an EBA2 connotation. The increase in place-
making in northern Lazio seems mainly related to the subsequent subphase (i.e. BM1B). In this respect, 
the trajectory of the type site of the larger sphere, the cult place at GROTTA NUOVA, stands out with the 
largest number of vessel types, but this act of place-making postdated the Early-Middle Bronze Age 
transition (Table 9.4). This ‘diachronic’ pattern underscores the apparent ‘irrelevance’ of subphase 
BM1A in typochronologies for southern Tuscany and northern Lazio (§9.1.2; Figure 9.1a). At the same 
time, it shows that the ‘earliest’ MBA1 ceramics initially ended up in EBA2 assemblages (or together 
with EBA2 ceramics). This could corroborate the ‘time-transgressive’ scenario of overlap between 
‘late’ EBA2 ceramics in the Tyrrhenian sphere and ‘early’ MBA1 ceramics in the Adriatic sphere and 
northern Tuscany (Figure 9.1b) and prompts a closer look at the select group of places from Lazio 
involved in the emergence of the “Grotta Nuova” sphere (Table 9.4). Starting with the largest 
assemblage in terms of the number of vessel types, the rock-cut tomb at PRATO DI FRABULINO 
(Appendix 2 [#13]) was already discussed as one of the few Early Bronze Age contexts of burial 
(Chapter 5).323 Its ‘time-transgressive’ issue is that its EBA2 trajectory has been presumed on the basis 
of interpreting the large assemblage of ‘early’ MBA1 ceramics in its corridor as a closing deposit, in its 
turn closed by a layer of stones, perhaps a full-fledged cairn. In addition, its use as a collective tomb 
presupposes a longer trajectory that extended back to EBA2, which is corroborated by associated 
surface finds of EBA2 ceramics (Appendix 4 [#45]) and ‘early’ MBA1 ceramics (Table 9.4). Among 
the grave goods inside the tomb, partly found spatially dissociated from the human remains of at least 
four individuals, three silver ornaments and a necklace of eighty-four glassy faïence beads stand out 
(Casi et al. 1995). The compositional signature of the latter (Santopadre & Veritá 1995, 2000) links 
them to Early Bronze Age ‘glass’ production in Northern Italy and continental Europe (Angelini et al. 
2006a; Bellintani et al. 2006, 1515 [fig. 5]; Angelini 2011). 
                                                 
323 Nuccia Negroni Catacchio, Matteo Aspesi, Christian Metta & Giulia Pasquini: “Una nuova necropoli del Bronzo Antico-
Medio a Roccoia (Farnese, Vt)” have recently reported a second funerary context dated to the Early-Middle Bronze Age 
transition from the same area, presented at the 10th PREISTORIA E PROTOSTORIA IN ETRURIA conference, 10-12 
September 2010, http://www.preistoria.it/ppe_x/PPE_X_Programma.pdf [last viewed 17 April 2012] (presumably published in 
the conference proceedings available at the 2012 conference). 
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 EBA2 BM1A BM1A-1B BM1B References 
Coastal Lazio (north)      
Lago di Bolsena-Grancaro & Promontorio del 
Grancaro (VT) 
  1? & 1? 
[BM1] 
 Tamburini 2006 
Lago di Bolsena- Monte Senano (sub) & 
Ragnatoro (VT) 
3    
Lago di Mezzano (VT) 64 4 2 2 
Cocchi Genick 1998, 2001, 
2002 
Prato di Frabulino (VT) [rock-cut tomb] X 1 [12]   
Felcetone (VT) [rock fissure] ?  2  
Grotta dell’Infernetto (VT) ?  1 4 
Grotta Nuova (VT)    17 
Grotta di Don Simone (VT) ?  1  
Riparo di Ponte dell’Abbadia (VT)    4 
Cocchi Genick 2001, 2002 
Cavernette dell’Agro Falisco (VT)    2 
Lago di Bracciano-Vigna Grande (VT)  1  1 
Lago di Bracciano-Vicarello (VT) ?  1 3 
Pontone della Noce (VT) [rock fissures]    1 
Pian Sultano (RM) [rock fissures] X 3  1 
Cocchi Genick 2001, 2002 
Intermontane region      
Grotta Scura (RI)   1 1 
Grotta Rocco di Prospero (RI) ?   3 
Cocchi Genick 2001, 2002 
Coastal Lazio (south)      
Grotta di Mora Cavorso (RM)  ? X ? Rolfo et al. 2009, 2010 
Grotta dello Sventatoio (RM) ? 9  1 Cocchi Genick 2001, 2002 
Grotta Polesini (RM) 1  1  Cocchi Genick 1998, 2001, 
2002 
Lago Albano-Villaggio delle Macine (RM) X   4 Angle et al. 2007 
Table 9.4.: overview of the trajectories of cave use (intersecting with burial), lake-side cult places 
and a rock-cut tomb in Lazio at the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition in the emergent “Grotta 
Nuova” sphere [including the number of vessel types attributed to each subphase]. 
 
This ‘Northern Italian’ (or ‘continental European’) connotation situates the glass beads from 
PRATO DI FRABULINO in the same sphere as metal-hilted daggers and dress-pins (§9.1.2). It indicates 
that the closing deposit of ‘early’ MBA1 ceramics was placed in a funerary context with prior, EBA2 
objects showing links to Northern Italy (either through the Adriatic sphere or northern Tuscany). 
Alternatively, if the necklace of glassy faïence beads should not be interpreted as grave goods in EBA2 
burials, but as a ‘secondary’ act of structured deposition, it would have been contemporary with the 
closing deposit of ‘early’ MBA1 ceramics in the corridor of the tomb (see above). Such a ‘time-
transgressive’ scenario includes the necklace in a structured act that decommissioned the tomb as a 
place of repetitive burial. In this respect, it should be recalled that the only other silver ornament than 
those from PRATO DI FRABULINO has been reported from the cult-place of LAGO DI MEZZANO 
(Appendix 1 [#27]). This piece of silver was part of an act of structured deposition inside an EBA2 
vessel (§7.1.3) that, incidentally, had originally been dated to ‘early’ MBA1 (i.e. subphase BM1). It is 
striking that all of these acts of deposition were related to the exchange of rarities (or even novelties) at 
the time that the Tyrrhenian and Adriatic spheres were articulated into a larger ‘metal-work’ in EBA2 
(Chapter 8). The association of these objects with the few places in northernmost Lazio where ‘early’ 
MBA1 ceramics ended up, highlights the possibility that they were related to networks in the 
Tyrrhenian sphere where EBA2 ceramics remained predominant and ‘early’ MBA1 networks in the 
Adriatic sphere (Figure 9.1b). Turning to ceramics deposition at LAGO DI MEZZANO (§7.1.3), the 
number of ‘early’ MBA1 vessel types is low in comparison with the high number of EBA2 vessel types 
at the cult place itself (Table 9.4) and with the number of ‘early’ MBA1 vessels in the PRATO DI 
FRABULINO assemblage. Following the ‘time-transgressive’ scenario (§9.1.2), this seems to indicate 
that ‘early’ MBA1 vessels from elsewhere were incorporated at LAGO DI MEZZANO in a persistent 
tradition of EBA2 ceramics deposition. In other words, the supra-regional connotation of the cult place 
was preserved at the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition, but ceramics from the Adriatic sphere (or 
northern Tuscany) had already changed from EBA2 to MBA1 traditions. 
At the same time, the low number of ‘early’ MBA1 vessel types in the assemblage from LAGO 
DI MEZZANO indicates that immediately after the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition this cult place 
was not the main focus of deposition that it used to be, especially in comparison with the new cult place 
established at GROTTA NUOVA in subphase BM1B (Table 9.4). This indicates that in northernmost 
Lazio the dramatic increase in place-making in MBA1 (§9.1.1; Table 9.1) should be interpreted as a 
redistribution of ceramics deposition, previously focused on LAGO DI MEZZANO, over a larger number 
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of places (Table 9.4). The increase in place-making in MBA1 can be explored further by taking a closer 
look at the select group of ‘new’ places at crater lakes and caves with trajectories that started at the 
Early-Middle Bronze Age transition (Table 9.4). Starting with crater lakes, it was argued that the 
emergence of deposition at these places with a subsurface connotation in northernmost Lazio (LAGO DI 
MEZZANO; LAGO DI BOLSENA) was linked to the articulation of ‘new’ cosmologies in EBA2 (§8.3). 
The ‘time-transgressive’ question is how this relates to similar places at LAGO DI BRACCIANO in 
‘southern’ northern Lazio (§7.1.3) and LAGO ALBANO in ‘northern’ southern Lazio (§7.1.4), both with 
‘time-transgressive’ trajectories that started ‘at’ the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition (Table 9.2). 
Given the presence of the feature of a stone cairn at VICARELLO (Appendix 4 [#103]), similar to several 
such lake-side features at LAGO DI BOLSENA (§7.1.3), this location at LAGO DI BRACCIANO is most 
closely related to the ‘original’ acts of place-making at crater lakes in northernmost Lazio. As the 
putative Early Bronze Age date for VICARELLO is not borne out by ceramics typochronology, however, 
another location (VIGNA GRANDE) can be regarded as the ‘first’ act of place-making at LAGO DI 
BRACCIANO involving ceramics at the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition (Table 9.4). This does not 
preclude the scenario that the start of building a cairn at VICARELLO, as part of the transfer of traditions 
of depositional practices at crater lakes from LAGO DI BOLSENA (§7.1.3), including cosmological 
knowledge (§8.3), preceded the ‘first’ ceramics deposition and should be regarded as the ‘original’ act 
of place-making at LAGO DI BRACCIANO, before this cairn became a focus for ceramics deposition in 
subphase BM1B (Table 9.4). 
The postulated directionality that place-making at LAGO DI BRACCIANO derived from LAGO DI 
BOLSENA, perhaps a form of ‘shrine franchising’ (cf. Insoll 2006), is compatible with the general sense 
of chronological order. First connectivity between the Adriatic and Tyrrhenian spheres was metalwork-
related and focused on an axis towards southern Tuscany and northernmost Lazio, in the case of the 
latter exemplified by the supra-regional cult place of LAGO DI MEZZANO (Chapter 8). Subsequently, 
cross-APENNINE connectivity became more dispersed at the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition. A 
similar sequence can be proposed for LAGO ALBANO in ‘northern’ southern Lazio (§7.1.4), where the 
trajectory of VILLAGGIO DELLE MACINE started with an act of structured deposition and a mixed 
assemblage of both EBA2 and ‘early’ MBA1 ceramics (Appendix 4 [#173]). Although the ‘earliest’ 
vessel types published so far have been attributed to subphase BM1B (Table 9.4), it seems likely that 
the typochronologically ‘mixed’ assemblage from LAGO ALBANO should be interpreted, in the light of 
the ‘time-transgressive’ scenario of overlap between ‘late’ EBA2 and ‘early’ MBA1 (Figure 9.1b), as a 
‘cross-cultural’ act of place-making and as secondary to the tradition of ceramics deposition at crater 
lakes in northernmost Lazio. Obviously, the final publication of the assemblage from VILLAGGIO DELLE 
MACINE, as well as the reported absolute dating sequence (§3.3), will be invaluable and is eagerly 
awaited. A sequence for LAGO ALBANO that starts at the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition (rather 
than EBA2), would also fit in the reconstructed shift in settlement patterns towards the interior in 
EBA2, away from the ALBAN HILLS, to the north of the LOWER ANIENE valley (Chapters 7 & 8). In this 
respect, it is significant that the main cult place in this area (GROTTA DELLO SVENTATOIO) includes the 
second largest assemblage of ‘early’ MBA1 vessel types (Table 9.4) and was linked into the Adriatic 
sphere (Figure 9.1a). This cross-APENNINE sense of connectivity further corroborates the scenario that 
the metal-hilted dagger (“DAL TEVERE”), dredged from the TIBER in the vicinity, should be linked to 
the trajectory of community formation to the north of the LOWER ANIENE valley that started in EBA2 
(Chapter 8). 
The trajectory of the LOWER ANIENE community is exemplified by the two-phase deposit from 
TENUTA RADICICOLI DEL BENE-ACCORRABONE (Appendix 4 [#145]), with one phase dated to EBA2 
and the other to the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition (§7.1.4). The presence of “Palma di 
Campania” vessel types in the later phase of the deposit indicates that this ‘facies’, traditionally dated 
to EBA2, partly overlapped with ‘early’ MBA1. This does not only add another element to the 
typochronologically mixed and ‘cross-cultural’ character of the ‘late’ EBA2 and/or ‘early’ MBA1 
assemblage from TENUTA RADICICOLI, but it can also shed light on the chronological position of the 
Early-Middle Bronze Age transition in the Adriatic sequence. The absolute dates for ‘early’ MBA1 
assemblages in the Adriatic sphere and northern Tuscany (§3.3) would situate the Early-Middle Bronze 
Age transition relatively soon after the date proposed for the AVELLINO eruption that buried several 
“Palma di Campania” villages (§3.4).324 At the same time, it could help to resolve the issue of a lack of 
                                                 
324 In turn, such an early date for the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition could make the reported EBA2 range for two dates 
from the bottom of a pit at TENUTA RADICICOLI MAFFEI-AREA 86 (§3.3), at least 50-100 years after the eruption (§3.4), less 
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articulation between the emergent MBA1 spheres (see above) and more or less synchronise the 
emergence of the Southern Italian “Protoappeninico” sphere (§9.2.2), ‘successor’ to the “Palma di 
Campania” facies, with the emergence of the Central Italian “Grotta Nuova” sphere. Another site in 
trajectory of the LOWER ANIENE community includes one or a few EBA2 vessels (TENUTA RADICICOLI 
MAFFEI-AREA 106 [#146]) but no less than twenty-three vessels dated to subphase BM1 (Barbaro & Di 
Gennaro 2008, 12-13, 22-32 [fig. 11-17]). Given the relative abundance of ‘early’ MBA1 vessels in 
such a small area, it is likely that the micro-regional trajectory that linked these open-air sites (TENUTA 
RADICICOLI MAFFEI-AREA 106; TENUTA RADICICOLI DEL BENE-ACCORRABONE) also includes the 
establishment of the cult place at GROTTA DELLO SVENTATOIO (see above). This situates the ‘original’ 
act of place-making at this particular cave at the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition, a second stage in 
the trajectory of community formation. In turn, it was followed by acts of place-making at LAGO 
ALBANO-VILLAGGIO DELLE MACINE (see above), at another cave (GROTTA DI MORA CAVORSO) in the 
UPPER ANIENE valley, where a complete vessel was placed upside down in association with a fire-place 
and a burnt spindle-whorl (Rolfo et al. 2010, 13-14), and at two further caves in the foothills of the 
Rieti province (GROTTA SCURA; GROTTA ROCCO DI PROSPERO), ‘en route’ to the Adriatic sphere, on 
the same bank of the TIBER river as the LOWER ANIENE (Table 9.4). 
On the basis of regional settlement patterns (§7.2) and the ‘multi-sited’ analysis (Chapter 8), it 
was argued that the LOWER ANIENE community also used the cult place at the rock fissures of PIAN 
SULTANO, on the coastal side of the TOLFA MOUNTAINS in northern Lazio, as a meeting-place with the 
EBA2 community in northernmost Lazio. It remains to be seen whether the scenario of such a ‘coastal’ 
axis can be corroborated and extended to the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition by typological 
connections of the TENUTA RADICICOLI assemblages (Barbaro 2008; Barbaro & Di Gennaro 2008). 
Because the excavators have not used the wider framework of Cocchi Genick’s typochronologies 
(1998, 2001, 2002), the predominance of typological connections to southern Tuscany and the 
‘Adriatic’ sphere that they have established, cannot in itself be interpreted as a move away from the 
reconstructed ‘coastal’ axis that connected the LOWER ANIENE community to northernmost Lazio, in 
favour of the second, reconstructed ‘interior’ axis (Chapter 8). What did happen at the Early-Middle 
Bronze Age transition in the TOLFA MOUNTAINS micro-region, however, is the emergence of a cluster 
of open-air sites with assemblages that include ‘early’ MBA1 ceramics (Figure 9.1a), sometimes in 
association with house-like structures. It was argued that the series of axe depositions in the area 
(§4.2.3), in combination with the emergence of a cult place at PIAN SULTANO should be interpreted as 
‘boundary work’ in EBA2 (Chapter 8). If the series of axe depositions in the TOLFA MOUNTAINS is 
regarded as a trajectory (Chapter 4),325 the ‘early’ MBA1 start of a trajectory of community formation 
postdated the ‘original’ use of the area for intercommunal interaction, including metalwork exchange 
(Chapter 8). The emergence of a settled community in an unsettled ‘border zone’ is not unprecedented 
in the region. It was also argued that an EBA2 community emerged in the ‘nodal zone’ in northernmost 
Lazio with a deep history of intercommunal interaction that reached to the Copper Age (Chapters 7 & 
8). ‘Early’ MBA1 ceramics in several of these EBA2 open-air assemblages, such as CASALE 
CARCARELLO (Appendix 4 [#69]) and PIANO DELLA SELVA (Appendix 4 [#72]), highlight that the 
community that settled in northernmost Lazio, persisted at the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition, 
similar to the LOWER ANIENE community. 
The addition of an ‘early’ MBA1 community in the TOLFA MOUNTAINS micro-region (see 
above) can only mean that the structure of the ‘regional’ network in ‘coastal’ Lazio as a whole would 
have changed at the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition. It seems likely that intercommunal interaction 
shifted away from the TOLFA MOUNTAINS micro-region and took place elsewhere. The possibility that 
LAGO ALBANO was an ‘early’ MBA1 meeting-place was excluded (see above), but LAGO DI 
BRACCIANO situated in the immediate vicinity of the TOLFA MOUNTAINS, is a candidate for a newly 
established regional meeting-place (Table 9.4). Intercommunal place-making at LAGO DI BRACCIANO is 
in line with scenario that the tradition of lake-side deposition and cairns was transferred from LAGO DI 
BOLSENA involving the community settled in northernmost Lazio (see above). Moreover, the 
construction of the ‘early’ MBA1 cairn at VICARELLO was, given its size (18m x 28m), in all likelihood 
                                                                                                                                            
‘anomalous’ (contra Nijboer 2008). Although these dates do definitely not refer to the MBA2 assemblage, they could refer to the 
original depositional context (i.e. the pit from which the dated samples derive) of three complete MBA1 vessels that were 
(re)used as a foundation deposit for a later, MBA2 house-like structure at the same site (Barbaro & Di Gennaro 2008, 17 [fig. 7-
8], 31, 33 [fig. 18]). 
325 The ‘time-transgressive’ alternative is to regard all of the EBA2 axe depositions as part of the ‘early’ MBA1 trajectory of 
community formation in the TOLFA MOUNTAINS. 
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an intercommunal effort. Another reason to interpret LAGO DI BRACCIANO as a regional meeting-place, 
is its position with respect to the secondary, ‘early’ MBA1 axis of connectivity that seems to have 
emerged between the southermost “Grotta Nuova” site in the Adriatic sphere (CASTEL DEL LAMA) and 
the TOLFA MOUNTAINS, based on the ceramic connections through the RIETI BASIN (Figure 9.1a). 
Filling the ‘gap’ in EBA2 site distributions in the Rieti province that indicated a cross-APENNINE axis 
through Umbria (Chapter 8), several open-air assemblages with ‘early’ MBA1 ceramics have been 
reported from the RIETI BASIN itself, as well as a connecting site (MOJE DI CASTELLANO) on the TIBER 
left bank (cf. Cocchi Genick 2001, 2002). The latter indicates a river crossing into the interior of 
northern Lazio where LAGO DI BRACCIANO is a likely, if not the only destination at the Early-Middle 
Bronze Age transition, given the persistent ‘gap’ in ‘early MBA1’ site distributions on the TIBER right 
bank (Figure 9.1a). Because the TIBER left bank had constituted a metalwork-related interior axis 
between southern Tuscany and the LOWER ANIENE valley, even before the emergence of a settled 
community in EBA2 (Chapter 8), it is not an unlikely scenario that the LOWER ANIENE community took 
a similar route across the TIBER to LAGO DI BRACCIANO and the TOLFA MOUNTAINS community, to the 
detriment of the ‘coastal’ axis and LAGO ALBANO (see above). 
The apparent ‘decline’ of LAGO DI MEZZANO as a supra-regional cult place, given the low 
number of ‘early’ MBA1 vessel types (Table 9.4) also argues in favour of interpreting LAGO DI 
BRACCIANO as a regional meeting-place in northern Lazio, situated on a new interregional axis 
connecting the Tyrrhenian and Adriatic spheres. This refines the ‘time-transgressive’ scenario of 
overlap between ‘late’ EBA2 and ‘early’ MBA1 ceramics (Figure 9.1b). The insertion of an ‘early’ 
MBA1 community in the TOLFA MOUNTAINS micro-region and the establishment of a new regional 
meeting-place at LAGO DI BRACCIANO indicates that it is not the region as a whole where the tradition 
of EBA2 ceramics persisted, but only to the north of the former area of intercommunal interaction in 
EBA2 (Chapter 8). This would explain that the presence of ‘early’ MBA1 ceramics in northernmost 
Lazio is limited to a few places, notably PRATO DI FRABULINO and LAGO DI MEZZANO (see above), a 
cult place and a collective tomb that had been a focus of deposition since EBA2. Other caves in this 
micro-region (FELCETONE; GROTTA DELL’INFERNETTO; GROTTA DI DON SIMONE) with trajectories that 
putatively started in EBA2, actually seem to postdate subphase BM1A (Table 9.4). It is not unlikely 
that the start of these three trajectories of cave use should be interpreted as part of the later network 
change, after the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition, that is highlighted by the emergence of a new 
major, supra-regional cult place at GROTTA NUOVA in subphase BM1B. This is exemplified by 
GROTTA DELL’INFERNETTO, situated in the immediate vicinity of GROTTA NUOVA and with intimate 
connections to the major cult place in terms of shared vessel types (cf. Cocchi Genick 2001, 2002). At 
GROTTA DI DON SIMONE and the rock fissure of FELCETONE, however, the presence of the remains of 
at least seven and fourteen buried individuals, respectively (cf. Van Rossenberg 2008, 162 [Table 
17.2]), is at odds with the limited date range of the associated ceramics (Table 9.4). Similar to the 
closing deposit at the rock-cut tomb of PRATO DI FRABULINO (see above), these limited assemblages at 
FELCETONE and GROTTA DI DON SIMONE seem to have closed (rather than ‘opened’) trajectories of 
cave use that could previously have entailed funerary practices without ceramics deposition. 
Given the presence of large samples of human remains, a future prospect is that the ‘time-
transgressive’ issue of ambiguity about the start and duration of trajectories of cave use (Table 9.2) can 
be resolved by an absolute dating programme. It should be stressed, however, that future dating results 
can give rise to a range of alternative scenarios. Alternative places of burial are absent from 
northernmost Lazio, based on the lack of human remains from cave assemblages (GROTTA NUOVA; 
GROTTA DELL’INFERNETTO) that postdate the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition (Table 9.4). In this 
respect, the ‘early’ MBA1 date range for ceramics from GROTTA DI DON SIMONE and FELCETONE 
could as easily refer to an act of place-making, i.e. the start of funerary cave use without associated 
ceramics deposition. In other words, this possibility is the reverse of the notion of a closing deposit of 
ceramics (see above). A third possibility is that the burial of human remains was secondary and 
coincided with the act of ceramics deposition. In the case of FELCETONE, from which mainly skull and 
jaw fragments have been reported, the scenario of a single act of secondary burial, closed by a single 
act of ceramics deposition, is plausible. A source for human remains subjected to secondary burial and 
incorporated in place-making can, for instance, be found in caves with funerary evidence (GROTTA 
SCOGLIETTO; PUNTA DEGLI STRETTI), to the west and northwest, along the coast of southern Tuscany 
(Cocchi Genick 1998, 81-82 [nos. 37-38]), that were abandoned at the Early-Middle Bronze Age 
tradition (cf. Cocchi Genick 2001, 2002). The ‘time-transgressive’ scenario (§9.1.2) would date the 
abandonment of GROTTA SCOGLIETTO and PUNTA DEGLI STRETTI to ‘late’ EBA2 and in coincidence 
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with the ceramics (i.e. ‘early’ MBA1) associated with the disarticulated human remains from 
FELCETONE and GROTTA DI DON SIMONE (Table 9.4). Obviously, secondary burial of prior, older 
human remains limits the potential of an absolute dating programme to establish date ranges for their 
trajectories of use. The bigger problem, however, is that not even one date is available for the large 
samples of human remains from Middle Bronze Age cave assemblages in Lazio and Abruzzo (§3.3). 
 
Scaling up 
To sum up, the ‘time-transgressive’ issues ‘at’ the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition related to place-
making (Table 9.2) are not only a problem. In those parts of Lazio that are situated in the “Grotta 
Nuova” sphere (see above), many of these issues can be resolved by allowing for regional 
differentiation in a ‘time-transgressive’ scenario (§9.1.2; Figure 9.1b). It should be stressed that 
appreciating this ‘time-transgressive’ possibility, related to the emergence of the “Grotta Nuova” 
sphere in Central Italy, would not have been possible without adopting a data-rich and multi-sited 
approach to studying Early Bronze Age networks and trajectories (Chapter 8). A detailed understanding 
of EBA2 patterns is necessary to recognise and interpret ‘early’ MBA1 patterns, as they are intimately 
linked to prior, EBA2 places and networks (see above). In this respect, the relatively thick description 
highlighted the ‘cross-cultural’ character of acts of place-making at the Early-Middle Bronze Age 
transition. This is compatible with a ‘time-transgressive’ scenario (§9.1.2) that does not mistake 
cultural for chronological differences. Still, further corroboration can and should be sought in a data-
rich and multi-sited analysis that is less selective than this thick description (see above), takes as many 
places as possible into consideration and also includes a diachronic comparison with subsequent phases 
(i.e. BM1B and onwards). Here a final attempt at corroboration of the ‘time-transgressive’ scenario is 
made by scaling the interpretation of the emergent “Grotta Nuova” sphere up again (Figure 9.2). The 
‘time-transgressive’ scenario itself was postulated on the basis of the spatial coincidence of patterns of 
regional differentation in Central Italy as a whole (§9.1.2). In addition, the ‘cross-cultural’ character of 
place-making in Lazio at the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition (see above) underscores that a ‘flat’ 
understanding and approach of networks (sensu Latour 2005), in which the interrelatedness of 
phenomena over large distances can be appreciated, is possible. 
The ‘time-transgressive’ scenario was postulated on the basis of the ‘typo-network’ of vessel 
types attributed to subphase BM1A (Figure 9.1a), in combination with differentiation in absolute dates 
(§9.1.2). The incorporation of handle types in this ‘typo-network’, as well as connections from more 
recent syntheses of ‘early’ MBA1 assemblages in the FUCINO BASIN (Ialongo 2007) and ‘coastal’ 
southern Lazio (Alessandri 2007, 2009), does not change the impression of a ‘gap’ in connectivity 
between northern and southern Tuscany (Figure 9.2a). The introduction of ‘early’ MBA1 handle types 
to the ‘typo-network’ reinforces the strong sense of connectivity (i.e. the fattest lines) between northern 
Tuscany and the Adriatic sphere and only adds isolated connections (i.e. the thinnest lines) from these 
regions to southern Tuscany and northern Lazio (Figure 9.2a). Adding the connections of ‘mixed’ 
assemblages from the recent syntheses of areas at the southern margins of the “Grotta Nuova” sphere 
shows that ‘boundary’ work at the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition included more places, situated 
closer to the “Protoappenninico” sphere (§9.2.2), but it does not resolve the ‘gap’ in connectivity in 
Tuscany (Figure 9.2a). In other words, a ‘time-transgressive’ scenario that allows for regional 
differentiation in the persistence of EBA2 ceramics (Figure 9.1b) is still plausible. Moreover, the 
‘thick’ description (see above) refined this scenario. It was argued that the EBA2 ‘boundary’ in 
northern Lazio, reconstructed in the TOLFA MOUNTAINS micro-region (Chapter 8), is also the most 
likely candidate for a cultural boundary between ‘late’ EBA2 and ‘early’ MBA1 in the Tyrrhenian 
sphere (Figure 9.2b), because it follows a prior pattern that emerged from a ‘multi-sited’ analysis. From 
a data-rich understanding of the prior situation in EBA2 (Chapter 8), it is not a coincidence that a new 
settled community emerged in this micro-region at the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition, thus 
adding a third settlement core in ‘coastal’ Lazio transition to the ones that persisted in northernmost 
Lazio and to the north of the LOWER ANIENE valley (see above). 
Incidentally, this also seems to resolve the conundrum of the limited assemblages that make 
up a regionally specific group of decorated ceramics (i.e. the later phase of the so-called “Luni Tre 
Erici-Norchia” style), connecting northern Lazio and ‘northernmost’ southern Lazio (§7.2). This 
tradition has been dated alternatively to EBA2 (Di Gennaro & Pacciarelli 1996) or ‘early’ MBA1 (cf. 
Cocchi Genick 1998, 2001, 2002). As a third alternative, it was argued that these limited assemblages 
were ‘isolated’ acts of ceramic deposition (§7.2), akin to ‘isolated’ acts of metalwork deposition 
(Chapter 8). The ‘time-transgressive’ scenario suggests that a trajectory of community formation in the 
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TOLFA MOUNTAINS that started at the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition, provides an appropriate 
social context. The spatial distribution of decorated ceramics of the later phase of the “Luni Tre Erici-
Norchia” style, is consistent with a role in intercommunal interaction between the three settled 
communities in ‘coastal’ Lazio within the emergent “Grotta Nuova” sphere. This is exemplified by the 
largest assemblage from NORCHIA, placed in 
between the settled communities in 
northernmost Lazio and the TOLFA MOUNTAINS 
and with connections to the closing deposit of 
‘early’ MBA1 ceramics at the rock-cut tomb of 
PRATO DI FRABULINO (cf. Cocchi Genick 2001, 
2002). 
 
Figure 9.2a (above): completed ‘typo-
network’ based on vessel and handle types 
attributed to subphase BM1A, highlighting 
caves and open-air sites (in shades of grey) 
[cf. Figure 9.1a for reconstructed cultural 
groups within the Central Italian “Grotta 
Nuova” sphere; compiled after Cocchi 
Genick 2001, 2002], with typochronological 
attributions from recent micro-regional 
syntheses of the FUCINO BASIN (Ialongo 2007) 
and coastal southern Lazio, i.e. dashed lines 
(Alessandri 2007, 2009). Connecting lines 
indicate that at least one vessel type is shared 
between two sites [lineweight increases with 
the number of connections]. 
 
Figure 9.2b (below): interpretation of the 
emergent “Grotta Nuova” sphere at the 
Early-Middle Bronze Age transition in the 
‘time-transgressive’ scenario of overlap 
between ‘late’ EBA2 and ‘early’ MBA1 
ceramics [cf. Figure 9.1b], including ‘late’ 
EBA2 axe and ingot hoards (in yellow) [and 
metal-hilted dagger hoards (triangles) for 
comparison]. The ‘gap’ in Tuscany in the 
‘typo-network’ of subphase BM1A is filled 
by a postulated ‘late’ EBA2 group. The 
series of ‘late’ EBA2 and ‘early’ MBA1 
phenomena along the Tyrrhenian coast 
suggests an increase of seaborne traffic at the 
Early-Middle Bronze Age transition. 
 
Scaling up the ‘time-transgressive’ 
scenario, I propose to interpret the ‘typo-
network’ (Figure 9.2a) not in terms of five 
“Grotta Nuova” groups (Figure 9.1) reconstructed by Cocchi Genick (2001, 2002), but from a network 
perspective in terms of five spheres (Figure 9.2b). The patterns in connectivity based on ‘early’ MBA1 
ceramics (Figure 9.2a) indicate that the three cultural groups in northern Tuscany and the Adriatic 
sphere (Figure 9.1) can be interpreted as two larger spheres that overlapped in the northern Adriatic 
(Figure 9.2b). The ‘northern Adriatic’ focal point in connectivity between these two ‘early’ MBA1 
spheres is consistent with the start of trajectories that constituted the so-called ‘terramare’ phenomenon 
in Northern Italy in the subsequent phase (cf. Bernabò Brea 1997; Bernabò Brea et al. 1997; Pearce 
1998). This coincidence will be discussed in the wider context of Copper Age-Middle Bronze Age 
trajectories in Europe and the Mediterranean (§9.3.1). A third sphere is the axis of the connectivity that 
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emerged between the Adriatic and Tyrrhenian spheres, constituting the southern margin of the 
emergent “Grotta Nuova’ sphere at the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition (Figure 9.2b). It was 
argued that the emergence of this cross-APENNINE axis was secondary to the reconstructed EBA2 axis 
through Umbria based on metal-hilted daggers, but perhaps coincided with the extension of the 
distribution of metal-hilted daggers to include northern Lazio (see above). This axis was linked to the 
establishment of cult places at GROTTA DELLO SVENTATOIO, in connection with the persistent LOWER 
ANIENE community in ‘northern’ southern Lazio, and at LAGO DI BRACCIANO, in coincidence with the 
new TOLFA MOUNTAINS community in ‘southern’ northern Lazio (Figure 9.2b). To the north, another 
cross-Apennine axis connected central Marche in the Adriatic sphere, where a new ‘early’ MBA1 
complex of caves emerged in the GOLA DEL SENTINO (cf. Lucentini 1997; Cocchi Genick 2001, 2002), 
to the persistent group of cult places at caves in southeastern Tuscany (Figure 9.2b) and actually 
extends to include the closing deposit of ‘early’ MBA1 ceramics at the rock-cut tomb of PRATO DI 
FRABULINO (Figure 9.2a). Differentiating between these two cross-APENNINE axes of connectivity, one 
through northern Umbria and the other through southern Umbria and the RIETI BASIN (Figure 9.2b), 
could help to resolve typochronological issues related to metalwork in relation to the Early-Middle 
Bronze Age transition (§9.1.2). 
The deeper history of the ‘northern’ axis is indicated by the location of two ‘horizon II’ axe 
hoards (Figure 4.3), one from Umbria (CITTÀ DEL CASTELLO) and the other from Marche 
(FERMIGNANO). The latter hoard is not only distinguished by axes with the ‘Adriatic’ compositional 
signature (§4.1), but also by its spatial proximity to the deposition of an extra-large metal-hilted dagger 
at FOSSOMBRONE (§4.4), as well as the ‘isolated’ EBA2 open-air site (ANCARANO) at the coast of 
central Marche (Figure 4.3). This spatial pattern suggests that the cross-APENNINE axis between central 
Marche and southeastern Tuscany was the route followed by the few ‘earlier’ metal-hilted daggers that 
ended up in the Tyrrhenian sphere in the latter region (see above). At the same time, the connection 
with an ‘exceptional’ metal-hilted dagger and an ‘exceptional’ EBA2 open-air site could indicate that 
the production of ‘horizon II’ axes in the Adriatic sphere (§4.1) persisted in EBA2. By contrast, the 
‘southern’ axis was highlighted by a cross-APENNINE distribution of ‘horizon III’ axe hoards between 
Tuscany and Marche (§4.1), the presence of ‘Tuscan’ axes in the Adriatic sphere and the presence of 
metal-hilted daggers in northern Lazio (§4.4). To be more precise, the axe hoards on this ‘southern’ 
axis are actually mixed in terms of ‘horizon II-III’ types, which could refer to cultural rather than 
chronological differentiation. It would be in line with the scenario that they highlight the articulation of 
the ‘Tuscan’ and ‘Adriatic’ spheres into a larger ‘metal-work’ (Chapter 8). The impression of a 
network change is line with the abandonment of ANCARANO (Figure 9.2b), ‘excluded’ from the ‘typo-
network’ at the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition, in favour of CASTEL DEL LAMA to the south 
(Figure 9.2a). The location of this ‘early’ MBA1 node in the Adriatic sphere, situated on the ‘southern’ 
cross-APENNINE axis and in between the two largest metal-hilted dagger hoards in the Adriatic sphere 
(Figure 9.2b), suggests an intimate link with the metal-hilted daggers that ended up in northern Lazio. 
In other words, these objects should be interpreted as a significant element in ‘first contact’ with the 
EBA2 communities in northernmost Lazio (i.e. the CERVARA ALFINA dagger hoard) and at the LOWER 
ANIENE valley (i.e. the larger dagger dredged from the TIBER river). 
The ‘southern’ cross-APENNINE axis was extended to the Tyrrhenian coast by the emergence 
of the TOLFA MOUNTAINS community. This created the same situation as the ‘far northern’ axis that 
connected northern Tuscany to the ‘northern’ Adriatic focal point (Figure 9.2a). Together these cross-
APENNINE axes ‘sandwiched’ the COLLINE METALLIFERE at the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition, 
leaving these copper sources at the heart of the ‘late’ EBA2 sphere (Figure 9.2b), postulated in the 
‘time-transgressive’ scenario (§9.1.2). This fifth and only Tyrrhenian sphere in Central Italy linked up 
with the ‘dead ends’ (of the fattest lines) in the ‘typo-network’ in northern Tuscany (Figure 9.2a) and 
extended to include the ‘late’ EBA2 community in northernmost Lazio (Figure 9.2b), where LAGO DI 
MEZZANO persisted but had ceased to be the supra-regional cult place that it used to be. It was argued 
that in this sphere the production of EBA2 ceramics persisted as a regional tradition, similar to the 
production of ‘Tuscan’ axes of ‘horizon III’ types (see above), whereas elsewhere ‘horizon IV’ types of 
axes were in production and circulation (Figure 9.2b). The question is whether, contrary to traditional 
axes, ‘Tuscan’ raw material was still in demand and copper production from the COLLINE 
METALLIFERE persisted at the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition. It was shown that the ‘horizon III-
IV’ axe hoard from “TERNI” in Umbria did pertain to the ‘Tuscan’ metallurgical sphere because of the 
pronounced presence of lead as a major element (§4.1), but at the same time not because of the relative 
lack of zinc and arsenic as major elements (Table 4.8). In addition, the presence of cobalt and nickel as 
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a trace element links these axes to the sphere of ‘Adriatic’ axes and metal-hilted daggers (§4.1). 
Incidentally, this composition is consistent with the analyses of two copper ‘slags’ from an Iron Age 
site of metalwork production in the UPPER TIBER valley (Gliozzo et al. 2011), in the same area of 
SANSEPOLCRO where a group of open-air sites started to emerge in subphase BM1B (cf. Cocchi Genick 
2001, 2002). This suggests that the ‘Adriatic’ metallurgical sphere was extended further into the 
intermontane region, following the articulation of the ‘Adriatic’ and ‘Tuscan’ spheres into a larger 
‘metal-work’ in EBA2 (Chapter 8), as part of network changes at the Early-Middle Bronze Age 
transition (§9.3.1). 
At the same time, it makes the scenario of the absence of a ‘horizon III’ tradition of ‘Adriatic’ 
axe production plausible, with a tradition of ‘horizon II’ axes (FERMIGNANO) that persisted in EBA2 
(see above), produced from the same intermontane source in the UPPER TIBER valley (Figure 9.2b) as 
‘horizon III-IV’ axes (TERNI). The same signature of the pronounced presence of lead but a relative 
lack of zinc and arsenic, with respect to ‘Tuscan’ axes, can be found in the axes that constituted the 
‘horizon III’ hoard (VERUCCA) from northern Tuscany, albeit without cobalt as a trace element (Table 
4.7). Given its greater compositional similarity to the ‘horizon III-IV’ hoard from “TERNI” than axes in 
the ‘Tuscan’ tradition (see above) and its location at the intersection of ‘late’ EBA2 and ‘early’ MBA1 
spheres in northern Tuscany (Figure 9.2b), the VERUCCA hoard should probably be regarded as a ‘late’ 
EBA2 hoard and dated to the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition. Finally, ‘late’ EBA2 axes (including 
a hoard) attributed to ‘horizon III’ and ‘horizon III-IV’ from the VESUVIUS environs in Campania do 
seem to have been of ‘Tuscan’ provenance and tradition, given the presence of both lead and zinc as 
major elements (Albore Livadie et al. 2000, 11 [tab. I]). All of these compositional signatures add up to 
the existence of (at least) two metallurgical traditions in the Tyrrhenian sphere at the Early-Middle 
Bronze Age transition (if not before). This seems to have included the extension of the ‘Adriatic’ 
sphere to the Tyrrhenian side of the peninsula, following the reconstructed articulation of the ‘Tuscan’ 
and ‘Adriatic’ spheres into a larger ‘metal-work’ (Chapter 8). Moreover, the presence of axes of 
‘Tuscan’ raw material in Campania, as far south as the BAY OF NAPLES, highlights that seaborne 
distribution of raw material or finished objects is a strong possibility. The intensification of seaborne 
connectivity in the northern Tyrrhenian has traditionally been regarded as the rationale for the 
emergence of a settled community in the TOLFA MOUNTAINS micro-region, but it is the ‘time-
transgressive’ scenario that substantiates this presumption in terms of network changes in Central Italy. 
A series of stopping points can be recognised along the Tyrrhenian coast at the Early-Middle 
Bronze Age transition (Figure 9.2b). The ‘far northern’ cross-APENNINE axis from the Adriatic 
connected to the coastal area of COLTANA (i.e. one of the ‘dead ends’ in the ‘typo-network’) in northern 
Tuscany. Here salt production has been dated, on the basis of associated ceramics, to as far back as the 
Early-Middle Bronze Age transition (Di Fraia & Secoli 2000; Pasquinucci & Menchelli 2002). Further 
down the coast, copper and axe production related to the COLLINE METALLIFERE persisted in the ‘late’ 
EBA2 sphere that extended from northern Tuscany to northern Lazio (see above). Recently, direct 
evidence for a location of Bronze Age metalwork production in relation to the COLLINE METALLIFERE 
has been reported from the coastal site of PUNTA ALA (Figure 9.2b) and radiocarbon dated to the Early-
Middle Bronze Age transition. Here a small vessel containing raw material, preserved in a pit, indicates 
the location of a workshop (Aranguren s.a.). This recalls the two ‘undated’ ingot hoards from the same 
coastal area (Figure 9.2b), one hoard (TORRENUOVA) consisting of thirty-five ingots contained in a 
vessel and the other (SAN MICHELE) of twelve ingots (Cocchi Genick 1998, 85 [nos. 26-27]). The 
location of these hoards is ‘isolated’ from the core in the distribution of ingot finds in southern Tuscany 
(§4.1; Figure 4.1). This spatially differentiated pattern could indicate chronological differentiation 
between EBA2 production in southern Tuscany and ‘late’ EBA2 production at the COLLINE 
METALLIFERE, or alternatively cultural differentiation related to the side-by-side existence of 
distinctive metallurgical traditions (see above). The next stopping point in the ‘late’ EBA2 sphere 
seems to have been the two caves at the coast of southern Tuscany (Figure 9.2b). It was argued that 
these would have been abandoned after the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition, in coincidence with 
the dramatic increase in cave use in the interior, focused on GROTTA NUOVA, in subphase BM1B (see 
above). The next, ‘time-transgressive’ stopping point is consituted by the new, ‘early’ MBA1 
community in the TOLFA MOUNTAINS micro-region (Figure 9.2b), which had emerged on the opposite 
end of the cross-APENNINE axis from CASTEL DEL LAMA in the Adriatic sphere (see above). The 
“Palma di Campania” vessel (Belardelli et al. 2007, 375) reported from the cult place at PIAN SULTANO 
(Appendix 3 [#26]) could also refer to the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition, given the ceramic 
fragment from one of the ‘early’ MBA1 assemblages in the lower Aniene community (see above). 
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Next, the lagoonal strip along the coast of southern Lazio (cf. Alessandri 2007, 2009) would have 
provided for excellent stopping points. 
Seaborne connectivity could make the series of EBA2 axe depositions in connection with this 
lagoonal strip (§4.2), in an area that had been largely unsettled (§7.1.4), less enigmatic. A ‘time-
transgressive’ scenario for the typochronologically ‘mixed’ axe hoard from CASALÀZZARA (Figure 
9.2b), consisting of two ‘horizon III’ axes linked to the TOLFA MOUNTAINS (Appendix 1 [#48]) and a 
third, MBA1 axe, could mean that it after all did constitute a single act of deposition (§4.2). Here it 
should be recalled that these ‘coastal’ axe depositions were already linked to a ‘cross-cultural’ sphere 
on the basis of the thick description of cultural landscapes in ‘coastal’ Lazio (§7.2). It was highlighted 
that the ‘coastal’ distribution of decorated ceramics attributed to the “Luni Tre Erici-Norchia” style (see 
above) intersected at the LOWER ANIENE community with the predominantly ‘interior’ axis constituted 
by the distribution of “Palma di Campania” ceramics in southern Lazio. Their joint distribution (Figure 
7.9) was parallelled by the ‘coastal’ sense in the distribution of EBA2 axes, extending from the TOLFA 
MOUNTAINS to the ‘horizon IV’ axe (Appendix 1 [#61]) from the ‘transitional’ lake-side assemblage at 
LA CASARINA (Appendix 4 [#207]) in the far south of Lazio. This axe can be added to the ‘mixed’ 
EBA2-MBA1 hoard (CASALÀZZARA), the “Luni Tre Erici-Norchia” style of decorated ceramics and the 
“Palma di Campania” ceramics from PIAN SULTANO and the LOWER ANIENE community, already 
discussed in the light of the ‘time-transgressive’ scenario (see above). Taken together, all of these 
elements seem to refer to the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition, when a series of coastal sites 
emerged in southern Lazio (cf. Alessandri 2007, 2009). Three of these ‘coastal’ assemblages (LA 
CAMPANA; COLLE PARITO; CAPROLACE) from southern Lazio constitute the southernmost distribution 
of ‘early’ MBA1 ceramics in the “Grotta Nuova” sphere, linking them into the ‘typo-network’ of 
subphase BM1A (Figure 9.2a). These ‘outliers’ with isolated typological connections to both northern 
Tuscany and the northern Adriatic on the ‘far northern’ cross-APENNINE axis become less enigmatic in 
the context of seaborne connectivity along the Tyrrhenian coast at the Early-Middle Bronze Age 
transition (Figure 9.2b). At the same time, as coastal stopping points, these assemblages bridge the 
‘gap’ to the ‘horizon III’ and ‘horizon III-IV’ axes with a ‘Tuscan’ signature from the VESUVIUS 
environs in Campania (see above). This is underscored by the “Palma di Campania” affinities reported 
for another ‘early’ MBA1 assemblage (CACAMELE) in the coastal series (Alessandri 2009), attributed to 
the “Protoappenninico” sphere (§9.2.2). 
To sum up, it seems likely that apart from cross-APENNINE connectivity following several 
axes (Figure 9.2a) seaborne connectivity became more pronounced in the form of coastal stopping 
points in the Tyrrhenian sphere at the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition (Figure 9.2b). The strong 
sense of connectivity between the two main ‘early’ MBA1 sites in the Adriatic sphere (Figure 9.2a) 
indicates a parallel increase in the significance of seaborne connectivity. From the perspective of a 
‘flat’ understanding of networks, the overall increase in connectivity, both cross-APENNINE and 
seaborne, should be interpreted as one and the same phenomenon at the Early-Middle Bronze Age 
transition. In fact, this transition and the emergence of the “Grotta Nuova” sphere was constituted by 
acts of place-making that were ‘cross-cultural’ in character (see above). The ‘time-transgressive’ 
scenario that was postulated on the basis of discrepancies between absolute and relative dates (§9.1.2), 
resolves several typochronological issues related to both ceramics and metalwork, by interpreting these 
issues as ‘transitional’ phenomena. This scenario for the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition goes a 
long way toward putting pieces of ‘conflicting’ evidence into place in the ‘four-dimensional jigsaw’ of 
network changes and trajectories (see above). Above all, it corroborates the data-rich synthesis of 
EBA2 networks and network changes in Abruzzo and Lazio (Chapter 8). So many network changes in 
the emergent “Grotta Nuova” sphere are metalwork-related (see above) that they seem to be a self-
evident extension of the reconstructed trajectory of the articulation of the Tyrrhenian and Adriatic 
spheres of Central Italy into a larger ‘metal-work’ in EBA2 (Chapter 8). This apparent concern with 
metalwork will be discussed in the wider context of Copper Age-Middle Bronze Age trajectories in 
Europe and the Mediterranean (§9.3.1). The question is to what extent the sequence postulated by the 
‘time-transgressive’ scenario hides further issues, in the sense that it could have wrongly interpreted 
chronological differentiation as cultural ones. Still, the ‘time-transgressive’ scenario did unexpectedly 
trace a plausible copper source for the ‘Adriatic’ metallurgical sphere (Figure 9.2b) by following 
network changes in a Latourian sense (§2.3). This revealed a further ‘time-transgressive’ issue 
concerning the chronological position of ‘horizon II’ axes in the Adriatic sphere. These seem to have 
remained in production and circulation in EBA2 until they were replaced by ‘horizon IV’ axes at the 
Early-Middle Bronze Age transition (see above). 
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A ‘truly’ data-rich and multi-sited synthesis, including a diachronic comparison of the Early-
Middle Bronze Age transition with the subsequent phase in the Middle Bronze Age sequence (i.e. 
BM1B), is the next step to check for where and which pieces of the ‘four-dimensional jigsaw’ do not fit 
and/or have been misplaced (cf. Van Rossenberg forthcoming). At the same time, a comparison with 
the parallel trajectory of the “Protoappenninico” sphere (§9.2.2) is invaluable for understanding the 
emergence of a cultural boundary with the “Grotta Nuova” sphere, situated in Abruzzo and Lazio, from 
a network perspective. 
 
9.2.2 The emergent Protoappenninico sphere 
The typochronological sequences for the “Grotta Nuova” and “Protoappenninico” spheres have 
traditionally been synchronised in the general sense that they both cover the full duration of the first 
main phase of the Middle Bronze Age (i.e. BM1-2), followed by MBA2 (i.e. BM3). Such a 
synchronisation is not self-evident from the perspective of Central Italy. The number of vessel and 
handle types that define the “Protoappenninico” facies is significantly lower than the number of “Grotta 
Nuova” vessel types (cf. Cocchi Genick 1995, 2001, 2002). This is illustrated by the relatively weak 
sense of connectivity in the ‘typo-network’ based on “Protoappenninico” vessel and handle types (i.e. 
generically BM1-2) in the northern half of the Southern Italian sphere (Figure 9.3a), in comparison 
with, for instance, the ‘typo-network’ of a single subphase in the “Grotta Nuova” sphere (Figure 9.2a). 
This difference can in part be explained by the connections that are left out by the ‘self-inflicted’ 
truncation of the network (i.e. leaving out the southern half of the Southern Italian sphere), but not in 
full. The generally low number of “Protoappenninico” vessel types suggests that, different from the 
four phases in the “Grotta Nuova” sequence, the full “Protoappenninico” sequence does not refer to as 
many (sub)phases as the “Grotta Nuova” sequence. In itself, this ‘discrepancy’ indicates that the 
synchronisation of the typochronological sequences for the two larger MBA1 spheres in the Italian 
peninsula is not straightforward. In addition, “Protoappenninico” assemblages tend to be dated to 
MBA1 (i.e. BM1-2) only generically and thereby presented as pertaining to a single phase (e.g. Angle 
& Mancini 2007). By contrast, the compilers of recent syntheses of the PESCARA valley (Fratini 1997a), 
the FUCINO BASIN (Ialongo 2007) and coastal southern Lazio (Alessandri 2007, 2009) do make an 
effort to be more precise. Following the initial attempt at synthesis (Damiani 1995), the recent 
syntheses differentiate between an earlier phase (i.e. BM1) and a later phase (i.e. BM1B-2A). This 
suggests that the typochronological sequence consisted of two subphases, at least in the northern 
“Protoappenninico” sphere. 
Secondly, the chronological position of the start of the “Protoappenninico” sequence with 
respect to the end of the Early Bronze Age is still ill-defined. However, two of the recent syntheses 
have presented culturally ‘mixed’ assemblages, consistent with the location of the FUCINO BASIN 
(Ialongo 2007) and coastal southern Lazio (Alessandri 2007, 2009) at the reconstructed boundary of the 
“Grotta Nuova” and “Protoappenninico” spheres (Poggiani Keller 1995). The existence of culturally 
‘mixed’ assemblages holds the promise of resolving both these typochronological issues, on the one 
hand, the typochronological articulation of the larger MBA1 spheres and, on the other hand, dating the 
Early-Middle Bronze Age transition in the peninsula as a whole. The culturally ‘mixed’ assemblages 
tend to incorporate ceramics dated to the first phase in the “Protoappenninnico” sequence (i.e. BM1) 
and in the “Grotta Nuova” sequence (i.e. BM1A), but generally not EBA2 ceramics. The connections 
of these ‘mixed’ assemblages to the emergent “Grotta Nuova” sphere were already incorporated in the 
respective ‘typo-network’ (Figure 9.2a). The increasing evidence for a recurrent association of ‘early’ 
MBA1 ceramics from both the Central Italian and the Southern Italian sphere suggests that the first 
phase in both these sequences can be regarded as broadly contemporary (i.e. partially overlapping) at 
the least, if not synchronised (i.e. completely overlapping). The same association seems to indicate that 
these assemblages were ‘cross-cultural’ in character, which is consistent with their location in the 
‘border zone’ between the two larger cultural spheres (cf. Guidi et al. 2002). This recalls the ‘cross-
cultural’ character of place-making in the ‘time-transgressive’ scenario for the emergent “Grotta 
Nuova” sphere (§9.2.1). The acts of place-making in Abruzzo, the intermontane region and southern 
Lazio, situated on the northern margins of the “Protoappenninico” sphere (Table 9.5; Figure 9.4), will 
be sketched below. First the bigger picture of the situation in the northern half of the larger Southern 
Italian sphere is outlined (Figure 9.3), with cross-references to the discussion of the emergent “Grotta 
Nuova” sphere (§9.2.1). 
The overview starts on the Adriatic side of the peninsula where culturally ‘mixed’ 
assemblages are absent. Here the main cultural boundary has been reconstructed as coinciding with the 
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TRONTO river (cf. Damiani 1995; Poggiani Keller 1995), because it divides the southernmost “Grotta 
Nuova” site (CASTEL DEL LAMA) on its left bank from the relatively ‘isolated’ occurrences of 
“Protoappenninico” ceramics in the VIBRATA valley, running parallel to the TRONTO, and at GROTTA 
SANT’ANGELO, both on its right bank (Figure 9.3b). The temptation to interpret the metal-hilted dagger 
hoard in southern Abruzzo (LORETO APRUTINO) as a ‘cross-cultural’ and ‘time-transgressive’ act of 
place-making (§9.1.2) was based on its location in between CASTEL DEL LAMA and the ‘early’ MBA1 
settlement at TORRE DE’ PASSERI in the UPPER PESCARA valley (Figure 9.3b). The latter site has been 
dated explicitly to ‘early’ MBA1 (i.e. BM1) in the “Protoappenninico” sequence (cf. Fratini 1997a), but 
the consistency of its assemblage, including a series of houses, suggests that it should not be interpreted 
as a single-phase, but at least a two-phase settlement. Adding an ‘initial’ phase to the trajectory of 
TORRE DE’ PASSERI, the ‘time-transgressive’ scenario of overlap between ‘late’ EBA2 and ‘early’ 
MBA1 (§9.1.2) seems to apply to both larger spheres (§9.2.1). This does not only synchronise the start 
of the “Grotta Nuova” and “Protoappenninico” sequences, but it also brings the ‘later’ metal-hilted 
daggers into play again at the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition. In this respect, direct evidence for 
metalwork production from TORRE DE’ PASSERI, in the form of several ‘tuyères’ (Fratini 1997a), 
connected to a subsurface cult place (Recchia 2003), helps to substantiate the scenario that metal-hilted 
daggers were related to the exchange of technological knowledge between metallurgical spheres (§4.4), 
in this case the Early Bronze Age ‘northern Adriatic’ sphere and the “Protoappenninico” sphere. 
Following the axis of connectivity between the 
UPPER PESCARA valley and Campania in the 
‘typo-network’ for “Protoappenninico” ceramics 
(Figure 9.3a), the exchange of technological 
knowledge could have implicated communities 
in the VESUVIUS environs on the Tyrrhenian side 
of the peninsula. This link is underscored by the 
presence of metal-hilted daggers to the south of 
the volcano (Figure 9.3b), but another cross-
APENNINE axis (than the one through the FUCINO 
BASIN) was postulated for their presence in 
Campania on the basis of the general distribution 
of metal-hilted daggers (§4.4). 
 
Figure 9.3a (above): ‘typo-network’ based on 
vessel and handle types, generically attributed 
to subphases BM1-2, highlighting caves and 
open-air sites (in shades of grey), in relation to 
cultural groups reconstructed in the northern 
part of the “Protoappenninico” sphere 
(Southern Italy) [compiled after Cocchi 
Genick 1995]. Connecting lines indicate that 
at least one vessel or handle type is shared 
between two sites [lineweight increases with 
the number of connections]. This ‘typo-
network’ is truncated, excluding connections 
to the southern half of the sphere. 
 
Figure 9.3b (below): interpretation of the 
northern “Protoappenninico” sphere, with 
reference to elements discussed in the context 
of the emergence of the “Grotta Nuova” 
sphere (§9.2.1). Metal-hilted daggers are 
included for comparison (yellow triangles). 
Sites on small islands extend the series of 
stopping points along the northern 
Tyrrhenian coast [cf. Figure 9.2b] into the 
BAY OF NAPLES. 
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It was argued that a shorter, more direct axis between the Adriatic and Tyrrhenian spheres 
through the region of Molise, to the south of Abruzzo, is more likely (§4.4). This is underscored by the 
location of the ‘horizon III’ axe hoard of VINCHIATURO in Molise (Santone 2009), at the watershed of 
the BIFERNO valley with Campania (Figure 9.3b). This indirect route, connecting southern Abruzzo to a 
cross-APENNINE axis between Molise and Campania, is underscored by a “Protoappenninico” 
connection between the UPPER PESCARA micro-region and the BIFERNO valley (Figure 9.3a). It is also 
in line with the reconstructed extension of the UPPER PESCARA tradition of Copper Age-EBA1 
metalwork deposition to include the southern surroundings of the MAJELLA MOUNTAINS in EBA2 
(§4.2; Figure 4.6). Given the ‘time-transgressive’ possibility that both ‘horizon III’ axes and ‘later’ 
metal-hilted daggers could refer to ‘late’ EBA2 (§9.2.1), the articulation of a metalwork-related axis 
between Molise and Campania is a plausible interpretation for the metal-hilted daggers in the 
VESUVIUS environs (Figure 9.3b).326 At the same time, it situates the proliferation of metal-hilted 
daggers in the emergent “Protoappenninico” sphere, similar to the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition 
in the emergent “Grotta Nuova” sphere (§9.2.1). Moreover, it sheds a different light on the 
interpretation of the UPPER PESCARA micro-region as a persistent node in cross-APENNINE connectivity, 
which had become increasingly metalwork-related in EBA2 (§4.2). What remains to be seen, is the 
chronological position of the emergence of the TORRE DE’ PASSERI community (Figure 9.3b) with 
respect to the ‘time-transgressive’ possibility that ‘horizon II’ axes could still have been produced in 
the Adriatic sphere in EBA2 (§9.2.1). This may shed a different light on the introduction of the Early 
Bronze Age hoarding phenomenon, i.e. ‘horizon II’ axe hoards, to the UPPER PESCARA micro-region 
(§4.2). In the ‘multi-sited’ analysis (Chapter 8) it was argued that the tradition of metalwork deposition 
in the UPPER PESCARA micro-region (§4.2) was related to the presence of a major, persistent cult place 
at GROTTA DEI PICCIONI (Chapter 6). For this reason, the micro-region was singled out as a likely 
candidate for an area where metalwork exchange had taken place since the Copper Age and 
technological knowledge was (made) available periodically (§4.4). It is striking that a settled 
community with such metallurgical knowledge (TORRE DE’ PASSERI) emerged in this area in ‘early’ 
MBA1 (see above). Incidentally, it parallels the emergence of the TOLFA MOUNTAINS community on 
the Tyrrhenian side of the peninsula at the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition (§9.2.1) in a ‘border 
zone’ with similar connotations (Chapter 8). 
 
 EBA2 BM1 References 
Coastal Abruzzo    
Grotta Sant’Angelo (TE) 10 ? Cocchi Genick 1995, 1998 
Grotta dei Piccioni (PE) 3 I=2 Cocchi Genick 1998; Ialongo 2007 (I) 
Intermontane region    
Grotta a Male (AQ) [gap] ? 
Monte La Difesa (AQ)  ? 
Cocchi Genick 1995; Fratini 1997a; Ialongo 2007 
Grotta Beatrice Cenci (AQ) ? X Ialongo 2007 
Coastal Lazio (south)    
Grotta Vittorio Vecchi (LT) X X Rosini 2007 
Lago di Canterno (FR)  ? Angle 2007c; Angle et al. 2010 
Grotta Regina Margherita (FR)  X Angle et al. 2010 
Grotta-Riparo del Peschio Tornera (FR) X X Alessandri 2009 
Grotte di Pastena (FR)  X Biddittu et al. 2006a, 2007b; Angle et al. 2010a 
Table 9.5: overview of the trajectories of cave use (including burial) and a lake-side cult place in 
Abruzzo and Lazio in the emergent “Protoappenninico” sphere at the Early-Middle Bronze Age 
transition [including the number of vessel types attributed to each subphase]. 
 
Returning to the Adriatic side of the peninsula, the ‘typo-network’ highlights that the UPPER 
PESCARA valley was also connected to the intermontane region, i.e. the TIRINO-ATERNO watershed, the 
UPPER ATERNO valley and the FUCINO BASIN (Figure 9.3a), following the Early Bronze Age pattern 
(Chapter 7). These connections substantiate that a cross-Apennine axis through the FUCINO BASIN 
persisted to connect to the UPPER PESCARA valley and highlight that the UPPER PESCARA community 
was involved in the act of place-making that reinstated GROTTA A MALE as the main cult place in the 
UPPER ATERNO valley after the Early Bronze Age ‘gap’ in its trajectory (Chapter 6). At the same time, 
                                                 
326 Incidentally, interpreting the location of the mixed hoard including a metal-hilted dagger, with the enigmatic provenance of 
“MASCION, provincia Campasso, Italia Centrale” (Appendix 1 [#15]), as a reference to MASCIONE in the province of 
Campobasso (Molise) would situate it in the same area as the VINCHIATURO hoard and further substantiate that this cross-
APENNINE axis was metalwork-related. 
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the rock shelter of MONTE LA DIFESA, situated at the boundary with the “Grotta Nuova” sphere (Figure 
9.3a), was part of this network, which singles the UPPER LIRI valley out as a potential ‘cross-cultural’ 
meeting-place. These acts of place-making (GROTTA A MALE; MONTE LA DIFESA) are part of a series at 
the cultural boundary with the “Grotta Nuova” sphere (Table 9.4) that can be followed to the other side 
of the peninsula (Figure 9.3b). A cave (GROTTA REGINA MARGHERITA) with funerary evidence (Guidi 
1981; Angle et al. 2010) was added to those with Early Bronze Age traces of use in the area of 
COLLEPARDO (§6.1). GROTTA VITTORIO VECCHI in the LEPINI MOUNTAINS persisted but with the 
addition of a prominent role as a place of burial (Rubini et al. 1990; Guidi 1991/1992). At the same 
time, a new major “Protoappenninico” cult place was established at GROTTE DI PASTENA, incorporating 
a subsurface river stretch, at the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition (Biddittu et al. 2006a, 2007b; 
Angle et al. 2010a). Finally, structured acts of deposition at LAGO DI CANTERNO, where a stream 
disappeared from the surface in a karstic environment (Angle 2007c), complete the cross-APENNINE 
series of place-making at the boundary with the “Grotta Nuova” sphere (Table 9.4; Figure 9.3b). In 
general, these acts of place-making recall the cosmological connotation of similar place-making in 
EBA2 (§8.3) and seem to show an even more pronounced and intimate link to boundary work. 
 
Figure 9.4: ‘typo-network’ in 
Abruzzo and Lazio based on 
vessel and handle types 
attributed to subphase BM1 
(“Protoappenninico”) [compiled 
after Fratini 1997a; Ialongo 
2007; Alessandri 2007, 2009; cf. 
references in Table 9.5 for 
individual sites], highlighting 
caves and open-air sites (in 
shades of grey) and unconnected 
“Protoappenninico” sites (in 
white). Connecting lines indicate 
that at least one vessel or handle 
type is shared between two sites 
[lineweight increases with the 
number of connections]. This ‘typo-network’ is truncated by the boundary zone of the “Grotta 
Nuova” sphere with the“Protoappenninico” sphere. The ‘mixed’ EBA2-MBA1 axe hoard 
(CASALÀZZARA) and the ‘horizon III’ metal-hilted dagger hoard (LORETO APRUTINO) are 
included for comparison. 
 
Scaling down and up again 
The general impression that place-making at the northern margins of the “Protoappenninico” sphere 
(Table 9.5) was related to boundary work with the emergent “Grotta Nuova” sphere (Figure 9.3b) can 
be corroborated by scaling down to the cross-APENNINE border zone in Abruzzo and Lazio (Figure 
9.4). Different from the ‘typo-network’ (Figure 9.3a) based on the initial synthesis of 
“Protoappenninico” ceramics (Damiani 1995), a ‘typo-network’ based on ‘early’ MBA1 ceramics (i.e. 
BM1) was made (Figure 9.4) on the basis of typochronological attributions in the three recent syntheses 
for micro-regions that constituted this border zone, i.e. the PESCARA valley in southern Abruzzo 
(Fratini 1997a), the FUCINO BASIN in the intermontane region (Ialongo 2007) and coastal southern 
Lazio (Alessandri 2007, 2009). This ‘typo-network’ highlights that the two northernmost groups in the 
“Protoappenninico” sphere (Figure 9.3a) can be incorporated into a single sphere that followed a cross-
APENNINE axis through the FUCINO BASIN (Figure 9.4). This recalls the interpretation of the 
northernmost “Grotta Nuova” groups as a single sphere that connected northern Tuscany and the 
‘northern Adriatic’ (Figure 9.2b), as well as the cross-APENNINE axis that emerged between CASTEL 
DEL LAMA and the TOLFA MOUNTAINS community at the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition (§9.2.1). 
Taken together, this means that the cultural boundary between the two larger spheres is delimited by 
two parallel cross-APENNINE axes of connectivity between the Adriatic and Tyrrhenian coasts that 
‘sandwich’ the LOWER ANIENE community (Figure 9.4). It was argued that the trajectory of community 
formation to the north of the LOWER ANIENE valley in EBA2 (§8.4), had situated this community on a 
‘coastal’ axis to the cult place of PIAN SULTANO in the TOLFA MOUNTAINS micro-region, as well as on 
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an ‘interior’ axis to southeastern Tuscany in the northwest and to the Frosinone province (and 
Campania) in the southeast. Its axis of connectivity to the FUCINO BASIN was less well-defined, perhaps 
initially an indirect route following the ‘interior’ axis into the Frosinone province, where a larger 
settled community seems to have emerged at the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition (Figure 9.4). 
Some of the open-air sites in the Frosinone province, in the ‘interior’ of southernmost Lazio, 
that make up a larger settled community at the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition than before, were 
already discussed (§7.1.4), as the start of their trajectories tend to be dated tentatively to EBA2 (Table 
7.6). However, given the “Protoappenninico” affiliations of these assemblages, this community should 
probably be regarded as ‘early’ MBA1 in date, following a trajectory of community formation that had 
started with the act of “Palma di Campania” ceramics deposition at GROTTA DEL CANE (Appendix 3 
[#34]), in the light of the earlier date for the AVELLINO eruption (§3.4). By contrast, the LOWER ANIENE 
community had emerged before (and thereby ‘prompted’) the percolated distribution of “Palma di 
Campania” ceramics in southern Lazio (§7.2; Figure 7.9), the latter an indication of its position on the 
axis linking this community to metalwork production and exchange in southern Tuscany (§8.4). In turn, 
the ‘early’ MBA1 community that emerged in the SACCO and MIDDLE LIRI valleys can be related to 
place-making at GROTTE DI PASTENA as the new main “Protoappenninico” cult place, at the new cave 
(GROTTA REGINA MARGHERITA) at COLLEPARDO as the main place for burial and at LAGO DI 
CANTERNO as a lake-side cult place (see above). This community was connected to the ‘early’ MBA1 
community at TORRE DE’ PASSERI on the opposite side of the peninsula, following the cross-APENNINE 
axis through the FUCINO BASIN, and at the same time seems to have been linked into the series of 
coastal sites at the lagoonal strip of southern Lazio (Figure 9.4). “Protoappenninico” connectivity to the 
ALBAN HILLS would have postdated the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition, given the absence of the 
‘earliest’ “Grotta Nuova” ceramics (i.e. BM1A) from the LAGO ALBANO assemblage (Table 9.4). Apart 
from a potentially ‘time-transgressive’ date for the “Palma di Campania” ceramics from one of the 
TENUTA RADICICOLI assemblages (§9.2.1), the SACCO-LIRI community cannot be linked to the adjacent 
LOWER ANIENE community in the emergent “Grotta Nuova” sphere. Similarly, the closest connections 
for the earliest “Grotta Nuova” ceramics in the culturally ‘mixed’ assemblages in the FUCINO BASIN can 
be found in the TOLFA MOUNTAINS micro-region and by-pass the LOWER ANIENE community (Figure 
9.2a). 
This indicates a major network change with respect to the direct sense of connectivity between 
northernmost Lazio and the FUCINO BASIN in the ‘typo-network’ based on EBA2 ceramics (§7.2; 
Figure 7.6) that would have involved the LOWER ANIENE community (§8.4). The culturally ‘mixed’ 
EBA2 and ‘early’ MBA1 assemblage on top of an EBA2 assemblage at one of the TENUTA RADICICOLI 
sites (§9.2.1) seems to have marked this network change. Apart from the few ‘mixed’ assemblages in 
the FUCINO BASIN and at the coastal sites of southern Lazio (Figure 9.2a), the initial lack of ‘cross-
cultural’ interaction between the emergent “Grotta Nuova” and “Protoappenninico” spheres on the 
Tyrrhenian side of the peninsula in all likelihood resulted from the cross-APENNINE focus in two 
parallel axes of connectivity (Figures 9.2b & 9.3b). The insertion of the cross-APENNINE axis of 
connectivity that constituted the southern margins of the emergent “Grotta Nuova” sphere, seems to 
have ‘blocked’ the previously direct axis between the FUCINO BASIN and northernmost Lazio (§7.2; 
Figure 7.6) and involved the affiliation of the LOWER ANIENE community with the Central Italian 
sphere. The parallel ‘exclusion’ of the FUCINO BASIN from this sphere at the Early-Middle Bronze Age 
transition is underscored by the virtual absence of ceramics dated to the subsequent phase (i.e. BM1B) 
in the “Grotta Nuova” sequence (cf. Ialongo 2007). In other words, the FUCINO community (§7.1.2) had 
shifted its affiliations to the larger Southern Italian sphere, in coincidence with the emergence of an 
‘early’ MBA1 settled community in the UPPER PESCARA valley (see above). Given the cross-APENNINE 
sense of directionality in the ‘typo-network’ for the earliest “Protoappenninico” ceramics (Figure 9.4), 
the scenario of an indirect route for the provenance of the earliest “Grotta Nuova” ceramics in the 
culturally ‘mixed’ assemblages in the FUCINO BASIN (Figure 9.2a) is more likely than the alternative of 
a more direct route, although the possibility of ‘cross-cultural’ place-making in the UPPER LIRI valley 
(MONTE LA DIFESA; GROTTA BEATRICE CENCI) cannot be excluded (Table 9.5; Figure 9.3b). Before 
the establishment of LAGO ALBANO as a major, ‘cross-cultural’ cult place in subphase BM1B (cf. Van 
Rossenberg forthcoming), ‘cross-cultural’ exchanges between the emergent spheres to have taken place 
at the series of stopping points in seaborne connectivity in the Tyrrhenian (Figures 9.2b & 9.3b) that 
included the coastal sites with culturally ‘mixed’ assemblages in southern Lazio (Figure 9.4). 
Given the ‘cross-cultural’ connotation of metal-hilted daggers, the cross-APENNINE axis that 
defines the northern margin of the “Protoappenninico” sphere (Figure 9.4) can be excluded as an 
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alternative route for those that ended up in Campania. However, the presence of two axe hoards with a 
‘Tuscan’ signature (Albore Livadie et al. 2000) to the north of the VESUVIUS (§9.2.1) does indicate that 
a seaborne route, following the series of stopping-points in the Tyrrhenian (Figures 9.2b & 9.3b) is also 
a possibility instead of the one reconstructed through the region of Molise (see above). The only 
multiple find in Campania consists of three ‘later’ metal-hilted daggers (NOCERA DI PAGANI) and has 
been explicitly dated to the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition in the revised typochronology because 
of affinities with daggers in both the LORETO APRUTINO hoard and the CERVARA ALFINA hoard (De 
Marinis 2001, 266-275). The presence of ‘late’ types, including one that is exclusive to the Tyrrhenian 
sphere, makes the alternative seaborne route for the ‘metal-hilted’ daggers that ended up in the NOCERA 
DI PAGANI ‘burial’ (or hoard), more than plausible. It also fits the scenario that seaborne traffic along a 
series of coastal stopping points in the Tyrrhenian at the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition (Figures 
9.2b & 9.3b) was ‘cross-cultural’ in character. The ‘early’ MBA1 community that emerged in the 
TOLFA MOUNTAINS micro-region on the cross-APENNINE axis of ‘later’ daggers in Central Italy, seems 
the most likely provenance before shipment for the dagger of CERVARA ALFINA type in the NOCERA DI 
PAGANI ‘burial’ (or hoard), perhaps with exchange taking place at the cult place of PIAN SULTANO 
(§9.2.1). By contrast, the ‘Tuscan’ axes (or raw material) from the hoards in northern Campania 
(Figure 9.3b) could have ‘boarded’ at the COLLINE METALLIFERE further to the north (Figure 9.2b). The 
‘cross-cultural’ character of seaborne axis of connectivity in the northern Tyrrhenian is exemplified by 
the culturally ‘mixed’ assemblages along the coast of southern Lazio (Figures 9.2a & 9.4). These were 
situated at the main cultural boundary, or rather, the meetings and exchanges that took place at these 
locations were ‘boundary work’ and helped to create the emergent cultural boundary between the 
“Grotta Nuova” and “Protoappenninico” spheres on the Tyrrhenian side of the peninsula. 
It is tempting to extend the scenario of ‘cross-cultural’ seaborne connectivity and coastal 
exchanges in the Tyrrhenian to include the northernmost occurrence of the earliest “Mycenaean” 
ceramics on the Tyrrhenian side of Southern Italy (Bietti Sestieri 1988; Bettelli et al. 2006), at one of 
the islands in the BAY OF NAPLES (Figure 9.3b), turning it into a so-called ‘international’ affair. In 
order to corroborate this, however, another typochronological issue has to be resolved, the 
synchronisation of the “Protoappenninico” and “Late Helladic” sequences. This can partly be found in 
connections in the ‘typo-network’ (Figure 9.3a) between this particular island in the BAY OF NAPLES 
and the ‘early’ MBA1 settlement of TORRE DE’ PASSERI in the UPPER PESCARA valley (see above), 
thereby potentially dating a presence of “Mycenaeans” to the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition. 
Moreover, it has been established that all of the earliest “Mycenaean” ceramics in Southern Italy on the 
Tyrrhenian side of the peninsula were genuine imports in terms of raw material (Bettelli et al. 2006). It 
remains to be seen, however, whether these ‘imports’ arrived by “Mycenaean” ships, or were part of a 
regional tradition of seaborne traffic involving smaller islands in the southern Tyrrhenian (Copat et al. 
2010), or land-based networks (Cazzella & Recchia 2009). By contrast, the evidence for a regional 
tradition of seaborne traffic at the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition is more conclusive in the 
northern Tyrrhenian (Figures 9.2b & 9.3b). It was argued that the increase in (or the increased visibility 
of) this regional tradition of seaborne connectivity was intimately related to network changes in the 
emergent “Grotta Nuova” and “Protoappenninico” spheres themselves. There is no indication 
whatsoever that network changes in Central Italy at the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition were 
prompted by a “Mycenaean connection” (Bietti Siestieri 1988), in search for raw materials such as 
copper. This is exemplified by the distribution of the earliest “Mycenaean” ceramics that is limited to 
Southern Italy and does not extend into Central Italy (Bettelli et al. 2006). The opposite, that the 
“Mycenaeans” were prompted by the presence of a regional tradition of seaborne traffic in the northern 
Tyrrhenian that shipped metalwork (and/or raw materials) to northern Campania in the southern 
Tyrrhenian, following a series of coastal stopping points (Figures 9.2b & 9.3b), is by far more likely. 
 
9.2.3 The Early-Middle Bronze Age transition as a trajectory 
Not only did a lot of things change in MBA1, as suggested by the diachronic comparison of 
archaeological records (§9.1.1), but many of these acts of place-making can also be situated more 
precisely at the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition (§9.2.1; §9.2.2). Following a ‘time-transgressive’ 
scenario (§9.1.2), such a redistribution of MBA1 place-making is crucial for conceptualising this 
transition as a trajectory. The ‘thick’ description of networks and network changes at the Early-Middle 
Bronze Age transition indicates that much place-making was related to the historical situation of the 
emergence of the “Grotta Nuova” sphere in Central Italy (§9.2.1) and the “Protoappenninico” sphere in 
Southern Italy (§9.2.2). At the same time, it shows the different potential of ‘rich’ and ‘poor’ 
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archaeological records (§9.1.1). A data-rich and multi-sited synthesis of the full Middle Bronze Age 
sequence will inevitably be thicker and richer than the Early Bronze Age sequence and expand beyond 
the scope of the case study (Chapters 3-8). Apart from differences, however, there will also be 
similarities, both epistemological and methodological in character, because - for richer or poorer - the 
objective to arrive at historical trajectories does not change. With the increase in volume of 
archaeological bodies of evidence, the chances that pieces of evidence are ‘conflicting’ and on closer 
inspection do not (yet) fit in the ‘four-dimensional jigsaw’, increase, too. Subdivision in periodisation 
is a construct of classification and it increases the number of ‘self-inflicted’ boundaries between spatio-
temporal entities, thereby also increasing the number of times that fuzziness between (sub)phases 
should be allowed for. It can be expected that a ‘time-transgressive’ scenario is not only reasonable for 
the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition (§9.1.2), but for each of the six subphases of the Middle 
Bronze Age in the Central Italian sequence (Van Rossenberg forthcoming). Epistemologically, the 
‘neatness’ of classification creates pieces of ‘conflicting’ evidence and ‘time-transgressive’ issues, 
especially when synchronisation is required between typochronologies that are ‘floating’ in character 
(§9.1.2), as so often is the case in Bronze Age studies with sequences based on metalwork. 
The extension of the case study (§9.2.1; §9.2.2) illustrates that such an increase in 
‘conflicting’ evidence and ‘time-transgressive’ issues is not necessarily a problem. The paradox is that 
trajectories of change would have been lost in a perfect classification. Without pieces of ‘conflicting’ 
evidence, transitions would have to be conceptualised as ‘clear-cut’ and ‘instant’ shifts from one 
historical situation to another and network changes, constitutive of historical trajectories, would remain 
enigmatic. This is in line with the notion that networks can only be traced when they change and leave 
traces (sensu Latour 2005), which applies to diachronic comparison from a network perspective in 
archaeology. The extension of the case study to include the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition 
(§9.2.1; §9.2.2) has made clear that, with the increase in the number of pieces (including ‘conflicting’ 
evidence), the chances at getting these pieces into place in the ‘four-dimensional jigsaw’ of historical 
trajectories increase, too. ‘Time-transgressive’ issues highlighted which pieces could on closer 
inspection be regarded as out of place, or which pieces could as easily be put in another place (Table 
9.2), by following up on these issues from the perspective of a ‘time-transgressive’ scenario (§9.1.2). A 
Latourian take on diachronic comparison in archaeology is impossible without a data-rich 
understanding of the historical situations being compared. Whereas a more selective approach takes 
periodisation for granted and tends to overlook ‘time-transgressive’ issues, a non-selective, data-rich 
and multi-sited approach sets out to reveal these issues. The combination of tracing pieces of 
‘conflicting’ evidence, appreciating regional differentiation and allowing for fuzziness in 
typochronological sequences, remedies the ‘self-inflicted’ neatness of classification and thus brings the 
conceptualisation of transitions as trajectories closer at hand. 
 
The bias towards deposition and network changes 
Another thing to be stressed is the general impression that so much place-making at the Early-Middle 
Bronze Age transition was ‘cross-cultural’ character (§9.2.1; §9.2.2). This is not only an analytical 
construct, resulting from the adoption of a ‘time-transgressive’ scenario that tries to avoid mistaking 
cultural for chronological differences (§9.1.2). ‘Cross-cultural’ place-making at the Early-Middle 
Bronze Age transition recalls (and corroborates) the ‘multi-sited’ understanding of Early Bronze Age 
cultural landscapes and social networks (Chapter 8). Relatively long distances had to be covered and 
large ‘gaps’ had to be crossed in social interaction between settled communities, given the punctuated 
character of Early Bronze Age settlement patterns (Chapter 7). The same ‘gaps’ provided a condition of 
possibility for the emergence of new settled communities that changed networks (§9.2.1; §9.2.2). 
Moreover, the ‘cross-cultural’ character of place-making is consistent with the bias towards deposition 
in archaeological records, especially Bronze Age records (§2.1.3). One period-specific bias results from 
the Bronze Age concern with incorporating rarities or, more in general, ‘non-local’ items of material 
culture in acts of deposition. As a consequence, acts of place-making that constituted changes in 
networks (by adding new places), are almost by definition ‘cross-cultural’ in character. It was argued 
that this period-specific bias towards deposition in Bronze Age archaeological records helps to interpret 
cultural landscapes in terms of networks of places (Chapter 2) and, in turn, it helps to conceptualise 
historical trajectories as constituted by network changes. To reiterate, following Latour (2005), 
networks can be studied by tracing network changes (see above) and Bronze Age network changes 
become archaeologically visible because of the bias towards deposition. In particular, it is the selective 
deposition of ‘non-local’ items of material culture that creates ‘time-transgressive’ issues and 
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‘conflicting’ evidence, as these items selected for deposition often do not seem to fit in ‘local’ 
typochronological sequences precisely because of their ‘exotic’ character. 
The multi-sited analysis of Early Bronze Age cultural landscapes highlighted that ‘non-local’ 
items tend to end up at the boundaries of settled communities (Chapter 8). It was argued that such acts 
of place-making refer to ‘boundary work’ (or meeting-places) and constituted intermediate nodes in 
social networks that linked Early Bronze Age communities. This period-specific bias in deposition 
created spatially differentiated distributions that can be used to trace the structure of both cultural 
landscapes and social networks. The focus in the ‘thick’ description of networks at the Early-Middle 
Bronze Age transition was on such forms of place-making, notably metalwork deposition and cave use 
(§9.2.1; §9.2.2). In the light of a ‘time-transgressive’ scenario (§9.1.2), it is not a coincidence that they 
were linked to (and constituted) network changes. The ‘cross-cultural’ character of these particular acts 
of place-making can be interpreted as the increasing integration of the communities settled on the 
Adriatic and Tyrrhenian sides of the peninsula (§9.2.1; §9.2.2), following the articulation of the 
respective metallurgical spheres in EBA2 (Chapter 8). The scenario of articulation followed by 
integration is underscored by the emergence of a series of cross-APPENNINE axes of connectivity 
(Figure 9.2b; Figure 9.4), or rather their increase in visibility because of the period-specific bias 
towards deposition in Bronze Age archaeological records. These considerations concerning period-
specific, structural properties of archaeological records shed another light on the diachronic comparison 
of the visibility of elements in cultural landscapes as a proxy for network changes. They can help to 
make the proxy for a major network change between EBA2 and MBA1 (§9.1.1) historically specific. 
The extension of the case study of Early Bronze Age networks to the Early-Middle Bronze 
Age transition shows that changes in archaeological visibility can be quite dramatic and relatively 
abrupt, in this case related to the historical situation of the ‘parallel’ and ‘synchronised’ emergence of 
the larger “Grotta Nuova” and “Protoappenninico” spheres (§9.2.1; §9.2.2), but still interpreted as a 
trajectory, following the ‘time-transgressive’ scenario (§9.1.2). By appreciating regional differentiation 
and allowing for fuzziness in typochronological sequences, the seemingly abrupt change from ‘poorer’ 
to ‘richer’ records between EBA2 and MBA1 (§9.1.1; Table 9.1) can be interpreted as a trajectory in 
itself. On the one hand, acts of place-making at the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition followed 
spatial patterns that could already be related to ‘boundary work’ in Early Bronze Age networks 
(Chapter 8). On the other hand, they did constitute dramatic network changes, in particular the 
emergence of several cross-APENNINE and coastal axes of connectivity (§9.2.1; §9.2.2), or made these 
more visible archaeologically. In this respect, it is unlikely that regional traditions of seaborne 
connectivity had disappeared between ‘Bell Beaker’ times and the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition 
(§9.3.1), but they return into sight in ‘richer’ archaeological records related to network changes (see 
above). This is in line with recent contemplations about the relationship between temporalities of 
change and archaeological records (Olivier 2001; Fokkens 2008). It has been acknowledged that acts of 
place-making related to network changes are overrepresented in archaeological records (Olivier 2001). 
At the same time, it has been acknowledged that innovations, including the introduction of novelties, 
take time to become visible (or ‘materialise’) in archaeological records (Fokkens 2008). I would argue 
that the extension of the case study to include networks at the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition 
(§9.2.1; §9.2.2) shows that the ‘enigmatic’ character of the initial phase in innovation (i.e. when 
novelties were actually novelties) is partly ‘self-inflicted’ and due to the neatness of classification that 
attributes particular elements to one historical situation or the other. Appreciating that fuzziness should 
be allowed for in typochronologies, a multi-sited and data-rich approach to diachronic comparison 
restores the ‘cross-cultural’ and ‘time-transgressive’ character of innovation. 
 
Methodological implications 
The extension of the diachronic comparison to networks at the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition was 
selective and not data-rich. Nonetheless, it shows that allowing for ‘time-transgressive’ possibilities in 
the reconstruction of network changes in Central Italy as a whole (§9.2.1; §9.2.2) should have 
consequences for the study of regional and micro-regional trajectories. It was already argued that sub-
regional units of analysis are not appropriate for the study of Early Bronze Age networks in Central 
Italy, because differences in the spatial distributions of distinctive forms of place-making can only be 
recognised on regional to supra-regional scales (Chapter 8). Present ‘boundary work’, delimiting a 
research area at those major rivers or mountainous areas (with caves) that had served as a focus for acts 
of deposition and constituted meeting-places in social networks, hides past ‘boundary work’. Similarly, 
‘time-transgressive’ issues at the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition can only be recognised as 
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patterns of regional differentiation on regional to supra-regional scales (§9.1.2). If acts of place-making 
that constituted such a ‘time-transgressive’ issue (see above), are situated outside the sub-regional 
entity selected for study, they can be overlooked on a micro-regional scale, but this does not mean that 
they are inconsequential. These methodological issues can be resolved by adopting a ‘flat’ approach to 
studying networks (sensu Latour 2005) and following the traces that are left by network changes 
wherever they may lead. The potential of this approach is underscored by what resulted from following 
the traces (i.e. ‘time-transgressive’ issues) left by the case study of Early Bronze Age networks in 
Abruzzo and Lazio (Table 9.2) to network changes at the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition. For 
instance, the high degree of regional differentiation in metalwork typochronologies between the 
Tyrrhenian and Adriatic spheres (§9.2.1), had not emerged from the data-rich case study, although the 
latter did substantiate the existence of distinctive metallurgical traditions on opposite sides of the 
peninsula (Chapter 4). Rather than a multi-sited analysis and a data-rich synthesis of networks in 
Abruzzo and Lazio (Chapter 8), it was scaling up to account for the ‘time-transgressive’ possibility of 
overlap between ‘late’ EBA2 and ‘early’ MBA1 patterns that revealed that ‘horizon II’ axes were in all 
likelihood replaced by ‘horizon IV’ axes in the ‘Adriatic’ sphere (§9.2.1). In turn, these traces 
unexpectedly led to a plausible copper source for Early Bronze Age metalwork (Figure 9.2b), by 
following traces left by network changes in the subsequent phase. 
Unanticipated results and revisions of interpretations should not come as a surprise, if the 
reconstruction of network changes and trajectories takes ‘neat’ and ‘bounded’ spatio-temporal entities 
from periodisation and typochronological classification for granted and uses them as a proxy for 
historical sequences. Archaeologists should expect ‘time-transgressive’ scenarios, keeping in mind 
Barrett’s caveat not to ‘equate long-term sequences of material conditions [...] with the structuring of 
history’ (2004, 14), conceptualising material conditions as ongoing outcomes (Arroyo-Kalin 2004) and 
for that reason allowing for fuzziness in typochronological sequences. This does not mean that the 
‘time-transgressive’ scenario for the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition (§9.1.2) is corroborated by 
the ‘thick’ description of network changes (§9.2.1; §9.2.2). This test was selective and excluded the 
majority of open-air sites from the equation. It does mean that these can be used to further test (i.e. 
corroborate or reject) the ‘time-transgressive’ scenario of overlap between ‘late’ EBA2 and ‘early’ 
MBA1 in a multi-sited analysis and a ‘truly’ data-rich synthesis. The assumption is that current 
reconstructions of changes in settlement patterns and micro-regional trajectories have to be brought in 
line with this ‘time-trangressive’ scenario for the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition. On several 
occasions in the extended case study (§9.2.1; §9.2.2) it was stressed that the general sense of order, that 
EBA2 (or the Early Bronze Age) preceded MBA1 (or the Middle Bronze Age), is not at stake. 
However, this depends on the extent of overlap (i.e. partial or full) between (sub)phases and can 
therefore not be stated for each of the (sub)phases within a given period, without having checked for 
‘time-transgressive’ issues. These are not exclusive to the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition and in 
Central Italy each transition to another (sub)phase in the Middle Bronze Age sequence seems to have 
been implicated in a ‘time-transgressive’ scenario (cf. Van Rossenberg forthcoming). In general, 
periodisation and typochronologies are idealised sequences on supra-regional to regional scales, but it 
would be a misconception to regard ‘time-transgressive’ issues as irrelevant in the long term and 
geographically wide scope of typochronologies. Until these sequences have been checked for ‘time-
transgressive’ issues based on patterns of regional differentiation, they cannot be used as a proxy for 
chronological order in historical trajectories on a micro-regional scale. 
Methodologically, it would not be sound to ignore patterns of regional differentiation that 
define ‘conflicting’ evidence and can help to get pieces into the ‘four-dimensional jigsaw’ of historical 
trajectories on supra- to micro-regional scales (see above). Apart from adding settlement patterns to 
networks at the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition (§9.2.1; §9.2.2), the ‘time-transgressive’ scenario 
(§9.1.2) can be tested (i.e. corroborated or rejected) by revisiting the stratigraphical relationships of the 
ceramics from cave assemblages that are the backbone of Early and Middle Bronze Age 
typochronologies. Revisiting, while keeping ‘time-transgressive’ issues in mind, should establish to 
what extent ‘late EBA2’ and ‘early’ MBA1 ceramics have been found in association in these cave 
assemblages, but separated for the sake of neatness in typological classification. At the same time, the 
polythetic dimension of these assemblages that is related to their dual role as ‘collectors’ in cultural 
landscapes and ‘connectors’ in social networks (Chapter 6), should be kept in mind. Caves were 
particular places, selected for deposition and situated at cultural boundaries. Bringing cultural 
differences to bear on an act of deposition at such a place may not have been a coincidence and these 
should not be mistaken for chronological differences and explained away by postdepositional 
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processes. The ‘cross-cultural’ dimension of ‘boundary work’ in the past (i.e. selective deposition of 
novelties and/or ‘non-local’ rarities) should not be overlooked in archaeological ‘boundary work’ (i.e. 
the search for neatness in a perfect classification). Another cave-related test concerns the reconstructed 
increase in the use of these places for burial, especially in Lazio, in the Middle Bronze Age (§9.1.1). 
This diachronic pattern should be tested independently and not only be based on relative dates of 
associated ceramics. It can be expected that an absolute dating programme on human remains from 
Middle Bronze Age cave assemblages will increase the number of pieces of ‘conflicting’ evidence 
(§9.2.1), but these new pieces will only help to put (or keep) other pieces of the ‘four-dimensional 
jigsaw’ in place. By contrast, establishing a definite date for the AVELLINO eruption of SOMMA-
VESUVIUS (§3.4) would create only one piece, but not the easiest to put into the ‘four-dimensional 
jigsaw’ of networks and historical trajectories. The thought that the awakening of a remnant volcano 
could have stirred Early Bronze Age networks to leave traces, would probably not be lost on Latour. 
 
9.3 Implications for the study of Bronze Age trajectories 
A concern with ‘time-transgressive’ issues in multi-sited analysis and data-rich synthesis is not only 
necessary to get distribution maps right and thereby enrich interpretations of Early Bronze Age 
networks and network changes in Central Italy. From a network perspective, the implications of data-
rich synthesis reach further and can be brought to bear on the study of Bronze Age trajectories 
elsewhere in Europe and the Mediterranean. The question is, for instance, what impact the 
corroboration of a ‘time-transgressive’ scenario in Central Italy would have on typochronologies in 
other regions, outside the Italian peninsula. It was already highlighted that the ‘focal’ point in “Grotta 
Nuova” connectivity in the northern Adriatic at the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition (Figure 9.2a) 
was related to network changes in Northern Italy, seemingly preceding (or coinciding with) the start of 
the so-called ‘terramare’ phenomenon (§9.1.1). In order to establish a relationship between network 
changes in Central and Northern Italy, the data-rich synthesis would have to be extended, because 
interregional synchronisation of ‘idealised’ typochronologies does not provide the best starting-point, if 
these have not been checked for ‘time-transgressive’ issues and scenarios (§9.2.3). 
In order to underscore the implications of a multi-sited and data-rich approach for the 
conceptualisation of exchange networks and metallurgical spheres, first the Copper Age-Middle Bronze 
Age sequence in Central Italy will be revisited and situated in a wider, European and Mediterranean 
context (§9.3.1). The focus will lie on metalwork-related issues that seem to have been a prominent 
feature of ‘Bell Beaker’ and ‘earlier’ Bronze Age networks and network changes. At the same time, a 
brief comparison will be made with ‘later’ Bronze Age trajectories in Central Italy, including its 
integration in the so-called Urnfield phenomenon. By scaling up and extending the network perspective 
on Bronze Age trajectories in the case study (Chapter 3-8; §9.1; §9.2) to Europe and the Mediterranean, 
I will further underscore the contribution that data-rich synthesis makes to Bronze Age studies in 
general (§9.3.2), if not the discipline as a whole. 
 
9.3.1 Networks, nodes and boundary work 
Starting from the open-ended character of networks (§2.2), the data-rich synthesis of Early Bronze Age 
networks and trajectories in the case study can be extended and linked up with other regions, as well as 
later phases. Here the Central Italian sequence is situated in the wider context of Europe and 
Mediteranean Bronze Age studies. Revisiting the emergence of an Early Bronze Age ‘metal-work’ in 
Central Italy (Chapter 8), the focus lies on metalwork-related issues. This helps to bring the case study 
to bear on the ‘Bell Beaker’ phenomenon, as well as the emergence of a central area of metalwork 
production in the eastern ALPINE region. In addition, the postulated links between metallurgy, place-
making and cosmologies in the Early Bronze Age (§8.3) and at the the Early-Middle Bronze Age 
transition (§9.2) are followed to network changes in the ‘later’ Bronze Age. ‘Earlier’ and ‘later’ Bronze 
Age trajectories in Central Italy will be compared with a focus on the relationship between ‘rich’ 
archaeological records, place-making and network changes (§9.2.3) and its alternation with ‘poor’ 
archaeological records (§9.1.1). This discussion will highlight how data-rich synthesis of ‘earlier’ 
Bronze Age networks can shed light on ‘later’ Bronze Age network changes. In particular, it concerns 
network changes related to the extension of the so-called Urnfield phenomenon to include Central Italy 
that disengaged both funerary practices and metalwork-related issues from caves. 
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From Bell Beaker phenomenon to Early Bronze Age ‘metal-work’ 
The presumption has traditionally been that the long-distance networks that are made visible by items 
of ‘Bell Beaker’ material culture, were intimately linked to metallurgy (Harrison 1980), but recent 
work has shown that there is so much more to the ‘Bell Beaker’ phenomenon (e.g. Nicolis 2001; 
Czebreszuk 2004; Vander Linden 2006). It was already discussed that in Central Italian sequence the 
‘Bell Beaker’ phenomenon extended into the Early Bronze Age (Nicolis & Mottes 1998; Sarti 1998; 
Sarti & Martini 1998; Leonini 2004; Sarti 2004; Lemercier et al. 2007). Its distribution was almost 
exclusively linked to the Tyrrhenian sphere and extended from northern Tuscany to the northern 
margins of Lazio, where two comprehensive assemblages (FOSSO CONICCHIO; TORRE CROGNOLA) were 
interpreted as nodes (or meeting-places) in supra-regional connectivity, also in the light of their 
location in connection with a prior, Copper Age ‘nodal’ area (Chapter 7). It was argued that ‘Bell 
Beaker’ items of material culture were incorporated in existing exchange networks and should not be 
interpreted as the settlement of ‘Bell Beaker’ people in northernmost Lazio. ‘Bell Beaker’ items of 
material culture were exchanged from Northern Tuscany along the same axis of connectivity as copper 
metalwork (§4.4), given that copper mines in Liguria (Figure 4.1) are a likely source for Copper Age 
metalwork in the northern Tyrrhenian (§4.1). Scaling up beyond Italy, it is not a coincidence that the 
mines in Liguria occupy an intermediate position in the ‘Bell Beaker’ distribution, between a ‘core’ 
area in southern France (Lemercier 2012) and a ‘core’ area in northern Tuscany that was connected to 
Northern Italy (Nicolis & Mottes 1998; Lemercier et al. 2007). The Northern Italian area of copper 
mining had occupied a similar position in between distinctive ‘spheres’ of Southern French and 
Northern Italian flint daggers in the Late Neolithic-earlier Copper Age (cf. Honegger & de Montmollin 
2010, 131 [fig. 2]). It seems that a Late Neolithic-Copper Age structure in interregional connectivity 
was injected with greater archaeological visibility by ‘Bell Beaker’ material culture, given their ‘non-
local’, ‘international’ connotations and supra-regional spatial distributions. In other words, from a 
network perspective, the notion of ‘Bell Beaker’ networks as an entirely separate phenomenon is a 
misnomer (cf. Vander Linden 2004). 
The notion that the ‘Bell Beaker’ phenomenon only increases the archaeological visibility of 
prior connectivity is underscored by debates on the earliest metallurgy and mining in the Mediterranean 
(e.g. Ambert & Vaquer 2005; Maggi & Pearce 2005) that have started to delve deeper into the past. 
Similarly, an earlier date has been proposed for the emergence of a regional tradition of copper 
metallurgy in Central Italy, based on ‘earlier’ dates on human remains, associated with copper 
metalwork in Copper Age cemeteries, including northernmost Lazio (Dolfini 2010). There is a flaw in 
this interpretation, however, in the sense that the earlier date redistributes the same volume of copper 
metalwork over a longer trajectory. This makes copper metallurgy more rare, perhaps too rare for a 
full-fledged ‘regional’ tradition of metalwork. Given the volumes of copper produced at the Ligurian 
mines (Campana et al. 2006), these remain a likely source for the majority of raw material and/or 
finished pieces of copper metalwork that ended up in northern Lazio (§4.4). The spatial distribution of 
the ‘Bell Beaker’ phenomenon in Central Italy shows that interregional connections stretched from 
northern Tuscany to northernmost Lazio (see above). This is also visualised in the ‘typo-network’ for 
‘early’ EBA1, or late ‘Bell Beaker’ ceramics (§3.2.1; Figure 3.1) that shows connections from TORRE 
CROGNOLA and FOSSO CONICCHIO in northernmost Lazio to caves in the Tuscan-Ligurian ‘border 
zone’. Although the possibility of copper exploitation from the COLLINE METALLIFERE in the Copper 
Age cannot be excluded, it was argued that the coincidence of the abandonment of the Ligurian mines 
with the Copper Age-Early Bronze Age transition is compatible with the emergence of the Early 
Bronze Age hoarding phenomenon in Tuscany (§4.1). The apparent shift from Ligurian to Tuscan 
sources would have increased copper production from sources in the COLLINE METALLIFERE, with 
respect to a potential Copper Age tradition. Moreover, the lack of the ‘Tuscan’ compositional signature 
of ‘early bronze’ axes and ingots (§4.1) in copper metalwork from Lazio (§4.3) argues in favour of a 
Ligurian source of Copper Age raw material. This ‘Central Italian’ trajectory of network changes at the 
Copper Age-Early Bronze Age transition can be used as a comparandum in the context of Copper and 
Bronze Age studies at large, in Europe and the Mediterranean. The case study highlighted that the 
transition from copper metallurgy to tin-based metallurgy in the Tyrrhenian part of Central Italy 
(Chapter 4) took place within the sphere of the Italian ‘Bell Beaker’ phenomenon. 
It would be interesting to chart the presence of a ‘Tuscan’ compositional signature (§4.1; §4.3) 
in other regions, outside Central Italy. This may, for instance, provenance the tin resources that were 
used as raw material in these ‘early bronzes’, whether in the COLLINE METALLIFERE themselves or 
elsewhere in Italy, Europe or the Mediterranean. It should be stressed, however, that the reconstruction 
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of the emergence of an Early Bronze Age ‘metal-work’ in Central Italy (Chapter 8) was not only based 
on metallurgical spheres, but on a multi-sited analysis. Network changes seem to have been 
predominantly metalwork-related, but this only showed in a ‘multi-sited’ analysis, by taking all forms 
of place-making into account simultaneously and making a comparison of their distinctive spatial 
distributions. The emergence of a central area of metalwork production in Tuscany initially showed in 
the ‘typo-networks’ based on EBA1 and EBA2 ceramics (§3.2.1). These showed a focus in 
connectivity on Tuscany, particularly in connections over long distances between caves, constitutive of 
a ‘supra-regional’ network of cult places to which LAGO DI MEZZANO was added in EBA2. At the same 
time, the spatial distribution of metal-hilted daggers indicates the introduction of ‘true bronze’ 
metallurgy to Central Italy, but also the articulation of the ‘Tuscan’ and ‘Adriatic’ metallurgical 
spheres into a larger ‘metal-work’ (§4.4; Chapter 8). At a later stage, the ‘time-transgressive’ scenario 
differentiated between an ‘earlier’ and a ‘later’ phase among these “Vollgriffdolche” with a continental 
European connotation and situated the latter at intersections in network changes at the Early-Middle 
Bronze Age transition. 
These network changes created a structure of connectivity in Central Italy with a focal point in 
the far northern Adriatic and, at the same time, increased connectivity between the Central and 
Southern Italian spheres (§9.2). As such, the emergence of a more pronounced cultural boundary 
between the ‘early’ MBA1 “Grotta Nuova” and “Protoappenninico” spheres should be interpreted as 
‘boundary work’. This cultural boundary was not a dividing line, but an emergent phenomenon from 
‘cross-cultural’ exchanges. From a ‘multi-sited’ and ‘time-transgressive’ perspective, it was argued that 
the parallel increase in archaeological visibility of cross-APENNINE and seaborne axes of connectivity 
was part of the same emergent phenomenon at the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition, with a key role 
for metal-hilted daggers in ‘cross-cultural’ exchanges, according to their historically specific, spatially 
punctuated distribution (§9.2). The overall increase in archaeological visibility of connectivity 
underscores that networks in Central Italy at the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition were better 
integrated in the larger continental European and Mediterranean spheres (see above). The so-called 
‘terramare’ phenomenon in Northern Italy cannot be disconnected from the emergence of an even 
larger ‘metal-work’ in Central Italy, as the former would have connected the latter to the intensification 
of Early-Middle Bronze Age copper production in the ALPINE region and perhaps to Central European 
tin resources beyond (cf. Vandkilde 2005). At the same time, Southern Italian networks started to show 
more pronounced connections to the Eastern Mediterranean at the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition 
(cf. Bettelli et al. 2006). 
To reiterate, it should be appreciated that these structures of connectivity (or routes) were not 
‘new’, but they seem to have been injected with archaeological visibility. The relatively strong sense of 
cross-APENNINE connectivity between northern Tuscany and Northern Italy was, for instance, already 
indicated by the distribution of the ‘Bell Beaker’ phenomenon, as well as the ‘localised’ persistence of 
this tradition of decorated ceramics into EBA2 (Sarti 2004). Nonetheless, from the perspective of 
Central Italy as a whole (§9.2), the sense of connectivity along this ‘far northern’ axis seems to have 
become stronger, apparently related to the emergence of coastal salt production in northern Tuscany at 
the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition (Figure 9.2b). The overall stronger sense of connectivity in 
Central Italy as a whole cannot be disconnected from the more consistent presence of domestic horse 
remains in MBA1 faunal samples. Horses would have constituted a major innovation in connectivity, 
shortening the (same) distances in travel, thereby ‘speeding up’ network changes by making them 
‘instantly’ visible archaeologically over larger areas. Given the stronger sense of connectivity with the 
Eastern Mediterranean that emerged in Southern Italy (see above), a parallel innovation in sail-based 
shipping (cf. Tiboni 2005) could have made seaborne connectivity archaeologically visible over larger 
areas than before. The case of Central Italy at the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition (§9.2) shows 
what can happen when two such innovations in connectivity, one land-based and the other seaborne, 
come together. Perhaps it also indicates that horses and ships were brought together into a single set of 
cosmologies and shared between Europe and the Mediterranean (cf. Kristiansen & Larsson 2005; 
Brück 2011). 
 
From ‘earlier’ to ‘later’ Bronze Age networks 
Without a data-rich synthesis of Early Bronze Age networks (Chapter 8), based on non-selective, thick 
descriptions in the case study (Chapters 3-7), the trajectory of a ‘metal-work’ could not have been 
traced to the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition (§9.2). Following subdivisions in periodisation and 
making a comparison between EBA2 and MBA1 (§9.1.1) was not enough to conceptualise this 
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transition as a trajectory, although it did help to create enough pieces of ‘conflicting’ evidence for a 
‘time-transgressive’ scenario (§9.1.2). It was not “one damn thing [i.e. the Middle Bronze Age] after 
another [i.e. the Early Bronze Age]”, but a series of network changes that constituted a trajectory. On 
the basis of a ‘multi-sited’ analyis of Early Bronze Age cultural landscapes, it was appreciated that 
particular forms of place-making constituted ‘boundary work’ (Chapter 8). Cave use, lake-side 
deposition, funerary practices and metalwork deposition occupied intermediate positions in settlement 
patterns, situating these places in between settled communities and thereby underscoring their role as 
connecting elements. The role of these forms of place-making in ‘boundary work’ could be traced to 
network changes at the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition (§9.2). To be more precise, they actually 
constituted network changes by adding ‘new’ nodes to ‘prior’ networks, at the intersection of (i.e. 
creating connections between) groups or larger spheres. 
So far the cosmological connotations of ‘boundary work’ (§8.3) were left implicit in the 
discussion of network changes at the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition, in favour of stressing the 
cross-cultural character of place-making and the metalwork-related character of connectivity. Without 
denying the cosmological connotations of acts of place-making that were part of ‘boundary work’, that 
created connectivity and resulted in the proliferation of cave use and lake-side deposition at the Early-
Middle Bronze Age transition (§9.2), it is in the subsequent phase that the cosmological integration of 
the larger ‘early’ MBA1 spheres comes full circle in ‘coastal’ Lazio. With the establishment of major 
cult places at LAGO ALBANO in ‘northern’ southern Lazio and at GROTTA NUOVA in northernmost 
Lazio in subphase BM1B (§9.2.1), the former crater lake linked the latter as a major cult place at the 
heart of the “Grotta Nuova” sphere to GROTTE DI PASTENA in the “Protoappenninico” sphere (§9.2.2). 
Both GROTTE DI PASTENA and GROTTA NUOVA carry an internal river course that served as a focus for 
deposition al practices. Given the ‘early’ MBA1 start of the trajectory of the former cave, this particular 
concern with subsurface water was ‘transferred’ from there to the latter cave. This indicates that 
cosmological knowledge was shared across the main cultural boundary, linking cult places in the 
“Grotta Nuova” and the “Protoappenninico” spheres into a supra-regional network covering the Italian 
peninsula as a whole. 
At the same time, swords were introduced to Central Italy from Northern and Southern Italy to 
end up in a stretch of the PESCARA river in southern Abruzzo (D’Ercole 1997b) on the Adriatic side of 
the peninsula. Both the cosmological integration of ‘coastal’ Lazio and the introduction of swords in 
the Adriatic sphere would not have been possible without ‘cross-cultural’ place-making that constituted 
network changes that, in turn, facilitated connectivity over longer distances at the Early-Middle Bronze 
Age transition (see above). Swords followed metal-hilted daggers as large blade-like pieces of 
metalwork with ‘international’ connotations and in their connection to major rivers. These particular 
bodies of water had been ‘avoided’ in Early Bronze Age metalwork deposition, apart from ‘oversized’ 
metal-hilted daggers from rivers (FOSSOMBRONE in central Marche and “DAL TEVERE” in ‘northern’ 
northern Lazio), both with ‘international’ connotations and associated with cross-APENNINE axes of 
connectivity at the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition (§9.2.1). The exceptional find of a MBA1 axe 
and a dagger from the subsurface river stretch at the “Protoappenninico” cult place of GROTTE DI 
PASTENA (Biddittu et al. 2006a) ‘frames’ the notion that metalwork deposition in association with 
particular bodies of water was significant in a cosmological sense. At the same time, the so-called Early 
Bronze Age hoarding phenomenon of axes faded away (§4.1), parallel to an increase in the number of 
depositional zones for MBA1 metalwork at intermontane lakes, such as in the FUCINO BASIN, and as a 
significant part of the cult place at LAGO ALBANO (cf. Van Rossenberg forthcoming). This underscores 
that metalwork deposition persisted as a form of place-making at larger bodies of water, with more 
pronounced cosmological connotations and that MBA1 connectivity and interregional interaction was 
metalwork-related. This was already argued on the basis of the ‘multi-sited’ EBA2 pattern of ‘parallel’ 
increases in metalwork deposition at river sources and in cave use at cross-APENNINE axes of 
connectivity (Chapter 6). 
The culmination of this ‘multi-sited’ pattern in the Early Bronze Age ‘metal-work’ (Chapter 8) 
is direct evidence for Middle Bronze Age metalwork production, in the form of moulds, in association 
with cult places at caves (cf. Pearce 2007, chapter 5 for Northern Italy). On the opposite bank from the 
cult places at caves in the MIDDLE FIORA valley in northernmost Lazio (§9.2.1), metalwork production 
at SCARCETA (Poggiani Keller 1999) seems to have started in subphase BM2A (cf. Cocchi Genick 
2001, 2002). On the Adriatic side of the peninsula, moulds have been reported from the group of caves 
in the GOLA DEL SENTINO in central Marche (Lucentini 1997) and from GROTTA A MALE in the UPPER 
ATERNO valley, at the highest peaks of the APENNINES (Pannuti 1969), both ‘new’ cult places (or 
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reinstated) at the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition (§9.2.1; §9.2.2). The location of metalwork 
production in association with major cult places at caves makes sense from the ‘multi-sited’ 
understanding of Early Bronze Age networks that these places constituted significant nodes (or 
‘hinges’) in connectivity where boundary work took place (Chapter 8), and it underscores that 
connectivity remained metalwork-related in the Middle Bronze Age and metalwork itself ‘connected’ 
and ‘cosmological’ in character. From the same ‘multi-sited’ perspective, the dramatic decrease in cave 
use in the ‘later’ Bronze Age (cf. Guidi 1991/1992) can be linked to the introduction of cremation as 
the main funerary practice in Central Italy at the Middle-Late Bronze Age transition. The abandonment 
of caves, did not only entail a transfer of funerary practices (cf. Van Rossenberg 2005), but also a 
breakdown of the ‘multi-sited’ pattern that linked caves and metalwork production (and exchange). As 
a consequence, cave use in Lazio was relatively short-lived, Middle Bronze Age phenomenon, but this 
only helps to underscore the role of caves as nodes in Early and Middle Bronze Age cultural landscapes 
and social networks, better than in areas where cave use seems to have persisted (cf. Guidi 1991/1992) 
but depositional practices did decrease in volume. 
To reiterate, the data-rich understanding of Early Bronze Age networks helps to appreciate the 
multi-sited character of network changes. It sheds a different light on the extension of the so-called 
Urnfield phenomenon to Central Italy, by way of the ‘terramare’ phenomenon in Northern Italy (if not 
from continental Europe), following the axis of connectivity that had become more pronounced at the 
Early-Middle Bronze Age transition (see above). Different from ‘retrospective’ approaches (§1.2), a 
data-rich approach to diachronic synthesis and the reconstruction of Bronze Age trajectories, in 
following chronological order, can appreciate that the spatial distribution of the ‘first generation’ of 
cemeteries with cremation burials (or ‘urnfields’) in Central Italy is as punctuated in character as the 
distribution of areas of cave use. The ‘first’ open-air cemeteries were intimately linked to places and 
areas that had served as nodes in Early and Middle Bronze Age connectivity and where boundary work 
had taken place (cf. Van Rossenberg in prep.). A data-rich and multi-sited approach can also better 
appreciate the distinctive conditions of possibility that cremation provided as a form of place-making, 
making a diachronic comparison with funerary cave use. The disengagement of burial (and metalwork 
production) from caves highlights that open-air cemeteries constituted one of the new forms of place-
making in ‘later’ Bronze Age cultural landscapes, hence in archaeological records, with a parallel shift 
in depositional practices at settlements (cf. Van Rossenberg 2005). A ‘multi-sited’ understanding of 
‘earlier’ Bronze Age networks adds the notion that ‘later’ Bronze Age cemeteries could also emerge in 
areas that had previously lacked appropriate subsurface places, due to the physically circumscribed 
distribution of caves. This condition of possibility of cremation underscores that a transfer of funerary 
practices from caves was not simply one “damn” form of burial after another, but that it held the 
promise of a major network change, creating nodes in different areas than before and potential changes 
in the directionality of connectivity. Another ‘multi-sited’ question is whether the resumption of wetter 
conditions after the EBA2-MBA1 climatic ‘dry event’ (§3.4) had also created conditions of possibility 
for filling ‘gaps’ in Middle Bronze Age site distributions, following changes in hydrological regimes 
that would have recharged ‘extinct’ sources of water. 
Above all, the general notion taken from the ‘extended’ case study of networks at the Early-
Middle Bronze Age transition, that there is an intimate connection between network changes and 
archaeological records (§9.2.3), also applies to the ‘later’ Bronze Age. The introduction of new forms 
of place-making in the ‘later’ Bronze Age, in particular the Final Bronze Age, did not only result in 
network changes, but also in a change from ‘poorer’ to ‘richer’ archaeological records (cf. Olivier 
2001). In retrospect, such a relationship between place-making and network changes casts doubts on 
the generalisation that ‘poor’ and ‘rich’ archaeological records alternated (§9.1.1). It would imply that a 
‘poor’ archaeological record equals a period without network changes, but this is at odds with the 
notion that trajectories do not stop and do not have ‘gaps’. The data-rich synthesis of Early Bronze Age 
networks shows that this was not the case, that something did change in the course of this so-called 
‘poor’ or ‘transitional’ period (Chapter 8). We cannot exclude Early Bronze Age people in Central Italy 
from the course of history. Adding single finds of metalwork to Cocchi Genick’s synthesis (1998), the 
Early Bronze Age hoarding phenomenon is definitely a prominent element in cultural landscapes and 
archaeological records (Chapter 4). Creating connectivity by tin-based, bronze-alloy metalwork did 
change the overall structure of connectivity in Central Italy (Chapter 8) and provided conditions of 
possibility for a stronger sense of directionality to both continental Europe and the Mediterranean at 
large at the Early-Middle Bronze Age transition (§9.2) and subsequent network change in the Middle 
Bronze Age. But did we not already know that? 
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9.3.2 Getting your networks right: the Bronze Age as an archipelago 
In general, interregional comparison in Bronze Age studies hinges on typochronological connections 
between objects that covered the longest distances, notably metalwork. However, the extension of the 
case study (§9.2.1; §9.2.2) highlighted that, in order to get such ‘cross-cultural’ pieces into the ‘four-
dimensional jigsaw’ of regional historical trajectories, ‘time-transgressive’ issues are to be expected 
and should be resolved. Such ‘time-transgressive’ issues can be expected elsewhere, too, given the 
pattern of selective deposition of metalwork in Europe as a whole, generally dissociated from ceramics 
(e.g. Bradley 1990; Fontijn 2001/2002; Harding 2007), This means that interregional comparison of 
regional trajectories is less straightforward than currently understood and that an even greater effort is 
required to get ‘supra-regional’ networks right. From a network perspective, the ideal approach would 
be to scale up ‘regional’ multi-sited analyses, such as the case study (Chapters 3-8), and look for 
‘cross-cultural’, ‘interregional’ meeting-places, on which ‘regional’ networks and network changes, 
based on typochronological sequences of ‘regional’ traditions of ceramics, can be hinged. It was argued 
that meeting-places are those places where ‘time-transgressive’ issues are perhaps the most pronounced 
and problematic, but if these ‘collectors’ of ‘odd’ pieces can be put in the larger ‘four-dimensional 
jigsaw’, they will also be the starting-point for an interregional solution. A multi-sited and data-rich 
approach would be a significant improvement with respect to current forms of interregional comparison 
of generalised and idealised sequences for ‘bounded’ spatial entities, which do not pay due respect to 
the ‘hinges’ at the boundaries of these entities. Such an approach would be a first step towards a ‘flat’ 
understanding of networks (sensu Latour 2005) on inter- and supra-regional scales. At the same time, it 
would change the black-box notion of exchange networks in Bronze Age studies (§2.1.2) into one that 
appreciates that these are networks, too. Networks are one and the same in the sense that exchange 
networks can be conceptualised as emerging from connections between places that would also have 
constituted nodes in other, ‘normal’ networks, in other words, an epiphenomenon of ‘normal’ 
networks. The same applies to metallurgical spheres, which have to be conceptualised as networks, too, 
as highlighted by the case study of Early Bronze Age networks and trajectories in Central Italy 
(Chapters 3-8). 
This thesis has also been an attempt at making a cross-over between the focus on connectivity 
in Mediterranean Bronze Age studies and the focus on cultural landscapes and place-making in 
European Bronze Age studies. It was argued that the punctuated character of Bronze Age 
archaeological records should be appreciated and ‘gaps’ in spatial distributions not explained away. A 
network perspective on Bronze Age cultural landscapes likens land-based networks to seaborne 
connectivity (cf. Boomert & Bright 2007). From the perspective of Central Italy, traditionally regarded 
as a connecting element between Europe and the Mediterranean (§1.2.1), Bronze Age Europe was as 
much an archipelago as the Bronze Age Mediterranean. Such a ‘flat’ understanding of networks (sensu 
Latour 2005) has increasingly been adopted in the field of ‘Bell Beaker’ studies, in order to deal with 
the ‘enigmatically’ punctuated distributions of this phenomenon, both in Europe and the 
Mediterranean, and it can and should be extended to Bronze Age studies in general. Seemingly all-
encompassing distributions such as the Urnfield phenomenon are no less punctuated than the ‘Bell 
Beaker’ phenomenon, but this is lost in generalisations with a focus on the similarities in widely shared 
‘Urnfield’ cosmologies, rather than differences and trajectories. At the same time, it should be 
appreciated that the Urnfield was less punctuated, precisely because of ‘earlier’ Bronze Age network 
changes that had created the conditions of possibility for (or facilitated) connectivity over long 
distances, including flows of metalwork. The metalwork-based character of interregional connectivity 
has resulted in an island-like structure of Bronze Age studies, in which ‘regional’ ceramics-based 
sequences are connected by ‘interregional’ metalwork-based sequences that cover longer distances (see 
above). 
The problem of this island-like structure is that it does not provide an incentive to question 
‘bounded’ spatio-temporal entities in Bronze Age studies. Such a tendency towards the reification of 
‘self-inflicted’ boundaries in European landscape and Mediterranean network approaches preserves the 
black-box notion of exchange networks (Chapter 2). By contrast, the data-rich approach to 
archaeological synthesis that is required for a ‘flat’ understanding of networks (sensu Latour 2005), has 
the potential to trace ‘cross-cultural’ exchanges in the ‘time-transgressive’, yet (if not more) historical 
situation of networks in Bronze Age trajectories. The boundary work of ‘cross-cultural’ exchanges (or 
interaction) in the past presupposes that ‘time-transgressive’ issues should be dealt with in the present 
boundary work that is typochronological classification. Unless an attempt is made at revisiting culture-
historical sequences from a network perspective, the epistemological appreciation that cultural 
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boundaries and transitions (as trajectories) may not have coincided with ‘bounded’ spatio-temporal 
enties will remain unfulfilled. Provenance studies of metalwork create connected, yet boundless pieces 
of the jigsaw that can further underscore the need for a ‘flat’ understanding of Bronze Age networks on 
a supra-regional scale, but not deliver it in themselves. New composition analyses of Bronze Age 
metalwork will add more pieces to be placed in the ‘four-dimensional jigsaw’, ones that had been 
missing or ones that create ‘conflicting’ evidence and prompt ‘time-transgressive’ scenarios. Similarly, 
new fieldwork (or publications of earlier research) may yield pieces that are ‘missing links’ or further 
complicate traditional understandings of Bronze Age networks. However, these efforts would all 
remain a waste of time, energy and resources, without non-selective, multi-sited and data-rich synthesis 
of Bronze Age networks and trajectories, starting from the ‘flat’ understanding that there are more 
serious flaws in the current state of the ‘four-dimensional jigsaw’ than normally accounted for. 
I would argue that the solution to this problem is data-rich synthesis, non-selective, multi-sited 
and appreciative of the period-specific punctuated character of place-making and spatial distributions. 
Bronze Age archaeologists should fully realise that they are really working on the same problem, a 
‘four-dimensional jigsaw’ on a supra-regional scale. Let’s step from our ‘regional’ islands and plunge 
in the ocean of networks. Let’s follow the traces left by network changes and get things moving, 
towards a data-rich network perspective on Bronze Age trajectories in Europe and the Mediterranean. 
Let’s saddle the horses and raise the sails, meet halfway and not forget to put Central Italy on our maps. 
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Appendix 1 
An overview of Early Bronze Age 
metalwork in Abruzzo and Lazio 
 
This catalogue includes so-called ‘isolated’ or 
single finds of copper metalwork, used in this 
thesis for comparative purposes, but it does not 




EBA=Early Bronze Age [“generically EBA” 
means that a piece of metalwork has not been 
attributed to one of the subphases] 
EBA1=Early Bronze Age (first phase) 
EBA2=Early Bronze Age (second phase) 
MBA=Middle Bronze Age 
MBA1=Middle Bronze Age (first phase) 
 
Abruzzo (unknown provenance) 
 
#A1 
Provenance: “ABRUZZO”, unknown location 
Date: (possibly late) Copper Age 
Description: copper flat axe, with thin straight 
butt, elliptical profiles with central part 
thickened, central part of the faces dished, 
slightly flaring blade, and slightly rounded 
cutting edge; length: 13.5cm, weight: 526g; 
coarse bright green patina (Bietti Sestieri & 
Macnamara 2007, 31 [no. 4], 33 [plate 1.4]) 
[London-British Museum, inv. no. PRB 
1883.4-26.1]; subjected to composition 
analysis (Table 4.16) 
Typology: “axes type 4” (Bietti Sestieri & 
Macnamara 2007) 
Depositional context: - 
References: Bietti Sestieri & Giardino 2003, 
412-413 [fig. 1], 425; Bietti Sestieri & 
Macnamara 2007, 31 [no. 4], 33 [plate 1.4]; 
Hook 2007 [no. 4]; Dolfini 2011, 1039 [Tab. 
2.412], 1041 [Tab. 4.412] 
 
#A2 
Provenance: “ABRUZZO”, unknown location 
Date: generically EBA 
Description: complete axe [Museo Nazionale 
di Ancona, inv. no. 8333] 
Typology: axe “tipo Mirabella Eclano” 
Depositional context: - 




Provenance: “ABRUZZO/ABRUZZI”, unknown 
location 
Date: EBA2 
Description: metal-hilted dagger, with 8 rivets; 
length: 31cm; width: 6cm; weight: 268.4g; 
“Technische Gruppe: IIb4.2” (Schwenzer 
2004, 289 [no. 146; Taf. 42.146]) [Oxford-
Ashmolean Museum, inv. no. 1927.1439]; 
subjected to composition analysis (Table 4.20) 
Typology: dagger “tipo Loreto Aprutino” 
(Bianco Peroni 1994); “Italischer Typ 3” 
(Schwenzer 2004) 
Depositional context: - 
References: Uenze 1938, 78 [no. 38, Taf. 
10.38]; Peroni 1971, 248; Bianco Peroni 1994, 
58 [no. 436; Tav. 29.436]; De Marinis 2001, 
268 [fig. 7.21]; Bietti Sestieri & Giardino 






Provenance: “VALLE DELLA VIBRATA” (TE) 
Date: EBA2 [Bianco Peroni 1994] 
Description: small bronze dagger; length: 
3.8cm (Junghans et al. 1974, 316-317 [no. 
20399 = “Delfico”]; Bianco Peroni 1994, 42 
[no. 346; Tav. 20.346]) [Roma-Museo 
Pigorini, inv. no. 23097]; subjected to 
composition analysis (Table 4.20) 
Typology: dagger “tipo Mercurago”-var. B 
[Bianco Peroni 1994] 
Depositional context: putative house context 
(“fondo di capanna”) 
References: Colini 1898, 103 [tav. XIV.9]; 
Montelius 1910, 555 [pl. 114.3]; Junghans et 
al. 1974, 316-317 [no. 20399 = “Delfico”]; 
Bianco Peroni 1994, 42 [no. 346; Tav. 20.346]; 
Bietti Sestieri & Giardino 2003, 413 
 
#2 
Provenance: DELFICO (Corropoli, TE) 
Date: EBA2 
Description: dagger and probably three axes 
[see Comments]; 
[1] fragment of a bronze dagger, i.e. base with 
two rivets and initial part of blade; corroded; 
remaining length: 2.2cm (Colini 1898, 103; 
Colini 1901, 86; Junghans et al. 1974, 316-317 
[nos. 20387]; Bianco Peroni 1994, 42 [no. 345; 
Tav. 20.345]) [Roma-Museo Pigorini, inv. no. 
23085]; subjected to composition analysis 
(Table 4.20); 
[2] ‘early bronze’ axe (Junghans et al. 1974 
[no. 20400]) [Roma-Museo Pigorini, inv. no. 
23088]; subjected to composition analysis 
(Table 4.19); 
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[3] ‘early bronze’ axe, fragmentary (Junghans 
et al. 1974 [no. 20401]) [Roma-Museo 
Pigorini, inv. no. 23090]; subjected to 
composition analysis (Table 4.19); 
[4] ‘early bronze’ axe, fragmentary (Junghans 
et al. 1974 [no. 20403]) [Roma-Museo 
Pigorini, inv. no. 23089] subjected to 
composition analysis (Table 4.19) 
Typology: [1] dagger “tipo Mercurago”-var. B 
[Bianco Peroni 1994] 
Depositional context: putative house contexts 
(“fondi di capanna”), dagger reportedly in 
association with small copper axe (Bianco 
Peroni 1994); the latter does not fit the 
description of the three bronze axes subjected 
to composition analysis with the same 
provenance (Junghans et al. 1974) 
References: Junghans et al. 1974, 316-317 
[nos. 20387, 20400-20401 & 20403]; Bianco 
Peroni 1994, 42 [no. 345; Tav. 20.345]; Bietti 
Sestieri & Giardino 2003, 413 
Comments: The three axes reported in 
Junghans et al. (1974) have an ‘early bronze’ 
(i.e. EBA) compositional signature, i.e. high 
lead and/or zinc contents (§4.3). 
 
#3 
Provenance: FARAONE (Sant’Egidio, TE) 
Date: EBA2 [‘subphase BA2B’] 
Description: bronze dress-pin with disc-head; 
decorated [Ascoli Piceno, Collezione Civica, 
inv. no. IC 417 BIM 4986] 
Typology: dress-pin “Central European type” 
(Lucentini 1996, 480) 
Depositional context: - 
References: Lucentini 1996, 475, 480 [note. 2], 
481 [fig. 3.6 (B)] 
 
#4 
Provenance: TERAMO-LA CONA (TE) 
Date: possibly EBA [see Comments] 
Description: 1 (or 2) complete (bronze?) 
dagger(s) or halberd(s) [see Comments] 
Typology: - 
Depositional context: tomb 29 under an Iron 
Age barrow (in context of an Iron Age 
cemetery); dagger(s) ‘at the feet’ of the 
inhumation 
References: D’Ercole 1984; D’Ercole 1986, 
417; D’Ercole 1990, 46; Cocchi Genick 1998, 
329; D’Ercole & Grassi 2000, 194 
Comments: On a later occasion (D’Ercole 
1990, 46) presented as two daggers. Some 
scholars date the dagger(s) to MBA (e.g. 
Cocchi Genick 1998, 329). In the micro-region 
of Teramo (TE) a tradition seems to have 
existed to reuse prehistoric objects as grave 
goods in Iron Age burials. This could date the 
actual deposition of this (these) object(s) 
outside the range of the Bronze Age; if not, the 
prior, EBA (or MBA) burial has been taken as 





Provenance: LORETO APRUTINO-CAMPOSACRO 
(PE) 
Date: EBA (horizon III); or, EBA (horizons II-
III & III) (Bietti Sestieri & Giardino 2003, 
415; after Carancini & Peroni 1999 [Tav. 2 & 
3]) 
Description: Hoard consisting of 11 or 12 
metal-hilted daggers; only 11 daggers listed in 
PBF catalogue (Bianco Peroni 1994); all of 
them described as complete, but one [10] 
(currently) missing the lower part of the blade 
(cf. Peroni 1971 [Tav. V.2]; Moscetta & 
Maggiori 1998, 13 [fig. 9]) [Museo Pigorini di 
Roma, inv. nos. 23197-23198]; two or three 
daggers [9-11] subjected to composition 
analysis (Table 4.10; Table 4.20); 
[1] metal-hilted dagger, with 7 rivets; length: 
26.6cm [Bianco Peroni 1994] or 26cm 
[Schwenzer 2004]; width: 7.4cm (Uenze 1938, 
77-78 [no. 37e, Taf. 11.37e]; Bianco Peroni 
1994, 49 [no. 390; Tav. 22.390]) [Paris-Musée 
de l’Armée, inv. no. E 35a]; “Technische 
Gruppe: IIb1.4” (Schwenzer 2004 [no. 171; 
Taf. 49.171]); 
[2] metal-hilted dagger, with 7 rivets; length: 
25cm [Bianco Peroni 1994] or 27cm 
[Schwenzer 2004]; width: 6.2cm (Uenze 1938, 
77-78 [no. 37f, Taf. 12.37f]; Bianco Peroni 
1994, 51 [no. 394, Tav. 23.394]) [Paris-Musée 
de l’Armée, inv. no. E 35b]; “Technische 
Gruppe: IIc” (Schwenzer 2004 [no. 172; Taf. 
50.172]); 
[3] metal-hilted dagger, with 7 rivets; length: 
25cm [Bianco Peroni 1994] or 24.6cm 
[Schwenzer 2004], width: 6.9cm (Uenze 1938, 
77-78 [no. 37h, Taf. 12.37h]; Bianco Peroni 
1994, 56 [no. 426, Tav. 28.426]) [Paris-Musée 
de l’Armée, inv. no. E 35c]; “Technische 
Gruppe: IIb1.3.1” (Schwenzer 2004 [no. 173; 
Taf. 50.173; Taf. 122.173]); 
[4] metal-hilted dagger, with 13 rivets; length: 
45cm; width: 11.7cm (Montelius 1910, 578 
[pl. 118.4]; Uenze 1938, 77-78 [no. 37g, Taf. 
10.37g]; Bianco Peroni 1994, 51 [no. 397, Tav. 
24.397]) [Paris-Musée de l’Armée, inv. no. E 
35d]; “Technische Gruppe: IIb1.3.2” 
(Schwenzer 2004 [no. 174; Taf. 51.174; Taf. 
122.174; Taf. 123.174]); 
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[5] metal-hilted dagger, with 12 rivets; length: 
26.8cm [Bianco Peroni 1994] or 25.5cm 
[Schwenzer 2004], width: 7.2cm (Uenze 1938, 
77-78 [no. 37a, Taf. 11.37a]; Bianco Peroni 
1994, 56 [no. 424, Tav. 28.424]) [Paris-Musée 
de l’Armée, inv. no. E 35e]; “Technische 
Gruppe: IIb1.3.2” (Schwenzer 2004 [no. 175; 
Taf. 50.175]); 
[6] metal-hilted dagger, with 7 rivets; length: 
27.6cm [Bianco Peroni 1994] or 27.4cm 
[Schwenzer 2004], width: 7.7cm (Uenze 1938, 
77-78 [no. 37b, Taf. 11.37b]; Bianco Peroni 
1994, 51 [no. 395, Tav. 23.395]) [Paris-Musée 
de l’Armée, inv. no. E 35f]; “Technische 
Gruppe: IIb1.4” (Schwenzer 2004 [no. 176; 
Taf. 51.176]); 
[7] metal-hilted dagger, with 5 rivets; length: 
21.8cm [Bianco Peroni 1994] or 21.5cm 
[Schwenzer 2004], width: 4.7cm (Uenze 1938, 
77-78 [no. 37c, Taf. 11.37c]; Bianco Peroni 
1994, 57 [no. 430, Tav. 29.430]) [Paris-Musée 
de l’Armée, inv. no. E 35g]; “Technische 
Gruppe: IIb4.1” (Schwenzer 2004 [no. 177; 
Taf. 52.177]); 
[8] metal-hilted dagger, with 7 rivets; length: 
28.4cm [Bianco Peroni 1994] or 28.1cm 
[Schwenzer 2004], width: 6.7cm (Uenze 1938, 
77-78 [no. 37d, Taf. 11.37d]; Bianco Peroni 
1994, 56 [no. 427, Tav. 28.427]) [Paris-Musée 
de l’Armée, inv. no. E 35h]; “Technische 
Gruppe: IIb1.4” (Schwenzer 2004 [no. 178; 
Taf. 52.178]); 
[9] metal-hilted dagger, with 5 (or more?) 
rivets; length: 23.7cm, width: 4.9cm (Peroni 
1971 [Tav. 5.1]; Bianco Peroni 1994, 57 [no. 
431, Tav. 29. 431]; Schwenzer 2004 [no. 179; 
Taf. 52.179]) [Roma-Museo Pigorini, inv. no. 
23197]; subjected to composition analysis 
(Table 4.10; Table 4.20); 
[10] metal-hilted dagger, with 5 (or more?) 
rivets; fragmentary, i.e. lower part of the blade 
missing; (remaining) length: 16.8cm, width: 
6.4cm (Peroni 1971 [Tav. 5.2]; Bianco Peroni 
1994, 56 [no. 429, Tav. 28.429]; Schwenzer 
2004 [no. 180; Taf. 53.180]) [Roma-Museo 
Pigorini, inv. no. 23198]; subjected to 
composition analysis (Table 4.10; Table 4.20); 
[11] metal-hilted dagger, with 5 (or more?) 
rivets; length: 28.2cm [Bianco Peroni 1994] or 
22cm [Schwenzer 2004] (Uenze 1938, 77; 
Bianco Peroni 1994, 57 [no. 432, Tav. 29.432]; 
Schwenzer 2004 [no. 229; Taf. 68.229]) 
[Torino-Museo Storico Nazionale 
dell’Artigleria, inv. no. A 339 or A 1339 A]; 
subjected to composition analysis (Table 4.10; 
Table 4.20) but excluded from the SAM 
publications (Junghans et al. 1968 [nos. 8087-
8088]) because of its uncertain attribution to 
the hoard and its high zinc contents (2.8%) 
(Schwenzer 2004, 300-301, quoting SAM 
logs) [see Comments]. 
Typology: [1] “tipo Chiusi” (Bianco Peroni 
1994), “tipo Loreto Aprutino” (De Marinis 
2001), “Italischer Typ 1” (Schwenzer 2004); 
[2] “tipo Montemerano”-var. A (Bianco Peroni 
1994); “tipo Cervara Alfina” (De Marinis 
2001); “Italischer Typ 3” (Schwenzer 2004); 
[3] “tipo Parco dei Monaci”-var. C (Bianco 
Peroni 1994), “tipo Loreto Aprutino” (De 
Marinis 2001), “Italischer Typ 1” (Schwenzer 
2004); [4] “tipo Montemerano”-var. B (Bianco 
Peroni 1994; De Marinis 2001), “Italischer 
Typ 1 – barocke Variante” (Schwenzer 2004); 
[5] “tipo Parco dei Monaci”-var. B (Bianco 
Peroni 1994, De Marinis 2001), “Italischer Typ 
1 – barocke Variante” (Schwenzer 2004); [6] 
“tipo Montemerano”-var. A (Bianco Peroni 
1994, De Marinis 2001), “Italischer Typ 1” 
(Schwenzer 2004); [7] “tipo Loreto Aprutino”-
var. A (Bianco Peroni 1994), “tipo Cervara 
Alfina” (De Marinis 2001); “Italischer Typ 3” 
(Schwenzer 2004); [8] “tipo Parco dei 
Monaci”-var. C (Bianco Peroni 1994), “tipo 
Loreto Aprutino” (De Marinis 2001), 
“Italischer Typ 1” (Schwenzer 2004); [9] “tipo 
Loreto Aprutino”-var. A (Bianco Peroni 1994), 
“tipo Cervara Alfina” (De Marinis 2001); 
“Italischer Typ 2” (Schwenzer 2004); [10] 
“tipo Parco dei Monaci”-var. C (Bianco Peroni 
1994), “tipo Loreto Aprutino” (De Marinis 
2001), “Italischer Typ 2” (Schwenzer 2004); 
[11] “tipo Loreto Aprutino”-var. A (Bianco 
Peroni 1994), “tipo Cervara Alfina” (De 
Marinis 2001). 
Depositional context: hoard, found within 500 
metres of the TAVO river, on its right bank 
(Radmilli 1977, 382), perhaps connected with 
a wetland context. The most recent map (Staffa 
1998, 8 [fig. 2.2]) locates CAMPOSACRO as 
overlooking the alluvial plain of the TAVO, but 
it is unclear how this situation compares with 
EBA micro-topography. 
References: Mariotti 1876, 50-52, 72; 
Montelius 1910, 578 [plate 118.1-2 & 4]; 
Uenze 1938, 77-78; Junghans et al. 1968, 293 
[nos. 8087-8088]; Peroni 1971, 248 [& Tav. 
V]; Junghans et al. 1974, 314-315 [nos. 20341-
20344]; Radmilli 1977, 382; Bianco Peroni 
1994, 49 [no. 390], 51 [nos. 394-395 & 397], 
56 [no 424, 426-427 & 429], 57 [nos. 430-
432]; Cocchi Genick 1998 [no. 116]; Moscetta 
& Maggiori 1998; De Marinis 2001, 267-268 
[fig. 7.22], 272 [tab. 1]; Bietti Sestieri & 
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Giardino 2003, 413-415; Schwenzer 2004, 
293-294 [nos. 171-180], 300-301 [no. 229] 
Comments: The high zinc contents attested in 
[11] are rare, but have also been detected by 
the SAM project (Junghans et al. 1974) in a 
number of objects from three EBA hoards 
(horizon II-III) at CAMPIGLIA D’ORCIA (Siena, 
Tuscany). The objects in question are several 
axes (Table 4.5: 1.9% [no. 20193], 2% [nos. 
20196, 20198, 20199, 20205, 20206, 20209], 
2.2% [no. 20194]) and one ingot (Table 4.6: 
2% [no. 20242]). 
 
#6 
Provenance: ALANNO-FRATICELLI (PE) 
Date: EBA (horizon II); or EBA (horizons I-II-
III) (Bietti Sestieri & Giardino 2003, 415; after 
Carancini & Peroni 1999 [Tav. 3]) [see 
Comments] 
Description: hoard of axes, 7 of 9 reported 
axes remain; 6 (of the 7) complete and 1 in two 
pieces (Peroni 1971, 249 [fig. 56.6-12]), the 
latter reportedly broken in the act of discovery, 
whereas the other 6 are reported with traces of 
use at the cutting-edge (Pellegrini 1908, 115) 
[Museo Archeologico di Ancona, inv. nos. 
8314-8320; currently: Museo La Civitella di 
Chieti]; one axe subjected to composition 
analysis (Table 4.4; Table 4.19); 
[1] axe; weight: 420g; length: 17.0cm, width: 
3.5cm (tail), 5.5cm (cutting-edge); thickness: 
1.5cm; with trace of use (Pellegrini 1908, 115); 
[2] axe; weight: 385g; length: 16.7cm, width: 
2.6cm (tail), 5.6cm (cutting-edge); thickness: 
1.4cm; with trace of use (Pellegrini 1908, 115); 
[3] axe; weight: 385g; length: ~16cm [i.e. 
listed as 16mm], width: 2.7cm (tail), 4.4cm 
(cutting-edge); thickness: 1.4cm; with trace of 
use (Pellegrini 1908, 115); 
[4] axe; weight: 370g; length: 16.8cm, width: 
2.5cm (tail), 5.6cm (cutting-edge); thickness: 
1.4cm; with trace of use (Pellegrini 1908, 115); 
[5] axe; weight: 370g; length: ~16cm [i.e. 
listed as 16mm], width: 2.9cm (tail), 5.5cm 
(cutting-edge); thickness: 1.5cm; with trace of 
use (Pellegrini 1908, 115); 
[6] axe; weight: 360g; length: 16.1cm, width: 
2.5cm (tail), 1.4cm (cutting-edge) [i.e. 
probably thickness]; thickness: [1.4cm]; with 
trace of use (Pellegrini 1908, 116); 
[7] axe, in two pieces; (remaining) weight: 
340g; (reconstructed) length: ~23cm 
(Pellegrini 1908), ~15.3cm (measured from 
Peroni 1971, 249 [fig. 56.10]); width: 2.3cm 
(tail), 5.6cm (cutting-edge); thickness: 1.4cm 
(Pellegrini 1908, 116); 
Typology: axe “tipo Alanno” 
Depositional context: Hoard originally 
consisting of 9 bronze axes, reportedly 
contained in a ceramic vessel (Pellegrini 1908, 
114). 
References: Pellegrini 1908; Mosso 1910, 350-
351; Peroni 1971, 248-249 [fig. 56.6-12]; 
Fratini 1997a, 20-21, 27-28, 73; Cocchi 
Genick 1998 [no. 117]; Bietti Sestieri & 
Giardino 2003, 412-415; Ardesia 2006, 15 [no. 
AL-001] 
Comments: Some scholars attribute another 
axe and a halberd of EBA typochronology to 
the same hoard, on the basis of their generic 
provenance in the area of ALANNO (Bietti 
Sestieri & Giardino 2003, 412-415). 
Alternatively, the ALANNO-FRATICELLI hoard 
can be regarded as one act in a depositional 
zone with a longer history (ALANNO [#7]). 
 
#7 
Provenance: “ALANNO” (PE) 
Date: Copper Age-EBA (horizons I-III) 
Description: series of objects, including 
[1] copper flat axe, probably Copper Age, 
reported as incomplete (Bietti Sestieri & 
Giardino 2003, 412-415, 425) [Chieti, inv. no. 
60898]; subjected to composition analysis 
(Table 4.16); 
[2] axe, probably EBA1 (Peroni 1971, 248, 
254; Fratini 1997a, 27, 74; Ardesia 2006 [no. 
AL-003]); 
[3] halberd, fragmentary at the base; length: 
16.5cm (Peroni 1971, 248, 250 [fig. 57.1]; 
Bianco Peroni 1994, 31 [no. 233; Tav. 16.233]; 
Fratini 1997a, 28; Ardesia 2006 [no. AL-002]) 
[Ancona-Museo Nazionale/Museo 
Archeologico, inv. no. 8326]; 
[4] two axes (unpublished; cf. Ardesia 2006 
[no. AL-005]) [Soprintendenza Archeologica 
Chieti, inv. nos. 151654-151655]; 
[5] unspecified axe (Ardesia 2006 [no. AL-
006]) [see Comments] 
Typology: [1] flat axe, probably Copper Age; 
[2] axe “tipo Ascoli”; [3] halberd “tipo 
Cotronei”-var. C [Bianco Peroni 1994], EBA 
(horizon III); [4] axes “tipo Canne”, EBA 
(horizons I-II) 
Depositional context: Series of objects with the 
generic provenance of ALANNO: an incomplete 
flat axe (Copper Age), a bronze axe and a 
halberd (EBA) and two later axes, one 
complete and the other incomplete (MBA) 
(Bietti Sestieri & Giardino 2003, 412-415) [see 
Comments] 
References: Peroni 1971, 248, 250 [fig. 57.1], 
254; Bianco Peroni 1994, 31 [no. 233; Tav. 
16.233]; Fratini 1997a, 27-28; Bietti Sestieri & 
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Giardino 2003, 412-415, 425; Ardesia 2006, 
15 [nos. AL-002, AL-003, AL-005, AL-006] 
Comments: The most recent micro-regional 
synthesis (Ardesia 2006) presents the largest 
series of objects; but it is not clear whether 
object [5] could be the same object as object 
[1], since the latter is not included in her series. 
The area of ALANNO probably has to be 
interpreted as a depositional zone with a longer 
history, since the Copper Age, including an 
EBA axe hoard (ALANNO-FRATICELLI [#6]). 
 
#8 
Provenance: CASTIGLIONE A CASAURIA (PE) 
Date: EBA (horizon I or II) 
Description: quasi complete axe, only a very 
small part of the cutting edge missing (Bietti 
Sestieri & Giardino 2003, 414 [fig. 2]) 
Typology: - 
Depositional context: isolated find 
References: Bietti Sestieri & Giardino 2003, 




Provenance: POPOLI (PE) 
Date: generically EBA 
Description: (copper or bronze?) halberd (or 
dagger), with 3 and/or 4 rivet-holes; length: 
17.8cm (Montelius 1910, 636; Bianco Peroni 
1994, 31 [no. 232; Tav. 16.232]) [Perugia-
Mus. Arch., inv. no. 4514 (“Collezione 
Bellucci”)] 
Typology: halberd “tipo Cotronei”-var. B 
[Bianco Peroni 1994] 
Depositional context: reportedly a burial, but 
type of burial not specified [see Comments] 
References: Montelius 1910, 636 [plate 
131.10]; Peroni 1971, 245, 252; Van 
Wonterghem 1984, 210 [no. 114]; Bianco 
Peroni 1994, 31 [no. 232; Tav. 16.232]; Fratini 
1997a, 13, 28, 74; Cocchi Genick 1998 [no. 
119]; Bietti Sestieri & Giardino 2003, 413; 
Ardesia 2006, 15 [no. PO-001] 
Comments: The attribution of this object to a 
funerary context is mainly based on Montelius 
(1910) who includes it in a section on burials 
in Central Italy without further details; but this 
is currently questioned (cf. Ardesia 2006). 
Alternatively, it may have to be interpreted as 
an isolated find in connection with the source 
area of the PESCARA river. 
 
#10 
Provenance: SALLE (PE) 
Date: late-final Copper Age 
Description: copper dagger, fragmentary 
(especially at base); remaining length: 8.7cm 
(Bianco Peroni 1994, 13 [no. 68; Tav. 6.68]) 
[Roma-Museo Pigorini, inv. no. 53811] 
Typology: “Bell Beaker or related type” 
[Bianco Peroni 1994] 
Depositional context: MAJELLA MOUNTAINS, 
in connection with the upper stretches of the 
ORTA river (a PESCARA tributary) that flows 
past the Neolithic through Bronze Age cult 
place of GROTTA DEI PICCIONI (Appendix 3 
[#2]). 
References: Colini 1901, 94; Bianco Peroni 
1994, 13 [no. 68; Tav. 6.68]; Bietti Sestieri & 
Giardino 2003, 412 
 
#11 
Provenance: CARAMANICO (PE) 
Date: EBA (horizon I-II) 
Description: copper (or ‘early bronze’) axe, 
fragmentary, i.e. a small part of the tail is 
broken off; remaining length: ~11.1cm 
(measured from Peroni 1971, 250 [fig. 50.7]) 
[Roma-Museo Pigorini, inv. no. 39267]; 
subjected to composition analysis (Table 4.16) 
[see Comments] 
Typology: axe “tipo Fermignano” (Peroni 
1971) [see Comments] 
Depositional context: MAJELLA MOUNTAINS, 
in connection with the upper stretches of the 
ORTA river (a PESCARA tributary) [cf. SALLE 
[#10]). 
References: Colini 1903, 84-85 [note 44]; 
Peroni 1971, 250 [fig. 50.7], 254; Junghans et 
al. 1974 [no. 20288]; Di Fraia 1996a, 486 
Comments: The typological ascription is 
confirmed by a composition that is similar to 
the axes in the FERMIGNANO hoard (Table 4.4), 
a compositional signature here attributed to a 
‘northern’ Adriatic sphere (§4.1). What 
connects these axes and the CARAMANICO axe, 
in addition to tin as a trace element, are the 
consistently shared elements of higher levels of 
arsenic (As), antimony (Sb), silver (Ag) and 
nickel (Ni). A similar compositional signature 
has been attested in a ‘copper’ dagger from the 





Provenance: “CHIETI” (CH), unknown location 
(i.e. generically from province) 
Date: [probably] EBA 
Description: dagger, with three rivet-holes; 
fragmentary along the edges; the base is 
broken and/or folded; length: 7.4cm (Bianco 
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Peroni 1994, 17 [no. 106; Tav. 8.106]) 
[Perugia-Mus. Arch, inv. no. 978] 
Typology: dagger “tipo Guardistallo” [Bianco 
Peroni 1994] 
Depositional context: - 
References: Bianco Peroni 1994, 17 [no. 106; 
Tav. 8.106]; Bietti Sestieri & Giardino 2003, 
413; Ardesia 2006, 15 [no. CH-021] 
 
#13 
Provenance: TARANTA PELIGNA (CH) 
Date: EBA2 
Description: quasi complete bronze axe, only a 
very small part of (the side of) the cutting edge 
missing; length: 12.6cm (measured from 
Peroni 1971, 250 [fig. 57.5]) [Roma-Museo 
Pigorini, inv. no. 54033]; subjected to 
composition analysis (Table 4.19) 
Typology: axe “tipo Polada” (Peroni 1971) 
Depositional context: isolated find 
References: Colini 1903, 84-85 [note 44]; 
Peroni 1971, 250 [fig. 57.5], 251; Junghans et 
al. 1974, 312-313 [no. 20287]; D’Ercole 





Provenance: “L’AQUILA” (AQ), unknown 
location (i.e. generically from province) 
Date: EBA2 [Bianco Peroni 1994] 
Description: (bronze?) dagger, tip broken off; 
remaining length: 9cm (Bianco Peroni 1994, 
26 [no. 184; Tav. 13.184]) 
Typology: dagger “tipo Murgia Timone” 
[Bianco Peroni 1994] 
Depositional context: - 
References: Bianco Peroni 1994, 26 [no. 184; 




Provenance: “MASCION” (AQ?) [see 
Comments] 
Date: EBA (horizon III) 
Description: putative mixed hoard, consisting 
of a metal-hilted dagger, two dagger blades 
and two axes; 
[1] metal-hilted dagger, with 5 (or more?) 
rivets; fragmentary, i.e. lower half of the blade 
missing; (remaining) length: 17.2cm, width: 
4.3cm (Bianco Peroni 1994, 58 [no. 437, Tav. 
29.437]; Schwenzer 2004 [no. 181; Taf. 
53.181]) [Napoli- Museo Archeologico 
Nazionale, inv. no. 126027]; 
[2] (bronze?) dagger, fragmentary along the 
blade and lower half missing; remaining 
length: 8cm (Bianco Peroni 1994, 26 [no. 185; 
Tav. 13.185]) [Napoli-Museo Nazionale, inv. 
no. 126028]. 
Typology: [1] dagger cf. “tipo Loreto 
Aprutino” [Bianco Peroni 1994]; [2] dagger 
“tipo Murgia Timone” [Bianco Peroni 1994] 
Depositional context: - [see Comments] 
References: Bianco Peroni 1994, 26 [no. 185; 
Tav. 13.185], 58 [no. 437, Taf. 29.437]; 
Schwenzer 2004, 294 [no. 181] 
Comments: Bianco Peroni (1994) lists the 
generic provenance of “MASCION, provincia 
Campasso, Italia Centrale” from the museum 
inventory and suggests MASCIONI 
(Campotosto, AQ) as the specific provenance 
(cf. Schwenzer 2004). MASCIONE in the 
province of Campobasso of the Molise region, 
to the south of Abruzzo, is an alternative, in 
the vicinity of the ‘horizon III’ axe hoard from 
VINCHIATURO (Santone 2009), on a 
metalwork-related axis of connectivity 
between the BIFERNO valley in Molise and 
northern Campania (§9.2.2). Because of the 
uncertainty about its geographical attribution 
to Abruzzo, this collection of metalwork is not 
included in the the case study. 
 
#16 
Provenance: CAPESTRANO (AQ) 
Date: EBA (horizon II) 
Description: hoard of reportedly 12 axes, 1 axe 
remains [Perugia-collection Bellucci]; 
[1] complete axe (Montelius 1910, 581 [plate 
118.15]) 
Typology:[1] axe “tipo S. Lorenzo in Noceto” 
(Peroni 1971, 254) 
Depositional context: hoard consisting of 12 
(bronze?) axes; possibly to be located 
(generically) in connection with the source 
area of the TIRINO river, a tributary of the 
PESCARA river 
References: Montelius 1910, 581 [pl. 118.15]; 
Peroni 1971, 248, 254; D’Ercole 1996, 9; 
Cocchi Genick 1998 [no. 122] 
 
#17 
Provenance: SULMONA (AQ) 
Date: EBA (horizon III or IV) (Bietti Sestieri 
& Giardino 2003, 413) 
Description: quasi complete (bronze?) axe, 
small notch in one side of the cutting edge; 
length (measured from Bietti Sestieri & 
Giardino 2003): 18.3cm (Bietti Sestieri & 
Giardino 2003, 414 [fig. 3]) [Sulmona-
Collezioni del Museo Civico, inv. no. 40; 
currently: Chieti-“magazzini della 
Soprintendenza Archeologica”] 
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Typology: - 
Depositional context: isolated find 
References: Bietti Sestieri & Giardino 2003, 
413-414 [fig. 3] 
 
#18 
Provenance: PESCINA (AQ) 
Date: EBA (horizon I or II) (Bietti Sestieri & 
Giardino 2003, 413) 
Description: (bronze?) axe (“a margini rialzati 
e tallone con piccolo incavo”), possibly traces 
of (cold?) hammering at the tail; length: 
12.4cm (measured from Peroni 1961); dark 
green patina (Peroni 1961, 177 [no. 94, tav. 
20.4]; Peroni 1971, 222) [Perugia-Museo 
Preist., inv. no. 2303] 
Typology: axe “tipo Alanno” (Peroni 1971) 
Depositional context: isolated find; possibly 
lake-side deposition in FUCINO BASIN 
References: Peroni 1961, 177 [no. 94; tav. 
20.4]; Peroni 1971, 218, 222; Bietti Sestieri & 
Giardino 2003, 413 
 
#19 
Provenance: “FUCINO” (AQ) [also: “Marsica, 
near Fucino basin”] 
Date: late-final Copper Age or EBA (horizons 
I-II) 
Description: small copper dagger, with three 
rivet holes; length: 4.6cm (Bianco Peroni 1994, 
32 [no. 239; Tav. 16.239]) [Roma-Museo 
Pigorini, inv. no. 23103]; subjected to 
composition analysis (Table 4.17) 
Typology: dagger “tipo San Maurizio” [Bianco 
Peroni 1994] 
Depositional context: - 
References: Colini 1901, 94; Peroni 1971, 217 
[fig. 48.2], 218; Junghans et al. 1974 [no. 
20290]; Bianco Peroni 1994, 32 [no. 239; Tav. 
16.239]; Bietti Sestieri & Giardino 2003, 413 
Comments: Its composition is similar to the 
FERMIGNANO and CARAMANICO axes [#11]. 
 
#20 
Provenance: ALBE-MAGLIANO DEI MARSI 
(AQ) 
Date: EBA (horizon III or IV) 
Description: complete bronze flanged axe; 
damaged at cutting-edge and flanges; smooth, 
dark green patina with blackish incrustations; 
length: 13.5cm; weight: 297g (Bietti Sestieri & 
Giardino 2003, 415 [fig. 4]; Bietti Sestieri & 
Macnamara 2007, 37 [no. 38], 44 [plate 7.38]) 
[London-British Museum, PRB, W.G. 1056] 
Typology: “axes type 12” (Bietti Sestieri & 
Macnamara 2007) 
Depositional context: isolated find 
References: Bietti Sestieri & Giardino 2003, 
413, 415 [fig. 4]; Bietti Sestieri & Macnamara 
2007, 37 [no. 38], 44 [plate 7, no. 38] 
 
Lazio (unknown provenance) 
 
#L1 
Provenance: “LAZIO” (Bietti Sestieri 
2001/2003); “probably Central Italy” (Bietti 
Sestieri & Macnamara 2007), unknown 
location 
Date: EBA (horizon II-III & horizon III) 
Description: group of two bronze daggers, 
based on similar patina; both subjected to 
composition analysis (Table 4.10; Table 4.20); 
[1] complete metal-hilted dagger, with 21 
rivets and incised decoration; length: 24cm, 
weight: 233g; smooth green-brown patina with 
marked azure incrustations; cutting edges 
damaged, with strike marks; EBA (horizon II-
III) (Bietti Sestieri 2001/2003, 31 [fig. 4]) 
[London-British Museum, inv. no. PRB 
1867.5-8.183 (Blacas collection)]; 
[2] complete metal-hilted dagger, with 9 rivets 
and engraved decoration; length: 31.4cm, 
weight: 328g; light green patina with marked 
azure incrustations; cutting edges damaged; 
EBA (horizon III) (Bietti Sestieri 2001/2003, 
31 [fig. 4]) [London-British Museum, inv. no. 
PRB 1867.5-8.184 (Blacas collection)]. 
Typology: [1] dagger “tipo Cetona” (variant 
B); [2] dagger “tipo Montemerano” (variant B) 
Depositional context: presumably from a hoard 
or “more likely, an important burial” (Bietti 
Sestieri 2001/2003, 31) [see Comments] 
References: Bietti Sestieri 2001/2003, 25 [nos. 
183-184], 31; Bietti Sestieri & Macnamara 
2007, 39-40 [nos. 60-61], 51 [plate 14.60-61]; 
Hook 2007 [nos. 60-61] 
Comments: Generally, EBA daggers have not 
been found in funerary contexts in Lazio, 
which makes the interpretation of the small 
group as the remains of a hoard the most likely 
scenario. In this respect, there is a possibility 
that they should be ascribed to a known dagger 
hoard that has been split up between interested 
parties in ‘antiquarian’ exchange. In terms of 
the composition of raw material, the two 
daggers described here show a general 
resemblance with those analysed from the 
CERVARA ALFINA [#26] and the LORETO 
APRUTINO-CAMPOSACRO [#5] dagger hoards, 
but in terms of trace elements each of the three 
groups of daggers seems to represent a 
collection in itself (§4.1; Table 4.10; §4.3; 
Table 4.20). 
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#L2 
Provenance: “LAZIO”, unknown location 
Date: EBA (horizon III) 
Description: complete (bronze?) axe; length 
(measured from Carancini 1979): 16.4cm 
(Peroni 1971, 214 [fig. 47.5]) [Roma-Museo 
Pigorini, “collez. Giglioli”, inv. no. 12699] 
Typology: - 
Depositional context: - 
References: Peroni 1971, 214 [fig. 47.5], 218; 
Carancini 1979, 178 [fig. 1.12], 184 [no. 1.12] 
 
#L3 
Provenance: “LAZIO”, unknown location 
Date: EBA (horizon III) 
Description: complete (bronze?) axe; length 
(measured from Carancini 1979): 15.2cm 
(Pinza 1905, 36 [fig. 10]) [Museo di Parma] 
Typology: - 
Depositional context: - 
References: Pinza 1905, 36 [fig. 10]; Carancini 





Provenance: “possibly RIETI” (RI), unknown 
location 
Date: generically EBA 
Description: (bronze?) axe [Museo Civico 
Rieti, without inv. no.] 
Typology: - 
Depositional context: - 




Provenance: RIETI (RI) 
Date: EBA (horizon III) 
Description: bronze (‘early bronze’?) axe; 
length (measured from Carancini 1979): 
11.6cm [Perugia-Museo Preistorico, inv. no. 
6793] 
Typology:  
Depositional context: isolated find 
References: Carancini 1979, 178 [fig. 1.14], 
184 [no. 1.14]; Guidi 1979, 138 [no. 32]; 
Belardelli & Pascucci 1996, 24-25 [no. 17]; 
Guidi 2000a, 268 
 
#23 
Provenance: MONTECCHIO (Rieti, RI) 
Date: late-final Copper Age-EBA [see 
Comments] 
Description: a series of objects including: 
[1] a bronze ornament (‘fermaglio’); 
[2] a small bronze plate (‘piastrina’); 
[3] a dress-pin with a head in the shape of 
three small circles. 
Typology: - 
Depositional context: reportedly a group of 
burials on a hill-top inside the RIETI BASIN; i.e. 
three ceramic vessels on top of a stone, the first 
one containing a flint point, the second 
containing [1], and the third containing both 
[2] and [3] [see Comments] 
References: Pietrangeli 1976, 21-22; Belardelli 
& Pascucci 1996, 34 [#e] 
Comments: This context probably concerns 
unparalleled (and non-funerary) acts of 
deposition, in the absence of human remains 
(according to the report, the material itself is 
currently lost). Dates are uncertain; with the 
Copper Age date mainly based on the presence 
of a flint object. If the determination of the 
remaining objects as made of bronze, is 
correct, then these are probably EBA2 in date 





Provenance: ACQUAPENDENTE (VT), without 
further provenance details 
Date: EBA2 
Description: three bronze axes 
Typology: - 
Depositional context: probably hoard 
References: Belardelli et al. 2007, 261 [no. 1] 
 
#25 
Provenance: GERMANIGNANO (Bagnoregio, 
VT) 
Date: generically EBA (probably EBA1) [see 
Comments] 
Description: small copper dagger or halberd, 
with 3 rivet holes, length: c. 5cm (Bianco 
Peroni 1994, 32-33 [no. 241; Tav. 16.241]) 
[Firenze-Museo, inv. no. 84336]; subjected to 
composition analysis (Table 4.17) 
Typology: dagger “tipo S. Maurizio” or 
halberd “tipo Cotronei” [Bianco Peroni 1994] 
Depositional context: isolated find 
References: Junghans et al. 1960, 107, 127 [no. 
605; Taf. 22.605]; Peroni 1971, 218; Guidi 
1979, 137 [no. 8]; Bianco Peroni 1994, 32-33 
[no. 241; Tav. 16.241]; Belardelli et al. 2007, 
262 [no. 25] 
Comments: Because of its copper composition, 
an EBA1 date seems more likely than the later, 
EBA2 type of dagger suggests. 
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#26 
Provenance: CERVARA ALFINA (Bagnoregio, 
VT) 
Date: EBA (horizon III) 
Description: hoard of metal-hilted daggers, the 
3 objects remaining all subjected to 
compositional analysis (Table 4.10; Table 
4.20); 
[1] metal-hilted dagger with 5 rivets; length: 
20.3cm, width: 4.2cm (Junghans et al. 1974 
[nos. 19794-19795]; Bianco Peroni 1994, 57 
[no. 433; Tav. 29.433]) [Roma-Museo 
Pigorini, inv. no. 55955]; “Technische Gruppe: 
IIb1.3 (?)” (Schwenzer 2004 [no. 158; Taf. 
45.158]); identical to [2] (De Marinis 2001, 
271); 
[2] metal-hilted dagger with 5 rivets; length: 
21cm (Junghans et al. 1974 [nos. 20247-
20248]; De Marinis 2001, 270 [fig. 9 on left]); 
“Technische Gruppe: IIb (?)” (Schwenzer 2004 
[no. 159; Taf. 46.159]) [Firenze-Museo 
Archeologico Nazionale, inv. no. 1046]; 
identical to [1] (De Marinis 2001, 271); 
[3] metal-hilted dagger, without rivets; length: 
20.6cm (Junghans et al. 1974 [nos. 20249-
20250]; De Marinis 2001, 270 [fig. 9 on right]) 
[Firenze-Museo Archeologico Nazionale, inv. 
no. 1047]; “Technische Gruppe: IIIa (?)” 
(Schwenzer 2004 [no. 160; Taf. 46.160]); 
possibly cast in one piece (De Marinis 2001, 
271). 
Typology: [1] “tipo Loreto Aprutino”-var. A 
(Bianco Peroni 1994); “tipo Cervara Alfina” 
(De Marinis 2001, 271) 
Depositional context: hoard consisting of an 
unknown number of daggers 
References: Colini 1903, 216, 220 [fig. 34]; 
Montelius 1910, 578-579 [pl. 118.5]; Peroni 
1971, 215; Junghans et al. 1974, 298-299 [nos. 
19794-19795], 312-313 [nos. 20247-20250]; 
Guidi 1979, 137 [no. 7]; Bianco Peroni 1994, 
57 [no. 433; Tav. 29.433]; Guidi & Pascucci 
1996, 469 [no. 6]; Cocchi Genick 1998 [no. 
69]; De Marinis 2001, 267-268 [fig. 7.18; see 
Comments], 270 [fig. 9], 271-272; Schwenzer 
2004, 291 [nos. 158-160]; Belardelli et al. 
2007, 261 [no. 24] 
Comments: De Marinis’ map (2001, 268 [fig. 
7.18]) locates the hoard alternatively at 
“Cervara di Roma” (RM) in southern Lazio, 
which is a mistake, since he himself mentions 
it as located “presso Bagnorea (Viterbo)” in 
the text (2001, 271). 
 
#27 
Provenance: LAGO DI MEZZANO (Valentano, 
VT) 
Date: EBA (horizons II-IV) [see Description] 
Description: series of mainly bronze objects 
but also including a silver object, 
[1] complete bronze (?) dress-pin with disk-
shaped head; EBA (horizon II; redated to 
horizon II-III) (Pellegrini 1993, 73-76, 84 [no. 
10, tav. 6.1]; Petitti 2000, 141 [note 1]); 
[2] complete bronze (‘early bronze’?) axe, with 
traces of use, EBA (horizon II-III) (Pellegrini 
1993, 76, 83 [no.1, tav. 1.1]); 
[3] complete bronze (‘early bronze’?) axe, with 
wooden handle, with traces of use and renewal 
and resharpening of cutting edge by cold 
hammering, EBA (horizon III) (Pellegrini 
1993, 76, 83 [no. 2, tav. 1.2]); 
[4] complete bronze (‘early bronze’?) axe, with 
traces of use and renewal (i.e. resharpening of 
cutting edge by cold hammering), EBA 
(horizon III-IV) (Pellegrini 1993, 76, 83 [no.3, 
tav. 1.3]); 
[5] silver spiral (Pellegrini 1993. 76, 84 [no. 
12]) in a ceramic vessel, (re)dated from MBA1 
to EBA2 (Cocchi Genick 1998, 294); 
[6] complete bronze dress-pin (length: 16 cm) 
with head in the shape of three spirals (one at a 
right angle with the other two) and a 
protruding spur (in direction of the one spiral 
at right angles); possibly EBA2-MBA1 (Petitti 
2000, 147 [fig. 1]). 
Typology: [2] axe “tipo Amelia”; [3] axe “tipo 
Cetinale” 
Depositional context: small crater lake, with an 
EBA2-MBA1 lake-side assemblage, including 
[1-5], focused on “area M1”, originally 
interpreted as a settlement, but probably a 
depositional zone (Appendix 4 [#34]); dress-
pin [6] probably constitutes the earliest object 
in another, MBA1 depositional zone (“area 
M2”) at the same lake. 
References: Franco 1975; Carancini 1979, 178 
[fig. 1.21 = 18.4cm], 179 [fig. 2.15]; Guidi 
1979, 137 [no. 1]; Brunetti Nardi 1981, 187-
188; Franco 1982, 171-178; Petitti & Mitchell 
1993; Pellegrini 1993; Berlingò 1994, 138-
140; Guidi & Pascucci 1996, 469 [no. 4]; 
Cocchi Genick 1998 [no. 72]; Petitti 2000; 
Sadori et al. 2004 
Comments: Typochronologically the series of 
objects in “area M1” represent separate acts of 
deposition, in a zone continuously used for 
deposition of mainly ceramics in EBA2, based 
on the recent ceramic typochronology (cf. 
Cocchi Genick 1998, who similarly questions 
the original interpretation of lake-side 
settlement). “Area M1” is located at the 
present outlet of the volcanic lake, i.e. the main 
source of the OLPETA stream, but where in 
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Bronze Age times a small stream ran into the 
lake (Sadori et al. 2004). In “area M1” the 
dress-pin (and perhaps the earliest axe) may 
predate the EBA2 ceramic assemblage, in 
“area M2” (to the southeast of “area M1”) the 
dress-pin seems to represent the earliest object. 
 
#28 
Provenance: CARTALANA (Ischia di Castro, 
VT) 
Date: EBA2 
Description: quasi complete copper ingot, 
only a very small part of the convex bottom 
missing; diameter: 13 cm; weight: ca. 2 kg; 
with three identical marks (lines of 3cm) which 
were made during the hot phase of copper 
Typology: - 
Depositional context: isolated find 
References: Ciavatta & Lucarelli 1995; Casi et 
al. 1998, 424 [no. 46]; Belardelli et al. 2007, 
295 [no. 98] 
 
#29 
Provenance: GROTTA DELLA PATERNALE 
(Ischia di Castro, VT) [also: GROTTA DEL 
PATERNALE] 
Date: Copper Age-possibly EBA1 [see 
Comments] 
Description: small copper dagger, extremely 
affected by corrosion (Ucelli Gnesutta 2007, 
350), in two pieces; length: 7.2cm (Bianco 
Peroni 1994, 39 [no. 295; Tav. 19.295]) 
Typology: dagger “tipo Rinaldone” (Ucelli 
Gnesutta 2007) [originally, dagger cf. “tipo 
Montale” (Bianco Peroni 1994)] 
Depositional context: cave assemblage 
(Appendix 3 [#17]) 
References: Rittatore Vonwiller et al. 1978, 66; 
Brunetti Nardi 1981, 109; Guidi 1991/1992, 
435 [no. 15]; Bianco Peroni 1994, 39 [no. 295; 
Tav. 19.295]; Ucelli Gnesutta 2007 
Comments: Originally reported as EBA in 
date, but redated to (probably) late Copper 
Age, on the basis of associated ceramics 
(Ucelli Gnesutta 2007, 352). 
 
#30 
Provenance: MONTALTO DI CASTRO (VT), 
without further provenance details 
Date: EBA1 [cf. Negroni Catacchio & 
Pellegrini 1988] 
Description: halberd & dagger; both subjected 
to composition analysis (Table 4.17) 
[1] complete copper halberd, with three rivet-
holes; length: 22cm (Peroni 1971, 177 [fig. 
40.1]; Junghans et al. 1974, 298-299 [no. 
19829]; Bianco Peroni 1994, 15 [no. 88; Tav. 
7.88]) [Civitavecchia-Museo Nazionale]; 
[2] complete copper dagger, with two rivet-
holes, fragmentary at ‘handle’; length: 13cm 
(Peroni 1971, 177 [fig. 40.2]; Junghans et al. 
1974, 298-299 [no. 19830]; Bianco Peroni 
1994, 18 [no. 114; Tav. 9.114]) [Civitavecchia-
Museo Nazionale] 
Typology: [1] halberd “tipo Calvatone” 
(Bianco Peroni 1994); [2] dagger “tipo 
Guardistallo” (Bianco Peroni 1994) 
Depositional context: presumably from 
funerary context(s), clandestine excavation 
References: Peroni 1971, 176-177 [fig. 40.1-
2]; Junghans et al. 1974, 298-299 [nos. 19829-
19830]; Negroni Catacchio & Pellegrini 1988, 
71 [no. 91]; Bianco Peroni 1994, 15 [no. 88; 
Tav. 7.88], 18 [no. 114; Tav. 9.114] 
 
#31 
Provenance: “MARTA-SURROUNDINGS” (VT), 
without further provenance details 
Date: Copper Age 
Description: two flat axes, one larger 
(fragmentary at butt) and one smaller 
(complete) (Angle & D’Erme 1995, 208 [fig. 
3.1-2]) 
Typology: - 
Depositional context: - 
References: Angle & D’Erme 1995, 200, 208 
[fig. 3.1-2] 
Comments: Reportedly similar to copper axes 
from the Copper Age cemetery of RINALDONE 
(Montefiascone, VT) in the vicinity (Angle & 
D’Erme 1995, 200). 
 
#32 
Provenance: VETRALLA-LE DOGANE 
Date: Copper Age 
Description: copper flat axe (Junghans et al. 
1974); and/or halberd, with a small nick and 
possibly sharpening scratches, cast in open 
mould (Dolfini 2011, 1040 [Tab. 3.71]) 
[Firenze, inv. no. 78793]; subjected to 
composition analysis (Table 4.16) [see 
Comments] 
Typology: - 
Depositional context: - [see Comments] 
References: Junghans et al. 1974, 322-323 [no. 
20599]; Dolfini 2011, 1040 [Tab. 3.71], 1041 
[Tab. 4.71], 1045 
Comments: Dolfini (2011) rejects the 
classification of the object as a flat axe (as 
listed by Junghans et al. 1974), while 
acknowledging its axe-like, pure-copper 
compositional signature (Dolfini 2011, 1045). 
He stresses that his classification of the piece 
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as a halberd is provisional (but not an axe) and 
has singled it out for further study because of 
its peculiarity (Andrea Dolfini, personal 
communication). The generic location refers to 
the drainage area of the BIEDANO stream, a 
tributary (starting from the watershed with the 
MIGNONE river) of the MARTA river. 
 
#33 
Provenance: “AGRO FALISCO” (VT), without 
further provenance details 
Date: Copper Age 
Description: two copper flat axes [Roma-
Museo Pigorini, no inv. nos.]; subjected to 
composition analysis (Table 4.16) 
Typology: - 
Depositional context: - 
References: Junghans et al. 1974, 298-299 
[nos. 19798-19799] 
Comments: Given their similarity in 
composition (§4.3), both axes may have been 
the result of a single production event, and 
therefore possibly constitute a hoard (i.e. a 




SURROUNDINGS” (VT), without further 
provenance details 
Date: EBA (horizon II) 
Description: complete copper axe; length 
(measured from Carancini 1979): 17.2cm 
(Peroni 1971, 177 [fig. 40.6]) [Roma, Museo 
Pigorini, inv. no. 54077]; subjected to 
composition analysis (Table 4.16) 
Typology: axe “tipo Polada” 
Depositional context: - 
References: Colini 1903, 215 [note 80 = 
“territorio falisco”]; Peroni 1971, 177 [fig. 
40.6], 178, 182; Junghans et al. 1974, 298-299 
[no. 19803 (Agro Falisco)]; Carancini 1979, 
178 [fig. 1.8], 184 [no. 1.8]; Guidi 1979, 138 
[no. 30]; Guidi & Pascucci 1996, 470 [no. 51]; 
Belardelli et al. 2007, 283 [no. 272] 
 
#35 
Provenance: “TARQUINIA” (VT), without 
further provenance details 
Date: EBA (horizon II) 
Description: (copper or bronze?) axe, length 
(measured from Carancini 1979): 11.6cm 
[private collection] 
Typology: - 
Depositional context: - 
References: Carancini 1979, 178 [fig. 1.7], 184 
[no. 1.7]; Guidi 1979, 138 [no. 14]; Guidi & 
Pascucci 1996, 469 [no. 27] 
 
#36 
Provenance: “CORNETO” (Tarquinia, VT), 
without further provenance details 
Date: Copper Age [1]; EBA (horizon II-III) [2] 
Description: copper axe and bronze axe; 
[1] copper flat axe, trapezoidal tool with butt 
broken in antiquity, central zone thickened, 
slightly raised margins in the central part of the 
faces, blade widening towards the slightly 
rounded cutting edge; length: 10.4cm; weight 
265g; rough green and turqoise patina with 
incrustations (Bietti Sestieri & Macnamara 
2007, 31 [no. 5], 33 [plate 1.5]; Hook 2007 
[no. 5]), cast om a bivalve mould (Dolfini 
2011, 1039 [Tab. 2.422], 1041 [Tab. 4.422], 
1042 [fig. 1]) [London-British Museum, inv. 
no. PRB WG 1047]; subjected to composition 
analysis (Table 4.16); 
[2] bronze (‘early bronze’?) flanged axe; 
flanges hammered at junction; probably 
reworked; length: 9.4cm; weight: 123g; dull 
green patina with light green zones (Bietti 
Sestieri & Macnamara 2007, 36-37 [no. 30], 42 
[plate 5.30]) [London-British Museum, inv. no. 
PRB WG 1055] 
Typology: [1] “axes type 4” (Bietti Sestieri & 
Macnamara 2007); [2] “axes type 10” (Bietti 
Sestieri & Macnamara 2007) 
Depositional context: - [see Comments] 
References: Bietti Sestieri & Macnamara 2007, 
31 [no. 5], 33 [plate 1.5], 36-37 [no. 30], 42 
[plate 5.30]; Hook 2007 [no. 5]; Dolfini 2011, 
1039 [Tab. 2.422], 1041 [Tab. 4.422], 1042 
[fig. 1] 
Comments: The discrepancy in the chronology 
of the axes could suggest the presence of a 





Provenance: “MONTI DELLA TOLFA” (RM), 
without further provenance details 
Date: EBA (horizon III) 
Description: complete bronze (‘early bronze’?) 
axe, with small fracture in cutting edge; length: 
16.8cm; uniform patina (dark green) (Naso 
2006, 66-67 [fig. 1]) [Collezione Pergi, 
Soprintendenza per l’Etruria Meridionale, inv. 
no. SAEM 12/00467517] 
Typology: axe cf. “tipo Verruca” 
Depositional context: possibly part of an axe 
hoard (see ROTA [#38]) 
References: Naso 2006, 66-67 [fig. 1]; 
Belardelli et al. 2007, 57-58 [no. 147] 
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#38 
Provenance: ROTA (Tolfa, RM) 
Date: EBA (horizon III) 
Description: hoard of bronze axes; 3 (of 4 
remaining) axes [in a private collection]; a.o. 
one complete axe (Fugazzola Delpino 1982 
[Tav. XXVII.5]); 
[1] complete (‘early bronze’?) axe; length: 
16.8cm (measured from Carancini 1991/1992, 
238 [fig. 1.13]) 
Typology: - 
Depositional context: hoard consisting of at 
least 4 axes; possibly also including an axe 
with a generic provenance (MONTI DELLA 
TOLFA [#37]); probably found at the 
confluence of the MIGNONE river and the 
FOSSO VERGINESE stream 
References: D’Ercole 1975, 25; Carancini 
1979, 177; Guidi 1979, 138 [no. 21]; 
Fugazzola Delpino 1982, 82, 91 [note 41]; 
Carancini 1991/1992, 237-238 [fig. 1.13]; 
Guidi & Pascucci 1996, 469 [no. 45]; Cocchi 
Genick 1998 [no. 91]; Belardelli et al. 2007, 
57-58 [no. 147] 
 
#39 
Provenance: TOLFA (RM) 
Date: EBA (horizon III) 
Description: complete bronze axe; length 
(measured from Carancini 1979): 7.2cm 
(Peroni 1971, 214 [fig. 47.3 = “Civita 
Castellana”]) [Roma-Museo Pigorini, inv. no. 
54076]; subjected to composition analysis 
(Table 4.19) 
Typology: - 
Depositional context: isolated find 
References: Colini 1903, 215 [note 80 = 
“territorio falisco”]; Peroni 1971, 214 [fig. 
47.3 (“Civita Castellana”)], 217; Junghans et 
al. 1974, 298-299 [no. 19804 (Agro Falisco)]; 
Carancini 1979, 178 [fig. 1.15], 184 [no. 1.15]; 
Guidi 1979, 138 [no. 20 (“Tolfa” = no. 30, 
“Civita Castellana”)]; Guidi & Pascucci 1996, 
470 [no. 51] 
 
#40 
Provenance: MONTE S. ANGELO (Allumiere, 
RM) 
Date: EBA (horizon III) 
Description: bronze (‘early bronze’?) axe; 
length (measured from Carancini 1979): 18cm 
Typology: - 
Depositional context: isolated find 
References: Ercolani 1972, 42; Toti 1973; 
Carancini 1979, 178 [fig. 1.18], 184 [no. 1.18]; 
Guidi 1979, 138 [no. 18]; Brunetti Nardi 1981, 
14; Guidi & Pascucci 1996, 469 [no. 34]; 
Mandolesi et al. 1996, 117 [no. 34]; Belardelli 
et al. 2007, 20 [no. 199] 
 
#41 
Provenance: TAGLIACCI CASTAGNETO 
(Allumiere, RM) 
Date: EBA (horizon II) 
Description: bronze (‘early bronze’?) axe [see 
Comments]; length (measured from Carancini 
1979): 16.8cm [Collezione Klitsche de la 
Grange, inv. no. 62779 (Colini 1903)] 
Typology: axe “tipo Fermignano” 
Depositional context: isolated find 
References: Colini 1903, 215 [note 80]; Colini 
1909, 108 [fig. 2], 109; Peroni 1971, 216, 222; 
Toti 1973; Carancini 1979, 178 [fig. 1.9], 184 
[no. 1.9]; Guidi 1979, 138 [no. 19]; Guidi & 
Pascucci 1996, 469 [no. 35]; Mandolesi et al. 
1996, 120 [no. 49]; Belardelli et al. 2007, 22 
[no. 177] 
Comments: Colini (1909, 108) reports the axe 
as one low in tin contents because of its colour 
and its weight. 
 
#42 
Provenance: FICARECCIA (Cesano, RM) 
Date: EBA (horizon III) 
Description: bronze (‘early bronze’?) axe; 
length (measured from Carancini 1979): 12cm 
Typology: - 
Depositional context: isolated find 
References: Giglioli 1923, 172-173; Carancini 
1979, 178 [fig. 1.17], 184 [no. 1.17]; Guidi 
1979, 138 [no. 27]; Di Gennaro & Stoddart 
1982 [no. 13]; Fugazzola Delpino 1982a, 144 
 
#43 
Provenance: “ROMA” (RM), unknown location 
(i.e. generically province of Roma) 
Date: possibly EBA 
Description: bronze axe with slightly raised 
edges; probably made in one-piece mould; 
cutting-edge damaged; coarse dark green 
patina with lighter zones; length: 12.5cm; 
weight: 241g (Bietti Sestieri & Macnamara 
2007, 36 [no. 18], 41 [plate 4.18]) [London-
British Museum, inv. no. PRB 1880.8-2.38]; 
subjected to composition analysis (Table 4.19) 
Typology: - 
Depositional context: - 
References: Bietti Sestieri & Macnamara 2007, 
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Date: EBA (horizon III) 
Description: bronze (‘early bronze’?) axe; 
length (measured from Carancini 1979): 
15.2cm [Milano-Civico Museo Archeologico] 
Typology: - 
Depositional context: - 
References: Carancini 1979, 178 [fig. 1.13], 
184 [no. 1.13]; Guidi & Pascucci 1996, 470 
[no. 66]; Angle & Guidi 2007, 151 [no. 2] 
 
#45 
Provenance: “ROMA” (RM), unknown location 
(i.e. generically city of ROME) [see Comments] 
Date: late-final Copper Age-EBA1 
Description: two copper axes: 
1) complete copper axe; length (measured 
from Carancini 1979): 8.8cm (Peroni 1971, 
177 [fig. 40.4]; Carancini 1979, 178 [fig. 1.5], 
184 [no. 1.5]) [Museo Archeologico di Milano, 
inv. no. 07177]; 
2) copper flat axe (Carboni 2002, 248 [no. 
10]). 
Typology: [1] axe “tipo Mirabella Eclano” 
Depositional context: - 
References: Peroni 1971, 177 [fig. 40.4], 179; 
Carancini 1979, 178 [fig. 1.5], 184 [no. 1.5]; 
Guidi 1979, 138 [no. 38]; Guidi & Pascucci 
1996, 470 [no. 67]; Carboni 2002, 248 [no. 
10], 275 [fig. 11.11]; Angle & Guidi 2007, 151 
[no. 3] 
Comments: Both objects reportedly from “area 
urbana” according to Carboni (2002, 248). 
 
#46 
Provenance: “DAL TEVERE, presso Roma” 
Date: EBA (horizon III) 
Description: metal-hilted dagger, with 14 
rivets; length: c. 28cm [Bianco Peroni 1994] or 
29cm [Schwenzer 2004] [Copenhagen-
National Museum (De Marinis 2001), inv. no. 
4206 [Schwenzer 2004]; Lyon-Mus. Hist. Nat. 
(Bianco Peroni 1994)]; “Technische Gruppe: 
IIb1.2” (Schwenzer 2004 [no. 218; Taf. 
64.218; Taf. 109.218]) 
Typology: dagger “tipo Montemerano” [var. 
B] (Bianco Peroni 1994; De Marinis 2001); 
“Italischer Typ 3” (Schwenzer 2004) 
Depositional context: probably isolated find 
from TIBER river 
References: Colini 1903, 216 [note 84]; Uenze 
1938, 78, [no. 44.I; Taf. 18.44.I]; Bianco 
Peroni 1994, 51 [no. 398; Tav. 24.398]; De 
Marinis 2001, 268 [fig. 7.17], 274; Schwenzer 
2004, 299 [no. 218] 
 
#47 
Provenance: ROMA-ESQUILINO (RM) 
Date: late-final Copper Age-EBA1 [1-2, 4]; 
EBA (horizon II-IV) [3] 
Description: several copper and bronze axes 
and a copper dagger; 
[1] “PIAZZA S. ANTONIO”: complete copper 
axe, final Copper Age-EBA1; length 
(measured from Carancini 1979): 8.4cm (Pinza 
1905, 37, 270 [tav. XVI.22]; Müller-Karpe 
1962, 100 [Taf. 43.5]; Peroni 1971, 179, 183; 
Junghans et al. 1974, 298-299 [no. 19812]; 
Carancini 1979, 178 [fig. 1.4], 184 [no. 1.4]; 
Guidi 1979, 138 [no. 38d]; Carboni 2002, 248 
[no. 11]; Alessandri 2009, 305 [§3.188.7B], 
535 [no. 162]) [Roma-Museo Pigorini, inv. no. 
71778]; subjected to composition analysis 
(Table 4.16); 
[2] “PIAZZA VITTORIO EMANUELE”: copper flat 
axe (Pinza 1905, 32, 172 [tav. XV.4]; 
Montelius 1910, 648 [pl. 133.9]; Peroni 1971, 
179, 182; Guidi 1979, 138 [no. 38]; Carboni 
2002, 248 [no. 11]; Alessandri 2009, 305 
[§3.188.7B], 535 [no. 161]); 
[3] “NARDONI COLLECTION”: bronze axe (or 
actually dagger [4]?) (Peroni 1971, 179; 
Alessandri 2009, 305 [§3.188.7B], 535 [no. 
170]) (Table 4.19); 
[4] complete triangular copper dagger, with 
three rivet-holes; length: 6.7cm (Colini 1901, 
94; Pinza 1905, 33, 269 [tav. XVI.21]; Bianco 
Peroni 1994, 20 [no. 143; Tav. 11.143]; 
Carboni 2002, 248 [no. 11], 275 [fig. 11.12]) 
[Roma-Museo Pigorini, inv. no. 72639 
“collezione Nardoni”]. 
Typology: [1] axe “tipo Mirabella Eclano”; [2] 
axe, “tipo Esquilino”; [4] dagger, “tipo Massa 
Marittima” (Bianco Peroni 1994). 
Depositional context: - [see Comments] 
References: Pinza 1905; Montelius 1910, 647-
648; Müller-Karpe 1962, 100 [Taf. 43.5]; 
Peroni 1971, 179, 182-183; Junghans et al. 
1974, 298-299 [no. 19812]; Carancini 1979, 
178 [fig. 1.4], 184 [no. 1.4]; Guidi 1979, 138 
[no. 38]; Bianco Peroni 1994, 20 [no. 143; 
Tav. 11.143]; Guidi & Pascucci 1996, 470 [no. 
68]; Carboni 2002, 248 [no. 11], 275 [fig. 
11.12]; Angle & Guidi 2007, 151 [no. 4]; 
Cazzella et al. 2007, 803; Alessandri 2009, 305 
[§3.188.7B], 535 [nos. 161-162, 170] 
Comments: The collection of early metalwork 
from the city of ROME is contextually (and 
bibliographically) unclear. In this respect, 
some of the pieces with a generic “ROMA” 
provenance [#43-45] may pertain to this group. 
 
#48 
Provenance: CASALÀZZARA (Ardea, RM) 
Date: EBA (horizon III) 
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Description: two bronze (‘early bronze’?) axes, 
in association with a later axe [see 
Depositional context and Comments]: 
[1] complete bronze (‘early bronze’?) axe, 
EBA (horizon III); with corrosions (Guidi 
1983, 88 [no. 81]) 
[2] quasi complete bronze (‘early bronze’?) 
axe, EBA (horizon III); missing the heel part 
(Guidi 1983, 88 [no. 82]) 
Typology: [1] cf. MONTE S. ANGELO [#40]; [2] 
cf. TOLFA [#39] 
Depositional context: Group of three axes, the 
third one dated to MBA1. If it constitutes a 
hoard, then it concerns a MBA1 one; if not, it 
concerns a depositional zone [see Comments]. 
References: Guidi 1983, 88 [nos. 81-83]; 
Carboni & Ragni 1989; Guidi & Pascucci 
1996, 470 [no. 77]; Alessandri 2007, 56 [fig. 
3.14], 58 [fig. 3.17], 59 [no. 7]; Angle & Guidi 
2007, 151 [no. 16]; Belardelli et al. 2007, 105 
[fig. 39.7]; Alessandri 2009, 136-137 [§3.35; 
fig. 35.1A], 140 [fig. 35.5], 535 [no. L5B] 
Comments: The later axe is characterised by a 
different patina, which in itself may point to 
separate acts of deposition in the same location 
(rather than a hoard) [see Depositional 
context]. The interpretation of this group of 
axes as part of a depositional zone may also 
find corroboration in a group of earlier objects 
(a flint dagger, a copper dagger and a copper 
flat axe) found in the vicinity (ca. 100 m to the 
north). This earlier group has been linked to a 
funerary context (Guidi 1983, 86-87 [nos. 78-
80]; Carboni 2002, 242 [no. 30; note 4], 275 
[fig. 11.6-7]), but may equally have been the 
result of non-funerary acts of deposition, 
followed up in EBA2-MBA1. As an 
alternative, the ‘time-transgressive’ character 
of the hoard is linked to its ‘cross-cultural’ 
character at the EBA-MBA transition (§9.2.1). 
 
#49 
Provenance: TIVOLI-COLLI S. STEFANO (RM) 
Date: late-final Copper Age-possibly EBA1 
Description: copper halberd, with three rivet-
holes (one fragmentary); fragmentary (or strike 
marks) along the edges of the blade; length: 
31.5cm (Bianco Peroni 1994, 8 [no. 36; Tav. 
4.36]; Carboni 2002, 248 [no. 18], 275 [fig. 
11.5]) [Roma-Museo Pigorini, inv. no. 27 
(provisional)]; subjected to composition 
analysis (Table 4.17) 
Typology: halberd “tipo Villafranca-Tivoli” 
[Bianco Peroni 1994] 
Depositional context: putatively from a 
funerary context (Carboni 2002) 
References: Giuliani 1966, 13 [note 4]; 
Junghans et al. 1974 [no. 19828]; Bianco 
Peroni 1994, 8 [no. 36; Tav. 4.36]; Carboni 
2002, 248 [no. 18], 275 [fig. 11.5] 
Comments: Given the occurrence of other 
occasional finds of copper metalwork in the 
same area and micro-region (e.g. TIVOLI-
PASSO DELLO STONIO [#50]; MONTE 
ARTEMISIO [#52]), this halberd should not 
necessarily be attributed to a funerary context. 
 
#50 
Provenance: TIVOLI-PASSO DELLO STONIO 
(RM) 
Date: probably late-final Copper Age 
Description: a copper dagger and axe group: 
[1] triangular dagger with three rivet-holes 
(“pugnale a base arrotondata con tre fori per 
l’immanicatura”) (Carboni 2002, 240 [no. 19], 
275 [fig. 11.8]); 
[2] flat axe (“ascia piatta a margini 
leggermente rialzati”), with notch in cutting 
edge (Carboni 2002, 240 [no. 19], 275 [fig. 
11.9]) 
Typology: [1] dagger “tipo Massa Marittima” 
(cf. Bianco Peroni 1994 [nos. 133-143]); 
[2] axe cf. “tipo 35b” 
Depositional context: occasional finds, 
putatively from funerary context (Carboni 
2002) [see Comments] 
References: Carboni 2002, 238 [fig. 1.19], 240 
[no. 19], 275 [fig. 11.8-9] 
Comments: Given the occurrence of other 
occasional finds of contemporary copper 
metalwork in the same area and micro-region 
(e.g. TIVOLI- COLLI S. STEFANO [#49]; MONTE 
ARTEMISIO [#52]), this group should not 
necessarily be attributed to a funerary context. 
 
#51 
Provenance: CAMPI D’ANNIBALE (Rocca di 
Papa, RM) [wrongly attributed to Palestrina by 
Pinza 1905] 
Date: EBA (horizon III) 
Description: complete bronze (‘early bronze’?) 
axe; length (measured from Carancini 1979): 
13.6cm (Peroni 1971, 219 [fig. 49.4]) [Roma-
Museo Pigorini, inv. no. 64850] 
Typology: axe “tipo Savignano” 
Depositional context: isolated find  
References: Colini 1903, 215 [note 80]; Peroni 
1971, 218-219 [fig. 49.4], 223; Carancini 
1979, 178 [fig. 1.11], 184 [no. 1.11]; Guidi 
1979, 138 [no. 42]; Guidi & Pascucci 1996, 
470 [no. 75]; Angle 2003, 141; Angle et al. 
2005a, 689-690 [fig. 1.6]; Angle & Guidi 
2007, 151 [no. 14]; Belardelli et al. 2007, 145 
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Provenance: MONTE ARTEMISIO (Velletri, RM) 
Date: Copper Age 
Description: complete small copper flat axe; 
dimensions: 6.5cm x 2.6cm x 1.2cm (Angle & 
Belardelli 2002, 73) 
Typology: - 
Depositional context: in a small saddle, along 
the western slope of the MASCHIO DEI FERRARI 
summit, in the highest, southeastern part of the 
large COLLI ALBANI crater. 
References: Angle & Belardelli 2002 
 
#53 
Provenance: “TRA POLI E GUADAGNOLO” 
(Poli, RM) 
Date: EBA (horizon II) 
Description: bronze axe, fragmentary, i.e. tail 
probably missing; remaining length (measured 
from Carancini 1979): 6.8cm [Roma (EUR)-
Museo della Preistoria e della Protostoria del 
Lazio, inv. no. 63388]; subjected to 
composition analysis (Table 4.19) 
Typology: - 
Depositional context: isolated find [see 
Comments] 
References: Junghans et al. 1974, 298-299 [no. 
19806 (Guadagnola)]; Carancini 1979, 178 
[fig. 1.10], 184 [no. 1.10]; Guidi 1979, 138 
[no. 37]; Angle & Guidi 2007, 151 [no. 5]; 
Belardelli et al. 2007, 142 [no. 464] 
Comments: The find is located in the 
PRENESTINI MOUNTAINS which form the 
watershed between the MIDDLE ANIENE and the 
SACCO river valleys. 
 
#54 
Provenance: SEGNI (RM) 
Date: EBA (horizon III) 
Description: complete bronze axe; length 
(measured from Carancini 1979): 6.4cm 
(Peroni 1971, 219 [fig. 49.5]) [Roma-Museo 
Pigorini, inv. no. 63387]; subjected to 
composition analysis (Table 4.19) 
Typology: axe “tipo S. Lorenzo in Noceto” 
Depositional context: isolated find 
References: Colini 1903, 215 [note 80]; Peroni 
1971, 219 [fig. 49.5], 220, 223; Junghans et al. 
1974, 298-299 [no. 19805]; Carancini 1979, 
178 [fig. 1.16], 184 [no. 1.16]; Guidi 1979, 138 
[no. 43]; Guidi & Pascucci 1996, 470 [no. 79]; 
Mancini 2006 [fig. 6.1]; Angle & Guidi 2007, 






Provenance: “FROSINONE” (FR), unknown 
location (i.e. generically province of 
Frosinone) 
Date: generically EBA (possibly EBA2) 
Description: bronze (?) halberd, with 
triangular blade with concave sides and three 
large rivet-holes (two rivets remaining); 
fragmentary, i.e. small parts missing; smooth 
dark green and black patina, with dark green 
and whitish incrustations; length: 17.2cm 
[Bianco Peroni 1994] or 17cm [Bietti Sestieri 
& Macnamara 2007]; weight: 150g (Bianco 
Peroni 1994, 31 [no. 228; Tav. 16.228]; Bietti 
Sestieri & Macnamara 2007, 37 [no. 41], 45 
[plate 8.41]) [London-British Museum, inv. no. 
PRB WG 1148 = “collection Greenwell”] 
Typology: halberd “tipo Cotronei”-var. A 
[Bianco Peroni 1994] 
Depositional context: - 
References: Bianco Peroni 1994, 31 [no. 228; 
Tav. 16.228]; Bietti Sestieri & Macnamara 
2007, 37 [no. 41], 45 [plate 8.41] 
 
#56 
Provenance: ANAGNI (FR), without further 
provenance details 
Date: EBA (horizon III) 
Description: complete bronze (‘early bronze’?) 
flanged axe; smooth patina in various tones of 
green; length: 15.3cm; weight: 366g (Bietti 
Sestieri & Macnamara 2007, 37 [no. 32], 43 
[plate 6.32]) [London-British Museum, inv. no. 
PRB WG 1057] 
Typology: “axes type 11” (Bietti Sestieri & 
Macnamara 2007) 
Depositional context: - 
References: Bietti Sestieri & Macnamara 2007, 
37 [no. 32], 43 [plate 6.32] 
 
#57 
Provenance: SGURGOLA (FR) 
Date: Copper Age 
Description: one, probably two copper flat 
axes; subjected to compositional analysis 
(Table 4.16): 
[1] flat axe (Junghans et al. 1974 [no. 19800]) 
[Roma-Museo Pigorini, without inv. no.]; 
[2] possibly flat axe (Junghans et al. 1974 [no. 
19801]) [Roma-Museo Pigorini, without inv. 
no.] 
Typology: - 
Depositional context: isolated finds (according 
to Junghans et al. 1974) [see Comments] 
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References: Junghans et al. 1974, 298-299 
[nos. 19800-19801] 
Comments: Although found in the same 
generic area as Copper Age burials (Carboni 
2002, 243 [nos. 39-40]), these axes should not 
necessarily be considered as grave goods (cf. 
MONTE ACUTO [#59]). 
 
#58 
Provenance: MONTE CAMPO LUPINO (Castro 
dei Volsci, FR) 
Date: EBA2 
Description: bronze axe (‘early’ or ‘true’ 
bronze?) 
Typology: possibly southern Italian type 
(Avilia & Bruto 1998, 59-60) 
Depositional context: isolated find 
References: Avilia & Bruto 1998, 59-60 [no. 
2]; Pascucci & Mancini 2004/2005 [no. 14]; 
Mancini 2006 [fig. 6.2]; Angle & Guidi 2007, 




Provenance: MONTE ACUTO (Giuliano di 
Roma, FR) 
Date: late-final Copper Age 
Description: pure copper axe fragment, i.e. tail 
end missing; (remaining) length: 2.7cm x 
1.4cm); subjected to composition analysis 
(Bistolfi & Muntoni 2000, 266, 288 [fig. 6a]) 
Typology: cf. “tipo Mirabella Eclano” 
Depositional context: 150m underneath the 
summit of MONTE ACUTO; on the watershed 
between the SACCO river valley and the 
drainage area of the AMASENO river 
References: Bistolfi & Muntoni 2000, 266, 283 
[fig. 1a.7], 287 [fig. 5.8], 288 [fig. 6a]; Carboni 





Provenance: FOSSO DELLA BOTTACCIA-I 
PUNTONI (Aprilia, LT) 
Date: EBA2 
Description: bronze axe fragment, i.e cutting 
edge; tail missing; remaining length: 5cm 
(measured from Angle & Guidi 2007, 151 [fig. 
3]) 
Typology: - 
Depositional context: possibly found in 
association with another axe (immediately lost) 
References: Alessandri 2007, 61 [fig. 3.22], 65 
[no. 9]; Angle & Guidi 2007, 151 [no. 17, fig. 




Provenance: LA CASARINA (Sabaudia, LT) 
Date: EBA (horizon IV) or MBA1 (subphase 
BM1) 
Description: complete axe, found in bad state 
(oxidating context?) (Alessandri 2007, 146 
[fig. 3.117]) 
Typology: - 
Depositional context: in lake-side assemblage 
with limited number of ceramic fragments 
(Appendix 4 [#207]) 
References: Belardelli & Pascucci 1996, 55 
[no. 23]; Guidi & Pascucci 1996, 470 [no. 87]; 
Alessandri 2007, 144 [no. 39], 146 [fig. 3.116-
117]; Angle & Guidi 2007, 152 [no. 22]; 
Alessandri 2009, 323-324 [§3.205], 535 [no. 
L31] 
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Appendix 2 
An overview of Early Bronze Age 
funerary contexts in Abruzzo and 
Lazio 
 
The majority of Copper Age funerary contexts 
used for comparison in Chapter 5 have not 
been included in this appendix. 
 
In the description of funerary contexts, buried 
individuals are generally listed from young to 
old. The age group terminology adopted is as 
follows: neonate: <1y; infant: <6y; child: 




y = years of age; 
MNI = minimum number of individuals 
EBA=Early Bronze Age [“generically EBA” 
means that a piece of metalwork has not been 
attributed to one of the subphases] 
EBA1=Early Bronze Age (first phase) 
EBA2=Early Bronze Age (second phase) 
MBA=Middle Bronze Age 
MBA1=Middle Bronze Age (first phase) 
MBA2=Middle Bronze Age (second phase) 
LBA=Late Bronze Age 







Site: COLLE DELLA BADIA (Corropoli, TE) 
Date: Copper Age-possibly EBA 
Description: artificial burial cave (2.30m x 
2.15m; internal height: 132cm; entrance: 
62cm), probably closed with the stone found at 
the bottom of the structure 
General assemblage: charcoal, bone fragments 
and a flint artefact 
Buried individuals: - 
References: D’Ercole 1996a, 150-151 
 
#2 
Site: GROTTA SANT’ANGELO (Civitella del 
Tronto, TE) 
Date: Copper Age-EBA2 [layers 7-5] 
Description: cave with cultic and/or funerary 
function (Appendix 3 [#1]), including a limited 
number of disarticulated human remains from 
stratigraphical context [1-4] and perhaps part 
of a collection of disarticulated human remains 
[n=60] from destroyed layers (i.e. Neolithic-
Bronze Age) [5] 
General assemblage: limited amount of EBA 
ceramics (cf. Appendix 3) 
Buried individuals: MNI=4; 3 children and 1 
adult; 
[1] infant (3y): partly burnt femur fragment 
(layer 5, possibly from lower levels); 
[2] child (10y): part of mandible (layer 6); 
[3] adolescent (15y): part of mandible (layer 
5); 
[4] adult: 7 phalanges, probably one individual 
(layers 6-7); 
[5] collection of disarticulated human remains 
[n=60], many with traces of secondary 
exposure (i.e. after excarnation) to fire, i.e. 55 
skull fragments (a.o. many fragments of one 
individual; and one fragment, 7-8y), 3 femurs 
(a.o. 2 child), 2 vertebrae (i.e. 1 lumbar and 1 
thoracic; one of these subadult); predominantly 
adult individuals (Di Fraia & Tiberio 2008, 
483) 
References: Di Fraia 1996b; Mallegni & 
Ronco 1996, 266-267; Di Fraia & Tiberio 




Site: TERAMO-LA CONA (TE) 
Date: possibly EBA [see Comments] 
Description: inhumation (tomb 29) under an 
Iron Age barrow (in context of an Iron Age 
cemetery) and in the prior context of a 
Neolithic or Copper Age settlement (cf. 
D’Ercole 1986) 
General assemblage: one or two daggers at the 
feet of buried individual (Appendix 1 [#4]) 
Buried individuals: one individual, interpreted 
as male on the basis of dagger(s) as a gender 
specific object 
References: D’Ercole 1984; D’Ercole 1986, 
417; D’Ercole 1990, 46; Cocchi Genick 1998, 
329; D’Ercole & Grassi 2000, 194 
Comments: Some scholars propose a MBA 
date for the dagger(s) (Appendix 1 [#4]). 
Moreover, the micro-regional Iron Age 
tradition of reusing prehistoric objects as grave 
goods may suggest that the burial should be 





Site: POPOLI (PE) 
Date: generically EBA 
Description: halberd (or dagger), putatively 
from funerary context (Appendix 1 [#9]) 
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General assemblage: - 
Buried individuals: - 
References: Montelius 1910, 636 [plate 
131.10]; Peroni 1971, 245; Van Wonterghem 
1984, 210 [no. 114]; Bianco Peroni 1994 [no. 
232]; Fratini 1997a, 13, 28; Cocchi Genick 
1998 [no. 119]; Bietti Sestieri & Giardino 
2003, 413; Ardesia 2006, 15 [no. PO-001] 
Comments: The interpretation of a single-
object deposition is as likely at the least, if not 







Site: GROTTA A MALE (Assergi, AQ) 
Prior funerary use: Copper Age 
Date: possibly EBA [see Comments] 
Description: cave with a pronounced cultic and 
funerary function, but without EBA ceramics; 
including primary burials in niches (without 
grave goods), and disarticulated human 
remains throughout cave, probably mainly 
MBA in date 
General assemblage: - 
Buried individuals: - 
References: Pannuti 1969; D’Ercole 
1987/1988b; D’Ercole 1997a; D’Ercole 1998a, 
15; Damiani et al. 2003 
Comments: Because of the lack of grave goods 
with the majority of human remains, an EBA 
date cannot be excluded for funerary practices. 
However, the overall lack of EBA ceramics in 




Site: GROTTA DI MONTE SALVIANO (Avezzano, 
AQ) 
Date: Copper Age-EBA1 [subphase BA1B]; 
radiocarbon date on human bone of articulated 
burial [2] (Beta-141093: 3530±50 BP; 1975-
1735 cal. BC) 
Description: small (remaining part of) cave 
with funerary function (Appendix 3 [#7]), 
including an articulated burial (inhumation) 
and disarticulated human remains 
General assemblage: limited amount of 
ceramics [subphase BA1B] in the same 
stratigraphical unit as the articulated burial 
Buried individuals: MNI=2; 
[1] disarticulated remains: skull fragments, 
Copper Age-EBA [see Comments]; 
[2] articulated burial: young adult (20-25y), 
probably male (D’Anastasio & Capasso 2001, 
108); in ‘crouched’ position, incomplete and 
fragmentary (probably due to find 
circumstances); orientation: head W (into 
cave); EBA1 (associated ceramics), EBA2 or 
later (radiocarbon date) 
References: Irti 1993; D’Anastasio & Capasso 
2001; Irti 2001, 128 [fig. 2]; Irti 2001a, 91-96; 
Ialongo 2007, 145 [no. 48], 144 [fig. 110] 
Comments: The cave was probably used 
repeatedly for burial, arguably more frequently 
than the two events highlighted by the MNI. 
The disarticulated skull fragments [1] probably 
preceded the EBA articulated burial [2] and 




Site: TRASACCO-S. RUFINO (AQ) 
Date: Copper Age and/or EBA 
Description: reportedly a collective tomb, 
including disarticulated human remains 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments (?), 
arrowheads, ‘weights’ and possibly spindle-
whorls (cf. Fratini 1997a, 61 [tipo 125]) 
Buried individuals: - 
References: D’Ercole 1984a; D’Ercole 
1985/1986; Fratini 1997a, 61 [tipo 125]; 







Site: CAMPORE (Contigliano, RI) 
Date: EBA1 
Description: probably destroyed inhumation 
burial, found by chance during construction 
work; reportedly some human remains 
General assemblage: ceramic vessel (and 
fragments of another vessel) 
Buried individuals: - 
References: Filippi 1979, 111-112; Guidi 
1979, 138 [no. 31]; Belardelli & Pascucci 
1996, 24 [no. 16]; Guidi & Pascucci 1996, 470 
[no. 56]; Cocchi Genick 1998, 84 [no. 89] 
 
#9 
Site: MONTECCHIO (Rieti, RI) 
Date: Copper Age (final phase)-possibly EBA 
Description: putatively group of burials on hill-
top in the RIETI BASIN; i.e. three ceramic 
vessels on top of a stone [see Comments] 
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General assemblage: a flint point; a bronze 
ornament, a small bronze plate and a dress-pin 
(Appendix 1 [#23]) 
Buried individuals: - 
References: Pietrangeli 1976, 21-22; Belardelli 
& Pascucci 1996, 34 [#e] 
Comments: In the absence of human remains 
in the report, the assemblage is probably 
constituted by (unparalleled) non-funerary acts 
of deposition (Appendix 1 [#23]). 
 
#10 
Site: GROTTA PILA (Poggio Moiano, RI) 
Date: possibly EBA [see Comments] 
Description: cave with two spaces, with 
funerary and/or cultic function (Appendix 3 
[#15]); possibly (dis)articulated human 
remains in connection with stalagmites 
General assemblage: (Appendix 3 [#15]) 
Buried individuals: MNI>1? 
References: Radmilli 1951/1952, 74-75; 
Filippi 1979, 111; Segre, in Coarelli et al. 
1979, 124-125; Belardelli & Pascucci 1996, 
29-30 [no. 35]; Ranieri 2004, 131-132 
Comments: As a consequence of the lack of 
contextual detail the reported human remains 
could date to any phase in the trajectory of 
cave use (i.e. Neolithic-MBA), but the overall 
pattern in funerary practices and cave use in 






Site: FOSSO CONICCHIO (VT) 
Date: Copper Age (final phase)-EBA1 
[subphases BA1A & BA1] 
Description: large subterranean structure (3.1m 
x 2.9m), presumably with wooden cover, with 
a bench (“banchina”, i.e. putative sacrificial 
structure) at the NE wall; originally interpreted 
as a structure for collective burial (Moretti 
1968; Colonna 1970; Guidi 1979, 137 [no. 10]; 
Guidi & Pascucci 1996, 459-460, 469 [no. 25]; 
Cocchi Genick 1998, 84), but reinterpreted as a 
cult place, with limited evidence for secondary 
burial, in the form of disarticulated human 
remains (Fugazzola Delpino & Pellegrini 
1999) 
General assemblage: over 90 ceramic vessels 
(both complete and fragmented), among which 
ten ‘Bell Beakers’, two metallic objects (a 
copper needle and a ring in silver wire [not 
included in Appendix 1], and 40 lithic artefacts 
(a.o. 1 arrowhead, 1 flint dagger, 1 non-flint, 
obsidian artefact and 4 stone ‘wrist-guards’) 
Buried individuals: disarticulated human 
remains, predominantly skull fragments and 
teeth, both burnt and unburnt, MNI=5 
(Bondioli et al. 1999); and long bones 
originally reported from the surface of the 
“altar” (Fugazzola Delpino & Pellegrini 1999, 
68); 
[1] child (7-8y); 
[2] adolescent (14-15y): 1 molar; 
[3-5] 3 adults, 2 of them cremated (1 of these a 
young adult, probably female) 
References: Moretti 1968; Colonna 1970; 
Peroni 1971, 92, 145, 148-152, 154-155 [fig. 
39.9], 156-158, 161, 167, 229, 266; Brunetti 
Nardi 1972, 99-100; Guidi 1979, 137 [no. 10]; 
Tusa 1980, 146; Berlingò 1994, 112; Guidi & 
Pascucci 1996, 459-460, 469 [no. 25]; Cocchi 
Genick 1998, 84 [no. 83]; Fugazzola Delpino 
& Pellegrini 1998b; Bondioli et al. 1999; 
Fugazzola Delpino & Pellegrini 1999; 
Belardelli et al. 2007, 331 [no. 78]; Cocchi 
Genick 2007a, 447 [fig. 3.13-15], 450; Ialongo 
2007, 151 [tipo 7A; tipo 7B], 158 [tipo 27A], 
160 [tipo 29B], 167 [tipo 48], 171 [tipo 61], 
174 [tipo 70], 178; Schiappelli 2008, 85-88 
[no. 39]; Van Rossenberg 2008, 161-162 
[Table 17.1] 
Comments: The assemblage constitutes one of 
the few comprehensive ‘Bell Beaker’ contexts 
in Lazio. In particular, the complete beakers 
and the bracers are unparalleled. Tusa’s 
reference (1980, 146) to small skulls of canids 
in connection with a primary burial misquotes 
Peroni’s discussion (1971, 161-162) of a cave 
assemblage in Northern Italy. 
 
#12 
Site: NAVIGLIONE (Ischia di Castro, VT) 
Date: mainly MBA1; but possibly already in 
use at the EBA2-MBA1 transition 
Description: rock-cut tomb R (in the context of 
a Copper Age cemetery), without human 
remains [see Comments] 
General assemblage: some of the ceramics 
dated to the EBA2-MBA1 transition 
Buried individuals: - 
References: Conti & Persiani 1999, 228-229; 
Di Gennaro 1999, 140, 146; Di Gennaro 
1999a, 236; Cocchi Genick 2002, 56 [no. 74], 
121; Belardelli et al. 2007, 291 [no. 55] 
Comments: Because of the absence of human 
remains, the alternative interpretation of a 
depositional context in a prior place (i.e. 
Copper Age cemetery) seems more likely. 
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#13 
Site: PRATO DI FRABULINO (Farnese, VT) 
Date: MBA1 [subphase BM1A]; probably 
already in use before the EBA2-MBA1 
transition [see Comments]; no EBA2 material 
in the tomb itself, but surface finds of EBA2 
ceramics in the vicinity (Casi & Stoppiello 
1993, 253 [no. 4]; D’Ercole & Trucco 1995, 
341-345; Casi et al. 1998, 422 [no. 17]; Cocchi 
Genick 2002, 40 [no. 64]); 
Description: rock-cut tomb with a ‘dromos’ 
entrance, orientation: 135º [SE]; sealed with 
layer of stones [possibly as a part of a cairn]; 
probably looted; reportedly part of larger 
cemetery (Belardelli et al. 2007, 292 [no. 54]) 
General assemblage: 
[A] ‘dromos’ (corridor) entrance: lower layer: 
the remains of twelve larger ceramic vessels on 
the original pavement, MBA1 [subphase 
BM1A] (Cocchi Genick 2001, 84 [tipo 46], 
102 [tipo 77], 267 [tipo 369], 279 [tipo 390], 
283 [tipo 396], 296 [tipo 415], 305 [tipo 435], 
341 [tipo 480]); 
[B] chamber: disarticulated remains of four 
individuals [see Buried individuals] and ‘grave 
goods’ (i.e. spatially dissociated from human 
remains): three silver ornaments [not listed in 
Appendix 1] in the northern corner of the 
chamber; and three smaller ceramic vessels, 
two of them cups (perhaps one vessel 
pertaining to each buried individual, cf. 
“individual A” [4]) (Cocchi Genick 2001, 142 
[tipo 159], 154 [tipo 189], 181 [tipo 228], 186 
[tipo 237], 377 [tipo 526], 388 [tipo 535]) 
Buried individuals: MNI=4; 
[1] child (6-10y) [“individual D”]: 1 tooth (in 
layer disturbed by looting) (Vargiu 1995, 120); 
[2] adult female (23-31y) [“individual B”] 
(incomplete): skull (fragments), mandible 
(fragment), 16 teeth, humeri (fragments), radii 
(fragments), ulnae (fragments) (Vargiu 1995, 
120); found in western corner, in association 
with ‘necklace’ consisting of 84 blue glassy 
faience elements (Santopadre & Verità 1995) 
[some of them ‘dispersed’ in northern corner]; 
[3] adult (25-35y) [“individual C”]: mandible 
(parts), 4 teeth (in layer disturbed by looting), 
5 teeth (in layer of “individual B” [2]) (Vargiu 
1995, 120); 
[4] adult female (33-39y) [“individual A”] 
(incomplete): skull (fragment), 23 teeth, 
clavicles, scapula (fragment), humerus 
(fragment), ileum (fragments) (Vargiu 1995, 
119-120); found in eastern corner, in direct 
association with a smaller ceramic vessel (next 
to cranial part) 
References: Casi et al. 1995; D’Ercole & 
Trucco 1995, 341-345;Guidi & Pascucci 1996, 
469 [no. 12]; Santopadre & Veritá 1995; 
Vargiu 1995; Cocchi Genick 1998, 364; Di 
Gennaro 1999, 139-140, 146; Di Gennaro 
1999a, 232-233; Cocchi Genick 2002, 56 [no. 
64], 101 [fig. 9.10-12 & 14], 118-119; Di 
Gennaro 2006, 488 [fig. 1, no. 83]; Belardelli 
et al. 2007, 292 [no. 54]; Ialongo 2007, 192 
[tipo 9]; Van Rossenberg 2008, 162 [Table 
17.2] 
Comments: Cocchi Genick (2002) interprets 
the tomb as a single-phase ‘early’ MBA1 
[subphase BM1A] assemblage, but this is at 
odds with the evidence for its repeated use for 
burial. It is more likely that the ceramics in the 
corridor constituted a ‘closing’ act of 
deposition, perhaps in its turn ‘closed’ by a 
cairn, at the EBA2-MBA1 transition (§9.2.1). 
Secondly, the rock-cut tomb is generally 
treated as a context of primary burial, but all of 
the individuals are incomplete and represented 
by disarticulated human remains. This is not 
necessarily due to looting and could indicate 
secondary (rather than primary) burial. 
 
#14 
Site: SELVICCIOLA (Ischia di Castro, VT) [also: 
La Selvicciola] 
Date: Copper Age-EBA2 
Description: Copper Age cemetery, with EBA1 
& EBA2 episodes of reuse based on 
radiocarbon dates on human remains from 
several tombs (§3.3; Table 3.6) 
General assemblage: - 
Buried individuals: MNI=2,3 or 4? 
[1] tomb 5, possibly with an episode of EBA1 
reuse, i.e. (partially) articulated burial 
[3893±121 BP] underneath earlier 
disarticulated human remains (Conti et al. 
1997, 180-181); 
[2] tomb 14, with an episode of EBA1 reuse 
[3704±54 BP]; 
[3] tomb 3, with an episode of EBA1 reuse 
(2213-1983 BC [1σ]), an episode of EBA2 [or 
MBA1?] reuse (1920-1705 BC [1σ]) and 
perhaps an Iron Age episode (803-534 BC 
[1σ]) (Petitti et al. 2006, 75 [fig. 4]) 
References: Conti et al. 1997, 180-181; Petitti 
et al. 2006, 68, 75 [fig. 4] 
Comments: The absence of EBA ceramics 
suggests that later funerary reuse of Copper 
Age tombs engaged with prior, Copper Age 
objects and human remains rather than 
introducing new, EBA grave goods. 
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#15 
Provenance: MONTALTO DI CASTRO (VT), 
without further provenance details 
Date: late Copper Age-EBA1 [see Comments] 
Description: reportedly a funerary context [see 
Comments] 
General assemblage: halberd & dagger group 
(Appendix 1 [#30]) 
Buried individuals: - 
References: Peroni 1971, 176-177 [fig. 40.1-
2]; Negroni Catacchio & Pellegrini 1988, 71 
[no. 91]; Bianco Peroni 1994, 15 [no. 88; Tav. 
7.88], 18 [no. 114; Tav. 9.114] 
Comments: The attribution to a funerary 
context of the metalwork from clandestine 
excavations is mainly based on the most 
common context of looting. The alternative 
interpretation in terms of non-funerary 
metalwork deposition is another possibility 
(§4.2). The results of the composition analyses 
are consistent with the late Copper Age-EBA1 
date range of copper metalwork (§4.3). 
 
#16 
Site: MONTEROZZI (Tarquinia, Viterbo) [also: 
Ripagretta] 
Date: Copper Age-possibly EBA [see 
Comments] 
Description: two rock-cut tombs [nos. 5 & 6] 
with disarticulated human remains and an 
articulated burial; in the context of an Etruscan 
cemetery. 
General assemblage: - 
Buried individuals: MNI>3; 
[1] tomb 5, consisting of a single chamber, 
with disarticulated human remains (MNI>1); 
[2] tomb 6; consisting of three chambers (one 
reportedly left unfinished); with disarticulated 
human remains in one of the chambers; and an 
individual, articulated burial (in supine 
position) in association with two ceramic 
vessels in another; MNI≥2. 
References:; Mandolesi et al. 1996, 113 [no. 
2]; Belardelli et al. 2007, 319 [no. 308] 
Comments: Originally the tombs have been 
dated to the Copper Age, but recently a later, 
EBA date has been proposed, mainly on the 
basis of the ‘non-Copper Age’ position (supine 
instead of ‘crouched’) of the articulated body. 
A later, EBA date has not been substantiated 
(yet), since the assemblage could not be 
retraced in the recent inventory of protohistoric 





Site: PIAN SULTANO (Tolfa, RM) 
Date: EBA2-possibly MBA1 [‘crepaccio 2’]; 
EBA2-MBA1 [‘crepaccio 1’]; cf. radiocarbon 
date on human bones from ‘crepaccio 2’ (§3.3; 
Table 3.7) [see Buried individuals] 
Description: two rock fissures, 200 m apart 
[‘crepaccio 1’ & ‘crepaccio 2’], used as cult 
places, including secondary burial, in the form 
of disarticulated human remains 
General assemblage (‘crepaccio 2’): at least 43 
ceramic vessels, 28 of these more or less 
complete and faunal remains (Appendix 3 
[#26]) 
Buried individuals: disarticulated human 
remains, predominantly skull fragments and 
teeth; MNI= 8 (1 probably intrusive, given its 
later radiocarbon date [8]) [see Comments] 
[1] child (8-10y) [individual G]: humerus, rib; 
[2] adolescent (12-16y) [individual C]: skull 
fragments, complete mandible, femur; 
radiocarbon date [OZD 279: 1835-1675 cal. 
BC]; 
[3] young adult (18-25y), probably female 
[individual B]: skull fragments, complete 
mandible, 6 teeth; 
[4] adult (30-40y), probably female [individual 
A]: skull and jaw fragments, 2 teeth; 
[5-7] 3 adults (>20y): skull fragments (i.e. 
temporal bone) [individuals D & E, probably 
female; individual F, probably male]; 
[8] adult: tibia; probably ‘intrusive’ (surface of 
deposit), cf. radiocarbon date [1252-1054 cal. 
BC]. 
References: Cocchi Genick 2002, 122-124; Di 
Gennaro et al. 2002; Belardelli et al. 2007, 56 
[no. 168] 
Comments: the position of the tibia [individual 
8] on the surface of the deposit and its later 
radiocarbon date, could single it out as a 
deliberate LBA-FBA act of deposition in a 




Site: MACCARESE [“sito G”] (Fiumicino, RM) 
Date: late Copper Age-possibly EBA [or 
MBA] 
Description: group of three burials, undatable 
in the absence of grave goods; situated 
between open-air sites dated to late Copper 
Age-EBA1 [“sito H”] and MBA [“sito F”], 
respectively. 
General assemblage: human remains in three 
burials without grave goods 
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Buried individuals: MNI=3 
References: Carboni & Salvadei 1993, 272-
276; Pascucci et al. 1998, 411 [note 88] 
 
#19 
Site: MACCARESE-LE CERQUETE-FIANELLO 
[“sito J”] (Fiumicino, RM) 
Date: late Copper Age-possibly EBA1 [see 
Comments] 
Description: two (or three) articulated burials 
[1-2 (& 3?)] and disarticulated (and cremated) 
human remains [3-4] in the context of a 
Copper Age settlement 
General assemblage: “settlement”, i.e. the most 
extensively excavated Copper Age settlement 
in the micro-region 
Buried individuals: MNI=4; 
[1] neonate: fetus burial between two ceramic 
fragments of fine ware (Manfredini 2005, 
470); 
[2] adolescent (15-16y), male: articulated 
burial; 
[3] young adult (20-30y): skull and mandible 
in anatomical connection, perhaps the 
secondary burial of a head (rather than a 
destroyed primary burial); 
[4] cremated remains (unpublished, cf. 
Manfredini 2005a, 24). 
References: Carboni & Salvadei 1993, 264-
272; Manfredini 1994, 293; Manfredini et al. 
1995, 351-354; Cazzella 2003, 232; 
Manfredini 2005; Manfredini 2005a, 24 
Comments: The context as a whole has been 
radiocarbon dated to the Copper Age, but some 
of the human remains may have been 
introduced to the site at a later, EBA stage. 
 
#20 
Site: QUADRATO DI TORRE SPACCATA (RM) 
Date: late Copper Age-possibly EBA1 [see 
Comments] 
Description: articulated burial in a (reused) pit 
next to a house in the context of a late Copper 
Age settlement 
General assemblage: “settlement” (Appendix 4 
[#156]) 
Buried individuals: MNI=1; 
References: Cazzella 2003, 232; Anzidei & 
Carboni 2007, 426-427 [fig. 4] 
Comments: The context as a whole has been 
redated to the Copper Age, but in the absence 
of grave goods, the act of burial could post-
date the settlement. 
 
#21 
Site: PISCINA DI TORRE SPACCATA (RM) 
Date: late Copper Age-possibly EBA1 (“burial 
2” radiocarbon dated [LTL994A: 4130±40 BP, 
2880-2580 BC] to late Copper Age] 
Description: number of articulated burials in 
context of a late Copper Age settlement, 
situated on a river bank 
General assemblage: settlement assemblage 
and structures dated to late Copper Age 
(Appendix 4 [#157]), including disarticulated 
human remains; two articulated burials at the 
margin of excavated area, without grave goods 
Buried individuals: [1-3] on site: MNI=3; [4-6] 
disarticulated human remains, probably from 
burials disturbed during construction work, in 
three adjacent locations, MNI=3; 
[1] disarticulated human remains: phalanx 
(Anzidei & Bietti Sestieri 1980, 35); 
[2] adult female: articulated burial (feature 22; 
partly excavated) (Bietti Sestieri & Gianni 
1984, 144, 151 [tav. 4]); 
[3] mature adult (ca. 50y) male: articulated 
burial (feature 6), in ‘crouched’ position 
(Anzidei & Bietti Sestieri 1980, 35; Bietti 
Sestieri & Gianni 1984, 144); 
[4-6] disarticulated remains: 3 individuals (a.o. 
1 child) (Anzidei & Bietti Sestieri 1980, 30, 
32). 
References: Guidi 1979, 138 [no. 39]; Anzidei 
& Bietti Sestieri 1980, 30-35 [no. 11]; Bietti 
Sestieri & Gianni 1984; Carboni & Ragni 
1984, 52 [no. 16]; Cazzella 2003, 231; Anzidei 
et al. 2007, 498-499 [tab. I] 
Comments: In the absence of grave goods, 
some of the human remains (and burials) may 




Site: OSTERIA DEL CURATO-VIA 
CINQUEFRONDI (RM) 
Date: Copper Age-possibly EBA1 [i.e. 
radiocarbon date: 3740±70 BP (Anzidei et al. 
2011a, 306)] 
Description: Copper Age settlement and 
cemetery, with one of the burials dated within 
EBA1 range [see Date]; 
General assemblage: ‘EBA1’ radiocarbon date 
for buried individual (no. 3) from Copper Age 
rock-cut tomb no. 29 [see Comments] 
Buried individuals: MNI=1; 
References: Anzidei et al. 2011a, 306 
Comments: Other individuals from the same 
tomb have yielded Copper Age dates (no. 1: 
4865±62 BP; no. 2: 4660±60 BP), which 
prompts a scenario in terms of making a link 
with ancestors in the act of burial (Anzidei et 
al. 2011a, 306). 




Site: ROMANINA (RM) 
Date: Copper Age-possibly EBA1 [i.e. 
radiocarbon date: 3717±50 BP (Anzidei et al. 
2011a, 306)] 
Description: Copper Age cemetery, with one 
of the burials dated within EBA1 range [see 
Date]; 
General assemblage: ‘EBA1’ radiocarbon date 
for buried individual (tomb no. 23), associated 
with two ceramic vessels, one complete and 
the other fragmented (Anzidei et al. 2011a, 303 
[fig. 5F]) 
Buried individuals: MNI=1; 







Site: GROTTA VITTORIO VECCHI (Sezze, LT) 
Date: possibly Copper Age-EBA, but probably 
mainly MBA1-MBA2 [see Comments] 
Description: cave consisting of several spaces, 
with funerary and/or cultic function (Appendix 
3 [#36]), including both articulated and 
disarticulated human remains 
General assemblage: limited Copper Age-EBA 
assemblage (Appendix 3 [#36]) 
Buried individuals: MNI>40 [see Comments] 
References: (cf. Appendix 3 [#36]) 
Comments: In the light of the relatively large 
total number of buried individuals (MNI>40) 
and the evidence for Copper Age-EBA cave 
use (Appendix 3 [#36]), an earlier, EBA date 
of a minor part of the mainly MBA funerary 
evidence cannot be excluded. 
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Appendix 3 
An overview of Early Bronze Age 
cave use in Abruzzo and Lazio 
 
The prior history of cave use listed in the 
descriptions concerns the later prehistoric 
periods (i.e. Neolithic and Copper Age), not 




EBA=Early Bronze Age [“generically EBA” 
means that a piece of metalwork has not been 
attributed to one of the subphases] 
EBA1=Early Bronze Age (first phase) 
EBA2=Early Bronze Age (second phase) 
MBA=Middle Bronze Age 
MBA1=Middle Bronze Age (first phase) 
MBA2=Middle Bronze Age (second phase) 
LBA=Late Bronze Age 







Site: GROTTA SANT’ANGELO (Civitella del 
Tronto, TE) 
Prior history: Neolithic; Copper Age 
Date: Copper Age-EBA2 [layers 7-5] 
Description: cave used for depositional 
practices, i.e. cult place (including secondary 
burial; Appendix 2 [#2]) 
General assemblage: limited amount of EBA 
ceramics (Di Fraia 1996b, 196-200); faunal 
remains (Table 7.11; Table 7.15); limited 
number of disarticulated human remains 
(Appendix 2 [#2]) 
General assemblage [layer 5]: spindle-whorls, 
flint blades and artefacts, quernstone, pebbles, 
polished limestone pebble, perforated 
limestone plate; bone (or antler) points and 
perforated (cockle) shells. 
Features: pits used for deposition (including 
cereal remains) [see Comments]; 
[1] one pit including a complete vessel 
(covered by a riverine pebble), probably EBA. 
References: Guidi 1991/1992, 436 [no. 45]; Di 
Fraia 1996a, 484-487 [fig. 2]; Di Fraia 1996b; 
Mallegni & Ronco 1996, 266-267; Ialongo 
2007, 169 [tipo 56], 184; Di Fraia & Tiberio 
2008 
Comments: The pits dug into the deeper, 
Neolithic and Copper Age layers of the cave 
deposits can be interpreted in terms of making 
a deliberate connection with the prior history 





Site: GROTTA DEI PICCIONI (Bolognano, PE) 
Prior history: Neolithic; Copper Age 
Date: EBA1 [subphase BA1A] & EBA2 
Description: cave used for depositional 
practices, i.e. cult place; probably following a 
continuous Neolithic-EBA trajectory (despite 
the presence of a separating, sterile layer on 
top of the Copper Age deposits [layer 9]) 
General assemblage: limited amount of 
evidence (i.e. some ceramic fragments) and 
faunal remains (Table 7.11; Table 7.15) 
General assemblage [layers 8-7] (i.e. lowest 
Bronze Age layers): spindle-whorl, flint 
artefacts, muller, pebble, bone spatula, 
perforated (cockle) shell 
Features: one or several pits used for 
deposition [see Comments]; 
[1] a complete large vessel in a pit, EBA2 
(Cremonesi 1976, 330; Cocchi Genick 1998, 
65) 
References: Cremonesi 1976; Guidi 
1991/1992, 436 [no. 48]; Di Fraia 1996a, 483, 
485 [fig. 1.3-4 & 6]; Fratini 1997a, 13-15; 
Cocchi Genick 1998 [no. 118]; Ardesia 2006, 
15 [no. BO001]; Ialongo 2007, 166 [tipo 47B], 
167 [tipo 49], 180 
Comments: Obviously, the pit [1] was dug into 
earlier deposits, which seems to have made a 
deliberate connection with the prior history of 





Site: GROTTA DEL COLLE (Rapino, CH) 
Prior history: Neolithic; Copper Age 
Date: generically EBA 
Description: cave with isolated find 
General assemblage: fine-ware cup and 
possibly ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: D’Ercole et al. 1997, 96, 98 [nos. 





Site: GROTTA DELLE STIFFE (San Demetrio de’ 
Vestini, AQ) 
Prior history: - 
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Date: probably EBA2 [see Comments] 
Description: finds from a small niche at the 
cave entrance and surface finds outside the 
cave 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: D’Ercole 1998a, 15 
Comments: The assemblage has been reported 
as EBA-MBA1 in date, hence probably EBA2. 
 
#5 
Site: GROTTA BEATRICE CENCI-OVETO 
(Cappadocia, AQ) 
Prior history: Neolithic; Copper Age 
Date: generically EBA 
Description: cave with (seasonal) internal lake 
General assemblage: limited amount of 
ceramics 
Features: - 
References: Guidi 1991/1992, 435 [no. 33]; 
Cosentino et al. 2001a, 135 
 
#6 
Site: GROTTA COLA I (Petralla Liri-
Cappadocia, AQ) 
Prior history: Neolithic 
Date: generically EBA 
Description: cave, consisting of large space 
and smaller spaces with internal water; with 
isolated find 
General assemblage: [see Features] 
Features:  
[1] complete vessel in a crevice 




Site: GROTTA DI MONTE SALVIANO (Avezzano, 
AQ) 
Prior history: probably Copper Age [see 
Comments] 
Date: EBA1 [subphase BA1B], cf. radiocarbon 
date [Beta-141093: 3530±50 BP; 1975-1735 
cal. BC] on human bone of articulated burial, 
within EBA2 range (§3.3) [see Features] 
Description: small (remaining part of) cave 
with funerary function (Appendix 2 [#6]) 
General assemblage: limited amount of 
ceramics (EBA1 [subphase BA1B]) in 
association with disarticulated human remains 
Features: 
[1] articulated burial in the same stratigraphical 
unit (Appendix 2 [#6]) 
References: Irti 1993; D’Anastasio & Capasso 
2001; Irti 2001, 128 [fig. 2]; Irti 2001a, 91-96; 
Ialongo 2007, 144 [fig. 110], 145 [no. 48], 162 
[tipo 34A], 163 [fig. 118.2], 164 [fig. 119.7], 
165 [tipo 41], 180 
Comments: Ialongo (2007, 180) seems to 
interpret this depositional context as a single 
act of deposition (“con la durata più breve”), 
rather than a Copper Age-EBA1 funerary 
context (Appendix 2 [#6]). The date range for 
the radiocarbon date seems to extend the 
trajectory of cave use into EBA2. 
 
#8 
Site: GROTTA DI CICCIO FELICE (Avezzano, 
AQ) 
Prior history: Neolithic [cf. Ialongo 2007]; 
Copper Age 
Date: possibly EBA1 [subphase BA1B-BA2] 
& EBA2 [subphase BA2] 
Description: cave 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Ialongo 2007, 153 [tipo 12; fig. 
112.6], 160 [tipo 29A], 161 [fig. 117.3], 181 
 
#9 
Site: GROTTA LA CAVA (Ortucchio, AQ) 
Prior history: possibly Neolithic; Copper Age 
Date: EBA1 [subphase BA1] & EBA2 
[subphase BA2] 
Description: cave, perhaps also used for burial 
[see Comments] 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: [see Comments] 
References: Skeates 1991, 129; Ialongo 2007, 
151 [tipo 4], 152 [fig. 111.6], 157 [fig. 115.4], 
158 [tipo 24A], 160 [tipo 29A], 161 [fig. 
117.2], 180 
Comments: Two child burials and 
disarticulated juvenile bones have been 
generically dated to Copper Age-EBA (Skeates 
1991, 129) [not listed in Appendix 2]. The 
possibility of an EBA date for this funerary 




Site: GROTTA MARITZA (Ortucchio, AQ) 
Prior history: Neolithic; Copper Age 
Date: EBA1 [subphase BA1B] & EBA2 
[subphase BA2] 
Description: cave, probably used for 
depositional practices, i.e. cult place 
General assemblage: limited amount of 
ceramics 
Features: - 
References: Grifoni & Radmilli 1964; Guidi 
1991/1992, 436 [no. 52]; Di Fraia 1996a, 483; 
Cocchi Genick 1998, 83 [no. 126], 285; Cairoli 
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et al. 2001, 130-134; Cosentino et al. 2001a, 
160 [tav. 11], 162-164; Ialongo 2007, 151 [tipo 
7B], 152 [fig. 111.10], 154 [tipo 15; tipo 21], 
155 [fig. 113.7], 156 [fig. 114.5], 162 [tipo 
34A; tipo 38], 163 [fig. 118.1], 164 [fig. 
119.1], 168 [fig. 121.14], 169 [tipo 56], 170 
[fig. 123.5], 171 [tipo 63], 181 
 
#11 
Site: GROTTA DI ORTUCCHIO (O DEI PORCI) 
(Ortucchio, AQ) 
Prior history: Neolithic; Copper Age 
Date: EBA1 [subphase BA1A] (Ialongo 2007) 
Description: cave 
General assemblage: limited amount of 
ceramics (a.o. ‘Bell Beaker’ type fragment) 
and possibly spindle-whorls 
Features: - 
References: Di Fraia 1996a, 483, 485 [fig. 
1.7]; D’Ercole 1997a, 53-54, 56 [tav. 1.4]; 
Cosentino et al. 2001a, 159 [tav. 10.1-6], 165-
166; Ialongo 2007, 166 [tipo 47A], 168 [fig. 
121.1], 173 [fig. 125.3], 174 [tipo 71] 
 
#12 
Site: GROTTA DEL FAUNO (Pescasseroli, AQ) 
[also: Riparo del Fauno (Civitella Alfedena, 
AQ)] 
Prior history: - 
Date: possibly EBA, cf. radiocarbon date [R-
66 (on charcoal): 3500±250 BP] [see 
Comments] 
Description: cave with deposits 
General assemblage: [without EBA remains?] 
Features: - 
References: Alessio et al. 1964, 81; Skeates 
1994, 193, 239; Agostini et al. 2008 
Comments: A recent, more precise radiocarbon 
date of the sequence is at the lower end of the 
date range: 2960±55 BP [LY-10210] (Agostini 
et al. 2008), but its stratigraphical relationship 







Site: CAMPO AVELLO (Cittaducale, RI) 
Prior history: Neolithic, possibly Copper Age 
Date: possibly EBA 
Description: deposit from rock fissure, on a 
rocky terrace overlooking VELINO river [see 
Comments] 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments [and 
possibly arrowheads] 
Features: - 
References: Calzoni 1949, 223; Peroni 
1951/1952; Belardelli & Pascucci 1996, 26 
[no. 21] 
Comments: Originally, the assemblage was 
interpreted as a ‘waste’ deposit from an 
overlying settlement, but it is more likely that 
it concerns a ritual deposit (Belardelli & 
Pascucci 1996, 26) in a prior place. 
 
#14 
Site: RIPARO LILIANA (Rocca Sinibalda, RI) 
Prior history: - 
Date: EBA2 [see Comments] 
Description: rock shelter, possibly used for 
depositional practices. 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: remains of a fire-place 
References: Guidi 1979, 131, 138 [no. 34]; 
Belardelli & Pascucci 1996, 29 [no. 33]; 
Cocchi Genick 1998, 84 [no. 90] 
Comments: Originally dated to the FBA-Early 
Iron Age, but redated to the MBA (Belardelli 
& Pascucci 1996) and subsequently partly to 
the EBA2 (Cocchi Genick 1998). 
 
#15 
Site: GROTTA PILA (Poggio Moiano, RI) 
Prior history: Neolithic; Copper Age 
Date: possibly EBA 
Description: cave with two spaces, with 
funerary (Appendix 2 [#10]) and/or cultic 
function  
General assemblage: ceramic fragments and 
faunal remains 
Features: possibly disarticulated human 
remains (Appendix 2 [#10]) 
References: Segre 1948, 9 [no. 71]; Radmilli 
1951/1952, 74-75; Filippi 1979, 111; Segre, in 
Coarelli et al. 1979, 124-125; Belardelli & 




Site: GROTTA ROCCO DI PROSPERO (Poggio 
Nativo, RI) [also: Grott(icell)a del Costone di 
Battifratta] 
Prior history: Neolithic 
Date: possibly EBA [see Comments] 
Description: cave consisting of a main space 
ending in two consecutively smaller spaces 
General assemblage: [redated; see Comments] 
Features: - 
References: Filippi & Pacciarelli 1991, 29; 
Guidi 1991/1992, 435 [no. 28]; Belardelli & 
Pascucci 1996, 30 [no. 37]; Cocchi Genick 
1998, 18 
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Comments: Redated to MBA1 (cf. Cocchi 





Site: GROTTA DELLA PATERNALE (Ischia di 
Castro, VT) 
Prior history: Copper Age 
Date: possibly EBA2 
Description: cave 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Rittatore Vonwiller et al. 1978, 66; 
Brunetti Nardi 1981, 109; Negroni Catacchio 
& Pellegrini 1988, 65 [no. 36]; Guidi 
1991/1992, 435 [no. 15]; Negroni Catacchio & 
Miari 1991/1992 [no. 21]; Bianco Peroni 1994 
[no. 295]; Belardelli et al. 2007, 297 [no. 129]; 
Ucelli Gnesutta 2007 
Comments: The small copper dagger, 
originally dated to EBA1, has been redated to 
the late Copper Age (Appendix 1 [#29]) 
 
#18 
Site: GROTTA DELL’INFERNETTO (Ischia di 
Castro, VT) 
Prior history: - 
Date: possibly EBA [see Comments] 
Description: cave 
General assemblage: [see Comments] 
Features: - 
References: Negroni Catacchio & Miari 
1991/1992 [no. 30]; Guidi & Pascucci 1996, 
469 [no. 17]; Cocchi Genick 1998, 18; Cocchi 
Genick 2002, 53 [no. 69] 
Comments: The ceramics in the assemblage 
have been redated to MBA1 (cf. Cocchi 
Genick 1998, 18). 
 
#19 
Site: GROTTA DELLE SETTECANNELLE (Ischia 
di Castro, VT) 
Prior history: Neolithic; Copper Age 
Date: EBA1 [subphase BA1A] 
Description: cave; disturbed surface layer 
General assemblage: limited amount of 
ceramics and possibly a spindle-whorl 
Features: - 
References: Negroni Catacchio & Pellegrini 
1988, 68 [no. 68]; Ucelli Gnesutta & 
Bertagnini 1993, 74-80; Cocchi Genick 1998, 
82-83 [no. 81]; Ucelli Gnesutta 1999, 141; 
Belardelli et al. 2007, 297 [no. 125]; Ialongo 
2007, 160 [tipo 29B], 176 
#20 
Site: GROTTA DI CARLI (Ischia di Castro, VT) 
Prior history: Neolithic; possibly Copper Age 
Date: EBA2 
Description: cave used for depositional 
practices, i.e. cult place (possibly including 
secondary burial) 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: possibly disarticulated human 
remains [not listed in Appendix 2] 
References: Negroni Catacchio & Pellegrini 
1988, 75 [no. 105], 76 [tav. 34]; Guidi 
1991/1992 [no. 16]; Negroni Catacchio & 
Miari 1991/1992 [no. 23]; Guidi & Pascucci 
1996, 469 [no. 18]; Casi & Mieli 1998; Cocchi 
Genick 1998, 83 [no. 82]; Cerilli 2000; Cocchi 
Genick 2002, 54 [no. 70]; Belardelli et al. 
2007, 298 [no. 127] 
 
#21 
Site: GROTTA NUOVA (Ischia di Castro, VT) 
Prior history: possibly Neolithic 
Date: possibly EBA [see Comments] 
Description: cave 
General assemblage: [see Comments] 
Features: - 
References: Negroni Catacchio & Pellegrini 
1988, 65 [no. 32]; Belardelli et al. 2007, 298-
299 [no. 117] 
Comments: The ceramics in the assemblage 
have been redated to MBA1 (cf. Cocchi 
Genick 2001, 2002). 
 
#22 
Site: GROTTA DEL DIAVOLINO (Ischia di 
Castro, VT) 
Prior history: - 
Date: generically EBA (unpublished) 
Description: cave 
General assemblage: (unpublished) 
Features: - 
References: Belardelli et al. 2007, 340 [no. 135 
(not on map)] 
Comments: Not on the map (cf. Belardelli et 
al. 2007), but presumably part of a cluster of 
caves [#17-21] in the same area. 
 
#23 
Site: GROTTA DI DON SIMONE (Canino, VT) 
Prior history: - 
Date: possibly EBA [see Comments] 
Description: cave 
General assemblage: [see Comments] 
Features: - 
References: Negroni Catacchio, in Negroni 
Catacchio et al. 1980, 236; Negroni Catacchio 
& Pellegrini 1988, 66 [no. 44]; Guidi 
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1991/1992 [no. 17]; Negroni Catacchio & 
Miari 1991/1992 [no. 24]; Guidi & Pascucci 
1996, 469 [no. 22]; Cocchi Genick 1998, 18; 
Belardelli et al. 2007, 273 [no. 188] 
Comments: The ceramics in the assemblage 
have been redated to MBA1 (Cocchi Genick 
1998, 18), but arguably date to the EBA2-
MBA1 transition (§9.2.1). 
 
#24 
Site: GROTTA DEL LAGO DI TORRE CROGNOLA 
(Canino, VT) 
Prior history: Neolithic; possibly Copper Age 
[see Comments] 
Date: possibly EBA [see Comments] 
Description: cave, with internal spring 
General assemblage: complete ceramic cup, 
redated to Neolithic [originally EBA] and a 
human skull 
Features: - 
References: Belardelli et al. 2007, 273 [no. 
186] 
Comments: Cave use was originally 
interpreted in connection with the late Copper 
Age-EBA open-air site of TORRE CROGNOLA 




Site: RIPARO DI PONTE DELL’ABBADIA 
(Canino, VT) 
Prior history: Neolithic; Copper Age 
Date: possibly EBA [see Comments] 
Description: rock shelter, with surface finds 
General assemblage: [see Comments] 
Features: - 
References: Negroni Catacchio & Pellegrini 
1988, 67 [no. 49]; Belardelli et al. 2007, 275 
[no. 193] 
Comments: The EBA date of the assemblage is 





Site: PIAN SULTANO (Tolfa, RM) 
Prior history: - 
Date: EBA2-possibly MBA1 [“crepaccio 2”]; 
EBA2-MBA1 [“crepaccio 1”] 
Description: two rock fissures, 200 m apart 
[‘crepaccio 1’ & ‘crepaccio 2’], used as cult 
places, including secondary burial (Appendix 2 
[#17]) 
General assemblage: at least 43 ceramic 
vessels, 28 of which more or less complete; 
faunal remains (Table 7.13; Table 7.16) and 
disarticulated human remains (Appendix 2 
[#17]). 
Features: - 
References: Cocchi Genick 2002, 122-124; Di 
Gennaro et al. 2002; Belardelli et al. 2007, 56 
[no. 168] 
Comments: One of the large (storage) vessels 
has been attributed to a ‘Southern Italian’ type 
(Di Gennaro et al. 2002, 678, 685 [fig. 3.2]), 
perhaps the “Palma di Campania” connection 
used as a parallel in the interpretation of the 
GROTTA DEL CANE [#34] assemblage 
(Belardelli et al. 2007, 374-375 [no. 98]). 
 
#27 
Site: GROTTA DELLE FATE-MACCHIA DELLA 
SIGNORA-“VERSANTE SUL FOSSO DELLA 
MADDALENA” (Cerveteri, RM) 
Prior history: - 
Date: possibly EBA2 [see Comments] 
Description: surface finds at the cave entrance 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Belardelli et al. 2007, 31 [no. 
316]; Cerasuolo 2007d, 79-80 [fig. 13.3-4 & 5 
6 & 10-11 & 13 & 16-17] 
Comments: Earliest ceramics are described as 
generically EBA-MBA in date (Cerasuolo 




Site: GROTTA DELLO SVENTATOIO (S. Angelo 
Romano, RM) 
Prior history: - 
Date: possibly EBA2 [see Comments] 
Description: cave, with cultic function 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments and 
possibly botanical remains (Table 7.19) 
Features: - 
References: Costantini & Costantini Biasini 
2007; Grifoni Cremonesi 2007, 226-227 
Comments: The date of the assemblage is 
generically considered as EBA-MBA (e.g. 
Costantini & Costantini Biasini 2007). The 
earliest ceramics in the assemblage have been 
redated to MBA1, but the trajectory of the cult 




Site: GROTTA POLESINI (Tivoli, RM) 
Prior history: possibly Neolithic; Copper Age 
Date: EBA1 [subphase BA1A] & EBA2 
[subphase BA2] 
Description: cave, reportedly with (seasonal) 
dwelling function 
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General assemblage: limited amount of 
material; ceramic fragments and possibly lithic 
artefacts 
Features: - 
References: Radmilli 1974, 23-26; Guidi 1979, 
138 [no. 36]; Guidi 1986, 23-24 [fig. 1.5]; 
Guidi 1991/1992, 435 [no. 31]; Di Gennaro & 
Pacciarelli 1996, 574; Guidi & Pascucci 1996, 
470 [no. 62]; Cocchi Genick 1998, 83 [no. 96]; 
Belardelli et al. 2007, 150-151 [no. 108]; 
Ialongo 2007, 167 [tipo 53], 174 [tipo 70], 
180; Gioia et al. 2008a, 146 [tab. 1.3] 
 
#30 
Site: MONTE LICINO-GROTTICELLA (Anticoli 
Corrado, RM) 
Prior history: Neolithic 
Date: possibly EBA2 [see Comments] 
Description: cave or niche 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments, 
possibly in association with human remains 
[not listed in Appendix 2] 
Features: - 
References: Belardelli et al. 2007, 153 [no. 86] 
Comments: The ceramics are described as 
generically EBA-MBA1 in date (Belardelli et 





Site: GROTTA MADONNA DELLE CESE 
(Collepardo, FR) 
Prior history: - 
Date: EBA1 [subphase BA1B] & EBA2 
Description: cave 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Guidi & Pascucci 1996, 462-463, 
465, 470 [no. 80]; Cocchi Genick 1998, 83 [no. 
103]; Mancini 2006 [fig. 1.5]; Angle & Guidi 
2007, 150 [note 1], 152 [no. 23]; Belardelli et 
al. 2007, 373-374 [no. 4] 
 
#32 
Site: GROTTA-RIPARO DEL PESCHIO TORNERA 
(Collepardo, FR) 
Prior history: Copper Age 
Date: generically EBA (Cocchi Genick 1998), 
or EBA2 [subphase BA2A] (Angle & Guidi 
2007, 150 [note 1])] 
Description: cave, reportedly with (seasonal) 
dwelling function 
General assemblage: limited numer of ceramic 
fragments (i.e. two cups) 
Features: - 
References: Guidi 1991/1992, 435 [no. 35]; 
Guidi & Pascucci 1996, 462-463, 470 [no. 81]; 
Cocchi Genick 1998, 83 [no. 104]; Mancini 
2006 [fig. 1.3]; Angle & Guidi 2007, 150 [note 




Site: GROTTA ROSSA (Collepardo, FR) 
Prior history: possibly Copper Age 
Date: generically EBA 
Description: cave (with internal spring) 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Mancini 2006 [fig. 1.4] 
 
#34 
Site: GROTTA DEL CANE (Colle San Magno, 
FR) 
Prior history: - 
Date: EBA2 
Description: cave [named after skeleton of a 
dog found inside] 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
[possibly “Palma Campania” style] 
Features: - 
References: Treglia 2006; Belardelli et al. 




Site: VALLE CANTARA (Rocca d’Arce, FR) 
Prior history: Neolithic-Copper Age 
[excavation] 
Date: EBA2 [surface finds] 
Description: rock-shelter, with surface finds 
General assemblage: isolated ceramic fragment 
Features: - 
References: Angle & Guidi 2007, 152 [no. 31]; 
Belardelli et al. 2007, 387 [no. 80]; Treglia 





Site: GROTTA VITTORIO VECCHI (Sezze, LT) 
Prior history: possibly Copper Age 
Date: EBA1 & EBA2 
Description: cave consisting of several spaces, 
used for deposition, i.e. cult place; possibly 
including EBA burial (Appendix 2 [#24]) 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
(Rosini 2007, 697-699 [fig. 2A]) [possibly 
metalwork (i.e. a small dagger, a small chisel, 
two dress-pins, an arrowhead and two pieces 
with a ring [not listed in Appendix 1], Rosini 
2007, 701) and botanical remains (Table 7.19)] 
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Features: - 
References: Guidi 1991/1992, 435 [no. 37]; 
Angle & Guidi 2007, 152 [no. 20]; Anastasia 
2007, 877 [no. 17]; Costantini & Costantini 
Biasini 2007; Rosini 2007; Alessandri 2009, 
332 [§3.212], 535 [no. 63] 
Comments: Recent preliminary publications 
present Copper Age-EBA2 ceramics (Rosini 
2007), but the final publication of the full 
assemblage (including funerary evidence and 
metalwork) is awaited. 
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Appendix 4 
An overview of Early Bronze Age 
settlements and other open-air sites 
in Abruzzo and Lazio 
 
The prior history of sites listed in the 
descriptions concerns later prehistoric periods 
(i.e. Neolithic and Copper Age), not early 




EBA=Early Bronze Age [“generically EBA” 
means that a piece of metalwork has not been 
attributed to one of the subphases] 
EBA1=Early Bronze Age (first phase) 
EBA2=Early Bronze Age (second phase) 
MBA=Middle Bronze Age 
MBA1=Middle Bronze Age (first phase) 
MBA2=Middle Bronze Age (second phase) 
LBA=Late Bronze Age 






For a general description of the ‘antiquarian’ 






Site: VICENNE (Torre de’ Passeri, PE) 
Prior history: Copper Age 
Date: generically EBA 
Description: occasional finds during 
construction work (below 7m of deposits, cf. 
Ardesia 2006, 14) 
General assemblage: limited amount of 
ceramic fragments (Fratini 1997a) 
Features: - 
References: Fratini 1997a, 20 [“Le Vicenne”]; 
Ardesia 2006, 14 [no. TP003] 
Comments: It remains unclear whether the site 
corresponds with one listed by Fratini as 
situated on the periphery of [“alla periferia di”] 
TORRE DE’ PASSERI (1997a, 18) with reference 
to “Maggiori 1980”. Moreover, she attributes 
one vessel type from LE VICENNE to MBA1 
(Fratini 1997a, 36 [tipo 29; tav. IX.6]). 
 
#2 
Site: TORRE DE’ PASSERI (PE) 
Prior history: - 
Date: generically EBA (probably EBA2) [see 
Comments] 
Description: surface finds and/or stray finds in 
excavation 
General assemblage: limited amount of 
ceramic fragments (i.e. two handles) (Fratini 
1997, 27 [tav. VII.1-2]) 
Features: - 
References: Fratini 1997a, 17-20, 27, 73; 
Ardesia 2006, 14 [no. TP001] 
Comments: The handles show typological 
similarities with one from GROTTA DEI 
PICCIONI (“tagli 4-5”) (Fratini 1997a, 27, 73) 
and open-air sites in the UPPER ATERNO-
TIRINO micro-region (Fratini 1997a, 27). It 
seems likely that the settlement was 
established at (or before) the EBA2-MBA1 
transition, given the consistency of the MBA1 
assemblage, including houses (§9.2.2), that is 




Site: MADONNA DEGLI ANGELI (Tocco 
Casauria, PE) 
Prior history: - 
Date: generically EBA 
Description: surface finds and/or stray finds in 
excavation 
General assemblage: probably ceramic 
fragments 
Features: - 
References: Fratini 1997a, 73; Ardesia 2006, 
14 [no. TC001] 
 
#4 
Site: SAN CALLISTO (Popoli, PE) 
Prior history: Neolithic; Copper Age 
Date: EBA1 
Description: surface finds and occasional finds 
after construction work 
General assemblage: limited amount of 
ceramic fragments (a.o. fragment with 
anthropomorphic decoration, cf. Cocchi 
Genick 1998, 104 [fig. 10], 241 [fig. 63]) [see 
Comments] 
Features: - 
References: Di Fraia 1996a, 488-489 [fig. 3.1-
3, 5, 11-12, 14, 18]; Cocchi Genick 1998, 80 
[no. 120], 105 [tipo 20], 217 [unicum 1], 240 
[unicum], 266, 286, 329-330; Ardesia 2006, 14 
[no. PO002]; Ialongo 2007, 153 [tipo 10], 178 
Comments: There is a parallel for the 
exceptional anthropomorphic decoration on a 
vessel in a funerary context (CELLINO SAN 
MARCO) in Puglia, Southern Italy (Cocchi 
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Genick 1998, 286). Perhaps the EBA1 
assemblage is constituted by one or several 





Site: CHIETI-“TEATRO ROMANO” (CH) 
Prior history: - 
Date: possibly EBA [see Comments] 
Description: small trench in layers underlying 
the Roman theater 
General assemblage: probably ceramic 
fragments 
Features: - 
References: Fratini 1997a, 73 
Comments: The site is not incorporated as 




Site: COLLE LONGO-ROCCASCALEGNA (CH) 
Prior history: possibly Neolithic [cf. Di Fraia 
2006]; Copper Age 
Date: possibly EBA1 
Description: surface finds and small 
excavation 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments; 
spindle-whorls, flint artefacts (a.o. cores, 
arrowheads, blades, etc.), quernstone 
fragments, bone & antler artefacts, large triton 
shell fragment, faunal remains (Table 7.11; 
Table 7.15), disarticulated human mandible 
fragment (young adult male, 20-30y) [not 
listed in Appendix 2] 
Features: remains of structure(s), i.e. small 
burnt wattle-and-daub and/or floor fragments 
References: Di Fraia 2000/2001; Di Fraia 





Site: SANTO STEFANO DI SESSANIO (AQ) 
Prior history: - 
Date: EBA2 
Description: site at a small lake, found by 
chance during construction work 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments [and 
possibly faunal remains] 
Features: - 
References: Mattiocco 1986, 47; Di Fraia 
1996a, 488-489 [fig. 3]; Cocchi Genick 1998, 
80 [no. 121], 137 [tipo 61B], 169 [tipo 103], 
217 [tipo 175B], 286, 329. 
 
#8 
Site: CAPORCIANO (AQ) 
Prior history: - 
Date: generically EBA 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Di Fraia 1996a, 488-489 [fig. 3] 
 
#9 
Site: NAVELLI (AQ) 
Prior history: - 
Date: EBA1 [subphases BA1 & BA1B] & 
EBA2 
Description: site found by chance during 
construction work, with archaeological layer 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments [and 
possibly spindle-whorls] 
Features: - 
References: Mattiocco 1986, 47; Di Fraia 
1996a, 488-489 [fig. 3]; Cocchi Genick 1998, 
80 [no. 123], 95 [tipo 3], 105 [tipo 20], 218 
[tipo 177], 285, 329, 359; Ialongo 2007, 150 
[tipo 1], 151 [tipo 10], 167 [tipo 54A], 180 
Comments: D’Ercole (1997g) reports an open-
air assemblage, generically EBA in date, from 
NAVELLI-MADONNA DEL CAMPO, but it 




Site: SAN SALVATORE (Collepietro, AQ) 
Prior history: - 
Date: EBA2 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments [and 
possibly spindle-whorls and flint arrowheads] 
Features: - 
References: Mattiocco 1986, 38, 47; Di Fraia 
1996a, 488-489 [fig. 3]; Cocchi Genick 1998, 
80 [no. 124], 101 [tipo 15A], 217 [tipo 175B], 
286, 329, 359 
 
#11 
Site: LE CASTAGNE (Castel di Ieri, AQ) 
Prior history: Copper Age 
Date: generically EBA 
Description: small excavation, reportedly 
settlement on a hill-top 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments, flint 
blades and arrowheads, and faunal remains 
Features: oval structure (4m x 2m; depth: 20-
35cm) 
References: D’Ercole 1984b; D’Ercole 1986a, 
408; D’Ercole 1988; Gianni 1991, 112 [fig. 8]; 
Di Fraia 1996a, 483; Cocchi Genick 1998, 80 
[no. 125], 222 [tipo 184B], 329 




Site: MACRANO (Castelvecchio Subequo, AQ) 
Prior history: Copper Age 
Date: possibly EBA 
Description: probably surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 




Site: COLLE FELICETTA (AQ) 
Prior history: - 
Date: EBA2 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Ialongo 2003 [no. 59]; Ialongo 
2007, 144 [fig. 109], 145 [no. 47], 154 [tipo 
16], 155 [fig. 113.9], 159 [fig. 116.9], 160 
[tipo 27B], 167 [tipo 51B; tipo 54A], 168 [fig. 
121.7 & 10], 184 
 
#14 
Site: VENERE-RESTINA (Gioia dei Marsi, AQ) 
Prior history: Copper Age 
Date: EBA1 (subphase: BA1B) 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: isolated ceramic fragment 
Features: - 
References: Ialongo 2007, 131-133 [no. 27], 




Site: ORTUCCHIO-LA MADONELLA 1 (AQ) 
Prior history: possibly Copper Age 
Date: EBA1 (subphase: BA1A) 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments and a 
“fishing-net weight” 
Features: - 
References: Ialongo 2003 [no. 6]; Ialongo 
2007, 36 [no. 6], 37 [fig. 21], 157 [fig. 115.6], 




Site: ORTUCCHIO-STRADA 28 (AQ) 
Prior history: Copper Age 
Date: EBA1 [subphases BA1A, BA1 & BA1B] 
& EBA2 
Description: surface finds, occasional finds and 
several excavations 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments (and 
possibly lithic artefacts) and faunal remains 
(Table 7.11; Table 7.15) 
General assemblage (“scavi Puglisi”): ceramic 
fragments [subphases BA1 & BA2] (Ialongo 
2007, 38 [nos. 8A.1-5], 39 [fig. 23.1-5], 151 
[tipo 10], 153 [fig. 112.3], 154 [tipo 17A], 155 
[fig. 113.11], 160 [tipo 29A; tipo 29C], 161 
[fig. 117.1 & 6], 167 [tipo 54A], 168 [fig. 
121.11 & 15], 169 [tipo 56], 170 [fig. 123.1], 
171 [tipo 60], 181) 
General assemblage (“scavi Cremonesi”): 
(larger) ceramic fragments [subphase BA1A] 
(Ialongo 2007, 40-41 [nos. 8B.1-19], 41-43 
[fig. 25-27], 150 [tipo 2], 151 [tipo 6; tipo 8], 
152 [fig. 111.4, 8 & 11], 153 [fig. 112.8], 154 
[tipo 13; tipo 20], 156 [tipo 22 & tipo 23; fig. 
114.4 & 6], 157 [fig. 115.1-2, 5, 7 & 9], 158 
[tipo 24B; tipo 25; tipo 26A; tipo 26B; tipo 
27A], 159 [fig. 116.1-2, 4-5, 7 & 10], 160 [tipo 
28], 161 [fig. 117.10], 162 [tipo 33; tipo 34B], 
163 [fig. 118.3], 166 [tipo 47A], 167 [tipo 48; 
tipo 51A; tipo 52], 168 [fig. 121.3, 6 & 8], 169 
[tipo 57 & tipo 58; fig. 122.1-2], 170 [fig. 
123.6-8], 171 [tipo 64, tipo 65, tipo 66A], 172 
[fig. 124.3 & 5], 173 [tipo 66E; fig. 125.1 & 
4], 174 [tipo 67, tipo 69, tipo 72], 176-178) 
General assemblage (“Laghetto”): ceramic 
fragment [subphase BA1] (Ialongo 2007, 41 
[no. 8C.1], 45 [fig. 28.1], 161 [fig. 117.9], 162 
[tipo 32]) 
General assemblage (surface finds): ceramic 
fragments [subphases BA1A, BA1B & BA2] 
(Ialongo 2007, 44-49 [nos. 8D.1-26], 47-50 
[fig. 30-32], 151 [tipo 3; tipo 5; tipo 7A; tipo 
9], 152 [fig. 111.5, 7 & 9], 153 [tipo 11; fig. 
112.1-2 &4], 154 [tipo 19], 156 [tipo 22; fig. 
114.3 & 7], 157 [fig. 115.3 & 8], 158 [tipo 
24A; tipo 25], 159 [fig. 116.8], 160 [tipo 27B; 
tipo 29B], 161 [tipo 31; fig. 117.4-5 & 8], 162 
[tipo 35], 163 [tipo 39B; fig. 118.4], 164 [fig. 
119.3 & 10], 165 [tipo 42B], 166 [tipo 47B], 
167 [tipo 49; tipo 50; tipo 54A; tipo 54B], 168 
[fig. 121.2, 4-5 & 12-13], 169 [tipo 55; fig. 
122.3], 170 [fig. 123.2 & 4], 171 [tipo 59, tipo 
61, tipo 62A, tipo 62B], 172 [fig. 124.1-2, 4 & 
6], 173 [tipo 66C, tipo 66D; fig. 125.2], 174 
[tipo 66F, tipo 68, tipo 70], 180) 
Features: [see Comments] 
References: Irti 1981; Ialongo 2003 [no. 8]; 
Ialongo et al. 2005, 473-475; Ialongo 2007, 36-
70 [no. 8] 
Comments: Type site of late Copper Age 
“Ortucchio” facies. It is not clear whether 
some of the late Copper Age structures and 
part of the faunal sample are partly EBA in 
date, since Ialongo (2007) has redated part of 
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the assemblage excavated by Cremonesi (see 
above) to EBA1 [subphase BA1A]. The single 
(late Copper Age) radiocarbon date with a 
wide range is based on a grab sample of 
charcoal from several locations (§3.3). 
 
#17 
Site: ORTUCCHIO-BALZONE 1 (AQ) 
Prior history: - 
Date: EBA1 [subphase BA1A] & EBA2 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Di Fraia 1996a, 486; Ialongo 2003 
[no. 11]; Ialongo 2007, 74-80 [no. 11], 76 [fig. 
52.1-5], 154 [tipo 18], 156 [fig. 114.2], 158 
[tipo 26A], 159 [fig. 116.3], 161 [tipo 30; fig. 
117.7], 165 [fig. 120.3], 166 [tipo 44], 170 
[fig. 123.9], 173 [tipo 66B], 180 
 
#18 
Site: TRASACCO-SAN RUFINO 1 (AQ) 
Prior history: - 
Date: EBA2 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: isolated ceramic fragment 
Features: - 
References: Ialongo 2003 [no. 12]; Ialongo 
2007, 80-84 [no. 12], 81 [fig. 56.1], 163 [tipo 
40], 164 [fig. 119.4], 184 
Comments: Perhaps to be regarded in 
connection with the Copper Age-EBA funerary 
context reported from TRASACCO-S. RUFINO 
(Appendix 2 [#7]). 
 
#19 
Site: TRASACCO 1 (AQ) 
Prior history: - 
Date: EBA2 (cf. radiocarbon date on a post-
hole [3640±90 BP], §3.3) 
Description: surface finds and excavation 
General assemblage: (larger) ceramic 
fragments and possibly complete vessels; and 
probably faunal remains (Table 7.13; Table 
7.16) 
Features: possibly post-holes [cf. radiocarbon 
date] 
References: Ialongo 2003 [no. 13]; Ialongo 
2007, 84-98 [no. 13], 85 [fig. 59.1-3], 89 [fig. 
63], 91 [fig. 64.29-30], 96 [fig. 69.66-69], 153 
[tipo 12; fig. 112.5 & 7], 154 [tipo 14; tipo 15; 
tipo 16], 155 [fig. 113.1-6, 8 & 10], 163 [tipo 
40], 164 [fig. 119.6], 165 [fig. 120.1 & 4-6], 
166 [tipo 43; tipo 45], 170 [fig. 123.5], 171 
[tipo 63], 184 
Comments: Ialongo (2007) has redated part of 
the excavated assemblage to EBA2, thus 




Site: TRASACCO 2 (AQ) 
Prior history: - 
Date: EBA2 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Ialongo 2003 [no. 43]; Ialongo 
2007, 142 [no. 43], 139 [fig. 104.1-2], 164 [fig. 




Site: TRASACCO-IL MULINO (AQ) 
Prior history: possibly Copper Age [see 
Comments] 
Date: EBA2 
Description: surface finds, situated within 
reconstructed lake-levels, possibly ‘fishing 
spot’ (Ialongo 2007, 184) 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments and 
so-called “fishing-net weights” 
Features: - 
References: Cremonesi 1985, 798; Ialongo 
2003 [no. 14]; Ialongo 2007, 98 [no. 14], 99 
[fig. 71], 154 [tipo 17B], 156 [fig. 114.1], 162 
[tipo 37], 163 [fig. 118.8], 184 
Comments: The proposed Copper Age date is 
mainly based on the presence of the “fishing-
net weights” (Cremonesi 1985), but the EBA2 
ceramics (Ialongo 2007) suggest that the 
former objects should be dated accordingly. 
 
#22 
Site: LUCO-STRADA 45 (AQ) 
Prior history: - 
Date: EBA1 [subphase BA1A] & EBA2 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: limited amount of 
ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Ialongo 2003 [no. 15]; Ialongo 
2007, 99-109 [no. 15], 100 [fig. 72.1-4], 158 
[tipo 27A], 159 [fig. 116.6], 164 [fig. 119.9], 
165 [tipo 42A; fig. 120.7], 166 [tipo 46], 167 
[tipo 48; tipo 53], 168 [fig. 121.9], 180 
 
#23 
Site: AVEZZANO-LE MOLE 3 (AQ) 
Prior history: - 
Date: EBA1 [subphase BA1B] 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: isolated ceramic fragment 
Features: - 
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References: Ialongo 2007, 19 [no. 1], 27 [fig. 
14.1], 150 [tipo 1], 152 [fig. 111.1], 180 
 
#24 
Site: AVEZZANO-STRADA 6 (AQ) 
Prior history: - 
Date: EBA1 [subphases BA1A & BA1B] & 
EBA2 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Ialongo 2003 [no. 2]; Ialongo 
2007, 19-32 [no. 2], 28 [fig. 15.1-3], 150 [tipo 
1], 152 [fig. 111.3], 162 [tipo 39A], 164 [fig. 
119.2], 165 [fig. 120.2], 166 [tipo 43], 180 
 
#25 
Site: AVEZZANO-STRADA 7 (AQ) 
Prior history: - 
Date: EBA1 [subphase BA1A] 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: isolated ceramic fragment 
Features: - 
References: Ialongo 2003 [no. 58]; Ialongo 
2007, 145 [no. 46], 144 [fig. 108.1], 162 [tipo 
35], 163 [fig. 118.5], 178 
 
#26 
Site: AVEZZANO-STRADA 8 (AQ) 
Prior history: - 
Date: possibly EBA2 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: isolated ceramic fragment 
Features: - 
References: Ialongo 2007, 143-145 [no. 45], 








Site: S. MARIA DI BORGOROSE (Borgorose, RI) 
Prior history: - 
Date: possibly EBA 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 




Site: MONTISOLA (Contigliano-Greccio, RI) 
Prior history: - 
Date: generically EBA 
Description: surface finds and archaeological 
layer (“unità b”) in geological test-pit, with 
radiocarbon dates [GX-17919: 3785±155 BP; 
GX-17920: 3690±215 BP] (§3.3) 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Carancini et al. 1986 [no. 16]; 
Carancini et al. 1990, 104-107 [nos. 16-20]; 
Belardelli & Pascucci 1996, 22 [no. 5]; Guidi 
& Pascucci 1996, 470 [no. 54] 
 
#29 
Site: CASA FONTE GIOVANNONE-“NUCLEO A” 
(Poggio Bustone, RI) 
Prior history: - 
Date: generically EBA 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Carancini et al. 1990, 110-116 [no. 
25]; Belardelli & Pascucci 1996, 22 [no. 7]; 
Guidi & Pascucci 1996, 470 [no. 55] 
 
#30 
Site: PROGETTO GALANTINA-“SITO 68” (RI) 
Prior history: - 
Date: EBA2 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Candelato et al. 2004, 136; Agneni 





Site: MONTICELLO (Castiglione in Teverina, 
VT) [in fact, situated just outside Lazio] 
Prior history: - 
Date: EBA2 
Description: surface finds; on a river terrace of 
the Tiber river 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments and 
flint artefacts 
Features: - 
References: Sabatini 2004; Belardelli et al. 
2007, 280 [outside Lazio]; Di Gennaro & 
Barbaro 2008a, 130 [no. 16] 
 
#32 
Site: RAGNATORO (Gradoli, VT) 
Prior history: - 
Date: EBA2 
Description: submerged site at LAGO DI 
BOLSENA; reportedly lake-side settlement in an 
area of mineral and thermal springs [see 
Comments] 
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General assemblage: ceramic fragments [and 
possibly a quernstone] 
Features: - 
References: Fioravanti 1988, 595-600; 
Fioravanti 1993, 56-58; Angle & D’Erme 
1995, 201; Guidi & Pascucci 1996, 469 [no. 
5]; Cocchi Genick 1998, 24, 78 [no. 70], 192 
[tipo 139], 242 [tipo 229], 286, 288, 294, 306 
[tab. 3], 320, 323, 340, 392; Casi & Tamburini 
1999, 267 [no. 5]; Fioravanti 2002; Belardelli 
et al. 2007, 294 [no. 22]; Ialongo 2007, 166 
[tipo 45], 181; Di Gennaro & Barbaro 2008a, 
130 [no. 26] 
Comments: Both in terms of vessel types 
(Cocchi Genick 1998, 192 [tipo 139], 306 [tab. 
3]) and in the light of the association with 
subsurface outlets (exposed by lower lake-
levels due to the EBA2 climatic ‘dry event’, 
§3.4), it seems more likely that the limited 
lake-side assemblage should be interpreted as a 
depositional zone in connection with water 
(Cocchi Genick 1998, 392). 
 
#33 
Site: MONTE SENANO SUB (Gradoli, VT) & 
MONTE SENANO (Gradoli, VT) 
Prior history: - 
Date: EBA2 
Description: submerged site at LAGO DI 
BOLSENA; reportedly lake-side settlement in an 
area of mineral and thermal springs, in 
association with a so-called “aiola” (stone 
cairn); and surface finds [see Comments] 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: stone cairn (“aiola”) at subsurface 
outlet(s) 
References: Fioravanti 1988, 591-595; 
Fioravanti 1993, 62; Angle & D’Erme 1995, 
200-201; Cocchi Genick 1998, 24, 78 [no. 71], 
200 [tipo 147], 213 [tipo 169B], 285, 323; Casi 
& Tamburini 1999, 267 [nos. 1-2]; Fioravanti 
2002; Belardelli et al. 2007, 293-294 [no. 21]; 
Di Gennaro & Barbaro 2008a, 136 [no. 255] 
Comments: Both in terms of ceramic types 
(Cocchi Genick 1998, 200 [tipo 147]) and in 
the light of the association with subsurface 
outlets (exposed by lower lake-levels due to 
the EBA2 climatic ‘dry event’, §3.4), arguably 
marked by the stone cairn, it seems more that 
the limited lake-side assemblage should be 
interpreted as a depositional zone. 
 
#34 
Site: LAGO DI MEZZANO (Valentano, VT) 
Prior history: - 
Date: EBA2 
Description: submerged site; reportedly lake-
side settlement (area M1) [see Comments] 
General assemblage (area M1): numerous 
complete ceramic vessels (or completely 
reconstructible; some of these with unusually 
large dimensions) and a miniature vessel; three 
bronze axes, a bronze dress-pin and a silver 
ornament (Appendix 1 [#27.1-5]); and possibly 
faunal remains (Table 7.13; Table 7.16) 
General assemblage (area M2): possibly 
another dress-pin as the earliest deposition in 
this area (Appendix 1 [#27.6]) 
Features: [see details]; 
1) wooden posts reported as remains of 
structures, but none of these has been 
radiocarbon dated prior to MBA1 (§3.3); 
2) act of structured deposition: silver ornament 
in a ceramic vessel (Appendix 1 [#27.5]) 
References: Franco 1975; Rittatore Vonwiller 
et al. 1978, 56; Carancini 1979 [fig. 1.21]; Di 
Gennaro 1979 [no. 44]; Guidi 1979, 137 [no. 
1]; Brunetti Nardi 1981, 187-188; Franco 
1982; Negroni Catacchio & Pellegrini 1988, 64 
[no. 23]; Negroni Catacchio & Miari 
1991/1992 [no. 36]; Petitti & Mitchell 1993; 
Pellegrini 1993; Berlingò 1994, 138-140; 
Guidi & Pascucci 1996, 469 [no. 4]; Cocchi 
Genick 1998, 10, 13, 23-25, 37, 41, 51, 54, 56, 
58-59, 62-66, 76, 78 [no. 72], 101 [tipo 14; 
tipo 15A], 105 [tipo 22A], 112 [tipo 29], 115 
[unicum], 118 [tipo 33; tipo 35], 123 [tipo 
39B], 145 [tipo 71], 147 [unicum], 149 [tipo 
76], 157 [tipo 88], 158 [tipo 90D; tipo 91B], 
160 [tipo 92B; tipo 93], 162 [unicum 2], 165 
[tipo 98B], 174 [tipo 110A; tipo 110B], 175 
[tipo 111], 177 [unicum; tipo 114], 178 [tipo 
116], 180 [tipo 119; tipo 120], 182 [unicum], 
184 [tipo 125], 185 [unicum 1], 187 [unicum 
3], 189 [tipo 133], 191 [tipo 137], 192 [unicum 
2], 194 [tipo 140; unicum 1; tipo 141], 195 
[unicum 1; unicum 2; tipo 142A], 197 
[unicum; tipo 145], 202 [tipo 151B], 203 [tipo 
152], 205 [tipo 157B]. 206 [tipo 158B], 208 
[tipo 161A], 212 [tipo 168B; tipo 168C; tipo 
168D; tipo 168E], 213 [tipo 170A; tipo 170B; 
tipo 171A], 214 [tipo 172B; tipo 172C], 216 
[tipo 173B], 221 [tupo 182B], 228 [tipo 197], 
230 [tipo 200A], 240 [tipo 227], 242 [tipo 228; 
tipo 229; tipo 230], 243 [tipo 231], 244 [tipo 
236A; tipo 237A], 245 [tipo 239], 250, 252, 
264-265, 267, 270-276, 280-281, 285, 288-
289, 292-293 [fig. 76], 294-296 [fig. 77], 298, 
305-306 [tab. 3], 309, 319-320, 323, 327-328, 
336, 338, 340, 342, 344, 348-349, 352, 357, 
372, 377, 392; Petitti 2000; Sadori et al. 2004; 
Belardelli et al. 2007, 325-326 [no. 29]; 
Ialongo 2007, 153 [tipo 11], 162 [tipo 37], 165 
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[tipo 42A], 166 [tipo 45], 167 [tipo 50; tipo 
51B], 169 [tipo 56], 181; Di Gennaro & 
Barbaro 2008a, 130 [no. 33 = “Mezzano 2”] 
Comments: In terms of vessel types (Cocchi 
Genick 1998), in the absence of EBA2 
structural remains and given the evidence for 
acts of EBA2 metalwork deposition (Appendix 
1 [#27]), it seems more likely that this lake-
side assemblage should be interpreted as a 
depositional zone or a cult place. 
 
#35 
Site: OLPETA (Valentano, VT) 
Prior history: Neolithic 
Date: generically EBA 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: probably ceramic 
fragments (unpublished) 
Features: - 
References: Belardelli et al. 2004 [no. 23] 
 
#36 
Site: SCOPONETO [1] & SCOPONETO 2 
(Valentano, VT) 
Prior history: Neolithic 
Date: generically EBA 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: probably ceramic 
fragments (unpublished) 
Features: - 
References: Belardelli et al. 2004 [nos. 30-31] 
 
#37 
Site: VALLONE (Valentano, VT) 
Prior history: Neolithic 
Date: EBA2 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments and a 
so-called “tavoletta enigmatica” [see 
Comments] 
Features: - 
References: Conti et al. 1993, 45-48; Guidi & 
Pascucci 1996, 469 [no. 7]; Cocchi Genick 
1998, 78 [no. 73], 108 [tipo 23B], 175 [tipo 
112B], 218 [tipo 177], 243 [tipo 231; tipo 
232], 286; Petitti 2000; Belardelli et al. 2007, 
327-328 [no. 38]; Ialongo 2007, 167 [tipo 
54A], 184; Di Gennaro & Barbaro 2008a, 130 
[no. 7] 
Comments: The “tavoletta enigmatica” 
suggests connectivity to Northern Italy (cf. the 
dress-pins at LAGO DI MEZZANO; §4.2; §4.4). 
 
#38 
Site: POGGI DEL MULINO-“POGGIO FIORE” & 
“QUOTA 401” (Valentano, VT) 
Prior history: - 
Date: EBA2 
Description: surface finds in several locations 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: possibly structural remains (i.e. burnt 
clay and beaten earth fragments) 
References: Conti et al. 1993, 45, 48; Guidi & 
Pascucci 1996, 469 [no. 8]; Cocchi Genick 
1998, 78 [no. 74], 105 [tipo 21A], 230 [tipo 
200B], 234 [tipo 212], 286; Belardelli et al. 
2007, 327 [nos. 32 & 35]; Di Gennaro & 
Barbaro 2008a, 130 [no. 39] 
 
#39 
Site: MONTE SALIETTE (Valentano, VT) 
Prior history: - 
Date: EBA2 
Description: surface finds and excavation of 
three small trenches 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments [and 
possibly three flint arrowheads] 
Features: [see Comments] 
References: Negroni Catacchio & Pellegrini 
1988, 67 [no. 52]; Negroni Catacchio & Miari 
1991/1992 [no. 38; i.e. no. 88 on map]; Conti 
et al. 1993, 47-58; Guidi & Pascucci 1996, 469 
[no. 16]; Cocchi Genick 1998, 78 [no. 75], 108 
[tipo 23B], 212 [tipo 168C], 285, 358; 
Belardelli et al. 2007, 326 [no. 36]; Ialongo 
2007, 181; Di Gennaro & Barbaro 2008a, 130 
[no. 28] 
Comments: The structural elements (i.e. stones 
and post-holes) found in the small trenches 
should probably be dated to MBA, following 
the date of the bulk of the assemblage. 
 
#40 
Site: BUCHE BIETOLE (Farnese, VT) 
Prior history: - 
Date: possibly EBA2 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Belardelli et al. 2007, 287-288 




Site: PALOMBARA II (Farnese, VT) 
Prior history: - 
Date: EBA2 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragment(s), 
including a single EBA2 fragment 
Features: - 
References: Casi et al. 1998, 422 [no. 9, i.e. 
generically Bronze Age]; Damiani 2001; 
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Belardelli et al. 2007, 291-292 [no. 53]; Di 
Gennaro & Barbaro 2008a, 134 [no. 184] 
 
#42 
Site: ROCCOIA (Farnese, VT) 
Prior history: Neolithic-Copper Age [i.e. 
isolated handle, cf. Damiani 2001] 
Date: EBA1 (subphase: BA1B) & EBA2 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Negroni Catacchio & Pellegrini 
1988, 72 [no. 95], 74 [tav. 33A]; Negroni 
Catacchio & Miari 1991/1992 [no. 54]; Casi & 
Stoppiello 1993, 253 [no. 8]; Guidi & Pascucci 
1996, 469 [no. 9]; Cocchi Genick 1998, 78 [no. 
76], 142 [tipo 66A], 175 [tipo 111], 244 [tipo 
236A]; Casi et al. 1998, 423 [no. 19]; Damiani 
2001; Belardelli et al. 2007, 292-293 [no. 49]; 
Di Gennaro & Barbaro 2008a, 130 [no. 32] 
 
#43 
Site: MANDRIA BUONA (Farnese, VT) 
Prior history: Copper Age (final phase) 
Date: EBA1 (subphase: BA1) & possibly 
EBA2 [Casi et al. 1998] 
Description: surface finds, from an exposed 
archaeological layer, reportedly a settlement 
(Negroni Catacchio & Pellegrini 1988) 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Negroni Catacchio & Pellegrini 
1988, 72 [no. 94], 73 [tav. 32]; Negroni 
Catacchio & Miari 1991/1992 [no. 34]; Casi & 
Stoppiello 1993, 254 [no. 22]; Guidi & 
Pascucci 1996, 469 [no. 11]; Cocchi Genick 
1998, 78 [no. 77], 189 [tipo 134A], 285; Casi 
et al. 1998, 423 [no. 21]; Belardelli et al. 2007, 
290 [no. 48]; Di Gennaro & Barbaro 2008a, 
130 [no. 38] 
 
#44 
Site: MURCIA BIANCA (Farnese, VT) 
Prior history: Neolithic 
Date: EBA2 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Casi & Stoppiello 1993, 254 [no. 
19]; Cocchi Genick 1998, 78 [no. 78], 108 
[tipo 25A], 285; Casi et al. 1998, 422 [no.7]; 
Cocchi Genick 2002, 40 [no. 66]; Belardelli et 
al. 2007, 291 [no. 58]; Di Gennaro & Barbaro 
2008a, 131 [no. 41] 
 
#45 
Site: PRATO DI FRABULINO (Farnese, VT) 
Prior history: - 
Date: EBA2 
Description: surface finds; probably in 
connection with rock-cut tomb (Appendix 2 
[#13]) 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: possibly in association with dry stone 
wall or fortification (Belardelli et al. 2007, 292 
[no. 54]) 
References: Negroni Catacchio & Pellegrini 
1988, 72 [no. 96, i.e. “Castelletto di Prato 
Fabulino”], 74 [tav. 33B]; Negroni Catacchio 
& Miari 1991/1992 [no. 12, i.e. “Castelletto di 
Prato Fabulino”]; Casi & Stoppiello 1993, 253 
[no. 4]; D’Ercole & Trucco 1995, 341-345; 
Casi et al. 1998, 422 [no. 17]; Cocchi Genick 
1998, 364; Cocchi Genick 2002, 40 [no. 64]; 
Belardelli et al. 2004 [no. 35]; Belardelli et al. 
2007, 292 [no. 54]; Di Gennaro & Barbaro 
2008a, 134 [no. 185] 
Comments: These surface finds have been used 
to substantiate the EBA2-MBA1 trajectory of 
the rock-cut tomb (Appendix 2 [#13]). 
 
#46 
Site: CAMPO DELLA VILLA (Farnese, VT) 
Prior history: - 
Date: EBA2 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragment(s) [i.e. 
decorated fragment, “Norchia-Pian del 
Casalone” style, cf. Damiani 2001] 
Features: - 
References: Damiani 2001; Belardelli et al. 
2004 [no. 38]; Belardelli et al. 2007, 288 [no. 




Site: VALDERICO (Farnese, VT) [also: LA 
MANDRIOLA] 
Prior history: - 
Date: EBA2 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Negroni Catacchio & Pellegrini 
1988, 72 [no. 93]; Casi & Stoppiello 1993, 254 
[no. 13]; Casi et al. 1998, 423 [no. 31]; 
Belardelli et al. 2007, 293 [no. 42]; Di 
Gennaro & Barbaro 2008a, 131 [no. 43] 
 
#48 
Site: PRATO PIANACQUALE (Farnese, VT) 
Prior history: Neolithic; Copper Age 
Date: EBA2 
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Description: surface finds; and stray finds in 
excavation 
General assemblage: ceramic fragment(s) 
Features: [see Comments] 
References: Casi & Stoppiello 1993, 254 [no. 
21]; Guidi & Pascucci 1996, 469 [no. 13]; Casi 
et al. 1998, 422 [no. 8], 424-426, 431-432; 
Cocchi Genick 2002, 40 [no. 65]; Belardelli et 
al. 2007, 292 [no. 57]; Di Gennaro & Barbaro 
2008a, 131 [no. 42] 
Comments: A MBA1 structure (i.e. ditch) 
seems to have cross-cut prior structural 
remains (i.e. fire-place, post-holes, possibly the 
remains of a house?) (Casi et al. 1998, 426, 
431 [fig. 3]), probably predating EBA, 
according to the very limited assemblage. 
 
#49 
Site: PIANIZZA (Ischia di Castro, VT) 
Prior history: Copper Age 
Date: putatively EBA [see Comments] 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: [see Comments] 
Features: - 
References: Belardelli et al. 2007, 300 [no. 
109]; Di Gennaro & Barbaro 2008a, 135 [no. 
199] 
Comments: EBA continuity between Copper 
Age and MBA is presumed (not substantiated). 
 
#50 
Site: POGGIO MARMARE (Ischia di Castro, VT) 
Prior history: possibly Copper Age 
Date: possibly EBA 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Negroni Catacchio & Pellegrini 
1988, 75 [no. 108]; Belardelli et al. 2007, 300 




Site: CROSTOLETTO DI LAMONE (Ischia di 
Castro, VT) 
Prior history: Copper Age (final phase) 
Date: EBA2 
Description: surface finds; possibly stray finds 
in excavation; reportedly a settlement [see 
Comments] 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments [and 
possibly lithic artefacts, a.o. flint arrowheads 
and a fragment of polished greenstone axe] 
Features: - 
References: Poggiani Keller & Figura 1979; 
Negroni Catacchio & Pellegrini 1988, 65 [no. 
26]; Negroni Catacchio & Miari 1991/1992 
[no. 16]; Guidi & Pascucci 1996, 469 [no. 10]; 
Cocchi Genick 1998, 78-79 [no. 79], 133 [tipo 
55; tipo 56], 213 [tipo 169B], 214 [tipo 171B], 
285; Belardelli et al. 2007, 296-297 [no. 103]; 
Di Gennaro & Barbaro 2008a, 130 [no. 34] 
Comments: Settlement function has been 
debated in favour of a ritual context (cf. 
Cocchi Genick 2002). 
 
#52 
Site: PIANETTI (Ischia di Castro, VT) 
Prior history: - 
Date: EBA1 [subphase BA1B] 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Guidi 1979, 130, 137 [no. 2]; 
Negroni Catacchio & Pellegrini 1988, 69 [no. 
73]; Negroni Catacchio & Miari 1991/1992 
[no. 41]; Guidi & Pascucci 1996, 469 [no. 14]; 
Cocchi Genick 1998, 79 [no. 80], 142 [tipo 
66A], 202 [tipo 149], 285; Belardelli et al. 
2007, 300 [no. 105]; Di Gennaro & Barbaro 
2008a, 130 [no. 5] 
 
#53 
Site: ROVINE DI CASTRO-QUOTA 215 (Ischia di 
Castro, VT) 
Prior history: possibly Copper Age 
Date: possibly EBA 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: probably ceramic 
fragments (unpublished) 
Features: - 
References: Belardelli et al. 2004 [no. 85] 
 
#54 
Site: CAMPO DELLA BATTAGLIA (Ischia di 
Castro, VT) 
Prior history: - 
Date: EBA2 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Casi et al. 1998, 423-424 [no. 37]; 
Belardelli et al. 2007, 294 [no. 97]; Di 
Gennaro & Barbaro 2008a, 131 [no. 40] 
 
#55 
Site: LE VIGNACCE (Ischia di Castro, VT) 
Prior history: Neolithic 
Date: EBA2 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
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References: Casi et al. 1998, 424 [no. 42]; 
Belardelli et al. 2007, 299 [no. 106]; Di 
Gennaro & Barbaro 2008a, 130 [no. 27] 
 
#56 
Site: LA COMUNELLA (Ischia di Castro, VT) 
[also: LE CANTONATE] 
Prior history: Neolithic, Copper Age 
Date: EBA2 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References:; Casi et al. 1998, 424 [no. 44]; 
Belardelli et al. 2007, 299 [no. 107]; Di 
Gennaro & Barbaro 2008a, 130 [no. 37] 
 
#57 
Site: VALLE DEL BOVO (Ischia di Castro, VT) 
Prior history: - 
Date: possibly EBA 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Belardelli et al. 2007, 301 [no. 




Site: MONTE DI CELLERE (Cellere, VT) 
Prior history: - 
Date: EBA2 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments, two 
arrowheads and other flint artefacts 
Features: - 
References: Brunetti Nardi 1981, 60; 
Pennacchioni 1995, 219-220; Belardelli et al. 
2007, 281 [no. 176] 
 
#59 
Site: RIMININO (Canino, VT) 
Prior history: Neolithic 
Date: possibly EBA [see Comments] 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: isolated ceramic fragment 
Features: - 
References: Negroni Catacchio & Pellegrini 
1988, 82 [no. 139]; Pacciarelli 1993; Guidi & 
Pascucci 1996, 469 [no. 19]; Cocchi Genick 
1998, 17; Cocchi Genick 2002, 41 [no. 78]; 
Belardelli et al. 2007, 275-276 [no. 183]; Di 
Gennaro & Barbaro 2008a, 130 [no. 29] 
Comments: Because of the isolated find in a 
predominantly MBA1 assemblage, this site has 
been interpreted as postdating EBA (Cocchi 
Genick 1998, 17; 2002). 
 
#60 
Site: MONTE DELL’ORO (Canino, VT) 
Prior history: - 
Date: generically EBA 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: isolated ceramic fragment 
Features: - 
References: Asor Rosa et al. 1995, 181, 186 
[fig. 1A.54], 188 [fig. 3F]; Belardelli et al. 
2007, 274 [no. 184]; Di Gennaro & Barbaro 
2008a, 130 [no. 2] 
 
#61 
Site: TORRE CROGNOLA (Canino, VT) 
Prior history: Neolithic (cf. Negroni Catacchio 
& Pellegrini 1988); Copper Age (final phase) 
Date: predominantly EBA1 [subphases BA1A, 
BA1 & BA1B] & EBA2 
Description: surface finds; with stratigraphical 
sequence: two layers separated by travertine 
formations 
General assemblage: large amount of ceramic 
fragments (including ‘Bell Beaker’ type); 
possibly spindle-whorls and lithic artefacts 
[fragments of stone axes (‘ascia-martello’), 
quernstones and a muller (‘macinello’), stone 
pendants, flint arrowheads and other flint 
artefacts]; and faunal remains (Table 7.12; 
Table 7.15) 
Features: - 
References: Guidi, in Interventi 1977, 286-
287; Pennacchioni 1977; Pennacchioni 1977a; 
Pennacchioni 1978; Guidi 1979, 134-135, 137 
[no. 5]; Brunetti Nardi 1981, 219-220; Negroni 
Catacchio & Pellegrini 1988, 67 [no. 47]; 
Gianni 1991, 115-117 [fig. 9-10]; Negroni 
Catacchio & Miari 1991/1992 [no. 57]; 
Pennacchioni 1995, 220-221; Di Gennaro & 
Pacciarelli 1996, 574; Guidi & Pascucci 1996, 
469 [no. 20]; Cocchi Genick 1998, 14-15, 38, 
51, 56, 79 [no. 84], 93 [tipo 1A; tipo 1B; tipo 
1D; tipo 2A], 95 [tipo 2D; tipo 3; tipo 4; tipo 
5A; tipo 5B], 97 [tipo 6; tipo 8], 99 [tipo 12], 
101 [tipo 13; tipo 16], 103 [tipo 17A], 118 
[tipo 34], 120 [tipo 36], 125 [tipo 43B], 126 
[tipo 45B; tipo 47], 130 [tipo 50], 132 [tipo 
52A], 133 [tipo 54], 137 [tipo 59B], 142 [tipo 
66B], 149 [tipo 75B], 152 [tipo 81], 153 [tipo 
85], 155 [tipo 86B], 169 [tipo 102A], 170 [tipo 
105A; tipo 105B], 172 [tipo 106B], 177 [tipo 
115A], 184 [tipo 125], 185 [tipo 128B], 191 
[tipo 136], 192 [unicum 1], 200 [tipo 146], 218 
[tipo 178B], 221 [tipo 182A], 222 [tipo 183B], 
224 [tipo 185A; tipo 186; tipo 187A], 228 [tipo 
196], 230 [tipo 197; tipo 198; tipo 199A], 231 
[tipo 200C; tipo 203], 232 [tipo 205; tipo 206-
var. A], 233 [tipo 208B; tipo 209A], 234 [tipo 
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210; tipo 213], 236 [tipo 215], 237 [tipo 218A; 
tipo 219], 238 [tipo 220; tipo 221A], 239 [tipo 
224], 240 [tipo 225], 244 [tipo 236A], 248, 
251, 253, 264, 269, 278, 286, 311, 313, 323-
324, 336, 338, 342, 355-356; Belardelli et al. 
2007, 276 [no. 187]; Ialongo 2007, 150 [tipo 
1], 151 [tipo 3], 154 [tipo 13; tipo 19], 158 
[tipo 24A], 162 [tipo 35], 166 [tipo 43; tipo 
47B], 167 [tipo 54B], 171 [tipo 60; tipo 62A; 
tipo 64], 173 [tipo 66D], 174 [tipo 67; tipo 68; 
tipo 69; tipo 70], 180; Di Gennaro & Barbaro 
2008a, 130 [no. 19] 
Comments: One of the few comprehensive 
‘Bell Beaker’ assemblages (i.e. decorated 
ceramics) in northernmost Lazio. In this thesis, 
the assemblage is interpreted as the remains of 
a periodic meeting-place (rather than a 
settlement) on the basis of its place in networks 
and the predominance of decorated vessels of 
types related to food consumption. 
 
#62 
Site: POGGIO OLIVASTRO (Canino, VT) 
Prior history: Neolithic, Copper Age 
Date: possibly EBA1 [see Comments] 
Description: surface finds and excavation 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
(including ‘Bell Beaker’ type) and lunar 
shaped shell pendants; and possibly faunal 
remains (Table 7.12; Table 7.15) 
Features: - 
References: Negroni Catacchio 1988a; Negroni 
Catacchio & Pellegrini 1988, 82 [no. 137]; 
Bulgarelli et al. 1993; Guidi & Pascucci 1996, 
469 [no. 21]; Cocchi Genick 1998, 19; 
Bulgarelli et al. 2000; Belardelli et al. 2007, 
274 [no. 185]; Di Gennaro & Barbaro 2008a, 
130 [no. 3] 
Comments: The EBA date is questioned by 
Cocchi Genick (1998, 19), but prior to more 
recent excavations (cf. Bulgarelli et al. 2000). 
 
#63 
Site: MONTE ROZZI (Canino, VT) 
Prior history: Neolithic; Copper Age 
Date: EBA2 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments [and 
possibly spindle-whorls and lithic artefacts] 
Features: - 
References: D’Ercole 1977a; Guidi 1979, 137 
[no. 6]; Negroni Catacchio & Pellegrini 1988, 
67 [no. 48]; Cocchi Genick 1998, 79 [no. 85], 
112 [tipo 30], 153 [tipo 84B], 285; Belardelli 
et al. 2007, 274 [no. 192]; Di Gennaro & 
Barbaro 2008a, 130 [no. 4] 
 
#64 
Site: BRECCIETELLO (Montalto di Castro, VT) 
[also: BRECCETELLI] 
Prior history: - 
Date: possibly EBA [i.e. “Luni Tre Erici-
Norchia” style] 
Description: surface finds; in two locations 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Di Gennaro & Pacciarelli 1996, 
574; Belardelli et al. 2007, 302 [no. 229]; Di 
Gennaro & Barbaro 2008a, 130 [no. 31] 
 
#65 
Site: CANCELLONE (Montalto di Castro, VT) 
Prior history: - 
Date: possibly EBA 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Belardelli et al. 2007, 302 [no. 




Site: LA PISCINA (Montalto di Castro, VT) 
Prior history: Neolithic 
Date: generically EBA 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Casi 2000a, 301 [no. 3], 305, 311 
[fig. 2.8-9]; Belardelli et al. 2007, 303 [no. 




Site: SORGENTE DEL TUFO (Montalto di Castro, 
VT) 
Prior history: - 
Date: possibly EBA 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Belardelli et al. 2007, 306 [no. 




Site: PONTECCHIO (Montalto di Castro, VT) 
[also: ARCHI DI PONTECCHIO] 
Prior history: Late Neolithic; Copper Age 
Date: possibly EBA1 [i.e. ‘Bell Beaker type’ 
fragment] & EBA2 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
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References: D’Ercole 1977b; Di Gennaro 1979 
[no. 35]; Negroni Catacchio & Pellegrini 1988, 
66 [no. 45]; Negroni Catacchio & Miari 
1991/1992 [no. 75]; Pacciarelli 1993, 238; 
Asor Rosa et al. 1995, 182, 186 [fig. 1B.3], 
188 [fig. 3J, i.e. Bell Beaker type]; Guidi & 
Pascucci 1996, 469 [no. 23]; Cocchi Genick 
1998, 79 [no. 87], 105 [tipo 22A], 110 [tipo 
25B], 214 [tipo 171B], 286; Cocchi Genick 
2002, 41 [no. 83]; Belardelli et al. 2007, 305 




Site: CASALE CARCARELLO (Tuscania, VT) 
Prior history: - 
Date: EBA2 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments [and 
possibly a spindlewhorl (fragment) and a flint 
artefact] 
Features: - 
References: Belardelli et al. 2007, 324 [no. 
242]; Persiani 2007; Di Gennaro & Barbaro 
2008a, 134 [no. 159] 
 
#70 
Site: CASALE SAETTO (Tuscania, VT) 
Prior history: - 
Date: generically EBA 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Belardelli et al. 2007, 324 [no. 
249]; Trucco 2007; Di Gennaro & Barbaro 
2008a, 134 [no.160] 
 
#71 
Site: OMO MORTO (Tuscania, VT) 
Prior history: - 
Date: generically EBA 
Description: surface finds [also after road 
works] 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Belardelli et al. 2007, 325 [no. 




Site: PIANO DELLA SELVA (Tuscania, VT) 
Prior history: - 
Date: EBA1 & EBA2 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments (a.o. 
cooking-plate) [and possibly a bobbin 
(fragment), a bronze ring and a flint artefact] 
Features: - 
References: Belardelli et al. 2007, 325 [no. 
243]; Conti 2007; Di Gennaro & Barbaro 
2008a, 135 [no. 191] 
 
#73 
Site: CASTELLINA DEL FORMICONCINO 
(Tuscania, VT) 
Prior history: - 
Date: EBA2 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Mandolesi 1993, 246-248; Guidi 
& Pascucci 1996, 469 [no. 24]; Cocchi Genick 
1998, 79 [no. 86], 108 [tipo 25A], 133 [tipo 
55], 209 [tipo 209B], 285; Mandolesi 1999, 
166-168 [no. 21]; Cocchi Genick 2002, 42 [no. 
86]; Belardelli et al. 2007, 324 [no. 244]; Di 
Gennaro & Barbaro 2008a, 136 [no. 272] 
 
#74 
Site: CASALE BARZELLOTTI (Soriano al 
Cimino, VT) 
Prior history: Copper Age 
Date: possibly EBA1 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
(including ‘Bell Beaker’ type) [and possibly 
flint and obsidian artefacts] 
Features: - 
References: Guidi 1979, 137-138 [no. 11]; 
Brunetti Nardi 1981, 154; Guidi & Pascucci 
1996, 469 [no. 26]; Cocchi Genick 1998, 19; 
Belardelli et al. 2007, 311 [no. 169]; Di 
Gennaro & Barbaro 2008a, 130 [no. 14] 
 
#75 
Site: FOSSO DELLE ROTE (Corchiano, VT) 
Prior history: - 
Date: possibly EBA 
Description: surface finds (unpublished) 
General assemblage: probably ceramic 
fragments 
Features: - 
References: Petitti 1990 [no. 7]; Belardelli et 
al. 2007, 338 [no. 203] 
 
#76 
Site: NORCHIA & PIANO DEL CASALONE 
(Viterbo, VT) 
Prior history: Copper Age (final phase) 
Date: possibly EBA [i.e. “Luni Tre Erici-
Norchia” style] 
Description: stray finds during excavations and 
surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
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Features: - 
References: Colonna di Paolo & Colonna 
1978, 71-72, 283-285; Guidi 1979, 138 [nos. 
12 & 13]; Brunetti Nardi 1981, 196; Di 
Gennaro & Pacciarelli 1996, 574-575 [fig. 15-
18]; Cocchi Genick 1998, 9, 19-20; Mandolesi 
1999a, 246, 250; Pacciarelli 2000, 20 [fig. 
5C.8-10]; Belardelli et al. 2007, 332 [nos. 95-
96]; Di Gennaro & Barbaro 2008a, 134 [no. 
187], 136 [no. 264] 
 
#77 
Site: CASTELLINA DELLA CIVITA DI TARQUINIA 
(Tarquinia, VT) 
Prior history: - 
Date: possibly EBA [i.e. “Luni Tre Erici-
Norchia” style] 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Di Gennaro & Pacciarelli 1996, 
574; Belardelli et al. 2007, 314-315 [no. 280]; 




Site: CAVONE (Tarquinia, VT) 
Prior history: Copper Age 
Date: possibly EBA [i.e. “Luni Tre Erici-
Norchia” style] 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Mandolesi & Pacciarelli 1989, 39-
42; Di Gennaro & Pacciarelli 1996, 574; 
Mandolesi et al. 1996, 113 [no. 3]; Mandolesi 
1999, 156 [no. 1]; Belardelli et al. 2007, 315 




Site: POGGIO GALLINARO (Tarquinia, VT) 
Prior history: Copper Age 
Date: possibly EBA [i.e. “Luni Tre Erici-
Norchia” style] 
Description: surface finds (in context of an 
Iron Age cemetery; “area 4A”) 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Di Gennaro & Pacciarelli 1996, 
574; Belardelli et al. 2007, 321 [no. 295]; Di 
Gennaro & Barbaro 2008a, 130 [no. 11] 
 
#80 
Site: MONTARANA (Tarquinia, VT) 
Prior history: Copper Age 
Date: possibly EBA 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Pennacchioni & Persiani 1982; Di 
Gennaro 1986, 62-63; Mandolesi 1999, 158 
[no. 7]; Cocchi Genick 2002, 42 [no. 93]; 
Conti & Persiani 2004, 540; Belardelli et al. 
2007, 318 [no. 307]; Di Gennaro & Barbaro 
2008a, 136 [no. 267] 
 
#81 
Site: ULIVETO DI CENCELLE (Tarquinia, VT) 
Prior history: - 
Date: possibly EBA [i.e. “Luni Tre Erici-
Norchia” style] 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Di Gennaro 1979 [no. 39]; Guidi 
1979, 138 [no. 17]; Brunetti Nardi 1981, 166; 
Di Gennaro & Pacciarelli 1996, 575 [fig. 24-
25]; Guidi & Pascucci 1996, 469 [no. 33]; 
Mandolesi et al. 1996, 117 [no. 30]; Cocchi 
Genick 1998, 20-21; Di Gennaro 1999b, 42; 
Belardelli et al. 2007, 323 [no. 319]; Di 
Gennaro & Barbaro 2008a, 136 [no. 271] 
 
#82 
Site: BARBARANO ROMANO (Barbarano 
Romano, VT) 
Prior history: - 
Date: EBA2 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Guidi & Pascucci 1996, 649 [no. 
47]; Cocchi Genick 1998, 48, 79 [no. 88], 112 
[tipo 30], 120 [tipo 38B], 147 [tipo 73], 160 
[tipo 92], 178 [tipo 116], 222 [tipo 184B], 242 
[tipo 229], 284, 356; Mandolesi 1998, 515; 
Belardelli et al. 2007, 262 [no. 399]; Ialongo 
2007, 166 [tipo 47B], 181; Di Gennaro & 
Barbaro 2008a, 136 [no. 254] 
 
#83 
Site: CUPELLARO (Barbarano Romano, VT) 
Prior history: Neoltihic 
Date: possibly EBA 
Description: surface finds from exposed 
alluvium (in secondary position) 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Belardelli et al. 2007, 262 [no. 
401]; Di Gennaro & Barbaro 2008a, 136 [no. 
257] 
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#84 
Site: VALLE NOBILE (Bassano Romano, VT) 
Prior history: - 
Date: possibly EBA 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: isolated ceramic fragment 
[i.e. handle] 
Features: - 
References: Coccia et al. 1985, 519 [fig. 1.2], 
520, 530-531 [fig. 9]; Belardelli et al. 2007, 
263 [no. 414]; Di Gennaro & Barbaro 2008a, 
136 [no. 258] 
 
#85 
Site: TORNALE (Vejano, VT) 
Prior history: - 
Date: generically EBA 
Description: occasional find 
General assemblage: two conjoining ceramic 
fragments of a decorated vessel 
Features: - 
References: Belardelli et al. 2007, 328 [no. 
409]; Di Gennaro 2007b, 363 [fig. 195]; Di 
Gennaro & Barbaro 2008a, 134 [no. 180] 
Comments: This isolated find probably 




Site: SAN GIOVENALE (Blera, VT) 
Prior history: - 
Date: possibly EBA [i.e. “Luni Tre Erici-
Norchia” style] 
Description: stray finds in excavation and 
surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Di Gennaro & Pacciarelli 1996, 
574; Belardelli et al. 2007, 269 [no. 359] 
 
#87 
Site: CAVARELLA PICCHIATA (Blera, VT) 
Prior history: - 
Date: generically EBA 
Description: surface finds (unpublished) 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Belardelli et al. 2007, 265 [no. 




Site: PIANAROLA (Blera, VT) 
Prior history: - 
Date: generically EBA 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Belardelli et al. 2007, 267 [no. 




Site: PONTONE DELLE PALLOTTE (Blera, VT) 
[also: SANT’ANDREA] 
Prior history: Neolithic; possibly Copper Age 
Date: possibly EBA [i.e. “Luni Tre Erici-
Norchia” style] 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Belardelli et al. 2007, 268 [no. 




Site: PONTONE SIRIGNANO (Blera, VT) 
Prior history: - 
Date: probably EBA 
Description: surface finds (unpublished) 
General assemblage: ceramic fragment(s) [o.a. 
one decorated fragment, probably EBA in 
date] 
Features: - 
References: Belardelli et al. 2007, 268 [no. 




Site: VIGNOLO (Blera, VT) 
Prior history: - 
Date: possibly EBA 
Description: surface finds (unpublished) 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Belardelli et al. 2007, 270 [no. 




Site: LUNI SUL MIGNONE-TRE ERICI (Blera, 
VT) 
Prior history: Neolithic; possibly Copper Age 
Date: possibly EBA1 (subphase: BA1A) [see 
Comments] 
Description: reportedly a structure [“capanna 
IV”]-layers 8 & 7 (lower part) 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments, 
charcoal, ashes and faunal remains (Table 
7.12; Table 7.15), ceramic fragments and two 
complete cups, spindle-whorls, quernstone 
fragments, flint artefacts, bone awl, wattle-and-
daub fragments, disarticulated human remains 
[not listed in Appendix 2] 
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Features: a putative house (“capanna IV”), 
extending beyond the limits of the trench, with 
a circular lay-out and with a layer of stones 
and pieces of tuff under a beaten earth 
(‘battuto’) floor. 
References: Gejvall 1967; Östenberg 1967, 33-
68; Di Gennaro 1979 [no. 24]; Guidi 1979, 138 
[no. 15]; Di Gennaro & Pacciarelli 1996, 574-
575 [fig. 1-14]; Guidi & Pascucci 1996, 469 
[no. 31]; Cocchi Genick 1998, 19-20; 
Pacciarelli 2000, 20 [fig. 5C.1-4]; Cocchi 
Genick 2002, 43 [no. 96]; Belardelli et al. 
2007, 266 [no. 349]; Ialongo 2007, 158 [tipo 
26A], 171 [tipo 65], 173 [tipo 66D], 176; Di 
Gennaro & Barbaro 2008a, 136 [no. 266] 
Comments: Cocchi Genick (1998, 2002) has 
reconstructed a gap in the site’s trajectory 
between the Copper Age and MBA1, but this 
is debated (Ialongo 2007). Ialongo (2007, 176) 
suggests an EBA1 [subphase BA1A] date on 
the basis of parallels between the “Luni-Tre 
Erici-Norchia” style of decoration (Di Gennaro 
& Pacciarelli 1996) and ORTUCCHIO-STRADA 
28 (SCAVI CREMONESI) [#16] in the FUCINO 
BASIN. The EBA1 date may also align with one 
of the radiocarbon dates (§3.3) for the 
stratigraphic unit (Di Gennaro & Pacciarelli 
1996, 574; but cf. Cocchi Genick 1998, 19). 
 
#93 
Site: BRUCHIONE (Civitella Cesi, VT) 
Prior history: - 
Date: possibly EBA 
Description: probably surface finds 
(unpublished) 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Di Gennaro 1995, 228; Guidi & 
Pascucci 1996, 469 [no. 46] 
 
#94 
Site: LA SELCIA (Civitella Cesi, VT) 
Prior history: possibly Copper Age 
Date: possibly EBA 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Hemphill 2000, 104 [no. 188] 
 
#95 
Site: CAVARELLA DI VALLE MORA-LA STORA 
(Blera, VT) 
Prior history: - 
Date: generically EBA [see Comments] 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Hemphill 2000, 35 [no. 22 = La 
Stora]; Belardelli et al. 2007, 265 [no. 333]; Di 
Gennaro & Barbaro 2008a, 130 [no. 9] 
Comments: Possibly rather MBA1 [subphase 
BM1] (cf. Hemphill 2000). 
 
#96 
Site: PORCIANO (Castel Sant’Elia, VT) 
Prior history: possibly Neolithic [Belardelli et 
al. 2007]; Copper Age 
Date: possibly EBA 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments, 
spindle-whorls, flint arrowheads and other 
artefacts 
Features: - 
References: Selmi 1978, 58; Guidi 1979, 138 
[no. 28]; Brunetti Nardi 1981, 59; Di Gennaro 
& Stoddart 1982 [no. 12]; Petitti 1990 [no. 16]; 
Guidi & Pascucci 1996, 470 [no. 49]; 
Belardelli et al. 2007, 280 [no. 381]; Di 
Gennaro & Barbaro 2008a, 134 [no. 188] 
 
#97 
Site: GRÁCIOLO-“GROTTA ARNARO I & II” 
(Nepi, VT) 
Prior history: probably Neolithic 
Date: generically EBA 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments [and 
possibly spindle-whorls and fragment of a 
greenstone axe] 
Features: - 
References: Selmi 1978, 55; Brunetti Nardi 
1981, 131; Di Gennaro & Stoddart 1982 [no. 
10]; Guidi & Pascucci 1996, 470 [no. 50]; 
Belardelli et al. 2007, 309 [nos. 370-371]; Di 





Site: LE VIGNACCE (Mazzano Romano, RM) 
Prior history: possibly Copper Age 
Date: possibly EBA1 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Selmi 1978, 55; Guidi 1979, 138 
[no. 29]; Di Gennaro & Stoddart 1982 [no. 11]; 
Guidi & Pascucci 1996, 469 [no. 48]; 
Belardelli et al. 2007, 44-45 [no. 204]; Di 
Gennaro & Barbaro 2008a, 130 [no. 20] 
 
#99 
Site: TRE QUERCE (Mazzano Romano, RM) 
[also: TRE QUERCIE] 
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Prior history: - 
Date: possibly EBA 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments [and 
possibly lithic artefacts (a.o. an arrowhead)] 
Features: - 
References: Selmi 1978, 55; Brunetti Nardi 
1981, 124; Di Gennaro & Stoddart 1982 [no. 
15]; Belardelli et al. 2007, 45 [no. 205]; Di 
Gennaro & Barbaro 2008a, 130 [no. 25] 
 
#100 
Site: MONTE RAMIANO (Fiano Romano, RM) 
Prior history: - 
Date: possibly EBA1 
Description: buried ‘living floor’ (at a depth of 
7m in stratigraphical sequence) exposed in a 
road-cutting 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: [see Description] 
References: Jones 1963, 119-125; Angle et al. 
1986, 111; Petitti 1990 [no. 20]; Guidi & 
Pascucci 1996, 470 [no. 52]; Guidi 2004, 39; 
Belardelli et al. 2007, 47 [no. 1] 
 
#101 
Site: “PENDIO VERSO IL FOSSO DI S. MARTINO E 
LA STRADA PER IL CASTELLACCIO” (Capena, 
RM) 
Prior history: Copper Age (final phase) 
Date: possibly EBA1 
Description: surface finds (after construction 
work) 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Bartolini et al. 1995, 64-65 [no. 
29]; Belardelli et al. 2007, 61 [no. 18] 
 
#102 
Site: FOSSO DEL PAVONE (Campagnano di 
Roma, RM) 
Prior history: - 
Date: generically EBA 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: probably ceramic 
fragments 
Features: - 
References: Di Gennaro & Stoddart 1982 [no. 
52]; Belardelli et al. 2007, 23-24 [no. 212]; Di 
Gennaro & Barbaro 2008a, 130 [no. 15] 
 
#103 
Site: VICARELLO (Trevignano Romano, RM) 
Prior history: - 
Date: possibly EBA 
Description: submerged site at LAGO DI 
BRACCIANO 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Di Gennaro 1979 [no. 82]; Guidi 
1979, 138 [no. 26]; Cocchi Genick 2002, 46 
[no. 125]; Belardelli et al. 2007, 23 [no. 218]; 
Di Gennaro & Barbaro 2008a, 130 [no. 35] 
 
#104 
Site: RISERVA CAMPETTO (Oriolo Romano, 
RM) 
Prior history: possibly Copper Age (final 
phase) 
Date: generically EBA (“area 5”) 
Description: surface finds (in three zones) 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 




Site: FELCETELLO (Allumiere, RM) 
Prior history: Copper Age 
Date: possibly EBA 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Guidi 1979, 138 [no. 22] 
 
#106 
Site: TUFARELLE SUL RIFIUME (Allumiere, 
RM) [also: LE TUFARELLE (Tolfa, RM) 
Prior history: Neolithic; Copper Age 
Date: generically EBA 
Description: surface finds, excavation and 
unpublished material 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Di Gennaro 1973; Di Gennaro 
1979 [no. 49]; Guidi 1979, 138 [no. 23]; Guidi 
& Pascucci 1996, 469 [no. 37]; Cocchi Genick 
2002, 45 [no. 119]; Belardelli et al. 2007, 19 




Site: MONTE PIANTANGELI-“Q. 501” (Tolfa, 
RM) [also (Civitella Cesi, VT)] 
Prior history: possibly Copper Age 
Date: generically EBA 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Hemphill 2000, 106 [no. 194]; 
Belardelli et al. 2007, 54-55 [no. 135]; Di 
Gennaro & Barbaro 2008a, 134 [no. 155] 
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#108 
Site: GROTTINI DI ROTA (Tolfa, RM) [also: I 
GROTTINI (Canale Monterano, RM)] 
Prior history: - 
Date: possibly EBA2 
Description: surface finds, unpublished 
material 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Brunetti Nardi 1981, 172; Guidi & 
Pascucci 1996, 469 [no. 44]; Di Gennaro et al. 
2002, 677; Belardelli et al. 2007, 24 [no. 267]; 
Di Gennaro & Barbaro 2008a, 134 [no. 178] 
 
#109 
Site: BUFALARECCIA (Tolfa, RM) 
Prior history: Neolithic 
Date: possibly EBA [i.e. “Luni Tre Erici-
Norchia” style] 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments [and 
possibly a spindle-whorl] 
Features: - 
References: Di Gennaro & Pacciarelli 1996, 
574-575 [fig. 19-23]; Di Gennaro 1998, 105 
[tab. 1]; Pacciarelli 2000, 20 [fig. 5C.5-7]; 
Belardelli et al. 2007, 50 [no. 124]; Di 
Gennaro & Barbaro 2008a, 135 [no. 197] 
 
#110 
Site: BUFALARECCIA-QUOTA 77 (Tolfa, RM) 
Prior history: Neolithic; Copper Age 
Date: possibly EBA1 & possibly EBA2 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments [and 
possibly stone, flint and obsidian artefacts] 
Features: - 
References: Di Gennaro 1979 [no. 75]; Guidi 
1979, 138 [no. 16]; Maffei et al. 1981, 218-
224; Guidi & Pascucci 1996, 469 [no. 32]; 
Mandolesi et al. 1996, 115-116 [no. 23]; Di 
Gennaro 1998, 105 [tab. 1]; Cocchi Genick 
2002, 44 [no. 110]; Belardelli et al. 2007, 50 




Site: SAN PIETRINO (Tolfa, RM) 
Prior history: Early Neolithic 
Date: generically EBA [layer 8] 
Description: surface finds and excavation, with 
stratigraphy 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Nutini 2007, 100 
#112 
Site: RISERVA CAPANNONE (Tolfa, RM) 
Prior history: - 
Date: possibly EBA 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Belardelli et al. 2007, 51 [no. 




Site: CASTELLINA DEL CERASOLO (Tolfa, RM) 
[also: POGGIO CAPECCHIO] 
Prior history: - 
Date: possibly EBA 
Description: surface finds and occasional finds 
during construction work 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Belardelli et al. 2007, 51-52 [no. 




Site: POGGIO CASALAVIO (Tolfa, RM) 
Prior history: - 
Date: possibly EBA 
Description: surface finds (unpublished) 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments [and 
possibly lithic artefacts] 
Features: - 
References: Belardelli et al. 2007, 56 [no. 




Site: CODATA DELLE MACINE (Civitavecchia, 
RM) 
Prior history: Neolithic; Copper Age 
Date: possibly EBA2 [i.e. “Luni Tre Erici-
Norchia” style] 
Description: surface finds and stray finds in 
excavation 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Di Gennaro 1979 [no. 50]; 
Brunetti Nardi 1981, 11; Maffei 1981; Seri 
1981; Di Gennaro & Pacciarelli 1996, 574; 
Guidi & Pascucci 1996, 469 [no. 36]; 
Mandolesi et al. 1996, 124 [no. 71]; Cocchi 
Genick 1998, 20; Cocchi Genick 2002, 45 [no. 
118]; Belardelli et al. 2007, 17-18 [no. 189]; 
Di Gennaro & Barbaro 2008a, 135 [no. 202] 
 
#116 
Site: PYRGI (Santa Marinella, RM) 
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Prior history: possibly Copper Age 
Date: generically EBA 
Description: stray finds in excavation 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Belardelli et al. 2007, 48 [no. 
266]; Enei 2008, 19 
 
#117 
Site: CAOLINO DEL FOSSO ERI (Santa 
Severa/Tolfa, RM) 
Prior history: - 
Date: possibly EBA1 [i.e. “Luni Tre Erici-
Norchia” style; see Comments] 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Brunetti Nardi 1981, 171; Di 
Gennaro & Pacciarelli 1996, 574; Guidi & 
Pascucci 1996, 469 [no. 38]; Di Gennaro 1998, 
105 [tab. 1]; Di Gennaro et al. 2002, 673; 
Belardelli et al. 2007, 50-51 [no. 169]; Di 
Gennaro & Barbaro 2008a, 136 [no. 268] 
Comments: Di Gennaro et al. (2002, 673), 
exploring the cultural context of the rock 
fissures at PIAN SULTANO (Appendix 2 [#17] 
& Appendix 3 [#26]), state that the earliest 
finds postdate EBA (i.e. MBA). 
 
#118 
Site: MONTE ABBADONE (Cerveteri, RM) 
[also: FOSSO DUE PONTI] 
Prior history: Neolithic; Copper Age 
Date: generically EBA 
Description: surface finds in several locations 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments and 
flint artefacts [and possibly quernstones 
(Cerasuolo 2007f, 88)] 
Features: - 
References: Brunetti Nardi 1981, 70-71; Guidi 
& Pascucci 1996, 469 [no. 40]; Belardelli et al. 
2007, 31 [no. 311]; Cerasuolo 2007f; Di 
Gennaro & Barbaro 2008a, 135 [no. 201] 
 
#119 
Site: MONTE ABBADONCINO-“ESTREMITÀ 
ORIENTALE, Q. 103” (Cerveteri, RM) 
Prior history: - 
Date: generically EBA 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments and 
lithic artefacts 
Features: - 
References: Belardelli et al. 2007, 31 [no. 
304]; Cerasuolo 2007e; Di Gennaro & Barbaro 
2008a, 134 [no. 182] 
 
#120 
Site: CAERE, “PIANORO”-CASETTA S. ANGELO 
(Cerveteri, RM) 
Prior history: - 
Date: possibly EBA 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Belardelli et al. 2007, 27 [no. 




Site: CERI-PIAN CERESE (Cerveteri, RM) 
Prior history: - 
Date: possibly EBA 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Belardelli et al. 2007, 28 [no. 




Site: FORNACI DI CERI (Cerveteri, RM) 
Prior history: - 
Date: generically EBA 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
(Cerasuolo 2007b, 73 [fig. 7.1]) 
Features: - 
References: Belardelli et al. 2007, 29 [no. 
296]; Cerasuolo 2007b; Di Gennaro & Barbaro 
2008a, 136 [no. 262] 
 
#123 
Site: MACCHIA DELLA SIGNORA-“VERSANTE 
SUL FOSSO DELLA MADDALENA” (Cerveteri, 
RM) 
Prior history: - 
Date: generically EBA 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Belardelli et al. 2007, 31 [no. 
316]; Cerasuolo 2007d 
 
#124 
Site: POLLEDRARA-“PRESSO Q. 89” (Cerveteri, 
RM) 
Prior history: - 
Date: possibly EBA 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Belardelli et al. 2007, 35 [no. 
312]; Cerasuolo 2007g 




Site: VALCANNETO-“A OVEST DI Q. 80” 
(Cerveteri, RM) 
Prior history: - 
Date: generically EBA 
Description: surface finds (in two locations) 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Belardelli et al. 2007, 37 [no. 
320]; Cerasuolo 2007h; Di Gennaro & Barbaro 
2008a, 130 [no. 24] 
 
#126 
Site: VACCINA (Ladispoli, RM) 
Prior history: Copper Age 
Date: EBA1 [subphase BA1B] 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Di Gennaro 1979 [no. 66]; Guidi 
1979, 135, 138 [no. 24]; Di Gennaro & 
Pacciarelli 1996, 574; Guidi & Pascucci 1996, 
469 [no. 39]; Cocchi Genick 1998, 79 [no. 92], 
142 [tipo 66], 218 [tipo 178B], 232 [tipo 
206A], 233 [tipo 208; tipo 209B], 286; 
Belardelli et al. 2007, 44 [no. 348]; Ialongo 
2007, 167 [tipo 54B], 178; Di Gennaro & 
Barbaro 2008a, 135 [no. 198] 
 
#127 
Site: PALIDORO (Fiumicino, RM) 
Prior history: Neolithic; Copper Age 
Date: EBA1 [subphase BA1] & EBA2 
Description: excavation with stratigraphy [see 
Comments], reportedly a settlement 
General assemblage (layers 8 & 7): ceramic 
fragments, spindle-whorls, flint arrowheads 
and a stone pendant 
Features: - 
References: Peroni 1971, 213 [fig. 47.1-2], 
226; Di Gennaro 1979 [no. 83]; Guidi 1979, 
135, 138 [no. 25]; Di Gennaro & Pacciarelli 
1996, 574; Guidi & Pascucci 1996, 469 [no. 
42]; Cocchi Genick 1998, 21, 23, 64, 79 [no. 
93], 182 [tipo 123B], 191 [tipo 136], 221 [tipo 
182B], 222 [tipo 184A], 230 [tipo 200A], 233 
[209B], 240 [tipo 226], 285, 311, 323, 353, 
359; Belardelli et al. 2007, 42 [no. 342]; 
Ialongo 2007, 162 [tipo 39A], 180; Di Gennaro 
& Barbaro 2008a, 135 [no. 195] 
Comments: Layer 8 is EBA in date, layer 7 
contains some MBA1 ceramics (Cocchi 
Genick 1998, 79; Ialongo 2007, 180). 
 
#128 
Site: LE GROTTE (Fiumicino, RM) 
Prior history: - 
Date: EBA1 [subphase BA1A] & EBA2 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Guidi & Pascucci 1996, 469 [no. 
41]; Cocchi Genick 1998, 79 [no. 94], 99 [tipo 
12], 101 [tipo 13], 285; Belardelli et al. 2007, 
41 [no. 329]; Di Gennaro & Barbaro 2008a, 
130 [no. 36] 
 
#129 
Site: LE COLONNACCE (Fiumicino, RM) 
Prior history: - 
Date: possibly EBA 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments [and 
possibly flint artefacts] 
Features: - 
References: Guidi & Pascucci 1996, 469 [no. 
43]; Tartara 1999, 252 [no. 518]; Cocchi 
Genick 2002, 46 [no. 128]; Belardelli et al. 
2007, 41 [no. 340]; Di Gennaro & Barbaro 
2008a, 135 [no. 192] 
 
#130 
Site: CASALE CAMPANELLA (Fiumicino, RM) 
Prior history: Copper Age 
Date: possibly EBA 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments [and 
possibly a flint arrowhead] 
Features: - 
References: Belardelli et al. 2007, 40 [no. 
332]; Di Gennaro 2007; Di Gennaro & 
Barbaro 2008a, 135 [no. 200] 
 
#131 
Site: CASTEL CAMPANILE (Fiumicino, RM) 
Prior history: - 
Date: possibly EBA 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Belardelli et al. 2007, 40 [no. 
333]; Cerasuolo 2007i; Di Gennaro & Barbaro 
2008a, 136 [no. 259] 
 
#132 
Site: TENUTA DI CASTEL CAMPANILE 
(Fiumicino, RM) 
Prior history: - 
Date: probably EBA 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments [and 
possibly a miniature vessel and flint artefacts] 
Features: - 
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References: Belardelli et al. 2007, 43 [no. 
335]; Cerasuolo 2007m; Di Gennaro & 
Barbaro 2008a, 130 [no. 23] 
 
#133 
Site: STATUA-“PRESSO I RUDERI” (Fiumicino, 
RM) 
Prior history: - 
Date: possibly EBA 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: isolated ceramic fragment 
(i.e. handle) 
Features: - 
References: Belardelli et al. 2007, 43 [no. 
345]; Cerasuolo 2007l; Di Gennaro & Barbaro 
2008a, 130 [no. 12] 
 
#134 
Site: MAGLIANELLA DI SOTTO (Massimina, 
RM) 
Prior history: possibly late Copper Age 
Date: probably EBA (i.e. EBA1 and/or EBA2) 
[see Comments] 
Description: stratigraphical sequence, with 
structural remains in a single layer [see 
Features]; reportedly a settlement (perhaps at 
lake-side) 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments and 
complete vessels; spindle-whorls and lithics; 
and faunal remains 
Features: three levels with remains of fire-
places adding up to a single layer covered by a 
layer of burnt clay 
References: Rossi Diana & ten Kortenaar 2008 
Comments: The reported homogeneity of the 
assemblage contrasts with the wide date range 
of late Copper Age-EBA2 proposed in the 
preliminary site report (Rossi Diana & ten 
Kortenaar 2008, 418). 
 
#135 
Site: L’ARDINO (Percile, RM) 
Prior history: - 
Date: EBA1 [subphase BA1B] & EBA2 
Description: occasional finds during 
construction work and excavation, with 
archaeological layer (under Roman villa) 
General assemblage: charcoal, bone, ceramic 
fragments, spindle-whorl and lithics (a.o. flint 
arrowhead) 
Features: - 
References: Guidi 1979, 131-132, 138 [no. 
35]; Guidi & Pascucci 1996, 470 [no. 57]; 
Cocchi Genick 1998, 79 [no. 95], 95 [tipo 5A], 
142 [tipo 66A], 220 [tipo 179A], 285; 
Belardelli et al. 2007, 142 [no. 362]; Ialongo 
2007, 167 [tipo 53], 181 
 
#136 
Site: ROCCAGIOVINE (RM) 
Prior history: - 
Date: EBA2 
Description: occasional finds during 
construction work 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Guidi & Pascucci 1996, 470 [no. 
58]; Belardelli et al. 2007, 147 [no. 43] 
 
#137 
Site: LE ZITELLE (Camerata Nuova, RM) 
Prior history: - 
Date: possibly EBA2 
Description: surface finds (unpublished) 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Guidi & Pascucci 1996, 470 [no. 
59]; Belardelli et al. 2007, 111 [no. 93] 
 
#138 
Site: CERRETO-QUIRANI (Palombara Sabina, 
RM) 
Prior history: Copper Age 
Date: possibly EBA 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments [and 
possibly a bobbin] 
Features: - 
References: Belardelli et al. 2007, 141 [no. 
35]; Mari & Sperandio 2007f 
 
#139 
Site: COLLE DEL PESCHIO (Palombara Sabina, 
RM) 
Prior history: - 
Date: EBA2 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: isolated ceramic fragment 
(Mari & Sperandio 2007g [fig. 152.15] = 
Cocchi Genick 1998 [tipo 131]) 
Features: - 
References: Belardelli et al. 2007, 141 [no. 
34]; Mari & Sperandio 2007g 
 
#140 
Site: FOSSO DEL CUPO (Guidonia Montecelio, 
RM) 
Prior history: possibly Neolithic; possibly 
Copper Age 
Date: generically EBA 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
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References: Mari 1983, 211-212 [no. 230]; 
Sperandio & Mari 1983, 436 [fig. 5], 437 [nos. 
229 & 230]; Guidi & Pascucci 1996, 470 [no. 
61]; Belardelli et al. 2007, 124 [no. 69]; Gioia 
et al. 2008a, 146 [tab. 1.2] 
 
#141 
Site: LE CAPRINE (Guidonia Montecelio, RM) 
Prior history: Neolithic, Copper Age 
Date: possibly EBA1 & EBA2 [see 
Comments] 
Description: surface finds and excavation; with 
exposed stratigraphical sequence 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Mari 1983, 162 [no. 150]; 
Sperandio & Mari 1983, 435 [no. 150], 436 
[fig. 5]; Guidi & Zarattini 1993; Guidi & 
Pascucci 1996, 470 [no. 60]; Cocchi Genick 
1998, 19; Cocchi Genick 2002, 47 [no. 138]; 
Belardelli et al. 2007, 125 [no. 70]; Cocchi 
Genick 2007a, 450; Gioia et al. 2008a, 146 
[tab. 1.1] 
Comments: Excluded by Cocchi Genick (1998, 
19) from her synthesis because of the limited 
assemblage (i.e. two ceramic fragments). 
 
#142 
Site: TAVERNUCOLE (Guidonia Montecelio, 
RM) 
Prior history: possibly Neolithic; possibly 
Copper Age 
Date: possibly EBA 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments (some 
of these large) 
Features: - 
References: Sperandio & Mari 1983, 436 [fig. 
5], 437-438 [no. 274] 
 
#143 
Site: CASETTA MASSUCCI (Guidonia 
Montecelio, RM) 
Prior history: - 
Date: possibly EBA 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Belardelli et al. 2007, 123 [no. 
57]; Mari & Sperandio 2007 
 
#144 
Site: FOSSO DI TOR SAN GIOVANNI (RM) 
Prior history: - 
Date: generically EBA 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: probably ceramic 
fragments 
Features: - 




Site: TENUTA RADICICOLI DEL BENE-
ACCORRABONE (RM) 
Prior history: - 
Date: probably EBA2 
Description: surface finds and subsequent 
rescue excavations, with stratigraphical 
sequence, including an EBA2 phase and an 
EBA2-MBA1 phase; reportedly colluvial 
deposits (rich in charcoal and including 
structural remains [see Features]) of a 
settlement situated in the immediate vicinity, 
in a small valley 
General assemblage (EBA2): (larger) ceramic 
fragments (Barbaro & Di Gennaro 2007, 922 
[fig. 2C]; Barbaro 2008, 221 [fig. 50A]); 
General assemblage (EBA2-MBA1): (larger) 
ceramic fragments, including “Palma di 
Campania” ceramics, and possibly a decorated 
spindle-whorl (Barbaro 2008, 221 [fig. 50B]) 
Features (EBA2-MBA1): oval feature (length: 
c. 6m), associated with ceramics and numerous 
burnt clay or beaten earth fragments 
References: Barbaro & Di Gennaro 2007, 921 
[fig. 1.2], 922 [fig. 2C]; Barbaro 2008; Di 
Gennaro 2008, 209-210 [fig. 36.4] 
 
#146 
Site: TENUTA RADICICOLI MAFFEI-AREA 106 
(RM) 
Prior history: Neolithic 
Date: probably EBA2 [see Comments] 
Description: surface finds and excavation, with 
stratigraphical sequence 
General assemblage: (larger) ceramic 
fragments (Barbaro & Di Gennaro 2007, 922 
[fig. 2E]) [and possibly faunal remains] 
Features: the lower levels include a cluster of 
disarticulated human remains (skull, mandible 
and long bones) [not listed in Appendix 2], in 
association with a complete cup (“tazza-
attingitoio”), turned upside down, perhaps the 
remains of a (prior or EBA?) burial in situ 
(Barbaro & Di Gennaro 2008, 12-13 [fig. 3]) 
References: Barbaro & Di Gennaro 2007, 921 
[fig. 1.3]; Barbaro & Di Gennaro 2008, 12-13, 
22-29 [fig. 11-15] 
Comments: The catalogue of the final 
publication lists the ceramic assemblage as 
generically EBA-MBA1 in date (Barbaro & Di 
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Gennaro 2008, 22-29), but probably includes 
EBA2 vessel types. 
 
#147 
Site: TENUTA RADICICOLI DEL BENE-AREA 79 
(RM) 
Prior history: - 
Date: generically EBA 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: (larger) ceramic 
fragments and cilindrical object (Barbaro & Di 
Gennaro 2007, 922 [fig. 2A]) 
Features: - 
References: Barbaro & Di Gennaro 2007, 921 
[fig. 1.4], 922 [fig. 2A] 
 
#148 
Site: TENUTA RADICICOLI DEL BENE-AREA 85 
(RM) 
Prior history: - 
Date: generically EBA 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: (larger) ceramic 
fragments (Barbaro & Di Gennaro 2007, 922 
[fig. 2B]) 
Features: - 




Site: CASALI DELLA CECCHINA (RM) 
Prior history: - 
Date: generically EBA 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: probably ceramic 
fragments 
Features: - 
References: Barbaro & Di Gennaro 2007, 921 
[fig. 1.6], 922 [fig. 2B] 
 
#150 
Site: VIA ITALO SVEVO (RM) 
Prior history: - 
Date: generically EBA 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
(Barbaro & Di Gennaro 2007, 922 [fig. 2D]) 
Features: - 




Site: “CRUSTUMERIUM” (RM) 
Prior history: - 
Date: possibly EBA [see Comments] 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: isolated ceramic fragment 
Features: - 
References: Guidi 2000a, 274; Di Gennaro et 
al. 2004, 151; Guidi 2004, 39; Barbaro & Di 
Gennaro 2007, 921 [fig. 1.12] 
Comments: The isolated fragment has been 
reported as generically EBA-MBA1 in date. 
 
#152 
Site: ROMA-S. OMOBONO (RM) 
Prior history: - 
Date: EBA2 
Description: stray finds in excavation; 
probably in secondary position due to later 
(pre)historic construction work at COLLE 
CAPITOLINO (ROMA-CAMPIDOGLIO [#153]) 
[see Comments] 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Fugazzola Delpino 1976a [tav. 
IIB.f-g]; Di Gennaro & Pacciarelli 1996, 574; 
Angle & Guidi 2007, 151 [no. 1]; Cazzella et 
al. 2007, 805; Gioia et al. 2008a, 147 [tab. 
1.18]; Alessandri 2009, 300 [§3.188.1], 535 
[no. 155] 
Comments: The scenario of the primary site 
location has been questioned, in favour of a 
seasonally wet location, but the argument 
against displacement on the basis of the 
presence of artificial terraces at COLLE DEL 
CAMPIDOGLIO (Alessandri 2009, 300) is 
flawed, since the terraces postdate EBA. 
 
#153 
Site: ROMA-CAMPIDOGLIO (RM) 
Prior history: - 
Date: possibly EBA1 
Description: stray finds in excavation 
General assemblage: isolated ceramic fragment 
Features: - 




Site: FOSSO DI TORRE SPACCATA (RM) 
Prior history: - 
Date: EBA1 [subphases BA1 & BA1B] 
Description: occasional finds during 
construction work 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Carboni & Ragni 1984, 51-52 [no. 
15]; Gianni 1991, 123 [no. 15]; Di Gennaro & 
Pacciarelli 1996, 574; Guidi & Pascucci 1996, 
470 [no. 69]; Cocchi Genick 1998, 79 [no. 99], 
130 [unicum], 208 [tipo 162], 233 [tipo 209A], 
286; Angle & Guidi 2007, 151 [no. 8]; Gioia et 
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al. 2008a, 147 [tab. 1.25]; Alessandri 2009, 
287, 290 [§3.180], 535 [no. 139] 
 
#155 
Site: CASALE DI TORRE SPACCATA (RM) 
Prior history: - 
Date: EBA1 [subphase BA1B] 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments [and 
possibly an arrowhead and other lithic 
artefacts] 
Features: - 
References: Guidi 1979, 131, 138 [no. 40]; 
Carboni & Ragni 1984, 51 [no. 18]; Gianni 
1991, 123 [no. 17]; Guidi & Pascucci 1996, 
470 [no. 70]; Cocchi Genick 1998, 79 [no. 
100], 142 [tipo 66A], 202 [tipo 149], 286; 
Angle & Guidi 2007, 151 [no. 9]; Gioia et al. 
2008a, 147 [tab. 1.27]; Alessandri 2009, 282 
[§3.172], 535 [no. 143] 
 
#156 
Site: QUADRATO DI TORRE SPACCATA (RM) 
Prior history: Neolithic; Copper Age 
Date: EBA1 [subphases BA1 & BA1B] 
Description: surface finds; and excavations in 
several areas; several Copper Age houses in 
the latest excavation 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments and a 
more or less complete vessel [and possibly 
obsidian artefacts, if not Neolithic]; faunal 
remains (Table 7.12) 
Features: articulated burial next to house in 
(final) Copper Age settlement context 
(Appendix 2 [#20]) 
References: Anzidei & Bietti Sestieri 1980, 28-
30 [no. 10]; Carboni & Ragni 1984, 52 [no. 
24]; Clark 1984a; Gianni 1991, 123 [no. 14]; 
Anzidei & Carboni 1995; De Grossi Mazzorin 
& Minniti 1995; Di Gennaro & Pacciarelli 
1996, 574; Guidi & Pascucci 1996, 470 [no. 
71]; Cocchi Genick 1998, 79-80 [no. 101], 95 
[tipo 5B], 222 [tipo 183A], 224 [tipo 186], 
286, 359; Cazzella 2003, 232; Angle & Guidi 
2007, 150 [note 1]; Anzidei & Carboni 2007; 
Gioia et al. 2008a, 147 [tab. 1.29] 
 
#157 
Site: PISCINA DI TORRE SPACCATA (RM) 
Prior history: late-final Copper Age 
Date: possibly EBA1 
Description: surface finds and small 
excavation; Copper Age settlement assemblage 
and structures 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments, 
spindle-whorls, larger fragments of ceramic 
vessels [and possibly three flint arrowheads 
and other artefacts; a bone spatula or awl, and 
two bone awls]; faunal remains (Table 7.12; 
Table 7.15) and botanical remains (Table 
7.18), and possibly disarticulated human 
remains (Appendix 2 [#21]) 
Features: two burials at the margin of 
excavated area, without grave goods 
(Appendix 2 [#21]) 
References: Guidi 1979, 138 [no. 39]; Anzidei 
& Bietti Sestieri 1980, 30-35 [no. 11]; Bietti 
Sestieri & Gianni 1984; Carboni & Ragni 
1984, 52 [no. 16]; Clark 1984b; Costantini & 
Biasini 1984; Gianni 1991, 123 [no. 8], 127-
134; Cocchi Genick 1998, 359; Cazzella 2003, 
231; Cocchi Genick 2007a, 450; Gioia et al. 
2008a, 147 [tab. 1.24] 
 
#158 
Site: TORRE SPACCATA-FOSSO DEL PATRONE 
(RM) 
Prior history: late Copper Age 
Date: EBA1 & EBA2 [cf. radiocarbon date 
(LTL-2025A): 3663±100 BP (par. 3.3)] 
Description: trial trenches followed by 
extensive excavation; colluvial deposits 
[disturbed in reconstructed EBA-MBA high 
energy, torrential environment, cf. Arnoldus-
Huyzendveld 2008] 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments, lithics 
(flint and obsidian artefacts, a.o. arrowhead), 
pebbles; faunal remains (Table 7.12; Table 
7.13), including a complete cattle skull, and 
possibly botanical remains 
Features:  
References: Arnoldus-Huyzendveld 2008; 
Baroni et al. 2008; De Grossi Mazzorin 2008; 
Gioia & Volpe 2008; Gioia et al. 2008, 105 
[nos. 231 & 362; fig. 23], 108-110 [no. 231; 
fig. 27]; Gioia et al. 2008a, 147 [tab. 1.21] 
 
#159 
Site: PONTE LINARI (RM) 
Prior history: - 
Date: EBA2 
Description: probably surface finds 
General assemblage: probably ceramic 
fragments (unpublished) 
Features: - 
References: Angle & Guidi 2007, 151 [no. 11]; 
Gioia et al. 2008a, 147 [tab. 1.33]; Alessandri 
2009, 535 [no. 167] 
 
#160 
Site: TENUTA QUADRARO-VIA LUCREZIA 
ROMANA (RM) 
Prior history: final Copper Age 
Date: EBA1 [subphase: BA1A] [area III] 
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Description: excavation, with four areas of 
material (along a water course), without a clear 
stratigraphy; two phases of habitation, phase 1 
(areas I & III) and phase 2 (areas II & IV) 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments (a.o. 
very large fragments, lids and circular cooking 
plates) and scarce lithic artefacts 
Features: [1] so-called ‘frequentation floors’ 
and levelling ‘floors’ (stones and ceramics); 
[2] so-called houses (post-holes in perimeter 
setting); 
[3] a pit (containing charcoal and ceramic 
fragments); 
[4] an accessory building (with ceramic 
fragments ‘in situ’). 
References: Iaia et al. 2005; Angle & Guidi 
2007, 148-149, 151 [no. 12]; Ialongo 2007, 
154 [tipo 13], 158 [tipo 26A], 173 [tipo 66B; 
tipo 66D], 176; Gioia et al. 2008a, 147 [tab. 




Site: UNITÀ ANAGNINA-PUNTO II (RM) 
Prior history: late-final Copper Age 
Date: possibly EBA 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments [and 
possibly fragment of small greenstone axe and 
three flint arrowheads] 
Features: - 
References: Guidi 1979, 138 [no. 41]; Anzidei 
& Bietti Sestieri 1980, 27-28 [no. 9]; Gianni 




Site: FOSSO DI GREGNA (RM) 
Prior history:  
Date: EBA2 
Description: probably surface finds 
General assemblage: probably ceramic 
fragments (unpublished) 
Features: - 
References: Angle & Guidi 2007, 151 [no. 10]; 
Gioia et al. 2008a, 147 [tab. 1.26]; Alessandri 
2009, 535 [no. 168] 
 
#163 
Site: TOR PAGNOTTA, CASALE 14 (RM) 
Prior history: late-final Copper Age [Angle & 
Guidi 2007] 
Date: possibly EBA1 or EBA2 [see 
Comments] 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Gianni 1991, 119 [fig. 12], 123 
[no. 16]; Guidi & Pascucci 1996, 470 [no. 72]; 
Cocchi Genick 1998, 80 [no. 102], 137 [tipo 
61B], 153 [tipo 84B], 177 [unicum], 206 [tipo 
158B], 239 [tipo 224], 286; Angle & Guidi 
2007, 150 [note 1]; Gioia et al. 2008a, 147 
[tab. 1.36] 
Comments: The assemblage had initially been 
dated to late Copper Age-EBA1 (Gianni 1991; 
Guidi & Pascucci 1996), but was redated to 
EBA2 by Cocchi Genick (1998); and recently 
to the late Copper Age (Angle & Guidi 2007, 
150 [note 1]). 
 
#164 
Site: FOSSO DELLA MOLA (RM) 
Prior history: late-final Copper Age 
Date: possibly EBA1 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Gianni 1991, 118 [fig. 11], 123 
[no. 13]; Guidi & Pascucci 1996, 470 [no. 73]; 
Cocchi Genick 1998, 19; Gioia et al. 2008a, 
147 [tab. 1.40] 
 
#165 
Site: QUARTO DELLE TORTORELLE (RM) 
Prior history: possibly late-final Copper Age 
Date: possibly EBA1 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Gianni 1991, 123 [no. 18]; Guidi 
& Pascucci 1996, 470 [no. 74]; Angle & Guidi 




Site: OSTERIA DEL MALPASSO (RM) 
Prior history: possibly Copper Age 
Date: possibly EBA 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Gianni et al. 1984, 67 [no. 6]; 
Angle & Guidi 2007, 151 [no. 13]; Gioia et al. 
2008a, 147 [tab. 1.39] 
 
#167 
Site: CASALE DEL CAVALIERE (Lunghezza, 
RM) 
Prior history: late-final Copper Age (cf. 
radiocarbon date [GrA-7112: 4160±70 BP, 
2780-2654 BC]) 
Date: possibly EBA1 [see Comments] 
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Description: surface finds and excavation; 
probably single-generation settlement with 
structural elements; and possibly ploughmarks 
(Arnoldus-Huyzendveld et al. 2007, 511 [fig. 
2A]) 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments (a.o. 
miniature vessel, Boccuccia et al. 2000, 242 
[fig. 2.11]), spindle-whorls and lithic material 
(a.o. flint artefacts, fragments of quernstones, a 
muller, and fragments of stone axes); faunal 
(indeterminable) and botanical remains 
Features: post-holes; the majority of which 
form the partial outline of a house with 
elliptical shape (Boccuccia et al. 2000, 241 
[fig. 1b]), with internal fireplace (Arnoldus-
Huyzendveld et al. 2007, 511 [fig. 2]) 
References: Gioia et al. 1995; Guidi & 
Pascucci 1996, 470 [no. 63]; Boccuccia et al. 
2000; Arnoldus-Huyzendveld et al. 2007; 
Gioia et al. 2008a, 146 [tab. 1.4] 
Comments: If it concerns a single-generation 




Site: COLLE TASSO (RM) 
Prior history: - 
Date: EBA2 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments (a.o. 
“Palma di Campania” facies) 
Features: - 
References: Gianni 1991, 122 [fig. 15], 123 
[no. 20]; Guidi & Pascucci 1996, 470 [no. 65]; 
Cocchi Genick 1998, 63, 79 [no. 97], 185 
[unicum 2], 216 [tipo 173C], 273, 285, 323, 
327, 356; Angle & Guidi 2007, 151 [no. 7]; 
Gioia et al. 2008a, 146 [tab. 1.5] 
 
#169 
Site: MOLE DI CORCOLLE (RM) 
Prior history: late-final Copper Age 
Date: EBA1 [subphase BA1] 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments and 
two flint arrowheads (one of these with traces 
of exposure to fire) 
Features: - 
References: Anzidei & Bietti Sestieri 1980, 23-
24 [no. 4]; Cocchi Genick 1998, 79 [no. 98], 
225 [tipo 190], 237 [tipo 218B], 285, 323; 
Gioia et al. 2008a, 146 [tab. 1.6-7]; Alessandri 
2009, 291 [§3.182], 535 [no. 165] 
 
#170 
Site: COLLE PALUMBA (RM) 
Prior history: - 
Date: possibly EBA2 [see Comments] 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Bietti Sestieri & Sebastiani 1986 
[fig. 10.B]; Angle et al. 1991/1992 [no. 11]; 
Bietti Sestieri et al. 1991/1992, 441-444; 
Poggiani Keller 1995, 356 [no. 168]; Cocchi 
Genick 2002, 46 [no. 132]; Angle & Guidi 
2007, 151 [no. 6]; Gioia et al. 2008a, 146 [tab. 
1.10] 
Comments: Considered as MBA1 [subphase 
BM1A] in date by Cocchi Genick (2002). 
 
#171 
Site: COLLE MATTIA (Colonna, RM) 
Prior history: late-final Copper Age 
Date: EBA1 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Angle et al. 2002a, 57; Angle 
2003, 141; Angle et al. 2004a [no. 8]; Angle et 
al. 2005a, 689-690 [fig. 1.5]; Angle 2007; 
Belardelli et al. 2007, 117 [no. 371]; 
Alessandri 2009, 161 [#3.57] 
 
#172 
Site: VIA MEDIANA (Rocca Priora, RM) 
Prior history: - 
Date: possibly EBA 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: isolated ceramic fragment 
Features: - 




Site: LAGO ALBANO-“VILLAGGIO DELLE 
MACINE” (Castel Gandolfo, RM) 
Prior history: - 
Date: EBA2 [i.e. radiocarbon dates 
(unpublished, cf. Angle & Guidi 2007, 154 
[note 4])]. 
Description: excavation of previously 
submerged site; reportedly a settlement with 
structural elements (post-holes) and 
stratigraphy (sealed by a layer of stones); and 
possibly botanical remains (Table 7.19) 
General assemblage (lower layers [US 86, 39, 
30]): ceramic fragments and complete vessels 
[mixed with MBA1 ceramics]; and possibly 
botanical remains (Table 7.19) 
General assemblage (layers [US 11, 10]): 
ceramic fragments and complete vessels, and 
act of structured deposition [see Features] 
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Features: pile of ceramic vessel and two cups 
in wet context (US 10) 
References: Aglietti 2000, 74 [note 3]; Angle 
et al. 2002; Angle 2003, 141; Angle et al. 
2005a, 689-690 [fig. 1.17]; Angelini et al. 
2006; Angle & Guidi 2007, 151 [no. 15]; 
Angle et al. 2007; Belardelli et al. 2007, 114-
115 [no. 428]; Carra et al. 2007; Alessandri 
2009, 102-104 [§3.21], 535 [no. 32] 
Comments: The faunal sample is reported from 
layers [US9 etc.] that are entirely MBA1 in 
date (chapter 13). 
 
#174 
Site: QUARTO DELLA ZOLFORATELLA (RM) 
Prior history: possibly Copper Age 
Date: possibly EBA 
Description: surface finds; in three areas 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments and 
lithic artefacts (a.o. arrowheads) 
Features: - 
References: Gianni et al. 1984, 67 [nos. 4-5 & 
7]; Gioia et al. 2008a, 147 [tab. 1.44] 
 
#175 
Site: MALAFEDE-VALLE PORCINA (Acilia, RM) 
Prior history: - 
Date: EBA1 & possibly EBA2 [see 
Comments] 
Description: surface finds and small 
excavation 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments, 
spindle-whorls (fragmentary), fragment of a 
polished stone axe, flint arrowheads and 
obsidian blade 
Features: two post-holes and possibly a so-
called ‘living floor’ 
References: Gioia et al. 2007; Gioia et al. 
2008a, 147 [tab. 1.38] 
Comments: The assemblage is interpreted as 
EBA1 in date, but connections with EBA2 
assemblages in northernmost Lazio are also 
highlighted (Gioia et al. 2007, 867). 
 
#176 
Site: PRATICA DI MARE-SURROUNDINGS 
(Pomezia, RM) 
Prior history: - 
Date: possibly EBA1 
Description: probably surface finds, 
unpublished material 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Guidi & Pascucci 1996, 470 [no. 
76]; Alessandri 2007, 160 
#177 
Site: CAMPOSELVA (Pomezia, RM) 
Prior history: - 
Date: possibly EBA 
Description: surface finds (material lost) 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 




Site: FOSSO DEL DIAVOLO (Ardea, RM) [also 
(LT) in Gianni 1991] 
Prior history: Copper Age 
Date: possibly EBA1 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments, flint 
arrowheads and artefacts [and possibly 
spindle-whorls (Gianni 1991, 120 [fig. 13])] 
Features: - 
References: Gianni 1991, 120 [fig. 13], 123 
[no. 19], 142-143; Guidi & Pascucci 1996, 470 
[no. 78]; Morandini 1999, 14; Angle & Guidi 
2007, 150 [note 1] 
 
#179 
Site: SAN GIACOMO (Nettuno/Anzio, RM) 
Prior history: - 
Date: possibly EBA 
Description: occasional finds during 
construction work 
General assemblage: two ceramic fragments 
(with decoration) 
Features: - 
References: Angle 2007a; Belardelli et al. 
2007, 140 [no. 529] 
 
#180 
Site: NETTUNO-“STOP 4” (RM) 
Prior history: - 
Date: generically EBA 
Description: surface finds, exposed 
stratigraphy and small excavation 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Alessandri 2007, 160; Angle 
2007b; Angle & Guidi 2007, 151 [no. 18]; 
Belardelli et al. 2007, 140 [no. 541]; 
Alessandri 2009, 535 [no. 169] 
 
#181 
Site: COLLE DELL’UOMO MORTO (Labico, RM) 
Prior history: - 
Date: possibly EBA 
Description: occasional finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
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References: Belardelli et al. 2007, 128 [no. 
414]; Mancini 2007e 
 
#182 
Site: COSTE VICOI-FONTANA BRACCHI 
(Colleferro, RM) 
Prior history: - 
Date: possibly EBA 
Description: occasional finds during 
construction work 
General assemblage: ceramic fragment (i.e. 
handle) 
Features: - 




Site: COLLE MONTAROZZO (Colleferro, RM) 
[also: (Paliano, FR)] 
Prior history: - 
Date: possibly EBA2 [see Comments] 
Description: surface finds and occasional finds 
during construction work (unpublished) 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments [and 
possibly flint artefacts and wattle-and-daub 
fragments] 
Features: - 
References: Cardarelli 1979, 139 [no. 4]; Guidi 
1981, 50 [no. 10]; Pini & Seripa 1986 [no. 45]; 
Sebastiani Del Grande 1995, 22; Pascucci & 
Mancini 2004/2005 [no. 1]; Mancini 2006 [fig. 
1.1]; Belardelli et al. 2007, 115-116 [no. 479]; 
Mancini 2007 
Comments: The assemblage is predominantly 





Site: SELCIATELLA (Anagni, FR) 
Prior history: late-final Copper Age 
Date: possibly EBA1 [radiocarbon date 
awaited (cf. Bistolfi & Muntoni 2000, 275)] 
Description: small excavation; archaeological 
layer in context of ‘dolina’ (with NE/SW 
orientation) 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments (a.o. 
Bell Beaker type), lithics (a.o. flint blades, 
arrowheads, obsidian artefacts), charcoal and 
faunal remains (predominantly teeth probably 
due to desctruction by extreme heat) (Table 
7.12; Table 7.15) 
Features: layer of ceramics on top of pebble 
floor and two post-holes (one with double 
post) 
References: Bistolfi & Muntoni 2000, 274-
276, 283 [fig. 1b.2], 288-289 [fig. 6b-7]; 
Facciolo & Fiore 2000 
 
#185 
Site: I PANTANI (Fiuggi Fonte, FR) 
Prior history: possibly Copper Age 
Date: EBA1 
Description: surface finds and/or occasional 
finds following construction work and small 
excavation, with archaeological layer 
(charcoal, tiny burnt clay fragments) 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Angle & Gianni 1985, 18-20; 
Mancini 2006 [fig. 1.12]; Belardelli et al. 
2007, 375 [no. 2] 
 
#186 
Site: CAPO I PRATI (Fiuggi, FR) 
Prior history: - 
Date: generically EBA 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: probably ceramic 
fragments 
Features: - 
References: Belardelli et al. 2007, 385 [no. 3] 
 
#187 
Site: MONTE SAN LEONARDO (Veroli, FR) 
Prior history: - 
Date: possibly EBA2 [see Comments] 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments and 
quernstone fragments (or quernstone and five 
mullers, cf. Belardelli et al. 2007) 
Features: - 
References: Rizzello 1990; Sebastiani Del 
Grande 1995, 22; Guidi & Pascucci 1996, 462-
463 [fig. 2.13-15], 470 [no. 83]; Cocchi 
Genick 1998, 18; Angle & Guidi 2007, 152 
[no. 26]; Belardelli et al. 2007, 383 [no. 10] 
Comments: The assemblage is probably 




Site: FONTANA DEL LAGO-CONVENTO DI SAN 
GIUSEPPE (Veroli, FR) 
Prior history: - 
Date: EBA2 
Description: occasional finds during 
construction work and small excavation 
(largely unpublished) 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments and 
carbonised remains 
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Features: structure of limestone blocks, 
incorporating a concentration of ceramic 
fragments (Belardelli et al. 2007) 
References: Guidi & Pascucci 1996, 462-463 
[fig. 2.1-8], 470 [no. 82]; Cocchi Genick 1998, 
80 [no. 105], 208 [tipo 161B], 216 [tipo 173C], 
285, 323; Angle & Guidi 2007, 150 [note 1], 
152 [no. 25]; Belardelli et al. 2007, 382 [no. 9] 
 
#189 
Site: COLLE PROTE (Veroli, FR) 
Prior history: - 
Date: EBA2 
Description: occasional finds during 
construction work and small excavation (still 
partly unpublished) 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Guidi & Pascucci 1996, 462-463 
[fig. 2.9-10], 470 [no. 84]; Cocchi Genick 
1998, 80 [no. 106], 145 [tipo 72], 213 [tipo 
169B], 285; Angle & Guidi 2007, 150 [note 1], 
152 [no. 27]; Belardelli et al. 2007, 382 [no. 8] 
 
#190 
Site: SELVA DEI MULI (Frosinone, FR) 
Prior history: late-final Copper Age [Laterza & 
Ortucchio facies] 
Date: EBA1 [subphases: BA1A & BA1] & 
EBA2 
Description: stratigraphy exposed by 
construction work; and excavations 
General assemblage (Biddittu & Segre Naldini 
1981): ceramic fragments, spindle-whorls, 
bobbin, fragments of loomweights, ‘corno 
fittile’; seven flint arrowheads and other 
artefacts, obsidian artefacts, fragment of 
greenstone axe, fragment of a hammer-stone, 
five fragments of quernstones; and faunal 
remains (Table 7.12; Table 7.15) 
General assemblage (Cerqua 2009 & 2010): 
ceramic fragments and complete vessels (the 
latter in the ‘abandonment’ context of the 
perimeter ditch [see Features]), spindle-whorls, 
perforated cilindrical objects and lithic 
artefacts 
Features: a series of structural remains (in all 
likelihood, all structures are late Copper Age in 
date), including a) ‘house floors’ (c. 10 m) and 
post-holes (Biddittu & Segre Naldini 1981); b) 
‘house floors’ (“fondi di capanna”); c) 
accessory buildings; d) pits, also in association 
with alignments of post-holes; e) a perimeter 
ditch (mainly for draining the area); and, f) a 
series of palisades (Cerqua 2009, 2010)  
References: Biddittu & Segre 1976/1977, 36; 
Guidi 1979, 131-133, 138 [no. 45]; Biddittu & 
Segre Naldini 1981, 35-41, 45; Gianni 1991, 
123 [no. 10], 129-130, 135-136 [fig. 23]; 
Sebastiani Del Grande 1995, 22; Guidi & 
Pascucci 1996, 470 [no. 86]; Cocchi Genick 
1998, 80 [no. 107], 213 [tipo 170A; tipo 
171A], 230 [tipo 198], 234 [tipo 210], 237 
[tipo 217; tipo 219], 240 [tipo 227], 242 [tipo 
228; tipo 229], 243 [tipo 232; tipo 233], 286, 
323, 358-359, 373; Angle & Guidi 2007, 150 
[note 1]; Belardelli et al. 2007, 378 [no. 78]; 




Site: BORGO SANT’ANGELO (Ceccano, FR) 
Prior history: - 
Date: possibly EBA2 [see Comments] 
Description: surface finds and small 
excavation 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments, 
spindle-whorls, flint artefacts, obsidian 
fragment, and faunal remains (Table 7.13; 
Table 7.16) 
Features: fireplace 
References: Cardarelli 1979, 139 [no. 3]; 
Biddittu & Segre Naldini 1981, 41-45; Guidi 
1981, 50 [no. 12]; Pini & Seripa 1986 [no. 44]; 
Sebastiani Del Grande 1995, 22; Pascucci & 
Mancini 2004/2005 [no. 11]; Mancini 2006 
[fig. 1.2]; Belardelli et al. 2007, 373 [no. 94] 
Comments: The assemblage is predominantly 
MBA1 in date. 
 
#192 
Site: CONTRADA CAVONE (Ceprano, FR) 
Prior history: - 
Date: possibly EBA2 [see Comments] 
Description: small excavation; with two 
isolated pits; situated in the area of the 
confluence of the SACCO river with the LIRI 
river 
General assemblage: [see Features] 
Features: two pits, probably acts of structured 
deposition; 
[1] a circular pit (“structure A”; 0,4-1m in 
diameter, preserved depth: 0,6 m), lower level 
consisting of pebbles (towards the bottom of 
the pit evidence for exposure of stones to fire), 
mixed with ceramic fragments of smaller 
vessels, small (burnt) pieces of bone, and 
charcoal, and upper level built up of large 
fragments of large ceramic vessels (two 
vessels, completely reconstructible, and three 
vessel bottoms), fragments of smaller vessels, 
bone remains (partly burnt) and charcoal (also 
with evidence for exposure of objects to fire); 
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[2] an oval pit (“structure B”; 0,3m x 1-1,2m) 
containing burnt clay, charcoal and rare 
ceramic fragments (including large vessel 
forms) 
References: Biddittu et al. 2005a; Biddittu et 
al. 2006b; Mancini 2006 [fig. 1.21]; Belardelli 
et al. 2007, 373 [no. 96]; Biddittu et al. 2007a 
Comments: The assemblage was originally 
dated to MBA2-LBA (Biddittu et al. 2005a), 
but is predominantly MBA1 in date. 
 
#193 
Site: TREMOLETTO (Isola Liri, FR) 
Prior history: - 
Date: possibly EBA2 [see Comments] 
Description: surface finds and excavation, with 
structural elements 
General assemblage: probably ceramic 
fragments 
Features: level of limestone blocks and a 
pebble pavement 
References: Biddittu et al. 2006c, 196-197; 
Belardelli et al. 2007, 386 [no. 49]; Treglia 
2007, 958 [fig. 1.4] 
Comments: The assemblage is predominantly 
MBA1 [subphase BM1] in date. 
 
#194 
Site: ISOLA LIRI (FR) 
Prior history: - 
Date: possibly EBA 
Description: surface finds and/or occasional 
finds in excavation; in context of Iron Age 
cemetery 
General assemblage: isolated ceramic fragment 
(i.e. handle) 
Features: - 
References: Belardelli et al. 2007, 378 [no. 
48]; Treglia 2007, 958 [fig. 1.5] 
 
#195 
Site: CARNELLO (Sora, FR) [also: “località 
Ciccione”] 
Prior history: - 
Date: EBA2 
Description: occasional finds during 
construction work, exposed stratigraphy and 
surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Sebastiani Del Grande 1995, 22; 
Guidi & Pascucci 1996, 462-463 [fig. 2.11-12], 
470 [no. 85]; Cocchi Genick 1998, 19; Guidi et 
al. 2002 [no. 4]; Angle & Guidi 2007, 152 [no. 
28]; Belardelli et al. 2007, 382 [no. 26]; 
Treglia 2007, 958 [fig. 1.3] 
 
#196 
Site: CAMPOVARIGNO (Sora, FR) 
Prior history: late Copper Age 
Date: possibly EBA2 [see Comments] 
Description: small excavation with 
stratigraphical sequence (“saggio A”) and 
another with stray finds in a Late-Final Bronze 
Age context (“saggio B”), in the context of the 
construction of a pipeline 
General assemblage (“saggio A”-lower level 
[late Copper Age]): ceramic fragments, flint 
artefacts and faunal remains (Table 7.12; Table 
7.15) 
General assemblage (“saggio A”-upper level 
[EBA2-MBA1]): larger part of a 
(reconstructible) ceramic vessel (Nicosia & 
Cerqua 2009, 420 [fig. 6.3], 421 [fig. 7]), 
ceramic fragments (Nicosia & Cerqua 2009, 
420 [fig. 6]) 
General assemblage (“saggio B”-stray finds 
[EBA2-MBA1]): ceramic fragments (Nicosia 
& Cerqua 2009, 424 [fig. 12]) 
Features: - 
References: Nicosia & Cerqua 2009 
Comments: Probably mainly MBA1 in date. 
 
#197 
Site: VAL DI COMINO-SAN ANDREA (Alvito, 
FR) [also: FOSSO VAGNARO (San Donato Val 
di Comino, FR) & VALLE DI COMINO-SITO 23] 
Prior history: - 
Date: mainly EBA1 & EBA2 
Description: surface finds and small 
excavation, with stratigraphy in connection 
with a depression 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments (with a 
notable absence of storage vessels); fragment 
of a ‘corno fittile’ (Bruni et al. 2006, 112 [tav. 
9.22], cf. SELVA DEI MULI [#190]), quernstone 
fragments and flint artefacts (a.o. sickle 
element) 
Features: charred cereal remains (Table 7.18) 
at bottom of depression, in association with 
charcoal (dissociated from other material) 
References: Carancini et al. 2003; Bruni et al. 
2006, 72-73, 76-85, 92-95 [no. 23], 104 [tav. 
1.23], 108-112 [tav. 5-9]; Angle & Guidi 2007, 
152 [no. 29]; Belardelli et al. 2007, 381 [no. 
16] 
Comments: The excavators (Carancini et al. 
2003; Bruni et al. 2006) interpret the site as 
seasonal in character, in the absence of remains 
of structures and storage vessels. 
 
#198 
Site: COLLE DELLA IUGERA (Alvito, FR) [also: 
VALLE DI COMINO-SITO 9] 
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Prior history: - 
Date: EBA2 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments, 
quernstone fragments and a flint arrowhead 
[and possibly a small bronze fragment (of 
uncertain date, not included in Appendix 1)] 
Features: - 
References: Bruni et al. 2006, 76-77, 88-91 
[no. 9], 104 [tav. 1.9], 106 [tav. 3]; Angle & 
Guidi 2007, 152 [no. 30]; Belardelli et al. 
2007, 367 [no. 20] 
 
#199 
Site: MACCIOCCO (Alvito, FR) [also: VALLE DI 
COMINO-SITO 4] 
Prior history: - 
Date: generically EBA 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments and 
quernstone fragment(s) 
Features: - 
References: Bruni et al. 2006, 72, 75, 77, 83, 
87-88 [no. 4], 104 [tav. 1.4]; Belardelli et al. 
2007, 367 [no. 22] 
 
#200 
Site: “TRA COLLE CASTAGNETO E FONTANA 
VITOLA” (Alvito, FR) [also: VALLE DI 
COMINO-SITO 29] 
Prior history: Neolithic 
Date: generically EBA 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments [and 
possibly flint artefacts (a.o. arrowhead)] 
Features: - 
References: Bruni et al. 2006, 76-77, 96-97 
[no. 29], 104 [tav. 1.29], 107 [tav. 4A]; 
Belardelli et al. 2007, 368 [no. 24] 
 
#201 
Site: VIA LE FONTANELLE (Alvito, FR) [also: 
VALLE DI COMINO-SITO 1] 
Prior history: - 
Date: generically EBA 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Bruni et al. 2006, 75, 77, 85-86 
[no. 1], 104 [tav. 1.1], 105 [tav. 2A]; Belardelli 
et al. 2007, 368 [no. 18] 
 
#202 
Site: “TRA CASALE GRAZIANO E FONTANA 
MAIALI” (Alvito, FR) [also: VALLE DI 
COMINO-SITO 30] 
Prior history: possibly Neolithic or Copper 
Age (i.e. obsidian) 
Date: possibly EBA 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments and 
volcanic stone fragment (cf. quernstones, but 
of different substance/origin) 
Features: - 
References: Bruni et al. 2006, 76-77, 98-99 
[no. 30], 104 [tav. 1.30], 107 [tav. 4B]; 
Belardelli et al. 2007, 384 [no. 23] 
 
#203 
Site: ISOLETTA (Arce, FR) 
Prior history: Copper Age 
Date: EBA2 
Description: occasional finds and exposed 
stratigraphy due to construction work 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Angle & Guidi 2007, 152 [no. 33]; 
Belardelli et al. 2007, 384 [no. 82]; Treglia 
2007, 958 [fig. 1.7] 
 
#204 
Site: PEDICATA (Castrocielo, FR) 
Prior history: - 
Date: generically EBA 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Hayes & Martini 1994, 190 [no. 
153]; Belardelli et al. 2007, 385 [no. 111]; 
Treglia 2007, 958 [fig. 1.17] 
Comments: Not mentioned as a Bronze Age 
site in Hayes & Martini 1994. 
 
#205 
Site: FOSSO SAN GIOVANNI (Piedimonte San 
Germano, FR) 
Prior history: - 
Date: EBA2 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: isolated ceramic fragment 
(with decoration that shows affinities with 
northern Tuscany and Northern Italy, cf. 
Belardelli et al. 2007) 
Features: - 
References: Hayes & Martini 1994, 132-133 
[fig. 53.3], 193-194 [no. 183]; Angle & Guidi 
2007, 152 [no. 34]; Belardelli et al. 2007, 379 
[no. 114]; Treglia 2007, 958 [fig. 1.24] 





Site: TRATTURO CANÌO (Sezze Romano, LT) 
Prior history: Neolithic and/or Copper Age 
Date: EBA2 
Description: surface finds and excavation 
General assemblage: probably ceramic 
fragments 
Features: - 
References: Bruckner 2003, 75-80, 87; 
Anastasia 2007, 877 [no. 1]; Angle & Guidi 
2007, 152 [no. 21]; Alessandri 2009, 333-334 
[§3.214], 535 [no. A1] 
 
#207 
Site: LA CASARINA (Sabaudia, LT) 
Prior history: - 
Date: EBA2 [see Comments] 
Description: surface finds, lake-side 
assemblage 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments and 
bronze axe (Appendix 1 [#61]) 
Features: - 
References: Belardelli & Pascucci 1996, 55 
[no. 23]; Guidi & Pascucci 1996, 470 [no. 87]; 
Alessandri 2007, 144 [no. 39], 146 [fig. 3.116-
117]; Angle & Guidi 2007, 152 [no. 22]; 
Alessandri 2009, 323-324 [§3.205], 535 [no. 
L31] 
Comments: Possibly partly MBA1 in date, 
both in terms of ceramic typology and the axe 
type dated to EBA (horizon IV) or MBA1 
(Appendix 1 [#61]). 
 
#208 
Site: LAGO DI FONDI (Fondi, LT) 
Prior history: - 
Date: possibly EBA 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: ceramic fragments 
Features: - 
References: Bietti et al. 1988; Belardelli & 
Pascucci 1996, 58; Guidi et al. 2002 [no. 20]; 
Alessandri 2007, 160 
 
#209 
Site: MONTE S. BIAGIO-SCALELLE (LT) 
Prior history: - 
Date: possibly EBA 
Description: surface finds 
General assemblage: probably ceramic 
fragments 
Features: - 
References: Guidi et al. 2002 [no. 21] 








Het proefschrift Culturele landschappen, sociale netwerken en historische trajecten: een gedetailleerde 
synthese van netwerken uit de vroege bronstijd (ca. 2200-1700 v. Chr.) in Abruzzo en Lazio (midden-
Italië) [Cultural landscapes, social networks and historical trajectories: A data-rich synthesis of Early 
Bronze Age networks (c. 2200-1700 BC) in Abruzzo and Lazio (Central Italy)] behelst een poging tot 
synthese van een slecht begrepen periode, een zogenaamde overgangsperiode, in de latere prehistorie 
van midden-Italië (Hoofdstuk 1). Daarnaast is het doel een theoretisch en methodologisch kader te 
schetsen waarmee benaderingen van de periode van de bronstijd in Europa en het Middellandse 
Zeegebied meer met elkaar in lijn gebracht kunnen worden. Het uitgangspunt van deze theoretisch-
methodologische schets van het vakgebied is dat landschaps- en netwerkbenaderingen complementair 
zijn, aangezien in beide gevallen precies dezelfde plaatsen object van studie zijn (of zouden moeten 
zijn). Voorwaarde voor een geslaagde poging tot gedetailleerde synthese is dat landschappen expliciet 
als netwerken begrepen worden en dat er geen selectie plaatsvindt ten koste van bepaalde delen van het 
gegevensbestand (Hoofdstuk 2). 
 
Deze poging tot synthese begint met een overzicht van de algemene interpretatieve kaders als inleiding 
op de periode van de vroege bronstijd (Hoofdstuk 3). Hierin worden achtereenvolgens de betreffende 
archeologische gegevensbestanden, de gangbare chronologische sequenties en cultuurgrenzen (op basis 
van aardewerkclassificatie), het beperkte aantal absolute dateringen en tenslotte reconstructies van 
milieu en klimaat besproken. De elementen die uit het cultuurlandschap gelicht worden om in detail te 
bespreken en analyseren voor het onderzoeksgebied van Abruzzo en Lazio, zijn achtereenvolgens 
praktijken met betrekking tot metaal (Hoofdstuk 4), begravingspraktijken (Hoofdstuk 5), het gebruik 
van grotten (Hoofdstuk 6) en nederzettingspatronen (Hoofdstuk 7). 
 
De overgang van koper naar brons definieert traditioneel het begin van de bronstijd. De eerste stap is de 
ontrafeling van het fenomeen van depots van bronzen objecten uit de vroege bronstijd in midden-Italië. 
Patronen in ruimtelijke verspreiding en in de beschikbare materiaalanalysen maken het mogelijk het 
ontstaan van een koperwinningsgebied en productiecentrum van bronzen bijlen en koperbaren in 
Toscane te volgen, parallel aan een andere zogenaamde metallurgische sfeer aan de Adriatische kant 
van het schiereiland. Pas in tweede instantie wordt van deze kant de technologie van ‘volwaardig’ 
brons geïntroduceerd in de vorm van zogenaamde ‘prestigedolken’ (§4.1). Een exclusieve focus op 
zulke depots wordt vermeden in een ruimtelijke en contextuele analyse van deposities in het 
onderzoeksgebied, waar ‘losse’ objecten de overhand hebben. Deze analyse laat een toename van het 
fenomeen van metaaldepositie zien in de loop van de vroege bronstijd (§4.2). De materiaalanalysen die 
voor deze objecten beschikbaar zijn, worden vergeleken met de eerder onderscheiden metallurgische 
sferen. Dit laat zien dat de Toscaanse sfeer zich uitstrekte tot in zuid-Lazio en dat ‘prestigedolken’ hier 
inderdaad de eerste ‘volwaardig’ bronzen objecten zijn (§4.3). De verschillende patronen worden 
samengebracht in een poging technologische veranderingen aan uitwisselingsnetwerken te koppelen in 
Abruzzo en Lazio (§4.4). 
 
Het gegevensbestand in het onderzoeksgebied is voor begravingspraktijken en grottengebruik beperkt 
in de vroege bronstijd. In het geval van begravingspraktijken staat dit in schril contrast met de 
voorafgaande periode, de kopertijd. Op basis van het beperkte gegevensbestand (§5.1) kan desondanks 
beargumenteerd worden dat er een verandering optrad in het idee met betrekking tot voorouders, 
waarin vaste begraafplaatsen minder belangrijk werden dan het selectief verspreiden van bepaalde 
delen van vergane lichamen naar bepaalde plekken op regionale knooppunten in sociale netwerken 
(§5.2). Het gebruik van grotten steeg enigszins in de loop van de vroege bronstijd naast het 
voortbestaan van een kleine groep cultusplaatsen (§6.1). Vanwege het geografisch beperkte voorkomen 
van grotten kan een verband gelegd worden in termen van sociale netwerken. Het doorkruisen van 
bergachtige gebieden lijkt gepaard te zijn gegaan met rituele handelingen (§6.2). 
 
Het grootste aantal vindplaatsen uit de vroege bronstijd in Abruzzo en Lazio is gerelateerd aan 
nederzettingspatronen. Dit hoofdstuk begint met een overzicht van het beschikbare gegevensbestand in 
relatie tot de eerder besproken elementen (§7.1). Vervolgens wordt een poging gedaan om op grond 
van verbanden tussen vindplaatsen (op basis van aardewerktypologie) netwerken te visualiseren en 
eventuele veranderingen in nederzettingspatronen op te sporen. In de tweede helft van de vroege 
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bronstijd trad er een verschuiving op doordat er twee nieuwe nederzettingsclusters ontstonden aan de 
Tyrrheense kant van het schiereiland ten koste van de grootste cluster uit de kopertijd waar nog wel 
aanwijzingen waren voor bewoningscontinuïteit in de eerste helft van de onderzochte periode (§7.2). 
Vanwege het kleine aantal opgravingen van nederzettingen blijft het dorpsleven uit de vroege bronstijd 
onderbelicht. Als alternatief wordt gezocht naar patronen van associaties en dissociaties tussen 
materiaalcategorieën in de samenstelling van het opgegraven materiaal in vergelijking met die van 
vindplaatsen van de oppervlakte (§7.3). Tenslotte blijkt uit een vergelijkende analyse van faunaresten 
uit grotten en vindplaatsen in de openlucht dat pastoralisme ingebed was in het dorpsleven, terwijl jacht 
vooral een connotatie met cultusplaatsen heeft (§7.4). 
 
De verschillende in detail besproken elementen worden samengebracht in een eigenlijke synthese van 
culturele landschappen en sociale netwerken (Hoofdstuk 8). Om te beginnen wordt een samenloop 
gesignaleerd van een uitbreidende ruimtelijke verspreiding van metaaldepositie, grottengebruik en 
nederzettingen. Uit samengestelde verspreidingskaarten blijkt dat de eerste twee elementen de ‘gaten’ 
vullen in de laatste. Op basis hiervan wordt een ‘gezoneerde’ indeling van culturele landschappen 
gereconstrueerd op regionale schaal waarbij rituele praktijken plaatsvinden tussen nederzettingsclusters. 
Dit wijst op een structuur van sociale netwerken waarin ontmoetingsplaatsen zich in grensgebieden 
bevinden. Vervolgens wordt de oververtegenwoordiging van zulke rituele praktijken in verband 
gebracht met cosmologische principes waarbij contact maken met de ondergrond door middel van 
depositie (met name in grotten en kratermeren) steeds meer centraal kwam te staan. Tenslotte is de 
vraag hoe sociale veranderingen zich voltrokken in een overgangsperiode, zoals de vroege bronstijd, 
die voor een aantal elementen een beperkt gegevensbestand heeft. Hier wordt een verband gelegd 
tussen aan de ene kant verschuivingen in het nederzettingspatroon in Lazio en aan de andere kant het 
smeden van nieuwe uitwisselingsnetwerken gerelateerd aan bronsproductie in Toscane. Dit zijn de 
omstandigheden waaronder metaalproductie aldaar tot een hoogtepunt steeg en de relaties tussen beide 
zijden van het schiereiland geïntensiveerd werden. 
 
Om methodologische en historische redenen wordt de analyse in het slothoofdstuk doorgetrokken naar 
de situatie op de overgang van de vroege naar de midden-bronstijd. Methodologisch gezien moet 
immers vermeden worden dat zulke periodegrenzen een eigen leven gaan leiden en onbesproken uit 
zicht verdwijnen (Hoofdstuk 9). Op basis van een vergelijking van gegevensbestanden van de vroege 
bronstijd en de midden-bronstijd in het onderzoeksgebied, samen met gesignaleerde aanwijzingen voor 
chronologische overlap tussen beide perioden, wordt een scenario naar voren gebracht waarin sprake is 
van verschillen in de chronologische sequenties aan beide zijden van het schiereiland. Het ontstaan van 
de eerste culturele landschappen en sociale netwerken uit de midden-bronstijd kan zodoende in verband 
gebracht worden met een integratie van de ‘aparte’ metallurgische sferen in midden-Italië. Hiermee 
wordt de basis gelegd voor de volgende stap, een integratie van de regio in continentaal Europese en 
Mediterrane sferen. 
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